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Nature's Source of Phosphorus

GROUND

PHOSPHATE ROCK
The most economical and only permanent soil builder-

An ap

plication of 1,000 to 2,000 lbs. per acre will furnish an abund

ant supply of Phosphorus for five or ten years.

BROADCAST
over clover and other legumes, or on stub

ble fields—at any time during the year—and when

ready to do so plow in.

Mix it with all the animal manure—preferably making the

mixture throughout the year as the manure accumulates by

sprinkling in stables and feeding lots and over manure

heaps, or pits, daily.

Too much cannot be applied, and the longer it lays the bet

ter, as all remains in the soil and only becomes available

gradually as the acids of decaying organic matter act on it.

There is no danger of its being dissolved and carried off in

the drainage. Only a wash which carries the soil will

remove it.

Contains more phosphorus than bone meal and only costs

about one-third as much.

We have one of the most complete and "up-to-date" drying and

grinding plants in the Mt. Pleasant District, and can make ship

ments immediately on receipt of orders.

We invite a comparison of our guarantees and terms with those

made by our competitors.

We are always ready to correct and make good our mistakes

and will use every endeavor to give satisfaction.

JOHN RUHM, JR.
MT. PLEASANT, TENNESSEE

Ground Rock Branch of

Ruhm Phosphate Mining Co.
MINERS AND SHIPPERS OF

Tennessee Phosphate Rock

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryi
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS of CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Issued at Ithaca, N. Y., monthly from July to November inclusive,
and semi-monthly from December to June inclusive.

(Application for entry as second-class matter at the post office at

Ithaca, N. Y., pending.)
These publications include the annual Register, for which a charge

of twenty-five cents a copy is made, and the following publications, any
one of which will be sent gratis and postfree on request:

General Circular of Information for prospective students,
Announcement of the College of Arts and Sciences,
Courses of Instruction in the College of Arts and Sciences,
Announcement of Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering and the Mechanic Arts,
Announcement of the College of Civil Engineering,
Announcement of the College of Law,
Announcement of the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Medical College,
Announcement of the New York State College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Winter-Courses in the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the New York State Veterinary College,
Announcement of the Graduate School,
Announcement of the Summer Session,
The President's Annual Report,
Pamphlet on prizes, samples of entrance and scholarship examination papers, special de

partmental announcements, etc.

Correspondence concerning the publications of the University
should be addressed to

The Registrar of Cornell University
ITHACA, N. Y.

New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University
L. H. Bailey, Director.

The College of Agriculture is one of several co-ordinate colleges comprising
Cornell University. The work of the College is of three general kinds: The

regular teaching work of undergraduate and graduate grade; the experiment
work; the extension work. The resident instruction falls in the following groups:

i. Four-year course, leading to the degree Bachelor of Science in Agriculture

(B.S. in Agr.). When desired, the last two years may be chosen in subjects per

taining to landscape architecture and out-door art, or to home economics. In

the Graduate School of the University students may secure the Master's and

Doctor's degrees (M.S. in Agr. and Ph.D.).
2. Special work, comprising one or two years: (a) Agriculture special;

(b) Nature-study special or normal course.

3. Winter-Courses of 12 weeks: (a) General Agriculture; (b) Dairy

Industry; (c) Poultry Husbandry; (d) Horticulture; (e) Home Economics

THE INSTRUCTION IS DIVIDED AMONG TWENTY-TWO DEPARTMENTS AS FOLLOWS:

FARM PRACTICE and FARM CROPS ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

FARM MANAGEMENT
POULTRY HUSBANDRY

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY ^tm ^^MCS
PLANT PHYSIOLOGY FORESTRY

PLANT PATHOLOGY RURAL ART

SOIL TECHNOLOGY DRAWING

PLANT-BREEDING HOME ECONOMICS

ENTOMOLOGY. BIOLOGY and METEOROLOGY

NATURE-STUDY RURAL ECONOMY

woRTinilTURE RURAL EDUCATION

POMOLOGY
EXTENSION TEACHING
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You can cover two acres in the same

time it takes the other fellow to cover one,

and do it with less work for the team and

with less help if you use a

MANURE
SPREADER

That's because the Fearless spreads a strip of

manure &}4 feet wide, or way beyond the sides of

its 4-foot box. No other spreader can do this,

because no other spreader has the Circular Beater
—

-

an exclusive Fearless feature.

No other spreader can spread manure evenly
—

thick or thin—as thick on the edges as in the center.

The manure can be thrown where other machines

can't cover—right up to fruit rows, trees and fences,

and, because of the special front truck, into remote

corners of the field.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG
and learn all about these exclusive features of the Fearless that
mean such a big saving for you in time, money and labor. Send
for it now cr you'll forget it and be the loser.

Walter A.Wood
M. & R. M. Co.

Box :0i

Hoosick Falls
New York

Not connected with anv T
or CowbinatZy Trust

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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GENUINE THOMAS

PHOSPHATE POWDER
(BASIC SLAG PHOSPHATE)

GROWS BIG RED APPLES AND OTHER FRUITS

Why let the fruits of Oregon and California monopolize our best markets when

fruit of EQUALLY FINE APPEARANCE AND FAR BETTER QUALITY can be

RAISED RIGHT HERE if you FEED YOUR TREES AND FEED THEM PROPERLY?

During the past live years GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER

has proven its value. Used by the leading fruit growers it has given high color,

superior quality, healthy foliage and increased yields. It has proven its positive
action in encouraging and de\ eloping fruit buds. It has, in short, produced fruit that

ships better, looks better, tastes better and pays better than fruit raised otherwise.

Mr. George A. Drew, of Connecticut, well known as a standard authority on

fruit growing, writes us as follows:

"The Coe-Mortimer Co,, New York City.

'Gentlemen:— I have used THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER (Basic Slag Phosphate)
for four years past for the fertilization of fruits, more especially on apples and peaches.

'I have been reluctant to express an opinion on the merits of this material until I have

used it long enough to be sure of its effects,
"I find that it has a very positive action in encouraging and improving the fruit buds, and an

equally positive action in producing high color and excellent quality in both apples and peaches.
"The splendid crops of clover which we grow in our orchards we could not grow before we

used Thomas Phosphate Powder, and we attribute these excellent crops of clover (which are

valuable in furnishing nitrogen to the fruit), to the use of Thomas Phosphate Powder. The

only material that we use in conjunction with Thomas Phosphate Powder is High Grade Sul

phate of Potash. (Signed) George A. Drew, Conn.

(At the great Fruit Show held at Boston, Mass., October 18 to 24, 1909, fruit

grown on Thomas Phosphate Powder by Mr. Drew, took nine First Premiums, two
Second Premiums, and four Third Premiums, including a Silver Cup and a Silver medal)

GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER
(BASIC SLAG PHOSPHATE)

Is an Alkaline Phosphate of High Availability. The Average of Nine Anal

yses at the Massachusetts Experiment Station shows the following :

TOTAL PHOSPHORIC ACID, 17.73 percent. AVAILABLE PHOSPHORIC

ACID, 15.48 per cent. (By Wagner's Standard Method) See Bulletin 127, page 16.

THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER ALSO CONTAINS 35 to 50 per cent of

EFFECTIVE LIME, 15 to 17 per cent, of IRON and 3 to 6 per cent of MANGAN

ESE.

All buyers should insist on having GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER

(BASIC SLAG PHOSPHATE)

?hIrSgs0N THE "KEY AND TREE" TRADE MARK.

By buying THOMAS PHOSPHATE POW

DER bearing this Trade Mark you can be sure

to get the Genuine Unadulterated Article.

(When writing for our booklet, "Up-to-date Fruit Growing,"
please be ture to mention The Cornell Countryman.)

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,
SPECIAL IMPORTERS

Manufacturers of E. Frank Coe Fertilizers

and Peruvian Brands.

(The Highest Grade Mixed Fertilizers on the

Market.)

24-26 Stone Street,

NEW YORK CITY

(We distribute from New York, Boston, Mass., Belfast, Me., Philadelphia, Pa., Balti

more, Md., Norfolk, Va., Wilmington, N. C, Savannah, Ga., and Charleston, S. C.)
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43 x 265 Feet. Built on Concrete Foundations.

THE IRON FRAME GREENHOUSE IS BEST
Best because it is by far the lightest

—Best because main frame of those put up by us thirty years ago,

of its unequalled endurance. One feature is essen- shows no signs of deterioration.

tial for the maximum of growing results—the other This one shown is 43 feet wide and 265 feet long,
simply plain, common sense hitched to a desire to erected for Stephen Mortensen at Southampton,
save repair bills. Pa.
"

We haven't lived long enough yet to know just Want any particulars? Any circulars or catalogs?
how long the iron frame house will last," but the

LORD & BURNHAM CO., Irvington, N. Y.

New York

St. James Bldg.

Boston

Tremont Bldg.

Philadelphia

Franklin Bank Bldg.

Chicago

The Rookerv

It Will Interest

Ag. Men to look up our new rebate system 5%. No prolonged dividends,
but a definite rebate on every cash purchase.

This plan is in use at all our stores and will save you the price of many
a book and article this fall.

The Corner Bookstores
SHELDON COURT

State Street
Eddy Street

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Co
UNTRYMAK
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NOW IS THE TIME

TO TIGHTEN UP
If you are in the game with other Butter and Cheese

Makers and are a few points to the good, don't take

chances, stick to mother earth and play hard. Play the

game safe and the best you know how. Always keep in

. mind the Dairyman that won his own game by using a

bit of shrewd thinking. At a critical stage of the game

he began to use

The results of his tact began to show, and a slight hand

icap was soon changed to a safe lead.

To be in the lead in the Butter and Cheese Makers

game every measure and precaution must be taken to

ensure a good grade of butter. Cleanliness has always

Indian in circle been and always will be an important

factor. The safestway to secure perfect

cleanliness is to use Wyandotte Dairy

man's Cleaner and Cleanser, the only

dairy cleaning material recommended

by State Dairy Commissioners. It is

in every package not only efficient, but economical.

Order a barrel from your supply house or ask your

dealer for a small sack.

THE J. B. FORD CO., Sole Manufacturers

Wyandotte, Mich., U. S. A.

This Cleaner has been awarded the highest prize wherever exhibited.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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RELIABLE

MA^BMS
Only thorough work with the best machinery

accomplish the best paying results from spraying

You must spray if you would
have perfect fruit, and it

doesn't pay to bother with a cheap outfit. It means no

end of trouble and it's too risky—you have too much

at stake.

Goulds Sprayers have proved their
su

periority by years of service. We make

the sprayer best
suited to your condi

tions. It will last for years because all

working parts are made of bronze to

resist the action of chemicals. "You

can depend on a Goulds" to work when

ever and as long as you require.
Fend for Our Booklet:

How to Spray—When to Spray—What Sprayers to Use

It discusses the matter thoroughly, it gives valuable

spraying formulas and tells how and when to use them.

THE GOULDS MFG. CO., io W. Fall St., Seneca Falls. N.Y

We Make both Hand and Power Pumps for Every Service

.. *:;':"^^J
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16 YEARS CONTINUED USE OF

CHR. HANSEN'S RENNET EXTRACT and

CHEESE COLOR

Convinces an expert cheese maker of the superior qualities of

Chr. Hansen's Dairy Preparations

Linded, Wis., Nov. 14, 1910.

Gentlemen :

I have used CHR. HANSEN'S Rennet Extract and Cheese Color for 16 years

and find them O. K. (Signed) Clyde Morgan.

For making Fine Cheese use CHR. HANSEN'S Rennet Extract,

Cheese Color and Lactic Ferment Culture.

CHR. HANSEN'S DANISH BUTTER COLOR

THE COLOR OF QUALITY

CHR. HANSEN'S LABORATORY

Box 1095, LITTLE FALLS, N. Y.

r
Buffalo Wagon Scales

Saves 10 Times Their Cost

A

By Giving You Absolutely

Accurate Weight

Dependable Scales built

to last and sold direct to

the user.

Full information for the

asking.

BUFFALO SCALE CO.

L
NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED 1859

BUFFALO, N. Y. CHICAGO

When writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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You Will Trade at the
BjjwfrfrWffag

Co-op. This Year

STUDENTS are realizing more and more

each year that the Co-op. is here for their

benefit and not to make money to put into

someone else's pocket. Perhaps the dividend

is what does the convincing. Last year, we

paid over $4600.00 to students as their share

in the profits. The Co-op. also believes in

fair prices and the best quality of goods for

your money. Morrill Hall is the most con

venient place to trade. The Co-op. specializes
in student necessities. Go to the Co-op. first.

What Would You

Suggest?
THERE are three ways for you to suggest

improvements in the Co-op. Tell the mana

ger, he wants to know your opinion The
members of our Board of Directors would be
pleased to see you. Prof. Wing js on the
Board from the College of Agriculture You
will also have a representative on the Student
Advisory Committee. Watch your bullet-
board for his name.

IN MORRILL HALL

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryi
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BY L. H. BAILEY

We have all come back to work. There is no excellence without

labor. One cannot dream himself into either usefulness or happiness.

Every person needs the dream, if he is to be sensitive to his place in the

world and if he would really accomplish; but the result comes only

through good application.
I hope that all of you have had a busy summer. It is now much

the practice to waste the summer. Vacations often result in more

harm than good because they are likely to be vacant. The most effective

men do not too often break training, although they may change their

work. The real farmer does not waste much time in idle vacation; and

in this respect he is contributing good example to all our people.

Zealous work is good vacationing.

So, if you have not droned your summer away, you will come back

keen for work and you will easily find yourself usefully occupied. The

quality of your work, as also your healthfulness and satisfaction in it,

will depend largely on the way in which you organize your time.
^

If

you play, you will have a time for play and you will play with spirit.

You will study without haste and without friction if you order your

work well. I find that most students who complain of lack of time do

not know how to economize time. Their days are unplanned and,

therefore, lack progressive motion. Very few students really know

how to study. The busiest persons usually have the most time: they

work quickly, surely, lose no motions, and overlook the non-essentials.

Very many persons lose their way because they get flurried.

They "flare up11 and are then "upset" All good work depends on an

even temper. One can acquire a level spirit, if he does not chance to be

born with one: it is merely self-control. In fact, I think the most

effective evenness of keel is
one that is held in turbulent seas. I suggest

that each student give himself lessons this year in the gentle art of

keeping cool. Many troubles solve themselves if they are let alone.

I like to emphasize the time-element in editcation. We think

of this as a high-strung
and rapid age; but it need not be a hurried age.
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One mav walkverv fast without being
in a hurry In college partic-

idarhdo we need to take time. Things must soak in
now if they ever

to soak in If I could be sure that the student would
take proper

time and patience with his work, I should be glad to see the amount of

subject-matter reduced by one-half. Education is a process of ripen

ing. One does not have equal opportunity for ripening after he leaves

C°

6gThe student in agriculture in these days is fitting himself for a

great work The burden of civilization will fall more and more on the
'

in who produces the supplies out of the earth. We begin to see the

d of the process of merely appropriating the supplies that lie in new

,.:d untried places / The attention of the people is being halted^ to this

act, and also to the necessity of reaching effectively the social and

educational and immaterial needs of the background of our civilization.

We have been talking much about marginal men; but it is more

important that we talk about bottom men.

Students in agriculture are doing much more than fitting them

selves to follow an occupation. They are to take part in a great

regeneration. This regeneration will come gradually and perhaps
even slowly; and this is all the more reason why it will be worth while

to be connected with it. Rural civilization will express itself in the

voice of the people. So you are coming here to take part, and to assume

a hopeful responsibility. I want you to have the steady forward look.

Your college days should be a conscious preparation for this

larger usefulness; you should be ready when the time arrives for your
commencement of it. The small college world, even though an ideal

world, should typify in some degree the world of wider service. Your

first duty is to your formal studies, but it will not be worth your while
to come to college if you acquire only subject-matter . I hope you will

work with your fellows on questions of student interest, take active part
in the affairs of the college, and train yourselves in good public spirit.
Loyalty to an institution is a kind of patriotism; when it expands it
becomes loyalty to a neighborhood, a state, a nation, and to humanity.

You are now in training to enter the fraternity of those who are

building a sufficient country life.



FARM FENCES

By Edward R. Minns

Instructor in Farm Practice, Cornell University

VXfHEN Central New York was

v* first settled the forest clearings
needed fences to protect the pioneer
farmer's crops from wild beasts. Do

mestic animals needed this protection
also for it was not safe to let them run

at large. Timber was plentiful, if not
an actual encumbrance to the land.

Some of it was split into rails for the

old "worm" fences which are now

disappearing. The stumps of shallow

rooted trees like pines where hewn off

on one side and dragged into rows to

serve as fences. Where stones were

so abundant as to hinder cultivation,

they were often piled between and

around the stumps and in the rail fence

corners. That was the quickest way
of getting rid of them. If the stones

were of suitable size and shape they
were often built into a wall without

mortar.

Stone walls built from boulders are

now to be found tumbled down into

mere heaps and ridges of stone. Rail

fences have decayed, leaving a wealth

of brush and weeds and perhaps piles
of small stones. The stump fences

have resisted decay, but are now

disappearing, leaving brush and stone-

piles to show where once they stood.

With the increase in labor cost and

decrease in the timber supply some

effort was made several decades ago

to economize material in rail fences.

The use of iron wire made it possible
to fasten stakes and rails together into
a modified form of rail fence. Such

fences were sometimes built from older

ones using what was good of the old

fence. It required less material, was

straighter and occupied less space on

the land. The mortised post and rail

fence represented another attempt to

economize timber and secure a narrow

er fence. Board and post fences came

into use after the introduction of power

saw mills. Board fences are neat and

give but a small opportunity to harbor

weeds and brush, but they catch the

wind and when the posts decay at the

ground line or are lifted by freezing

the fence is soon out of repair or blown
down.

When iron fence wire came into use

it was used to some extent woven with

wooden slats or pickets. The factory
made slat fence had three turns in the

wire strands between slats. The slats

were sawed and nearly uniform in

thickness, and as a result of this, they
failed to stay in place in the fence

because the wire had no elasticity.
Another kind was built where the

fence was to remain, using split
pickets which varied in size, but giving
each pair of wires a half turn only be

tween pickets. These fences did not

lose their pickets so easily. The

resistance to the wind of all picket
fences was a disadvantage. High
snow drifts often piled up on the

sheltered side, then the slats decayed
as did also the posts and the fence

went down.

Wire fences came into use most

rapidly in the treeless regions of the

western States. The eastern farmers

adopted wire fences more slowly be

cause their farms were already fenced

with wood or stone. When barbed

wire was first used some costly lessons

had to be learned. Valuable animals

were seriously injured by becoming en

tangled in it. A particularly cruel

form of it consisted of a ribbon of

galvanized iron about three-eighths of

an inch wide on which were clasped
double pointed barbs which resembled

saw teeth. Such a fence was danger
ous to horses and cattle turned against
it. Another form consisted of a twist

ed iron ribbon, the edges of which were
cut to form small points. The use of

diamond-shaped barbs on wire twisted

from two strands and all coated with

paint was tried also. This kind rusted

badly and inflicted damage enough if

not able to cut deeply. More

humane forms of barbed wire came

into use and attempts were made to

build fences by using alternate strands
of barbed and smooth wire in the same

fence. With posts one rod or farther
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apart it was found impracticable to

keep cattle and sheep from reaching

through the fence built partly or

wholly of smooth wire. Sheep, parti

cularly, on account of their wool had

little fear of such a fence. Some cattle

have such thick hides that the points

on a humane barbed wire cause them

very little annoyance. As for swine,

it is said that a hog will go wherever

he can get his nose through, mindless

of scrtaches from wire or thorns.

Some attempts were made to make

such fences more effectual by fastening

facturers saw that if they couldmake
a

fence strong enough and cheap enough

for farm uses it would become popular.

They had to use steel instead of iron

to get the strength and elastic quality.
The steel wire was coated with zinc

before woven but if the normal amount

of zinc coating remained on the wire

after it left the spelter bath, it was

cracked by the bending process in

weaving and purchasers objected to

that. To overcome this, the manu

facturers wiped off the hot spelter

from the wire just as it left the bath.

m.<

A FAILURE IN FENCE CONSTRUCTION. THE END-POST WAS NOT PROPERLY ANCHORED.

THE SLACK LINE WIRES ARE SUPPORTED BY THE STIFF DOUBLE STAYS.

upright wooden or wire stays to the

line wires and close enough together
to prevent spreading the wires apart.
Fencemanufacturers devised stiff verti

cal wire stays which were securely
fastened to the horizontal wires of a

fence. This methodmade fences more

expensive and not altogether satis

factory.
Galvanized woven wire poultry net

ting has been in use for over twenty

years. Its success led to the use of

light forms of woven wire for farm

fences. Fences woven from soft wire

do not keep their shape well, and iron
wires of small sizes have insufficient

strength and elasticity for restraining
the larger farm animals. The manu-

Thus the galvanizing process left a

very thin coating of zinc on the wire.

The fence looked all right when

finished and erected and the cost was

reasonable, but the users were badly

disappointed in its lasting qualities.
In some cases the wires rusted to pieces
in less than two years. Five years ago

complaints about the quality of wire

fences were common in the agricultural
papers. The United States Depart
ment of Agriculture was importuned
to investigate the subject and Profes

sor A. S. Cushman of the Office of

Public Roads undertook the work.

Fence users charged that the steel

wire was of inferior quality and
that the galvanizing was worthless.
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The manufacturers replied that they
were using the best wire they could

get, that the farmers demanded cheap
fences and were not willing to pay the
price for better fences. The experi
mentsmade by Professor Cushman and
the results of observations on fences in
use have made these facts apparent:*
(i) Improvement in the quality of

steel used for fence wire was possible.
No one should expect, however, that
modern steel will resist corrosion as did
the iron made years ago. To make

fences stiff and elastic, steel wire must

iron, a corosive agent such as rain
water will destroy the zinc first. The

large fence wires are therefore better

protected than small ones and it
follows that the vertical stay wires
should be just as large as the horizon
tal ones if they are desired to last as

long.
(4) Because of the tendency for

steel wire to corrode it is not wise to

put both hard steel and mild steel

wires in the same fence, for the mild

steel will corrode more rapidly than

the hard steel if they are in contact.

A WELL ANCHORED AND BRACED END FOR A HEAVY WOVEN WIRE FENCE.

WIRES ARE TIGHT AND ARE WRAPPED AROUND THE END POST.

THE LINE

be used. Lately some manufacturers

are advertising that their fence wire is
made of open hearth steel as dis

tinguished from Bessemer steel.

(2) The quality of the zinc coating
and its distribution needed improve
ment. More even and heavier coat

ingwith zinc is now possible and buyers
of woven wire fences should regard

cracking in the zinc coating at the

bends of the wire as a sign of honest

galvanizing.
(3) The larger sizes of wire carry a

relatively heavier coating of zinc.

Because zinc is electro-positive to

(5) The life of a galvanized steel

wire fence can be prolonged by paint

ing it with a special paint which in

hibits corrosion.

Various kinds of wire fences are now

numerous on the market, but they may
all be placed in two classes. In one

class are several styles which are sold

as coils of line wire and bundles of

stay wires with special tools for secur

ing the stays to the tightly drawn line

wires. The best of these fences are

made of heavy wire and can be ex

pected to give good service if properly
set up. Such a fence is well adapted
to uneven ground and with special
stays can be made quite ornamental

in appearance. More time and skill

is required to erect such a fence than

*" Information in regard to Fabricated Wire Fences and Hints to Purchasers." Yearbook of the Dept. of

Agr. 1909.
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when it is already woven, and this adds
to the cost.

All farm fences woven at the factory
from galvanized wire are in another

class. Some manufacturers are now

prepared to fabricate fences from wires

ranging in size from No. 7 to No. 14

gauge. Most of these fences are

made with stays attached at right

angles to the line wires but at such

distance apart as will best suit the

purchaser. These styles can be ad

justed to uneven ground by careful

work in erecting the fence. A few

are made with a triangular mesh.

It is impossible to adjust such a fence

to uneven ground satisfactorily. The

makers of wire fences of both classes

have special designs for fences intended
to restrain separate kinds of live stock

as well as fences intended to turn all

kinds. It is not economical to

erect a fence having more line

wires or stays than will be needed.

In view of our present information,
farm fences having wires of lighter
gauge than No. 9 are not likely to be

satisfactory. In many cases it will

be found better to use a woven fence

of less height than required, completing
the fence with one or two strands of

barbed wire . The latter is not likely to
be harmful on top of the fence andwill

protect the smoothwovenwire below it.

Last but not least, it is very im

portant that the modern elastic steel

fence should be drawn very tight and

securely fastened to the end posts.
No effort should be spared to anchor

and brace the end posts very securely.
The contraction of the steel wires in

cold weather increases the strain on

the end posts at a time when the

ground is likely to be soft. All corner

posts and those wherever the fence

changes directions are subjected to

stress of a similar kind and should be

made fast and firm in the ground.
Reenforced concrete end and corner

posts moulded in place are desirable

because permanent. A decayed wood

en line post can easily be replaced but it

is more difficult to put a new end post
in place when the fence is well secured

to it. Steel posts with concrete bases

have been used a little but the cost is

still prohibitive in regions where there

are any forests.

POWER FOR HOUSEHOLD CONVENIENCES

By H. W. Riley
Assistant Professor of Farm Mechanics, Cornell University

npHE introduction of the numerous

A
devices now to be found for

lightening household labor, marks a

distinct advance in the process of

reducing the drudgery of housekeeping.
This is most accentuated in laundry
work, water pumping, sweeping and

dish washing. The vacuum cleaner,
the washing machine, the wringer, the
mangle and the power pump, have
made it possible to perform mechani

cally the first three of these four main
types of drudgery. The devices so far

developed for dish washing are not so

well perfected as are the machines just
named, and they therefore will not be
considered here.

The main uses of power in the house
hold then are in connection with the
water supply, the laundry, the vacuum
cleaner, and to this list may be added a
sewing machine, a small grinder and

polisher and also the cream separator
if this is installed in the house.

Having decided upon the purposes
for which power is to be used, the next

point to be considered is the form or

manner in which it is needed. That is,
whether it is wanted as reciprocating
motion, because on this point depends
the type of transmission system to be

employed. Pumps for instance, in the

styles usually used about the house,
must have reciprocating motion at the

piston to operate them, but if found
convenient rotary motion derived from
a moving belt or rope may, by means

of a device called a pump jack, be

converted into reciprocating motion
before being applied to the pump piston
rod. Washing machines and vacuum

cleaners are regularly put on the mar

ket in both forms, some being operated
by pulleys and some by levers. Wrin^-
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ers, mangles, sewing machines, grind
ers and polishers all use rotary motion

for operation.
With these points inmind the source

of power must be determined. This

will depend on local conditions. If

there is available a water power of

sufficient size, the water may be car

ried through a pipe to the house and

there by means of a turbine or an over
shot wheel be converted directly into

power, provided adequate drain pipes
for the water can be provided. If

natural conditions do not permit of

such an arrangement, a turbine located

at the power site may operate an

electrical generator, the current from

which may be transmitted through
wires to a motor at the house, thus

providing rotary motion.
If no water power is available it may

be that there is a dairy on the place
in which a steam boiler is fired up every

day. In such a case a thermally
insulated pipe laid in a trench might
conduct steam to a small steam engine
in the cellar which could thus be

operated at practically no trouble or

expense. The idea of using power

from a windmill either directly or

through a dynamo or storage batteries

is not practical except possibly under

some very unusual natural conditions,

certainly not in New York State.

While special conditions may make

possible some one of the plans just

mentioned, the great majority of

problems require for their solution the

use of the gasoline engine. This may

be of either the two cycle or four cycle

type ; probably the latter with hit-and

-miss governor and either contact

spark or jump spark is the most eco

nomical and reliable. But little power

is required, one-quarter horse-power

being sufficient for most purposes

except for stationary vacuum cleaners

and for pumping. One horse power or

at most one and one-half horse power is

amply sufficient for all practical pur

poses. Engines of larger sizes will

simply waste gasoline. Before in

stalling a gasoline engine in the house

it is necessary to secure a permit

from the insurance company and care

should be used in following their

instructions, as gasoline is dangerous.
If the engine be located in the cellar,

the power transmission devices used

will consist of belts, pulleys and shaft

ing which can be easily arranged to suit
local conditions. If, however, the

engine be located in a building to avoid
the noise, considerable ingenuity must
be employed in selecting the trans

mission system. The most flexible

and the neatest plan is to have the

engine run a dynamo and thus provide
current to run one or more motors in

the house, the connection being made

by overhead wires conveniently lo

cated.

Should this plan seem too expensive
direct mechanical connection may be

secured by means of a wire rope run

ning overhead, or in aboxed tube under

ground connecting pulleys at each end

and so furnishing rotary motion. Or

by belting the engine to the pump

jack, reciprocating motion may be

secured which can be conveniently and

efficiently transmitted underground
to the house by a small iron pipe slid

ing back and forth in a larger iron pipe
of suitable size and suitably lubricated,

which shall serve as a guide for the

working member. This plan is in

successful operation and should be

applicable in many places.
Anotherplan of more limited applica

bility is to have the engine run a pump,
water from which is forced through

pipes to smallwatermotors'of from one-

eighth to one-quarter horse-power,
located at any desired point in the

house from which the waste water can

be conveniently drained. Unless am

ple water supply is available, thiswater

must be returned to the pumps to be

used over again. If the return is not

possible and the supply limited, the

plan is not feasible.

The problems involved do not de

mand a large engineering knowledge
but require rather that native common

sense and ingenuitywhich should be in

born in the American farmer. There

are many cases in which power should

be made available for the operation of

machinery for household work and the

whole problem is presented as one

really worthy of careful consideration.



SECONDARY SCHOOL AGRICULTURE IN

NEW YORK STATE

By Herbert E. Cook

Dr.m of the N. Y. State School of Agriculture, St. Lawrence
University, Canton, N.

Y.

TUtt Slate of New York began its I do not wish to be understood as

1
secondary educational work with- favoring the discrimination against

on I. any definite plan. Because of this country boys from the grades, inese

uKlefmitcnesssomeof our leadingmen men constitute our most nopeiui

were opposed and so expressed them- resource. If the high school was

selves with considerable force. Poli- properly organized and related in its

ties were made the scape-goat and work to these secondary schools,

credited with launching upon the State young men would
take more kindly to

an unrelated and maybe disastrous the high school and see in it a stepping

plan. We have not the time or dis- stone to a more elaborate and finished

position to discuss this phase of the course which these secondary schools

question; suffice it to say that no could give. It is my opinion that we

disaster has come to us.

"

need to-day a relationship between the

The air was charged with a feeling high school and the secondary agri-
that something must be done if the cultural school a great deal more than

country life of our State was to be we need a relationship between the

developed, beyond the capacity of our secondary school and the State College.
State College. The writer who has What we want to do, as I see it, is to

had for twenty years more or less train men for the farm and good

acquaintance with our leading thinkers citizenship. Such a course as I have

and actors in this field is inclined to mentioned will do it. This plan does

say that the present wholesome situa- not mean less men in the College.
tion is due to a broadminded and That will all take care of itself. This

generous sentiment which has pre- farmer man who is to plow and sow

vailed among our leading men in the and reap, demands of the State as

College, Experiment Stations, Depart- much education as he can use in the

ment of Agricultural, and Educational present development of our country

Department, the agencies which have life. If he has more than he can

beenmoving together for common good, assimilate into his business and profit
I should say that whatever success thereby it may become a positive

had come was due to willing, ready damage to him.

and conscientious men rather than to It seems idle not to measure the

the plan of action. I have been free Agricultural Educational needs of the

to say from the start that any effort time by the opportunity presented to

to formulate a related plan of work use that education.

throughout the State would be a hind- The difficulty now in relating our

ranee and possibly disastrous. In courses to the College is the fact that

other words, I preferred to trust the the most of our men need a finishing
men who were interested in the work course. If we give them two years
rather than to trust men who would similar to two years in College they

speculate on the future needs. From have not received here that condensed
this point of view the writer has urged education which their business de-

against the establishment of any more mands. The men have spent their

secondary schools similar to those now time but have not received the training
in operation. These schools are now they need.

doing probably twenty-five per cent Our course at St. Lawrence opens in
and may be fifty per cent of their work September and closes in June. From
that could as well be done in the local the standpoint of short course work
high school, at very much less expense there is a disadvantage because of its
to the State. interference with farm work.
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I am convinced that the full college
period of time has a very decided

advantage in a two years' course
known as a finishing course. It obliges
the men to set apart two years for

their education. In that time they
get some real mental training. The

short course man gets some facts and
some enthusiasm which are help
ful.

As soon as field work is open in the

spring an even number ofmenare select
ed, the selection being based upon

scholarship and adaptability, half

working each alternate day and taking
class room work each alternate day.
For this work they receive no compen
sation. It is simply substitution and

is credited on their grade cards. After

school closes in June these men are

paid for their labor until opening in

the fall. Thesemen are first year men.

The plan has been very satisfactory.
Two years of school with one season of

actual farm work is a very fair equip
ment.

Everyone recognizes the necessity
for practical work as they do for

mental training. Our purpose is to

combine these in a manner that will

give the farm touch coupled with

mental poise and force.
The open country has use for men

who have a broad human grasp of their

business and the affairs of the State

and nation.

The open country also has use for

men trained in the technique of the

farm.

A proper blending of these require
ments will build a safe and desirable

citizenship.
The registration at St. Lawrence

State School of Agriculture, including
domestic science and short course

(three months) dairymen has increased
in four years from 1 4 to 151.

It is early in the life of the Institu

tion to determine the success or

failure of graduates. Not less than

ten years will be required to do this.

Those who appear the most capable at
the start, often give way later to the

slow patient plodder who is never spec
tacular but always on his job.
The Institution has also under way

an elaborate system of farm accounting
for the purpose of ascertaining cost of

production. Two bulletins have been

published . We have labored upon land

nearly abandoned, with buildings in

complete andwith students as workers.
This situation has made the expense

somewhat higher.
The business of farming is very

largely a family affair. No cash ac

count is kept of the labor and so,

generally speaking, little is known of

actual cost of production. The writer

feels confident that this work is war

ranted andmay prove to be of value to

other sections than our immediate

locality.
The farm is now divided into two

parts, one section is devoted to demon

stration and experiment, the other

managed as a commercial proposi
tion.



THE RELATION OF INSECTS TO DISEASE

By William A. Riley

Assistant Professor of Entomology, Cornell
University

HPO the popular mind insects are ularly attributed to
these little animals

1
of economic importance in so far is in most part wholly imaginary

as t-hev are an annoyance or direct The belief has not even the apology of

danger to man, or are injurious to his that concerning common snakes, for

crops. It is onlv within the past insects are neither terrifying map-

decade that there has sprung into pearance nor are many able to mrlict

prominence the fact that in another serious wounds. Yet it should be

and much more insiduous manner recognized that there exist a few

that thev may be important agents in poisonous species and any discussion

the dissemination and transmission of of these must take into consideration

disease. The diseases so disseminated the fact that their relative virulence

in this climate are among those especi- depends upon the susceptibility of the

ally prevalent in rural communities, individual affected.

and a knowledge of their sources Of all the supposedly poisonous
should be universal. kinds, the spiders are most generally
If we consider the various ways in feared. So wide-spread is the belief

which insects may affect health, they in their venomous nature and so

fall into three general groups : many are the circumstantial reports of

i. Through their bites or their injury due to their bites that one

stings they may be directly poisonous, would not seem justified in dismissing
2. They may be parasitic and feed all such accounts as fabulous. And

directly on the tissues of their human yet, we may safely say that at least in
host. so far as the Northern States are con-

3. Harmless and merely annoying cerned, there is not on record a single
in themselves, they may transmit and authentic case of injury due directly to
disseminate disease. In this, their spider bites. The writer has per-

most important relation, they may sonally experimented with many of

act in one of three ways : our largest native spiders. In no

(a) As simple carriers accidentally case was the pain any greater than

transporting germs which they deposit that caused by the prick of a pin.
on the body of man, on his clothing, Of the true insects there are several

eating utensils, or food. species whose bite is painful. The

(b) As direct inoculators of germs "kissing-bug" scare of a few years ago,

which adhere to their body or to their though primarily hysteria, was based

mouth-parts, to be thus deposited on upon authentic cases of severe bites

wounded surfaces or to be injected by from these species, which only excep-

the bite of the insect. tionally attack man. Whenever the

(c) Finally, as intermediate hosts periodical cicada, or the so-called

they may be an essential factor in the "seventeen-year locust" appears, stor-

life cycle of the disease-producing ies of its poisonous bite are common.

germ. Without the insect the germ They are wholly without foundation.
could not develop and the disease A*few caterpillars are clothed with
which it caused would be absolutely nettling or stinging hairs, whose effect

stamped out. is strikingly dependent upon the sus-

The first two groups,
—those of ceptibility of the individual coming

poisonous and parasitic species, need in contact with them. The most
but brief mention. In this, as through- serious pest of this nature in the New
out the discussion, the term "insect" is England States is the larva of the
used m its broad, popular sense, to imported brown-tail moth which is
include not only the true insects but greatly extending its ran^e

'

the spiders, mites and other related Of the second o-roUp

'

the trulv
forms. The venomous properties pop- parasitic forms affecting man are those
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living on or within the skin. The
most important of these from the
medical viewpoint is the "itch-mite,"
which burrowing into the skin and

increasing astoundingly in numbers

causes the disease variously known as

"seven year itch," "Norway itch," or

"scabies." This disease, formerly a

scourge of camp and other crowded

places is by no means rare at the

present time.

All of these methods by which

insects may affect the health of man

have long been recognized and, until

recently, have been the only phase of

the subject which have received

serious attention. But the discoveries

of the past few years have opened up an
almost unsuspected field and now, all

over the world the attention of medical

men is focussed upon the third phase
of the subject and we are just beginn
ing to realize the enormous part which

insects may play in the transmission

of disease. No other discovery since

the demonstration of the germ theory
of disease has done more to advance

the science of preventive medicine.

It is important that every educated

person have a knowledge of the dis

coveries which have revolutionized our

methods of combating some of the

most dangerous diseases of man

kind.

The consideration of the subject

may be from the three view points
already suggested, viz., insects and

their allies may be considered as simple
mechanical carriers, accidentally scat

tering disease germs; secondly, as

direct inoculators; thirdly, as inter

mediate hosts of certain disease-pro

ducing germs which undergo, within

the insect, certain changes before they
are able to develop anew in man.

INSECTS AS SIMPLE CARRIERS OF

DISEASE GERMS

As typical of the way in which in

sects may mechanically carry and

scatter disease germs we may consider

the agency of the house fly in spread

ing typhoid fever and other intestinal

diseases. When we consider that bac

teria are omnipresent and that they

are so minute that the point of a pin
may carry enough to give a man the

lockjaw, it doesn't need a doctor nor

yet a scientist to tell us that an insect
the size of a fly may carry literally
millions of these suspicious organisms.
By careful experiment it has been
found that a single housefly may carry
at one time as many as six million,
six hundred thousand, living germs.
It then becomes a question of whether

they have access to the kinds that

cause disease.

The housefly is one of the filthiest of

insects. It has its birthplace and

lays its eggs by preference in horse-

manure, but that which makes it

especially dangerous to man is that

it will breed in and feed upon human

excrement, as well as other filth.

The life history, from egg to mature

fly, is completed in about ten days,
and there may be at least a dozen

generations in a season. It has been

estimated that under perfectly favor

able conditions, the descendents of a

single over-wintering-fly might by the

end of a season number 190,000,000,

000, 000,000!

Typhoid fever, infantile diarrhoea,
and certain other intestinal diseases

are specific germ diseases—they are

not caused by dirty water, or by
sour milk, or by any other thing
which has not become contaminated

by excrement containing the germs of

the disease. These germs may come

from sewerage which flows into the

well, from utensils rinsed with the

polluted water, or they may be carried

by flies which have fed on excrement.

Consumption, too, is due to a specific
germ, which may be disseminated by
flies which have fed on sputum.

Unfortunately, in the appearance of

the fly which comes so blithely to sup

with you, or with which you fight for

food in some public eating house, there
is nothing to indicate whether it has

just fed upon some festering sore, or

the disease-laden discharges of a ty

phoid patient, or whether it has merely
been feeding upon some attractive bit

of putrescent or decaying animal or

plant matter. The only safety is in

warfare on the whole tribe.
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INSECTS AS DIRECT INOCULATORS

OF DISEASE GERMS

That insects may directly inoculate

disease germs admits no doubt. Just
as the physician may abrade the skin

and introduce the germ of small-pox
in vaccination, so a biting or piercing
insect having fed on diseased tissue

might transfer the germs to a healthy
individual. There is clear evidence

that flies may thus transfer gangrene
from patient to patient in hospitals,
and there is also evidence that anthrax

may be borne from diseased to healthy
animals by biting flies. The most

striking case is that of the trans

mission of bubonic plague. This fear

ful scourge, which from time to time

has ravaged almost every country of

the old world and which not long since

gained a foothold in California, is

primarily a disease of rats and other

rodents. Recent studies have shown

beyond all question that its usual

method of transfer to man is by means
of fleas which have fed on diseased

animals and which deposit the bacteria
on the skin of man and they by their

bite directly inoculate.

INSECTS AS INTERMEDIATE HOSTS

OF DISEASE GERMS

Important as insects are in the trans
mission of these and probably other

similar bacterial diseases they are only
one of various sources of infection.

Kill all the insects concerned and the

disease would still exist, and be spread
by other agencies. The third type,
where the insect is an essential factor

in the development of the parasite is

the most important for, as stated

above, extermination of the insect

means absolute extermination of the

disease.

Under this heading, the relation of

the mosquito is not only typical but is
of the most interest in this climate.
It is now known absolutely that

malaria is not the result of "bad air,"
misasm, swamp exhalations, or night
air, but that it is caused by a little

microscopic animal which feeds on the

red blood corpuscles. The easiest

and only sure way of diagnosing

malaria is the finding of these minute

parasites in the blood. They are

transferred from man to man, and

thus the disease is spread solely

through the agency of some
blood suck

ing insect. This insect is a mosquito
of a particular variety,

—the Anopheles

mosquito. The malarial germ will not

develop in any other insect and hence

the control of malaria is a question
of the control of the Anopheles mosqui
to. Here as in the case of any pest,

control measures must be based on a

knowledge of the life history.
The Anopheles mosquitoes pass the

winter as adults and early in the

spring deposit their eggs wherever

there is standing water,
—in tin cans,

watering troughs, barrels, tubs, and

pools. From these eggs the "wrig
glers" or larvae hatch. Unlike other

mosquito larvae those of Anopheles do

not hang from the surface of the water

by the tail but lie parallel with the

surface. In about twelve days, in

midsummer, they transform to the

pupal stage and in three or four days
the adults emerge. Thus the life

cycle may be completed in a little over
two weeks.

This mosquito is unable to transmit

malaria unless it has fed on a man who

is infested with the germ. Thus the

Anopheles exists in regions where

malaria is as yet unknown. If a

malarious patient, or one who had

apparently recovered but harbored

the germs, were to move into the

region and infect the mosquitoes
they would become capable of spread
ing the disease.
A number of other diseases are now

definitely known to be due to germs
which are transmitted solely by in

sects which act as intermediate hosts.

One of the greatest triumphs of pre
ventive medicine is the control of

yellow fever, based on the demonstra

tion of the fact that it is a mosquito-
borne disease. The mvsterious "sleep
ing-sickness" of Africa which in one

year claimed five hundred thousand
victims, is borne by the little tsetse fly;
elephantiasis in the tropics ismosquito-
borne; certain relapsing fevers of the
tropics and of our western states are
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transmitted by ticks, as Texas fever,
the most serious disease of cattle.

METHODS OF CONTROL

In view of these facts and of the

rapidly accumulating evidence that

still other diseases may owe their

prevalence to insects it is clear that

the control of insects affecting man

is more than a matter of good house

keeping or of convenience—it is one of

the utmost importance from the view

point of public health. As the house

fly and the mosquito are the chief

offenders in the Northern States a few

suggestions regarding their control

are offered.

Although attempts to exterminate

the adult insects are futile much good
may be done by properly screening
houses and in the case of the fly, by
protecting foods. The most efficient

preventive measures are those directed

against the early stages.
The housefly breeds primarily in

horse manure. As its life cycle re

quires ten days ormore, manure should
not be left standing about barns, but

wherever feasible should be spread on

the fields at least once a week.

Chemical treatment of manure piles
is of little avail and cannot be recom

mended as a practical measure. On

the other hand, in city barns a tho

roughly practical and efficient method

is to keep the manure in tightly closed

receptacles until it can be carted away.
Abolish the open privy, or, if this is

impossible, keep it screened from flies

and make liberal use of earth or lime

to cover the feces.

Thoroughly disinfect all discharges
from a typhoid patient. This is of fun

damental importance in the control

of the disease for it enormously reduces
the chance of water contamination as

well as transfer by insects. Un

fortunately, this is not alone sufficient,
for the typhoid bacilli may be present
in the discharges long after the

patient is apparently well.

Keep all milk bottles covered and

all food protected from flies.

The misquito should also be fought
through destruction of its breeding places.
Leave no stagnant water, for where

there is none, the mosquito cannot

breed. Drainage of swamps not only
accomplishes much against the mos

quito but furnishes valuable land for

agricultural purposes. Look out for

inconspicuous breeding places,
—the

empty cans or bottles, old cisterns or

rain barrels ; in fact anything that may
store water for the ten days necessary
for mosquitoes to breed.
Where destruction of the breeding

places is not desirable or feasible,
much may be accomplished by treat

ment of the water with kerosene or by
the introduction of small fish which

feed voraciously on the larvae.
The old time advice not to expose

one's self to the night air in malaria-

ridden regions is still applicable, though
we now know that any virtue in this

procedure is due to protection from the

mosquito. In such a locality any and

all measures along this line, such as

effective screening, and sleeping under

mosquito canopies, are well worth

while.

%£/»



THE COLLEGE OF HAWAII

By John W. Gilmore, B.S.A. 1898

President of the College of Hawaii

TTHE College of Hawaii is the sentiment on the part of the students

1
youngest" of the Colleges founded and parents for the type

of education

on the Land Grant Act of 1862 and in that the College has to offer, and of

order it is the 68th institution to bene- convincing the people at large and the

fit bv this act or those supplementary Legislature as their representatives

to it." that moneys appropriated for such an

The College was established in 1908 institution can be invested in no other

with five students in preparatory way that will bring to the interests of

courses. In 1909 the entrance re- the State a larger return m terms of

quirements were increased to the good citizenship and efficient service.

usual 15 credits of approved high That these problems are being solved

school work and preparatory courses is shown by the increase m students

abolished, and the courses^ of Agri- and by the financial and moral support

culture, Engineering, Science, and that the College has received.

Household Economics were instituted, The College of Hawaii helps to

each leading to its corresponding solve the problem of those students

degree. At the present writing the who, for various reasons, do not go to

College occupies three temporary build- the larger institutions of the main-

ings and is so overcrowded in several land for their college education. But,
of its departments that all qualified in addition to this, the opportunity is

students who apply cannot be ac- recognized of supplementing in a way

commodated. The faculty has grown the objects of education of similar

from two in February, 1908, to institutions of the mainland. Most

seventeen now, and two or three of the state colleges in arranging their

more will be added during the coming curricula try to meet local needs. Not

year. only do the curricula of colleges from
The Legislature of 1909 was asked east to west and from north to south

to provide both lands and permanent reflect the general industrial and

buildings. To provide both was con- social conditions of the particular
sidered a heavy draught on the re- section, but often the subject matter

sources of the Territory for a single of the courses offered is correlative in

year so the request for the building this respect. The College of Hawaii

was dropped and emphasis was placed has an opportunity to develop courses

on the needs for land. Consequently and subject matter that shall relate

sixty acres of suburban property were particularly to tropic zone conditions.

purchased and thirty acres were set With this object in view, perhaps no

aside by the Government. The total other country or territory within the

area commands a picturesque view of tropics offers the possibilities in this

both sea and mountains, is of good respect as does Hawaii. We have a

soil and has a market value of cosmopolitan population, consisting
Si 2 5 ,000. of native Hawaiians, Japanese, Chinese
The 19 1 1 Legislature, just adjourn- Koreans,Portuguese, Spaniards,Ameri-

ed, appropriated $75,000 for a perma- cans, Europeans and other nationalities
nent building on this tract and $20,000 all living together peacefully and con-

formaintenance expenses. It is hoped tentedly, and compared with many
that the first graduating exercises may other regions, quite prosperously. This
be held in this new building in June association of nationalities manifests
19 ! 2- large and interesting problems in
In establishing the College of Hawaii, sociology, economics and Government

the two large problems that have been that apply not onlv here but elsewhere
encountered are those of creating a in the tropics.
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In agriculture especially, does Hawaii
excel both in problems unsolved as

well as the development of some

industries. Sugar production is the
main industry, and in no other part of
the world is so great tonnage per acre

secured, or are factory methods of

extractions so highly perfected. Other

agricultural resources, such as pine
apples, rubber and dairying are of

great importance.
Among tropical climates that of

C^RUIT growers from all parts of the

State gathered in large numbers

at Hilton, N. Y. on August nth and

12 th to attend the annual summer

meeting of this Association, and the

meeting was one of the most successful
in the history of the Association.
The plan of the meeting consisted

of an indoor session on the afternoon

of the nth, and inspection trips to

orchards in the vicinity on the 1 2th.

At the executive session Mr. Lloyd
Tenney welcomed the visitors and ex

plained the plans for the orchard

excursions. Pres. Clark Allis spoke
and expressed appreciation of the

preparations made for the entertain

ment of the visitors. Mr. J. D.

Remington, Industrial Agent of the

N. Y. Central Railway, explained that

the railroad company was in many

ways improving facilities for handling
fruit. He predicted that within five

years New York will ship more peaches
than any other section of the United

States and that 10,000 cars will be

required to handle the peach crop.

Prof. P. J. Parrott, of the Geneva

Experiment Station next discussed the

pear psylla. He explained that a

thorough application of lime-sulfur

spray to the trees, just after the eggs

were laid, would prevent the hatching

of the eggs and the consequent dep

redations of the insect. Commis

sioner P. A. Pearson spoke of the land

Hawaii is preeminently suited to study.
The temperature is not hot, the ther

mometer rarely rising above 90 degrees,
and at the same time the temperature
seldom drops below 60 except in the

higher elevations where freezing may
be experienced. With the extensive

and varied activities situated in so

suitable an environment the College
will appeal to students in all parts of

the world who want training in activi

ties pertaining to the tropics.

and irrigation show to be held in New

York next November. He said that

the Southern and Western men pro

posed to show the advantages of their

respective localities but that New

York State would present an exhibi

tion to show that opportunities are as

good in this state as anywhere.
Prof. H. H. Whetzel discussed the

subject of cankers. He defined them

and outlined methods for the cure of

diseased trees. Prof. U. P. Hedrick

of Geneva announced that the Legis
lature had selected a new farm of 100

acres to be added to the Geneva

Experiment Station Farms.

The following day, Aug. 12, was

spent in inspecting orchards about

Hilton. Various orchards were num

bered, and a guide book furnished

describing each orchard as numbered.

As acre after acre of well-cultivated,

healthy orchards were passed one could

not doubt the outcome of Mr. Reming
ton's prophesy that 10,000 cars would

be required for New York's peach crop.

Of especial interest to the visitor was

the Hilton cold storage at Collamer

Station, one mile west of Hilton.

This plant, erected, in 1909, is one of

the most modern in the country. It is

constructed of tile, coatedwith cement,
is lined with three inch sheet cork,
and has a capacity of 70,000 barrels.

The cooling is done by means of

compressed carbonic acid gas.

SUMMER MEETING OF THE WESTERN NEW

YORK FRUIT GROWERS' ASSOCIATION

By 0. M. Smith, '13



SILAGE AND CONCRETE SILOS

HOW FARMERS ARE BUILDING SOLID-WALL SILOS

as much stock as the same amount

harvested in any other manner.

Like a glass fruit jar, a silo must be

The principal source of profit m

dairying, stock-raising, and farming
lies in improving the quality and at

ipiuvmg Hi* qucuxi*
--

^ water_ti £t and jointless to keep the
the same time keeping down the cost ™* g J

^ <<d
of production. In thismatter of profit Fo/this reason> an| also because no

and loss nothing plays such an import- intincr or repairing is ever necessary,
ant part as the question of feeds and loM_w%U. concrete silos are coming
feeding. The natural feed for animals, •

^ p-eneral use.
the one on which they do best, is green The best silos are bu^t circuiar jn

pasture. In climates subject to frost, shape. The size depends upon how
man has made the same provision ior many animals are to be fed daily, the
animals as for himself by providing quantity in pounds for each animal's

them in winter with canned green daily feed, and the number of days it
fodder called "silage." Silage is made may be necessary to feed them. The

most commonly from corn, cow peas, silo should be of such size that a layer
clover, sorghum, or alfalfa,- merely of silage at least two inches in depth

chopped fine and stored in large water- will be removed each day after feeding
tight cans known as "silos." In dry has begun. This prevents a thin top
weather or in winter, when green pas- layer from moulding. A dairy cow

ture cannot be had, this feed is equally requires about 40 pounds of silage per

good in producing a flow of milk or in day, and the following table is based on

putting fat on animals. One acre of a this amount. Forty pounds is also the

crop harvested as silage will feed twice average weight of a cubic foot of silage.

Dimensions of Silo According to Size of Herd.

Number of Cows

in Herd

10

12

15
20

25

30

35

40

45

50

60

70.

p M_I

"h <U

Tons

36
43

54

72

90

108

126

144

162

180

216

252

Feed for 180 Days

Size of Silo

6

Q

Feet

10

10

II

12

13

14

15
16

16

17
18

19

'53

Feet

25
28

29

32

33

34

34

35

37

37

39

40

cU

a! +j V

"'d o

els
3H

Acres

3

4

5
6

7K
8K
10

11

12

14^
17

Feed for 240 Days

o to

aS O w

S « g
•s1 bor9

Tons

48
57

72

96
120

144
168

192
216

240

288

336

Size of Silo

Q

Feet

10

10

II

12

13

15
16

17

18

19

20

Feet

31

35

36
39

40

37

38
39

39

39

40

"^ 0

P. V(-i

Acres

3K
4

5

6^
8

10

11

13

16

19

It is frequently advisable to cut

down the average daily ration or to use

silage together with other feeds. With

this thought in mind, and especially for

dry weather feeding in summer, many

farmers find it best to build two silos

of moderate size instead of one large
structure.

Locate the silo where it will be con

venient for feeding. Usually it is
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SOLID CONCRETE SILO WITH CONCRETE

ROOF.

joined to the barn by means of a chute
and passageway with doors. Since

the silo and its contents are heavy, it

must be built on solid ground. The

bottom of the foundation should go

below frost line. The silo may, with

advantage, extend four to five feet into

the ground. Dig the pit large enough
to allow for the thickness of the cir

cular walls and a footing two feet wide.

In order to save lumber the concrete

is poured into forms which can be

moved up as the concrete sets or be

comes hard. These movable forms

consist of two circular shells three to

four feet high, so made that one fits

within the other with space between

for a six-inch wall. The horizontal

framework consists of two-by four-inch

timbers cut to a circle, which are

covered with sheet metal or wooden

lagging. Each piece must be long

enough to provide for a six-foot three-

inch length of the circumference of the

circle as well as several inches for the

lap or strap joints. The forms are

raised by loosening them at the joints
and setting them up again on the

finished section of the silo.

Concrete for silos should be rich in

Portland cement and should be put
into the forms mushy wet. Mix it one

part cement to two parts sand to four

parts crashed rock. Four parts of

clean pit or bank-run gravel may be

used instead of the sand and rock.

Measure all materials on the basis that

one bag of cement equals one cubic

foot. Many persons raise the concrete
in buckets, but the work can be done

more quickly and easily by using a

horse together with a derrick or a well

braced jib-boom fixed to an adjoin
ing building.
The finished silo shown above is 15

feet in diameter (inside) and 36 feet

high, of which four feet is below ground.
At odd times all of the materials were

hauled, so that there would be no delay
when the work was started. After the

pit was dug to solid clay, the concrete

footings (two feet wide and one foot

thick) were placed and a four-inch con
crete floor was laid upon the natural

clay bottom. The next day the forms

were set up, the reinforcement placed,
and the walls begun. These forms

SECTION OF CONCRETE SILO SHOWING

REINFORCING.

(ContinuedIon"page 28)
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Salutations

To the greeting of

our Dean, the Coun

tryman adds its own

cordial greeting to

the returning stu

dents, to other members of our Col

lege, and to the class of 191 5.

The question uppermost in the

minds of most of us at this time

probably is,
—how can we get the most

out of our college year. The answer

is suggested by the name of a little book

entitled "How to Live on Twenty-Four

Hours a Day.
' '

Our schedule of studies

only occupies about eight of these

hours; a better schedule includes a

plan for each hour of the twenty-four,

though all of these would not wisely be

credited to our waking hours. By this

time most of us have made out our

schedule of studies, and this should

continue as our first duty. However,
we have a second duty, which is toward
the activities of our College, and the

hours we are going to devote to them

might well be incorporated in our

twenty-four hour schedule at this

time The amount of time
which may

wisely be devoted
to activities, varies of

course, with the individual, but no

education is complete unless ripened

by association with one's fellow stu

dents, and this is best gained through

some form of University or College

activity, be it athletic, literary,
or in

connection with clubs or societies.

Enter into some of these now, and con

tinue the connection throughout your

course or at least for the year. You

owe this much to your College; you

owe it to yourself. For the freshmen

all of these activities will
be explained

in detail at their "Get Wise" meeting

which no freshman should
miss.

It is a matter of

common report that

Dean Bailey Dean Bailey has

proffered his resigna

tion as Dean of the

College. The simple statement of this

fact will be received with profound

regret by the legions of friends
both of

the Dean and of the College, and by

nonemore so than by the student body.

The name of Dean Bailey has been so

long and so intimately associated with

our College that it is impossible to

think of one without thinking of the

other. More than this, the work of

Dean Bailey which has won for him

world wide fame has reflected a glory

on the Collge with which he has so long

been associated in the public mind, and

our College has thereby been greatly
benefited by reason of his great reputa

tion as well as because of his distin

guished services. The public services

that the Dean has rendered to the Col

lege are too well known to be repeated
here at this time, but the personal
devotion and allegiance of every stu

dent has been won to him, and it will
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be their earnest hope that the Dean

will be persuaded to recall his resigna
tion and continue his work with us.

Perhaps there will be such a demonstra

tion of the admiration and affection in

which the Dean is held by all with

whom he is now associated in the Col

lege, and such an emphatic expression

of our desire to have him remain with

us that he will be unable to resist it and

will consent to remain our Dean. If

such an expression will have any influ

ence on him, it will certainly be made,

and in such a way as will leave no

doubt of its depth and sincerity.

In order to better acquaint the stu

dents with the various clubs connected

with the college, write-ups of the differ

ent clubs will appear from time to time.

The first one on the Round-Up Club

starts with this number.

a gathering of students interested in

this work, who agree to meet weekly
and discuss live-stock topics. There

are no dues, anyone may come to the

meetings and the only existing rule is

that no member shall refuse to do any

thing in his power for the good of the

club. All student activities in this

department are carried on thru this

organization; the Live-Stock Show

during Farmers' Week, being con

ducted entirely by the members. For

anyone interested in Animal Hus

bandry, one night a week can not

be better spent than at one of the

Round-Up Club meetings.

The Prize

Stock

THE ROUND-UP

The CLUB is the student

Departmental organization of the

Clubs Animal Husbandry

Department, now in

its sixth year of successful existance.

The club held its first meeting March

25, 1907, and since that time it has met

weekly thruout the college year. It is

one of the most informal of all the

departmental clubs, in fact, it is merely

A speaker at a recent

agricultural meeting
told of visiting a

farmer friend, and

of being shown the

prize herd of Holsteins before even

being introduced to the farmer's wife.

Although it may be true that some

farmers become so engrossed in their

work that they forget that the first

prize stock for which the farm stock

exists is the human stock, yet we

believe that discussions which con

cern directly the farmer and his family

themselves, in and about the home

will be of vital interest to every farmer.

For this reason many such articles

will appear in our fall numbers.

FORMER STUDENT NOTES

'oi, B.S.A.—Mr. Delos L. Van Dine

writes from Estacion Experimental de

Azucar, Rio Piedras, Porto Rico. He

is entomologist to the Experiment
Station of the Sugar Producers' Asso

ciation of Porto Rico . For seven years

after leaving Cornell University he was

entomologist of the Hawaiian Experi

ment Station. For the past two years

he has been a special field agent of the

Bureau of Entomology.

'72, M.S.—Dr. David Starr Jordan
has tendered to President Taft his

resignation as International Commis

sioner of Fisheries. This position was

created three years ago under the

treaty of April 11, 1908, with Great

Britain. Under the terms of the ap

pointment, the work of the commis

sioner ceases on the completion of the

series of fishery regulations of the

boundary waters, and the technical
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investigations necessary
for their com

pletion. This work being finished, the

administration of the treaty passes to

the Bureau of Fisheries.
* * *

>77 B s.—The George Washington

University has conferred
the honorary

deo-ree of" Doctor of Medicine on Dr.

L.&0. Howard, chief of the Bureau of

Entomology and permanent secretary

of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, for "distin

guished services to science in relation

to preventivemedicine.
' '

Mr. Howard

has recently been elected a member of

the American Philosophical Society

founded in 1743 for promoting useful

knowledge.
* * *

'87, B.S.—Dr. Veranus A. Moore,

director of the New York State Vet

erinary College, received the honorary

degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medi

cine at the recent commencement of the

University of Pennsylvania.

'88, A. B —The New York State

Conservation Commission has ap

pointed Albert E. Hoyt, editor of the

Albany Argus, secretary of the Com

mission at a salary of $3,500 a year

and expenses.
^ ^ 5JC

04, B.S.A.—C. W. Howard, Govern

ment Entomologist of Portugese East

Africa, is now home on leave of absence

and plans to spend the year in special
entomologicalwork.

;{: ;je 5js

'05, W. A.—William Faulkner is now

managing the home farm at Hornell,
N. Y. He is carrying on general farm

ing with potatoes and milk as the

principal money crops. He is also

developing a promising young herd of

pure-bred Holsteins.
% % %

'07, B.S.A.—W. H. Alderman, who
has been connected with the Geneva

Experimental Station, has received the
appointment of Professor of Horticul
ture at the West Virginia Agricultural
College.

* * *

'07, Sp. Ag., '08, A.B.—A daughter,
Dorothy Alice, was born on May 16, at

Butler, N. J., to Mr. and Mrs. Henry

Jennings (Golden Alice Ackerman).
* * *

'07, W. A.—J. B. R. Verplanck was

married on Wednesday, June 28th, at

Fishkill, N. Y., to Susan Van Wyck

Andrews, daughter of Mrs. James

Andrews. Mr. Verplanck is part

owner and manager of the Stony Hill

Farms at Fishkill, N. Y.

* * *

'08, W. A.—Ross C. Mead was mar

ried on June 14th, at Mapleton, N. Y.,

to Evelyn Sturtevant, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. S. T. Sturtevant. Mr. and

Mrs. Mead are now at home at Newark

Valley, N.Y.
* * *

'08, B.S.A.—M. C. Burritt was

married onWednesday, August 9th, at

Bergen, N. Y., to Estella May Buell,

daughter of Mr. andMrs. Gilbert New

ton Buell. Mr. and Mrs. Burritt will

be at home after the first of October at

107 Williams St., Ithaca, N. Y. Mr.

Burritt is connected with the office of

Farm Management of the U. S. De

partment of Agriculture, and has

assisted in theWinter-Course in Horti

culture in the last two winters.

* * *

'08, Sp.
—Arthur M. Kruse was

married on Saturday, July ist, at Flint,

Mich., to Mabel H. Babcock, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. P. Babcock.

Mr. and Mrs. Kruse will be at home

after Aug. ist at 670 Second Ave.,

Detroit, Mich.
^ h= %

'10, B.S.A.—On Tuesday, Aug. 8th,
R. D. Anthony was married to Miss

Marion Salisbury at Rochester, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony were both

graduated from the University of

Rochester in 1908.
* * ^

B.S.A.—E. M. Morrison, 'n, and

B. D. Gilbert, '10, have been engaged
in Soil Survey work in Jefferson
County, N. Y. during the past summer.
Mr. Morrison is working under the

direction of the New York State Col

lege of Agriculture, and Mr. Gilbert
is in the employ of the U. S. Depart
ment ofAgriculture.
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CAMPUS NOTES

Coming Events

Oct. 2nd, "Get Wise" meeting for

freshmen. At this meeting the affairs

and activities of both the University
and College will be explained in detail

to the freshmen.

Oct. 5th, First Assembly for 191 1-

12. Programme followed by an in

formal social hour. All members of

the College of Agriculture are welcome.
* * *

During the summer an historic land

mark has disappeared from our part of

the campus. The old barn shown in

the frontispiece which was erected in

188 1, under the direction of Professor

Roberts, and which was in its day a

great barn has been torn down. It

was here that experiments were con

ducted by Professor Roberts regarding
the production and management of

stable manure, that have become

standard and are now quoted all over

the world. The college, however, will

soon have a new and more up-to-date
home for this department, for the legis
lature has appropriated money for new

barns and plans are now under way for

their construction.
* * *

The Summer School in Agriculture
was a pronounced success. Therewere

128 registered students. The enroll

ment was twice as great as was ex

pected, and the fact that such
a school

was desired by the citizens of this
state

was very strongly emphasized.
OnAug.

8th, there was organized a Cornell
Sum

mer School Association with the follow

ing officers : President, Harper Sibley,

(grandson of Hiram Sibley) ,
Rochester ;

vice-president, John D. Bigelow,
Ithaca, N. Y. ; secretary, Howard M.

Bowen, Sinclairville, N.Y.

Mrs. Rose Morgan, wife of Dean

0. S. Morgan of Alfred University,
lectured on "Music in Relation to

County Life" on July 12. Dr. W. H.

Jordan, of the Geneva Experimental
Station, spoke on the nineteenth of the

same month on, "What we Mean by

Agriculture in the Rural Schools.
' '

On

the twenty-sixth Director Bailey spoke
on, "The Survey idea in Country-life
Work."

* * *

Several bulletins have been issued by
the college during the summer, as fol

lows: Bulletin 297, Studies of Varia

tion in Plants, by Harry H. Love,
Assistant Professor of Plant Breeding;
Bulletin 298, The Packing of Apples in

Boxes, by C. S. Wilson, Professor of

Pomology; Bulletin 299, The Elimina

tion of Tubercle Bacilli from Infected

Cattle, and the Control of Bovine

Tuberculosis and Infected Milk, by
Prof. V. A. Moore; Bulletin 300, The

Cabbage Aphis, by Glenn W. Herrick,

Assistant Professor of Economic

Entomology and J. W. Hungate;
Bulletin 301, Sweet Pea Studies I, by

John Craig, Professor of Horticulture,
and A. C. Beal, Assistant Professor of

Floricultural ; and Bulletin 302, Notes

from the Agricultural Survey of Tomp
kins County, by G. F. Warren, Profes

sor of Farm Management and K. C.

Livermore, Assistant Professor of

Farm Crops.
* * *

Ground was first broken for the new

Poultry building on August 6 and for
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the Home Economics building on

August S. Work is progressing rapidly
on both structures.

* * *

The photographs on this page shows

the park back of the College of Agri
culture and the new amphitheatre
which has been built into it for out

door classes.

PARK WOODS NORTH OF COLLEGE OF

AGRICULTURE.

On July 28, the examination for the

position of District Superintendent of

Rural Schools was held at the College.
Many of the Summer School students

took this examination.

* * *

Assistant Professors White, Need-

ham, Fleming, Love, Gilbert and

Reddick have been advanced to full

professors and Messrs. Knudson,
Livermore, Beal and Barrus to assistant

professors. Mr. E. Gorton Davis has

been appointed assistant professor of

Rural Art. Mr. J. C. Bradley who

took his Ph.D. degree at Cornell has
been appointed assistant professor of

Systematic Entomology to succeed Dr.

MacGillivray.

The training conference for rural

leaders, held July 21 to 28 inclusive, at
the College was a pronounced success.

There were in attendance country
ministers, Y. M. C. A. Secretaries,
school teachers and principals, farmers

and farmers' institute conductors^
The program was of exceedingly hign

character thruout. Many of the vSum-

mer School students were present at

the evening session. Plans are being

made for a similar conference next

summer.

A temporary Farm Mechanic-;

Laboratory has been built near the

Animal Husbandry Building. The

room formerly used for a Farm Me

chanics Laboratory is occupied by the

Plant Physiology Laboratory. The

Soils Laboratory has also been re

arranged so as to accommodate 250

students working in sections.

* * *

The Department of Pomology ex

pects to make large plantings of plum
and cherry trees this fall. Their dwarf

apple orchard has been spoiled by the

work in the lower part of Alumni Field.

E. L. Markell and H. B. Knapp are to

be assistants in the department this

year.
* * *

Professor Leon Bachelor, Professor

of Horticulture in the University of

Utah, formerly Instructor here, visited
the college in August. He took ex

aminations here for the degree of Doc
tor of Philosophy based on his study of

peonies.
* * *

ProfessorC. S.Wilsonwas in Virginia
on a farm train in the early part of

August.

AMPHITHEATRE IN PARK
WOODS.

Professor P. J. White has withclr-
to accept a position at the State \

awn

rri-
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cultural College at Pullman,Washing
ton.

* * *

Professor A. D. MacGillivray has

withdrawn from the College to take a

position in the Department of En

tomology at the University of Illinois

at Urbana.
* * *

Professor L. C.Corbett of the Bureau

of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of

Agriculture, visited Ithaca on August
10th. Professor Corbett received his

B.S.A. in 1890 and his M.S.A. in 1896.
*K <* *l*

The Department of Dairy Industry
has been exhibiting at the State Fair

and at various county fairs this year.

The exhibits showedmethods and value

of keeping cow records, uses of Babcock

test, lactometer and acidimeter.

A Victory for Wild Life

Senator Howard R. Bayne, Assem

blyman George A. Blauvelt and their

allies have won a notable victory for

the game birds and quadrupeds of the

State of New York, and other states as

well. The Bayne-Blauvelt bill to pre

vent absolutely the sale in New York

State of all wild American game has

been passed by the State Senate 38 to 1
,

it was passed unanimously by the

Assembly, it has been signed by
Governor Dix, and is now a law.

Stated briefly, the new law absolutely

prohibits in New York State, at all

seasons, the sale, or importation for

sale, of any species of American wild

game, save hares and rabbits. Those

rodents have been declared a pest to

fruit-growers. No longer is it possible
for ruffed grouse, pinnated grouse, any

American quail, woodcock, snipe, or

any American shore-bird, wild goose,

brant, or wild ducks of any species, to

be sold in the State of New York, no

matter where they may have been

killed.

The Bayne law provides, however,

that certain species of game that can
be

reared successfully in captivity, and

Mr. E. S. Guthrie spoke at the

Grange picnic at MacLean, N. Y.

* * *

Prof. H. E. Ross delivered an address

at the Dairymen's picnic at Otselic,
N. Y., on keeping cow records.

During the past summer, Prof. W. A.

Stocking has been investigating the

bacteriology of cold storage eggs under

the direction of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture. Prof. Stocking's head

quarters were in Omaha, Neb., where

he was given an excellent opportunity
of observing the extensive methods of

handling cream in large quantities as

practiced in theWest.

* * *

Ray E. Deuel has been appointed
Instructor in Animal Husbandry.

killed by hand, may be sold and con

sumed, under certain restrictions. It

is provided that anyone who wishes to

breed and rear game for sale may pro

cure a state license, for $50, under

which hemay breed, rear and sell under

official tags, the following species:
elk, white-tailed deer, mallard duck,
black duck, and Old World pheasants
of all species. All these must be killed

and marketed as the law directs, in a

manner which will not permit the sub

stitution of any wild game for domestic

game. Everything killed is officially

tagged, and the metal tagsmust remain

in place until the game is sold and

served.

The fight was won solely by the

tremendous wave of public sentiment

that rolled up behind the bill, and

finally swept it through the legislature,
with only one vote recorded against it.

It is estimated that not fewer than

30,000 letters were written, from all

over the State, to Senators and

Assemblymen, asking them to support
the Bayne bill. It is said that some

legislators received between 250 and

300 communications of this nature.

The managers of the campaign fur-

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL NEWS
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nished facts and information, and then

asked that the friends of wild life

would express their own views on the

situation.

Dr. Hornaday declares that "New

York is the Gettysburg of the war

between the Army of Destruction and

the Army of Defense. From this time

henceforth, the tide of slaughter of wild

life will steadily be rolled back. We

will gain more Atlantic States for the

Bayne-Blauvelt law, and keep every

thing that we gain. It is now time for

Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and other

states to enact our law to stop the sale

of wild game, and give the game a

chance to return to our desolated fields

and woods."

The Sixth Annual National Dairy

Show

The Sixth National Dairy Show held

in the International Live Stock Amphi
theatre, Chicago, Illinois, Oct. 26 to

Nov. 4, inclusive, will not only be the

largest but the most attractive and

comprehensive in the history of the

Exposition. The plans of the Associa
tion are to make it intensely educa

tional in every department of the dairy
industry it represents, and to establish
the annual Exposition as the clearing
house of the dairy industry in the

United States, Mexico and Canada.

* h= %

Canadian Reciprocity

As it stands alone this reciprocity
agreement is unjust to farmers. It
takes from them the only "protection"
that ever did or ever would do them

any good, while it retains the tariff on
manufactured goods. Standing alone
it would compel our farmers along the
border to sell in a free trademarket and

buy needed goods at high tariff prices.
But it will not stand alone! Our
desire is to give readers the facts with
out personal feeling or prejudice. We
have interviewed many Congressmen
so as to learn their personal reasons for
supporting this bill. Many of them
agree that the border farmers are justi
fied in feeling that they are unfairly
treated. They say, however, that a

vast majority of the American people
demand a fair, downward revision of

the tariff. Of all the methods for

starting such revision there was noth

ing practical except this Canadian

reciprocity. Any other method would

simply have started us on another

round of low and high tariff such as we
have always had before. That was

the argument which carried this bill

through Congress, and it will be fol

lowed by a general revision which will,
we believe, help us all.

We give you what we have found to
be the truth about the passage of this

bill. The R. N.-Y. is not known as a

quitter, and we think we have proved
our willingness to stand for farmers'

rights, but we will all do well to face the
fact that the days of high tariff are

numbered. We shall learn how little

this tariff has really helped us after all.
Our advice is to accept the situation,

give the new law a fair trial, and devote

our energies to/themiddleman question.
Wemust make a fight for a larger share
of the consumer's dollar, and we can

get it ; while a return to a high tariff is
now out of the question.

—R. N.-Y.

% % %

Annual Meeting

The next annual meeting of the

American Association of Farmers' In

stitute Workers will be held at Colum

bus, Ohio, November 13 to 15, 191 1.

At the same place and beginning
November 15, will be held the annual

meeting of the Association of American
Agricultural Colleges and Experiment
Stations.

* * *

Shrinkage of Corn in Storage

In order to determine the amount of

shrinkage or loss of weight occurring
m shelled corn containing various per
centages ofmoisture while in storage in
elevators or during transit in cars, the
Department ofAgriculture, in coopera
tion with the Baltimore and Ohio Rail
road Co. and the Baltimore Chamber
ot Commerce, has conducted an exoeri-
ment with 500 bushels of shelled corn
the test beginning January -, I0IO™j
lasting i47 days.

"
^

-' and
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The corn used was taken from regu

lar car receipts and was left in the

wooden hopper of a 30,000 pound scale

at elevator B of the Baltimore and

Ohio system at Locust Point, Balti

more. At the time of storage the

moisture contentwas 18.8 per cent, and

at the close of the test 14.7 per cent., or

a loss of 4.1 per cent. The weight per
bushel had decreased from 54.7 pounds
to 50 pounds, and the total loss of

weight was 1,970 pounds, or slightly
more than 7 per cent.

The shrinkage was found not to be

constant, as at certain periods there

was a retardation in the rate of shrink

age or even a temporary increase in

weight due to the absorption of moist-

ture from the atmosphere. The aver

age temperature of the corn and the

temperature of the air was 200 F. The

shrinkage during the first 105 days,
while the corn remained in good condi

tion, was approximately four-tenths of
one per cent.; while from April 21 to

May 14, during which time the corn

went out of condition, becoming sour

and hot, with a maximum temperature
on May 2 of 13 8° F, the shrinkage was
2.6 per cent. The shrinkage from

May 14, after the corn had been cooled

to 350 F, by three elevations to June 1,

the end of the experiment, was 2.6 per

cent. (Cir. No. 8 1
,
Bureau of Plant In

dustry, U. S. Department of Agri
culture.

* * *

Weevil that is Destroying Alfalfa

in the West Traced to Asia

Government and State agricultural
agents, who have been busily engaged
for months in endeavors to trace the

source of the alfalfa weevil, which has
been creating havoc with this valuable

crop in Utah, believe they have suc

ceeded in the quest. They say that

the bug has been brought to the United
States from far off Russian Turkestan.

A local dealer in seeds some time ago

heard that on the plains of Turkestan a
fine grade of alfalfa was grown. He

determined to test it in Utah and see if

he could make an improvement on the
native growth. So he sent for a large
quantity of the seed and in order to

introduce it put the price three or four
cents below that charged for the local

seed. He made some large sales. It

is now said by the agents that they have

proof that the weevil appeared this

spring at most of the farms on which

this seed was sown and from them

quickly set out on its work of destruc

tion.

If this is true the seed dealer's ex

periment appears in the light of a

calamity. There had been other ene

mies of alfalfa, but none that did any

great damage, and the crop has been a

most important one in connection with
the cattle and horse business. With

the advent of the weevil this summer,

whole fields have been practicallymade

barren, the weevils not contenting
themselves with eating the growing
plants, but even affecting the roots so

that the succeeding crops have been

very poor, though the bugs have taken
themselves off and invaded adjoining
farms.

The situation is so serious that the

exportation of Utah alfalfa has been

practically forbidden by all the sur

rounding States. California has es

tablished a strict quarantine against it.
Measures are now being taken to pre

vent the shipment of the product from
affected districts to other parts of the

State. A local commission merchant

on opening a car shipped from a south

ern county found the whole mass

sprinkled with the weevils. The

Government and State authorities are

doing everything in their power to stop
the pest, even going over whole fields

with oil burners in order to kill the bugs
and eggs, too, but so far they have been
unable to stop the march of the insects.

■—New York Times.
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(Continued from page ig)

were 4 feet high and were made in

eight sections six feet three inches long.
Since silage contains so much water,

steel rods are necessary as reinforce

ment to withstand the pressure. To

get the best results, this reinforcing

half inches from the outside of the silo

wall. Rods three-eighths of an inch m

diameter and ten feet long were used.

The vertical rods were spaced 18 inches

apart. Measuring down from the top

of the silo, the horizontal rods were

should be placed exactly one and one- spaced as shown in the tables below.

Spacing of Horizontal Reinforcement.

Feet distant from top

Spacing in inches. . . .

The horizontal rods were carefully
made into solid hoops by bending the

ends so as to hook together. They
were also wired to the inside of the

vertical rods. (Complete plans for

silos may be obtained free from any

Portland cement company.) Two ex

tra lengths were placed in the concrete
one and one-half inches above the door

openings for removing the silage.
These openings were made by a remov
able form (also cut to the circle), which
fitted snugly between the molds for

the silo wall.

The silo forms were filled with con

crete and allowed to stand over night.
The next morning they were loosened,
raised and again filled. These opera
tions were repeated daily until the side
walls were finished.

With a 4-inch concrete roof, the silo
is entirely fire- and repair-proof. The
roof was built on a temporary wooden

roof, which was entirely removed after
three weeks. The concrete roof is

cone-shaped with a rise in the center of
2 feet and a drip or overhang of 1 foot.
One inch from the under side, this roof

is reinforced with three-eighths inch

rods laid like the spokes of a wheel and

spaced 18 inches at the rim. Every
other rod reached only halfway to the

peak of the roof. To hold the spokes
in position so that the concrete could

be forced between them and the tempo
rary wooden roof, one ring of three-

eighths inch rods was wired to this

reinforcing just over the side walls and
another half way to the peak. These
rods strengthen the roof greatly and
must not be left out. Water-soaked
weather boards were used to form the
circular edge of the roof. An opening
for the blower tube from the cutter was
formed in the silo roof in the same

manner as the doors in the side walls.
The list ofmaterials required for this

silo is given below together with a very
liberal estimate of the cost of the same.
The silo was built by five farm laborers
in thirteen days. As a raise was made
each day, the four extra days were

spent in framing the forms, digging the
pit and building the roof. The owner

used gravel from his own farm pit in
stead of stone and sand.

Bill of Materials*
Crushed rock, or screened gravel

40 CU- yds_ at $j ^

Portland cement' \\\Y.V.\\V.\\\\\\\\\\ £^J^ % f-oo . ..'.'. i". ! i!. . ,0.00

Reinforcing, 425 pieces of %-inch x 10-foot rods '. '. 1564 pounds at; fo.02V I35-°°

$44-00
20.00

*Consult local dealers as to prices

Theirs* cost of concrete silos may or
may not be greater than that of "the
best of any other kind. The time is
now at hand when farmers, like rail
roads and corporations, are considering
the lasting qualities of buildings. Con-

39.10

$238.10

crete silos need no insurance •

fu a
not blow down orRn^
never have to be mini ~a

l They
With other kindsKo*7 repaiml

short lives, these expe1^ Tmg their

the first cost. Conine \**f eqttal
^ lasts torever.
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THE HIGH WAY

To Market Your Cattle, Hogs and
————=— Sheep

===—=

Is To Consign Them To

Clay, Robinson & Go.
LIVE STOCK COMMISSION

CHICAGO EAST BUFFALO KANSAS CITY SOUTH ST. JOSEPH EAST ST. LOUIS

DENVER SOUTH OMAHA SIOUX CITY SOUTH ST. PAUL FORT WORTH

HERE IS A REAL HELP FOR EVERY FEEDER or SHIPPER
To anyone sending our Ghicago office 50 cents (to cover postage) we will

send for one year our 16-page weekly illustrated live stock and market paper /j
"THE UVE STOCK REPORT," which has been termed the greatest aid to

Report

Dept.

the profitable feeding and marketing of live stock published. Clay, Robinson
& Co,,UnionS,ockYards, Chicago,

Enclosed find 50 cents, for

which please send

The Live Stock Report

GUARANTEE—ANYONE SENDING 50 gents for /
THE REPORT WHO IS NOT FULLY SATISFIED GAN /

HAVE HIS MONEY BAGK UPON DEMAND. // »■ ->>,,,., ,„.„■,.,,,
Ajut » l-j iuw A.* v a > i__< a *—»

, f understood that lfl am not fully satisfied

e
- with the paper you are to refund my 50 cents

Therefore, you can't possibly lose anything, except if you //
upon

fail to send for the paper and read it regularly you lose a
" "

P. 0.

lot of information that you ought to have.
R. F. D. No State.

In writing to ad v ertisers \ jtase mention The Cornell Countryman
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Every farmer knows the value of a good Manure

Spreader
—

saves time and labor.

The
"

Easy Loader
"

Spreader
meets every requirement. It is easy to load—either

side lets down. No complicated parts. Almost en

tire steel construction gives strength and lightness.
The "Easy Loader" always distributes the load evenly
the full width of the swath it is designed to spread,
no matter if the Spreader is unevenly loaded.

Our catalog and special booklet, giving detailed

information on this Spreader, will be sent free upon

request.

Grain Binders, Corn Binders, Reapers, Mowers, Rakes,
Tedders, Manure Spreaders, Hay Loaders, Side Delivery Rakes
Disc Harrows, Orchard Harrows, Spring and Spike Tooth

Harrows.

THE JOHNSTON HARVESTER CO-
BATAVIA, N. Y.

Titmg to advertisers please mention The Cornell Country]
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IH C

Service Bureau

The Bureau is a

center where the

best ways of doing

things on the farm,

and data relating to

its development, are

collected and dis

tributed free to

every one interested

in agriculture Every
available source of

information will be

used in answering

questions on all farm

subjects If the

questions are sent

to the I H C Service

Bureau, they will

receive prompt at

tention.

IHC Spreaders Are

Equally Good All Over

A
MANURE SPREADER is like a chain-

as strong as its weakest part. Don't let

one or two "exclusive features" influence

you
—don't be influenced by frills or fancies. Be

sure that the spreader you buy is substantially

built all over
—without a weakness anywhere.

If you want to be sure of such a spreader
—

see

that the IHC trade-mark is on the one you buy;

then you will know that the material, the princi

ple, and the construction are right. This trade

mark is backed by a company that can not afford

to risk its reputation by offering inferior or ineffi

cient machines.

IHC manure spreaders are of proved value—proved

money-makers. Thousands of users testify to I H C supe

riority. Investigation brings to light the noticeable ab

sence of troublesome gearwheels, the few levers, the perfect

working apron, the wide range of feed, the light draft

and the other advantages which have made IHC spread

ers the choice of all who investigate thoroughly.

You will also note that there is an I H C spreader of a

style and size to meet your particular requirements. Corn

King and Kemp 20th Century Spreaders are of the return

apron type
— and Cloverleaf Spreaders have endless

aprons. Each style is made in sizes, from 30 to 70 bushels

capacity. Lime hoods for spreading lime, etc.
—and drill

ing attachments for distributing manure in rows, are fui-

nished on special order.

Let the IHC local dealer tell you all about IHC

spreaders. Let him tell you why it is best for you to in

vest in an I H C for greatest returns. Get catalogues

from him, or, write direct.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA
(Incorporated)

Chicago USA

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell ]Countryman
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The A. I. Root Company

Medina - Ohio

"Manufacturers of bee-keeper's supplies

and agricultural products for 41 years."

Our line includes bee-hives and frames,

section honey-boxes, shipping cases, honey

and wax extractors, comb foundation

fasteners, bees, queens, complete outfits

for beginners, etc.
—in fact everything re

quired by the amateur or advanced bee

keeper.

We maintain branch offices and distrib

uting agencies in all parts of the United

States and in foreign countries and invite

correspondence from all interested in bee

keeping. Instructive booklets with copies

of our catalog and GLEANINGS IN

BEE CULTURE —a semi-monthly mag

azine—may be had upon request.
"

The Tamous Airline Bee Products."

The L. J. Carpenter Tailor Shop

Sanitary
Steam Presser

205 North Aurora Street

Cleaning, Pressing, Dyeing, Repairing, Etc.
Bell

'

Phone 567 Ithaca 'Phone 420-x

***4^###****************^**$
4t ***

I *

I *

* *

* *

* *

ojc *

* *

I Williams Brothers J
* *
* *
♦ ITHACA, NEW YORK *

I *

! i
* djf,

| WELL DRILLING %

J MACHINERY AND *

% TOOLS *

a *

# *

* *

* *

* *

* *
**#*******************&*£'***

ing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryma
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The Improved Simplex
Link Blade

Cream Separator
LIGHTEST RUNNING

LARGEST CAPACITIES

CLOSEST SKIMMING

The Only Practical Large

Capacity Separators
Has more exclusive patented features of

merit than all others—Has all the desirable

points that can be put into a cream separator.

500 lbs., $75.00 900 lbs., $90.00

700 lbs., 80.00 1100 lbs., 100.00

D. H. BURRELL & CO.
^LITTLE FALLS, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Creamery, Dairy and Cheese Factory Apparatus

Ithaca Phone 76x

j Ithaca Cleaning and

T, p 1 ¥ J Dyeing Works
1 He lalaCe JLaUnClry Where Old and Soiled Clothing is Made to

323 and 325 Eddy Street

F. C. Barnard, Prop.

Look Like New.

No Pressing Machines Used.

Main Office, 409 West State Street

J. C. Durfey Branch, 316 1-2 College Ave.

HOME LIFE INSURANCE CO. of NEW YORK

Stevens & Morgan, General Agents
For Central and Southern New York 220 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

Students !

Come to the

Students' Inn
319 EDDY

For Everything

Good to Eat

Reserved for

J. J. La Son

Photographer

Ithaca, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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THE TOMPKINS COUNTY NATIONAL BANK

135-137 E. State St.
established .»«

Capital $ioo,ooo. Surplus and Undivided Profits $150,000

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

DoMnson's Photograph Shop
"

214 East State Street

Photographer for the Senior Class

/TH/1CA MX

CAMPUS GATE INN

Give us a trial

We will do the rest

NORWOOD & HULL, Props.

White & Burdick Co.
The oldest and largest
Drug Store in the City

Supplies forAgricultural Students

a Specialty

THE FAMOUS
ITHACA HOTEL BARBER SHOP

is the place to get your Barbering done

F. H. ESCHENBURG

SOMETHING NEW TO ALL

Our New Semi-Cleaning Machine
CLEANS BETTER THAN HAND WORK DRY-CLEANING AT HALF

THE COST. IS GOOD FOR THE CLOTHES

Just installed new Dry-Cleaning Machines for the New Process

Dry-Cleaning

We issue a Semi-Cleaning Contract A New Process Cleaning Contract. Do Re-
pairing. Put in New Linings, Velvet Collars, etc.

Modern Dry-Cleaning and PressingWorks
W. F. Fletcher Co.

103 DRYDEN ROAD

fELL Countryman
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Pictures Picture Framing

SMITH'S, 315 EAST STATE STREET

When wanting

QUALITY, SERVICE AND CLEANLINESS

go to

WANZER & HOWELL, The Grocers

PICTURES PICTURE FRAMES

STUDENTS' FURNITURE

Manufacturers of Special Furniture for

FRATERNITIES AND CLUB ROOMS

H. J. BOOL CO.

(Opposite Tompkins County Bank)

r
D. S. O'BRIEN

jMarkcts
222 North Aurora Street

430 North Cayug'a Street

DEAL1LR IN

FresH, Salt and SmoKed Meats

Poultry and Game in Season

D. S. O'BRIEN

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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FOR SALE !

New Typewriter

ITHACA

Address

The Cornell Countryman
NEW YORK

In the Kinderhook Country you may see for yourself whether

farming pays
—the evidences are

on every hand. For orchards of apples and pears the section is unsurpassed in the

United States. Among the orchards, one of over 10,000 trees is found here, and

new plantings everywhere. Here and there is a superb dairy in spots suited to it,
and we have an occasional farm for sale. Let us tell you more about the Kinder

hook countrv. Send for booklet.

RURAL LIFE COMPANY

KINDERHOOK, N. Y.

SAMPLE OF HALFTONE WORK

by CHRISTY ENGRAVING CO.

611-618 Central Building

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Poultry Cuts

The ordinary half-tone en

graving may be good enough for
the poultry man who handles

cheap stock, but cheap cuts

never were and never will be of
the slightest use to the man

who wishes to do a first-class
business in high-grade poultry.

We wish to call the attention
of the readers of the Cornell
Countryman to the accompany
ing cut. We have earned the
reputation we enjoy of putting
the finishing touch of Quality
on the half-tone plates we
make. Quality cuts sell the
goods Correspondence so
licited.

Christy Engraving Co
611-618 Central Bldg.

Rochester, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Col^yT^
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EVERYTHING
FOR YOUR DAIRY

AUR New Catalog of Dairymen's Supplies
^^ should be in the hands of every owner of

a cow. It is filled from cover to cover
—contains

87 pages
— with valuable information about

modern dairy apparatus and utensils.

WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOK

It will show you the latest models in butter churns and workers,

milk testers and testing supplies, tinware, stable fittings and

supplies, engines, boilers, silos and everything in use on the

modern dairy farm at the lowest prices.

UP-TO-DATE EQUIPMENT ADDS TO DAIRY PROFITS

We can help you in many ways to bigger dairy profits. Our organization covers

the entire country and is in close touch with the latest and best methods of dairying
everywhere. Write us freely on any subject connected with dairy equipment and

methods.

We manufacture equipment for every kind or size of dairy plant and equip more

modern plants than all other concerns combined.

The catalog is free to everyone who asks for it. In writing, please state what

machines or line of dairying you are most interested in. Address

The Creamery Package Mfg. Company,^ 2|inzi^;cago, M1.

ipipipipipipipipipipipipiplpipipipipiplplpipipipipipip'* ] ipfyrfcipiprtoipipipipipipipipipipiprfcipipipipipfyipipip'te

ROTHSCHILD BROS. | | _. . _

. . ,
_ J

X z Men who Live jn the Open J

"Student Supplies" | | Appreciate the Best in |
.

* t Nature. *

for rooms |

Decorations and Necessaries J
*

Carpets, Rugs, Bedding, |
Sofa Pillows, Banners, |
Desk furnishings, Lamps, |
Steins, Curtains, Books, f
Waste Paper Baskets |

Men's Wear dp
t

Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, Ho- *

siery, Underwear, Sweaters. *

Rothschild Bros. *

rjfo>

4*

*
*

$ *

****************************

"The Store of the City

tip

$

Gfc1

ip

$

#
is

*

ip

•ft

Men who Wear the

Quality Shop Clothes

Appreciate the Best in

Tailoring.

E. B. BAXTER,

150 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

ONE PRICE TO ALL

jji, Jjl* Jjw jp. Jjv JJ* Jjt •*!** JH» Jjw J?« -7* Jp« «T* •*?* »r» jp« Jp* jp. Jjb «t» vjw ^iv *^* jjw jp. jjv. v|>*

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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POULTRY

Eggs from constitutionally strong stock for sale of the fol owing

varieties: White Leghorn, Barred Plymouth Rock, Rhode Island Red,

Brown Leghorn, Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Toulouse Geese; Pekm, Rouen,

Indian Runner and domesticated Wild Mallard Ducks.

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY

New York State College of Agriculture

ITHACA, N. Y.

New York State College of Agriculture
at Cornell University

The department of Animal Husbandry has for sale

some fine young HOLSTEIN and GUERNSEY

BULLS, and CHESHIRE PIGS of both sexes.

Address H. H. WING, Ithaca, N. Y.

Have Your Laundry Done at

THE STUDENT LAUNDRY AGENCY

422 EDDY ST. .... PHONES—BELL 676, ITHACA 630

Run by Students all the Year Round

W. G. POPE, 'n, Pres. and Gen'l Mgr. C. B. FERGUSON, '12, Treas.

Growers
'

Special Price List
WIZARD BRAND MANURES. F. O. B. Chicago, 111.

-Pulverized Manure Shredded I Pulverized Manure Shredded
In Bags Sheep Hog Cattle Cattle | In Bags Sheep Hog Cattle Cattle

'°°}E?
$ '-50 $

T5°
S T"35 S 1.20 1,000 lbs Sn.oo Sir. 00 S 9.50 $8.00

500 lbs 6'°° 6-°° 5.5o 5. 00 | 2,000 lbs 18.00 1S.00 15.00 14.00
F. O. B. Buffalo, add 22c per Hd. lbs. freight. Always carried in stock.

Pure Bone Meal, 167 lb. bags, $2.00 per 100 lbs. $35.00 per ton.

INSECTICIDES-We Handle All Kinds

IS MADE BY

TREMANJING & COMPANY, * ITHACA, NEW YORK
in writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.

"
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W. J. REED, 149 E. State St.

Typewriters!
Sold, Rented, Exchanged, Bought and Repaired

Ribbons and Supplies for all Machines

Macey Filing Devices

and Card Systems

Thesis and Notes Typewritten

HOWARD L. O'DANIEL
Successor to Burrows & O'Dantel

205 East State St. Bell 'Phone 604

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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b o oIk ITmn!^ r y
Start Rirfht-Begin your File now by having your volume

of The Countryman bound at

J. WILL TREE'S 113^jWaSt.

BARNEY SEAMON
... HEADQUARTERS FOR ...

f)igb-6rade Clothes and Regal Sboee

146-148 E^STATE
STREET

WE DO YOUR MENDING FREE

FOREST CITY LAUNDRY
E. M. MERRILL

PHONE 2°9 NORTH AURORA STREET

CUT FLOWERS, DECORATIVE

PLANTS, ETC.

THE BOOL

FLORAL CO.

215 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

PETER SCUSA

Modern Shoe Repairing
Have your old shoes made like new. dj 1
Best oak sole and heels, sewed . . t1

Work Guaranteed

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Cornell L,ifc>rary Building

Capital, Surplus and Profits $350,000.00

Oldest National Bank Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

PIANOS, MANDOLINS, GUITARS, BANJOS and VIOLINS

Rented or sold on Easy Payments. &m "Songs of Cornell." All the latest

music; Strings and supplies for all instruments at lowest prices

LENT'S MUSIC STORE - 122 N. Aurora Street
Victor Talking Machines, Records, etc.

"
If you get it from us it's right

"

BUTTRICK <& FRAWLEY
One Price Clothiers and Furnishers

Offer unusual advantages to students. Our Clothing is manufa
us to conform to the requirements of the college man b ? n^ ^°r

makers in the country, and is sold at bottom price* q
^est

to students and town people. Suits from $10 to to $?o "w
me price

measure at a saving of 30 per cent, to so per cent over the ,=>-,- \
e
.ma^e to

'

ex elusive tailor
Hats, Gloves, Shirts, Sweaters, Hosiery, Underwear, SI" L-

in fact everything in furnishings in keeping with our high standard f

' llC^ers

"

If not we make it right" 118 East

°

Clo*ing.
In writing to advertisers, please mention The Cornell Countryman
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340,000 square feet of greenhouses, j
Lancaster, N. Y. f

me

mi

m\

Two Stores: ,;..J|
304 and 522 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y. I

L. C. BEMENT 1
The Toggery Shops ijjj

g

Established 1888

Agents for Mark Cross

LEATHER GOODS

and GLOVES

for men and women

SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER

X

X
X

m

Ithaca representative

BRUCE P. JONES. 57 Sheldon Court

Ithaca Phone 872

?^l^il^l^R^i^?^S^S^S^^P8^f^^ f^

X
X

X

Hatter, Hosier, Glover S

Cravatter jg
X

Maker of Shirts that fit x
x
X
X

Down Town On the Hill X

142 E. State 404 Eddy St. S

(2) Shops (1) Factory X

X

ixxxxxxxsec^xxxxxxxxaxxx

SUN =RAY

THE WORLD'S PUREST WATER

and

GINGER ALE!

For sale at

THE ITHACA HOTEL AND CAFES

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

CARR & STODDARD

MERCHANT TAILORS

DP-TO-DATE STYLES AND WORK SENECA AND AURORA, NEXT LENT'S MUSIC STORE

R. A. HBOGIB <& BRO. CO

Dealers in WATCHES AND FINE JEWELRY

136 East State Street

ITHACA, IV. Y.

When writing to Advertisers please mention Thb Cornbll Countryman.
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Cor. Buffalo and Eddy
Cor. Eddy and Dryden

H. M. Spang & Co.

jVIercbatit
"Callers ..

New Stock Prices Right
Work Guaranteed

WISE
THE

PRINTER

Is at your Service for all Classes

of Fine Printing, Engraving, etc.

Up-Stairs, Cor. Seneca and Aurora Sts.

ITHACA, N. Y.

Established 1887

LARKIN BROS.

RETAILING, WHOLESALING AND

JOBBING GROCERS

JOHN J. LARKIN, Proprietor and Manager

408 Eddy Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

BE ON THE

SAFE SIDE!

You
needn't fear a visit from

the Sealer of Weights and

Measures if you use ....

THATCHER

MILK

BOTTLES

You won't give over-capacity

either, because they are accurate !

Send for our free book. It tells

exactly why Thatcher bottles add to

your profits.

THATCHER MFG. CO.

103 Market St. ELMIRA, N. Y.

800 GALLGNS

OR

1500 GALLONS

A few years ago the N. Y. Experiment Station started out to prove that
"

Scalecide" was too expensive, but they found that in orchard work 9 gals.
of "Scalcide" went as far as 17 gals, of Lime-Sulfur. This being the case, a
barrel of

"

Scalecide
"

which makes 800 gals, of spray at the strongest
strength, will go as far and do better work than 1500 gals, of Lime-Sulfur

spray, which will require zxA barrels of Lime-Sulfur. The Missouri Experi
ment Station reports that "Scalecide" killed 100% of scale in 5 out of 7
tests. Lime-Sulfur did not do it once in 10 tests in the same orchard.
"Scalecide" has greater fungicidal properties than Lime-Sulfur as a Winter

wash. A postal request to Dept. "A" will bring by return mail, free, our book, "Modern Methods of
Harvesting. Grading and Packing Apples," and new booklet, "Scalecide—the Tree-Saver." If vour dealer

sioTano^ We wm deliver h to an^ R" R" Station in the U. S east of the Missis-

can? *6
-- ■

™i ™l?l° RlVeAS^°n reCrfP^
of price- SO-gal. bbls., S25.00; 30-gal. bbls., S16.00; 10-gal.cans, J6./3, 3-gal. cans, S3. 75. Address B. G. Pratt Company, 50 Church Street, New York Citv.

......„^ The Caterer
Caters to Teas, Luncheons, Dances

and Banquets
MENUS FURNISHED ON REQUEST

Out-of-town Entertainments
a Specialty

ALSO A FANCY BAKERY

523 E. State Street

We manufacture Ice Cream and
Frozen Delicacies of all kinds

Special Prices to Boarding"Houses
»md Fraternities

ITHACA, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Corhku. Countr^
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AS AGREED ALL CLOTHES VACUUM

CLEANED before they are

pressed.

THE ONLY PLACE IN ITHACA

NORWOOD'S

411 East State Street : : Ithaca, N.Y.

IMMMM^^^w^^m^
~^'

f JACOBSON ^

Self-Contained Engine
Power*

ful
For

Stationary,

Semi-Port

able and

\ Portable

Use.

■

3 to 25 H.P.

WITii

AUTOMATIC DRAINING WATER TANK

FOR ALL-AROUND FARM SERVICE

Impossible to overheat. Absolutely Frost Proof.

Minimum amount water required.

JACOBSON MACHINE MFG. CO.

Write for Bulletin 32. WARREN, PA.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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the LEADER GASOUNlTSPRAYER
WITH 3 1-2 HORSE POWER, 4-CYCLE ENGINE.

It supplies io nozzles at a pressure

of 200 lbs. with safety valve blowing

off, and this service can be increased

without overtaxing the engine.

A complete spraying rig.

It will meet all your requirements.

It will refill the tank, saw wood, grind

feed, run your repair shop, shell or

clean your grain, run the cream separa

tor or the churn, and is safe, simple and

satisfactory.

We can furnish a Rotary Power Pump

for filling the tank, to be run by a belt

from the engine which will pump 25

gallons the minute.

The regular outfit includes the gaso

line, pump feed, with tank in base of

engine.

We make a full line of Earrel and Knap

sack Sprayers including the

GARFIELD and

EMPIRE KING.

NEW MODEL AROOSTOOK
SIX ROW HIGH PRESSURE POTATO SPRAYER, (Entirely Automatic.)

Tank holds 100

gallons, has double

brass cylinder pump,
all brass working

parts, mechanical au

tomatic agitatorwith

automatic brushes for

keeping strainers

clean, stout wheels

fifty inches in diam

eter. - --■■
'

This machine

sprays forty acres of

Potatoes, Cotton, To

bacco or Vegetables
for a day's work and

withcut waste of

Liquid

FIELD FORCE PUMP CO., Elmira, N. Y.
In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman



FELLOW STUDENTS OF THE

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

Tib® C©ra@lll C®mmk$ym^m9

as the organ which 'voices your senti

ments in this College of Agriculture, has

now attained a recognized position of

leadership among agricultural college

publications.

Your interest, your criticisms, and your

advice are essential in order to increase

this lead.

Financial support from you is absolutely

necessary toward the maintenance of this

standard. Your subscription of one 'dol

lar for the year is all that is asked! Does

your paper mean
a dollar to you?

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman



/\OOy of the World's

^/O^O Creameries Use

DE LAVAL
Cream Separators

Ten years ago there were a dozen different makes of creamery or

factory separators in use. Today over 98 per cent, of the world's

creameries use DE LAVAL separators exclusively.
It means a difference of several thousand dollars a year whether

a DE LAVAL or some other make of separator is used in a creamery.

Exactly the same differences exist, on a smaller

scale, in the use of farm separators. Owing to
the fact, however, that most farm users do not

keep as accurate records as the creameryman,

they do not appreciate just what the difference

between a good and a poor separator means to

them in dollars and cents. Nine times out of ten

the farmer can't tell whether or not he is wasting
$50 to $100 a year in quantity and quality of

product through the use of an inferior cream

separator.
If you were in need of legal advice, you would

go to a lawyer. If you were sick you would con

sult a doctor. If you had a toothache you would
see a dentist. Why ? Because these men are all

specialists in their line, and you rely upon their

judgment and skill. When it comes to buying a separator why not
profit by the experience of the creameryman ? His experience qualifies
him to advise you correctly. He knows which separator will give you
the best service and be the most economical for you to buy. That's
why 98 per cent, of the \world's creameries use the DE LAVAL ex

clusively.
There can be no better recommendation for the DE LAVAL cream

separator than the fact that the men who make the separation of milk
a business use the DE LAVAL to the practical exclusion of all other

jy
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makes.

The DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO
165-167 Broadway
NEW YORK

29 E. Madison Street

CHICAGO

173-177 William Street

MONTREAL
14 and 16 Princess Street

WINNIPEG

Drumm & Sacramento Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO

1016Western Avenue

SEATTLE

PRESS OF W. P. HUMPHREY, GENEVA, N. Y.
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Nature's Source of Phosphorus

GROUND

PHOSPHATE ROCK
The most economical and only permanent soil builder.

An ap

plication of 1,000 to 2.000 lbs. per acre will furnish an abund

ant supply of Phosphorus for five or ten years.

BROADCAST
over clover and other legumes, or on stub

ble fields—at any time during the year
—and when

ready to do so plow in.

Mix it with all the animal manure—preferably making the

mixture throughout the year as the manure accumulates by

sprinkling in stables and feeding lots and over manure

heaps, or pits, daily.

Too much cannot be applied, and the longer it lays the bet

ter, as all remains in the soil and only becomes available

gradually as the acids of decaying organic matter act on it.

There is no danger of its being dissolved and carried off in

the drainage. Only a wash which carries the soil will

remove it.

Contains more phosphorus than bone meal and only costs

about one-third as much.

We have one of the most complete and "up-to-date" drying and

grinding plants in the Mt. Pleasant District, and can make ship

ments immediately on receipt of orders.

We invite a comparison of our guarantees and terms with those

made by our competitors.

We are always ready to correct and make good our mistakes

and will use every endeavor to give satisfaction.

JOHN RUHM, JR.
MT. PLEASANT, TENNESSEE

Ground Rock Branch of

Ruhm Phosphate Mining Co.
MINERS AND SHIPPERS OF

Tennessee Phosphate Rock

Ln writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell CountRYMAN
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS of CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Issued at Ithaca, N. Y., monthly from July to November inclusive,
and semi-monthly from December to June inclusive.

(Application for entry as second-class matter at the post office at

Ithaca, N. Y., pending.)
These publications include the annual Register, for which a charge

of twenty-five cents a copy is made, and the following publications, any
one of which will be sent gratis and postfree on request:

General Circular of Information for prospective students,
Announcement of the College of Arts and Sciences,
Courses of Instruction in the College of Arts and Sciences,
Announcement of Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering and the Mechanic Arts,
Announcement of the College of Civil Engineering,
Announcement of the College of Law,
Announcement of the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Medical College,
Announcement of the New York State College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Winter-Courses in the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the New York State Veterinary College,
Announcement of the Graduate School,
Announcement of the Summer Session,
The President's Annual Report,
Pamphlet on prizes, samples of entrance and scholarship examination papers, special de

partmental announcements, etc.

Correspondence concerning the publications of the University
should be addressed to

The Registrar of Cornell University
ITHACA, N. Y.

New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University
L. H. Bailey, Director.

The College of Agriculture is one of several co-ordinate colleges comprising
Cornell University. The work of the College is of three general kinds: The

regular teaching work of undergraduate and graduate grade; the experiment
work; the extension work. The resident instruction falls in the following groups :

i. Four-year course, leading to the degree Bachelor of Science in Agriculture

(B.S. in Agr.). When desired, the last two years may be chosen in subjects per

taining to landscape architecture and out-door art, or to home economics. In

the Graduate School of the University students may secure the Master's and

Doctor's degrees (M.S. in Agr. and Ph.D.).
2. Special work, comprising one or two years: (a) Agriculture special;

(b) Nature-study special or normal course.

3. Winter-Courses of 12 weeks: (a) General Agriculture; (b) Dairy

Industry; (c) Poultry Husbandry; (d) Horticulture; (e) Home Economics.

THE INSTRUCTION IS DIVIDED AMONG TWENTY-TWO DEPARTMENTS AS FOLLOWS:

FARM PRACTICE and FARM CROPS ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

FARM MANAGEMENT

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY

PLANT PHYSIOLOGY

PLANT PATHOLOGY

SOIL TECHNOLOGY

PLANT-BREEDING

ENTOMOLOGY, BIOLOGY and

NATURE-STUDY

(HORTICULTUREPOMOLOGY

POULTRY HUSBANDRY

DAIRY INDUSTRY

FARM MECHANICS

FORESTRY

RURAL ART

DRAWING

HOME ECONOMICS

METEOROLOGY

RURAL ECONOMY

RURAL EDUCATION

EXTENSION TEACHING
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THERE IS NOTHING SUPERIOR TO

Chr. Hansen's Danish Dairy Preparations
THE PRIZE WINNERS

CHR. HANSEN'S RENNET EXTRACT and LACTIC

FERMENT CULTURE

was used by Renford M. Stenvenson, Gouverneur, N. Y., in the Cheese

that won the Gold Medal at the recent New York State Fair. Score 99^.

The following are Users of either

Chr. Hansen's Danish Butter Color, Lactic Ferment Culture

or both:

ist. J. Stryker, Nashota, Wis. 96.50

Michigan State Dairymen's Assn., 191 1

ist. Frank Jankaski, Hilliards ------ 95.00

Iowa State Dairymen's Assn., 191 1

ist. H. A. Griese, Readlyn, Iowa
-----

95.50

Minnesota Dairymen's Assn., 191 1

It has been proven by experience that CHR. HANSEN'S BUTTER COLOR

has no equal in quality nor in strength.

Also Try CHR. HANSEN'S DANISH CHEESE COLOR

CHR. HANSEN'S LABORATORY

Box 1095 LITTLE FALLS, N. Y.

tt

Light
as outdoors"

That is pretty close to the truth

about our Sectional Iron Frame

Construction.

Here is a view inside one of these

houses, looking straight at the roof,

from ridge to eave. What a cob

web like structure of iron and wood

it is! Light, but solid as a rock.

Such a house, made such a way,

will be growing roses for 3^our chil

dren and your children's children,

and that's long enough for any

house to last.

Lord & Burnham Co.
stN?,Y„s

IRVINGTON, N. Y. Factories: Des Plaines, 111. Philadelphia
— Franklin Bank Bldg.

Boston

Tremont Bldg.
Chicago

Rookery Bldg.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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A Law That Cannot be Found

on the Statute Books

It is a law that works quietly, forcefully and with

decision. It finds expression in the words,
"

the fittest

shall survive." The weak and unfit must perish, for it

is man and Nature's way to give preference to the strong
and competent.

Through the constant working of this law prac

tically every State Dairy College in the United States

and Canada have given preference to and are now using

-\

Indian in Circle

What does this indicate? It indicates that Wyan
dotte Dairyman's Cleaner and Cleanser succeeds because

it is the most capable of meeting the Dairyman's needs.

Moreover, it indicates that other cleaners such as soap,

soap powder, sal soda, etc., can not

clean as satisfactorily as Wyandotte

Dairyman's Cleaner and Cleanser.

Each year finds Wyandotte Dairy.
man's Cleaner and Cleanser more popu

lar and in greater demand. Ask your

dealer for a small sack of it or, for

larger quantities, barrels or kegs, write

your dairy supply house.

in every package

THE J. B. FORD CO., Sole Manufacturers

Wyandotte, Mich., U. S. A.

This Cleaner has been awarded the highest prize wherever exhibited.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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HOOSICK FALLS HYUS;

The New Century Binder
has the only perfect Knotter-one of the most remarkable

pieces of simple mechanism ever invented. It will never slip

nor miss through an entire harvest. It is different and better

than the knotter of any other binder. .

The New Century will cut and bind any kind ol grain

worth harvesting. It is easily and quickly adjusted to meet

the different conditions encountered in a season s work. It

possesses durability, strength, simplicity in construction,

great capacity and light draft.

w^WOOB
Perfect Separation of the grain prevents all binding

or crowding of the needle and the relief roller between

elevator throat and binder deck cuts out any annoying
clogging of the apron.

Send for Our Big Diamond Jubilee Catalog
It shows just how the New Century

Knotter works, and illustrates all the fea

tures that make this binder the most

successful one ever put into any grain.

Just write your name and address on a

postal, but do it noiv.

Walter A. Wood M. & R. M. Co.

Box 501 Hoosick Falls, N. Y.

Not in Any Trust

MwA ";)l :V,"//»«i'A>-*>.fc'
«m"^^^Bmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmri
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Men who Live in the Open j

Appreciate the Best in ±

Nature. *

Men who Wear the

Quality Shop Clothes

Appreciate the Best in

Tailoring.

E. B. BAXTER,

150 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

J ONE PRICE TO ALL J
*
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ROTHSCHILD BROS. I

1 "Student Supplies" 1
I

for rooms

Decorations and Necessaries

Carpets, Rugs, Bedding,
Sofa Pillows, Banners,
Desk furnishings, Lamps,
Steins, Curtains, Books,
Waste Paper Baskets

Men's Wear

Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, Ho

siery, Underwear, Sweaters.

*
*

t

*
*

*

t
*
*

t
*
*

| Rothschild Bros, f
-

*

"The Store of the City
"

J
*

SPRAY

THOROUGHLY
Thorough spraying is a crop insure

ance of the strongest kind, but you
cannot spray thoroughly un-

^m^ less you use

Goulds
- RELIABLE

Sprayers
They are better

known,more widely used,

and in greater demand

than any other line —

because, correct design,

perfect material

and expert work

manship
— backed

by more than 62

years of exclusive

Pump making ex

perience
—

are rep

resented in

each Spray
er we sell.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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THE CO-OP.
IN MORRILL HALL

THE College of Agriculture used to be in the

same building with the Co-op. and the feel-
^™

ing between the Co-op. and the students in

that college has always been very cordial. Per

haps the Agricultural students are more intimately

acquainted with the Co-op. If you are an upper

classman you will naturally tell the Freshmen your

experience. The profits of the store are divided

among the students, and every student should get

a share of them. He can if he will only sign the

slips.

THINGS YOU NEED

r I^HE things you need are the things which make

^ i
up the largest part of our stock, such as note

books, notebook paper, notebook covers, and

text books which are probably the most important

items; but if you need overalls or rain coats it

would certainly pay you to see what the Co-op.
has bought for you.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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AGRICULTURE IN THE PHILIPPINES

By William S. Washburn, M. D.

United States Civil Service Commissioner

HpHE Philippine archipelago, com-

-*■
prises more than a thousand

islands with a total area of 115,000

square miles. There are ten others

whose areas range from 100 to 1000

square miles.

In the northern portion of the

archipelago the rainfall is excessive

during a portion of the year and

deficient during another period of the

year. In the absence of low tempera
tures the seasons are characterized as

wet and dry. The rainfall in the

southern portion of the archipelago,

however, is quite evenly distributed

throughout the year. Artificial water

supply through irrigation systems

would materially increase the agricul
tural output in some of the islands.

Although warm and moist, the climate

is not unhealthful, and persons who

observe the laws of hygiene enjoy as

good health in the Philippines as do

people living in most parts of the

United States.

A somewhat detailed description of

the character and production of the

principal staples of the Philippines

may be of interest.

The natural resources of the Philip

pines, of which the chief is agricul

ture, are comparatively undeveloped.

Probably one-third of the area of the

Philippines is available for cultivation;

yet not one-tenth has ever beenutilized.

The agricultural implements and meth

ods employed by the Filipinos when

our Government took possession of

the islands were crude in the extreme.

Little or no modern machinery was

ever introduced during the Spanish

regime and little was done in modern

times by the Spanish Government

toward developing the abundant agri
cultural resources of the islands.

Wherever the Filipino tickles the

soil with the small, steel-pointed, single
handled wooden plow, the warm earth

smilingly responds with great crops of

tobacco, sugar, and rice; but it takes

several days with the slow-going
carabao to scratch an acre. After

about the third scratching, seed is

planted. Every subsequent process

is equally antiquated and slow and

wanting in economy of time and

product.
As in other parts of the Orient, rice

is the most important article of food.

In the tropics it takes the place of

wheat. The rich, well-watered lands

of the Philippines are well adapted to

its production. After the ground is

scratched with the same stick of a

plow, the paddy fields are flooded and

harrowed underwater to a soft, muddy

consistency, the wallowing carabao,

or water buffalo, being here in his

native element.

In the soft mud the young rice

shoots are transplanted by hand, the

natives, in this case usually women,

standing ankle deep and thrusting each

individual rice stalk into the depths of

the mushy soil. The paddy fields are

kept flooded until the rice begins to

head. When the crop is ripe, men,

women, and children are in the field
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OPENING COCOANUTS FOR COPRA, SAN RAMON FARM.

from early morning until the evening
shadows fall, cutting with small knives

each stalk separately and gathering
them into sheaves of palay, or un-

thrashed rice. After the grain is

separated from the straw by hoof or

flail, it is winnowed by the soft breezes
of the tropics as it falls from the bam

boo basket held aloft usually by
women, who stand thus engaged for

hours under a sun-sheltering bamboo

canopy. By one more process the

milk-white rice is separated from the

hull by the use of a wooden dumbbell

pounder in the hands usually of a

woman member of the family. Thus,
after many days of toiling and wait

ing, does the Filipino obtain this staff

of life, this palatable, healthful food,
eaten three times a day by natives and
almost as often throughout the Orient
by European residents.
The cocoanut palm is an important

source of revenue in the Philippines,
furnishing, as it does, one-third of the
world's supply of cocoanut oil. After
the young trees are well started they
require little care. Young shoots from

the growth of seed nuts which are

allowed to lie in shaded places for a

few months may be transplanted, fifty
or one hundred to the acre, and the

ground utilized and kept clear of weeds
and grass by the cultivation of corn or

such leguminous plants as peas and

beans. Trees begin to bear when

about seven years of age, and come to

full maturity two or three years later,
with an average annual yield of sixty
nuts to the tree during its life, which

ranges from fifty to one hundred years.
While new and varied uses of

cocoanut oil have stimulated produc
tion, the market value is steadily
increasing. As no other vegetable oil

or substitute has been brought forward
to take its place, the copra industry
bids fair to maintain a leading place in
the agricultural productivity of the

islands, where its export value is ten

million dollars annually, or nearly one-

fourth of the total exports of the

islands.

The waterways furnish means of

transportation whereby the unhusked
nuts are brought to Manila or other
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Philippine centers of trade on huge
rafts or in large open boats called
cascoes.

Cocoanut oil, pressed from the meat
or fruit, is commonly used in the

Philippines as an illuminant and as a

substitute for butter and lard. Copra,
the dried meat of the nut, is exported
principally to the oil factories in

France, where it is used in making
edible oils and soaps. The fiber or

husk of the cocoanut is used for coir,
for caulking boats, and other purposes!
The making of alcohol and alcoholic

beverages, such as tuba, or palm wine,
the sap of the cocoanut palms, is an

industry quite commonly pursued for
local consumption, and there are

provinces where it ranks as the most

important industry. Early in the

morning the tao, a name given to the

laboring class, may be seen climbing
the tall trees monkey-fashion, empty
ing the bamboo vessels, suspended
over night under the cut flower-stems,
into a larger vessel hanging on his back.
The product is taken to a distillery,
where it is converted into alcohol. In

the early morning the tuba is a refresh
ing drink, much like fresh apple cider,
but as the day advances it ferments

rapidly. No less agreeable and re

freshing to the weary traveler is the
cool water or "milk" of the cocoanut.
The method of sugar cane culture in

the Philippines is antiquated, as is also
the production of sugar from the cane.
The mills provided on the best sugar
estates lose about one-half of the possi
ble values of the sugar cane, whereas
with modern machinery, such as is
used in the Hawaiian islands, for

example, 96% or 97% of the saccharine
substance of the cane is secured. In

some parts of the islands the syrup
from the boiling pans is poured into

large porous earthen pots, holding
about 150 pounds each, and allowed to
drain. After the molasses is drained

off, the soft raw sugar is cut into cakes
and laid out on flagstones for sun-dry
ing before it can be shipped. There
are no sugar refineries worthy of the

name in the Philippines. A few of the
most prosperous owners of sugar
estates are introducing modern meth-

THRESHING RICE BY MAKING CARABAOS TRAMPLE OVER IT, BULACAN PROVINCE.
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od^ in this industry. The invest

ment of foreign capital would revolu

tionize the sugar industry of the

islands. -

The most notable product ot tne

Philippine islands, one which is no

where equalled and is in demand m ail

parts of the civilized world, is Manila

hemp, from which the best rope is

made. The exportation during the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1910,

amounted to 170,788,629 kilos, of the

value of $17,404,922. Manila hemp

(abaca) is the fiber of a wild plantain

so similar in appearance to a banana

plant that they are not ordinarily dis

tinguishable. The fiber is contained

in the leaf-stem of the plant.
To extract the fiber the Filipino has

been accustomed for generations to use

a simple device by which the
leaf-stem

is drawn between a block of wood and

a knife hinged to the block and pro

vided with a lever and treadle so that

it can be firmly held down on the
stem.

The pulp is thus scraped from
the stem,

after which the fiber is spread in the

sun, where it is dried in
a few hours and

is ready for baling. As only about

twenty-five pounds of
fiber can

be

^hus

ancient method of extraction
is being

superseded by hemp-stnppmg
ma

chines invented by Americans.

In the southern part of Luzon
and in

several of the central islands where

abaca is the chief product, cloths are

woven of this fiber not only for home

use but also for the markets of Manila,

Iloilo, and Cebu. This is the sinamai

worn quite commonly as waists for the

women and shirts for the men in all

portions of the Philippines. It may

not be commonly known that among

the most expensive and durable hats

worn by women in this country are

those manufactured from Manila

hemp. It is, of course, well known

that it furnishes the best material for

the manufacture of rope which the

world produces.
It may be of interest

to note that on

the island of Panay, and especially in

and about Iloilo, the choicer, though

less serviceable fabrics are principally

produced, especially the jusi, a blend

of vegetable fiber and Chinese silk.

UNLOADING ABACA AT STOREHOUSE, LEGASPI, ALBAY PROVINCE.
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HUGE WATER WHEEL MADE OF BAMBOO, USED TO LIFT WATER FOR IRRIGATION.

The just cloth has in large part re

placed in favor the once more famous

pina, or pineapple-fiber cloth.

Individual American enterprise and

energy are illustrated in the occupation
of territory about the gulf of Davao in

the island of Mindanao, where more

than a hundred Americans have hewed

their way to success through the dense

forests of that region. Already they
have planted more than two million

hills of hemp besides numberless

cocoanut trees. The investment there

of capital and labor has been large, and

returns are now coming in, not less than

one-quarter of a million dollars from

the sale of hemp alone being realized

last year.

Of other important products, to the

production of which on a large scale

the climate and soil of the Philippines
are well adapted, coffee, cacao, and

rubber deserve special mention. There

has been too little attention given to

the production of these staples, al

though it has been amply demonstrated

that conditions are most favorable to

their culture.

From time immemorial the small

cultivators of land in the Philippines
have been dependent on the large

proprietors for advances of money or

food and seed, if not both, during the

cropless season. One of the chief

reasons for the dependence of the

masses upon the caciques, or social and

politicalmasters, is the evil of gambling
the principal vice of the Filipinos, the
favorite form of which consists in

cockfighting, which they follow with a

passion that astonishes foreigners.
With changing conditions underAmeri

can administration, it is expected that
this evil will gradually wane and dis

appear. Under the more favorable

conditions of American occupation,

agricultural productivity should be

greatly increased and a degree of

prosperity perhaps unequalled else

where should prevail in these tropical
islands, which nature has so richly
endowed.



ADDRESS BY EX-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

(Delivered before the students of the New
York State College of Agriculture, November 3rd, iqii)

STUDENTS:
This institution, the

college of agriculture of Cornell

University, is one of the institutions
of

the country which is at the present

time doing the most vital educational

work in our country. I did not know

of the chance I would have to speak
to you this morning, because I am

not

making speeches, and in that connec

tion I recall the saying of the old New

Bedford captain who said to his mate,

"what I want from you, sir, is silence,

and dom little of that." However, I

could not refuseDean Bailey's request,
because I so often make demands upon

his time and his best efforts. His

service, so ungrudgingly rendered, has

been of inestimable value, consequent

ly, I did not considermyself at liberty
to refuse.

I came, because, thanks to Dean

Bailey, this particular college of agri
culture with its aggregate enrollment,

including the winter course students,
of 1 500 students and with its professor
ial and teaching faculty of about one

hundredmen, because, without injus
tice to any other institution this college
is the foremost institution of its kind,
the most useful institution of its kind,

not only in the United States, but in
the whole civilized world.

Turning so that he faced Dean

Bailey, he said:

Dean Bailey, it is none of my

affairs, but I should regard it as

a calamity, not only to the state,
but to the nation, if you do not con

tinue to do your work at the head
of this college.

Some people say that I did, when
I was president, many unconstitu
tional things

—Dean Bailey was one

of these unconstitutional things.
Congress said it was a usurpation of

power on my part to appoint him
and his colleagues on that committee,
and that sensitive body refused to

publish the committee's report. The

Spokane Chamber of Commerce, how
ever, not being quite so sensitive,

published the report; and that re

port called attention to certain vital

needs which were thoroughly appreci
ated by a few farsighted people of the

nation. Of course, whenever the

needs of a great nation are placed
before the public, there is always a

certain number of people,
—

good people
but perhaps not very advanced people,
who think it is unpatriotic to make a

diagnosis of such things. Some of

these would insist that there is nothing
to remedy or if there is, that we are

incompetent to remedy it.

Our hope of making the country life

as important and helpful a part of the

general national life as it should be,

rests with the men and women of the

future, who have done the kind of

work you are doing, and have been

given the kind of training that you

are getting here now.

I wish to say a word of especial
interest to the young men and more

especially to the young women.
^

The

very best product of the farm is its

product of men and women. If you

do not have the right kind of men and

women, all effort to improve agricul
tural conditions will amount to noth

ing. As the women comprise at least

50 per cent of the population, they
have to do 50 per cent of the work of

improvement. This improvement is

to come from within, as well as with

out, the farmhouse. Dean Bailey
has done no greater service to the

cause he has championed, than by
his insistance that while actual agri
cultural work is of the utmost im

portance, yet based on that as a

foundation, there should be collective

(or community) work.
As long as you are trying to develop

merely agricultural practices on the

farm for your only work, you are

building, not houses, but merely the

foundation for houses. While that

foundation is indispensable, it is ut

terly useless if you do not also build
the superstructure of the higher com
munity life. Work for a high social
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intellectual, and spiritual life in the

country. The school-house, the

Church, and all social associations

of every kind must do their part in

bringing up the standard of country

life; and, ladies and gentlemen, in

any work you are doing as in every

form of political work, remember

that it is useless to try to reproduce
vanished conditions. Those condi

tions may have been excellent but

they belong to the past. You cannot

re-introduce them. If you merely

copy them, you introduce the body
with the soul out of it. The con

ditions of rural America under which

everything can be done by a few

individuals have vanished, never to

return.

In the same way, we cannot get
back to farm life of the middle, or

early part of the 19th century. You

will fail completely if you attempt to

do that. What you will have to do,

is to face the new conditions that

necessarily mean increased urban de

velopment, and try to shape them so

that it should not take place at the

expense of the country, but should go

on hand in hand with the develop
ment of the country. The extraordi

nary growth in the mastery of men

over the forces of nature, and in per

fecting mechanical appliances for the

past century has rendered it inevitable

that a much smaller percentage of

people are now making their living on

the soil than was the case a century

ago. We cannot by anything we

may do, restore the percentages of

those living under rural and those

living under urban conditions to those

of a century ago. What we can do is

to try to make the development of

the country go hand in hand with the

development of the city and while

developing as strong a power of

initiative as possible to see that there

also goes with that individual initia

tive, the same power of well directed

community effort, which has been so

great a factor in the development of

the cities. Nothing will take the place

of this individual character. For the

average man and the average woman

on the farms, if they have not got the

right stuff in them, no education will

get it out because it is not there to get
out. Individual character by itself

cannot solve the existing problems,
cannot meet the existing conditions.

There must be direct community
effort.

While education offers a man a

foundation for his life, a foundation

for his material success, yet it is only
the foundation upon which the higher
superstructure should be built. We

cannot have any proper social life,

any proper intellectual life in the

country until we have a foundation of

mateiial efficiency, of material success
and well being, or we never will have
the right type of man and woman

living in the country. If the im

provement in country conditionsmeans

nothing but growing bigger crops

and when these have been grown,

moving off to the city, it is a failure.

This college here at Cornell has

done much in leadership for other

institutions, because it has recognized
the many-sided nature of our national

agricultural problem; because, while

it insists that the first work to be done

is to increase the actual products of

the farm, yet it emphasizes that this is

only the first work, and that it is

equally essential while getting the

country on a proper material basis, to

see to it that every institution in the

country that stimulates to higher
ideals—intellectual, moral and spiritu

al, be developed to meet the increased

social demands upon it, just as is the

case in the city. It is of fundamental

importance to take care of the crops,

and after you have taken care of them,

remember, that unless you can do a

great deal more than teach how to take

care of the crops, you will have come

far short of your duty because you

have failed to recognize that the all

important problem in the country is

the human problem; the problem of

getting the right kind of men and

women; the problem of developing
men andwomen so as to make them, in

the fullest sense, responsible American
citizens.



FARM MANAGEMENT

By G. F. Warren

Professor of Farm Management, Cornell University

THE BEGINNINGS OF FARM MANAGE

MENT TEACHING

ONE
of the latest subjects to be

added to the courses in the agri
cultural colleges is that of farm

management. So recent, in fact, that

it is not yet represented in themajority
of the colleges. In 1908, the writer

secured statements from all the agri
cultural colleges as to any work that

they were doing that included farm

management. Only two agricultural

colleges were then giving definite

courses in the subject. Three others

included some farm management work

in other courses. To Professor Hunt

must be given the credit for the begin

ning in this teaching. In four of the

five institutions, the work was being
taught by persons who had studied

with him. In reply to requests for an

exhibit of work for the graduate school,
some amusing collectionswere received.
Several states sent work on fertilizer

tests; some on soil physics. But the

work of the five institutions mentioned

above was so suggestive that many

persons went away with the idea of

starting farm management teaching.
In this graduate school, farm manage
ment was represented for the first time
with lectures by Professor Spillman
and the writer. The relation of farm

management to other subjects was also
discussed. These discussions were in

corporated in the Cyclopedia of Agri
culture.

At the last graduate school in 19 10,
the subject received a little more time,
but the authorities of the school did not
allow it full time as they did to agron

omy, poultry, etc. However, the in
terest aroused by the discussions was

so great that the subject will probably
be fully recognized hereafter. At this

meeting, the American Farm Manage
ment Association was organized. The
second meeting of this association will
be held at Columbus, Ohio, Nov. 15th.

At the graduate school at Ames, an

exhibit of farm management work was

made by most of the schools teaching
the subject. There were about a

dozen that were then doing more or

less work. Now about twenty institu

tions are doing some work; about a

half dozen are pushing the work

vigorously.

WHAT IS FARM MANAGEMENT?

At the present time, there is no more

important subject before the agricul
tural colleges than the organization of

farm management work. The first

step is the proper definition of the sub

ject.
Being a new subject, the field of farm

management is not always clearly
understood. It has sometimes been

confused with animal husbandry, hor

ticulture, farm crops, or rural economy.
It may be taught by persons who also

teach these or other subjects, just as

horticulture and dairy industry are

sometimes taught by oneman; but the
distinction between the subjects should
be none the less clear. The teacher of

farm management finds that his work
is much more closely related to animal

husbandry, farm crops, and horticul

ture than it is to rural economy. One
of the important subjects in farm

management is the selection and pur
chase of a farm. This bears the same

relation to rural economy as does the

selection and purchase of a cow. It is

the aim of farm management teaching
to unite business principles with the

scientific principles taught by the

various departments into such a system
that the farm as a whole shall yield the
greatest profit. The rural economist
must somehow tie all the farms together
into a philosophy of progressive civiliza
tion.

The student of architecture is taught
art by one man, drawing by another,
sanitation by another, strength of

materials by another; but he would
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be a poor architect whose training
stopped with these fundamentals.

Finally, the student is required tomake

plans for buildings in order that he

may have practice in applying the

principles and in making estimates of

cost. Similarly the student of farm

management selects specific farms and

makes plans for their arrangement,

equipment, and management, with

financial estimates. If a student has

had practice in making such estimates

for a dairy farm, he will have the

method of attack in making plans for

an orange plantation. One who has

studied this subject ought to be fairly
well prepared to go on to a farm and

decide as to the type of farming to take

up, field and building arrangement,

cropping system, number of each kind

of animals to stock the place, equip
ment required, capital necessary, the

amount of labor required, the kinds of

accounts and records to keep, etc.

"How shall I grow corn?" is purely an

agronomy question, but "Shall I grow
corn or some other crop?" and having

grown it "Shall I feed it or sell it?" are

purely farm management questions.
"What sort of a contract shall I

make with my landlord?" is a farm

management question, but the effect

of tenancy on the welfare of the county
is a subject for the rural economist.

In our farmmanagement investigations
in New York, we have found the

shortage of capital to be the most

serious obstacle in the way of successful

farming. The whole tendency of our

banking system seems to be to drain

the county of its deposits and direct

them to the cities. At any rate, there

are few bankers who know enough
about the values of farm land to be

able to make farm loans carefully.
Not knowing, they lend on the acre

basis rather than on farm values.

Farmers find it very difficult to get

money to hold crops. Not infre

quently a farmer who has several

thousand dollars of harvested crops

finds it impossible to get a bank to loan

him a few hundred on his note.

Machinery is purchased on time at

prices so much above cash prices that

together with the interest rate, it fre

quently amounts to a real interest of

ten per cent. Here we turn this ques

tion over to the rural economist with

the request that he make a full study
of the whole question of agricultural
credit, for this properly belongs in his

field.

WHY THIS SUBJECT IS NECESSARY.

When all the work of the agricultural
college was taught by one man, there

was little need for a separate course in

farm management. Any ideas on this

subject that such a teacher had were

woven in with his teaching. Professor

Roberts included much of the business

principles of farm organization in his

courses.

With the multiplication of depart
ments in the Colleges of Agriculture,
students are in danger of developing

wrong ideas as to the relative impor
tance of different factors in the man

agement of the farm as a unit. The

student who becomes an enthusiast on

poultry may forget that successful

crops must be raised if the farm is to

prosper. The one who believes that

alfalfa will make any farm pay may

neglect to provide profitable animals to

eat the crop. It is desirable,therefore,

that the student correlate what he has

learned in all the departments by

applying it to the management of

specific farms.
Scientific farming is not the buying

of spray-pumps and milking machines,

nor the spending of a lot of money that

one does not have, although all of these

things may be desirable at times. It

is not farm mechanics or horticulture;

it is not animal husbandry or farm

crops. He who farms successfully

must consider the farm as the unit.

Just now we hear much about what

great crops are raised in Europe and

how foolish our farmers are that they

do not till every inch of earth and raise

the maximum crop of the most inten

sive kind. First of all, a farm must

pay. A state supported institution

may raise maximum crops and do vari

ous other "stunts," but a farmer must

make his farm pay. So long ago as the
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days of Pliny this was ancient knowl

edge. He says: "I may possibly
appear guilty of some degree of rash

ness in making mention of a maxim of

the ancients which will very probably
be looked upon as quite incredible,
'that nothing is so disadvantageous as

to cultivate land in the highest style of

perfection'."

Lately we seem to have forgotten
that the farmer must make the farm

pay. In our survey work, we have

found that the most profitable farms

were raising good crops, usually quite a
little above the average, but not fancy
crops. Enthusiasm is a good thing
but it is well to temper it with business
sense unless your father made the

money for you to spend.
Perhaps the most important service

of farm management teaching is in aid
ing farmers to decide between various

things, all of which pay. The farmer
is usually so short of capital that his
problem is not what would pay but
what to do with his little money. He

may know that his land needs drainage,
that he ought to keep better stock, buy
more fertilizer, use lime, sow alfalfa and

may be sure that each of these will pay
well. If he asked in a specialist he
would likely be advised to improve in
that particular line. His problem is to
decide between the various possibilities
and pick the best.

FARM MANAGEMENT TEACHING MUST

BE UNPREJUDICED.

Since the teacher of farm manage
ment should be unprejudiced, it is very

desirable that the subject be separate

from any other department so soon as

funds permit. If taught by a professor
of agronomy or animal husbandry, such
a teacher should understand that farm

management is not crop farm manage
ment or animal farm management but

a general subject. The tendency of all

departments is to make a good showing
for their special work. Some colleges
are developing the subject in several

departments, as dairy farm manage
ment, crop farmmanagement, etc. It
is not likely that this will result in good
farm management teaching.
The most profitable dairy farms are

those that also raise cash crops or other

products. The teacher of dairy farm

management is quite certain to over

emphasize the importance of the dairy
cow even if he does not go so far as to
dream on how to keep the greatest
number of cows per acre of land—as if
man's mission were to populate the
earth with cows. Profits are not

measured by cows per acre. So a

teacher of any specialty, if he be a live
man, is almost certain to over empha
size his specialty.
For four years we have been hoping

to have farm management in a separate
department at Cornell. This year the

hope has been realized. Cornell was
the first institution to have a professor
of farm management, but Missouri was
the first to separate this department
from all other work. Cornell is the
second institution to establish the

subject in an independent depart
ment.
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THE "OLD MAN" IN TOWN AND COUNTRY

By L. A. W. Alleman, M. A., M. D.

Geneva. N. Y.

CHOULD I have a break in my fence,
^ I prefer to discover it "myself,
rather than have it pointed out to me

by a neighbor, and it seems fitting that
a farmer should bring up for discussion
a disagreeable fact that sounds a dis

cordant note in the chorus of glorifica
tion of country life, now in vogue.
None know better the many advan

tages of a life in the country than those
of us who are so fortunate as to enjoy
them. But there is no environment,
no business or profession which does

not have another side. The sun does

not always shine in the country, and

we farmers have troubles of our own

which are unavoidable, and which we

must accept with the best grace we

can ; but there are other and avoidable

evils which should not be ignored, but
rather harped upon till the reader,
wearied by much iteration, stops and

thinks; then if our diagnosis and

prescription be correct, improvement
will soon follow.

The particular matter that I have in
mind is this: at fifty, the average

farmer, as I see him, is, in appearance

at least, an old man, while his city
brother is in full mental and physical
vigor employing his mature judgment
and experience in the profitable prose
cution of his business enterprises. To

any such general statement there are,

of course, many exceptions, but I

appeal for confirmation to any country
bred man who will call to mind the

men who were his comrades in the dis

trict school a quarter of a century ago.

This is not as it should be and is con

trary to all theory and reason. A life

in the open, fresh air and sunshine, the

beautiful surroundings, the quiet, the

wholesome food, all these should make

a man well and happy.
Why is it that with the ideal hy

gienic surroundings, with the indepen
dence which is the producer's preroga
tive, with a healthful occupation, the
farmer becomes senile much sooner

than the man of the same stock who

has been transplanted to the city and

has spent his life in the nerve-racking
stress and turmoil of urban life.

Let us consider some of the possible
causes of this anomaly. Hard physical
labor and exposure? I am familiar

with nearly all kinds of work on a

general farm and I do not believe that

a man of normal physical develop
ment, in good health, is ever injuriously
affected by necessary farm work.

Even in the busy season, a normal man
should be fully recuperated after a

night's rest, and considering the drain

upon the nervous system, farm work

is less exhausting than business or

professional life. Again, were hard

physical labor the cause of the farmers'

early senility, the shiftless and lazy,
the man who prefers the rod and gun

to the plow, should shine in marked

contrast to his hard working neighbor.
But he does not, if anything he is more

nearly the typical "Uncle Ruben" of

the cartoonist.

Lack of congenial companionship?

Again, the man who neglects his work
to foregather with his kind at the vil

lage store or the shop while he may be

"one of the boys," does not show any

visible signs of his juvenile attributes.

Alcoholic intemperance? Emphati

cally no
—I know of no class of men

more generally sober and moral than

farmers.

Lack of nourishing food? I know

of no section of our land where the

farmer lacks for food, containing
a sufficient quantity of nutritive

units to satisfy the requirement
of a most liberal dietary. Yet I

believe that as a class, farmers are

suffering from malnutrition. I think

I am correct in stating that in

the Civil War the crack city regiments,

composed of men who were unaccus

tomed to hard physical work, withstood
the severe strain and the terrible priva
tions to which the troops were sub

jected, better than those from the

rural districts, and the explanation

given by army surgeons was, that their

nutrition was superior. Why?. I do
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not speak as an authority on this sub

ject, but suggest the explanation
that

occurs to me, hoping to elicit discussion

and remedial suggestions. I believe

that monotony in diet, improper

preparation of food, manner of eating,

dental disorders, preventing proper

mastication, overactivity directly after

eating; in short, dietetic intemperance,
is the crying evil in country life today.

While the farm should furnish a

sufficient variety of food at all seasons,

as a matter of fact the farm diet is a

very restricted one. It is exceptional
to find a good garden on the farm. A

few summer vegetables may be grown

but there is seldom any great variety.
I am not contending that a garden is

profitable; in most cases I think that .

winter vegetables can be bought from

someone that grows them on a large
scale more cheaply than they can be

grown, but if they are not grown at

home they will not be on the table.

Either from false economy or from

that indifference to domestic needs

which is too common on the farm, the

wife has to provide for the family with
what she can find, and she certainly
has no time to tend garden. Fre

quently the farm is far from a market

and fresh meat can be secured only at

irregular intervals, so it happens that

"pork and taters" are served with

deadly regularity. Even with this

limitation of materials much could be

done by skillful preparation, to im

prove the wholesomeness of the farm

dietary, but, while I regret to say it, I
believe the average farmer's wife is

from a hygienic standpoint, not the
best of cooks. There are very many
reasons why this is true. As I have

said, she is discouraged by the indiffer
ence of the man to her needs. When
she has chopped the wood and drawn
the water, often literally drawn it,
because the pump won't work, and has
attended to the thousand and one

things required of her, she has but a
limited time for the preparation of

meals, and frequently she takes little
interest in the matter. For this the
attitude of the man is often to blame;
he assumes that it is her job to feed

him, and it never occurs to him to

acknowledge her efforts by a word of

commendation. Often ignorant of the

first principles of cookery, her one

weapon in the war with hunger is the

frying pan.

Some kinds of food may be properly

prepared by frying—but there is

frying and frying. The fried food I

am deploring, is the grease-soaked,

toughened product of a cold spider
and a slow fire. It is a dietetic crime.

But it is unnecessary to dwell upon

such a painful subject. You have all

at some fateful moment in your lives

been exposed to such a meal and the

memory will remain with you always.
To the ill-prepared meal the farmer

comes, always in a hurry. No matter

how slow on other occasions, he is a

busyman at meal times, and if delayed
a moment is in ill humor. He seats

himself at the table and dispatches the
business in hand with an expedition,
which, if continued throughout his

day, would make him a wonder in the

working world. No attempt is made

at mastication, and when the food will

not go down fast enough, it is assisted

by copious draughts of some fluid.

No word is spoken, he looks only from
his plate to the possibilities on the

table, and in sputtering gasps between

bites, asks for what is beyond reach.
This manner of eating is not justified

by any legitimate demands of farm

work; there is the same mad rush to

finish the meal when one pushes back
from the table, loaded to satiety, to sit

and stare into vacancy; but however

indifferent to the demands of work at

other times, it is the rule to "get busy"
after a meal, even if work is stopped
an hour later for a leisurely chat with a

neighbor.
It is the usual practice to eat the

heartiest meal of the day at noon, and

to resume work at oncewith no interval

for digestion. It requires no great

knowledge of the physiology of diges
tion, to predict the results that must'

follow from such flagrant violations of

the laws of hygiene. The human

digestive process is not comparable to a

feed mill in which grain is mechanically
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ground or crushed; nor to a chemist's

jar in which food is subjected to the

action of the digestive ferments. As

in all vital processes, we must take into

account the action of the nervous sys

tem, and the influence of one part of

the body upon the others. The pro

cess of mastication, mechanically
breaks up the food into small particles,
to facilitate the actions of the digestive
fluids, while this is being done, the food

is mixed with saliva, which performs
an important part in preparing it for

absorption and the chewing, the swal

lowing and the smell of food, combine

to send through the nerves, a message
to the stomach that there is business at

hand and that it should begin prepar

ing to digest the coming food, the blood

supply to the digestive organs is in

creased, and they are ready for their

task. But when food is bolted, the

unchewed masses are thrown into the

unprepared stomach, and surprised
and overwhelmed, it often "goes on

strike."

It is self evident that when food

is improperly cooked and imper

fectly masticated, it will be improp

erly digested. The loss of the nutrition

contained in the undigested food is of

little moment, but it is important
that these undigested masses act

as irritants in their progress through
the body, and intestinal disorders

are produced. When the intestinal

tract is deranged, there are formed

many poisonous substances which

are absorbed into the system, giv

ing rise, according to the kind and

quantity, to what is known as ptomain

poisoning or to the lassitude and

depression of the chronic dyspeptic.
In this condition of self poisoning,
while sufficient food is taken into the

system, it is not prepared for absorp

tion, and starvation in the midst of

plenty results. One common symptom
of these digestive troubles is an un

natural craving for food, which leads to

still further intemperance in eating,
and the victim of the eating habit goes
on from bad to worse. But you will

ask, "Why is it, that we so frequently
find the farmer living to extreme old

age?" It is, I think, because in a cer

tain degree the disease tends to remedy
itself. After a time the abused diges
tive system "goes on strike," and the

victim, if he does not die of acute

indigestion, partially reforms. There

are few more eloquent temperance lec
tures than an attack of acute indiges
tion. He learns that every indulgence
is followed by a penalty, and his

"dispepsy" makes him wondrous

cautious ; the diet is made a little more

rational, and thanks to his environ

ment, the farmer "enjoys poor health"

for many years.

There is also, I believe, a psychic
side to this old age question. Who is

there who will not cut off a year or two

from his apparent age if he is well

dressed? He "walks up" to the new

hat and gloves, as he goes down the

street, and if he sees an old friend com

ing he carries himself so that he loses a

year or two more. Now I suspect that

the farmer looks to us much older than

his tissues would look under the

microscope. The stooping shoulders,
the shuffling gait, add many years to

his appearance. The indifference to

looks and the bad carriage, are only
matters of habit. The city man, on

the other hand, is always on inspection
and is constantly stimulated to look his

best, lest he excite ridicule, which he

dreads more than envy, hatred, malice

and all uncharitableness.

From the moment the country boy

goes to the city, to the day he dies in

harness, he is constantly obliged to

look and to be alert. The gong of the

electric car or ambulance is a powerful
awakener, and the "slow one" in busi

ness or on the street is soon run down.

The term, "old man," in town and

country, does not convey the same

idea. When a boy enters a city office

he soon learns that the personage who

sits behind the door marked, "Private

Office," and known as the "old man,"

is the one and only thing that matters.

He is the "whole thing" to that boy's

mind; and if he has dreams of ambi

tion, they all have to do with the day
when he will be the "old man."

When, in the fullness of time, he gets
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there; when he is "the old man,'' it

reacts on him, he has a position to live

up to. No matter what his age
—he is

the vital inspiring force of that busi

ness ; he may suffer no loss of acuity, or

he must give place to a successor so he

keeps young and active.

On the other hand, when the "old

man" on the farm can no longer pitch
as many loads of hay in a day as the

boys, he feels that he is a back num

ber. In other words, the standard of

efficiency in city life is mental; in

country life, physical. Let us rather

say was
—for I am fully convinced that

a new era has dawned in agricultural

work. Today, farming is no longer the

proposition of a laborer, but of a think

ing worker. The man who can merely
plow or pitch or dig is no farmer, he
can at most only earn a laborer's

wages. The time has come when we

must have an "old man" on the farm,
a man who thinks, plans, directs.
Let him work hard with his hands if

he will, but he must work with his head
first and the material result of his

thinking will be the means to surround

himself with all necessary physical
comforts and sufficient leisure in which

to recreate himself and to learn how

better to be the
' '

oldman'
'

on the farm.

BALANCED RATIONS FOR HUMANS

By Miss Anna E. Hunn, '12

ACTIVITY, size and age are the
L

chief factors which determine

the food requirements of our bodies.

The present consideration shall be in

what form and proportions we should

eat foodstuffs in order to meet the

needs of the body, or in other words,
what formula shall be given for a

balanced ration for human beings.
If we know of what elements the

body is composed, we can soon figure
what we must supply to keep it in

repair. Chemistry has informed us

that the following elements are always
found in the body in measurable quan
tities and that they are probably essen
tial to it; carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
nitrogen, sulphur, magnesium, sodium!
iron, chlorine, calcium, potassium and

phosphorus. These twelve elements
are constantly needed in our food.
The protein which we eat furnishes the
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen
and sulphur; fats and carbohydrates
furnish carbons, hydrogen and oxygen-
and the vegetables and fruits, furnish
the mineral matter.

Protein forms a good starting point
when figuring a balanced ration, be
cause it is the hardest for which to set a
standard in the problem of amount in
the diet. Work does notmaterially in
crease the need for protein, so if we
once determine the amount of protein
we need, we have settled the question

for some time. Furthermore, the body
cannot store up protein, as it can fat, so
there is no need of eatingmore than the
body requires to keep itself in good
condition. Some men, as Chittenden,
believe that the amount of protein in
the diet should be low while others, as
Atwater, take the opposite side.

Chittenden claims that only enough
protein should be eaten to balance the
intake and output of nitrogen. If this

nitrogen equilibrium, as he calls it, is

established there will be no wasting
away of the body and no need of extra

protein. He further says that the
waste products from large amounts of

protein are irritating to the tissues of
our bodies.

Those favoring a large supply of

protein, argue that in the history of
nations we find that the strongest
peoples are those who have had a

liberal protein diet and that a protein
diet makes the body less susceptible to
disease.

Chittenden would furnish one-

twelfth of the total food calories in
torms of protein; Atwater would fur
nish one-seventh in forms of protein.
Since there is such a difference of

opinion it is now considered best to take
a middle course, and plan a dietary
moderately rich in protein. We must
choose our own course in deciding
which standard to follow, but in all
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probability, it is better to err on the It is more often found in combinations

side of generosity than to get too low a with other foods, as in vegetables, fruits,
protein diet. milk, eggs and whole grains. If these

When we have decided the amount are eaten in abundance no thought
of protein we should eat, it is an easy need be given to mineral matter in

matter to figure the amount of fats and the diet except in occasional

carbohydrates we should consume. It cases.

has been found that not more than one Now that we have a general formula
half of the remaining calories should be for an advanced ration for human

furnished in the form of fat. beings, let us see how it works out.

Because fats and carbohydrates per- Suppose the man for whom the meals

form the same function in the body, we are planned weighs 130 lbs. He would

might suppose that we could replace need an amount somewhere between

one by the other. Fats, however, are the products of 130 x 16. 1 and 130 x 18

concentrated foods and very hard to in calories, or somewhere between 2093

digest. On the other hand, to exclude and 2340 calories per day. He is to

fat entirely gives bad results, for the have one-eighth of his total calories in

body works better when a part of the the form of protein, and not more than

energy is supplied in the form of fat. one-half the remaining calories in the

Except as table salt, mineral matter form of fat. Let us consult the tables

is seldom eaten as a separate foodstuff, from Dr. Fisher.

Carbo-

Breakfast Calories. Protein. Fat. hydrates-

1 shredded wheat 100 13 4.5 82.5
1 slice bread 100 13 6 81.

1 serving apple sauce 100 2 5 93

1 small square of butter
100 0.5 99.5 o

yi cup of cream 100 5869

500 33-5 201 265.5

Dinner

1 large serving boiled beef 100 90 10 o.

1 baked potato
100 11 1 88

1 serving spinach 5° 7-5 33 9-5

2patsof butter
200 1 199 o

2 slices bread 200 26 12 162

2 small servings rice pudding 200 16 26 158

850 151. 5 281 417.5

Supper
3 slices bread 300 39 18 243

2 small glasses of milk
200 38 104 58

% glass cream
I0° 5 86 9

6prunes
200

6^ o^ 194

800 88 208 504

Total 2150

We see that the food supplied would body in some form or other. Vege-

correspond closely with the amount tables and fruits are among the best

required. The amount may be altered sources of water.

by simply adding or subtracting several
The food may supply the required

parts of butter or slices of bread to or number of calories, but if it does not

from each meal. have bulk, it will not be of as much use

A balanced ration would not be com- as bulkier food supplying less calories.

plete without considering two other Bulk is supplied by fruits, succulent

points; first, water; and secondly, bulk vegetables and whole grains.

in the diet. Although the subject of diet is a

Water is an important part of every broad one, we should at least consider

living cell, and our bodies would soon the proportion of protein, fats, carbo-

die without it. Therefore it is impor- hydrates, water, mineral matter, and

tant to supply plenty of water to the bulk, which go to make up our meals,
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THE NEW AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS

By Dudley Alleman, '14

A FTER a long period of preparation
*"*- and planning, the work on the

new buildings of the College of Agricul
ture is now in full swing. Mr. A.

A. Beattie, who is a graduate of the

Cornell College of Architecture, is

the State Superintendent of Construc

tion, and under him the work is being
rushed apace. Two large concrete

mixing machines are pouring in the

material which will later be the sub

stantial foundations for as fine build

ings as can be found on the campus.
The architects for these buildings

are Professors Martin, Hubbard and

Young of the College of Architec

ture with Green & Wicks, of Buffalo,
as supervising architects. All the ex

penses are being paid by state appro

priation.
The Home Economics building, es

pecially, is very attractive in architec
tural design. In front of the first floor

are four large columns extending to the
roof. Below are two smaller columns

beside the entrance. The main part of

the building is 133 feet wide by 62 feet

deep. It has a marble finish, and the

exterior trim is of cut stone and

brick.

The basement contains a bakery,
a kitchen and a laundry. Besides

these, there is a story high ad

dition at the rear of the building,
which will be a Cafeteria. The

basement is equipped with electric

ity and gas and has concrete

floors thruout. On the next floor are

an apartment, offices, class rooms and a

library. The second floor is taken up

by an auditorium and laboratories.

The auditorium is 47 feet wide by 33

feet long, and has a seating capacity of
about 350. This room is to have an

oak floor, while the laboratories are to

be covered with linoleum. The audi

torium extends upward two stories, and
so takes up a large part of the third

floor. The rest of this floor is devoted

to class rooms and to food and chemical

laboratories. On the floor above are a

draughting room with an oak floor, and

a rest room; the remaining space is in

attic.
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Work is also begun on the new horse

barn. This is west of the cow barn,

now called the "new barn." It is

about the same size as the cow barn

and has somewhat the same style of

construction. It consists of a main

part with two wings, as the cow barn

does, themain difference being that the

wings flare out. This feature has met

with a great deal of criticism, but it

accomplishes the purpose in view; to

have a court large enough for a team to

turn around in, without making the

main part of the barn too wide. This

flaring of the wings makes the court 7 5

feet wide at one end and 30 feet at the

other, by no feet long. The court

opens on the Judd's Falls Road, but has
a high fence in front of it to screen any

unsightliness.
The wings will be devoted to stabling

the horses. One wing will be devoted

to the work horses. Forty single
stalls will eventually be completed in

this wing. The other wing will be

devoted to breeding horses, and will

contain twenty single stalls and ten

box stalls. The single stalls will have

_/-CAl-t -fe*»|~,
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plank floors, while the floors of the box

stalls will be of earth, the passageways

being concrete. This is the ultimate

plan; for the present only one-half of

one wing will be completed. The size

of the wings is 108 feet by 43 feet. The

main barn will hold a wagon storage,
offices and a training room with an

earth floor. This part of the barn is

120 feet by 38 feet wide. On the

second floor will be grooms' rooms and
also lofts and feed bins.

The plans for the Poultry building,
which is now going up between the

present college buildings and the barns,
will be discussed in the Poultry number
for December.

In addition to these buildings, a large
laboratory for the Farm Mechanics

Department has been built back of the

Animal Husbandry building. This

consists of one large room 96 feet long

by 40 feet wide. Off this room there

is an office, a lavatory and a farm shop.
The frame and walls of the building are
made almost entirely from the material

taken from the old barn.



WHAT THE FORMER STUDENTS ARE DOING

During the year 1903-4, the Cor- that the results are fairly representa-
nell Countryman made a tabulation tive of the real conditions. In 1904,

of the occupations of the former stu- 899 replies were received, and in 19 10,

dents of the College of Agriculture, and 1467 replies.
its results were published in the The replies in 1904 showed 91% of

Countryman for June, 1904. A few the former students in some form of

years later, the Secretary of the College agricultural work, 20% of whom were

addressed a letter to all former students in agricultural education work. The

asking for information concerning their replies for 1910-n show 86% in some

occupations. The results of this sub- form of agricultural work, 11.45% °f

sequent tabulation, are shown below. whom are in teaching and experiment
The tabulation is based on total station work.

replies. If all former students had It is gratifying to note that so large a

been heard from, possibly the results percentage of the former students of

would be slightly different ; but so large the college continue in agricultural
a number have replied it is probable work, and especially in farm work.

Occupation. 4 % j ^ J ^ fi ^ g &

PmSOWPhGW^ H Ph Ph

Group I
—Home farm i 2 31 22 100 290 446 3°-4°

Farm Manager (employed) ... 3 17 6 36 44 106 7.23

Employed on farms in other

capacities 4 4 21 90 119 8. 11

Total for Group 1 671 45-74

Group II—Agricultural College
teachers 13 27 9 38 4

High, grammar and rural school

teachers 1 9 4

Experiment Station work .... 2 6 5 8 2

Total for Group II 168 11. 45

Group III—Creameries, cheese

factories, milk stations, etc . .
121

Conducting tests for official

records

Total for Group III
211 14.38

Group IV—U. S. Dept. of Agr. . . 95163
N. Y. State Dept. of Agr 4

Total for Group IV 49 3-34

Group V
—LandscapeArchitects . 9 I

Nurserymen 3 :

Florists
x

Gardeners

Veterinarians T 2 3

Chemists
2

Total for Group V 77 5-26

Group VI
—Homekeepers

2

Editors
I I I 4

Lecturers
l

Students
I 1 4 »

Total for Group VI 78 5-34

(Continued on page 62 )

671

[I 5 107 7.29

9 10 33 2.25

4 1 28

168

1.91

8 193 205 13-97

4 2 6

211

.41

3 2 38 2-59

3 4 11 •75

49

1 2 13 .89

13 4 21 i-43

6 2 9 .61

5 7 12 .82

7 3 16 1.09

3 1 6 .42

77

5 16 23 i-57

2 9 .63
2 3 .21

13 16 43 2-93



CROSS COUNTRY

1910 INTERCOLLEGIATE RACE

By J . L. Kraker, '12

Member of the 'Varsity Cross Country Team, io 10

HpHE request has come to me to

*■•
relate the story of a Cross Coun

try race from the viewpoint of a con

testant. As an example, I shall

describe a few of my sensations from

the Intercollegiate race, held at Prince

ton in November, 19 10, and in which

ten colleges were represented.
The teams of seven men each, were

stretched in one line across Brokaw

Field, and the crowd in town for the

Yale-Princeton football game, was

grouped behind, and to the sides of the

contestants. At the opposite end of

the field, two flags, 40 feet apartmarked

the first turn on the course and it was

for this gap that the pack hastened at

the word "Go!"

Not being a sprinter and inasmuch as

the first two hundred yards was run at
a sprinter's pace, I was well back in the

ruck when we reached the end of the

field, but I realized that the race was

for six miles, and so was not disheart

ened by a poor start.

The first mile was down hill, and so

was run in fast time, but when we

struck the road along Carnegie Lake, a

slight upgrade was encountered. This

slowed down the bunch slightly, and

during the second mile I had no

difficulty in working my way up to the

group of leaders.

At the three mile post, however, my
legs seemed to lose their spring, and a

slight cramp caught my left calf. This

made me drop back slightly, and a

Princeton man who was trailing the
leaders noticed my slackening, and
tried to pass me. Thus aroused, I
found to my surprise, that I had no

trouble in holding off my challenger,
and instead of being passed, worked
back into the leading pack with my
second wind working finely and my
legs plodding methodically along, but
with a certain spring in them which

kept me near the leaders.

About this time, those men who had

started out too fast started to drop
back, and others taken with cramps,

found the leaders pace too stiff, and so

the leading pack was cut down to

about 15 contenders, with the other

runners, strung back for about one-half

a mile distant.

At the beginning of the fourth mile

we encountered the steepest hill on the

course. Going up and at the top of

this incline all of the Cornell team

sprinted, as we had agreed to on the

previous daywhile exploring the course,
and we all improved our positions. It

was at this point that Jones and Berna,
who finished first and second respec

tively, started to leave the first pack,
and they stayed in front to the finish.

The rest of the bunch had quite a

tussle for the lead, and while all of the

Cornell team was not in front of all the

others, still we were close enough to

carry the cup to Ithaca for another year.

Cross country is essentially a sport
for the Agricultural student. It deals

with the open country and requires
these same qualities for success which
go to make up the successful farmer,
namely : head work, a certain amount
of plodding, and a lot of stamina and

pluck. Any man can succeed at the

game if he'll work faithfully, and it is
up to all agricultural students to get out
and train for the Intercollege race and
get back the cup, which Sibley won

last year. Run with the bunch and in
all the practices remember that old

saying—"The other fellow is as tired as
lam."

Therefore, turn out, students of

Agriculture, and support this year's
college cross country team and we'll
start now to show Cornell that the Ag
College is to the University as Cornell
is to the Intercollegiateworld—supreme
in cross country.
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AG'S PROSPECTS IN THE

INTERCOLLEGE

ByW.D. Hazelton, '12
Member of the 'Varsity Track Team

MOW that the cross country season
■^

is here again and the interest in

the sport is aroused, we naturally think
of the Inter-college race. We wonder

what the chances are for a victory for

Agriculture, and naturally turn to the

past as an indication of what the future

will bring. Judging from the outcome

of the Intercollege race for the past
two years, we can confidently say that

Agriculture will make a good showing.
Aside from what the last two years
have taught us, there are many advan

tages that we have over our rivals for

the Ehrich Cup. The everyday life of

a student taking Agriculture is better

adapted to the developing of a cross

country man than the routine of most

of the other colleges. Take the course

in Farm Management for example. A

month or so of the excursions with that

class, and a man will be a first-class

cross country man. The walks to

Varna and other adjacent ( ?) towns are
at least conducive to the development
of endurance. The surest way to

develop a winning team would be to

make Farm Management a prerequi
site to the cross country course. But

upon looking up the records of the

cross country team for the past two

years we find they are encouraging at

least. Two years ago the team won

first place in fine style. Of the five

men that scored at that time, two have

since made good on the varsity and

helped Cornell with the big Intercolle

giate race at Princeton last year, and

will no doubt repeat their success of

last year again this fall. Of the seven

that scored for the college of Agricul
ture last year, all are still eligible for

this year's team, except for the fact that

there are several of them that are very

likely to make good on the varsity

squad. There is going to be plenty of

room for newmaterial, as the fact that a

man has been on last year's team does

not necessarily give him a place on this

year's team. There is no limit to the

number of men that can start in the

race, and every year several places are
taken by men who were surprised to

find it in them to make good. A new

man should not be discouraged at the

beginning of the season if he finds him

self unable to keep up with the rest of

the bunch. Give yourself a chance

and you will surprise yourself. If you
do not make good this year, do not give
up, but be "on the job" at the very

beginning of next season, and redouble

your efforts. Unlike a poet, a cross

country man is made, not born. So

get out with the squad and help Agri
culture win the Ehrich Cup. The

other colleges are expecting it of us, so
don't let us disappoint them. Remem

ber the slogan "Everybody out for

Agriculture", and we will get the cross

country banner and the Intercollege
Championship banner as well.

TRAINING

By S. H. Stevenson, '12
Member of the 'Varsity Cross Country Team, iqio

In order to run Cross Country, one
must have plenty of strength and

endurance. As most of Cornell long
distance runners never took part in

athletics before they came here, they
developed these qualities by training.
Thus, training is the essential thing for
the athlete. The beginner should

start easy at first, not running too far or
too hard. He should avoid running
long distances on the toes, but rather

land on the ball of the foot, often letting
the heel touch the ground. Do not

run the same distance every day but

alternate between short and long dis

tance running, the shorter distances

being speedy, while the longer ones are
slower and develop more endurance.

Long easy walks should be taken at

least once a week.

Sleep is one of the important factors
when training and regular hours should

always be observed.
In regard to eating, take only those

foods which seem to agreewith you, and

never eat hurriedly. Such things as

fried or greasy foods, fresh biscuits, pie,
heavy desserts and candy or other

sweets should be tabooed. Further

details can be gained from "Hints on

Training" by "Coach" Moakley.
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Association

Elections

With the unpreceden
ted growth of the

student body of our

College during the

past few years, it

seems inevitable that the methods of

some of our student organizations

should need remodeling to make them

capable of the best service, under

present conditions. In the earlier

years of the College, student interests

were less varied, and smaller numbers

made for unity of organization. The

Agricultural Association was the logical

meeting place for the members of a

student body of not more than two or

three hundred, and its discussions and

elections were probably in fair degree

representative.

With the new conditions, the Asso

ciation touches the lives of the students

much less closely than in former years.
Our increased registration brings stu

dent problems of increasing difficulty,
which necessitate larger and better

service from the student organizations,

and we should all do our part in helping

to make the association as efficient as

possible.
The feature of the Association,

which, as now conducted seems to need

most immediate change, is the semi

annual election. At present the elec

tions held at regular association meet

ings, are not attended by more than

fifty to seventy-five students out of a

total of about seven hundred. It

seems impossible to get a real expres

sion from the student body by these

methods. Men will not turn out in

large numbers to these evening meet

ings on the hill and the
election is left

in the hands of a very small number of

men. To make the elections more

representative, a complete change of

method would seem, perhaps, to be

advantageous. By means such as are

used by the College of Law, and in

class elections, more publicity could be

given the candidates, and a more

representative vote secured. The sys

tems referred to include nominations

by petition, and election by ballot, at

some polling place open during specified

hours of an appointed day.
At the last meeting of the Associa

tion, this matter was discussed, and a

committee appointed, which is to

report at the next regular meeting with

some definite recommendation. It is

sincerely hoped that all who have the

welfare of the Association at heart will

give this matter careful thought, and

keep in touch with the Association

meetings at which it is discussed.

Starting with a few

members not many

years ago, the Glee

and Mandolin Clubs

of this College, which

together form the Ag Musical Clubs,

Ag
Musical

Clubs
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have now come to be a vital factor in

the activities of the College, and

deserve the hearty interest and support
of all the students. Special efforts are

beingmade tomake this a most success

ful year for the Clubs, and toward this

end G. W. Peck, '12, a member of the

Varsity Glee Club, has been secured as

director of the Glee Club; and F. A. C.

Smith, '12, a member of the Varsity
Mandolin Club, as director of the

Mandolin Club. Any man in the Col

lege who is musically inclined should

consult with one of the directors of the

respective Clubs in regard to joining
them now, as there is still room in both

clubs for a few good men. Besides the

social advantages, training is given
which often enables a man to make the

Varsity Club another year.

Every student in the

The College of Agriculture

Ag is a member of the Ag
Tax Association which is

the student organiza
tion formed to regulate and govern

their affairs and activities in the Col

lege. It is necessary for the best

development of these activities that

they should have financial support.

Good coaches are necessary ; we should

have good music at the assemblies;
athletic equipment is essential if we

are to win again the athletic series.

The money raised to finance these

activities takes the form of annual dues

of one dollar to the Association.

Every member of the Association is

expected to pay this Ag tax, which is

the only support asked during the year.
The members of the Tax committee are

sacrificing their time to assist in this

cause. It is our duty as Ag students

to pay them when first approached and

thereby make their work as light as

possible.

We are indeed glad

yi
to announce a new

Announcer location ^ the Ag

College, which sup

plies a long felt need.

This paper known as The Announcer

has a purpose which is best expressed
in its own words: "The Announcer

is to be published for the purpose of

acquainting the people of the State

with the kinds of work that are in

progress by the State College of Agri
culture. It will announce the investi

gation, the pieces of extension enter

prises on farms and with the people, the

forthcoming bulletins, the reading-

courses, the local schools, and other

events and programs of which the

public should have knowledge and

which are not announced in the usual

publications of the College.
It is specially desired to give the

people the gist of the Experiment Sta

tion bulletins. Bulletins of general

interest will be sent to the entire mail

ing-list as heretofore ; but the mailing-
lists are now to be classified, and bulle

tins on special or local subjects will be

mailed regularly only to those names

that are on the special lists for the given

subjects. All these special bulletins

will be briefly reviewed or summarized

in advance in The Announcer; and any

person not on the special list who

wishes to secure a copy of the

bulletin may secure it by writing
for it. It is probable that the

abstracts or conclusions published in

The Announcer will give sufficient

information on the results of the experi

ments to meet the needs of the greater

number of readers.
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The

Trustees'

Committee

On Saturday, Octo

ber 2 ist, Dean

Bailey appeared be

fore the full board

of trustees of the

University and outlined plans which

he thought would benefit the College

of Agriculture. As a result of the dis

cussion, Ex-President White offered

the following resolutions which were

adopted :

"In accordance with the request of

a committee of Alumni of the State

College of Agriculture, Director Bailey

having been invited by this Board to

appear before it and make suggestions
with reference to the organization and

administration of the State College of

Agriculture, and he having come be

fore the Board and made such sugges

tions, most of which met the approval
of the Board; and Director Bailey

having been urgently requested to

withdraw his resignation and to which

request he still declined to accede,

"Resolved, That a committee of six

be appointed by the chair to consider

in conference with Director Bailey, and
so far as possible formulate into a work

ing plan his recommendations; that

said committee be directed, in behalf

of this entire Board to urge upon him

the desirability of his remaining so as

to cooperate in carrying into practical
operation such new methods of man

agement and administration as may
be adopted.

il

Resolved, That said committee re

port at the next meeting of this

Board."

The chair appointed as such com

mittee, Trustees White, Wilson, Car
lisle, Sackett, Mason, and Hiscock.
The Alumni are greatly interested

in this action by the Trustees, as they
earnestly desire to see such adjust

ments made as will result in the most

effective administration of the College.

County

Organizations

The Students' Asso

ciation is actively

encouraging the or

ganization of the

former students of

the College into county branches or

chapters. The first local organization

to be established was the Long Island

Branch, formed last winter. As we

go to press, Monroe County is just

completing its organization, and three

other counties are taking the initial

steps. Several counties in addition

have the question under considera

tion.

It is hoped that a considerable

number of counties will have their

organizations perfected before the next

annual meeting of the Students' Asso

ciation in Farmers' Week so that they
can begin their work this winter.

County lists will be furnished on appli
cation to the Secretary at the College.
Such county branches will serve to

hold the Cornell men in a given section

together so that they may be mutually

helpful. They will afford a means

for the College to deal directly with

a considerable number of former stu

dents. Such branches as desire can

invite the travelling extension schools

from the College to be held in their

locality. Farm demonstration work,

cooperative experiments, rural im

provements, reading-courses, and any

number of other lines of work may be

taken up in cooperation with the

College, not to speak of the items of

special local interest that will grow out

of the association of such a body of

men and women. The Countryman

bespeaks a hearty response to this

splendidmovement.



FORMER STUDENT NOTES

VAUGHN MAC CAUGHEY.

'08, B.S.A.
—

Vaughan Mac Caughey
was born at Huron, South Dakota, but

received his -early education at Green

ville, Ohio, graduating from the high
school there in 1904. Funds for his

college course were obtained by giving
local lectures on biological subjects.
In June of the same year he attended

the summer session at Cornell, and

entered the agricultural college in the

fall.. He was student assistant in

entomology for three years and presi
dent of the Jugatae in his senior year.

While in college, he was also lecturer in

farm extension work and teachers'

institute work, and instructor in

nature-study at the Chautauqua sum

mer session in 1906-7.
In February, 1908, he went to Hawaii

as head of the department of natural
sciences in the Territorial Normal and

Training School, Honolulu, and was

later made vice-principal of the school.
Mr. Mac Caughey is amember ofmany
scientific and other clubs or associa

tions and an officer in several of them.

On Thanksgiving day, 1909, he

married Miss Janet H. Brooker, (Syra
cuse and Columbia Universities) of

Newburgh, N. Y. Since February,
19 10, he has been assistant professor of

Botany and Horticulture and in charge
of this department as well as the exten

sion work at the College of Hawaii.

Hewas also visiting professor in charge
of nature-study at the University of

California, summer session in 191 1.

'09, A.B. and Sp. Ag.
—Miss Sarah

M. Bailey, daughter of Dean Bailey,
was married on Monday, Oct. 16th,
to Mr. Horace P. Sailor of Detroit, at

Dean Bailey's residence on Sage Place.
Mr. Sailor is a graduate of the College
ofMechanical Engineering, class of '06.

'n, B.S.A.—Lewis H. Schwartz has

been appointed an Instructor in Poul

try Husbandry at the University of

Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. and will be

general assistant in that department, |

'05, B.S.A.—G. Wendell Bush was

married on Wednesday, Aug. 23d, to
Miss Meta Elizabeth Smith, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Irving D. Smith, at

Oseo Lodge, Monroe, N. Y.

'05, W. P.—Osborne E. Britten is at

present part owner and manager of the

Britten-Ellis Poultry Co., Manlius,

N. Y. The firm handles incubators

and brooders and other poultry sup

plies, sells baby chicks and raises con

siderable poultry.

'06, W. P.—A. Campbell Herrick

now has charge of the poultry on the

Riverview Dairy and Poultry Farm, at

Ossining, N. Y.

'07, Sp.
—Alva C. Spencer was

married on Wednesday, Sept. 2oth,_to
Miss Edith fMcLennan, daughter I of

Dr. and Mrs. Roderick C. McLennan,

at Fayetteville, N. Y.

'09, B.S.A.—E. L. D. Seymour, edi

tor of the Countryman in '08-'09, has

recently been made manager of the

Land Department of the Worlds Work,

published by Doubleday, Page & Co.,

Garden City, Long Island, N.Y. The
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object of this new department is to help

the right persons to get on the right

land.

'

This will be done by articles

from successful fanners and descrip

tions of farms, reclamation projects,

etc. The department also wishes
to be

more or less a clearing house on agri

cultural questions.

'09, A.B.—H. M. Fitzpatrick is now

an instructor in Plant Pathology. The

State Legislature has appropriated
Si,000 for further investigation of

gladiola diseases and this work is to be

continued under the direction of Mr.

Fitzpatrick.

'io, B.S.A.—Ralph R. Root is taking

work in the Harvard School of Land

scape Architecture again this year.

'io, B.S.A.
—Miss Elizabeth Leonard

is at present at Kingston, Mass. She

is spending about four days out of the

week doing work in connection with

city planning, with Mr. John Nolen of

Cambridge, Mass. The remainder of

the week is spent in design work for

Miss Holmes' nursery at Kingston,

making herbaceous perennial flower

gardens a specialty. Miss Leonard

has done considerable garden designing
abroad in the employ of Miss L.

Dunnington of London, England.

'ii, Ph.D.—Errett Wallace has been

employed by the V . S. Department of

Agriculture to carry on special investi

gationswith fungicides and in determin

ing the injuries resulting from their use.

'ii, B.S.A.—Lindsley H. Evans is

assisting Mr. Wallace in his investiga
tions.

'ii, W. P.—Mr. B.F. Brocksapphas
had charge of the incubator work on a

large poultry farm owned by W. J.
Conners. Angola, X. Y.. during the

past season. His address is Angola,
X. Y., care Mr. Herman Jelfield.

'ii. W. P.—Miss Clara M. Chase is

teaching this year in the high school at

Albion, X. Y. She raised about 1000

chickens this last season and plans to

give part of her attention to poultry,
along with her teaching.

'11, W. P.—Airs. Jeannette O. Pres-

cott is running a rural poultry farm at

Springville, X. Y. She has been very

successful during the past season.

'n, W. P.—J- S. Wright has pur

chased a place at Barnard, N. Y., and

has been successfully raising poultry
this summer. Mr. Wright is chairman

of the committee on organization of the

Winter Course Poultry Association.

'ii, Sp.
—

James G. Cochrane is now

running the home farm at Ripley, N.Y.

The farm is located in the Chautauqua

grape belt and grapes
are the main crop.

'ii, B. S. A.—C. F. Ribsam, who

was business manager of the Country

man last year, has gone into partnership
with his "father in the seed business.

His address is 27 Wall St., Trenton,

N.J.

'11, B. S. A.—Wayne H. Rothen-

berger is teaching this year in the

Perkiomen Seminary, Pennsburg, Pa.

'11, B.S.A.
—

Harry Sonnenfeld spent
the summer in traveling thru Europe.
He returned here soon after the open

ing of college to pursue work for an

M. S. A.

'ii, M. S. A.—On July 5th, a

daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs. L.

B. Cook. Mrs. Cook (nee Miss Ora

Smith) took a winter course in Home

Economics in 'o8-'oo.

'ii, B.S. A.—George B. Birkhahn

has charge of the bottling department
on a certified milk and stock farm at

Morristown, X. J.

'11, B.S.A.—Thomas Bradlee is in

charge of the agricultural work at

Smith'sAgricultural School,XTorthamp-
ton, Mass.

'11, Sp.
—Samuel P. Coker is at

present located at his home at Society
Hill, S. C. He is doing plant breeding
work for the Coker Seed Co.

'ii, B. S. A.—David Fink has been

appointed assistant in the Department
of Economic Entomology.
'ii. B. S. A.—Miss Elizabeth F.

Genung is teaching agriculture in the

high school at Tully, X. Y.

'ii, B.S.A.—Arthur K. Getman is

teaching agriculture at Cortland Nor

mal School .
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'ii, B.S.A—Miss Anna E. Jenkins
is an Assistant in the department of

Plant Pathology.

'ii, B.S.A.—Stanley G. Judd, last

year's editor of the Countryman, has

charge of the dairy on a large dairy
farm at Marion, N. Y.

'ii, B.S.A.—Byron B. Robb is

assisting in the department of Farm

Mechanics again this year.

'ii, B.S.A.—Joseph Rosenbaum is

an assistant in Plant Pathology, and

taking work for an advanced degree.

'ii, B.S.A.—Warren C. Funk and

Harold N. Humphrey are employed as

I

WILLIAM ORR LIDGATE, '13

William Orr Lidgate, a junior in the

College of Agriculture, died quite

suddenly on the evening of October

9th, at the Cornell Infirmary.
_

The

cause of his death was acute Blight's

disease, and hypostatic pneumonia,

scientific assistants in farm manage
ment in the U. S. Department of

Agriculture.

'11, B.S.A.—Horace M. Pickerill is

an assistant in the Dairy Department.

'11, B.S.A.—Arthur L. Thompson is

assisting in the Department of Farm

Management again this year.

'11, W. P.—Verne Dymond is in

partnership with A. J. Tanner at Oak-

field, N. Y., where a good sized poultry
plant is being developed. Mr. Tanner

is interested in several canning fac

tories and part of the waste products
from these is being utilized for poultry
feed.

developing after an operation for

appendicitis.
Mr. and Mrs. Lidgate, the parents

of the student, who reside in Hawaii,
were fortunately visiting in Peter

borough, Canada, at the time, and

were able to be with their only child

for two or three days preceding his

death.

Short services were held at the Chi

Phi fraternity on the ioth, and the

body was then taken to the home of

relatives at Peterborough, Canada,
for burial.

Lidgate was twenty-one years old,
was born in Hawaii, and graduated
with first honors from Oahu College,
Honolulu. He entered Cornell soon

afterward, and was here a member of

Chi Phi fraternity, assistant manager
of baseball, and had a good record as

a student.

He will always be remembered as

one who delighted to aid a friend be

hind his back, as one who performed
any act, whether it was a regular duty
or some special favor, quietly and well,

and then kept the deed unknown.

Prosperity could not change his atti

tude toward men; the service of his

fellows was his aim. His many friends

here in the College extend their sincere

sympathy to the bereaved parents.
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CAMPUS NOTES

Calendar

Nov. 6 Regular meeting of the Lazy
Club.

Regular meeting of the

Round-Up Club.

Nov. io Regular meeting of the Poul

tryAssociation.

Nov. 13 Regular meeting of the Lazy
Club.

Regular meeting of the

Round-Up Club.
Nov. 14 Frigga Fylge meeting.
Nov. 20 Regular meeting of the Lazy

Club.

Regular meeting of the

Round-Up Club.
Nov. 2 1 Regular meeting of the Agri

cultural Association.

Nov. 25 Intercollege Cross Country
Race.

Nov. 27 Regular meeting of the Lazy
Club.

Regular meeting of the

Round-Up Club.

The first assembly of the year on

Thursday, October 5, brought out a

crowd which filled the auditorium to

overflowing. Themusical program con

sisted of a solo by Miss Clara W.

Browning, '12, and another by G. W.

Peck, '12. Dean Bailey then delivered
an inspiring address, a welcome to the
new students and a greeting to the
old. In the course of his remarks he
said that the man who plans to be a
farmer must be suited to the work. If
a man's liking is for some other em

ployment he should not follow farming
as an occupation.

* * *

The "Get Wise" meeting for fresh

men was held in the Auditorium on

Oct. 2d. H. B. Knapp presided, intro

ducing as the first speaker, Secretary
A. R. Mann. Subsequent talks fol

lowed on Frigga Fylge, Miss A. E.

Hunn, '12; The Honor System, David

Elder, '12; Departmental Clubs, F. E.

Rogers, Sp.; Musical Clubs, E. V.

Hardenburg, '12; Cornell Countryman,
A. H.White, '12, and G. M. Butler, '12;
Athletics, W. R. Wilson, '12; Cross

Country, S. H. Stevenson, '12; Soccer

H. B. Rogers, '12; Student Conduct,
W. H. Hook, '12.

After the meeting the freshmen

organized their class and elected as

president, pro tern, H. M. Stanley.
* * *

The outlook for soccer this year is

fairly bright. Altho many of the men

on last year's team were lost by gradua
tion, a number of good players have

come to light among the large squad of

candidates for the team. A very stiff

fight is anticipated but it is hoped that
the Agricultural team may again be

able to capture the championship.

The scores to date are as follows :

Oct. 12—Ag. 1, M. E. 1.

Oct. 1 6-—Ag. o, M.E. 1.

Oct. 17
—

-Ag. 2, Architecture o.

Oct. 19—Ag. 3, Vet. o.
Oct. 26—Ag. 2, Law o.

Oct. 27—Ag. o, C. E. o.

Oct. 31—Ag. 1, Arts o.
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Dr. Gilbert attended a conference

recently in Buffalo with Mr. Geo. H.

Stevenson, secretary and general
manager of the National Corn Exposi
tion. At this meeting plans were dis
cussed for the next exposition which

will be held in Columbia, South Caro
lina in February, 19 13. Professor
Gilbert is vice-president of the exposi
tion for New York State. Prof. Gil

bert has also been elected chairman of

the Score Card Committee of the

National Corn Exposition.
* * *

Announcement has been received
from the New York State Fruit Grow

ers' Association of a speaking contest

under its auspices at the winter meet

ing of the association to be held at

Rochester during the first week in

January. The contest is open to any
Cornell student of the Department of

Pomology, from whom Ave will be

picked to speak at the meeting.
Prizes amounting to $50 will be

awarded; the subject shall pertain to

Pomology.
* * *

Total registration in the College of

Agriculture to date shows 916 names,

an increase of 225 over the number

registered at the corresponding period
last fall. Of these, 405 are new stu

dents, as against 309 last year, and 511
old students as against 361 last year.
Ii is going to be a problem this winter,
what to do with the short-course men,
and probably it will be necessary to

limit the admission of such students to

residents of New York State.
* * *

The Synopsis Club consisting of the

graduate students and staff of the

department of ^lant Breeding, held its
first tiieeting of the year at the home of
Doctor and Mrs. Webber on Wednes

day evening, Oct. 4th. A "who's

who" progmmme was enjoyed in which
each of the 25 graduate students pre
sented a brief outline of his record up

to the present. Many colleges here

and abroad were represented.
* * *

The Department ofHome Economics

will have additional extension work

Countryman -Q

this year. A bulletin upon some farm
home subject will be published each
month. Mrs. Ida Harrington has
been secured as an instructor and
assistant in Home Economics Exten
sion. The next bulletin will be on

The Care and Feeding of Children
Part II.

* * *

The Department of Farm Manage
ment has just completed the necessary
field work for an agricultural survey of

Jefferson County. Over 800 different
farmers have been interviewed in the
course of the work. The field work
was done by A. F. Barss, C. E. Ladd,
E. A. Pearson, A. L. Thompson, C. G.
Wooster, and E. P. Smith.

* * *

On October 5th, after the assembly
the three upper classes met and
elected the following to the Honor

System Committee : from the class of

191 2, O. W. Smith, Miss Clara

Browning, A. M. Goodman; from
the class of 1913, C. W. Whitney, E.
S. Bates; from the class of 19 14, L. J.
Benson.

* * *

Prof. Wing has just returned from
an extended trip in Europe. We feel
sure that he will have much to tell of
how our neighbors across the water

care for their stock. Prof. Wing left
on Aug. 16th and spent most of his

time in France and the Channel Islands.

The Department of Animal Hus

bandry was well represented at the

State Fair at Syracuse. There were

exhibits of cattle, typical of the im

proved dairy herd and a special exhibit
showing the profits to be derived from

hot-house lambs.

* * *

There is an unusually large registra
tion in the Animal Husbandry Depart
ment—165 students having already
registered in Course 1 alone. There
are also some five or six graduate
students registered in the Department.

* * *

Prof. Harper has just published his
new book, "A Manual of Horse Train-
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ing,
' '

which promises to be well received

by teachers of Animal Husbandry.
The book contains some 500 pages and

is well illustrated.

C. P. Smith has been appointed
assistant in the Plant Pathology

Department. He comes from a Field

Laboratory at Youngstown, where

experiments on peaches and plums are

being carried on.

At a meeting of those interested in

the Agricultural Cross Country team,

held on October 10th, W. R. Wilson,

'12, was unanimously elected captain
and 0. B. Kent, '12, manager for the

coming season.
* * *

On Thursday, October 5, the Depart
ment of Home Economics was at home

to all women students in the college in
order to establish an acquaintance
early in the year.

H. B. Knapp. '12, President of the

Agricultural Association, addressed a

farmers' meeting at North Rose on

"Apple Production." The meeting
was arranged by Rev. Mr. Langford of

the Presbyterian Church.
* * *

Two student laboratory assistants
have been added to the Home Econom
ics Department : Miss Clara Browning,
'12, and Miss Bertha Betts, a graduate
of Pratt Institute, 1 9 1 1 .

* * *

Professor Fippin of the Soils Depart
ment, addressed a farmer's field meet

ing on October 1 st at Marathon.

* * *

Professor Cavanaugh spoke before

the West Henrietta grange on Soil

Fertility.
* # *

C. P. Alexander, '13, has been ap

pointed assistant in Biology.

AG BASEBALL TEAM.

Toprow.lefttoright-W.Turnbull, T.C.Murray, E. C Auchter. T.J.Whitney, F.E.Rogers L C Pritchard
Bottom row, left to right-H. H. Knight, W. R. Wilson, D. D. Ward, I A. Brown



GENERAL AGRICULTURAL NEWS

The third annual Conservation Con- "All persons are warned against
gress was held this year at Kansas City, accepting any statements concEgSept. 25-27. Experts from many of this project, without inquiry from the
our agricultural colleges and experi- officers of the Reclamation Service
mental stations were m attendance. Experience has shown that some warm
Among the speakers at this Congress ing of this kind is necessary because
were President Taft, Dr H. W Wiley, misleading statements have been issued
Mr. Wm. J. Bryan, and Judge Lmdsey. regarding the project and the condi-

1 he points especially emphasized tions existing upon it The proiect
were, first, the need of more scientific has many advantages and would not
management of our soil to check deple- have been taken up and pushed unless
tion and second, the importance of it was considered feasible and worthy
developing better rural social condi- of development. These facts how-
tions. For years our virgin soil has ever, do not warrant certain exag-
been wastefully used and only recently gerated statements which have been
has the nation been awakened to the made."

importance of the conservation of soil * * *

and the restoration of fertility to

"robbed" lands. As to the second The National Dairy Show was held

point, our rural life, it was the con- in the Union Stock yards at Chicago,
census of opinion that the position of Oct. 26 to Nov. 4. Over 1000 head of
the farmer's wife could and should be the bestmilch cows were exhibited and

improved. judged by competent authorities from
* * * the agricultural colleges and experi-

The American Land and Irrigation P1^
stations of .the country. The

Exposition will be held in Madison latft inventions m dairy machinery

Square Garden, New York, November
and

+

®
™e?

of dairy Products were

3 to 1 2 . This exposition was organized
seen at thls show'

on the theory that if the desired instruc- * * *

tion is given to immigrants and the

sweat shop population, they will flock Visitors to the Pacific Coast in 191^
to the South and West. Illustrated will be given an opportunity of visiting-
lectures will be given to supplement the two great Panama Expositions in Cali-

exhibition of farm products and farms, fornia, one an international World's

orchards and irrigated tracts will be Fair, at San Francisco, and the other a
allotted. A large sum has been raised Panama-California Exposition, at San
that NewYork State may also be well Diego. At the latter exposition irriga-
represented. tion, manufacturing, and display of the

* * * natural resources are to be featured.

Complaints have been received from * * *

settlers on Reclamation projects that

by reason of the misrepresentations of The New York State Agricultural
land agents they have been induced to Law relating to the sale of insecticides

purchase lands which were afterward and fungicides has been amended and

found to be without any rights to water broadened in scope. The former law

from the Government canals. The provided for inspection for insect pests
Secretary of the Interior today issued but the only plant disease specifically
the following warning which, while it mentioned was Black Knot of plums.
refers particularly to the Rio Grande The present law provides for inspection
Project in New Mexico and Texas, is for, and, if necessary, quarantine
equally applicable to other projects against, Black Knot of plums or "any
containing large areas of private lands : other dangerous fungous growth."
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(Continued from page 49)

Occupation.

Q
CO

Group VII
—

Physicians
Nurses

College teachers (subjects other

than Agr.) 1

Clergymen
Missionaries

Librarians

Produce dealers

Business Managers
Foreman

Real estate dealers

Traveling salesmen

Stenographers and bookkeepers
Carpenters
Engineers
Machinists

Draughtsmen
Compositors
Employed at iron works

Employed by lumber co

Employed by glove co

Employed by insurance co ....

Employed by electric co

Employed by paper co

Employed in restaurant

Employed in candy factory . . .

Miscellaneous 1 1

Total for Group VII
Died

Total 17 47
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BOOK REVIEWS

Manual of Farm Animals, byMerritt

W. Harper, Assistant Professor of

Animal Husbandry, Cornell Univer-

sity. Published by the Macmillan

Company, New York City; 532

pages; 177 illustrations; price $2.00
net.

As a manual, this book is invaluable

to the stockman; it considers common

practical matters inmuch detail, giving
advice that has been derived from

actual experience. The different class

of farm animals are treated as to feed

ing, breeding, general management and
diseases. The main characteristics of

the different breeds are discussed in

this connection. Much help can be

derived from the numerous illustra

tions. No one interested in Animal

Husbandry should be without this

book.

Law for the American Farmer, by
John B . Green, of the New York Bar.

The Rural Science Series, edited by
L. H. Bailey. Published by the

Macmillan Company, New York

City; 368 pages, price $1.50 net.

This book fills a very important gap
in agricultural literature,being designed
to point out to the farmer his rights and
duties in any case where a legal contro

versy may develop. It is not written

in technical language, but is compre
hensible* to any layman. Numerous

cases of decisions are cited.
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New Times,
New Things
The old fertilizer

formulas are giving

way to the new. At

f\^^ every farmers' meeting
r-^- Sone subject should be

the fertilizer formula

that will furnish a balanced ration to the crop and keep up the fertility
of the soil. To do this the fertilizer should contain at least as much

POTASH
as Phosphoric Acid. Our note book has condensed facts essential

in farmers' meetings and plenty of space to record the new things
that you hear. Let us send one to you before your Institute meets.

A supply of these is furnished by request to every institute held in several states.

We will be glad to send a supply delivered free of charge to every Institute, Grange
or Farmers' Club Officer on request. It contains no advertising matter.

GERMAN KALI WORKS, Inc.

Continental Building, Baltimore, Md. Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

93 Nassau Street, New York

Genuine Thomas Phosphate Powder
(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

GROWS BIG RED APPLES AND OTHER FRUITS
Why let the fruits of Oregon and California monopolize our best markets when fruit of EQUALLY FINE

APPEARANCE AND FAR BETTER QUALITY can be RAISED RIGHT HERE if you FEED YOUR TREES

AND FEED THEM PROPERLY?

GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER
(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

Is an Alkaline Phosphate of High Availability. The Average of Nine Analyses at the Massachusetts Experi
ment Station shows the following: TOTAL PHOSPHORIC ACID, 17.73 per cent. AVAILABLE PHOSPHORIC

ACID, 15.48 per cent. (By Wagner's Standard Method) See Bulletin 127, page 16. THOMAS PHOSPHATE

POWDER ALSO CONTAINS 35 to 50 per cent, of EFFECTIVE LIME, 15 to 17 per cent, of IRON and 3 to 6

per cent, of MANGANESE. All buyers should insist on having GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER

(Basic Slag Phosphate).

BEARING ON THE TAGS

THE "KEY AND TREE" TRADE MARK

Thus you can be sure to get the Genuine Unadulterated Article

(When writing for our booklet, "Up-to-date Fruit Growing,"
pleaiehe sure to mention The Cornell Countryman.)

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,
SPECIAL IMPORTERS

Manufacturers of E. Frank Coe Fertilizers
and Peruvian Brands*

(The Highest Grade Mixed Fertilizers on the

Market.)

51 Chambers Street,

NEW YORK CITY

(We distribute from New York, Boston, Mass., Belfast, Me., Philadelphia, Pa., Baltimore, Md., Norfolk

Va., Wilmington, N. C, Savannah, Ga.,
and Charleston, S. C.)

When writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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IHCWAGOHS HAVE STOOD THE TEST

VTI OFALL LOADSAND ROADS FORYEARS

THE
real proof of the strength, durability, and value of I H C wagons

is what they have done and are now doing for thousands of farmers

throughout the country. Light loads and heavy loads have been carried

by I H C wagons, over good roads and bad roads, for so many years that

there is hardly a farmer who is not familiar with the high quality that these

names on wagons represent—

Weber Columbus

New Bettendorf Steel King
The reputation gained by these wagons is not due to any one particular

feature, but to the all-round perfection and superiority of the principle,
the materials, and the workmanship used in their construction.

WEBER wagons have been the leaders for 66 years. All the wood is

carefully selected and straight grained. It is air-dried for at least two years
—

so that the sap is retained, giving the wood wonderful stamina. Hickory is

used for axles, singletrees, doubletrees, and neckyokes. Oak is used for

hubs, hounds, bolsters, reaches, and sandboards. Oak and hickory are

used for spokes.
COLUMBUS WAGONS are made to stand hard service. Boxes and

wheels are first-class. Boxes are equipped with the only binders which hold

the sections together and do not split the sides. The combination oak and

angle iron hound is always appreciated.
NEW BETTENDORF—A steel gear wagon of standard quality with carry

ing capacity unexcelled. The only gear having an axle with a removable
malleable sleeve which can be replaced when worn.

writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Coentryman
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THE SECRET OF

EDDY SUPERIORITY

The Eddy design has been copied, but other plow-makers have never

succeeded in equalling the Eddy process of tempering. The Eddy Steel

Plow stands in a class by itself when it comes to wearing qualities. Every

piece of steel that touches the soil is tempered with scrupulous care by

painstaking, skilled workmen after years of careful training. No other

plows resist the wear and cleaning like the Eddy. All Eddy Plows are

constructed along simple, strong lines and made right through and

through. That's why they give longer and more dependable service

under all conditions.

The Most Popular General-Purpose Plow is

THE EDDY No. 25D STEEL PLOW

THE NOS. 25D, 26D AND 25D-16 PLOWS

iNo plow equals this model for all-around work—it is popular every

where. No other plow is so easily handled. It is built on graceful lines

and is light of draft. Mouldboards are of highest grade soft-center steel,

tempered by the Eddy process. Open-hearth steel beam; steel landside

with chilled shoe.

The 25D is equipped with either soft-center or open-hearth mould-

board; the 26D with chilled mouldboard; the 25D-16 with soft center

steel mouldboard only. The 25D-16 is a large two-horse or medium

three-horse plow. These plows can be equipped with jointer and wheel,

as shown in illustration, or with straight or rolling coulter if desired.

Number
Ca*>acit* Weif'

25D Steel Mouldboard 7x14 no lbs.

26D Chilled Mouldboard 7x14 no lbs.

25D-16 Steel Mouldboard 8x 16 115 lbs.

These are only three of the big Eddy line of popular plows, which

includes the Eddy Sulky Plow. Write today for catalog. It is free and

will surely interest everyone
desirous of owning the very best in plowdom.

W. EDDY PLOW CO.
GREENWICH, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please
mention The Cornell Countryman
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The Improved Simplex
Link Bladef [|

Cream Separator

LIGHTEST RUNNING .*-

LARGEST CAPACITIES

CLOSEST SKIMMING

The Only Practical Large

Capacity Separators

Has more exclusive patented features of

merit than all others
—Has all the desirable

points that can be put into a cream separator.

500 lbs., $75.00 900 lb.., $90.00

700 lb*., 80.00 1100 lbs., 100.00

D. H. BURRELL & CO.
LITTLE FALLS, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Creamery, Dairy and Cheese Factory Apparatus

Ithaca Phone 76x

The Palace Laundry
323 and 325 Eddy Street

F. C. Barnard, Prop.

Ithaca Cleaning and

Dyeing Works
Where Old and Soiled Clothing is Made to

Look Like New.

No Pressing Machines Used.

Main Office, 409 West State Street

J. C. Durfey Branch, 316 1-2 College Ave.

HOME LIFE INSURANCE CO. of NEW YORK

Stevens & Morgan, General Agents
For Central and Southern New York 220 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

Students ! Reserved for

Come to the

Students' Inn
319 EDDY

For Everything

Good to Eat

J. J. La Son

Photographer

Waverly, N. Y.
In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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ITHACA, NEW YORK

*

Williams Brothers t
*

*

*

*

WELL DRILLING

MACHINERY AND

TOOLS

The A. I. Root Company
Medina - Ohio

"

Manufacturers of bee-keeper's supplies
and agricultural products for 41 years."

Our line includes bee-hives and frames,

section honey-boxes, shipping cases, honey
and wax extractors, comb foundation

fasteners, bees, queens, complete outfits

for beginners, etc.—in fact everything re

quired by the amateur or advanced bee

keeper.

We maintain branch offices and distrib

uting agencies in all parts of the United

States and in foreign countries and invite

correspondence from all interested in bee

keeping. Instructive booklets with copies

of our catalog and GLEANINGS IN

BEE CULTURE —

a semi-monthly mag

azine—may be had upon request.

"

The Famous Airline Bee Products."

The L. J. Carpenter Tailor Shop

Sanitary
Steam Presser

205 North Aurora Street

Cleaning, Pressing, Dyeing, Repairing, Etc.

Bell
'

Phone 567 Ithaca 'Phone 420-x

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Pictures Picture Framing

SMITH'S 3i5 east state street

When wanting

QUALITY, SERVICE AND CLEANLINESS

go to

WANZER & HOWELL, The Grocers

PICTURES PICTURE FRAMES

STUDENTS' FURNITURE

Manufacturers of Special Furniture for

FRATERNITIES AND CLUB ROOMS

H. J. BOOL CO.

(Opposite Tompkins County Bank)

n

D. S. O'BRIEN

JWarkcte
222 North Aurora Street

430 North Cayuga Street

DEALER IN

Fresh, Salt and Smohed Meats

Poultry and Game in Season

D. S. O'BRIEN

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Co UNTRYMAN
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A postal card request will bring you a copy

of our list of some hundreds of

Practical Agricultural Books
IMMMiilllBlllllllllBMM——H—H—^—^—^—

compiled from our lists of regular and recommended

books as used at the N. Y. State Agricultural

College here at Cornell :::::::::

The Corner Bookstores

ITHACA, N. Y.

by CHRISTY ENGRAVING CO.

611-618 Central Building

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Poultry Cuts

The ordinary half-tone en

graving may be good enough for

the poultry man who handles

cheap stock, but cheap cuts

never were and never will be of

the slightest use to the man

who wishes to do a first-class

business in high-grade poultry.

We wish to call the attention

of the readers of the Cornell

Countryman to the accompany

ing cut. We have earned the

reputation we enjoy of putting
the finishing touch of Quality
on the half-tone plates we

make. Quality cuts sell the

goods. Correspondence so

licited.

Christy Engraving Co.
611-618 Central Bldg.

Rochester, N. Y.

to advertisers please mention The Cornell
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p,^ShortOnes for the Team

We are coming across with a FREE

trip to the lucky stude : : : : :

With every dollar you trade at STUDENT

SUPPLY STORE you get a chance for the

Free Trip to see the Cornell and Penn game.

COME IN AND SEE US !

Robinson's Photograph Shop
214 East State Street

Photographer for the Senior Class

)/J
J c

^^
W

fTHACA MY.

CAMPUS GATE INN

Give us a trial

We will do the rest

NORWOOD & HULL, Props.

White & Burdick Co.
The oldest and largest
Drug Store in the City

S upplies forAgricultural Students

a Specialty

Perhaps You Don't Know

How your Garments are treated by

the NEW PROCESS Cleaning

You are invited to visit our SANITARY WORKS at

your pleasure.

WE TAILOR SUITS AND OVERCOATS, $17.50 up

Repairing, New Linings, Velvet Collars, etc.

Modern Dry-Cleaning and PressingWorks

103 DRYDEN ROAD W. F. Fletcher Co.

In writ-ins to advertisers please mention Thr Cornell Countwyuan
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poultry
Eggs from constitutionally strong stock for sale of the following

varieties: White Leghorn, Barred Plymouth Rock, Rhode Island Red,
Brown Leghorn, Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Toulouse Geese; Pekin, Rouen,
Indian Runner and domesticated Wild Mallard Ducks.

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY
New York State College of Agriculture

ITHACA, N. Y.

New York State College of Agriculture
at Cornell University

The department of Animal Husbandry has for sale
some fine young HOLSTEIN and GUERNSEY

BULLS, and CHESHIRE PIGS of both sexes.

Address H. H. WING, Ithaca, N. Y.

THE TOMPKINS COUNTY NATIONAL BANK

135-137 E. State St.
established i836

Capital $100,000. Surplus and Undivided Profits $150,000

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

Growers
9

Special Price List
WIZARD BRAND MANURES. F. O. B. Chicago, 111.

Pulverized Manure Shredded

In Bags Sheep Hog Cattle Cattle

100 lbs $ 1.50 $ 1. so $ 1.3S $ 1.20

500 lbs 6.00 6.00 5.50 5. 00

Pulverized Manure Shredded

In Bags Sheep Hog Cattle Cattle

1,000 lbs $11.00 $11.00 $ 9.50 $ 8.00

2,000 lbs 18.00 18.00 15.00 14.00

F. O. B. Buffalo, add 22c per Hd. lbs. freight. Always carried in stock.

Pure Bone Meal, 167 lb. bags, $2.00 per 100 lbs. $3500 per ton.

INSECTICIDES—We Handle All Kinds

coticide, Tobakine, Tobacco Dust, Grape Dust, Slug Shot, Rose L

d, Aphine and Wilsons Plant Oil at regularmarket prices. Sprayers,

WM. F. KASTING CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

Nico-fume, Nicoticide, Tobakine, Tobacco Dust, Grape Dust, Slug Shot, Rose Leaf Extract, Lemon

Oil, Arsenate of Lead, Aphine and Wilsons Plant Oil at regularmarket prices. Sprayers, $3.00 to $6.00 each

The Cornell University Brooder Gasoline Heater
IS MADE BY

TREMAN, KING k COMPANY, ^ ITHACA, NEW YORK

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman,
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Selling Baggage and telling tales are very similar.

Somebody can always go you one better.

Every retailer is just pop-gun certain sure that

nobody on earth has better merchandise than he.

But mighty few will like to have you match

some other fellow's goods with theirs.

Comparisons are, often, odious.

Now I am so sure of my traveling goods that I

want you to see others along side of mine. You'll

buy mine.

The baggage you want; at the price

you want to pay.

W. J. REED, 149 E. State St.

UNITED STATES
AND FOREIGN

COPYRIGHTS

PATENTS
AND

TRADE-MARKS

Iffi-SEEWRATES.
• ~a ~.*i,» TAti a. fortune. If you have a

PLAYf SKETCH, PHOTO, ACT,

SONG or BOOK that is worth anything

YOtt should copyright it. Don't take

Jhances when you can secure our serv

ices at small cost. Sendfor our SPECIAL

OFFER TO INVENTORS before applying for

a patent, it will pay you HANDBOOK on

Patents sent FREE. We advise if patenta

ble or not, FREE. We incorporate

STOCK COMPANIES. Small fees.

Consult us.

WORMELLE & VAN MATER,

Managers,

Columbia Copyright & Pateat £•■■

WASHINGTON, 0. t.

J**.

Typewriters !
Sold, Rented, Exchanged, Bought and Repaired

Ribbons and Supplies for all Machines

Macey Filing Devices

and Card Systems

Thesis and Notes Typewritten

HOWARD L. O'DANIEL
Successor to Burrows & O'Dantel

205 East State St. Bell 'Phone 604

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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BOOK BINDERY
START RIGHT—Have your Countryman bound

We bind anything.

J. WILL TREE'S 113 N. Tioga St.

BARNEY SEAiYlOIN
... HEADQUARTERS FOR ...

fMgb-6rade Clothes and Regal Shoes

146-148 E. STATE STREET

WE DO YOUR MENDING FREE

FOREST CITY LAUNDRY
E. M. MERRILL

PHONE 209 NORTH AURORA STREET

CUT FLOWERS, DECORATIVE

PLANTS, ETC.

THE BOOL

FLORAL CO.

215 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

PETER SCUSA
Modern Shoe Repairing

Have your old shoes made like new. d* 1

Best oak sole and heels, sewed . .
*P JL

Work Guaranteed

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Cornell Library Building

Capital, Surplus and Profits #350,000.00

Oldest National Bank Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

PIANOS, MANDOLINS, GUITARS, BANJOS and VIOLINS

Rented or sold on Easy Payments. W&
"

Songs of Cornell." All the latest

music; Strings and supplies for all instruments at lowest prices

LENT'S MUSIC STORE - 122 N. Aurora Street

Victor Talking Machines, Records, etc.

"If you get it from us it's right"

BUTTRIGK <& FRAWLEY

One Price Clothiers and Furnishers

Offer unusual advantages to students. Our Clothing is manufactured for

us to conform to the requirements of the college man by the best

makers in the country, and is sold at bottom prices. Same price

to students and town people. Suits from $10 to $30. We make^ to

measure at a saving of 30 per cent, to 50 per cent, over the exclusive tailor.

Hats, Gloves, Shirts, Sweaters, Hosiery, Underwear, Slickers

in fact everything in furnishings in keeping with our high standard of Clothing.

"If not we make it right" 118 East State Street

In writing to advertisers, please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Brand New Typewriter

FOR SALE

BY-

The Cornell Countryman

| BATES' §

#
#
#
$
&
®
®
&

Tailoring Shop
411 E. State St.

&

$
#
&
&

$
&
#
$

g CLEANING PRESSING g
& DYEING and REPAIRING $
$ &

*

L. C. BEMENT |
The Toggery Shops |

Established 1888

Agents for Mark Cross

LEATHER GOODS

and GLOVES

for men and women

SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER g

Hatter, Hosier, Glover %

Cravatter |

Maker of Shirts that fit S

x
x

Down Town On the Hill

142 E. State 404 Eddy St. g

(2) Shops (1) Factory X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJO«XXX

SUN =RAY

THE WORLD'S PUREST WATER

and

GINGER ALE

For sale at

THE ITHACA HOTEL AND CAFES |

CARR & STODDARD
MERCHANT TAILORS

UP-TO-DATE STYLES AND WORK SENECA AND AURORA, NEXT LENT'S MUSIC STORE

R. A. HEQQIE <& BRO. CO

Dealers in WATCHES, AND FINE JEWELRY

136 East State Street

ITHACA, IV. Y.

In writing to Advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Cor. Buffalo and Eddy
Cor. Eddy and Dryden

H. M. Spang & Co.

JVIercbant
^Tailors .♦

New Stock Prices Right
Work Guaranteed

WISE
THE

PRINTER

Is at your Service for all Classes
of Fine Printing, Engraving, etc.

Up-Stairs, Cor. Seneca and Aurora Sts.

ITHACA, N. Y.

Established 1887

LARKIN BROS.

RETAILING, WHOLESALING AND

JOBBING GROCERS

JOHN J. LARKIN, Proprietor and Manager

408 Eddy Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

BE ON THE

SAFE SIDE!

You
needn't fear a visit from

the Sealer of Weights and

Measures if you use ....

THATCHER

MILK

BOTTLES

You won't give over-capacity

either, because they are accurate !

Send for our free book. It tells

exactly why Thatcher bottles add to

your profits.

THATCHER MFG. CO.

103 Market St. ELMIRA, N. Y.

HAVE YOU

CONQUERED

SAN JOSE SCALE ?

We guarantee it can be done with "Scalecide" for less money, with less

effort and more effectively than with Lime-Sulfur or anything else.

"Scalecide" may be mixed anywhere, in any kind of a tank or barrel

that is clean. "Scalecide" does not corrode the pumps or clog the noz

zle; consequently the pumps work very much easier, with less labor,
wear and tear. "Scalecide will not injure the most delicate skin, and

may even be placed in the eyes without the slightest inconvenience or

injury. "Scalecide" is used successfully by fruit growers in the United

States, South Africa, Porto Rico, Cuba, and Australia, because experi
ence has taught them that the greatest perfection in fruit and foliage
is produced by the continued use of "Scalecide," and with less labor

and less expense. Let us prove these statements. A postal request to Dept. "A" will bring you by re

turn mail, free, our book, "Modern Methods of Harvesting, Grading and Packing Apples," and new book

let, "Scalecide—the Tree-Saver." If your dealer cannot supply "Scalecide" we will deliver it to any rail

road station in the United States east of the Mississippi and north of the Ohio rivers on receipt of price :

50-gal. bbls., $25.00; 30-gal. bbls., $16.00; 10-gal. cans, $6.75; 5-gal. cans, $3-75- Address: B. G. Pratt

Co., 50 Church Street, New York City.

ALBERGER The

Caterer

CATERS TO

Teas, Luncheons

Dances and Banquets

Out-of-town Entertainments a Specialty

523 E. State St. ITHACA, N. Y.

Do it Now !

WHAT?

Renew your Subscription
to the Countryman

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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AS AGREED ALL CLOTHES VACUUM

===== CLEANED before they are

pressed.

THE ONLY PLACE IN ITHACA
^^

NORWOOD'S

411 East State Street : : Ithaca. N.Y.

JACOB SON

Self-Contained Engine

Power*

ful

Dura=

ble

Eco=

nomical

For

Stationary,

Semi-Port

able and

\ Portable

% Use.

I 3 to 25 H.P.

WITH

AUTOMATIC DRAINING WATER TANK
FOR ALL-AROUND FARM SERVICE

Impossible to overheat. Absolutely Frost Proof.

Minimum amount water required.

JACOBSON MACHINE MFG. CO.

Write for Bulletin 32. WARREN, PA.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Apple Seedlings
Both American and French

Grown, Straight or Branched

Roots, all grades. Order now.

Apple Grafts

Piece or Whole Roots. Long
list of varieties. Ask for

prices.

Also a general line of nursery stock.

ADDRESS

Shenandoah Nurseries

ip

ipipipip'fcipipipipipipipipipipipipipipipipipipip'fcipipip

! MILK-FERMENT !
1 CULTURES

iff
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$p
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$
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ip

*^■——« f
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"DJC

* D. S. LAKE, Prop.
*

i I
$ Shenandoah, Page County, Iowa #

ip t

* Pure cultures of bacillus bulgaricus and ^c
iff ... *

^p bacillus lactis acidi, also a special mixed ^
•^ culture for preparing at home as well as J

$? in creameries and other institutions the *
$• . ^

$■ Bulgarian type of fermented milk now so ^
3£ much in demand owing to its exceptional *

4? medicinal and nutritive qualities

Full particulars accompany the Culture ^
* for preparing Starter and manipulating

*

oSc the milk or cream for making butter,

r£ cheese or commercial butteimilk.

^ Used and recommended by some of

^? the best dairy experts in the country.

jjp Price, 50 cents each for two-ounce ip
ic • ^

y. bottle, postpaid. ^

* Bulgara *

ip ° ip

* Milk-Ferments Co. *

*
515 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md. $

•& *
rA* »*&* rA* r&> rA* rA-> r$r* r&t #-A-» fA-» ^JW rjjW ^»WJW rJW *A* rSf* 1fo<&*fa*fa*fa*tf**fa1&*$(*rfer&%
Jtt* Jjt* Jjt* Jjfd JjU -t* -7* *r* "I" vv- **?* "T* *T* "V* -t' *T* vv* -ir -T* •T* *T* «T* *T* *I» "r* *T* "r1 *T-

EVERYTHING
FOR YOUR DAIRY

OUR
New Catalog of Dairymen's Supplies

should be in the hands of every owner of

a cow. It is filled from cover to cover
—contains

87 pages
— with valuable information about

modern dairy apparatus and utensils.

WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOK

It will show you the latest models in butter churns and workers,

milk testers and testing supplies, tinware, stable fittings and

supplies, engines, boilers, silos and everything in use on the

modern dairy farm at the lowest prices.

UP-TO-DATE EQUIPMENT ADDS TO DAIRY PROFITS

We can help you in many ways
to bigger dairy proffe Our organization covers

the entire country and is in close touch with the latest and best methods of dairying

everywhere. Write us freely on any subject connected with dairy equipment and

mGt

Wemanufacture equipment for every
kind or size of dairy plant and equip more

modern plants than all other concerns combined

The catalog is free to everyone who asks for it. In writing, please state what

machines or line of dairying you are most interested in. Address

The Creamery Package Mfg. Company, ffj-afmzi^cag0, m.
In writing to advertisers please mention

The Cornell Countryman
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The Sulky that suits any and

all conditions

OLIVER No. 23

Reversible Sulky Plow.

The Plow of safety and com

fort :

A ^horse-lift operated by foot trip

and a tilting seat device make it pos

sible to keep an even keel in hillside

work and maintain the equilibrium of

the plow.

Built for work and lots of it.

The Oliver Line embraces every style of plows

known, and they are sold all over the world.

Beware of imitations. Look for the Oliver Trade Mark.

OLIVER CHILLED PLOW WORKS
General Offices, SOUTH BEND, IND., U. S. A.

Works at South Bend, Ind., and Hamilton, Ont., Canada.

PINEHURST SHROPSHIRES
Greatest Breeding Flock of Shropshires in America, j

Won 19 1 o ist on Get of Sire (4 lambs by one Ram) at Ohio, Indiana, New
York, Vermont and Virginia, and Chicago International. Won 191 1 ist on Get
of Sire Ohio, Indiana, New York, Vermont. At Vermont we won Champion
flock over all breeds and 9 ists, 6 2nds, champion ram and ewe.

WINNING 1911 LAMBS

HENRY L. WARDWELL
Send for catalogue. Box 11, Springfield Centre, N.Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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SAl
"Deal^with the man who does

the most business. You will

find there is a reason for it."

Experience and common-sense confirms his words.

Clay, Robinson & Co. are the largest live stock com

mission firm in the world. "There's a reason for it."

Not Best Because Biggest===

But Biggest Because Best

Clay, Robinson & Co.
LIVE STOCK COMMISSION

EAST BUFFALO CHICAGO KANSAS CITY

EAST ST. LOUIS SOUTH OMAHA SOUTH ST. JOSEPH

SOUTH ST. PAUL DENVER SIOUX CITY

FORT WORTH

In writing to advertisers please mention Thb Cornell Countryman



DE LAVAL
The Cream Separator by

which all others are judged
For more than thirty years the

DE LAVAL has been

acknowledged as the World's Standard.

You may hear it said of some

separator that
"

It's as good as

a DE LAVAL;
"

or if some

competing salesman wants to

make his argument particularly

strong he'll say
'4

It's better than

a DE LAVAL." The concern

with a cheaply and poorly con

structed machine says
"

Just as

good as a DE LAVAL and

costs less."

But everywhere [the DE

LAVAL is recognized by ex

perienced creamerymen and

dairymen and even by makers of "would-be" competing

machines as the

World's Standard
The cream separator is more frequently used than any

other machine on the farm, and for that reason, if for no

other, only the very best should be purchased, and that's

the DE LAVAL.

The more you come to know about cream separators
the more certain you will be to buy a DE LAVAL.

The DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
165-167 Broadway

NEW YORK

29 E. Madison Street

CHICAGO

Drumm & Sacramento Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO

173-177 William Street

MONTREAL

14 and 16 Princess Street

WINNIPEG

1016 Western Avenue

SEATTLE Ij'A
PRESS OF W. F. HUMPHREY, GENEVA. N. Y
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Nature's Source of Phosphorus

GROUND

PHOSPHATE ROCK
The most economical and only permanent soil builder. An ap

plication of 1,000 to 2,000 lbs. per acre will furnish an abund

ant supply of Phosphorus for five or ten years.

R0ADCAST over clover and other legumes, or on stub

ble fields—at any time during the year
—and when

ready to do so plow in.

Mix it with all the animal manure—preferably making the

mixture throughout the year as the manure accumulates by

sprinkling in stables and feeding lots and over manure

heaps, or pits, daily.

Too much cannot be applied, and the longer it lays the bet

ter, as all remains in the soil and only becomes available

gradually as the acids of decaying organic matter act on it.

There is no danger of its being dissolved and carried off in

the drainage. Only a wash which carries the soil will

remove it.

Contains more phosphorus than bone meal and only costs

about one-third as much.

We have one of the most complete and "up-to-date" drying and

grinding plants in the Mt. Pleasant District* and can make ship

ments immediately on receipt of orders.

We invite a comparison of our guarantees and terms with those

made by our competitors.

We are always ready to correct and make good our mistakes

and will use every endeavor to give satisfaction.

JOHN RUHM, JR.
MT. PLEASANT, TENNESSEE

Ground Rock Branch of

Ruhm Phosphate Mining Co.
[MINERS AND SHIPPERS OF

Tennessee Phosphate Rock

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countrym
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS of CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Issued at Ithaca, N. Y., monthly from July to November inclusive,
and semi-monthly from December to June inclusive.

(Application for entry as second-class matter at the post office at
Ithaca, N. Y., pending.)

These publications include the annual Register, for which a charge
of twenty-five cents a copy is made, and the following publications, any
one of which will be sent gratis and postfree on request:

General Circular of Information for prospective students,
Announcement of the College of Arts and Sciences,
Courses of Instruction in the College of Arts and Sciences,
Announcement of Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering and the Mechanic Arts,
Announcement of the College of Civil Engineering,
Announcement of the College of Law,
Announcement of the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Medical College,
Announcement of the New York State College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Winter-Courses in the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the New York State Veterinary College,
Announcement of the Graduate School,
Announcement of the Summer Session,
The President's Annual Report,
Pamphlet on prizes, samples of entrance and scholarship examination papers, special de

partmental announcements, etc.

Correspondence concerning the publications of the University
should be addressed to

The Registrar of Cornell University
ITHACA, N. Y.

New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University
L. H. Bailey, Director.

The College of Agriculture is one of several co-ordinate colleges comprising
Cornell University. The work of the College is of three general kinds: The

regular teaching work of undergraduate and graduate grade; the experiment
work; the extension work. The resident instruction falls in the following groups :

i. Four-year course, leading to the degree Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
(B.S. in Agr.). When desired, the last two years may be chosen in subjects per

taining to landscape architecture and out-door art, or to home economics. In

the Graduate School of the University students may secure the Master's and

Doctor's degrees (M.S. in Agr. and Ph.D.).
2. Special work, comprising one or two years: (a) Agriculture special;

(b) Nature-study special or normal course.

3. Winter-Courses of 12 weeks: (a) General Agriculture; (b) Dairy

Industry; (c) Poultry Husbandry; (d) Horticulture; (e) Home Economics.

THE INSTRUCTION IS DIVIDED AMONG TWENTY-TWO DEPARTMENTS AS FOLLOWS:

FARM PRACTICE and FARM CROPS

FARM MANAGEMENT

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY

PLANT PHYSIOLOGY

PLANT PATHOLOGY

SOIL TECHNOLOGY

PLANT-BREEDING

ENTOMOLOGY, BIOLOGY and

NATURE-STUDY

HORTICULTURE
POMOLOGY

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

POULTRY HUSBANDRY

DAIRY INDUSTRY

FARM MECHANICS

FORESTRY

RURAL ART

DRAWING

HOME ECONOMICS

METEOROLOGY

RURAL ECONOMY

RURAL EDUCATION

EXTENSION TEACHING
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books as used at the N. Y. State Agricultural
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The Corner Bookstores
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POULTRY APPLIANCES. FOODS

AND STANDARD SUPPLIES

Have You Had Your Copy of Cyphers Co.

Poultry Growers' Guide for 1912 ? It's

FREE!

WE
want every reader of this paper who is really in
terested in poultry raising for profit to have a free

copy of the Cyphers Company's "Poultry Growers'
Guide for 1912." The biggest, most helpful and complete
we have ever issued. 244 pages (7^2x10 inches), profusely
illustrated, and full to running over with sound, practical,
money-making ideas that point the way to greater success.

As examples of the truly helpful character of this book,
here are the headings of eight free chapters that answer the

questions most frequently asked by thoughtful, progres

sive poultry raisers, There is no computing the value of

this new information—it is authoritative! Thousands of

dollars have been spent in developing and proving the facts

presented in these chapters :

I—How to Get Twice as Many Eggs from the Same

Number of Hens. II—The 200-Egg Per Year Hen—How

to Produce her. Ill—Large Sized Eggs in Demand As

Well As Lots of Them. IV—Mating and Feeding of Fowls

to Get Fertile Eggs. V—Selection and Care of Eggs for

Successful Hatching. VI—Proper Care of Fowls and Chicks

With Least Amount of Work. VII—How to Brood Chicks

Properly at the Lowest Cost. VIII—Premium-Price Table

Poultry and How to Produce It. Our Big Free Book also

pictures and describes
—

CYPHERS
INCUBATORS AND BROODERS

—and over 100 Standard articles for up-to-date poultry people.

It describes in detail Cyphers Company Service—a new development

of the Cyphers Company's cardinal principle of being a permanent help

to its customers. By means of personal letters, bulletins, leaflets, etc.,

etc., we co-operate with Cyphers owners
—

give them reliable help and ad

vice, covering their everyday practical needs.

Our 19 1 2 book also describes fully our great $1,000.00 Poultry

Raisers' Prize Contest, for best reports from poultry people of their indi

vidual successes and experience in taking advantage of local, home con

ditions. Contest is open to all, whether you use any of our goods or not.

No matter what incubator you own

or may intend to buy, do not jail to send

for the Cyphers Company's Big Free

Book. Send for it today and be sure to

get your copy before the first edition is

exhausted. Address

Cyphers Incubator

Company, Dept. 800

Home Offices, BUFFALO, N.Y.

^
STANDARD

^

CYPHERS INCUBATOR

Fire Prcofed-Insurable*

New York City_,_23 Barclay St.; Boston, Mass. 12-14 Canal Stl; Chicago, 111.,340-344

Branches : j^cii^St -"Kansas City, Mo, 317-319 Southwest Blvd.

way; London, England,
123 Finsbury Pavement.

Oakland, Cal., 1569 Broad-
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O.Ul^w. at the Creamery Butter-
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National Dairy Show, Chicago, 1911, was colored with

Chr. Hansen's Danish
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A. J. ANDERSON, Otisco, Minnesota, Winner, Score 97^

ORDER THIS COLOR NOW FROM YOUR DEALER

and WIN THE COMING STATE CONVENTION PRIZE

CHR. HANSEN'S LABORATORY
Box 1095 LITTLE FALLS, N. Y.

Lord & Burnham Co.

"

Light
as outdoors"

That is pretty close to the truth

about our Sectional Iron Frame

Construction.

Here is a view inside one of these

houses, looking straight at the roof,

from ridge to eave. What a cob

web like structure of iron and wood

it is! Light, but solid as a rock.

Such a house, made such a way,

will be growing roses for your chil

dren and your children's children,

and that's long enough for any

house to last.

IRVTNGTON, N. Y.

New York
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the most business. You will

find there is a reason for it."

Experience and common-sense confirms his words.

Clay, Robinson & Co. are the largest live stock com

mission firm in the world.
"
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Not Best Because Biggest—

But Biggest Because Best

Clay, Robinson & Co.

LIVE STOCK COMMISSION
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^pHE Co-op is the best place for students

*
and in consequence most of the students

"^ trade at the Co-op. Everything you need

for your work you can buy at the Co-op. This

does not mean just books and stationery, but
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T^VERY year means larger Christmas business

^

for us because the students tell us what
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Calendar. Goods are on display after Dec. 1.
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Know what is best.
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FOREWORD

By James E. Rice

Professor of Poultry Husbandry, Cornell University

D0ULTRY Husbandry is old as. an

*
art but new as a science. Man

has kept hens since the history of ani

mal domestication began . Hismethods

were by rule based upon tradi

tion, rather than upon principles
founded upon scientific investigation.
In other words, until recently, man has

kept poultry on the "cut and try" plan.
Now certain basic laws governing ani

mal nutrition, inheritance and be

havior are understood and applied.
As a result of this coupling of the

"how," the art, with the "why," the

science, Poultry Husbandry is gradu

ally advancing out of a minor agricul
tural industry into one of large com

mercial importance. Where formerly
a few "barn yard" fowl existed now

many large nocks, containing many

thousands of fowls, ducks, etc., are

managed successfully.
These changes have been brought

about through increased knowledge,
as a result of the application of science

to every day practice. The sciences

of chemistry, anatomy, physiology,

pathology, embryology, physics, cli

matology, etc., have all contributed

their share to our knowledge of how to

feed, house, breed, hatch, brood, care

for andmarket poultry. By the aid of

science we have been able to overcome,

in a measure, the natural limitations of

Poultry Husbandry; that is to say, the

short life and small size of the individual

poultry unit, which limitations found

expression in the difficulty experienced
in rearing and handling poultry in

sufficient numbers to make it worth

while commercially. While we have

made great advances, much yet re

mains to be done.

What the development of the domes

tic fowl is to be will depend upon two

great controlling factors, her environ

ment and her keeper. The former

includes the soil, food and climate, and

the latter, man's intelligence, enter

prise and education. These two fac

tors are interdependent, each reacts

upon the other and both react upon

the fowl. The hen is largely what the

environment and man make her.

Creation has only begun.
In the domestic fowl we have a good

foundation upon which to build. Our

environmental conditions are unex

celled. Hence, what the domestic fowl

of the future is to be will rest withman.

A large responsibility lies with each of

us to do our part in improvement.
This is our reasonable obligation.

Poultry Husbandry has much to

contribute to human welfare. It sup

plies important food products for the

sustenance and satisfaction of the race.

It assists materially in maintaining
soil fertility. It furnishes profitable

employment and provides out-of-door

occupation for millions of people.
In all these respects Poultry Hus

bandry is doing its share toward

furnishing a livelihood by which fami

lies survive, children are educated, the

government is supported and civiliza

tion is advanced. Thus is Poultry
Husbandry one of many worthy occu

pations by which man is enabled t
0

his work in the world.
° ^



THE NEW POULTRY HUSBANDRY BUILDING

By James E. Rice

Professor of Poultry Husbandry at Cornell University

T
HE Poultry Husbandry Building,

now in process of construction

at Cornell, is the result of a special ap

propriation of $90,000 made by the

New York StateLegislature of 1 909-10 .

Ninety thousand dollars is by far the

largest single appropriation ever made

for educational purposes in Poultry

Husbandry. It has set the pace and

established a precedent which will

enable other educational institutions to

secure similar or larger appropriations
in the near future. In thus showing
its faith in Poultry Husbandry, by

recognizing it as a subject to be taught
and investigated on the same plane as

other departments in an Agricultural
College, New York State has placed
herself in the front rank in the matter

of developing her poultry interests.

The action of the Legislature reflects

credit upon the progressiveness of the

people of the Empire State in thus

taking advance ground in the support
of the poultry department of the Col

lege.
The appropriation for the poultry

building was made possible by a for

tunate combination of factors. These

factors were, first, the people of the

state, from country and city alike,
who, individually and through poultry

associations, granges and other organi

zations, and the press gave their

hearty support. This was particu

larly true of the officers and mem

bers of the New York State Branch

of the American Poultry Association.

The Secretary-Treasurer and later the

President of the organization, Dr. E. M

Santee, introduced a resolution at the

annual meeting held at Ithaca, Farm

ers' Week, 1909, recommending to the

Director of the College, to the Presi

dent and to the Board of Trustees that

the Legislature be asked to make an

appropriation of $50,000 for a poultry
building. The Poultry Department
was requested to prepare plans for a

building which would meet its needs.

This was done and it was found that it

would cost approximately $90,000, not

including equipments and several

auxiliary buildings. The authorities

at Cornell accepted the estimate and

united in asking the Legislature for the
sum required.
It will be impossible to mention, in

this short article, the names or to

discuss the part that each of the large
number of persons took in support of
the bill. However, a group picture of

the eight poultrymen who appeared at
the Legislative hearing in Albany

f \f~rr FIGDL PLANT
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ITHACA N.Y
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especially to speak in favor of the

appropriation for the Poultry Hus

bandry building is here shown. They

represented associations and interests

in widely separated parts of the state.
Dr. E. M. Santee as President and

Dr. Stanley Merkley as Secretary-
Treasurer gave efficient leadership for

the poultrymen of the state.

The responsibility and the credit for
the appropriation should be shared

by the farmers, those in authority at

Cornell, the members of the Legisla
ture and the Governor of the State,
Governor Hughes. Without the sym

pathetic interest and hearty coopera

tion of all these the appropriation un

doubtedly would not have been

made.

It should be said that fundamental to

the securing of the appropriation was

the pride of the people in their State

College of Agriculture and their faith

in Director Bailey. The new home of

the Poultry Department, therefore, is

due, in large measure, to the good
work of the College as a whole which

has won the confidence of the people
and secured their hearty cooperation
in the cause of agricultural education.
The plans of the building here shown

were prepared by the Department of

Architecture and the Department of

Poultry Husbandry at Cornell, and

with Green &Wicks, supervising archi

tects, Buffalo, N. Y. Because this

building was the first of its size to be

designed, it was necessary to blaze out

practically a new trail in the planning
of poultry husbandry buildings.
The building was planned to meet

the requirements of the four principal
activities of the Department; namely,
(1) administration, (2) teaching, (3)
investigation and (4) extension.
This required provision to be made

for handling large classes of two or

three hundred students or more in lec

ture courses and proportionately large
sections in laboratory work and in

the practice (handicraft) courses; to

handle the administrative affairs of

managing a large producing plant and
the storage and sale of products; to

provide facilities for experiment and
research work in the field, pen and

laboratory and to prepare for use,

throughout the state, in extension ac

tivities, the most useful information

available in concrete and teachable

form.

The building is now in the process of

construction southeast of the Carnegie
Filtration Plant on the second plateau
of the Roberts pasture. The founda

tions are complete much of the

iron work is in place and the outside

walls are assuming shape. It faces the

south, overlooking the eastern portion
of the athletic field.
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The structure is rectangular in

shape, 132 feet long and 48 feet wide in

the central portion, and 37 feet wide at

the east and west ends. It contains a

basement, three stories and an attic.

It is planned eventually that there will
be loggias extending from each end of

the main building, and leading to a

judging pavilion to the westward and

to an incubator building and brooder

houses to the eastward. These build

ings will be one and one-half stories

high without basements and will ex

tend north and south, the front end

on the same line as the front of the

main building.
The first story of the main building

and the extensions will be approxi
mately on the same level as the main

Agricultural College group. This loca

tion required a large amount of ex

cavation. The soil thus removed is

being used in making a plateau to the
north of the PoultryHusbandry Build
ing and the proposed annexes . On this

plateau will be erected the auxiliary
buildings consisting of laying and

fattening houses, feed house, brooder
houses, breed observation house, de
tention ward, and infirmary. These

buildings will be used exclusively for

teaching purposes including student
research and experiment.
The chickens will be reared; the

breed testing project will be carried
on and the regular investigational

/Iabtin tfr&PABD 6 Yoima Abcmt'3.

ITHACA, M- Y

Co. r rn 6 Wicks, Suprimsinc AacHrt.

00 T fA LO M. Y.

work will be conducted on the fifty
acre poultry farm north of Forest

Home, about three-quarters of a mile

from the teaching plant.
The entrances to the building are all

approximately on the ground level.

They are at each end and the front

and back of the first floor. The main

entrance is on the south side in

the center of the building. A large
vestibule opens into a main corridor

which extends through the entire

building, east and west. At the

juncture of the corridor and the vesti

bule is a rotunda which provides a

landing for the two stairways leading
to the second floor.

The building was designed with the

object in view of segregating, as much
as possible, the practice work from the

lecture and laboratory types of in

struction and to keep these from

interfering with the administrative

and investigative activities. Hence

the first floor and basement are given
over entirely to the practice courses,

locker rooms, lavatories, receiving
room, storage, carpenter shop, laundry,
killing room, egg handling and testing
rooms and to the commercial phases
of administration. This arrangement
makes it possible for the students to

enter the building on the ground level
and pass freely through the building in
four directions, to and from the auxil

iary buildings, lockers and lavatories
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without going up or down stairs and

therefore without interfering with the

activities on the upper floors.

The second floor is reached from the

first floor by two stairways in the

center of the building. On this floor

are a general office and five private
offices, each of which, with one excep

tion, is provided with a private labora

tory. Here also is a general research

laboratory, a library, an exhibition

room, a seminar room and a small

recitation room for special course's.

On either side of the rotunda are a

woman's rest room and headquarters
for the Cornell University Poultry
Association.

The third floor is reached from the

main hallway in the center of the build

ing by two staircases. This floor con

tains a large lecture room having a

seating capacity for nearly three

hundred persons. Two large labora

tories, a photographic room and a

recitation room with movable seats

occupies the remainder of the floor.

The recitation room serves also as a

meeting place for the Poultry Associa

tion and the Winter Poultry Course

Club.

An elevator shaft extends from the

bottom to the top of the building near
the north side, opening in the basement
in the receiving room and on each of

the floors where stock and appliances
can be removed most conveniently to

the lecture rooms, the laboratories and

the exhibition room.

The main building, the extension

and the auxiliary buildings, when com

pleted as planned, will provide accom
modations for teaching at one time one
hundred ormorewinter course students

and nearly three hundred regular and

special students in the elementary lec

ture, laboratory and practice courses.

THE MEN WHO REPRESENTED THE POULTRYMEN OF THE STATE AT THE HEARING TO CON

SIDER THE APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE BEFORE THE

"WAYS AND MEANS" AND "FINANCE" COMMITTEES OF THE

LEGISLATURE OF I9IO.

1—S. L. Cole, Oneonta, N. Y.

3
—

John Jeannin, West Sand Lake, N. Y.

5
—

Jacob P. Miller, Syracuse, N. Y.

7
—Robert Seaman, Hicksville, N. Y.

2
—

John D. Jaquins, Watervliet, N. Y.

4—Dr. Stanley Merkley, Buffalo, N. Y.
6—Dr. E. M. Santee, Willsboro, N. Y.

8—I. L. Whitmyre, Schenectady, N. Y.



YESTERLAID UNIT METHOD OF EGG FARMING

HOW large a flock of hens can we

keep together to yield the opti
mum return on our investment?

Where is the point of diminishing re

turns? These are questions which

confronted the Yesterlaid Egg Farms

By Rolla C. Lawry, B.S.A., 'op

Manager of Yesterlaid Egg Farms Co., Pacific. Mo.

and embodying them in a house which

would at once be a colony unit with

limited range and possess all the con

veniences of a continuous house. The

Yesterlaid unit system of Hendwels

(The House of a Thousand Leghorns)

Company when it established its plant and enclosed range, then, is an attempt

at Pacific Mo to combine in one, all of the good
'

The optimum return is represented
features of the several conventional

by the greatest number of eggs that plans of poultry management.

can be had for the least expenditure
An attempt will be made m the lim-

of labor and feed.
lted amount of space alloted for this

It is quite generally agreed that one

of the greatest items of expenditure
in operating a poultry farm is for

labor. Realizing this, it seemed to

the management that if a large com

mercial poultry farm was to be

successfully operated it must be by
some system whereby the amount of

work done by one man could be

greatly increased over what was gener
ally expected as the individual limit.

There are in the United States to

day what is accepted as the two con

ventional or standard plans for housing
and yarding laying hens, i. e. the con

tinuous, or series house plan with single
or double yards, and the colony house

plan with restricted or unrestricted

range. It is by means of a specially
designed house and a combination of

these two basic plans for handling hens
that Yesterlaid Egg Farms Company
has so successfully built up its plant of
units of i ooo hens.

Where the flocks are yarded, the
labor required in caring for them and

"Sn!l!e
mnS

ren?vated i? brooder house until they are thorough-
greater than the average returns will lv feathered and the sexes senarated
warrant. Where the hens are allowed \Yn \£^^^t^£

article to set forth the salient princi

ples of the Yesterlaid unit method of

egg farming.

BROODING AND HATCHING.

All hatching is done with a Mam

moth Incubator. Eggs are put into

the machine once a week, so that there

is a continuous stream of chicks

coming from the incubator during the

hatching season. From the incubator

they are taken to a double brooder

house two hundred feet long, equipped
with a hot water brooding system,
which will accommodate twelve thou

sand chicks at one time.

Throughout the incubator and

brooder, strict prophylactic measures

are observed, so that from the time the

eggs are put into the machine, until

the chicks are taken to the open range

there is not a chance for disease to

creep in. The incubator and brooder

are arranged so that each compartment
can be quickly and easily cleaned and

disinfected.

The chicks are allowed to stay in the

free range, there is a waste of energy
on the part of the hens and loss of life
and eggs which make this principle
unprofitable.

becoming chilled while they are of

tender age is avoided. They are

never allowed to go out of doors until

they are taken to the range houses.
It was after carefully considering By having the indoor runs roomy and

and weighing all of these matters that supplying fresh untrampled greens, in
the management conceived the idea of the form of lawn or rye clippings,
combining all of the good ideas of the sturdier more rapid growth is obtained
various plans of housing and yarding and the mortality is also much less.
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RANGE RAISED.

When the sexes are separated, the

females are taken to the range houses,
where they are given range over fields

of growing crops, and under the shade

of nearby groves.

When the pullets are taken from

the brooder house, cockerels are care

fully inspected for individuals that give

promise of developing into superior
breeders. These are taken to a range

apart from the pullets ; the remaining
ones are specially milk fattened and

sold as broilers.

On the range the chicks are placed
in flocks of one hundred to two hun

dred and fifty in each range house.

They are allowed to run in small

temporary yards for a few days until

they learn to go in and out of the

LADY LAYMANY, ONE OF OUR TRAP-NESTED

BREEDERS.

house; after this they range at will

over the fields.

When their combs begin to redden

and develop, the pullets are taken to

the Hendwels and placed in flocks of

five hundred where they are fed for

early and continuous egg production.

THE LAYERS.

All laying females, except the trap
nested breeders, are housed in Hen

dwels. These houses are large, open,
airy, light places, where the hens roost

and lay. The exercise rooms are thirty
feet square and have cement floors

which are littered with wheat straw.

These rooms afford an ideal place for

the hens to collect and sing during the
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A FLOCK OF LAYERS RANGING FROM ONE OF

THE HENDWELS IN JANUARY.

days that it is unpleasant for them to

be out of doors. They roost and lay
five hundred in a flock, and range in

large pastures, or fields of several acres,
in flocks of from two thousand to three

thousand.

The ground food, water and shell

are supplied automatically, and the

grain is fed by hand. The attendants

are all trained to think in terms of

comfort for the hens, and are not re

quired to wear themselves to a point
of carelessness by having to carry large
buckets of feed. Each Hendwel has

its own feed bins, which are refilled as

often as necessary by wagon, generally
once a month. The attendant has to

carry only an egg basket.

Weather conditions are such that

there is scarcely a day throughout the

year when the hens cannot be out of

doors, thus insuring strong, fertile eggs.

Although very nearly 30,000 eggs for

hatching were selected from these large
flock collections during Spring of 191 1

not a single instance of low fertility or

unsatisfactory hatching power was re

ported. By test the fertility averaged
above 95%.

1200 YOUNG PULLETS ON THE RANGE.
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THE TRAP NESTED BREEDERS.

For several weeks preceding the

first of January the flocks in all the

Hendwels are carefully observed for

the selection of superior, vigorous
females showing evidences of unusual

laying power. These individuals are

carefully han

dled and judged
according to the

American Stand

ard of Perfec

tion and only
those most near

ly approaching
its requirements
are used.

These are put
into a trap nest

house and trap
ped until it is

made sure that

they lay a large,
uniformly
shaped, dead-

white egg. Any
individual, how
ever good, which
does not produce
a well shaped,
large-sized, per

fectly dead-

white egg, is dis-

carded as a

breeder.

As fast as they
prove they are

worthy, by their
performance in a

trap nest house,
they are divided into flocks of ten" to
twenty, mated with high scoring vig
orous males, and placed in small colony
Rouses on an enclosed range E^s

THIS IS ANOTHER FLOCK OF LAYERS AND ILLUS
TRATES THE EXTENT OF RANGE TO

EACH UNIT OF IOOO HENS.

are kept in small flocks of ten to twen

ty-five hens each, but the ratio of labor

costs to product receipts is so small

that the plan is commercially prohibi
tive. By the 1000 unit method as

above described, the flock produc
tion is far above what is generally

considered to be

a fair average
and the man

work of the plant
is so specialized
and divided that

one man handles

very easily all of

the routine work

necessary to care

for 5000 individ

uals. The aver

age flock pro

duction per then

year for the

twelve months

ending October

31st has been

very close to 140

eggs. This aver

age of course

must undoubted

ly contain some

very high indi

vidual records

though the per

formance of the

flocks as a whole

is remar kably
uniform as shown

by the daily pro
duction percent

ages.

RECORDS.

A complete system of records of each

from these breeder^are Carefulwf Jf3? ™ft sh10win§' feed used, eggs

corded and theS3 produced, hatches taken off, stock sold

them msrk^sot^t^tV^^ or moved comes into the manager's
can be traced

anCGStry °ffice at the end of the day. At the

This progeny goes into th* v™^ 1 ^S111?111^ of each day, instructions for

laying LiuItilTh^own i! aM
^^^^ t0 the worki^ s«"

ity to withstand the strKf L^n" pe*mten?ent who has charge of all out

laying, and then Js^Sr^^ ?£™k' So^time during each day,
for the breeding houses

selected the manager goes over the entire place
The greatest profit does not aiwQ • £g Careful notes of anything that

mean tnegreate^^^^ ant'or^
**^ <*** *ttend"

is known that very large individual fli ^ suPenntendent so that a

3-lds can be obtainedX^tltrt S^?^£LS.
aU *** *& ™



THE FERTILITY AND HATCHING POWER OF

HENS' EGGS

By C. A. Rogers
Assistant Professor of Poultry Husbandry, Cornell University

rpVERYONE naturally wishes to
*-^ hatch from the best individuals

in order to renew the flock with stock

which is better, if possible, than the

old. By the best individual one means

the hen which will economically pro

duce progeny that are better than the

average of the flock.

How is this best individual chosen?

She is not the individual producing the

greatest number of eggs only, or

possessing the best shape, etc. She is

rather the one which possesses as com

plete a combination as possible, of all
the valuable qualities of high egg pro

duction, correct shape, large, well-

shaped eggs, etc. Among these desir
able qualities are high fertility, and

hatching-power of the egg. Other

factors remaining the same, high fer

tility and hatching-power of the eggs

means an economical production of

day-old chicks.

The question which naturally arises

is, "How do fertility and hatching-
power of the eggs combine with other

favorable qualities in this best hen?"

One phase of this question only is dealt
with in the following paragraphs,
namely, a comparison of the produc
tion of the hen with the fertility and

hatching-power of the eggs.
The data are taken from two pens of

fowls at the New York State Experi
ment Station at Ithaca. These fowls

are a part of certain experiments deal

ing with the inheritance of egg produc
tion and other characters. A total of

eighty-two hens are included, repre

senting two seasons of work. The

tables include all the eggs that were

incubated. They were produced dur

ing the spring season of the second

year of production.
A comparison of the fertility and

hatching-power with the number of

eggs produced per hen during the first

year of production is shown in Table I.

There is a noticeable fluctuation in the

fertility of the eggs, regardless of the

number laid. If this variability indi
cates anything at all, it is that the

fertility is influenced but slightly, if at
all, by the number of eggs produced.
On the other hand, the fluctuation in

hatching-power shows the eggs from

the average good producer to have a

higher hatching-power than the eggs
from either the poorest or best layers.
A similar comparison is shown in

Table II. The division into classes in

this table is based upon the production
of the second year (the year of produc
tion in which the eggs used in these

tables were hatched). It is expected
that hens will lay fewer eggs during the
second year, consequently the division

into classes is based on twenty-five less.
The results expressed in Table I are

substantiated in this table. The high
fertility of the lowest producers cannot
be considered important since the eggs
from only two individuals fall into that
class. The best fertility and hatching-
power of the eggs lies with the hens of

average production (one hundred to

one hundred and fifty eggs in the

second year) rather than with the hens
of extremely low or remarkably high
egg production.
In Table III the combined produc

tion of the first and second years are

used as a basis of classification. The

results shown in Tables I and II are

confirmed. It will be noticed in these

tables that a slight difference exists in
the number of hens falling into similar

classes . This undoubtedly accounts for
the slight variation in the percentage of

fertility and . hatching-power in the

same classes in the three tables. But

the combined production of the first

and second years undoubtedly provides
a more substantial basis of comparison.
In this table also the hens of good aver

age production show the greatest ability
to produce eggs of good hatching-power.
These hens ofgood production averaged
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276 to 325 eggs in two years or ap- marked and can be explained partly
proximately 151 to 175 eggs the first by the fact that their systems are

year, and 126 to 150 eggs the second taxed too heavily. At the same time,
year. The heaviest layers consistently it is interesting to note that the poorest
show a lower fertility and hatching- layers as a rule, do not show as good
power than their less productive sisters, hatching-power as the medium to

This difference, however, is not very heavy producers.

Table I—A Comparison of the Fertility and Hatching-Power with the Eggs
Produced per Hen

Eggs Laid Eggs Per Cent Per Cent Chicks
lurst Year of Production No. Hens Incubated Fertile to Eggs Set

100 or less 11 180 89.4 55.0
101-125 12 197 98.0 64.5
126-150 20 330 94.0 63.8
I5I-I75 17 238 95.4 68.9
171-200 11 141 97-I 554
200 and over 11 189 89.0 53.4

Summary 82 1275 93.8 61.2

Table II—A Comparison of the Fertility and Hatching-Power with the Eggs
Produced per Hen

Second IIS deduction No. Hens InflSted ^Sf ^oSgslf8
H

0r leSS 2
25 I00. g

76"100 14 218 87.6 61 A

\lt\ll 24 384 96.1 6 £
\IU% M T, 3°3 95-3 64.7

176 and^ •:::::• J75 \\\ 95.0 56.5

J_
l22

90-2 59.8

Summar^ 82 ^75 ^8 ~^2

Table III-A ComparISon of the Fertility and Hatching-Power With the Eggs
Produced per Hen

Eggs Laid in
-p

Two Years of Production No. Hens Incubated ^erfnf Pf £6nt g1^3
1 75 or less. r

Q

fertile to Eggs Set

176-225 . .

'

TT
5 I0°- 69-°

226-275 ....:::::: 27 i9* 90.8 56.7
276-325 !G

427 94.O 63.2
326-375 16 2?T 95-5 66-°

376 and over A 2jl 954 58.6
A _^1 82-8

42-2

^^ 82
-75 ^ "^

'"^lll^oTl^l t°LTeriEodTrir Hatching^Power W!TH the Rate ofPERI°D °F Accum^ting Eggs for Incubation

Accumlating for Incubation No. Hens IncufSeH ^ C-ent Per Cent Chicks
1 1 or less ...

u

incubated Fertlle tQ Eggg get

"ori5 22 IH 99-2 73.5
^onS

2,
313 95.4 6l?

i9ormore 2J
421 94.8 6o-

— _i?l 90.1 55.8
Summary 82

75 93-8 61.2
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The number of eggs laid during the

period of incubation has some effect

upon the fertility and hatching-power
of the eggs also. It is natural to ex

pect that since a hen has only a specific
amount of vitality to put into her eggs
that the amount given each egg will

decrease in proportion to any increase

in the number of eggs produced. This

expectation is confirmed in the results

shown in Table IV. This table is

classified according to the number of

eggs laid during the period of accumu

lating eggs for incubation. A gradual
but consistent decrease in both fertility
and hatching-power of the eggs occurs

in proportion to the increase in produc
tion.

From the data at hand it would

seem apparent therefore, that the pro
duction of eggs beyond a certain limit

is obtained only at the expense of some

fertility and hatching-power in the

eggs. This limit fortunately is high.
At the same time the poorer layer does
not seem to possess the vitality and

AMONG the many expressions of

the efficiency of the work done

by the students in the College of Agri
culture the Annual Fruit Exhibit of

the Department of Pomology occupies
an important place. Due to the care

ful and painstaking work of the com

mittees in charge under the capable
supervision of Professor C. S. Wilson

the Fifth Annual Fruit Exhibit held

Nov. 1-4 eclipsed all former shows both
in the quality and the amount of fruit.
The exhibit was well attended at all

times by students, and by fruit

growers in the neighboring regions.
For several weeks before the exhibit,

specimens of fruit were sent in from

every fruit growing section of the

country. Among the states repre

sented were New York, Pennsylvania,
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Virginia,
West Virginia, Ohio, Colorado, Oregon,
and Washington. The work of un

packing, grading, and managing this

energy to compensate for her poor
record of production with greater
powers of reproduction.
It must be borne in mind however,

that these records do not show indi
vidual variation. Such variation exists
in all classes. It exists in the different
hatches of the same fowl in the same

season.
^

For example, one individual
which laid 448 eggs in two years gave
no chicks from 10 eggs incubated in

the first setting, but did produce 9
chicks from 9 eggs incubated in the

second setting. Another individual

laying 375 eggs in two years produced
14 chicks from 19 eggs in two hatches.
Still another individual laying 348
eggs in two years produced no chicks,
from 20 eggs incubated in two hatches.

It is apparent therefore, that although
the average moderately heavy layer
produces eggs of greater hatching-
power than the average extremely
heavy producer, there are individuals

in the heaviest producing class which

do lay eggs of excellent hatching quality.

collection of fruit was done entirely
by the students. No little credit is

also due the decorating committee for

the neat arrangement of the Cornell

colors on the stairway and in the hall,
and for the good taste in the exhibit

decorations. For comparison the

plates of fruit were arranged by states.
In this comparison New York in no

way suffered. The method of label

ing, moreover, was particularly effec

tive. Upon entering the room the

observer was greeted—not by an

array of massive cardboard, but by a

veritable sea of red, green, and yel
low. There were no less than 87
varieties of apples and 50 varieties of

pears. Ellwanger & Barry and D. K.

Bell of Rochester again furnished the

greater part of exhibit of pears. The

alternate arrangement of the boxes of

baldwins and greenings and the mass

effect of the yellow varieties from the

orchard of the College were particularly

THE FIFTH ANNUAL FRUIT EXHIBIT

By J. J. Swift, '14
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attractive. The Department of En

tomology, also, had an instructive

exhibit showing the insects infesting
fruit trees.

The judging was done by a com

mittee of students from the advanced

class in pomology.
In several respects this Fruit Exhibit

is significant. That such a varied

and splendid exhibit of fruit from

the orchard rented by the College

unwise for New York growers to com

pete with the growers of the west in

raising Spitzenbergs. In other words,
each grower must appreciate the neces

sity of growing intensely the varieties

best adapted to his locality.
In concluding, we would recall the

Wenatchee Valley of Washington with

its thousands of acres of apple or

chards. Here fruit growing is a

science. The land is well prepared and

BOXED APPLE EXHIBIT, CORNELL FRUIT SHOW, I9II,

could be the result of one year's care
ful cultivation seems almost incredible.
The second year after cultivation was

begun, this orchard of two acres,
hitherto deemed practically worthless'
produced 300 barrels of apples! We
are led to wonder how many orchards
there are in this country, the yield of
which could be increased even a

thousand percent by similar treat
ment. It is significant that the
students of the college acquire at
this exhibit a first hand know
ledge of many varieties of fruits
-finally, there is no doubt that New
York can grow varieties like the
Baldwin and Greening better than any
other state. On the other hand, it is

thoroughly irrigated. Cultivation is a

slogan and skillful packing a necessity.
One thousand dollars per acre is a

small price for an orchard. And yet,
the Wenatchee Valley farmers can

grow only certain varieties. We of
New York have every advantage-
plenty of rainfall, a cooler climate,
and good markets that are close at

hand. Considering, therefore, the les
son of the Wenatchee Valley farmers,
the manifold returns from proper care
of orchards in the eastern states, and
the earnest cooperation of the fruit

growers, we do not hesitate to predict,
in leaving behind the exhibit of 1911,
an even more successful Fruit Exhibit
for 1 9 1 2 .



EGG FARMING FROM A FINANCIAL

STANDPOINT

By Aurelia Hooker

Geneseo, N. Y.

OAVING become convinced that
*■ -* there were profits to be made in

egg farming about four years ago we

determined to try it out.

We were very fortunate in finding a

small farm of about twelve acres with

south-east slope and gravelly loam

which made it well adapted to poultry
raising. This is located within the

corporation which we find to be a

great advantage in marketing prod
ucts as all express is called for and all

feed is delivered from the mill.

We did not have possession until

too late in the Spring to do our own

incubating, so we bought iooo S. C.

White Leghorn day old chicks and

used the Cornell gasoline heated brood
ers for them. The weather was ex

tremely cold when they were shipped
so that several hundred of them died

from being chilled. However, we suc

ceeded in raising over 300 fine pullets
to put in our laying house in the fall.

Our laying house consists of pens

20 ft. by 20 ft. which cost us about

$125 each. The first fall we only built
the number of pens that were needed

for our flock and have since added to it

as our flock has increased until this

winter the flock numbers 1200 layers.
One of the first problems that a wom
an on a poultry farm must consider is

the labor question. Oneman can easily
do theworkwith some extra help during
the brooding season. We have planned
to make the labor item as small as

possible and in order to lessen the

work, have put a trolley through the

laying pens, have the water piped
with a faucet over each drinking pan,

use a gasoline engine for cutting bone

and alfalfa and for shelling corn. We

do our own incubating and have the

principal charge of the baby chicks.
Feed bought in large quantities is

cheaper so we buy our wheat for the

year when it can be bought directly
from the farmers and thus save the

middleman's profit, and order meat

scraps by the ton. We find that it

costs us about $1.20 for feed, litter,
etc., to keep a hen a year. Of course,
this is for a White Leghorn hen, the
heavier breeds would cost more.

We consider that the old hens which

are sold in the fall pay for the growing
of the pullets to replace them. This

year we have grown over twelve

hundred pullets. Of these we have

over three hundred to sell at from

$1.50 to $2.00 each. It costs us

about fifty cents to grow a pullet
which makes a very good profit for

six months' work.

We select our hens especially for

vigor and egg type and have very good
egg production. Last year, after pay

ing for labor, feed, litter, etc., from eggs

alone our hens netted us about $2.25
each. This does not include any of

the eggs used in our own incubators or

in the house. Our market eggs were

sold at wholesale prices through a com

mission man. We consider that the

eggs and chickens used by the family
and eggs for incubation would pay the

interest on the investment, which is

about $4000 for land, tools, buildings
and equipment for the poultry plants.

This, of course, does not include our

dwelling house or land not used for the

poultry. These figures are taken from

the records which are accurately kept.
Eternal vigilance is the price of suc

cess in poultry. To grow chickens

well, sanitary conditions must be the

best possible. We use the double

yarding system for the hens, which are

housed in open front houses. The

pullets are grown on free range in a

corn field; one year in one field, and

the next in another.

We feel gratified with the results of

our venture and feel that much is due

to the help we have received from the

Poultry Department of Cornell Uni

versity.



A RECORD-BREAKING HEN

By James E. Rice and Clarence A. Rogers

TT , t n n Assistant Professor of Poultry Husbandry at Cornell
Professor of Poultry Husbandry at Cornell

Assistant rrui

Tjniversity.
University.

A PHENOMENAL hen is "Lady weight of the dry matter
in the cow's

**
Cornell

"

(No 32 11), bred and body to the weight of the dry matter

owned bv the Cornell Poultry Depart- in the milk will be as 1.to 2.9. In

ment In her first year of laying this other words, based upon the dry mat-

little Single Comb" White Leghorn, ter, the hen does twice aswell as the

weighing 3.21 pounds, produced 257 cow. I suspect the hen is the most

eggs averaging 1.83 ounces each and efficient transformer of raw material

having a total weight of 29^ pounds, into a finished product that there is on

or 9.2 pounds of eggs for each pound of the farm. Her physiological activity

live weight. This is a remarkable per- is something remarkable.
_

So in that

formance from a physiological stand- particular the hen stands m a class by

point. It is the highest official experi- herself."

ment station record published in this "Lady Cornell," who it is estimated,

country. has in her body 1 .414 pounds drymat-

Dr. W. H. Jordan of the New York ter, consumed in one year 88.1 pounds

State Experiment Station at Geneva, of drymatter and produced eggs con-

has compared a Leghorn fowl that taining 10. 118 pounds of dry matter,

weighs three and one-half pounds and or 7 . 1 5 pounds for each pound of dry
lays 200 eggs, weighing twenty-five matter in her body.

pounds, with a Jersey cow that weighs The illustrations show graphically all

1,000 pounds and gives, in a year, on the same scale reduced from life size,

7,000 pounds of milk containing 14% 'Lady Cornell," "the food she ate,"
of solids. He states that "if you take "the eggs she laid" and "hervoidings."
the drymatter of the hen and compare The eggs sold on the Ithaca market

it with the dry matter in the eggs she for $7.43. It is estimated that she ate

lays in a year, there will be five and no pounds of food, costing $1.66. The

one-half times as much dry matter in financial statement for the year is

the eggs as in her whole body. The estimated as follows :

Debit Credit

Food consumed, no pounds $1.66
Labor

.75
Interest on investment

.25
Value of eggs laid, 257 at $.35 per dozen $7.43
73 pounds manure .29

S2.66 $7.72
JNet profit, not counting depreciation in value of hen $5.06

Perhaps still more remarkable is the ance of "Lady Cornell" is emphasized.
fact that after her first year's heavy Only twelve eggs behind "Lady
production this hen has laid 189 eggs Cornell" is "Madame Cornell" (No.
weighing 22 pounds and is still laying 3352), who produced 245 eggs weighing
with 32 days before the close of her 30.6 pounds in her first year of laying
second year. This makes a total and has laid, thus far, in her second

yi^-°f 446 eggs m less than two years- Year .
1 3 ° eggs weighing 16.2 pounds, or

When we realize that flocks of good a total of 3-75 eggs in 27 davs less than
hens usually lay on an average about two years.
eleven dozens (132) eggs each and rarely In nearly the same class are others
exceed twelve dozens (144) eggs per of the same age and variety. Fifteen
hen, and that the average farm flock of the highest producers" including
probably lays less than 100 eggs per "Lady Cornell" and "Madame Cor-
hen per year, the unusual perform- nell," laid on an average 236 eg°"s each.
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One flock of twelve

pullets averaged 182

eggs each.

These high records

are due to a combina-

tionofcircumstances :

(1) a good laying
strain; (2) careful

selection of breeders

for constitutional vi

gor; (3) a suitable

ration; (4) fresh air

house conditions ; (5)
care and skill in feed

ingandmanagement.
LADY CORNELL

By Weight

Winter

60 lbs. wheat

60
' '

corn

30
"

oats

30
"

buckwheat

By Measure

Winter

32 quarts wheat

36
"

corn

30
"

oats

20
"

buckwheat

By Weight

Summer

60 lbs. wheat

60
"

corn

30
"

oats

79

For the latter the

Department is in

debted to Mr. W. S.

Lyon, Assistant in

charge of the investi

gation pens.

The regular "Cor
nell ration" was fed

as follows :

The following
whole grain mixture

is fed morning and

afternoon in a straw

litter :

By Measure

Summer

32 quarts wheat

36
"

corn

30
"

oats

The followingmash is fed dry in a hopper kept open during the afternoon only
By Weight

Winter and Summer

60 lbs. corn meal

60
' '

wheat middlings
30

"

wheat bran

10
"

alfalfa meal

10
"

oil meal

50
"

beef scrap
1

"

salt

By Measure

Winter and Summer

57 qts. corn meal

71
"

wheat middlings
57

"

wheat bran

20
"

alfalfa meal

8
"

oil meal

43
"

beef scrap

14
' '

salt

The fowls should eat about one-half grain and ground feed by giving a light
as much mash by weight as whole feeding of grain in the morning and

grain. Regulate the proportion of about all they will consume at the

THE FEED SHE ATE IN ONE YEAR
— IIO POUNDS.
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THE EGGS SHE LAID IN ONE YEAR—257, WEIGHING 29.5 POUNDS.

afternoon feeding (in time to find

grain before dark). In the case of

pullets or fowls in heavy laying, restrict

both night and morning feeding to

induce heavy eating of dry mash,

especially in the case of hens. This

ration should be supplemented with

beets, cabbage, sprouted oats, green

clover or other succulent foods, unless

running on grass covered range. Grit,
cracked oyster shell, granulated bone

and charcoal should be accessible at all

times.

The record of the hen, "Lady Cor

nell," furnishes an instructive though
startling evidence of human triumph
in handling the forces of nature. Wit

ness the gradual evolution of the

domestic fowl through centuries from

several species of wild jungle fowl
to be found even now in India

and Ceylon. These primitive fowl,
like partridges, lay less than two

dozens of eggs per year. "Lady Cor
nell

"

serves to point out the way to

higher and still higher production.
She is simply one of the advance guards
in the march of the great army of hens

in their upward development of domes

tication,
—hen civilization,—by the

guiding hand of man.

Phenomenal performance in egg pro
duction, like performance in all animal

production, serves to point out the

possible rather than the probable yield.
There is a sharp distinction between

the two. Commercially we must

reckon with the high average rather

than with the exceptional individ

ual.

A phenomenal individual among

domesticated animals is to the breed

what a genius is to the human race, an

exception, but one to be prized and

treasured as indicating the "high
water mark" in the rising tide in the

evolution of the species.
"Lady Cornell" is, literally and

figuratively speaking, a "rara aves;"
she is a hen genius.

m <■*/>■;*« .

■—wjfcs.

HER VOIDINGS IN ONE YEAR 73 POUNDS.



WHAT ARE PROFITS?

By G. F. Warren

Professor of Farm Management at Cornell University

T^HE word profits is persistently
■■■ misused by agricultural colleges
as well as by farmers. The inaccurate

English is bad enough, but the mis

leading conclusions are much worse as

they result in losses to farmers.

Nearly all bulletins on fertilizer

tests call the value of the increased

crop less the cost of the fertilizer

"profit" or "net profit." But it

usually costs $i to $2 per ton to haul

fertilizer from town; the application
of the fertilizer costs something; the

use of the money for the season is a

very important item; the harvesting
and storing of the increased crop costs

something. To ignore all these items

and call the difference between the

value of the increased crop and the

cash cost of the fertilizer "profit" is

very misleading. We ought to call

this difference "the value of the in

crease above the cost of the fertilizer"

or use some other accurate statement.

The prices at which crops are figured
are often much more than farmers can

get. It seems to the writer that the

average farm price for the state for a

period of five years as given in the

Yearbook of the Department of Agri
culture is a good price to use. It is

interesting to see the comparisons
made by different departments. At

the New York State Fair this year,

one state institution showed charts

that valued corn silage at $7.00 per

ton. They were showing the profits
from growing corn. Another institu

tion was showing how rich you could

get by feeding cows. They valued

corn silage at $2.50 per ton. The

agronomy department of one college
values manure including the cost of

spreading at 50 cents per ton. This

shows a great profit from using it as a

fertilizer. The dairy department in

the same institution credits the cows

with manure at $1.50 in the barn.

Probably it would cost at least 50
cents more per ton to haul and spread
it. This same dairydepartment charges
cows with hay at what it costs to grow

it, not at what the hay is worth.

This ought to make any scrub cow

pay, whenever there is a good hay
crop.

The difference between the cost of

feed and the value of the milk is com

monly called profit in bulletins and

farm papers, but the feed is usually
only from one-half to two-thirds of the

cost of keeping a cow. The man

labor usually costs from $10 to $30

per cow per year. The use of buildings
is usually worth $5 to $15 per cow.

The horse labor, the use of equipment,
the interest on the investment, the

veterinary fees, the male service, and

many other items must be considered

if we wish to find the profit. Instead

of misleading persons by using the

word profit, why not say "value of

milk above the cost of feed," or invent

a new word. A long awkward ex

pression is better than an untruth.

A very recent bulletin uses the word

profit in discussing certain systems
of farming and tells how many times

more profit a- farmer will make if he

follows a certain system. But when

the bulletin is examined, it is found

that the only expenses counted are

labor, interest and taxes. The farmer

who followed the system that gave

greatest receipts would not necessarily
make any profit at all.

The public will be much better

instructed when papers, speakers and

bulletins use the word profit both ac

curately and honestly.
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FORMER CORNELL POULTRY STUDENTS

By Clara Nixon and E. W. Benjamin.

Former Students who are now Connected with Poultry Departments in Educational

Institutions, and Their Contributions to the Poultry Literature of

Colleges or Experiment Stations

TT HAS seemed fitting, that with a

■*■
history of the development of the

Poultry Department at Cornell Uni

versity, there should appear a record

of those persons who are engaged in

college or Experiment Station work,
in Poultry Husbandry. A list of

bulletins and articles on Poultry sub

jects written by these persons and

appearing in College and Experiment
Station publications, may also be of

interest to the Countryman readers.

Just as important, but more difficult to

classify would be a larger group of for

mer students who are successfully en

gaged incommercial poultry enterprises.
A group picture of twenty-five former

students now connected with Poultry

Departments has been assembled and

will be found on another page. The

persons here mentioned have taken

poultry work at the New York State

College of Agriculture, either as regular
or special students, or in the Winter

Poultry Course. Following is an

alphabetical arrangement, the present

addresses, the official positions and

literary contributions of each :

Benjamin, Earl W., B.S.A., 'ii

Instructor in Poultry Husbandry, Cornell

University, Ithaca, N. Y. 'Lessons on

Grading and Packing Eggs for Market,"
Cornell Rural School Leaflet {Boys and

Girls).

Dougherty, J. E., B.S.A., 'n.

Instructor in Poultry Husbandry, Purdue

University, Lafayette, Ind.

Elder, David E., '12

Student Assistant in Poultry Husbandry,
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

Halpin, J. G., B.S.A., '05

Ass't Prof, of Poultry Husbandry, Uni

versity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

"Poultry Raising on the Farm," Mich.

Agricultural College Bui. No. 245.

Hurd, L. M., W.P.C, '09

Ass't in Poultry Husbandry, Cornell Uni

versity, Ithaca, N. Y.

Jacoby, F. S., B.S.A., '10

Instructor in Poultry Husbandry, Ohio

Agricultural College, Columbus, "6. "A

Poultry Primer," Kan. Agr. Education,
Vol. 3, No. 15.

Kidd, W. E., W.P.C.,'09
Ass't in Poultry Husbandry, Purdue Uni

versity, Lafayette, Ind.

Krum, W. G., W.P.C, '06

Sup't of Plant, Poultry Dept., Cornell Uni

versity, Ithaca, N. Y. "Lessons on Fat

tening Poultry," Cornell Rural School

Leaflets (Boys and Girls).

Lambert, Miss M. W., W.P.C. '.10

Teacher of Poultry Husbandry, Georgia
Normal and Industrial School, Milledge-
ville, Ga.

Landry, J. P., W.P.C, '09

Poultry Manager and Lecturer Agricultural
College, Truro, Nova Scotia.

Lane, D. J., W.P.C, '09

Instructor and Poultryman, University of

Minnesota, St. Paul, Minn. "Poultry
Houses," Minnesota Agricultural Extension
Bui. No. 8.

Lippincott, W. P. C, '08, B. S. A., Iowa. '11.

Ass't Prof, of Poultry Husbandry, Iowa

Agricultural College, Ames, la. "Trussing
and Boning Chickens for a Fancy Trade,"
Iowa State Col. Bui. No. 125.

Lyon, W. S., W.P.C, '06

Ass't in Investigation, Poultry Dept., Cor

nell University, Ithaca, N.Y.

Martin, Geo., W.P.C, '10

Ass't in Poultry Husbandry, Cornell Uni

versity, Ithaca, N. Y.

Matthews, C H., W.P.C, '09

Ass't Instructor and Poultryman, Univer

sity of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minn.

Mixa, Frank E., W.P.C, '10

Ass't in Poultry Husbandry, Iowa Agri
cultural College, Ames, la.

Nixon, MissClaraM.,W.P.C, '05, Spec. '07
Ass't in Poultry Husbandry, Cornell Uni

versity, Ithaca, N. Y. New York (Cornell)

Experiment Station Bulletins: "Four

Methods of Feeding Pullets," (with J. E.

Rice), Bui. 249; "The Molting of Fowls,"

(with J. E. Rice and C. A. Rogers), Bui.

258 ; "SevenMethods of Feeding Chickens,"

(with J. E. Rice), Bui. 282; ^'Feeding
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Young Chicks," Cornell Reading Courses

for the Farm, Vol. i ,
No. 8. Cornell Rural

School Leaflets (Boys and Girls). Lessons

on- (i) Hatching the Eggs; (2) Brooding

and Care of Chickens; (3) Feeding the

Chickens.

Opperman, C L., W.P.C, '05

Junior Husbandman, Bureau of Animal

Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Wash

ington, D. C. Maryland Agricultural Col

lege Bulletins: "The Poultry Industry in

Maryland," Bui. 138; "Tape Worm Dis

eases of Poultry," Bui. 139 (with G. E.

Gage); "Poultry House Construction as

Affecting Egg Production," (Part I) Bui.

146; "The Improvement of the
Farm Egg,

(with H. M. Lamon), U. S. Bureau of Ani

mal Industry, Bui. 141.

Phillips, A. G., B.S.A. Kansas/07 W.P.C, '08

Associate in Poultry Husbandry, Purdue

University, Lafayette, Ind. Kansas State

College Bulletins: "The Marketing of

Eggs," Bui. 162; "The Selection and Feed

ing of Laying Hens," Bui. 164. Purdue

University Newspaper Bulletins : "Indiana

Eggs are Bad," Bui. 174; "How to Detect

Bad Eggs," Bui. 175; "How to Produce

Good Market Eggs," Bui. 176; "Methods

of Egg Buying," Bui. 177.

Pierce, H. C, B.S.A., '07

Professor, Bureau of Chemistry, U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. Iowa

State College Press Bulletins : "Home Pre

servation of Eggs," Bui. 17; "Lice on

Fowls," (with R. L. Webster) Bui. 18;
"The Common Chicken Mite," Bui. 19; "A

Knife for Killing Poultry," U. S. Bureau of

Chemistry Leaflet; "The Effect of the

Present Method of Handling Eggs on the

Industry and the Market," (with M. E.

Pennington). U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,

Year Book, Separate, No. 522.

Rogers, C A., M.S.A., '07

Ass't Prof, in Poultry Husbandry, Cornell

University, Ithaca, N. Y. N. Y. (Cornell)

Experiment Station Bulletins: "The Mol

ting of Fowls," (with J. E. Rice and C M.

Nixon) Bui. 258; "Building Poultry

Houses," (with J. E. Rice) Bui. 274;

"Principles of Brooding," (with J. E. Rice)

Bui. 277; "Labor-saving Poultry Appli

ances," (with J. E. Rice) Bui. 284. Cor

nell Rural School Leaflets (Boys and Girls).

Lessons on: (1) Winter Quarters for the

Pullets; (2) Feeding for Winter Eggs;

(3) Preserving Eggs inWater Glass.

Schreiner, T. E., W.P.C, '07, Spec. '09

Sup 't of Plant, Kansas Agricultural College,
Manhattan, Kan.

Schwartz, L. H., B.S.A., '11

Instructor in Poultry Husbandry, {Univer

sity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

Slocum, R. R., B.S.A., '06

Animal Husbandman, Bureau of Animal

Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C. "Capons and Caponiz-

ing," U. S. Bureau of Animal Industry Cir.

107;
'

'Marketing Eggs through the Cream

ery," U. S. Farmers' Bui. 445; "Capons
and Caponizing," U. S. Farmers' Bui. 452.

Trask, R. P., W.P.C '07

Ass't in Poultry Husbandry, Cornell Uni

versity, Ithaca, N. Y.

ANIMAL FOOD FOR CHICK REARING

By Clara Nixon

Assistant in Poultry Husbandry, Cornell University

T^HAT fowls are great meat-eaters
-

chicks is conceded by most poultry.
A

must be apparent to the most men; but the kind of animal food to

casual observer. They are constantly be given, and the proportion of this

on the alert to appropriate to their own material to total food, is an open

consumption most forms of insect life

within their reach. A hen with a

brood of chicks is especially active

in this direction, finding (if allowed to

question.
The most common sources of supply

of animal food for chick-feeding are:

meat scrap, eggs, skimmed milk, and

range) enough insects and earthworms granulated milk. A third-grade powd-
to supply her brood with a good pro- ered milk has been fed in connection

portion of animal food. Chicks reared with a ration containing beef scrap,
in brooders may need as much animal and with good success. Unfortunately
food as the hen-reared chicks, but they this product is not now on the market.
are not able to procure it by their own Meat scrap is one of the most useful
effort. That animal food of some sort and convenient of the animal foods
should be supplied to artificially reared used for chicks, but must be absolutely
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without taint or mustiness, if it is to be
used for this purpose. It is rich in

protein and (if it contains a good pro

portion of bone) in mineral matter,
which are necessary for the building
up of the muscles, bones and feathers

of the chicks. Rhode Island Bui. No.

145 says that in experiments at that

station, high-grade beef scrap proved
to be one of the best protein concen

trates, andwas superior to animalmeal
in rations containing the same amount

of protein. Beef scrap varies much in

condition and composition, and only
the best should be used for young
chicks. Sifted beef scrap usually has
a smaller percentage of ash, but the

addition to the ration of some material,
rich in the minerals needed, will rem

edy this defect.
Bone meal or cracked bone are

largely used to correct the deficiency
in available mineral matter which

exists in most chick rations, even those

containing a good per cent of beef

scrap. Rhode Island Bui. No. 126

states that it has been demonstrated

at that station that phosphorus and

lime are as necessary as protein for

chick rearing. N. Y. (Geneva) Bui.

No. 242 advises the use of bone for

supplying these materials, rather than

bone ash or Florida rock.

Eggs are well liked, and are ex

tensively used in "starting" the chicks,
or during the first week or ten days
after hatching. They are usually
boiled hard and mixed (shells and all)
with bread crumbs or rolled oats. Eggs
are, however, expensive food, unless the
infertiles from incubation are used.

Skimmed milk is one of the best and

cheapest of the animal foods, and

seems to induce & more rapid growth
on the part of the chicks than would be

expected from the amount of food

materials it contains. It is claimed

that in chick feeding the acid of the

sour milk has a medicinal effect.

It was shown by experiment at the

Indiana Experiment Station that the

addition of skim milk to the ration

of growing chicks, increased the effi

ciency of the other foods consumed,

and that the period of greatest growth
of the chicks was also the period of

greatest milk consumption. (Indiana
Bui. No. 71 and 76). New York

(Geneva) Bui. No. 39 says that skim
med milk can be as profitably fed to

chickens as to swine.

Sour milk curd or "cottage cheese"
is valuable, but should be carefully fed
so that the chicks do not get too much
of it at any one time.

Granulated milk or milk albumen

has given good results in chick rearing,
especially when fed in connection with

a ration containing beef scrap; but

does not seem to be quite equal for this

purpose to the sour skimmed milk.

Bui. No. 126 of the Rhode Island

Experiment station states that al

though by the addition of ground bone,
milk albumen may be made as efficient

for chick feeding as animal meal, it

may not be possible to induce the

chicks to eat enough of the milk

albumen ration to produce as rapid
growth as on the animal meal ration.
How far milk and its products may

be substituted for meat food, has not

been proved by experiment. It has

been shown, however, that a ration

containingmeat foodmay be improved
in efficiency by the addition of sour

skimmed milk. In an experiment
conducted at the Cornell Station, a

ration consisting of cracked grain,
ground grain and beef scrap, with

plenty of green food, was fed to a flock

of 100 chicks just from the incubators.

An exactly similar ration, to which

sour skimmed milk had been added

for moistening the mash, was given
to a similar flock kept under the

same conditions. The results were

as follows :

Without With

milk. milk.

Number chickens put
into flocks 100 100

Number chickens left

at 8 weeks old 89 91

Weight of flock ot 8 wks.

(lbs.) 56.10 64.23
Average weight of chicks

(lbs.) .630 .705
Total gain in 8 wks.

(lbs.) 47.97 56.22
Pounds dry matter in

food to 1 lb. gain in

wt. of flocks 3.76 3.51
Pounds dry matter in

food, 1 lb live wt.

of flocks 3.21 3.07
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It will be readilv seen from these

figures that the flock having the

skimmed milk made considerably bet

ter gain in eight weeks, and that for

each pound of gain, less food material

was required than for the flock which

did not have the milk. The chicks

having the milk in their ration ate

more food per chick than the compari
son flock, but consumed less drymatter

per pound live weight.
In order to test the efficiency of eggs

as compared with meat scrap, two

flocks of ioo chicks each were fed on

similar rations, except that, for the

first three or four weeks, practically
all the animal food of the one flock was

furnished by eggs and sour skimmed

milk, while the second flock was given
beef scrap and milk to furnish about

the same amount of animal protein as

was consumed by the comparison flock.

At four weeks old, the flocks were still

about equal in numbers, but the chicks

which had the eggs weighed 26.40 lbs.

per 100 chicks, while those having the
beef scrap weighed 31.60 per 100

chicks. The growth induced by the

egg ration was more expensive than

given by the beef scrap ration.
After four weeks, these flocks were

fed alike, but the chicks which had

been given meat scrap from the start,
continued larger to 12 weeks old than

those which were started on the egg

ration, and were always better in ap

pearance and activity.
Further experiment would be neces

sary before any definite percentage of

meat scrap to total food could be

decided upon as the best proportion
for chick feeding. The most generally
approved proportion seems to be six
to ten per cent during the first two

weeks, a larger proportion of the
meat being allowed as the chicks

grow older. Good results are ob
tained by this meth#d, if other condi
tions are favorable. It has been

demonstrated, however, that chicks

may eat a larger proportion of meat
without injury, and make good growth
on the ration. N. Y. (Geneva) Bui.
Nos. 149 and 171 report experiments

where a ration in which 37 per cent of

the protein was derived from meat

food, was fed to growing chicks, with

much better results in health and

growth than were obtained by a

similar ration in which all the protein
was of vegetable origin. In a test

of seven different rations for chick

feeding at the Cornell Station (un

published data) the proportion of

meat food to total food, where hopper-
feed beef scrap was supplied in con

nection with a well-balanced ration,
was from 13 to 16 per cent, for the

first two weeks; decreasing as the

chicks grew older. No ill effect due

to the practice of hopper feeding beef

scrap was seen at any time. Experi
ments at the Rhode Island Experi
ment Station also supported the prac

tice of hopper-feeding beef scrap to

young chicks, especially in connection

with a highly carbonaceous ration (R.
I. Bui. 145). Just the limit in meat

food consumption has not been shown,
but in the case of the experiment at the
Cornell station, it was evidently well

under 30 per cent of the total food.

One flock, given an unsatisfactory
ration, with hopper-fed beef scrap,

ate over 30 per cent of total food in

meat, and eighty-nine per cent of

these chicks died before seven weeks

old. Whether this was due entirely
to the proportion of beef scrap or

whether part of the trouble was

caused by the lack of some neces

sary element in the food, was not

proved.
In the chick-feeding experiment

above mentioned, the chicks which for

the first few weeks were given a

limited amount of beef scrap in their

food, weighed 63.9 lbs. per 100 chicks

at eight weeks old, while those which

from the beginning were given all the

meat scrap they wished, weighed 70.5
lbs. per 100 chicks, at the same age;

10.9 per cent additional gain, for the

greater proportion ofmeat.
Whether themore rapid early growth

is a distinct advantage, where the

chicks are to be kept for layers, re

mains to be proved.



THE STOCK JUDGING TEAM

By E. G. Misner, '13

AS HAS been the custom for the Two Breeders' Associations each

past three years, the College of offer a scholarship amounting to $400
Agriculture, this fall sent a team of to the man scoring highest in the
three men to compete in the Students' respective breeds, this to be used for

Judging Contest, at the National Dairy post-graduate study. Both T. B .

Show held in the International Amphi- McNatt of Missouri, who won the
theater at Chicago. All of the previous Holstein scholarship, and Ivan McKil-

teams have been very successful. The lip of Nebraska, who won the

first team representing Cornell secured Jersey, are taking their work at Cor-
fifth place; the second team came up nell.

to second and captured the Jersey cup, For the benefit of those who might
while last year's team was the cham- wish to try out for the trip next year,

pion team of the contest. Of the five it might be well to consider briefly
trophies offered, these men brought what constitutes the training. An

four home to remain in possession of advanced class in stock judging meets
the college for one year The team Saturdays of the first week during the
this year were less fortunate. first semester, and in the second term

Competition for this year's team on the same day from Easter till June.
was keen and close. After a month of This is open to all who have had Course

work themen selected were J. S. Clark, I in Animal Husbandry. As the col-

F. H. Clothier and E.G. Misner The lege herd does not supply sufficient

team arrived in Chicago, Thursday material for practice in both this and

morning, October 26th. The contest the elementary course, frequent excur-
was held the next day as follows: sions are made to herds near Ithaca,

Thirty young men representing ten and to others of greater reputation
different institutions participated, which are within convenient dis-

Two rings from each breed, one of four tance.

bulls and one of four cows were judged. The value of the training received in
The breeds were Ayrshires, Holsteins, this course is inestimable. In the first

Jerseys and Guernseys. The thirty place, the opportunity of close associa-

students were divided into four groups, tion with a man who is not only fore-

each with an official in charge. Each most in his profession, but who is so

student was given fifteen minutes to able and willing to lend valuable and

examine a ring and write his placings exact information upon almost any

on a card, which bore only his group subject, is inspiring. Secondly, the

number and his designation number, student becomes acquainted with some

He was then given fifteen minutes to of the foremost breeders of improved
write the reasons for his placings. dairy cattle, men, who are not only
The cattle in the ring were scored and excellent judges, but who are practical

placed by the three judges, G. T. Bell and sound in their suggestions and

of Washington, Professor Haecke and criticisms. The privilege of studying

J. L. Doyle, or Narbeth, Pa., who some of the best individual cattle is

separately graded the papers of the con- also a profitable one. Then too, the

testants. A perfect score was 100 each training in powers of quick, accurate

for reasons and placings. For each and sound observation and judgment
animal out of place, fifteen points were and in concentration is extremely
deducted. At 8 o'clock, Saturday valuable. Therefore, if a student

evening, the instructors and the men works and does not make the team, or

of the contest assembled to hear the if he makes the team and fails to win in

report. This year every cup and the final clash, he can never regret the

scholarship went to colleges that had time spent in this course of Stock Judg-

never before won anything. ing.
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December, 191 i

A meeting of the

The Admin- Trustees' Committee

istrative of which Ex-president
Situation Andrew D. White is

chairman, was held at

the Cornell University Club in New

York City on November 4th. Dr.

White made the following statement of

its proceedings : "It was in the nature

of a preliminary talk. Every member

was present, as was also Dean Bailey.
A feeling prevailed that both the Uni

versity and the Agricultural College
had entirely outgrown their limitations

in relation to agricultural instruction.

Various plans were proposed, all tend

ing to give a much larger measure of

selfgovernment to the College. After

a general discussion a sketch was made

of a plan embodying the main ideas

brought out during the evening, each
article being taken up and notes made

for more careful study at a later meet

ing. There was nothing in the nature

of a disagreement regarding fundamen
tal matters. It was felt by all present

that this beginning was fortunate, and

that on the lines laid down a workable

plan can be developed. There is a

universal feeling that with such a plan

Professor Bailey can be induced to

remain at the head of the College to put
into effect during the coming years the

plan in all its details."

Ex-president White, in a recent con

versation with the Editor of the

Cornell Countryman, stated that

there should be another meeting of the

Trustees' Committee early in Decem

ber, at which time he believed the

recommendations of Dean Bailey
would be shaped to the satisfaction of

all concerned, and would then be ready
to present to the full board of Trustees

at their next meeting, to be held the

first week in January. The express

purpose of all the plans outlined is to

give as large a share of self-government

to the State College of Agriculture as

is consistent with the charter of the

University. He said also that there

was every reason to believe that the

recommendations of Dean Bailey
would be passed without a hitch.

The Alumni will be much gratified at

this indication of readjustments in

administrative matters of the College
of Agriculture, and will await with

deep concern, and hopefulness the

future work of the Trustees' Commit

tee.

To theWinter-Course

Winter students who have

Course returned for another

Students course, and to those

who have come here

for the first time, The Cornell

Countryman desires to express on the

part of the students a most cordial and

hearty welcome. We welcome you as

an important and familiar part of the

student body, and we hope you will
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join us in becoming an active element

of the student body.
A splendid opportunity is before you

and we hope you will take the fullest

advantage of it. You will, of course,

have your clubs, your teams and your

debates, but besides this yott will have

offered to you invitations to join the

clubs of the college and especially to

attend the Agricultural Assemblies.

Further than this the State is giving

you free tuition; the faculty are put

ting forth their best efforts to give you
the most essential instruction in the

alloted time; the students are en

deavoring to make you acquainted
with the faculty and students, and the

whole college is putting forth its best

efforts to secure for you the greatest

possible benefits.

All these things devolve certain

responsibilities on you, which as stu

dents of the college, you will be ex

pected to shoulder. Your best efforts

should be directed toward your work

in order that you may gain broader

knowledge and increased capabilities,

which is the primary reason for your

coming here. You should get the

spirit of good fellowship from the asso

ciations which are opened to you

through the activities of the College,
and you should accept the buildings as

they are given to you from the state, as

yours in trust and prove that you are

worthy of that trust.

Realize that you are now a Cornel-

lian, that you are upholding the name

of Cornell University which stands for

scholarship, prowess and clean sports

manship; and when you depart take

with you the true college spirit which

does not mean a yell, or a "Cornell"

poster on your suitcase, but rather

broader knowledge, good fellowship,

and high ideals.

During the first year

The of the Poultry De-

Poultry partment, Professor

Association Rice was instrumen

tal in organizing the

Cornell Poultry Association. The

founders of the club had several pur

poses in mind: first, they wished to

hold meetings where those interested

in poultry could discuss practical

problems of poultry keeping, tell

their own experiences, and listen to

talks by successful poultrymen. Sec

ond, there was also the idea of bring

ing the members together informally
to get better acquainted with the

department and with each other and

to enjoy a social time together. A

third purpose was to spread scientific

information relating to poultry among

the poultry keepers of the state.

From time to time members have

given out of town lectures in connec

tion with the agricultural extension

work. Each year an educational ex

hibit has been conducted by members

during Farmers' Week, and several

times a poultry show has been given at

that time. As soon as the new poultry

building is completed, the association

is planning to give another show.

The Association has financed itself

by the sale of books and other agricul
tural literature. Members of the

Association are on hand during

forenoons at the salesroom in the

Dairy Department.

It is planned to have some well

known poultrymen speak at meetings

during the year and members will

discuss various phases of the business.

The meetings are held once a week on

Thursday evening. Any member of

the College of Agriculture is eligible to

membership.
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CAMPUS NOTES

Calendar

Dec !8—Ag. Sophomore Class meet

ing.

Round-Up Club meeting.

Lazy Club meeting.

Dec. 19—Intercollege Basketball, Ag.
vs. Yet.

Ag. Association meeting.

Dec. 20 Instruction ends in regular and

special work.

Jan . 3
—Instruction resumed .

% %

The Annual Intercollege Cross

Country Race held November 25th
was won by the College ofAgriculture.
M. E. was second, Arts third, and C.E.

fourth.

The second assembly was held on

November 2d. In opening, Mr. Knapp
referred to the monthly assemblies as

"Dean Bailey's evening, and our

opportunity." After well rendered

piano and violin solos by Miss Nve

and Master Gilbert, DeanBailey urged
a royal welcome for the Winter Course

students and commented on the growth
of the college. He then spoke in part as
follows: "During the fifty years in

which agricultural colleges have existed
there have been many different ideas
of what an agricultural education
should be. The old idea was that a

man should be made to do strenuous

manual labor. The modern idea is
that an agricultural college should
eive information. Our college now

gives 300 courses. This is the right
idea but the ideal of agricultural edu

cation has not been reached.
'

'The greatest fault today is that the

voluntary center of interest is not in

the class-room but is in outside activi

ties. We cannot say that any man

has the right kind of an education

who has attained to just a certain

amount of information. His educa

tionmust be also amatter of sentiment

and affection. The center of interest

must be the Cornell Farm. We must

keep in intimate relations with the

soil. The solution of rural problems

depends upon this. This close ac

quaintance with nature ought to be a

man's background which will shape

his whole life.

"We ought to participate more in

agricultural nature study. Before a

man takes up pomology, for instance,

he should know the birds and trees

of the orchard. We should study the

cow as we do the woodchuck. Certain

groups of students might keep track
of

different phases of farm activities.

The Japanese have a day set apart
when they observe apple blossoms.

Our tendency is to pick them or press

them in a book.

"We do not know what it is to enjoy
awind or a rain. We are not naturalists

because we have not a nature back

ground. Americans are immersed in

politics and other things when their

nature background is more important.
The great epoch of agricultural educa

tion will come when we shall havemore

of the nature study spirit in our farm

work."
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A J. I. Case traction engine has been
installed in the new Farm Mechanics

building and a Case grain separator in
a smaller building just north of the

laboratory. A farm shop, with a

gasoline engine, power grindstone,
drill press, forge, etc., where the

tools used on the farm can be repaired
will be gradually developed. Besides

this gas engines are connected with

shafting to demonstrate the various

forms and uses of power transmission.

Altogether, the increase in floor space
and the addition of new farm tools is a

big improvement over the crowded

condition in the old laboratory.
* * *

Dr. Webber spent two weeks in

New York City, supervising an Educa
tional Exhibit at the Land Exposition.
He was assisted by R. J. Shepard, '10.

* * *

"The Improvement of the Timothy
Crop," was the title of an address

given by Dr. H. J. Webber before the

National Hay Buyers Association at

Niagara Falls recently. It has been

printed at a part of the eighteenth
annual report of the Association.

* * *

The Department of Plant Breeding
has begun the distribution of the seed

of some of the valuable timothy
varieties originated by Dr. Webber.

A few trial plats are being planted at

the State Schools of Agriculture at

Morrisville, Canton and also at Elmira.

* * #

Dr. Gilbert has an extensive article

in the forthcoming number of the

American Breeder's Magazine, entitled,

"Suggestive Laboratory Exercises for

a Course in Plant Breeding."
The Annual Report of the American

Breeder's Association, soon to appear,

will contain ten articles by members of
the Plant Breeding Department.

* * *

Professor C. S. Wilson acted as

judge of the single plates at the New

England Fruit Show, held in Horti

cultural Hall, Boston, in the latter

part of October. In December he will

speak at the meeting of the Society of

Horticultural Science to be held at

Washington, on "The Teaching of

Pomology."

The Department of Pomology will

hold an apple packing school at the

winter meeting of the Western New

York Horticultural Society held at

Rochester in the latter part of January.
Some of the students from the depart
ment will do the fruit judging at this

meeting.
* * *

The second annual meeting of the

American Farm Management Associa
tion was held at Columbus, Ohio, on
November 14th and 15th. Professors

Warren and Lyon both spoke at the

meeting.
* * *

We are glad to report that Professor

Craig has recovered from his illness

and is able to take up his work again.
* * *

The Extension Department is plan
ning to hold ten agricultural schools

lasting a week in those sections of the

state where the greatest interest is

manifest. The teaching will be along
the line of farming in general and farm

management. Local granges are show

ing a keen interest in this new idea and

the department has already received

applications for such schools from

twenty-three counties.
* * *

On November 15, Professor Beal of

the Department of Horticulture spoke
before the Florists Club of Utica on,

"Experimental Work in Horticulture."

* * *

The Chrysanthemum Show which

was held during the week of the Fruit

Show was a pronounced success.

Many different varieties of chrysanthe
mums were exhibited.

* * *

On the evening of November 15th,
the Sophomore class in Agriculture
held its regular monthly meeting in

the Auditorium. After a short musi

cal program, Professor Wilson ad

dressed the class on, "College Habits."
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At a meeting of the Lazy Club held

November 20th, among other items of

interest, was a talk by Dean Bailey ,_
in

which he referred to the facilities which

he hopes in the futuremay be provided
for the various organizations of the

College. It appears probable that the

College of Agriculture will gradually be
built up, more or less solidly, from the

present buildings out to the new barns.

He deplored the tendency, as the

plant grows larger, of the College

becoming a great impersonal pile of

buildings, which would have no inti

mate connection with the personal
lives of the students.

In order that this may be prevented,
he wishes that some means may be

found to obtain separate small build

ings for the exclusive use of the various
clubs and organizations. These build

ings to be small and unpretentious,
and to be located at various points
where they would harmonize with

the architectural scheme, an especial
point possibly being made of appropri
ate planting in connection with them.

The Dean said that he hoped that

the Lazy Club and the Cornell

Countryman might be among the first
to have such buildings. While the

funds necessary to the carrying out of

Animal Competitors, by Ernest T.

Ingersoll, the Young Farmer's Prac
tical Library Series. Published by
Sturgis andWalton Company, 31-33
East 27th Street, New York City;
313 pages; 33 illustrations; price
$.75 net.
This book contains accounts and

descriptions of all the economically
important wild mammals of North
America. Its object is to point out to
the public how the millions of dollars
loss caused annually by the rodents and
their relatives, may be stopped and
how some of the heretofore neglected
mammals may be made of practical use
to agriculture, thus changing the need
lessly high balance on the loss side to
one of profit.

the plan are not immediately available,
the principal reason for delay is that

the ultimate layout of the buildings
and particularly the grading and drives

etc., has not been perfected, but it is

hoped that it may be in the near

future.

The Lazy Club is, however, seriously
considering the moving of its old

building, now disused, to some point,

possibly in the neighborhood of the

filtration plant. With this as a

nucleus, an addition might be built,
which would make a suitable home for

this, the oldest club in the Agricultural
College.

^> H* H*

At the winter meeting of the New

York State Fruit Growers' Association

held in Rochester the first week in

January, there will be a speaking con

test in which five students from the

Cornell Department of Pomology will

take part. A prize of $50 will be

awarded for the best speech on some

subject connected with fruit growing.
* # *

At a recent meeting of the Agricul
ture Mandolin Club, Buchanan Tyson
was elected leader for the current

year.

Plant Life on Land, by F. 0. Bower,

Sc.D., F.R.S., Regius Professor of

Botany in the University of Glas

gow. Published by G. P. Putnam's

Sons, 6 West 45th St., New York

City 5172 pages ; Twenty-seven illus

trations. Price 40 cts. net.

This little book is one of the Cam

bridge Manuals of Science and litera

ture, a series which deals with various

aspects of thought, and with recent

scientific discoveries. The book re

views, in condensed form, the outlook
of modern botany. To the student
and to the general reader interested in
science the book is full of in
terest.

BOOK REVIEWS



THE SOCCER SEASON OF 1911

By H. B. Rogers, '12, Captain

In contrast to the showing made by
the Agriculture soccer team of last

year, the record of the present season

is not particularly encouraging. The

19 io team made a complete sweep,

winning every game without being
scored on, and setting a pace which the

other agricultural teams maintained in

such good form as to win the yearly
series of intercollege athletics. Al

though handicapped by the loss of all

but three of the previous year's players,
the team has been the equal, in nearly

every respect, of last year's champion

ship aggregation.
From the first call, a few days after

registration, practice was regular and

thorough, and the team developed

consistently up to the close of the sea

son. The only weakness in the

team was the lack of experienced men

on the forward line. This was a

serious handicap, and kept the team

from scoring at critical times. The

forwards were aggressive, and kept the

ball in the opponent's territory during
the greater part of the harder games.
The low standing of the team is due

in large part to the fact that the team
from Mechanical Engineering, made

up almost entirely of experienced men,

was met at the very beginning of the

season, when our own team was in com

paratively poor shape, because of

taking on so much new material. The

scores for the season show that the

teams taking the first three places in

the series were very evenly matched.

This is emphasized by the fact that

Civil Engineering, the winner, defeated

Mechanical Engineering only after one

tie game had been played. At the

close of the season, the agricultural
team was the equal of any of the

others, though receiving but third

place.

I. C. Reed

L. M. Hayes

J. C. Otis B. H. Chen

R. H. Cross W. Creifelds, Jr.

G. A. Clark
H. B. Rogers

Absent
—N. D. Steve

Photo by Robinson

L. B. Smith C. Collado (coach)

M. B. Goff S. C. Leete

R. T. Cotton



FORMER STUDENTS

(Former Students: You like to hear from your former college friends, do you not? They are
just as interested in hearing from you. Will you send us a few lines so that we can let your

friends know where you are and what you are doing?)

Products Department of the New York
State Fair. He was reappointed to this
office on the two following years. His
duties have thus been divided between

• Farmers' Institutes in the winter and

spring, and State Fair work in the
summer and fall. Additional work
has been assigned him such as arrang
ing for the exhibit of the State Depart
ments and Institutions at the 1 910 and

191 1 State Fairs and the general
management of the Boys' Company
at the 191 1 State Fair.

On October 15, 191 1, Mr. Gilkey
resigned as technical assistant of the

New York State Department of Agri
culture to accept appointment as In

structor in Extension Teaching. He
is assisting in the Public Speaking
course in the Extension Department
and supervising the Reading Course
for the Farm and the Mailing Depart
ment of the College. He is among the

administrative officers of the Exten-
royal gilkey, b. s. a.. '08 sion Department.

Recently appointed Instructor in Extension Teaching.

DnvQl r;iu0,r t0
•

.
. -,

. '97> Grad.—Professor 0. M. Morris,

bJ^A^^}^^ mterested
m who took a year's graduate work in

hours on a W iW T™ Horticulture is now It the head of the

near Z^C^^F??** ^ DeP^ment of Horticulture at the
near boston, un graduating from Wocini-nrrf™ c4-„+« r^ n

high school he was employed for a year
WashmSton State College-

as assistant to the superintendent. Prof. L. B. Judson has been working
This directly resulted in a greater during the winter with the Depart-
mterest in farming and a desire for an ment of Agriculture on the transporta-
agncultural education. tion of fruits. Prof. Judson was assist-
Un graduating from the College of ant professor in Horticulture here from

Agriculture, Mr. Gilkey was employed the fall of 1907 till last January. He
as assistant manager on a 500 acre is located in Brooklyn, address L. B.
tarm m this state. The following Judson, 457 Washington Ave., Brook-
January he accepted an opportunity lyn, N. Y.
to enter the New York State Depart
ment of Agriculture. Here he

*

was

directly connected with Farmers' Insti
tute Bureau for three institute seasons
During this time executive work was

supplemented by visits to farms
institutes, state schools of agriculture'
rt-\ ar\\- I -»-. r^^ ~-C _J_ _ J

•
-. .

»

'oi, B.S.A.—A daughter, Carolyn
Louise, was born on May 13, at Rio

Piedras, Porto Rico, to Mr. and Mrs.
D. L. Van Dine, (Carolyn B. Gaylord,
'99-) Mr. Van Dine is Entomologist
at the experiment station of the Sugar

meetings of state agricultural societies
Producers Association of Porto Rico.

and conventions.
^

, ,,

A

In the Spring 0f 1000 Mr p;n v

02, M. A.; '04, Ph.D.—Dr. FredW.

was appointee? clerk' of ^he D,
Y ^worthy, l^Y of the Bureau of

cierK oi the Dairy Science, Manila, is now with the
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College of Agriculture and Forestry,
Los Bafios, Laguna Province, Luzon,
P.I.

'02, B. S. A., '05, M. S. A.—G. W.

Hosford, who is manager of the San

Dimas Lemon Association, visited

the College of Agriculture recently.
This organization, which is one of the

largest cooperative organizations
handling lemons, employed Mr. Hos

ford in order to put in practice the

results of the investigation by the

Department of Agriculture regarding
the better handling of citrus fruits.

While here he spoke before the Lazy
Club. His address is U. S. Dept. of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

'03, B. S. A.—William J. Ward's

address is Gold Beach, Oregon. He

is forester of the Brookings Lumber

& Box Company of Highland, Cal.,

vice-president of the Gold Beach

Lumber Company, general manager

of the Southern Curry Telephone
Company and vice-president of the

Curry County Bank.

'05, M. S. A.—Professor W. S.

Thornber recently resigned his posi
tion as head of the Department of

Horticulture at the Washington State

College to take a position as General

Manager of the Lewiston Land and

Water Co. This company has thirty-
six hundred acres of fruit at Lewiston,
Idaho.

'06, B. S. A.—Wilfred G. Brierly is

now an Institute Worker for the

Washington State College.

'07, B. S. A.—H. F. Prince is now

manager of the Bailiwick Ranch, a

large fruit farm at Grand Junction,
Colorado. His address is Mr. H. F.

Prince, Bailiwick Ranch, Grand Junc
tion, Colo.

'07-08, Grad.—E. J. Petry is at

present an assistant in the Depart
ment of Agronomy at Purdue Univer

sity. While here he was an Assistant

in Botany.

08, B. S. A.—Mr. A. W. McKay is

employed by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C, and has been working on the ap

ple industry in California. He is now

transferred to Florida, where he will

work on the citrus fruits.

'08, B.S.A., '10, M.S.A.—M. C.

Burritt has resigned as assistant agri
culturalist in the office of Farm

Management, United States Depart
ment of Agriculture at Washington,
D. C, and has accepted the position of

editor of the New York Tribune

Farmer, at New York City. His resi

dence address is 61 1 West 1 58th Street.

'09, B.S. A.
—On October 25 th, 19 1 1

Walter W. Bonns was married to Miss

Emily B. Cornish at Boston, Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. Bonns are now at home

at Orono, Maine.

'09, B. S. A.—S. P. Hollister, who
has been working at Hampton Insti

tute, Virginia, has recently accepted a

position as instructor in horticulture

at the Connecticut Agricultural Col

lege, Storrs, Conn.

'10, Ph. D.—J. P. Stewart, is pro
fessor of experimental horticulture at

the Pennsylvania Agricultural College.
Dr. Stewart has done some excellent

work on orchard fertilization. His

address is Prof. J.P. Stewart, State

College, Pennsylvania.

'10, M.S.A.—H. B. Cowgill is at the

experiment station of the Sugar Pro

ducers' Association of Porto Rico, Rio

Piedras, P. R.

'10, B. S. A.—Cornelia F. Kephart
is assistant entomologist at the New

Hampshire Experiment Station, Dur

ham, N. H.

'11, B. S. A.—Harlow C. Wheaton

was visiting on the campus recently.
'11, B. S. A.—F. H. Perl was ap

pointed city forester at Minneapolis,
Minn., commencing work there on

July ist last. His work has included

the making of plans and estimates for

planting 5000 shade and ornamental

trees. Some 74 men and 14 teams

are employed in this work. Mr. Perl

has also given several lectures before

the civic clubs of the city.
'11, B. S. A.—James P. Terry is

instructor in dairy husbandry in the

University of Illinois. His address

is 709 West Nevada Street, Urbana,

111.



GENERAL AGRICULTURAL NEWS

At the last meeting of Congress,

Representative David J. Lewis from

Maryland, introduced a bill proposing

government management of the ex

press business of the country. His

reasons for this bill are: first, that

the present express rates are ex

orbitant; and secondly, that express

companies do not benefit the farmers

and country merchants, who consti

tute nearly half of the population of

the United States. His plan differs

from parcels post schemes in that the

latter limit the weight of packages to
n pounds, thus tending to take

business away from the country mer

chants. His plan, having no such

weight limit would help country mer

chants, by bringing goods to their

stores. Representative Lewis says
that he has worked out a system of

rates, by which, for example, a package
weighing 5 pounds could be sent 196
miles for 1 1 cents, while for this same

service, the present express rates are

25 cents or more.

* * *

According to a recent editorial in

Wallace's Farmer the agricultural in
terests of this country are soon to be

brought into serious competition with

products of South America. The single
country of Brazil is larger than the
whole United States, except Alaska.
One South American company backed

by American capital, has a ranch in
Brazil comprising five million acres,
or about one-sixth the area of New
York State. This ranch is expected
to support five hundred thousand head
of cattle and a like number of hogs.
The company owns a railroad, steam
ship lines and will build three packing
houses where the meat of the ranch
will be packed.

* * *

m

The Congress of the American Asso
ciation for Highway Improvement
was held at Richmond, Virginia
beginning Nov. 20. In the official
program of this big road congress
there is a list of speakers, which in

cludes many of the most brilliant

men in the country. On the first day,
National Day, the speakers included

President Taft, Gov. Mann of Virginia,
and other noted speakers. The third

day of the congress was Road Users

Day. This part of the program was

under the auspices of the Touring
Club of America and was devoted to a

discussion of the various problems of

traffic regulations. Moving pictures
showing the effects of good and bad

roads lent considerable interest. It

was shown that the high cost of living
has been due to a considerable extent

to the difficulty of getting farm

products to the railroads for shipment
at the "bad roads" season.

* * *

At the thirty-first annual session of

the Farmers National Congress held at
Columbus, Ohio, Mr. Hayes, Assistant

Secretary of Agriculture, suggested
that the Congress reorganize into a

national country-life federation. The

organization proposed would be made

up of delegates from state federations

and farmers' associations, together
with representatives of colleges and

experiment stations. It would be a

general clearing house for campaigns
to improve rural conditions.

* * *

It is interesting to note the prosecutions
which the United States Department
of Agriculture is conducting for viola
tions of the Pure Food Law. Several
tomato canners have been called to

account for unsanitary methods shown
by the bacteria found in their products.
In one brand the bacteria averaged
185,000,000 to the cubic centimeter.
The Department is going after patent
medicine men with a vengeance.
Even where the label contains not a

technical mis-statement but an im

plied one the offender is prosecuted.
Dr. Wiley, the merciless foe of food and
drug frauds, will have charge of this
work in the future.
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PROVE ALL THINGS
'"
Prove All Things

—hold fast to that which is good."

These words came from a man who reasoned. A man

who would not take things as ua matter of fact
"

or consent

to "let well enough alone." He reasoned first, last and all

the time.

When Butter Makers, Cheese Makers or Dairymen

reason and prove all things relating to the most sanitary,

cleansing and purifying dairy cleaner they hold fast to

Wyando
Dairyman s

Indian in Circle

A scientific comparison of Wyandotte Dairyman's

Cleaner and Cleanser with any other dairy cleaner on the

market, both in composition and actual work done, explains

why they favor Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner and

Cleanser. Every ingredient possesses cleaning and cleans

ing properties and the results make for a

cleaner dairy and higher grade products.

It is actual tests based on reason that

has led State Agricultural Colleges,

Dairy Commissioners and Inspectors

to heartily recommend no other but

Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner and

Cleanser.

Write your supply man for a barrel

or ask your dealer for a
small sack.

in every package

THE J. B. FORD CO., Sole Manufacturers

Wyandotte, Mich., U. S. A.

This Cleaner has been awarded the highest prize wherever exhibited.

V.
In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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STANDARD OF QUALITY
FOR EVERY EARN POWER NEED

For running the cream separator, churn, feed cutter, wood-

saw, fanning mill, thresher, pump, grindstone, electric lighting

plant, washing machine
—

any farm machine to which power can be

applied
—

an IHC gasoline engine is the best investment you can

make. It will work steadily and economically, it will last for years,
and require less attention and repairing than any other enginemade.

The record of I H C engines on thousands of farms is proof pos
itive of their superiority. Their advantages in simplicity, strength,
economy, efficiency, and durability are well known.

IHC Gasoline Engines
are built right—of the best materials obtainable
—

by skilled workmen, in the finest equipped
engine factories in America.

When you buy an I H C you know it
must be right in order to maintain the IHC

reputation for highest quality.
In the i H C line there is an engine that

meets your special needs. They are made in
the following styles and sizes.

Vertical type—2, 3,25, and 35-H. P.; horizon
tal— 1 to 25-H. P.; semi-portable—1 to 8-H. P.;
portable—1 to 25-H. P.; traction—12 to 45-H.

P.; sawing, pumping, spraying, and grinding
outfits, etc. Built to operate on gas, gasoline,
kerosene, distillate, or alcohol—air-cooled or

water-cooled. See the IHC local dealer, or,
write us today for our new catalogue.

International Harvester Company of America
Chicago (Incorporated) USA

IHC ServiceBureau
The bureau is a

center where the
best ways of doing-
things on the farm,
and data relating
to its development
are collected and

distributed free to

everyone interest
ed in agriculture.

Every available
source of informa
tion will be used in

answering ques
tions on all farm

subjects. Ques
tions sent to the
IHC Service Bu
reau will receive

prompt attention.

n writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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THE SECRET OF

EDDY SUPERIORITY

The Eddy design has been copied, but other plow-makers have never

succeeded in equalling the Eddy process of tempering. The Eddy Steel

Plow stands in a class by itself when it comes to wearing qualities. Every

piece of steel that touches the soil is tempered with scrupulous care by

painstaking, skilled workmen after years of careful training. No other

plows resist the wear and cleaning like the Eddy. All Eddy Plows are

constructed along simple, strong lines and made right through and

through. That's why they give longer and more dependable service

under all conditions.

The Most Popular General-Purpose Plow is

THE EDDY No. 25D STEEL PLOW

THE NOS. 25D, 26D AND 25D-16 PLOWS

'No plow equals this model for all-around work—it is popular every

where. No other plow is so easily handled. It is built on graceful lines

and is light of draft. Mouldboards are of highest grade soft-center steel,

tempered by the Eddy process. Open-hearth steel beam; steel landside

with chilled shoe.

The 25D is equipped with either soft-center or open-hearth mould-

board; the 26D with chilled mouldboard; the 25D-16 with soft center

steel mouldboard only. The 25D-16 is a large two-horse or medium

three-horse plow. These plows can be equipped with jointer and wheel,

as shown in illustration, or with straight or rolling coulter if desired

Number Capacity Weight

25D Steel Mouldboard 7 x J4 no lbs.

26D Chilled Mouldboard 7x14 no lbs.

25D-16 Steel Mouldboard 8x16 115 lbs.

These are only three of the big Eddy line of popular plows, which

includes the Eddy Sulky Plow. Write today for catalog. It is free and

will surely interest everyone desirous
of owning the very best in plowdom.

W. EDDY PLOW CO.
GREENWICH, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please
mention The Cornell Countryman
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CROWN
GRAIN DRILLS

anrl

Grass Seeders

If you are in need of

a Grain Drill or a

Grass Seeder, write

for our special

prices to-day.

CROWN

MFG. CO.

Phelps, N. Y.,

U. S. A.

The Improved Simplex
Link Blade

Cream Separator
LIGHTEST RUNNING

LARGEST CAPACITIES

CLOSEST SKIMMING

The Only Practical Large

Capacity Separators
Has more exclusive patented features of

merit than all others—Has all the desirable

points that can be put into a cream separator.

500 lbs., $75.00 900 lbs., $90.00

700 lbs., 80.00 1100 lbs., 100.00

D. H. BURRELL & CO.
LITTLE FALLS, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Creamery, Dairy and Cheese Factory Apparatus

in writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Genuine Thomas Phosphate Powder

(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

GROWS BIG RED APPLES AND OTHER FRUITS
Whv let the fruits of Oregon and California monopolize our best markets when fruit of EQUALLY FINE

APPEARANCE AND FAR BETTER QUALITY can be RAISED RIGHT HERE if you FEED YOUR TREES

AND FEED THEM PROPERLY?

GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER
(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

Is an Alkaline Phosphate of High Availability. The Average of Nine Analyses at the Massachusetts Experi

ment Station shows the following: TOTAL PHOSPHORIC ACID, 17.73 per cent. AVAILABLE PHOSPHORIC

ACID 15 48 per cent. (By Wagner's Standard Method) See Bulletin 127, page 16. THOMAS PHOSPHATE

POWDER ALSO CONTAINS 35 to 50 per cent, of EFFECTIVE LIME, 15 to 17 per cent, of IRON and 3 to 6

per cent, of MANGANESE. All buyers should insist on having GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER

(Basic Slag Phosphate).
BEARING ON THE TAGS

THE "KEY AND TREE" TRADE MARK

Thus you can be sure to get the Genuine Unadulterated Article

(When writing for our booklet, "Up-to-date Fruit Growing,"

pleaie be sure to mention The Cornell Countryman.)

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,

SPECIAL IMPORTERS

Manufacturers of E. Frank Coe Fertilizers

and Peruvian Brands.

(The Highest Grade Mixed Fertilizers on the

Market.)

51 Chambers Street,

NEW YORK CITY

(We distribute from New York, Boston, Mass., Belfast, Me., Philadelphia, Pa., Baltimore, Md., Norfolk,

Va., Wilmington, N. C., Savannah, Ga.,
and Charleston, S. C.)

Williams Brothers

ITHACA, NEW YORK

******************4^********
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WELL DRILLING

MACHINERY AND

TOOLS

*******************#****^***

The A. I. Root Company
Medina - Ohio

"

Manufacturers of bee-keeper's supplies

and agricultural products for 41 years.1'

Our line includes bee-hives and frames,

section honey-boxes, shipping cases, honey

and wax extractors, comb foundation

fasteners, bees, queens, complete outfits

for beginners, etc.
—in fact everything re

quired by the amateur or advanced bee

keeper.

We maintain branch offices and distrib

uting agencies in all parts of the United

States and in foreign countries and invite

correspondence from all interested in bee

keeping. Instructive booklets with copies

of our catalog and GLEANINGS IN

BEE CULTURE —a semi-monthly mag

azine—maybe had upon request.

"

The Famous Airline Bee Products."

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Pictures Picture Framing

SMITH'S, 315 EAST STATE STREET

When wanting

QUALITY, SERVICE AND CLEANLINESS

go to

WANZER & HOWELL, The Grocers

V.

PICTURES PICTURE FRAMES

STUDENTS' FURNITURE

Manufacturers of Special Furniture for

FRATERNITIES AND CLUB ROOMS

H. J. BOOL CO.

(Opposite Tompkins County Bank)

D. S. O'BRIEN

jMarkcts
222 North Aurora Street

-430 North Cayuga Street

DEALER IN
__

Fresh, Salt and Smohed Meats

Poultry and Game in Season

D. S. O'BRIEN

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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?***************************

Men who Live in the Open

* Appreciate the Best in

Nature.

*

*
*

Men who Wear the

Quality Shop Clothes

Appreciate the Best in

Tailoring.

*

*
*

E. B. BAXTER,

150 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

*
*

ONE PRICE TO ALL

*

*

rjj

****************************

I ROTHSCHILD BROS.

I "Student Supplies"
* for rooms

Decorations and Necessaries

Carpets, Rugs, Bedding, 2
Sofa Pillows, Banners, J
Desk furnishings, Lamps,
Steins, Curtains, Books,
Waste Paper Baskets

Men's Wear

Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, Ho- *

siery, Underwear, Sweaters. *

*
*

*

I
I
*
*

JJL JQ* J|V w|v Jp» Jf* JJjt* *P* Jp» Jp* <JJV ^P* VP* *T* ^P* *T* ^P* *T>* *T* Jp* *r* **• *TV ^P* •'P* •$* "I* Jp*

| Rothschild Bros.

J 'The Store of the City
"

4»

*

****************************

Ithaca Phone 76x

The Palace Laundry
323 and 325 Eddy Street

F. C. Barnard, Prop.

Ithaca Cleaning and

Dyeing Works
Where Old and Soiled Clothing is Made to

Look Like New.

No Pressing Machines Used.

Main Office, 409 West State Street

J. C. Durfey Branch, 316 1-2 College Ave.

HOME LIFE INSURANCE CO. of NEW YORK

Stevens & Morgan, General Agents
For Central and Southern New York 220 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

Students !

Come to the

Students' Inn
319 EDDY

For Everything

Good to Eat

THOMAS J. LARKIN

EAST HILL

CASH GROCER

d.Ofi rrlrl*7 ^f BELL PHONE 471 -J
<*UO i day OC. ITHACA PHONE 585

New students are invited to call on us be

fore deciding on a place to trade.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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The L. J. Carpenter Tailor Shop

Sanitary
Steam Presser

205 North Aurora Street

Cleaning, Pressing, Dyeing, Repairing,
Etc.

Bell
'

Phone 567 Ithaca 'Phone 420-x

Robinson's Photograph Shop
**

214 East State Street

Photographer for the Senior Class

/THACA MY.

CAMPUS GATE INN

Give us a trial

We will do the rest

NORWOOD & HULL, Props.

White & Burdick Co.
The oldest and largest
Drug Store in the City

Supplies forAgricultural Students

a Specialty

IT'S A FACT

That SWEATERS, PENNANTS, PIL

LOW COVERS, Etc. cleaned by the

NEW SANITARY PROCESS
= HAVE THAT NEW LOOK ;

We have invested THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS in Cleaning Machinery and in

our Finishing Room have the latest machinery.

WE MAKE A STUDY OF OUR BUSINESS

Modern Dry-Cleaning and Pressing Works

IT CLEANS CLEAN

103 DRYDEN ROAD

W. F. Fletcher Co.

riting to advertisers please mention Thr Cornell Countryman
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Selling Baggage and telling tales are very similar.

Somebody can always go you one better.

Every retailer is just pop-gun certan sure that

nobody on earth has better merchandise than he.

But mighty few will like to have you match

some other fellow's goods with theirs.

Comparisons are, often, odious.

Now I am so sure of my traveling goods that I

want you to see others along side of mine You'll

buy mine.

The baggage you want; at the price
you want to pay.

W. J. REED, 149 E. State St.

Hand Laundry

Soft Laundry done

at HOME.

Positively No Chemicals Used I

MENDING FREE.

Starched Goods Equal to any done

in the City.

NORWOOD'S

ITHACA PHONE 144-C

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoAAAAAaAA AAAAAAAA >oi)0«>ot>fli>oi>ot>ni>oi>fl«io(iftjniioi>rt«>oi>n(>o<>ft>>oi>n<jO.>Oijrtv>oi

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

SUN = RAY

THE WORLD'S PUREST WATER

and

GINGER ALE

FOR SALE AT

THE ITHACA HOTEL AND CAFES

x
x
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

THE TOMPKINS COUNTY NATIONAL BANK

135-137 E. State St.

Capital $100,000

ESTABLISHED 1836

Surplus and Undivided Profits $150,000

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

The Modern Method Laundry
JOHN REAMER, Prop.

In writing to advertisers please mention Tpp Cornell Countrvman
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PINEHURST SHROPSHIRES
Greatest Breeding Flock of Shropshires in America.

Won 1 910 ist on Get of Sire (4 lambs by one Ram) at Ohio, Indiana, New
York, Vermont and Virginia, and Chicago International. Won 191 1 ist on Get

of Sire Ohio, Indiana, New York, Vermont. At Vermont we won Champion
flock over all breeds and 9 ists, 6 2nds, champion ram and ewe.

< \

WINNING 1911 LAMBS

HENRY L. WARDWELL
Send for catalogue. Box 11, Springfield Centre, N.Y.

JACOBSON

Self-Contained Engine

^

For

Stationary,

Semi-Port-

^
able and

\ Portable

Use.

j 3 to 25 H.P.

WITH

AUTOMATIC DRAWING WATER TANK
Impossible to overbed ALL-ARO™D FARM SERVICE

Minimum amount water required"801"1617
Fr°St Pr°°f-

w * t J^,OBS°N MACHINE MFG. CO.
Write for Bulletin 19letm 62'

WARREN, PA.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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BOOK BINDERY
START RIGHT—Have your Countryman bound

We bind anything.

J. WILL TREE'S 113 N. Tioga St,

BARNEY SEAMON
... HEADQUARTERS FOR ...

f)io[b-6rade Clothes and Regal Shoes

146-148 E. STATE STREET

WE DO YOUR MENDING FREE

FOREST CITY LAUNDRY
E. M. MERRILL

PHONE 209 NORTH AURORA STREET

CUT FLOWERS, DECORATIVE

PLANTS, ETC.

THE BOOL

FLORAL CO.

215 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

PETER SCUSA

Modern Shoe Repairing
Have your old shoes made like new. <fc 1

Best oak sole and heels, sewed . .
*r X

Work Guaranteed

THE FIRST INATIOINAL BAINK

Cornell L,ifc>rary Building

Capital, Surplus and Profits $350,000.00

Oldest National Bank Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

PIANOS, MANDOLINS, GUITARS, BANJOS and VIOLINS

Rented or sold on Easy Payments. SMS
"

Songs of Cornell/9 All the latest

music; Strings and supplies for all instruments at lowest prices

LENT'S MUSIC STORE - 122 N. Aurora Street

Victor Talking Machines, Records, etc.

"If you get it from us it's right"

BUTTRICK <& FRAWLEY

One Price Clothiers and Furnishers

Offer unusual advantages to students. Our Clothing is manufactured for

us to conform to the requirements of the college man by the best

makers in the country, and is sold at bottom pricey Same price

to students and town people. Suits from $10 to $30. We make to

measure at a saving of 30 per cent,
to 50 per cent, over the exclusive tailor.

Hats, Gloves, Shirts, Sweaters, Hosiery, Underwear, Slickers

in fact everything in furnishings in keeping with our high standard of Clothing.

"If not we make it right
" 118 East State Street

In writing to advertisers, please mention Thb Cornell Countryman
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ALBERGER
The

Caterer

C ATERS TO

Teas, Luncheons

Dances and Banquets

Out-of-town Entertainments a Specialty

523 E. State St. ITHACA, N. Y.

I BATES9 I

Tailoring Shop
411 E. State St.

to
to
to
$

to

$

to

| CLEANING

& DYEING and REPAIRING
to

to

C^>3 i^^r t<^3 cCr t<^J C^>I I<^3 1^>J diJ H^J 1^>J t<^J t<^J tl^J t<53 T^>J t<^3 C03 CC^3 tf^J 1^>3 1<^J t^>3 1^>3 G^3 t<^J l<i>7 t^J

to
to

to

$

to

to

to

$

PRESSING |
to
to
to
to

L. C. BEMENT |
The Toggery Shops |

Established 1888 m

Agents for Mark Cross X

LEATHER GOODS §
and GLOVES $

for men and women

SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER

Hatter, Hosier, Glover

Cravatter

Maker of Shirts that fit

x
x

X

Down Town

142 E. State

X
x

X
On the Hill X

404 Eddy St. jjjj
(I) Factory X(2) Shops

Short Course Students
Make the Student Supply Store your headquarters
while in Ithaca. We carry a full line of supplies
which you need. Prices always right, and remem

ber we give 5% for cash.

Student Supply Store Eddy St.

CARR & STODDARD
MERCHANT TAILORS

UP-TO-DATE STYLES AND WORK SENECA AND AURORA, NEXT LENT'S MUSIC STORE

R. A. HEQOIE <& BRO. CO.
Dealers in WATCHES, AND FINE JEWELRY

136 East State Street

ITHACA, IN. V.

writing to Advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Cor. Buffalo and Eddy

H. M. Spang & Co.

JMercbant
Tailors ..

New Stock Prices Right
Work Guaranteed

Plant your APPLE

ORCHARD in the

Kinderhook Country,
a pleasant land, where good liv

ing and good orchards go to

gether. Come and see. Ask for

booklet. RURAL LIFE CO.

KINDERHOOK, N. Y.

BE ON THE

SAFE SIDE!

You
needn't fear a visit from

the Sealer of Weights and

Measures if you use ....

THATCHER

MILK

BOTTLES

You won't give over-capacity

either, because they are accurate !

Send for our free book. It tells

exactly why Thatcher bottles add to

your profits.

THATCHER MFG. CO.

103 Market St. ELMIRA, N. Y.

PRIZE APPLES

OR

CIDER APPLES?

For the past four years the great state of Pennsylvania has made a

special appropriation of from $30,000 to $40,000 annually to teach the
fruit grower how to use Lime-Sulfur washes, and incidentally to warn

them against the use of "Scalecide," in spite of which the demand for
"Scalecide" has increased from year to year and apples from trees

sprayed with "Scalecide" for five years took all the first prizes at the

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society meeting in 1910; three silver cups,
the Adams County sweepstakes and 20 first prizes at the meeting of the

same society in 191 1. Which pays best? Prize apples or cider apples?
"Scalecide" has no substitute. A postal request to Dept. A will bring you by return mail, free, our book,
"Modern Methods of Harvesting, Grading and Packing Apples," and new booklet, "SCALECIDE, the
Tree-Saver." If your dealer cannot supply you with "SCALECIDE" we will deliver it to any R. R. Sta

tion in the United States east of the Mississippi and north of the Ohio Rivers on receipt of the price: 50-

gal. bbls., $25.00: 30-gal. bbls., $16.00; 10-gal. cans, $6.75; 5-gal. cans, $3.75. Address, B. G. PRATT

COMPANY, 50 Church Street, New York City.

Established 1887

LARKIN BROS.

RETAILING, WHOLESALING AND

JOBBING GROCERS

JOHN J. LARKIN, Proprietor and Manager

408 Eddy Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

WISE
THE

PRINTER

Is at your Service for all Classes

of Fine Printing, Engraving, etc.

Up-Stairs, Cor. Seneca and Aurora Sts.

ITHACA, N. Y.

The Cornell University Brooder Gasoline Heater
IS MADH BY

TREMAN, KING & COMPANY, ^ ITHACA/NEW YORK

Tn writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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Both American and French

Grown, Straight or Branched

Roots, all grades. Order now.

Apple Grafts
MM—^^^—■

Piece or Whole Roots. Long

list of varieties. Ask for

prices.

Also a general line of nursery stock.

ADDRESS

Shenandoah Nurseries
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MILK-FERMENT

CULTURES

Pure cultures of Bacillus bulgaricus and

Bacillus lactis acidi, also a special mixed

culture for preparing at home as well as

in creameries and other institutions the

Bulgarian type of fermented milk now so

much in demand owing to its exceptional

medicinal and nutritive qualities.

Full particulars accompany the Culture

for preparing Starter and manipulating
the milk or cream for making butter,

cheese or commercial buttermilk.

Used and recommended by some of

the best dairy experts in the country.

Price, 50 cents for two-ounce bottle,

postpaid. Write for circular.

Bulgara

Milk-Ferments Co.

515 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.
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EVERYTHING
FOR YOUR DAIRY

AUR New Catalog of Dairymen's Supplies
^^

should be in the hands of every owner of

a cow. It is filled from cover to cover—contains

87 pages
— with valuable information about

modern dairy apparatus and utensils.

WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOK

It will show you the latest models in butter churns and workers,
milk testers and testing supplies, tinware, stable fittings and
supplies, engines, boilers, silos and everything in use on the
modern dairy farm at the lowest prices.

UP-TO-DATE EQUIPMENT ADDS TO DAIRY PROFITS

the ll^colmU^nh^^ ™T t0. bi-g?6r/^ Profits- °^ organization covers

everywhere ^£tlZ?°*^Uch™$ the latest and best methods of dairying
methods

Y °n any SubjeCt connected with dairy equipment and

modSn^a^ ^ of dairy plant and equip more

.acn^t^^ ^ng, please state what

T?i£reame2^
In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman^
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NO MAN is entitled to a greater

degree of comfort in his work than is

the farmer. It is to the farmer that we

must look more than to any other in

dustrial factor for the necessities of

life. If there should be a universal

destruction or failure in crops it would

put the entire world on starvation
"

--—

:^
'

"

— rations.

No. 23 SULKY PLOW No implement on the farm compares

with the plow in usefulness and to do

good work the plow should be the right kind
—

an Oliver.

The Oliver No. 26 Sulky Plow is at the head of its class. The entire

construction of the plow is worthy of consideration. Of all the plows
ever offered, the No. 26 affords the greatest comfort and really encourages
the tired man to work.

OLIVER CHILLED PLOW WORKS
General Offices at SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

Works at South Bend, Indiana, and Hamilton, Ont., Canada.

LIVE STOCK SALE
FRIDAY, FEB. 23, 1912, Farmers* Week

The Department of Animal Husbandry will offer its surplus

live stock at PUBLIC SALE. The offering will consist of a fine

lot of Cheshire swine, pigs, boars and bred sows, and Holstein

and Jersey bull calves. Catalogues ready Feb. I. Address,

H. H. WING Ithaca, N. Y.

POULTRY

Eggs from constitutionally strong stock for sale of the following

varieties: White Leghorn, Barred Plymouth Rock, Rhode Island Red,

Brown Leghorn, Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Toulouse Geese; Pekin, Rouen,

Indian Runner and domesticated Wild Mallard Ducks.

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY

New York State College of Agriculture

ITHACA, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Copy of a Page from Father's Letter

m (2)
no rain in October and the wheat is small and does not look like it would stand
the winter well.

We finished husking yesterday. Prom the acre where we triedyour theory about
bone-meal and clover making the Potash available, we harvested 50 bushels of
rather chaffy corn, andfrom the rest of the field, where we used bone, clover and
50 lbs. Muriate of Potash per acre, we husked out 70 bushels per acre of tip-top
corn that is nearly all fit to sell on the earfor seed corn.
I figure that a ton of Muriate of Potash on 40 acres of corn willpayfor a

year's post graduate study for you and leave you a little spare change to chip in

for athletics.

Mother and the girls are going to make a few days" visit to Aunt Sarah''s

'Plant Food" is the title of a carefully compiled, comprehensive and

scientifically accurate compendium of crop feeding, fertilizer mixing and
conservation of soil fertility. Sent without charge upon application.

GERMAN KALI WORKS, Inc.
Cenhnental Budding, Baltimore Monadnock Bl;ck, Chicago Whitney Central Bank Building, New Orleans

RELIABLE If-

#?5

mi
£

*r*.
<¥i

Only thorough work with the best machinery »,1U

accomplish the best paying results from spraying.
You must spray if you would have perfect fruit, and it

doesn t pay to bother with a cheap outfit. It means no
end of trouble and it's too risky-you have too much

at stake.

Goulds Sprayers have proved their su
periority by years of service. We make
the sprayer best suited to your condi
tions. It will last for years because all
working parts are made of bronze to
resist the action of chemicals. "You
can depend on a Goulds" to work when
ever and as long as you require.

Fend for Our Booklet:
"How to Spray—When to Spray—What Sprayers to Use"

^ Jnr™?n?£r thG, mattSr thoroughly. It gives valuable
l„J7|^ spraying formulas and tells how and when to use them.

THE GOULDS MFG. CO., K> W. Fall St., Seneca Falls. N.Y
We Make both Hand and Power Pumps for Every Service

writing to

advertis"^^^^^^
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United StatesCream Separator
for 1912

Embodies Four Separator Requisites to a Degree

Unequaled by any other Cream Separator

Close Skimming : The U. S. holds theWorld's

skimming record— an ironclad fact.

Easy Running: The U. S. is now the easiest

running Separator on the market.

Easy Washing : Our new patented skim- M

ming device is washed and made /JBI

perfectly sanitary in less time

than any other manufactured.

Durability: The same sterling work

manship which has made
^

the U. S. famous for long life -,

with fewest repairs.

The United States Cream Separator
for 1912 is sold at the lowest price at

which an efficient Separator"can
be sold — and this is the only basis

of true economy.

Send for Catalog— or get quickest
action by asking us for name of local

agent nearest you, who will demon

strate right on your own dairy floor.

Do it today ! J£

Vermont Farm Machine Co.ll
Bellows Falls, Veripont 1

U.5. «



DE LAVAL Cream and

Butter Triumph as Usual

At National Dairy Show
Cream and butter produced through the use of DE

LAVAL CREAM SEPARATORS made the usual clean

sweep of all Highest Awards at the great National Dairy
Show (including the annual convention of the National

Buttermakers Association) held in Chicago October

26th-November 4th, just as has always been the case

since the organization of the Association in 1892.

WHOLE MILK CREAMERY BUTTER

The sweepstakes or highest award in this class was won by A.

J. Anderssn, Otisco, Minn., with a score of 97.50.

The second highest exhibit, winning the silver service set prize,
was made by J. L. Wahlstrom, Stark, Minn., with a score of 96.83.

FARM SEPARATOR BUTTER

The sweepstakes in the gathered cream factory-made butter

class was won by R. 0. Brye, of the Readstown Creamery Co.,

Readstown, Wis., with a score of 97.33, this prize-winning butter

being made from the cream of farm patrons using De Laval sepa-
tors exclusively.

The highest scoring dairy or home-made butter exhibit was that
of Mrs. Frank Grant, Tonica, 111., who also recently won first prize
at the Illinois State Fair at Springfield.

PRIZE CREAM EXHIBITS

The highest award for certified cream was made to Nichols Bros.,

Bloomfield, Ky., with a score of 98.80.
The highest award for market cream was made to 0. J. Bailey,

Tacoma, Ohio, with a score of 96.

ALL DE[LAVAL SEPARATOR MADE

Each and every one of these highest scoring butter

and cream exhibits was the product of a DE LAVAL

CREAM SEPARATOR, and this wonderful prize-win
ning record, year after year, for twenty years, is over

whelming and unanswerable proof of DE LAVAL
"

ALPHA-DISC
"

superiority to any gravity creaming
system or other centrifugal separator.

The De Laval Separator Co.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

PRESS OF W. F. HUMPHREY. GENEVA, N. Y.
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Nature's Source of Phosphorus

GROUND

PHOSPHATE ROCK
The most economical and only permanent soil builder.

An ap

plication of 1.000 to 2,000 lbs. per acre will furnish an abund-

ant supply of Phosphorus for five or ten years.

rpp) R0ADCAST over clover and other legumes, or on stub-

qS ble fields—at any time during the year—and when

'—

ready to do so plow in

Mix it with all the animal manure—preferably making the

mixture throughout the year as the manure accumulates by

sprinkling in stables and feeding lots and over manure

heaps, or pits, daily.

Too much cannot be applied, and the longer it lays the bet

ter, as all remains in the soil and only becomes available

gradually as the acids of decaying organic matter act on it.

There is no danger of its being dissolved and carried off in

the drainage. Only a wash which carries the soil will

remove it.

Contains more phosphorus than bone meal and only costs

about one-third as much.

We have one of the most complete and "up-to-date" drying and

grinding plants in the Mt. Pleasant District, and can make ship

ments immediately on receipt of orders.

We invite a comparison of our guarantees and terms with those

made by our competitors.

We are always ready to correct and make good our mistakes

and will use every endeavor to give satisfaction.

JOHN RUHM, JR.
MT. PLEASANT, TENNESSEE

Ground Rock Branch of

Ruhm Phosphate Mining Co.
MINERS AND SHIPPERS OF

Tennessee Phosphate Rock

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS of CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Issued at Ithaca, N. Y., monthly from July to November inclusive,
and semi-monthly from December to June inclusive.

(Application for entry as second-class matter at the post office at

Ithaca, N. Y., pending.)
These publications include the annual Register, for which a charge

of twenty-five cents a copy is made, and the following publications, any
one of which will be sent gratis and postfree on request:

General Circular of Information for prospective students,
Announcement of the College of Arts and Sciences,
Courses of Instruction in the College of Arts and Sciences,
Announcement of Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering and the Mechanic Arts,
Announcement of the College of Civil Engineering,
Announcement of the College of Law,
Announcement of the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Medical College,
Announcement of the New York State College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Winter-Courses in the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the New York State Veterinary College,
Announcement of the Graduate School,
Announcement of the Summer Session,
The President's Annual Report,
Pamphlet on prizes, samples of entrance and scholarship examination papers, special de

partmental announcements, etc.

Correspondence concerning the publications of the University
should be addressed to

The Registrar of Cornell University
ITHACA, N. Y.

New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University
L. H. Bailey, Director.

The College of Agriculture is one of several co-ordinate colleges comprising
Cornell University. The work of the College is of three general kinds: The

regular teaching work of undergraduate and graduate grade; the experiment
work; the extension work. The resident instruction falls in the following groups :

i. Four-year course, leading to the degree Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
(B.S. in Agr.). When desired, the last two years may be chosen in subjects per

taining to landscape architecture and out-door art, or to home economics. In

the Graduate School of the University students may secure the Master's and

Doctor's degrees (M.S. in Agr. and Ph.D.).
2. Special work, comprising one or two years: (a) Agriculture special;

(b) Nature-study special or normal course.

3. Winter-Courses of 12 weeks: (a) General Agriculture; (b) Dairy

Industry; (c) Poultry Husbandry; (d) Horticulture; (e) Home Economics.

THE INSTRUCTION IS DIVIDED AMONG TWENTY-TWO DEPARTMENTS AS FOLLOWS:

FARM PRACTICE and FARM CROPS ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

FARM MANAGEMENT POULTRY HUSBANDRY

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY fa^mf^hI^^
PLANT PHYSIOLOGY

FORESTRY
PLANT PATHOLOGY RURAL ART

SOIL TECHNOLOGY DRAWING

PLANT-BREEDING HOME ECONOMICS

ENTOMOLOGY, BIOLOGY and METEOROLOGY

NATURE-STUDY RURAL ECONOMY

HORTICULTURE RURAL EDUCATION

POMOLOGY EXTENSION TEACHING
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Powerful But Safe

A man who has power and does injury with that

power is to be feared.
. .

A man who has power, but does good and no injury

is to be admired.

So it is with dairy cleaners. Any material serving as

a cleaner, but doing injury to the thing cleaned or to the

milk is dangerous and should not be permitted in the

dairy.
But the dairy cleaner which has great cleaning power

and is safe in the presence of all dairy products is the one

to use.

The great demand which has been created for

Wyancfd
Dairyman s

Indian in Circle

among Buttermakers, Cheesemakers and Dairymen is due

to its power and safety as a dairy cleaner.

It cleans and purifies where other cleaners fail. It

cleans safely where other cleaners prove harmful and in

jurious. It cleans quickly and surely and thoroughly.
Then too, Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner & Cleanser

is sold at a price which easily makes it

more economical to use than any other

cleaner used for dairy purposes.
These three factors, cleaning power,

safety, and low costr'combined to make

it far superior to any other dairy cleaner
known.

When it means so much to you,

why not write your supply man for a

in every package barrel?

THE J. B. FORD CO., Sole Manufacturer*

Wyandotte, Mich., U. S. A.

This Cleaner has been awarded the highest prize wherever exhibited.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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MAKUfACTURCRS OF

INCUBATORS. BROODERS

POULTRY APPLIANCES. FOODS

AND STANDARD SUPPLIES

y

Have You Had Your Copy of Cyphers Co.

Poultry Growers' Guide for 1912 ? It's

FREE I

WE
want every reader of this paper who is really in
terested in poultry raising for profit to have a free

copy of the Cyphers Company's "Poultry Growers'
Guide for 1912." The biggest, most helpful and complete
we have ever issued. 244 pages (7Kxio inches), profusely
illustrated, and full to running over with sound, practical,
money-making ideas that point the way to greater success.

As examples of the truly helpful character of this book,
here are the headings of eight free chapters that answer the

questions most frequently asked by thoughtful, progres
sive poultry raisers, There is no computing the value of

this new information—it is authoritative! Thousands of

dollars have been spent in developing and proving the facts

presented in these chapters :

I—How to Get Twice as Many Eggs from the Same

Number of Hens. II—The 200-Egg Per Year Hen—How

to Produce her. Ill—Large Sized Eggs in Demand As

Well As Lots of Them. IV—Mating and Feeding of Fowls

to Get Fertile Eggs. V—Selection and Care of Eggs for

Successful Hatching. VI—Proper Care of Fowls and Chicks

With Least Amount of Work. VII—How to Brood Chicks

Properly at the Lowest Cost. VIII—Premium-Price Table

Poultry and How to Produce It. Our Big Free Book also

pictures and describes
—

CYPHERS
INCUBATORS AND BROODERS

—and over 100 Standard articles for up-to-date poultry people.

It describes in detail Cyphers Company Service—a new development

of the Cyphers Company's cardinal principle of being a permanent help

to its customers. By means of personal letters, bulletins, leaflets, etc.,

etc., we co-operate with Cyphers owners
—

give them reliable help and ad

vice, covering their everyday practical needs.

Our 19 1 2 book also describes fully our great $1,000.00 Poultry

Raisers' Prize Contest, for best reports from poultry people of their indi

vidual successes and experience in taking advantage of local, home con

ditions. Contest is open to all, whether you use any of our goods or not.

No matter what incubator you own

or may intend to buy, do not jail to send

for the Cyphers Company's Big Free

Book. Send for it today and be sure to

get your copy before the first edition is

exhausted. Address

Jgggisz STANDARD
CYPHERS INCUBATOR

Fire Proofed-lnsurable*

Cyphers Incubator

Company, Dept. 800

Home Offices, BUFFALO, N. Y.

to^„, v™-ir Citxr 2? Barclay St.; Boston, Mass., 12-14 Canal Sfl; Chicago, 111., 340-344

Branches: SeciIrkSlpK^sas Cit/, Mo:, 317-319 Southwest Blvd.; Oakland, Cal., 1 569 Broad

way; London, England,
123 Finsbury Pavement.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Why W. W. Hannell Goes on Building Our Houses
When the Ad. man on a hot day last week drop

ped off a Watervliet car near Troy, N . Y., and found

he had a couple of miles to lug his camera along a

dusty road, he felt a wee bit disgruntled, but when
he reached Mr. Hannell's and heard him crack up
the L. & B. Pipe Frame House, he turned into a

regular Sunny Jim.
It seems Mr. Hannell's first houses, put up years

ago, were our Pipe Frame Construction, as is his

new one just going up. After saying many good
things about the minor points of the construction

he spoke of the first houses he put up, with locust

posts, and that although many of those posts have
rotted off, so far as he can see the houses have not

budged an inch, because the pipe frame has sup

ported and tied the roof and entire house together,
independent of the side posts

Factories:-

Boston
Lord & Burnham Co.

"Give me a house with columns/' he said, "and
then I know it will stand up. Don't tell me it is

safe to depend on only a net-work of over head

wiring and 2 inch side posts to hold a house up.

What is going to happen when those side posts be

come weakened by rust and the entire support of

that immense roof depends solely on them? No,
let my neighbor take such risks if he wants to; I

haven't money to spend that way."

You see, Mr. Hannell knows what he is talking
about—and we know what we are doing in refusing
to omit the necessary columns to make a safe and

sure house. Look this construction up carefully in
the 19 10 edition of the Handy Hand Book—then

look us up.

-Des Plaines, 111. New York, St. James Bldg.
Philadelphia Chicago

IRVINGTON, N. Y. Tremont Bldg. Franklin Bank Bldg. Rookery Bldg.

CHR. HANSEN'S DANISH
THE WORLD'S GREATEST BUTTER COLOR

Won First Prize Three Times in Succession at the National Creamery
Buttermakers' Exhibit.

1909, First Prize, Score 97

19 10, First Prize, Score 97

191 1, First Prize, Score 97^

Chr. Hansen's Danish is the Color of Quality, of Purity and of Superior
Strength with a Perfect June Shade.

Use CHR. HANSEN'S RENNET EXTRACT, CHEESE
COLOR and LACTIC FERMENT CULTURE

The Standards of the World

CHR. HANSEN'S LABORATORY

Box 1095, Little Falls, N. Y.

writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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CLAY,

ROBINSON

& COHPANY

Live Stock Commission

We solicit your consignments

of Cattle, Hogs and Sheep.

We are situated at all of the

following markets:

East Buffalo Kansas City

Chicago So. St. Joseph

East St. Louis Sioux City

So. Omaha Denver

So. St. Paul Fort Worth

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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In Talking With

An Upperclassman

WE
WERE surprised to learn that he

thought someone owned the Co-op and

was getting most of the profits. In the

first place keep in mind that anyone connect

ed with the University may become a stock

holder. There are at present about fifty stock

holders. These stockholders received last year

$15.00 in total and the students and others

connected with the University received $4,600.

It's your store. Make it worth while.

DO ALL YOUR TRADING AT

THE CO-OP.

rT^HE Co-op aims to carry what the student

^^ needs. Textbooks, notebooks are things

you need. The last few years people

have come to us and asked us to buy for them

Christmas things. You can buy nearly any

thing you want at the Co-op.

In Morrill Hall on the Campus

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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THE DIFFICULTY OF CHANGING

AGRICULTURAL PRACTICE

By Prof. W. J. Spillman

Agriculturist in charge of Farm Management Investigations, U. S. Department of Agriculture

A SHORT time ago, in re-reading
'**•

von der Goltz' excellent treatise

on Farm Management from the stand

point of German agriculture, I came

upon a passage which penetrated
so deeply into the heart of certain

problems connected with agricultural
development that I undertook to

translate the passage into English.
This started a train of thought con

nected with conditions in the United

States, and finally lead to the sub

ject which for some time has been

uppermost in my mind.

The first paragraph in that which

follows is a very free translation of

the passage referred to. The remain

der represents thoughts that came to

me as I wrote.

Agriculture differs from all other

industries in that the chief means

of agricultural production, namely,
the soil, is practically unchangeable
both as to quantity and as to loca

tion. Unlike the means of production
in other industries, and even the re

maining factors of production in agri

culture, it is not entirely consumed

by use, nor does it decay with time.

These facts have far reaching conse

quences for agriculture and for those

engaged in it. They give to agri
cultural undertakings a certain in

flexibility, but also stability.
^

It is

not accidental, but grounded in the

nature of things, that great changes
in material as in intellectual affairs

go forward in rural communities
much

less rapidly than in the domain of

other industries and callings. It would

be unsafe for the farmer to bring
about in his affairs those changes
which go forward in the business and

social life of the people, so rapidly
and so freely as may well be the case

with other classes. Owing to the

dependence of agriculture on the

soil, the farmer must often continue

a system of management, even when

for the time being it appears that

some other system, if once installed,

might be more advantageous; in

other industries such changes are

more easily brought about. But this

disadvantage is counterbalanced by
the greater stability which in general,
characterizes agriculture and the farm

ing classes.

At the same time, the farmer must

be able to modify his methods, and

even his type of farming, when it is

clearly apparent that such changes
are necessary to meet changed condi

tions. Yet it would be a mistake

to assume that he can do this as

easily, or that he should do so on as

slight a pretext, as the manufacturer

or the merchant can or should make

changes in his business. Not only
does the immutable character of the

soil give stability and inflexibility
to agriculture, but the smaller use

of credit in this industry renders it

less subject to the dangers to which

other industries are exposed, espec

ially in times of general financial
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stringency. The farmer, therefore,

can afford to be somewhat tardy
in following the trend of industrial

affairs.

There come times, however, in a

country such as ours, in which in

dustrial development is still going
forward at a rapid rate, when types

of fanning or systems of management
which may have been ideal for the

conditions under which they devel

oped, became unsuited to existing

conditions, and agricultural depres
sion ensues, which can be remedied

only by more or less radical and

extensive changes in types of farming
or at least in methods. Some of the

factors requiring such changes may

be enumerated.

The gradual decrease in rural popu
lation which is taking place in all of

the older communities calls for more

extensive use of machinery than form

erly. Farmers in the East know com

paratively little of four-horse machin

ery, while in the South, one-horse

implements are much more common

even than two-horse. In the West

the case is different. Four-horse

plows, harrows, and drills, and two

row-cultivators, are common. On the

Pacific Coast one sometimes sees

harvesters drawn by 30 horses, or

more. These machines, of course,

cut and thresh the grain at one opera
tion, a practice not feasible in the

East, where grain will not stand

till it is dry enough to thresh. The

hilly topography of many of the

eastern states is frequently urged
as a reason why these larger imple
ments are not adapted to that sec

tion. This is undoubtedly true in

many instances. But there are many
farms in New York, and even in

New England, where the use of the

largest machinery is practicable. Of

course, it will not pay to invest in

these large machines unless the farm
is large enough to utilize their full

possibilities. It is not wise economy
to invest in, say, a four-horse plow
unless the farm is really a four-horse
farm. What size of farm is most

economical is a question yet to be
determined. A general farm devoted

to the ordinary field crops, should

certainly be large enough to give at

least two men all they can do, since

many operations require this number

for their economical performance.
What this area should be depends
on the nature of the crops grown,

and on whether these crops call for

labor at the same or at different

times. So far as the field work on

crops is concerned, one man, with

four-horse machinery throughout, in

the latitude of northern Virginia,
can do all the work required by 80

acres of corn, 80 acres of wheat, and

80 acres of timothy and clover hay
except at harvest time, and at corn

cutting and husking time. Under

average conditions the total extra

labor he would require in harvesting
his crops would be less than 170 days,
and he would not need to hire any

extra horse labor. Two men, with

six horses, could probably run such a

farm, and keep livestock enough to

consume all the roughage produced
and part of the corn and hay. Further

north, where the season is shorter,
the area would necessarily be smaller.

In many sections of the country

farming is still of an exploitive type.
Such a system is defensible in newly
settled regions with rich virgin soil.

Such soils may usually be farmed

very satisfactorily for one or two

generations without attention to their

fertility. But there comes a time

when change of system is imperative.
The South is now just emerging
from a cotton debauch which lasted

a century. The Plains States are

introducing alfalfa, none too soon.

The hill-tops of northern Pennsylvania
and southern New York support a

population of poorly fed and poorly
clothed people. Changes are impera
tive there if, indeed, much of the

land should not revert to forest.

Again, the marvellous increase of

urban population, especially in the

larger cities of the East, has changed
the demand for numerous agricultural
products to such an extent as to justify
radical changes in types of farming.
Market milk is now a commodity
for which the demand in large sections
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of the country is practically unlimited,
and at prices more advantageous
than those obtainable from factories

or from farm-made dairy products.
Hay sells at prices that make its

production a very attractive business

for the northeastern states. We now

know, what was not known a genera

tion ago, that commercial fertilizers

will maintain the yield of humus

producing crops like the grasses and

clovers. I expect to see the growing
of market hay more of an industry
than it now is in New York and New

England. Yet it would be unfortu

nate if farmers generally began to sell

off their herds and engage in growing
hay to sell. A small proportion of

them may do this, but not all, or

any very large percentage of them.

These are some of the more im

portant factors calling for changes in

types of farming. But the farmer

who undertakes radical changes of

this nature must proceed with great
caution. Such a change is more

or less a leap in the dark for most men.

The more extended his knowledge,
and the wider his acquaintance with

the experience of others, the safer

it is to change his system. It is

here that the man with a good agri
cultural education has the advantage.
He knows more about the various

types of farming, and is more able

to adopt the type which is best suited

to the environment.

Very few farms are so conducted

as to give profitable employment
to the farmer and his family and

his hired labor at all seasons of the

year. The demands for labor at

different seasons varies widely. It

is possible to avoid this. It is possible
to grow a selection of crops that will

give an even distribution of labor

at all times during the growing season.

It is here again that the college man

has a distinct advantage. He has a

wider acquaintance with crops, and

can select with more certainty, and

with less effort, those crops needed

to fill the gaps in any system. Prof.

Warren's Farm Survey work has

shown that, on the average, those

farms having a large variety of

products for sale are more profitable

than those having few classes of

market products. I suspect that this

is mainly because on these farms the

farmer's time is more completely
occupied in profitable work. While

in some sections there must be more

or less radical changes in types of

farming to relieve present agricultural
depression, taking the country as a

whole the principal thing needed is to

fill in the gaps that exist in prevailing
systems that the farmer and his help
may find profitable employment at

all times. I find that this is not

difficult to do in any given case when

data is available as to the dates

when the various operations in the

management of a crop occur, and the

amount of labor required by each.

I am coming to believe that data

on the dates when operations occur,

the amount of labor each requires,
the character of "crew" required to

perform each most economically, and

the proportion of days available at

different seasons for field work, is

to become the foundation stone in

scientific management to farming.
This is the kind of information neces

sary in order to plan the organization
of the work of a farm for greater

economy in production and for the

highest efficiency of effort expended.
Trying to lay plans without this

knowledge is like trying to draw

specifications for a building without

knowing the dimensions or the cost

of the material to be used. With

accurate data of the kinds enumerated

above, it is possible to plan a farm

so as to give profitable employment

every day during the crop season,

and to utilize horse power to its full

capacity at nearly all times. The

winter season may be included in

such plans when we get the necessary

data relating to winter work.

I believe we are on the threshold

of tremendous progress in agricultural
development. And this development
will come as the result of investiga
tions made directly for the purpose

of enabling experts in farm organiza
tion to plan farm work in the light
of the principles of scientific manage

ment. These investigations will give
us a real science of Farm Management.



THE PRODUCTION OF HOTHOUSE LAMBS

By W. C. Buell

Holcomb, N. Y.

THERE
is little doubt but that of hothouse lambs. The very name

the sheep was the first animal suggests steam pipes and hot water

to be domesticated and from the bags. The actual temperature re

time of Abraham and Jacob, Moses quired, however, need not be as

and David, the keeping of sheep high as that in the dairy barn. It

has been among the most profitable is more important that the quarters

and uplifting occupations of man. be light and airy than that they be

If you live here in Western New more than reasonably warm. In our

York and call to your mind the own practice we like to keep the

more prosperous farms of your vicinity, temperature above freezing in the

I think you will find that very few coldest weather, but we have raised

have not at one time or another good lambs in a barn where this

supported paying flocks of sheep, could not be done.

While I would not hold that no farm A more important factor, the most

has dropped out the flock without important of all, is the ewe. Ex

its appearance reflecting the loss, perience seems to show that in order

I will say that I challenge anyone to have our lambs born early,
to show me a farm where a good our ewes must contain a large per-

sized flock of good sheep has been centage of either Dorset or Merino

kept down through the years, that blood; or better of both, for a cross

does not prove a beneficial influence between the two breeds usually gives
by the farm's general air of prosperity, most of the good points of each and is,
If we are to keep up the fertility I think, the most practical ewe for

of our farms, we must make the keep- the business. Of late years, however,

ing of stock a large part of our activity we have been buying Western grade
and for our section at least, I believe Ramboullet ewes to help keep up
that sheep raising is the most practi- our numbers, as we find they give us

cal form which this activity can take, about as large a proportion of fall

In Ontario County, we do not, as a lambs as any class of ewes we have,
rule, take kindly to dairying, for where pure bred Dorsets not excepted.
fruit and vegetable crops are largely It takes time to induce in a ewe

grown, farmers do not like to give the habit of producing her lamb in

up the time, during the growing season, the fall and this is what so many
that a dairy would demand. Then lose sight of when going into the busi-

too,
_

if proper coarse fodders are ness. Even with ewes of the right
provided, I believe that the amount breeding, one's experience the first
of grain necessary to produce a given two or three years is likely to be

income, is much less in the sheep disappointing. But when a ewe does
than in the dairy barn. Where alfalfa lamb in the fall, her succeeding lambs

hay forms a large part of the flock's are quite certain to be early.
ration, grain need only be fed to the Our first lambs begin to come in
ewes while they are nursing their October while the ewes are out in

lambs, about ten weeks on the average the pasture but late in the month when
where hothouse lambs are raised or the weather becomes uncertain, all
from four to six weeks when the the ewes with young lambs, as well as
lambs come m the spring. But the those with any immediate prospect
dairy cow must have her grain for of becoming mothers, are put into
at least six or eight months. winter quarters. This is the safest

_

There are few branches of farm plan even if the pastures are in good
industry about which hangs a greater condition. The little fellows can then

misconception than about the raising be under your eye and the weak ones
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helped on their feet. But really, this
is much less trouble with fall lambs
than with spring ones. The flock is
then on pasture or fresh from it where

the conditions as to exercise and suc

culence are much more favorable
than in the ordinary sheep barn during
the winter months.

Our nursing ewes get what silage
they will clean up in the morning,
say three pounds apiece more or less,
and a heavy feeding of alfalfa hay at

night. At noon they get about one

pound of corn and oats, mostly oats.

The corn is fed unhusked as the sheep
can husk and shell it cheaper than we

can and seem to enjoy the process.

When oats are high, cull beans may
be allowed to take the place of them.

By the time the lambs are three

weeks old they want to begin to forage
for themselves so we provide pens

with openings into the ewe's quarters

through which the lambs can pass

but the ewes can not. These pens

or cribs should be roomy with a rack

for alfalfa and troughs for grain
contrived so that the lambs can not

stand in them. We feed the lambs

whole corn and wheat, each fed separ

ately, as theywill eatmore if the grains
are not mixed. We have tried various

fancy side dishes as oil meal, cracked

corn, wheat bran, brown sugar, etc.,

but have come to believe that the

plain corn and wheat make the best

grains. It is very essential if you

want your lambs to eat well, that

you should always sweep the trough
out thoroughly before putting in

fresh grain. If you should feed more

grain than the lambs will eat in twelve
hours, sweep it out and put in fresh.

These sweepings need not be wasted

as older sheep will eat them but you

might better waste them than attempt
to make the lambs eat them. For

this reason we do not like a self-feeder

as there is always more or less stale

grain before the lambs.
We have shipped lambs at six weeks

of age and even younger but the

bulk of them are from eight to ten

weeks old before they are fit to dress.

Some are even older than this. These

last are lambs which for some reason

or another are getting insufficient

milk and are fatted on corn rather

than on milk but this does not seem

to make much difference with their

selling qualities. To bring top price
a lamb should be fat and dress from

thirty to thirty-five pounds which

means from forty to forty-two pounds
live weight depending on quality.
These lambs are dressed at home,

wrapped in tough paper and burlap,
shipped by express to a commis

sion house in New York, and sold to

clubs, hotels, and steamship lines

rather than to the butchers' trade.

The average man not in the busi

ness, figures every lamb at ten dollars

a head. He will ask you how many
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ewes you are keeping, add one third

for twins, multiply by ten and prove

that the business is better than a gold
mine. He forgets that the market

always sags off at least four dollars

per head about March first, and that

it is a lucky lamb man who gets one-

half of his lambs off by that time.

Once in a while he may do better

than that but more often not as well.

If we could succeed in having the lambs

all born before December fifteenth

the business would be comparatively
certain; in practice, however, they
are coming more or less every week

from October fifteenth to May first.

In looking over our records for the

last five years, we find that about

forty-five per cent of our lambs have

been shipped before March first and

netted an average of $10.11 per head.

The remaining fifty-five per cent

were sold after that date and

DROGRESS in the poultry industry
is typified in the "mammoth"

incubator. Artificial incubation was

first attempted in order to hatch on a

larger scale than was possible with
hens . Then the smallmachines served
the purpose. As poultry became a

recognized business, the demand grew
for greater hatching facilities and the
"mammoth" machine was developed.
To-day size and capacity are unlimited
and standard equipment can readily be
obtained for any production desired.

brought an average net price of $6.21.
While the income per ewe kept,

is from year to year, not so much

greater than in the best managed
flocks where the lambs are dropped
in the spring and sold during the

next winter, yet the number of ewes

which may be kept with an equal
amount of forage, pasture, and barn

room is 50 percent more. The great
est foe of the sheep industry, greater
than the wandering dog or the tariff

is the internal parasite, and the

freedom of lambs from these enemies

while kept in the barn, is one of the

strongest arguments in favor of the

hothouse lamb business. Of all the

branches of sheep raising, I think the

growing of so called "hothouse lambs"

offers the greatest opportunity for

profit to the man who is willing to give
his flock the necessary care^and
attention.

The "mammoth" machine is eco

nomical, and therefore is here to stay.
It saves time and labor—"cuts the

cost of production," gives as satis

factory percentage of hatches as any

small machine, and, most important
from the poultryman's standpoint,
the chicks are as strong and vigorous
as they are in any other method
of artificial incubation.

The "mammoth" machine makes

possible the development of great
poultry plants. The same rules apply

MODERN INCUBATION

ByW.B. Candee
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in poultry keeping as a business as are

found inmanufacturing or merchandis

ing ; the closer the margin the greater
the volume of business necessary for

large profits. Everybody knows that

poultry does pay even on a small scale

and the large poultry plants have estab
lished conclusively that with proper

equipment andmanagement the profits
increase.

Calling the type of machine used on

the large poultry plants a "mammoth"
is really a misnomer just as though
one were to call a battery of oil

machines a "mammoth" oil machine.

Granted that in capacity it is "mam

moth," the most modern type of con

struction is a machine that can be

purchased in small sizes and expanded
later from time to time as business

warrants without great expense. It

is this feature that opens up the tre

mendous possibilities in poultry keep

ing to the man of small resources

and gives him a chance to grow and

develop into unlimited business, with

out discarding any part of his original
investment.

Many poultrymen while recognizing
the success waiting them with a big

plant, cannot suddenly expand their

facilities. They know that growth
from year to year will in due time put

them in position to have the large

plant but they also appreciate that by

waiting they will have to meet the

competition of others who have the

modern machines and lower operating
costs.

^

Happily for this dilemma,
there is a ready solution. It is in

custom hatching.
Custom hatching is the easy step-

pingstone to increased profits, since it
not only is an added source of revenue,
but also affords the desired oppor

tunity to increase the owner's own

volume of poultry production. First,
custom hatching will pay for the cost

of the machine, and then it will turn

the owner's eggs (when they are cheap)
into baby chicks salable at large profit,

or to be held until maturity at even

better profits on fancy stock.

In considering this subject let us

pass from generalities into specific
illustrations. We will ignore the cases
of the poultry plants where the facili

ties are adequate to handle any

problem of equipment and production
and take up that of the poultryman
who hatches say 200 or 300 eggs at a

time and perhaps has 600 or 700 chicks
in a season. He has had experience
enough to realize that he could more

than double his profits if he could

double his capacity. But he also

knows that doubling his hatching
capacity would mean doubling the

amount of work, responsibility and

worry, especially during hatching.

SIX-SECTION (3,600 EGG) SAFETY INCUBATOR AND BROODER.
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This would mean increased help and

not much higher net earnings.
At this point, were he to install a

sectional hot water incubator he

would find in operation, regardless of

how large the machine, the tending of

the fire would take no longer than the

trimming and filling of one oil lamp.

The worry over regulation and danger
from fire would be eliminated, because

of the sectional regulator safeguards.
The time necessary to turn the larger
number of eggs would be relatively
small. In short, he would be spend

ing no more time on the hot

water machine than he did on the

small oil machine and still would be

handling anywhere from five to fifteen

or twenty times as many eggs.
When it comes to figuring operating

costs the average would be i cent per

i,ooo eggs per day or 21 cents for the

hatching of 1,000 eggs. As to the

revenue the very lowest charge for

hatching anywhere is $1.00 per tray
of 75 eggs and from that up to

$3.00 per tray. One section of the

incubator would hold eight trays,

making the return from $8 to $24 per

section and this would be multiplied
by the number of sections in the

machine. For instance in a 6,000 egg
machine there would be ten sections.

There would be no difficulty in keep
ing the machine filled as it is the

experience of every custom hatching
operator that he has more eggs offered
than he can handle. Oil machines

cannot compete in this work in

price or efficiency. A good share of the
trade comes from men who own oil

machines and who want to be relieved
of the trouble and worry.
In the early part of the hatching

season the machine operator would
use his machine exclusively for custom
work. In the meantime he would be

selling his own eggs and taking ad

vantage of the demand which is not

usually supplied until about Easter,
when eggs become more plentiful.
Then he could hatch his own eggs.

He would have the capacity so that

one run would probably provide all

the chicks he cared to handle. If he

desired, the surplus baby chicks could

easily be marketed at from 10 to 15

cents each or even more according to

variety.
With average results, the machine

would pay for itself in a short time and

thereafter the operator would have the

opportunity to produce just as many
chicks as he could handle in his own

plant and still have the surplus revenue
from the hatching for neighbors. It is

the general experience that each year

the operator increases his hatching
facilities, finding that in the custom

work as a "side line," there is a

splendid profit. In the sectional con

struction one or more sections can be

added at any time, just like adding
sections to a sectional bookcase. If

necessary, the whole machine can be

removed to a larger incubator cellar.

In the modern design, the parts go

through any ordinary sized door.
In recent years, wonderful progress

has been made in the hot water incuba

tor designs. The whole tendency has

been to make them more popular
priced, more automatic, simpler in

operation and capable of satisfactory
results without technical knowledge.
Today some of the mammoth ma

chines can be installed by any
man of ordinary ability without

the assistance of factory experts.
He can choose whatever size he desires

and have it grow as his business grows.

By utilizing it he can feel assured that

it will produce steady profits and

assure more than a livelihood. The

fact is, a man after operating a success
ful mammoth coal-burning machine,
would not take small oil machines as a

gift.
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THE HOME OF A BIRD LOVER

By John A. Murkin

Editor of Southern Poultry Magazine

SITUATED
on the Gallatin Boule

vard, about two and one-half miles

from the city of Nashville, Tenn., is

the magnificent country home of Mr.

Percy Warner. This estate, which is

known as "Renraw," consists of oyer
one hundred acres of gently sloping

hills, covered with stately, wide-

spreading trees, and for natural beauty
and surroundings is not surpassed by

any other home in this whole section

of the country. Leaving the boule

vard, or main thoroughfare, which

traverses one of the most charming
sections of middle Tennessee, passing
between two massive stone gate posts,
and along a circuitous roadway, bord

ered on either side by velvety lawns

and beautiful shrubbery and trees,

one comes not only to the home of a

bird lover, but to the homes of hun

dreds and hundreds of the most

beautiful specimens of the feathered

tribe. Birds of all kinds and from all

countries can be seen here. Mr. Warner

has been a lover of the feathered beau

ties all his life, and is never so contented
as when away from the business cares of

his office and among his hundreds of

beautiful winged pets, who seem to

know him and welcome his coming
with their various notes and musical

sounds. About ten years ago, Mr.

Warner began planning the "Renraw

Aviaries," and each year has added
to his collection until now he is the

happy possessor of almost every known
variety of pheasants, cranes, and

ornamental birds. His collection of
rare and beautiful birds is said to be
one of the finest in the world. While
Mr. Warner took up the breeding of

pheasants, etc., as a pastime and recrea
tion, he raises many birds each year of
the various varieties, and has made

many shipments to various states

throughout the Union. He has been

very successful, especially during the
past few years in the breeding of

pheasants, bringing thousands of the
little fellows up to maturity, and the

demand has recently become so great

for these birds that he will breed them

even upon a larger scale in the future.

The young birds are all raised in the

open fields, and under conditions as

near to nature as possible. At a

certain age, or about the time they
begin to learn to fly, they are removed

to the aviaries or pens, of which there

are six divisions, something over 1,000

feet in length each, and divided into

pens of about 20 feet square. The

aviaries or pens are all built under im

mense spreading trees and surrounded

by beautiful shrubbery of all kinds,
which make it a beautiful sight. It

will, no doubt, be of interest to our

readers to know something of the

many varieties of birds to be seen at

Renraw Aviaries: First, there is the

Argus, from Sumatra, the rarest of

the pheasant family, and of which

there are very few specimens in

America ; then there is the Satyra, the

Temmincks, and the Cabots, members

of the Tragapon family, these birds

are very rare and interesting, and

are also from Sumatra. In the

Firebacks, Mr. Warner has the Siam

ese, the Viellots, and Bornean, these

birds being from Sumatra and Borneo.

Then there are the Soemmerings, from
Northern China, the Elliots from

Southeast China, and Impeyans from

the elevated forests of the Himalayan

Mountains, the Manchurian pheasants
from the mountains of Tibet; the

Lady Amherst from Eastern Tibet, the

Golden from Western China, the

Swinhoes from Formosa, Silvers from

Formosa, the Melanotus from North

ern Burmah, Anderson's Kellege from

Burmah, the Reeves from Northern

China, the Mongolians from Mongolia,

Ringnecks, White pheasant and Black

Necks from England, Chacalacas from

Mexico, the Curassows, or the Royal

pheasant, from South America, and

the Peacock pheasant found in India

and China. Besides this interesting

collection of pheasants, which com-
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prises almost every known variety,
Mr. Warner has one of the most inter

esting collections of cranes in America.
These beautiful birds may be seen at

any time walking over his beautiful

lawns, and present a striking appear

ance with their rich plumage against
the green background. Many of them

are very gentle, coming up to the

visitor as if in the act of a conversation.

A very interesting member of Mr.

Warner's crane family is "Rufus," a

ner has the Indian from India, the

Java Peacock from Java, the common

and the White, both from India, and
several crosses which are very interest

ing. In ornamental birds one may
see at the Renraw Aviaries, the Tina-

mouse from South America, the Great
Crowned Pigeons from New Guinea,
the Crested Screamer from South

America, the "watchdog" of the place,
whose thrilling shrieks can be heard for
a half mile, when he sees a hawk
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FLOCK OF AFRICAN CRANES AT THE RENRAW AVIARIES. NASHVILLE, TENN.,

AT LIBERTY AND FULL WINGED.

very tall and stately species of the Sa

ms variety. Rufus, as he is famil

iarly called over the place, is pretty
much his own boss, and walks around

from place to place, as though he were a

regularly salaried employee, looking
after and caring for the various birds.

The varieties of cranes to be found at

the Renraw Aviaries are the Sarus,
the Stanley, or Paradise, and the

Damoiselle from Northern Africa, the

African Crowned from Western Africa,
and the Manchurian from the country
of Manchuria. In peafowls, Mr. War-

coming anywhere near around, and

who is always standing guard of the

Renraw Aviaries; the Formosan Teal

from Formosa, Shaws and Timminck

Sonnerrat, Jungle Fowls, the Wild

Yucatan Turkey from Yucatan, Cen

tral America; Mandarin and Wood

Ducks, and the Chaparel Cocks from

Texas, whose chief diet is_ young rats

andmice and sparrows, which they kill

by knocking the heads of their

prey against a stone. Mr. Warner

has, also, a number of varieties of

doves, quail, canaries, and in poul-
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A PAIR OF FIREBACKS, VIELOTT AND BORNEAN, SETTLING A DISPUTE.

ARE FULL WINGED AND ARE AT LIBERTY.

THESE BIRDS

try, nearly every variety of American

breeds can be seen walking around,
from the diminutive little bantam

to the tall and stately Brahmas.

Mr. Warner is constantly adding
to his already large and famous

collection. A very interesting fact

concerning the "Renraw Avairies,"
is that while many of the pheasants,
cranes and other birds are allowed

their liberty, and all of them full-

winged, it has been on few occasions

that any of the birds have ever left

the place.

EFFICIENT USE OF FARM LABOR

By E. H. Thompson
Assistant Agriculturist, U. S. Department of Farm"Management

'TPHE problem of obtaining good
farm laborers is one which pre

sents itself to every farmer who
has a place of any size where he
needs to have additional help during
part or all of the year. The first

difficulty for such farmers is to

secure men who can be trusted and
who have a knowledge of how ordinary
farm

^

work should be carried out.

Unskilled labor is usually not very

satisfactory on the farm because
there is no place which requires
more judgment on the part of the
workmen than does that of the

ordinary hired man's work on most

farms in the eastern states. It is

not as though he had one particular
kind of work to do through the

different months, but in the course

of the year he will be at an immense

number of farm operations, each

one of which requires more or less

of a technical knowledge of certain

operations.
Much has been written on the

problem of agricultural labor, of its

scarcity, of its faults and of its un

certainty, and if the question was

asked of a large number of fanners

what their greatest difficulty was

at the present time, a large propor-
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tion of them would undoubtedly
say that it was the hired help proposi
tion. It is not the purpose of the

writer, however, to treat of the

difficulties encountered in securing
satisfactory help on the farm, but

rather to mention a few things regard
ing efficient management of this help
when once secured.

In the present day of business

activity when that which we term

scientific management is being ap

plied to all of our large industries,
it would seem that the application
of this same science to the farm

might well be considered. The prob
lem is a much more difficult one than

at first it seems, owing to the fact

that so many uncertainties enter

into the labor during the growing
season and so many influencing fac

tors which cannot be governed affect

the work. A manufacturer having
a large force of workmen can plan
on each one being able to do a specified
amount of work each day, or at least

putting in a certain number of hours,
as the conditions under which these

workmen must labor are practically
uniform. On the farm, however, the

problem of keeping even one or two

men efficiently at work is a much

greater one.

Whatever capital a farmer may
have invested in land, buildings, and

equipment, in order to make the best

use of this capital he must have a

certain amount of labor, and at the

right time of year. To illustrate, a

dairyman may follow a rotation of

corn for silage, small grain, and

alfalfa hay; or, instead of seeding
alfalfa with the small grain, he may

use clover and timothy and have a

permanent field of alfalfa. He knows

in a general way that the field work

will require two or three men, as the

areas may demand, and the same

as to work horses. At harvest time

extra help will be needed, but this is

not a serious problem as usually

neighbors are ready to exchange labor
at such periods. He realizes that

the work on the corn and small grain
will not seriously interfere with each

other. The corn will have been laid

by before the small grain is harvested.

But the first cutting of the alfalfa,
his main hay crop, will fall at a time

when the corn needs frequent culti

vation. The alfalfa work will not

wait, neither will the corn. Con-
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sequently he must sacrifice the work

on one to do that on the other, or

else have a great deal of extra labor-

both man and horse—at that partic
ular time. The second and third cut

tings of the alfalfa fit in much better

with the work on the other crops.

This one rush period, however, is

of vital importance as neither crop

can well be neglected. However, when

the corn is laid by, the haying done,
and the small grain harvested, this

same farmer finds that he has about

remarked to the writer that although
he had planned on raising nothing
but corn silage and alfalfa, together
with some small grain, he did not

see how it was going to work out for

the simple reason that the two crops,

corn and alfalfa, would not fit to

gether on the labor schedule. If he

provided enough workmen and teams

to care for a sufficient amount of

these two crops at that period of

the year, he could not furnish work for

all of them during the rest of the
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ON AN EASTERN DAIRY FARM.

a month on his hands with teams and

men doing practically nothing that

really counts in the income of his

place. The arrangement of his rota
tion meets the needs of his dairy
nicely, but did he consider the fact
that corn and alfalfa, both splendid
crops in themselves for the dairy
man or general farmer, are strictly
competing crops for the labor at the
same time of year? The amount
that he can grow of each of these is

only about one-half as great as if the
labor on them came at two different
periods, or even if the labor on the

first^ cutting on alfalfa could come

at different times.

One very prominent dairyman once

year. This instance furnishes an ex

ample of how necessary it is to plan
the rotation of the farm to have the

work on the crops come at separate
periods.

^

Figure i illustrates the distribu

tion of man and horse labor on a

farm where small grain was the only
crop grown. It shows very strikingly
the unequal distribution of labor on

this place, a condition that is hard to

remedy without a material change
in the planning of the farm.
In the curve shown in Figure 2 is

represented the actual cost of man

labor per month on an eastern dairy
farm. It shows very strikingly the

high cost of labor during the winter
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months. Most farmers are under

the impression that an hour of labor

costs them a great deal more in the

summer than it does in the winter.

True it is that the wages for the

summer months are higher than for

the winter months, but the hours

actually worked on farms prove that

the rate for man labor, and even

greater for horse labor, is much higher
in the winter. However, in figuring
the labor costs for the farm as a whole,

an average rate for the year should

be used.

One of the characteristics of most

well organized farms then is that the

labor will be distributed evenly

throughout the year. This applies
not only to the man labor but to the

horse labor as well, and this is best

accomplished by diversification. It

must be recognized in this connec

tion, however, that weather conditions

will greatly affect the best plans, as

a couple of weeks of rainy weather

will often retard work on a certain

crop only to double the work that

should be done in the next two weeks.

These are unusual conditions, how

ever, and have to be handled the best

way possible.
Coupled with the right use of labor

on a place is that of having a good

arrangement of buildings and fields

and the easy access to implements
and tools with which to work. How

easy it is for a farmer
to spend 15 to

20 minutes twice a day traveling

between several poultry houses only

to feed hens and chickens where nine-

tenths of this time could be saved if

a little forethought had been given

when building the various houses so

as to place them near together. The

same thing holds true in every part

of the farm layout. Some farms do

not lend themselves to such arrange

ment, owing to topography many

distant fields are necessary and the

time it takes to get to them cannot

be saved in these cases. Another

instance is where cattle are driven

from the pasture to the stable morn

ing and night. It may take some

one only five minutes to do this each

time, but this 20 minutes a day and

for five months in the year counts

up into a very large item, and if this

time were put on some productive
enterprise it would show a different

result on the farm books at the end

of the year. So often little thought
is given to this efficient use of time

on the farm. More attention has

been paid in the past to the planning
of rotations as regards the fertility
of the soil and income as determined

from special enterprises rather than

on the farm as a whole.

One great trouble in the planning
of farms is that the persons doing it

fail to consider the farm as a unit.

They study the different enterprises
and fail to recognize the relationship
that each bears to the entire proposi
tion, and in this way are often led

to wrong conclusions as to the real

practicability of the farm organiza
tion. One must consider that when

workmen are hired at the beginning
of the year that all of the crops on

that place are to bear their respective
share of the work and that the time

in which these men are idle or the

time which they are not working at a

directly productive enterprise must

be distributed over the several pro

ductive enterprises. On farms in cer

tain regions some crops which utilize

the farm labor only a few months in

the year may be profitable enough
so that no other lines need be followed,
but this is the exception rather than

the rule as found on the most profit
able farms. Specialties are all right,
but the farmer usually needs more

than one of them. It should be kept

clearly in mind that a farm is a

combination of units, each having
an important relation to the en

tire business, and that the work

on these should be so arranged as

to utilize all the available farm

labor.



EXPERIENCES ON A CATTLE BOAT

By E. V. Hardenburg, '12

Photo by J. S. Clark, '13

ALONG
with a few other college men

and numerous homeward bound

Englishmen and Germans, we set

out from a Boston shipping office

to the Warren Line Company's dock

where the good four masted steamer

"Sachem" was being burdened with

cattle, corn, hay, water, sugar, etc.,

as she swayed peacefully at her wharf.

It was well towards seven o'clock in

the evening when the last bellowing

steer trotted over the gang-way to

take his place with the other nine

hundred and twenty-five, because vari

ous car-load lots from western Canada

and Kentucky were late in arriving.

From evening until midnight, twenty-
six of us were kept busy arranging
and tying the tired and stubborn

brutes in rows facing each other on

each side of both upper and lower

decks. This proved a tedious and

difficult piece of work since the cattle

were driven aboard promiscuously
with small hitching ropes dangling
from their necks. The cattle, being

shipments of four companies, were

separated into company lots and

groups of from three to five men

each were assigned to definite numbers

of cattle—usually 30 to 40 head to a

man. After this work was completed,
we saw that the little tender that had

tided us out of the harbor had for

saken us and the lights of Boston

could no longer be seen. Naturally
we expected a meal after this for in

the excitement of embarkation we had,
one and all, neglected supper; but

not even cold water could be found.

So we made our way astern to look

over what was to be our retiring
quarters, for we knew not how long.
The first surprise in store was the

condition of the bunks arranged one

above the other and on three sides

of the little room. The entire bedding
consisted of straw enclosed by bagging,
making a thin mattress which lay in
a wide shallow box of inch material.
Not stopping to undress we took to

these quite readily, but long before

day broke upon us, those of us who

are easily troubled with the creeping
fauna that travel by night were given
ample opportunity to realize our

environment.

The appointed watchman called

such as were fortunate enough to be

asleep and by 5 a. m. we were busy
watering the thirsty steers. The water,
all of which was transported in the

ship's hold, was available from cylindri
cal hogsheads at seventy-five foot

intervals on either side of both decks.

There was left a narrow margin in

which to work and it often proved to

be too narrow. Probably due to the

large amount of hay fed the animals

and the salt sea air, they drank be

tween four and six pails of water

apiece every morning, and it is ever

the delight of such an animal to drink

his neighbor
'

s allowance . Afterwater

ing, the cattle were fed enough baled

hay to keep them eating until about

10 a. m. Then we cleaned the alleys,
and were given a half hour rest before
breakfast which generally came about

8 o'clock. Indeed, after three hours

work on empty stomachs, it was

difficult to realize that breakfast

should not be dinner. The scanty

repast at this hour for the twelve

days' passage consisted mainly of

coffee without milk or sugar, hard

tack, buns, and boiled potatoes with

skins on. At 10:30 a. m. the cattle

were fed shelled corn at the rate of

about six quarts apiece. During the

forenoon, the following day's allowance
of corn and hay was hauled up through
the hatchways by means of donkey

engines, on both fore and after decks.

Dinner was served at frve bells or

about 12:30, and consisted of a menu

very similar to that of breakfast

with the possible addition of salt fish

or salt horse, and Irish stew but no

beverage. Everyone was supposed
to go to the galley in turn to bring

the food which was transported in
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large buckets. Each man cared for

his own plate, cup, knife and spoon
and it was usually advisable to hide

them, so that promiscuous cutlery and
china (so called) could be found from

the hold to the top-mast.
In the afternoon a large amount

of hay was fed,—in fact enough to

suffice for both feed and bedding as

hay was all that was used for the

latter purpose. None of the manure

is removed from the ship during the

journey but after unloading in port it
is given to the party cleaning and

white-washing the boat. It is used

on truck farms around Birkenhead

and Liverpool, Eng
land. Thismanure

contains a large
amount of undigest
ed corn and wasted

hay, and by the

way, much of the

hay was of an in-

feriorgraderaisedin,
and shipped from,
Maine. After the

usual cleaning up,

we were ready for

supper at 6 p. m.

The only variation

of this menu from

others was the pres

ence of tea. Jam
and marmalade

were forever pres
ent on the English bill-of-fare, and

once a week we were given a favor

ite dish known to the English as

plum duff but quite resembling our

suet pudding. This relish lacked the

characteristic seasoning of American

dishes, nevertheless, it wasmuch sought
for by all, as evidenced by the fact

that the one who took a turn at

going for it, made away with a goodly
share of it before acquainting the

others of his whereabouts.

A glimpse of old Ireland was a

welcome sight on the evening of

the eleventh day as it foretold of

the riddance of our bovine charges
by another day. Strange to say,

the cattle detect the approach of

land through a sense of smell, and

manifest their knowledge by a low

OFF FOR LIVERPOOL.

bellowing. Just one day after the
first sight of Ireland, we rounded
the cape into the Mersey River and

anchored in the harbor between Birken
head and Liverpool, not to unload
until morning as it was Bank Holiday
throughout the island. The knots
were so loosened as to make a quick
delivery when the time came. In

the morning each man was furnished
with a pointed stick and as fast as

the head-boards could be taken down

and the knots untied the fat and

tired cattle scampered over the gang

way into the slaughter yards to await

an early fate.

In accordance

with the federal law

all these cattlemust

be slaughteredwith
in seven days after
entrance to theport.

Though thismay be
taken in the nature

of a precaution to

prevent the spread
of any contagious
diseases, there can

be but little danger
as all live meat is

inspected at the

United States Gov

ernment port by the
Government veter

inarian, previous to

being loaded on the

ships. These cattle ships usually re

quire about two weeks for the cleaning
and reloading before the return voyage
is begun. The return cargo consists

entirely of freight, being mostly made

up of manufactured articles such as

machinery, cloth, cutlery, and the like.

Before the novice begins such a

trip as we have endeavored to narrate,

a little previous knowledge of the

bill-of-fare, and sleeping quarters
would not be amiss. In other words

it would be advisable to carry along a

pillow of some coarse texture, and a

limited supply of canned provisions
which may be readily procured just

previous to embarkation. Though

many things may seem hard the

experience is strikingly novel, and one

never to be regretted, or forgotten.
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At a meeting held

Trustees in New York City

Adopt on December 16th,

Plan the Board of Trus

tees of the Univer

sity adopted with slight modification

the new plan for the administration of

the College of Agriculture as proposed

by Dean Bailey and as contained in

the resolutions of the Trustees' Com

mittee of which Ex-president Andrew

D. White was chairman.

This step is a cause of deep gratifica
tion to those of us who have the

welfare of the College of Agriculture
at heart, and who have followed the

Trustees' Committee in their work

this past fall. Briefly, the Committee

was the one appointed by the Board

of Trustees to confer with Dean

Bailey concerning his recommenda

tions. They held two meetings which
were attended by the Dean. As

the result of these a hearty and

unanimous agreement was reached by
the committee and Dean Bailey as to

the form of regulations to be presented

to the Board of Trustees for the future

management of the College of Agri

culture. The committee's report to

the Board was, after a careful

and painstaking consideration, unani

mously adopted, with a few minor

changes.
The new plan of

New administration goes

Agricultural into effect January
Council ist, 1 912. After

this date the

management of the college will be

subject to the general supervision

and control of the full Board of Trus

tees, and the immediate supervision,

instead of being in the hands of the

Executive Committee of the Board,

as now, will be entrusted to a special
cornmittee of eleven persons to be

known as the Agricultural College
Council.

This Council is to be composed of

the five Trustees appointed by the

Governor; the President of the Uni

versity; the Trustee elected by the

State Grange ; the State Commissioner

of Agriculture and the president of

the State Agricultural Society, both

ex-officio members of the Board; and

two Trustees to be selected by the

Board itself, one of whom is to be an

Alumnus Trustee. The Director of

the College of Agriculture and the

Treasurer of the University, although
not members of this Council, are ex

pected to be present at its meetings

and to take part in its deliberations.

It is to hold four regular meetings a

year and as many special meetings as

it may think necessary. When prac

ticable, one of its regular meetings is

to be held at the same place as, and

as short a time as possible before,

each of the regular meetings of the

Board of Trustees.
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In the enactment creating the Coun

cil, its powers and duties are defined

as follows :

"Said Council shall have the follow

ing powers and duties and those na

turally incident thereto :

"It shall have charge of presenting
to the Legislature the needs of the

college and of securing such appro

priations as the State may deem

proper to make. Said moneys when

appropriated shall be drawn from the

State by the Treasurer of the Uni

versity as provided by law and be

carried on the books of the University
and be disbursed by the Treasurer

thereof.

"It shall prepare each year a bud

get or detailed statement of the

moneys to be expended in carrying
on the work of said college during
the then ensuing year, which budget,

however, shall not become effective

unless and until approved by the

Board of Trustees.

"It shall provide for sufficiently

and properly auditing all disburse

ments made in behalf of said college,
all vouchers therefor being filed with

the Treasurer of the University.

"It shall fix the time and place for

holding its meetings and the manner

and time of calling the same.

"All professors and assistant pro

fessors in said college to be elected

after the passage of this statute shall

be nominated by the Director to the

Council after advising with the Presi

dent of the University, and if ap

proved by the President of the Uni

versity and said body, the nomina

tion shall be presented by the Presi

dent of the University to the Board of

Trustees for action, confirmation in

case of professors being by ballot.

"All other persons engaged in

carrying on the work in the said col

lege whether of instruction or other

wise shall be appointed by the Coun

cil on the nomination of the Director,

except that said Council may make

such regulations as it deems proper,

conferring upon the Director the power
to make ad interim appointments
of any of the persons designated in

this clause.

"But neither the Council nor the

Director shall have the power with

out the consent of the Board of

Trustees either in the respects above

mentioned or otherwise, to incur lia

bilities or expenses in excess of the

amount appropriated.
"Said Council shall appoint a com

mittee of four members which shall

include the President of the Univer

sity and the chairman of the Build

ing Committee of the University,

which, subject to the approval of said

Council, and of the Board of Trus

tees, shall have charge of the loca

tion and construction of buildings to

be erected for the purpose of said

State College. The Director of said

college and the Treasurer of the Uni

versity shall be expected to be pres

ent at the meetings of said commit

tee and take part in its deliberations.

"Said Council shall have the right
to designate at least one member of

the University Committee on Grounds.

"The Board of Trustees reserves

the right to at any time alter, amend

or repeal the foregoing or any part

thereof."

The Board elected Willard Beahan

'78, of Cleveland, and John H. Barr

'89, of New York, to be members of

the Council as provided in the stat

ute. Both these men are alumni

trustees. Besides them, the members

of the Council will be Thomas B.
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Wilson, of Hall; Henry W. Sackett effect the action on the part of the

'75, of New York; Frederick C. board of Trustees will have on his

Stevens, '79, of Attica; John N. Car- decision to sever connections with the

lisle, of Wat'ertown; Frank H. Miller, College of Agriculture is that any

of New York; President Schurman; action on his part will be deferred

William F. Pratt, of Batavia; and until his plan of administration had

Raymond A. Pearson '94, of Albany, been put into operation. He added

Two of the ex-officio memberships that the plan was so largely of his

are combined in the person of Mr. own suggestion that he felt it his

Pearson. duty to remain until the new system

The report of Dean had been put into practical and sub-

Dean Bailey's Bailey to the Board stantial operation. How long or how

Recommend- of Trustees con- short a time that would be, he was

ation tained the follow- unable to say.

ing passage mat- It is a sincere cause of delight and

erial to the government of the Col- satisfaction that Dean Baliey will

lege of Agriculture : remain to direct the readjustments in

"To my mind the solution of the the College of Agriculture as he has

problem is one of great simplicity, outlined them, and it is our earnest

and it all lies with the University hope that at the end of this time

itself. It is merely this: All state circumstances will be such that it

work at Cornell should comprise one will not be necessary for him to sever

administrative unit. The Trustees ap- his connections with the College of

pointed by the Governor with prob- Agriculture in order to live his own

ably those representing popular in- life.

terests, or others, and the President For one full week

of the University, should constitute
p , in each year, the

a small council or committee to have ^r 1 College of Agricul-

charge of the state enterprises, re- ture throws open

porting to the full Board, and meet- its doors to the

ing at stated times (say four times farmers of the state and devotes itself

a year) of its own right and with to their interests in a special way. The

the attendance of the Director of the week is known as "Farmers' Week,"

given state work. This council should and will be held this year February
audit the accounts of the state moneys. ioth-24th. The attendance is ex-

The ad interim business of the Col- pected to exceed twenty-five hundred.

lege of Agriculture should be car- A full programme of the week

ried on by the Director of the Col- includes approximately 300 lectures,

lege, with the advice of the President 15 conferences, and many exhibits
of the University.

' '

an(j demonstrations. It is so arranged
In a recent con- that a connected line of work in any

Dean versation with the branch may be followed for the week,
Baileys Editor of the as in fruit-growing, poultry raising
Attitude

Countryman, Dean or dairying, or if desired one may

Bailey, when asked divide his time between these sub-
lf he would remain, said that the only jects andmany others, social, economic
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or educational in nature. Every ef

fort will be made to get into close

personal touch with each visitor in

the endeavor to help him in his

individual problems.
Former students who are con

templating a return at this time will

be glad to know that a country
life programme of especial interest

to them is being planned for this

week.

It is hoped that the interest and

support that has always been shown

by the students during this annual

event will be given again this year as

the help and cooperation of the

students go a long way towardmaking
the week a success.

One of the most

important depart
ments of the Col

lege is the one de

voted to "Exten

sion Work" and known as the Exten

sion Department. The December

"Announcer" is devoted almost en

tirely to this phase of college work.

Aside from counselling in the exten

sion work of the various departments of

the College, the Extension Depart

ment has supervision of the following

enterprises: "special schools, to be

held in different localities; work at

Extension

Work

the fairs; reading courses and cor

respondence work; farmers' week;
excursions to the College ; Experiment
ers' League; management of resident

or local agents; mailing room work;
welfare work of any kind in the rural

communities; general publicity and

helpfulness of the College of Agri
culture to the people of the State."

An innovation will be the "Travell

ing Schools" of which the "An

nouncer" says:

"In response to the demand of rural

communities to give adequate instruc

tion with the necessary teaching ma

terial at hand, to those persons wishing
further opportunity to study given
farm problems, railroad passenger cars

will be equipped with tables, chairs,

charts, models, microscopes and other

necessary teaching material. In this

way a class of twenty-five to fifty

persons, of whatever age, may be care

fully instructed for a few days or two

weeks as arranged. This will give

opportunity for instruction in subjects

requiring special demonstration mater

ial and will naturally follow the exten

sion schools. The car will stand on a

siding during the instruction and can

be readily moved to the next school.

For further information, address Ex

tension Department."
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CAMPUS NOTES

CALENDAR

Jan. 8, Regular meeting of Round-

Up Club.

Jan. io, Eastman Stage preliminary
trials.

Jan. n, Regular meeting of Lazy
Club.

Founder's Day
—

University
Holiday.

Regular Assembly.
Jan. 15, Regular meeting Round-

Up Club.

Regularmeeting Lazy Club.

Jan. 22, Regular meeting of Round-

Up Club.

Regular meeting of Lazy
Club.

Jan. 23 , Regular election of officers of
theAgriculturalAssociation.

Jan. 27, Instruction ends for term.

Jan. 29, Term examinations begin.

CROSS COUNTRY

The Agricultural Cross Country
Team won the Inter-college meet
on November 25th. The victory was

the result not of individual brilliance
but of good team work. This is
shown by the fact that thirteen of the
first thirty men were Ag men while
none of these men finished better
than fifth. The members of the
team were as follows : G. W. Lamb
■13, fifth; W. D. Hazelton, '13, sixth'
D. W. Hadsell, '13, eleventh; H. m'
Harrington, '13, twelfth; N.F.Stearns
13, fourteenth; F. E. Barnhill, Sp
seventeenth; G. L. Nicholas, 'iY
eighteenth. Scores, Ag. 83, M E 87
Arts 201, C.E. 303.

*

The third assembly of the year and

the first at which the Short Course stu

dentswerewith us was held in the Audi

torium on Thursday, December 7.
Selections were rendered by both the

Glee and Mandolin Clubs and every
one was not only surprised but also

decidedly pleased by the progress
shown by both of the clubs so early in

the season. But, if possible the two

selections rendered by the Girls Glee

Club, who appeared for the first time

this year, caused even more favorable

comment.

It has been said that our December
*

Assembly is the best of the year, and

Dean Bailey must have realized this,
for his talk, which as usual was the

feature of the evening, was most en

joyable. He spoke in part as follows:
The December Assembly is the

happiest of the year because we

have not yet begun to thin out.

Our college may be compared to a

military organization. It is important
that each student should regard him

self as part of such an organization
and learn promptness, efficiency, clear
cut methods, timeliness and the ability
to seize an opportunity. Another

lesson from the simile of a military
organization is that we should stand

up straight and walk on our heels.

Be conscious that you have a back

bone. People who walk as if they
meant it are usually the ones who do

things.
In regard to the student room to be

furnished downstairs, its purpose is to

relieve congestion in the halls and

library and to provide a place where

the students may spend their odd
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hours. Smoking will not be prohibited.
Smoking is a personal affair although
I see no reason why a young man

with a clear conscience and a good
digestion should need to calm his

nerves by building a fire in his mouth.

I will leave it to the smokers whether

they will regard the room as for their

own enjoyment only, or for the en

joyment of other people also.
I assume that you have come here

to acquire knowledge. But you will

go away feeling that you know very

little. Most people do not know

what knowledge is. A man has not

knowledge of a thing until he has

reasoned it out from all points of view

by means of research and study.
The important thing is that his mind

shall be open. Prejudice and habit

must be kept out. A man cannot

know what kind of soil he has until

he examines it without prejudice.
Politics are governed by prejudice.
The reason why we are making little

progress in tariff reform is that many

people have a decided opinion on

certain schedules based not upon

knowledge but upon prejudice. A

student is making real progress when

he realizes that he knows very little.

Always demand the evidence or reason
ableness of what is presented to you.

Prejudice and habit dominate our

eating also. There is no such thing as

animal and spiritual pleasures any

more than there are good trusts and

bad trusts. All trusts have good and

bad in them. Regulation encourages

the good and discourages the bad.

It is not the attitude of a trust that is

bad or good. Our attitude toward

eating is wrong. Cookery has come

to be a process of concealment. We

prepare our food so that we cannot

recognize what is in it. It is worth

while for young men and women to

consider the importance of naked

products with their natural odors.

It is a great thing to have things
as they are.

There is a great satisfaction in being
near the sources of these products.
To me the pumpkin is the most

beautiful of fruits. It is wonderful

how such a small plant can produce
such a big fruit. One of the biggest
mysteries of nature is the growth of

simple plants. When a man has

enough money to live comfortably
he gets much enjoyment out of this

contact with nature.

Misrepresentation seems to be in

nate in human nature. We make

steel buildings appear as though they
were made of brick. Why should

we not see them as they are.
The result of our attitude toward

eating is indigestion. Indigestion is a

pernicious habit unless a person is

diseased. The way to correct it is

not by the use of drugs but by cor

recting one's habits of life. A person

twenty-five years of age ought to

know better than any physician how

to regulate his health. We must get
back to the unadulterated and the

farmer is the man to get back first,

# # *

The Agricultural Seniors held their

first social function of the year as an

informal dance which was held in

Odd Fellows' Hall on the evening
of December 14th. The affair was a

great success.
* * *

Dr. Gilbert has been elected chair

man of the Score Card Committee of

the National Corn Exposition. Other

members of the Committee are Prof.

English of the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture, Prof. Pugsby
of the University of Nebraska, Prof.

Williams of the Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station and Prof. Wianko

of the Indiana Experiment Station.

* * *

On Wednesday evening, December

13, Dr. S. H. Gage of the Medical

College gave a lecture to the students

of Plant Breeding upon the subject of
Human Heredity.

* * *

Prof. H. H. Wing of the Animal

Husbandry Department went to New

York on December 12th and delivered

some lectures at Columbia Univer

sity.
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Prof. W. A. Riley of the Entomology

Department, who has been quite

seriously ill is improving rapidly at

the present writing.
* * *

The class in Mechanical Drawing
is so large this term that the size of

the class will be limited. All students

who intend to take this course next

term should see Prof. Baker.

There is to be an exhibition in the

The schedule is as follows: Dec. 9,

M.E. vs. Ag.; Dec. 19, Ag. vs. Vet.;
Jan. 13, Ag. vs. Law; Jan. 20, Arch.

vs. Ag.; Jan. 27, Art vs. Ag.; Feb. 17,
C.E. vs. Ag.

* * *

A fish hatchery is being constructed
in the lower Fall Creek Gorge by
the University, The work is to

be in charge of Dr. Embody in con

nection with his course in agriculture.

CHAMPIONSHIP AGRICULTURAL CROSS COUNTRY TEAM IQII.
Top row—W. R. Wilson, '12, Captain W D Ha^pltrm 'to r t m- -u 1 >

Bottom row-D. W. Hadsel., -^ I E.&$ffi&W*l£^^i£UAbsent—H. M. Harrington. '13.

Drawing Department during Farmers'
Week again this year.

* # *

BASKETBALL

On December 7th the Agricultural
basketball team began its season by
defeating Cascadilla School 23-1. On
December 9thM.E.wasdefeated 23-2 1.

The lineup was as follows : 1 f

'

E. A. Brown, '13; r. f., T. M. Gray,'
i5> C. G. Crittenden, '14, N D
Steve, 'i3; c, J. A. Webb, 'ie 1 <r

'

D. D. Ward, '12 (captain); r g
R. Steve, Special.

' g"

This is unique in the fact that it is the
first thing of its kind to be undertaken

by a University.
* * *

Mr. J. T. Loyd, assistant in Biology,
starts for Columbia, South America,
the middle of the month. He will
do some general Zoological collecting
in the Andes for the American Museum
of Natural History at Washington.

* * *

At a meeting of the Junior Class
held in room 292 after the last Assem

bly after electing M. B. Goff as
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temporary chairman and temporary
secretary the following officers were

elected: H. G. Honeywell, president;
E. A. Brown, vice-president; C. Bame,

treasurer; Miss C. A. McKay, secre

tary.
Later on it was decided that the

class should arrange for a smoker to

be held soon and committees were

appointed to arrange this and to plan
for the usual banquet to be held in the

spring.
* * *

Three members of the faculty of the

College of Agriculture are to deliver

lectures at Columbia University this

winter in a popular lecture course in

agriculture. Professor H. H. Wing
will speak on December 13. His sub

ject is "Practical Problems in Develop
ing the Dairy Herd." On January 24

Professor E. S. Savage will lecture on

"Problems in Feeding the DairyHerd."

Professor E. O. Fippin will speak on

February 7 about
"

Soil Drainage
Problems and Practicies in New

York State."
* * *

Dean Bailey has planned a series of

Sunday noon talks for the winter

course students to be given in Barnes

Hall each week. The first of these was

held on Dec. 4, with the topic, "You

are background men; you should

familiarize yourself with your back

ground of literature and civilization."

The Dean went on to say that the

farmer was particularly and in a

peculiar sense a part of his background
but that history, literature and civili

zation was a wider background and

one which all men were subject to.

A larger part of this background will

be found in the Bible which represents

the thought of the race and has more

influence on the development of our

own civilization than any other book.

To have obtained honor in one's life

work is worthy of great praise, but

have attained to the highest honor

possible in that work is a height to

which few of us ever get. Such, tho,

has been the good fortune of Prof.

John Henry Comstock of the Entomo

logical Department, who has just
received notice of his election as

Honorary Fellow of the Entomologi
cal Society of London. This is the

highest honor in the gift of the society
and the highest that may come to any

entomologist in the world

The faculty of the department
of forestry has been increased by
the appointment of Mr. John Bentley,
Jr., as assistant professor.
Mr. Bentley graduated from Wes-

JOHN BENTLEY, JR.

leyan University in 1904, and re

ceived his Master's degree in forestry
from the Yale Forest School in 1907.

He was elected to both Phi Beta

Kappa and Sigma Xi.
Since leaving college he has been

engaged in both private and govern

ment forestry work in North Carolina,

Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, South

Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas. Mr.

Bentley 's last work before coming to

Cornell was general supervision of

all the government forest planting
work in the central Rocky Mountain

region.
Mr. Bentley assumes his duties at

Cornell on the first of January.
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An Indication of Prosperity

Throughout the country during the

past year more up-to-date machinery

has been purchased and installed on

the farm than during any previous
ten

years This demonstrates not only

the prosperity of the farmer, but his

alertness in seizing upon every means

to increase the yield per acre,
and m

preserving the soil. This statement

is based not only on personal observa

tion of the agents of the Department

of Agriculture who have traveled all

over the country, but on the state

ments of sales of farm implements

from the large dealers throughout the

country.
* * #

Reclaiming New York State Land

A great deal of money has been

expended for reclaiming tidal lands

without obtaining permanent effective

results. The failures have been due

principally to the lack of cooperation

among the landowners; to ignorance
or disregard of the fact that, unless

preventativemeasures are taken, many
marshes will settle to an extent that

will render pumping necessary; and

to the insufficient size, or poor con

struction and maintenance of levees,

sluices and ditches.

Upon the efficiency of the drainage
ditches and sluices will depend the

elevation of the ground water, and

the depth of the water table below

the ground surface will control the

kind of crops that can be raised.

Land i to i^ feet above the water

table will furnish good pasture; 2 to

zyi feet above, good hay and corn

fields; and land 4 to 4^ feet above

good wheat fields. In draining and

plowing due care should be used not

to injure the soil structure.

* * *

A Well Filled Ice House

The economic value to the farm of

a well-filled ice house of clear, pure

ice, is shown in Farmers' Bulletin

No. 475. The bulletin does not treat

of the ice crop as a source of direct

revenue but as a factor in the economies

and comforts of the country home.

* *

More Capital to Move the Crops

The American banking systein is

behind European nations in providing

banking facilities for farmers. The

Bank of France, the Bank of Belgium
and the Swiss National Bank all pro

vide special facilities. For the strain

on our banking systems during the

crop moving season is terrific. The

small banks draw heavily on the

central banks; they draw not only
what they will need but what they

might need in case of a crisis. The

result is that the American farmer has

great difficulty in borrowing moving

capital because of the large amount

of unutilized capital.
The recent agitation throughout the

country gives promise of the needed

reforms. The activity of the Na

tional Monetary Commission, the in

terest shown in ex-Senator Aldrich's

plan and the work of the National

Citizen's League are good omens.

The plan of the National Citizen's

League is especially worthy of notice.

Cooperation instead of competition
is their cardinal principle. By this

plan, every bank in the United States

would join the National Reserve

Association. This association would

not do a general banking business like

a central bank. It would keep the

reserves of the banks, retire all national

bank-note issues and substitute its

own, and thus be enabled to render

liquid the good commercial paper of

the banks at any time. A tax would

also be imposed to prevent the with

drawal of reserves below a certain

ratio.
* * *

Cooperative Association

Reorganizes

On November 20th the Bethany-
Batavia Fruit Growers' Association

met in Batavia, N. Y. for the purpose
of reorganization. A constitution simi

lar to that of the Hood River Valley
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Fruit Growers' Association in Oregon
was adopted. It was voted to in

corporate and the necessary capital
stock was subscribed. A board of

seven directors was elected to have

charge of the business of the Associa

tion. The constitution is such as to

allow this Association, which is now

known as "The Genesee County Fruit
Growers' Association," to do all kinds

of business, such as the buying and

selling of fruit, the manufacture of

lime-sulfur, the establishment of in

dustrial fellowships, etc. In fact, to

do all things which are commonly
done by the fruit growers' associations
of theWest.

It is of special interest to Cornellians
to know that Mr. Roy J. Shephard
of the class of 19 10 was elected one of

the directors and has been made

secretary of the board of directors.

This is a very responsible position in

the new organization and one which

Mr. Shephard is well fitted to fill with

the highest degree of ability and suc

cess. Mr. E. G. Grinnell, one of the

prominent fruit growers of this section
is the president. This Association

has, during the past year, maintained
two industrial fellows, an entomologist
and plant pathologist, in cooperation
with the College of Agriculture. It is

expected that this cooperation will

be continued for at least another year.

* * *

The difficulty attending the acquisi
tion of sufficient potash for the

fertilizer manufacturers of this country
need no longer be a source of worry

according to Secretary Wilson of the

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. The

Bureau of Soils has been making

investigations along this line and it is

believed that the chemists have dis

covered a process by which potash can

be taken from sea-weed. For some

time it has been known that the sup

ply of potash rocks in this country
is absolutely limited. As yet no

economical process has been found

which will disassociate the potash
from the mineral silicates so as to

obtain the more soluble potash salts

available for plant food. The fact

that this country pays Germany
annually $1 2 ,000,000 for potash renders
the discovery of such a cheap process

highly desirable.

* * *

The awakening of the people to

the value of agricultural instruction
and to the possibilities of usefulness

through extension teaching has created
a demand for this instruction far

beyond the power of the states to

supply. The inadequacy of present

equipment for meeting the agricultural
educational needs of the rural people
has become so apparent that several
bills have been presented before Con

gress looking to additional appropria
tion for carrying out extension work.

The states are adding annually to

their appropriations in a marked

degree. For example, New York State

increased her appropriation from

$25,000 to $35,000, Minnesota from

$18,000 to $23,000, Nebraska from

$10,000 to $17,000, etc. These ap

propriations show in an unmistak

able way the growing interest in

agricultural improvement by the states
and their confidence in the value

of the work of the farmers' institute

as well as appreciation of what they
have done for agriculture in the past.

* * *

Unreclaimed land worth from one

to twenty dollars per acre will be

worth from twenty to a hundred dollars

per acre when drained, depending on

location, elevation, fertility and devel

opment. The cost of reclamation

will vary widely, but under average
conditions thorough drainage should

not exceed fifty to sixty dollars per
acre. Besides producing financial bene
fit, draining marsh lands destroys
the breeding places for mosquitoes,
and reduces the unhealthful condi

tions that cause malaria, chills and

fevers. In New York State there

are thousands of acres which could

be very profitable reclaimed. The

amount of reclaimed land is rapidly
increasing owing to the rapid rise

in price of good farming land.
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HARRY MASON KNOX, B. S. A., 'OI

'oi, B. S. A.—Harry Mason Knox

was born on the Knox Homestead

(a picture of which was published in

the May, '10, Countryman), at Can

ton, N. Y. He was graduated from

the' local high school, after which he

took two years' work in Saint Lawrence

University at his home town. Then

he came to Cornell where he specialized
in dairying and was graduated two

years later.

He returned to his home farm to

work with his father in developing an

intensive dairy farm, naming it the

"Success Stock Farm." They stocked

the farm with Holstein-Friesian cat

tle, small Yorkshire swine, and Scotch

Collie dogs. A special trade was

developed in dairy products, fancy

milk, butter, butter-milk and cottage
cheese being sold. Mr. Knox pub
lished and edited the Success Stock

Farm Journal and Holstein-Friesian

Advocate to advertise the farm and

stock in which they were inter

ested.

Three years ago Mr. Knox's father

died. The carefully assembled herd,
headed by the famous sire Korndyke
Queen DeKol's Prince, was sold to

settle the estate. Mr. Knox then

purchased the farm and proceeded to

build up a herd of officially tested

STUDENTS

animals. Adirondac Pontiac Korn

dyke and Gem Paul Johanna stand

at the head of the herd, the former

being a full brother to the famous

sisters, Pontiac Clothilde DeKol, 2nd,

and Pontiac Rag Apple. The other

sire is from a cow having a seven day

record of 707.8 lbs. milk and 32.8

pounds of butter.
Mr. Knox also has a nice herd of

Cheshire swine, the foundation stock

of which he purchased here last

Farmers' Week. They were shown

at the St. Lawrence County Fair in

strong competition and won their

share of prizes.
Besides being an active farmer, Mr.

Knox has been active in the progres

sive social work of his community.

As trustee of his local school he re

organized and rejuvenated it, putting
it on an agricultural working basis.

Last month he was elected for the

second time as master of Silas Wright

Grange, and steward of the St.

Lawrence County Pomona Grange,

he having previously served as secre

tary of the latter. He organized
the first community Holstein-Friesian

Breeder's Club in the United States-

was its first president, and subsequent

secretary for three years. He was

president of our Students' Association

last year. He is a director of the New

York State Dairymen's Association.

He is now interested in the country

church work of his community, and

spoke to his grange on this subject at

a recent meeting. Mr. Knox has been

called upon to visit district
^

schools

this winter and aid in putting into

practical operation the teaching of

agriculture. He is active in a cam

paign to build a tuberculosis hospital
for his county and is one of the grange

committee to put the matter before

the legislators of his county. He is

interested in the good road problem
which the legislators of the country are

carefully considering. He has been a

frequent contributor to the agricultural
press, to dairy publications in par

ticular. At the present time he con-
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templates a move in this line where he
feels he can extend his influence for

usefulness.

'09, Ph.D.—Dr. J. 0. Morton who

has been Professor of Agronomy at

the Mississippi Agricultural College
has accepted the chair of chemistry at
the Texas Agricultural College. He

will take up his new duties the first

of the year.

'11, Ph.D.—Mr. J. K. Plummer

with amajor in Agricultural Chemistry
has recently been promoted to an

excellent position in the Division of

Chemistry of the Department of

Agriculture of North Carolina.

'97, Sp.
—Herbert L. Carr is manag

ing a farm for Chas. G. Taylor at

Portland, Conn.

'oi, Sp.
—A. LaVerne Roe is manag

ing a farm near Bridgeport, Conn.

owned by Chas. M. Choate.

'06, B. S. A.—H. F. Button writes

from Manassas, Va., where he is

director of the Manassas Agricultural

High School, one of the congressional
district schools of Virginia. He also

encloses a program of the Farmers'

Institute of Northern Virginia of

which he is secretary and treasurer.

This institute was organized in order

to bring the farmers of the locality
in touch with the Agricultural High
School. It holds corn shows, a travel

ing school of agriculture, and other

meetings at various times during the

year. It aims "in every way possible
to make the Agricultural High School

the leader of the entire District in a

better and broader country life."

'06, B. S. A.
—

Harvey L. Westover

has been engaged during the last sum

mer in making a reconnaissance survey
of southwestern Washington. About

the first of December he went to Texas

to assist in making a similar survey in

the southwestern part of that state.

The work is being done by the United

States Bureau of Soils in cooperation
with the state geological survey. Mr.

Westover's address is care of Bureau

of Soils, Washington, D. C.

'07, Sp.
—B. F. Wallace is managing

a large farm near New York City
owned by Francis Newton of that

city.

'08, B. S. A.—Miss Alice C. Evans

is an instructor in bacteriology at the

University of Wisconsin, Madison,
Wis.

'08, B. S. A.—A son, John Eddy,
was born on November 5 to Mr. and

Mrs. Thomas Henry Desmond, 57

Johnson Park, Buffalo.

'08, B. S. A.—Clarence Lounsbury
is a field assistant in soil survey,

Bureau of Soils, Washington, D. C.

'08, B. S. A.—Horace F. Major
has been promoted from instructor to

assistant professor of landscape garden
ing at the University of Missouri.

'08, W.D., '10, Sp.—R. V. Callan

is managing the farm connected with

the New York State Women's Relief

Corps Home at Oxford, N. Y. This

position is now under the Civil Service.

'08, W.A.—James G. K. Duer

has purchased the Norwood farm of

35 acres at Port Jefferson Station,

N. Y., and is running it as a poultry
farm. He is keeping 500WhiteWyan-
dottes and aims to raise his own grain
so far as possible.

08, W. A.—Solon J. Vail was

married to Miss Edith J. Solger at

Bridgewater, Vt., on August 16th, last.

'08, 'op, W. A., '10, Sp.—Irving S.

Warner is managing his own farm at

Baiting Hollow, N. Y. He writes

that he has shipped some 1500 barrels

of cauliflower this season, had a fair

potato crop, and on the whole had a

very good year. He is sercetary and

treasurer of the Long Island branch

of the Students' Association.

'09, B. S. A.—Chas. F. Boehler is

now with George H. Miller, landscape
architect, at 6 Beacon St., Boston,
Mass.

'09, B. S. A.—G. C. Manrow is

manager of the Jeddo Fruit Farm at

Middleport, N. Y.

'09, B. S. A.—C. M. Bennett, who

had been representing the federal

government in cooperative work in
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farm management at the University

of Wisconsin, was recently transferred

to Washington. His address is care

of Office of Farm Management, U. S.

Department of Agriculture, Wash

ington, D. C.

'09, B. S. A.—Fred E.TRobertson is

employed as a scientific assistant in

farm management in the U.S. Depart

ment of Agriculture.

'10, B. S. A.—F. S. Jacoby is instruc

tor in Poultry Husbandry at Ohio

State University at Columbus, 0.

'10, Sp.—Claire E. Smith is manag

ing a farm for Edward M. Sheldon at

Martinsburg, N. Y.

'10, W. A.—W. D. Sigourney is

managing the farm connected with the

Western House of Refuge for Women,

which is a State institution at Albion,

N.Y.

'10, W. P.—Walter James Farley
was married to Miss Anna Elizabeth

Harvey on Tuesday, Nov. 21st, at

Carthage, N. Y.

'io, B. S. A.—J. H. Rutherford is

managing a private estate of 500 acres

located at Norfolk, Conn, and owned

by C. D. Tows of New York City.
He gave up his position as manager of

a 360 acre farm at Somerset, Pa.

about November first.

'io, A. B., '11, B. S. A.—Miss Lydia
F. Humphreys is teaching domestic

science in the high school at Corinth,
N.Y.

'11, B. S. A.—Willis J. Corwin is

teaching agriculture and music in the

high school at Sherburn, Minn.

'11, Sp.
—

Guy U. Tiffany is teaching
agriculture in a high school at Pine

Island, Minn.

'ii, B. S. A.—Wallace G. Stephen
son is at his home in Ogdensburg, N. Y.
He coached the football team of the

high school there this fall.

'ii, B. S. A.—Waldemar Fries, who
has been working for the Buffalo
Fertilizer Company, left Buffalo on

December 7th for Cincinnati, Ohio.
There he is to take charge of the

factory records and other office work
at a new factory put up by the Inter

national Agricultural Corporation, of

which the Buffalo Fertilizer Company
is a subsidiary company. His ad

dress is care of The International

Agricultural Corporation, Lockland,

Ohio.

'11, Sp.
—Warren W. Hawley, Jr.

is managing his father's farm near

Warsaw, N. Y.

'ii, M. S. A.—Henry W. Gilbertson

is a scientific assistant in the Office

of Farm Management, U. S. Depart
ment of Agriculture.

^'ii, B. S. A.—Miss Florence A.

Wyckoff is operating her own farm of

74 acres, the Cedar Lane Farm, at

Dundee, N. Y.

'ii, B. S. A.—EdwarcHM. Tuttle is

an assistant in Nature Study.

'ii, S. B. A.—Lloyd R. Simons is

teaching agriculture in the high school

at Gowanda, N. Y. He also coached

the school football team last fall.

'ii, B. S. A.—R. A. Mordoff is

superintendent of the farms owned by
Artemus Ward, Jr., of New York

City. The seven different farms com

prise, altogether, about 4,000 acres.

Five of them are in this state, one in

New Jersey, and the other, a fruit

farm, in Virginia. All but the last

are devoted to general agriculture
and dairying. Mr. Mordoff's address

is Demarest, N.J.

'ii, B. S. A.—Tracy M. Morrison is

with the department of Soil Tech

nology here. He is at present engaged
in making a mechanical analysis of a

series of Tompkins county soils. Next

term he will assist in the laboratory
work.

'12, Ex.
—Miss Marion H. Current

is assisting in the Home Economics

department during the Winter Course.

'ii, Ex.—J. H. Weber is with the

Jewish Agricultural and Industrial

Aid Association, which has head

quarters in New York City.

'10, B. S. A.—Hobart C. Young has

been seriously illwith typhoid fever at a

hospital at Erie, Pa. Mr. Young
has been working for a telephone
company at Erie.
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ITS UNIFORM STRENGTH

GUARANTEES RESULTS

Anyone can make lime-sulphur solution. The problem is to make it

the same every time. This is essential, otherwise results are uncertain and

the value of the spray may be lost. That's why it pays to use

ELECTRO kir«^lphur
(CONCENTRATED)

30111X1011

It is always of uniform strength, therefore you KNOW what you are using. We guarantee it to test 32^ to

33° Baume and to contain the maximum percentage of polysulphides of calcium (soluble sulphur) . It meets all the

requirements of the National Insecticide and Fungicide Law and state laws on this subject.

Electro Dry Powdered Arsenate of Lead &*^te£*.°« ftilSSBSS
firmly even when used as a dust. It is 100% stronger than other brands (32y to 33% arsenic oxide) and

is safe for any foliage (contains less than y of 1% water-soluble arsenic). Mixes instantly with water

without caking. Send for comparative tests by Conn, and N. J. Agri. Exper. Stations.

"

Spraying wil1 interest you. The most con-

c. !•*>• j,, cise and comprehensive free book

Simplified on spraying ever issued. Where

shall we send your copy?

The Vreeland Chemical Co., 37 Dey St., New York

Catalog

Dairymen's
Apparatus

■

*W9

tUPFHJES

EVERYTHING
FOR YOUR DAIRY

OUR
New Catalog of Dairymen's Supplies

should be in the hands of every owner of

a cow. It is filled from cover to cover—contains

87 pages
— with valuable information about

modern dairy apparatus and utensils.

WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOK

It will show you the latest models
in butter churns and workers,

milk testers and testing supplies, tinware, stable fittings and

supplies, engines, boilers, silos and everything in use on the

modern dairy farm at the lowest prices.

UP-TO-DATE EQUIPMENT ADDS TO DAIRY PROFITS

We can help you in many ways;. to bigger dairy profits Our organization covers

the entire country and is in close touch with the latest and best methods of dairying

everywhere Write us freely on any subject connected with dairy equipment and

mGt

Wemanufacture equipment for every
kind or size of dairy plant and equip more

n^Iffi^^^e^^^Ste it. In writing, please state what

machines or Un! of dairying you are most interested in. Address
^

The Creamery Package Mfg. Company, g$-2fmz^L^, ,„.

In wri ting to advertisers please
mention The Cornell Countryman
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Just because a separator skims close is not sufficient

reason for buying it. Equally important is the question

of durability.

An I H C Cream Harvester was put to a year's test at the

factory—running steadily for 10 hours every working day. This is

equivalent to 20 years of ordinary use, figuring on a basis of half

an hour's daily service. Yet in all this time there was no perceptible

wear. What better proof of I H C durability can you ask?

IHC Cream Harvesters
Dairymaid and Bluebell

have been paying cow owners big dividends for years. Their skimming

qualities are unequalled
—their ease of turning

—

ease of cleaning
—and

durability are easily proved by the testimony of owners. Why not investigate?

You will find that IHC Cream Harvesters are the only separators with

dust-proof gears, which are easily accessible. The frame is entirely protected
from wear by phosphor bronze bushings. The IHC has large shafts,

bushings, and bearings. The patented dirt-arrester removes the finest

particles of dirt from the milk before the milk is separated.

IHC Cream Harvesters are made in two styles
—

Dairymaid, chain

drive, and Bluebell, gear drive
—each in four sizes. The IHC local agent

will be glad to point out the above features and many others, or, write

direct for catalogues.

International Harvester Company of America
(Incorporated)

Chicago USA

IHC Service Bureau

The Bureau is a clearing- house of agricultural
data. It aims to learn the best ways of doing

things on the farm, and then distribute the informa

tion. Your individual experience may help others.

Send your problem to the IHC Service Bureau.

writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Educational Trains
now bring the facts from the Experiment Station direct

to the Farmer.

The Experiment Station men are anxious to discuss the questions of most value

to the people along the routes. Ask them to bring along an exhibit of fertilizer

materials and to tell you how to get the most plant-food for your money.

Recently one train gave demonstrations of actual fertilizer mixing. Soon many

will do so. Take your fertilizer dealer to these trains. Ask him to sell Potash

Salts and brands containing six to ten per cent. Potash.

We shall be glad to send you, free, pamphlets prepared^ by the best practical
authorities on fertilizers for various crops and soils. Write today, mentioning

crops and soils that you wish to improve.

GERMAN KALI WORKS, Inc.

Continental Building, Baltimore Monadnock Block, Chicago

93 Nassau Street, New York

NO MAN is entitled to a greater

degree of comfort in his work than is

the farmer. It is to the farmer that we

must look more than to any other in

dustrial factor for the necessities of

life. If there should be a universal

destruction or failure in crops it would

put the entire world on starvation

rations.

No implement on the farm compares

with the plow in usefulness and to do

good work the plow should be the right kind—an Oliver.

The Oliver No. 26 Sulky Plow is at the head of its class. The entire

construction of the plow is worthy of consideration. Of all the plows

ever offered, the No. 26 affords the greatest
comfort and really encourages

the tired man to work.

No. 23 SULKY PLOW

OLIVER CHILLED PLOW WORKS

General Offices at SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

Works at South Bend, Indiana, and Hamilton, Ont., Canada.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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CROWN
GRAIN DRILLS

Grass Seeders

If you are in need of

a Grain Drill or a

Grass Seeder, write

for our special

prices to-day.

CROWN

MFG. CO.

Phelps, N. Y.,

U. S. A.

The Improved Simplex
Link Blade

Cream Separator
LIGHTEST RUNNING

LARGEST CAPACITIES

CLOSEST SKIMMING

The Only Practical Large

Capacity Separators
Has more exclusive patented features of

merit than all others—Has all the desirable

points that can be put into a cream separator.

500 lbs., $75.00 900 lbs., $90.00

700 lbs., 80.00 1100 lbs., 100.00

D. H. BURRELL & CO.
LITTLE FALLS, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Creamery, Dairy and Cheese Factory Apparatus

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Genuine Thomas Phosphate Powder

(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

GROWS BIG RED APPLES AND OTHER FRUITS
Why let the fruits of Oregon and California monopolize our best markets when fruit of EQUALLY FINE

APPEARANCE AND FAR BETTER QUALITY can be RAISED RIGHT HERE if you FEED YOUR TREES

AND FEED THEM PROPERLY?

GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER
(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

Is an Alkaline Phosphate of High Availability. The Average of Nine Analyses at the Massachusetts Experi
ment Station shows the following: TOTAL PHOSPHORIC ACID, 17.73 per cent. AVAILABLE PHOSPHORIC

ACID, 15.48 per cent. (By Wagner's Standard Method) See Bulletin 127, page 16. THOMAS PHOSPHATE

POWDER ALSO CONTAINS 35 to 50 per cent, of EFFECTIVE LIME, 15 to 17 per cent, of IRON and 3 to 6

per cent, of MANGANESE. All buyers should insist on having GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER

(Basic Slag Phosphate).
BEARING ON THE TAGS

THE "KEY AND TREE" TRADE MARK

Thus you can be sure to get the Genuine Unadulterated Article

(When writing for our booklet, "Up to-date Fruit Growing,"
pleate be sure to mention The Cornell, Countryman.)

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,

SPECIAL IMPORTERS

Manufacturers of E. Frank Coe Fertilizers

and Peruvian Brands.

(The Highest Grade Mixed Fertilizers on the

Market.)

51 Chambers Street,

NEW YORK CITY

(We distribute from New York, Boston, Mass., Belfast, Me., Philadelphia, Pa., Baltimore, Md., Norfolk,

Va., Wilmington, N. C, Savannah, Ga., and Charleston, S. C.)

Williams Brothers

ITHACA, NEW YORK
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WELL DRILLING

MACHINERY AND

TOOLS

The A. I. Root Company
Medina - Ohio

"Manufacturers of bee-keeper's supplies

and agricultural products for 41 years."

Our line includes bee-hives and frames,

section honey-boxes, shipping cases, honey

and wax extractors, comb foundation

fasteners, bees, queens, complete outfits

for beginners, etc.
—in fact everything re

quired by the amateur or advanced bee

keeper.

We maintain branch offices and distrib

uting agencies in all parts of the United

States and in foreign countries and invite

correspondence from all interested in bee

keeping. Instructive booklets with copies

of our catalog and GLEANINGS IN

BEE CULTURE —a semi-monthly mag

azine—may be had upon request.

"

The Famous Airline Bee Products."

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Hand Laundry

Soft Laundry done

at HOME.

Positively No Chemicals Used!

MENDING FREE.

Starched Goods Equal to any done

in the City.

It is practically im

possible to raise per
fect fruit without

spr a y i n g thoroughly.
To spray properly you

need the best spray

pump made
—

one of the

GOULDS

q™Knf Baggage and telling tales are very similar.
—-

°

LC.f
" aIways g0 y°u one better.

Every retailer is just pop-gun certain sure that
nobody on earth has better merchandise than he
but mighty few will like to have you match

some other fellow s goods with theirs.
Comparisons are, often, odious.
Now I am so sure of my traveling goods that I

want you to see others along side of mine. You'll
buy mine.

The baggage you want; at the price
you want to pay.

W. J. REEdTujTe. State St.

RELIABLE

li^SPRAYERS
Every part is

made to give long
service and de

signed to give the
best possible re

sults in all spray
work. Every re

quirement is met

by the complete
line shown i n

our book.

"How to Spray,

When to Spray,

Which Sprayer

to Use"

Send for a copy. It contains valuable

spray formulas.

THE GOULDS MFG. CO.
16 W. Fall St., SENECA FALLS, N. Y.

Largest Manufacturers of Pumps for Every Service.
In writing t0 advert please mention The Cornell CouNtr™an
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Men who Live in the Open $

Appreciate the Best in %
Nature. ?

Men who Wear the

Quality Shop Clothes

Appreciate the Best in

Tailoring.

E. B. BAXTER,

150 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

I ROTHSCHILD BROS.

1 "Student Supplies"
for rooms

Decorations and Necessaries

Carpets, Rugs, Bedding,
Sofa Pillows, Banners,
Desk furnishings, Lamps,
Steins, Curtains, Books,
Waste Paper Baskets

Men's Wear

Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, Ho- *

siery, Underwear, Sweaters.
*

ONE PRICE TO ALL
| Rothschild Bros.

J "The Store of the City
"

***^*^^**^**^^*i?**c|?^^^^?^?^^:*^ j 4i*^o)f************************

Ithaca Phone 76x

The Palace Laundry
323 and 325 Eddy Street

F. C. Barnard, Prop.

Ithaca Cleaning and

Dyeing Works
Where Old and Soiled Clothing is Made to

Look Like New.

No Pressing Machines Used.

Main Office, 409 West State Street

J. C. Durfey Branch, 316 1-2 College Ave.

HOME LIFE INSURANCE CO. of NEW YORK

Stevens & Morgan, General Agents
For Central and Southern New York 220 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

Students !

Come to the

Students' Inn
319 EDDY

For Everything

Good to Eat

THOMAS J. LARKIN

EAST HILL

CASH GROCER

406 Eddy St.
BELL PHONE 471-J
ITHACA PHONE 585

New students are invited to call on us be

fore deciding on a place to trade.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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The L. J. Carpenter Tailor Shop

Sanitary
Steam Presser

205 North Aurora Street

Cleaning, Pressing, Dyeing, Repairing, Etc.

Bell
'

Phone 567 Ithaca 'Phone 420-x

Dobinson's Photograph Shop
214 East State Street

Photographer for the Senior Class

CAMPUS GATE INN

Give us a trial

We will do the rest

NORWOOD 8l HULL, Props.

White & Burdick Co.
The oldest and largest
Drug Store in the City

Supplies forAgricultural Students

a Specialty

You Can Study As Much or As Little As You Wish

That s Your Business

We Can and Do Make a Study of Cleaning
That's Our Business

We Learned How To Clean Colored Kid Gloves Satisfactorily

Our NEW PROCESS Cleans Clean Always

Modern Dry-Cleaning and Pressing Works

W. F. FLETCHER CO., Inc. 103 Dryden Road

In writing to advertisers please mention Thr Cornell CoUNTRYMAN
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Pictures Picture Framing

SMITH'S 315 EAST STATE STREET

When wanting

QUALITY, SERVICE AND CLEANLINESS

go to

WANZER & HOWELL, The Grocers

PICTURES PICTURE FRAMES

STUDENTS' FURNITURE

Manufacturers of Special Furniture for

FRATERNITIES AND CLUB ROOMS

H. J. BOOL CO.

(Opposite Tompkins County Bank)

D. S. O'BRIEN

jMarkets
222 North Aurora Street

430 North Cayuga Street

DEALER IN

FresK, Salt and SmoKed Meats

Poultry and Game in Season

D. S. O'BRIEN

V I
In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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GRAPE VINES
OUR SPECIALTY

Also Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Vines,

Shrubs and Plants. A very large and splendid assortment.

ESTABLISHED IN 1S75

Can show thousands of testimonials from every part of this country

and Canada.

Glad to show stock to anybody interested at any and all times.

Nursery within 1-6 mile of trolley.

References: R. G. Dunn & Co. and BradstreetMercantileAgencies,
also all the banks in Fredonia and Dunkirk, N. Y.

Descriptive Catalogue and Price List mailed free.

Box O

LEWIS BOESCH & SON

FREDONIA, N. Y.

^J A CO BSON

Self-Contained Engine

For

Stationary,

Semi-Port

able and

Portable

Use.

) 3 to 25 H.P.

WITH

AUTOMATIC DRAINING WATER TANK
FOR ALL-AROUND FARM SERVICE

Impossible to overheat.
Absolutely Frost Proof.

Minimum amount water required.

JACOBSON MACHINE MFG. CO.
Write for Bulletin 32. WARREN, PA.

writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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BOOK BINDERY
START RIGHT—Have your Countryman bound

We bind anything.

J. WILL TREE'S 113 N. Tioda St.

BARNEY SEAMOIN
... HEADQUARTERS FOR ...

f)igb-6rade Clothes and Regal Shoes

146-148 E. STATE STREET

WE DO YOUR MENDING FREE

FOREST CITY LAUNDRY
E. M. MERRILL

PHONE 209 NORTH AURORA STREET

CUT FLOWERS, DECORATIVE

PLANTS, ETC.

THE BOOL

FLORAL CO.

215 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

PETER SCUSA

Modern Shoe Repairing
Have your old shoes made like new. 0 1

Best oak sole and heels, sewed . .
*P M.

Work Guaranteed

THE FIRST JNATIOPMAL BANK

Cornell L,ifc>rary Building

Capital, Surplus and Profits $350,000.00

Oldest National Bank Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

PIANOS, MANDOLINS, GUITARS, BANJOS and VIOLINS

Rented or sold on Easy Payments. ^
"

Songs of Cornell." All the latest

music; Strings and supplies for all instruments at lowest prices

LENT'S MUSIC STORE - 122 N. Aurora Street

Victor Talking Machines, Records, etc.

"If you get it from us it's right"

BUTTRICK <& FRAWLEY
One Price Clothiers and Furnishers

Offer unusual advantages to students. Our Clothing is manufactured for

us to conform to the requirements of the college man by the best

makers in the country, and is sold at bottom prices. Same price
to students and town people. Suits from $10 to $30. We make to

measure at a saving of 30 per cent, to 50 per cent, over the exclusive tailor.

Hats, Gloves, Shirts, Sweaters, Hosiery, Underwear, Slickers

in fact everything in furnishings in keeping with our high standard of Clothing.

"If not we make it right" 118 East State Street

In writing to advertisers, please mention The Cornell Countryman
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ALBERGER
The

Caterer

CATERS TO

Teas, Luncheons

Dances and Banquets

Out-of-town Entertainments a Specialty

523 E. State St. ITHACA, N. Y.

BATES'

Tailoring Shop
411 E. State St.

&
&
®
$

$
#
$
&

$
&

&

&

$

PRESSING gg CLEANING

$ $
# DYEING and REPAIRING g
$

— $

8

L. C. 5EMENT |
The Toggery Shops x

Established 1888

Agents for Mark Cross

LEATHER GOODS

and GLOVES

for men and women

SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER

Hatter, Hosier, Glover

Cravatter

Maker of Shirts that fit

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

Down Town On the Hill X

142 E. State 404 Eddy St. g

ex(2) Shops (1) Factory X

Short Course Students

Make the Student Supply Store your headquarters

while in Ithaca. We carry a full line of supplies

which you need. Prices always right, and remem

ber we give 5% for cash.

Student Supply Store Eddy St.

CARR & STODDARD
MERCHANT TAILORS

UP-TO-DATE STYLES AND WORK SENECA AND AURORA, NEXT LENT'S MUSIC STORE

R. A. HEQQIE Sz BRO. CO

Dealers in WATCHES, AND FINE JEWELRY

136 East State Street

ITHACA, IV. V.

In writing to Advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Cor. Buffalo and Eddy

H. M. Spang & Co

JMercbant
'Cailors ..

New Stock Prices Right
Work Guaranteed

TRY

RICE'S SEEDS

Jerome B. Rice Seed Co.

Cambridge Valley Seed Gardens

CAMBRIDGE, N. Y.

SOLD BY MERCHANTS AND DEALERS

EVERYWHERE

BE ON THE

SAFE SIDE!

You
needn't fear a visit from

the Sealer of Weights and

Measures if you use ....

THATCHER

MILK

/ BOTTLES

You won't give over-capacity

either, because they are accurate !

Send for our free book. It tells

exactly why Thatcher bottles add to

your profits.

THATCHER MFG. CO.

103 Market St. ELMIRA, N. Y.

V

POOR ORCHARDS

MADE

GOOD

Six years ago one-half the trees in the orchard of the Fairview Orchard

Company, Kearneysville, W. Va., were tagged by the Inspector, who

reported it the worst scale-infected orchard he ever saw. After four

years' use of "Scalecide" exclusively as a Winter wash, the same orchard
is pronounced one of the cleanest in the State, and produced in 1910

over 11,000 barrels of apples, which sold for over $29,000. If the con

tinued use of "Scalecide" brings an orchard that is half dead, to life, is
it reasonable to expect injury to a good orchard? "Scalecide" shows

greater fungicidal properties than any other Winter wash. "Scale

cide" has no substitute. A postal request to Dept. X will bring you by return mail, free, our book
"Modern Methods of Harvesting, Grading and Packing Apples," and new booklet, "SCALECIDE, the
Tree-Saver." If your dealer cannot supply you with "SCALECIDE" we will deliver it to any R. R. Sta

tion in the United States east of the Mississippi and north of the Ohio Rivers on receipt of the price: 50-

gal. bbls., $25.00: 30-gal. bbls., $16.00; 10-gal. cans, $6.75; 5-gal. cans, $3.75. Address, B. G. PRATT

COMPANY, so Church Street, New York City.

Established 1887

LARKIN BROS.

RETAILING, WHOLESALING AND

JOBBING GROCERS

JOHN J. LARKIN, Proprietor and Manager

408 Eddy Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

WISE
THE

PRINTER

Is at your Service for all Classes

of Fine Printing, Engraving, etc.

Up-Stairs, Cor. Seneca and Aurora Sts.

ITHACA, N. Y.

The Cornell University Brooder Gasoline Heater
IS iVIADE BY

TREMAN, KING & COMPANY, ^t ITHACA, NEW YORK

Tn writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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A postal card request will bring you a copy

of our list of some hundreds of

Practical Agricultural Books

compiled from our lists of regular and recommended

books as used at the N. Y. State Agricultural

College here at Cornell :::::: = : :

The Corner Bookstores

ITHACA, N. Y.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx;xxxxxxxxskxxxxx

| SUN=RAV |
1 THE WORLD'S PUREST WATER |
x |
j£ 9.110. ss

1 GINGER ALE |
55 FOR SALE AT X

I THE ITHACA HOTEL AND CAFES g
x X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXiXXiXXXIKXKKIKKXIXiXSXXXKXXXXSXKSilKXIXIXSXiKXX

THE TOMPKINS COUNTY NATIONAL BANK

135-137 E. State St. established 1836

Capital $100,000 Surplus and Undivided Profits $150,000

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

The Modern Method Laundry
JOHN REAMER, Prop.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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HA
STEAM.GOOKED

■U CHICK FEED
9f Guaranteed Analysis. A steam-cooked feed of won
dertul help in bringing incubator chicks safely through the
early feeding period. If you use H-O steam-cooked chick
teed, you 11 have lively, thrifty chicks right along.

A completely balanced food with all necessary elements
for bone and flesh. H-O Chick Feed is absolutely free
from adulteration or filling" of any kind. Positively the
most digestible, nourishing food to make big, healthy

c it.- ™ JchlcksTv Write for information about H-O Poultry Mash,
Scratching Feed, etc. If your dealer does not keep H-O Chick Feed, write us.

JOHN J. CAMPELL, General Sales Agent, HARTFORD, CONN.
THE H-O COMPANY MILLS. BUFFALO, N. Y.

,^V**^ **Q* wu-*.,

Drop into our office

Farmers' Week

AND RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

If you are not a subscriber let us put you on our list.

We are anxious to get acquainted with you.

THE CORNELL COUNTRYMAN

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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Apple Seedlings

Both American and French

Grown, Straight or Branched

Roots, all grades. Order now.

Apple Grafts

Piece or Whole Roots. Long

list of varieties. Ask for

prices.

Also a general line of nursery stock.

ADDRESS

Shenandoah Nurseries

rifci

ip

ip

rjjr»

rjjjj

* D. S. LAKE, Prop. *

4c Shenandoah, Page County, Iowa •&

* *
r3S rjJW *1(^ fjIW ri!W«^*^ r3S
v*JU JfJ <^V> v*JU **JU Jp, jp, vjt* Jp, ^ wJU jp* Jp* JJtrf JJU Jp, Jp# Jp, Jp, Jp* J^ Jp* Jjt jp, Jjt Jp, Jp, Jp,

! MILK-FERMENT

| CULTURES

* Pure cultures of Bacillus bulgaricus and

% Bacillus lactis acidi, also a special mixed {

;|; culture for preparing at home as well as

a? in creameries and other institutions the

$ Bulgarian type of fermented milk now so

j much in demand owing to its exceptional

Up medicinal and nutritive qualities.

j| Full particulars accompany the Culture J

J for preparing Starter and manipulating J

ip the milk or cream for making butter, $

* cheese or commercial buttermilk. $

& Used and recommended by some of $

^p the best dairy experts in the country. ±

* Price, 50 cents for two-ounce bottle, &

2u postpaid. Write for circular. ^

*

Bulgara

| Milk-Ferments Co.

t 515 N. Charles St.,

p^ f^f^r^r^ rft> rSr» rlt^ r3W rlr»r^ rilWr^
Jp, Jp* Jp» JJv* Jp, Jp* »Jp* Jjw JJ* Jp* «^w Jp* Jf* Jp* "4" «7* Jp» JJ* *!* *** WT* "'IP* *** *V* *T* *!* *** V*

Baltimore, Md* J

LIVE STOCK SALE
FRIDAY, FEB. 23, 1912, Farmers' Week

The Department of Animal Husbandry will offer its surplus
live stock at PUBLIC SALE. The offering will consist of a fine

lot of Cheshire swine, pigs, boars and bred sows, and Holstein

and Jersey bull calves. Catalogues ready Feb. 1. Address,

H. H. WING Ithaca, N.Y.

POULTRY

^

Eggs from constitutionally strong stock for sale of the following
varieties: White Leghorn, Barred Plymouth Rock, Rhode Island Red,
Brown Leghorn, Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Toulouse Geese; Pekin, Rouen,
Indian Runner and domesticated Wild Mallard Ducks.

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY
New York State College of Agriculture

ITHACA, N. Y.

writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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New York State Sewer Pipe Company

Cement, Clay, and Gypsum Products

in carload and less carload lots

Main Office, Eighth Floor, Insurance Building, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Best Portland Cements

Vitrified and Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe

Fire Clay Flue Linings

Fire Brick and Chimney Pipe and Fire Clay

Vitrified Clay Building Blocks and Hollow Tile

Wall Plaster and Land Plaster also Hydrated Lime

Drain Tile-Hexagon
We particularly desire to call attention to our excellent

FARM DRAIN TILE and solicit inquiries for prices and

samples.

Samples will be sent free with each inquiry if desired and

we prefer that each new customer receive our sample before

placing an order.

We have a pamphlet entitled "HINTS ON FARM

DRAINAGE
"

which will be sent free upon application.

P. O. Box 583, Rochester, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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THE SECRET OF

EDDY SUPERIORITY
^ The Eddy design has been copied, but other plow-makers have never

succeeded in equalling the Eddy process of tempering. The Eddy Steel
Plow stands in a class by itself when it comes to wearing qualities. Every
piece of steel that touches the soil is tempered with scrupulous care by
painstaking, skilled workmen after years of careful training. No other

plows resist the wear and cleaning like the Eddy. All Eddy Plows are
constructed along simple, strong lines and made right through and

through. That's why they give longer and more dependable service
under all conditions.

The Most Popular General-Purpose Plow is

THE EDDY No. 25D STEEL PLOW

THE HOS. 25D, 26D AHD 25D-16 PLOWS

No plow equals this model for all-around work—it is popular every-
rJ!feY ?+° °^?el7I°'W:,ls so easily handled. It is built on graceful lines

tfLllltl^^ MouMboards ^e of highest grade Reenter steel
SSett! 7 Pr0CeSS' °Pen-hearth steel beam; steel landside

board hethe5^neqlPPtduWith^f soft-center or open-hearth mould-

steel mouldboL ™1^t mouldb°ard; the 25D-16 with soft center

three-horl nlow T^' ,he 25D^6 1S a lar^e Ahorse or medium

as shownlu fc™ ■ P™t
°an be e<luiPPed ™^ Jointer and wheel,as shown m illustration, or with straight or rolling coulter if desired

Number

2 5D SteelMouldboard Capacity Weight

2 6D Chilled Mouldboard
7XI4 1Iobs-

2SD-i6 SteelMouldboard I*1* IIobs'

8x16 115 lbs.

incluSrhe^d^SulkTHow116 ShS'S *?
°f

*??*« ?°™> Which

will surely mteres^ evSjon^siro^ofS^S^UL^^
W. EDDY PLOW CO.

GREENWICH, N. Y.

writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman



The Prize Winners

Use United States Cream Separators
Throughout the country the U. S. Cream Separator is gaining

fresh laurels because of the perfect cream which it separates. The smooth,

velvety U. S. cream makes the first premium butter.

No other cream separator equals the UNITED STATES in the

superiority of its patented skimming device. With this the cream particles are

thoroughly extracted in a perfect unbroken condition.

That is why the U. S. users have this year won such first prizes as these:

$500 Silver Cup
offered by the Northern Pacific R. R.

Awarded A. G. Scholes, Townsend, for the

Best Creamery Butter at Montana State Fair.

First Prizes on Creamery Butter

Ogden Fair, Utah, Jensen Creamery Co., Ogden.
Hamilton Fair, Mont., Bitter Root Creamery, Stevensville.

Missouri Slope Fair, N. D., Michaels Creamery, Judson.

Valley Fair, Vt., W. C. Hall, So. Londonderry, score 97%.

Dairy Sweepstakes
Vermont State Fair, L. R. Dana, Pomfret, score 98j^.

Dairy Butter—First Prizes

Michigan State Fair, D. P. Miller, Almont.

Illinois State Fair, Wm. Brautigam, Brighton.

Virginia State Fair, R. S. Hartley, Youngsville, Pa., score 96^.
Vermont St. Fair, E. H. Hazen,White River Jet., score 98 on prints.
Utah State Fair, W. H. Smith, Woods Cross.

The United States Cream Separator is superior to all others in skimming,

washing, easy running and durability. Prices reasonable. Why not own one?

VERMONT FARM MACHINE COMPANY

Bellows Falls, Vermont

Distributing Warehouses in every dairy section of the country.



Now Is the Time to Buy and Start the New Year Right
There is no good reason to defer the purchase of a DE LAVAL cream separ

ator until Spring. On the contrary you may buy one now and save half its cost
meanwhile. Moreover, if you can't conveniently pay cash you can buy a

DE LAVAL machine on such liberal terms that it will actually pay for itself.

As to YOUR need of a centrif

ugal separator, if you have the

milk of even a single cow to

cream you are wasting quantity
and quality of product every

day you go without one. This

waste is usually greatest with

cold weather and cows old in

lactation, and it counts most, of

course, when butter prices are

high. Then there is always the

sweet skimmilk and saving of

time and labor in addition.

When it comes to a choice of

separators DE LAVAL supe

riority is now universally recog

nized. Those who "know" buy
the DE LAVAL to begin with.

Those who don't replace their

other separator with a DE

LAVAL later—thousands of

users do that every year. If

YOU already have some other

machine the sooner YOU ex

change it for a DE LAVAL the

better.

Why not start 1912 right in dairying? TRY a DE LAVAL machine for your
own satasfactaon .if nothing else. See the nearest DE LAVAL agent or write us
direct and we'll do the rest.

The De Laval Separator Co.
new YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE
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Nature's Source of Phosphorus

GROUND

PHOSPHATE ROCK
The most economical and only permanent soil builder. An ap

plication of 1.000 to 2,000 lbs. per acre will furnish an abund

ant supply of Phosphorus for five or ten years.

BROADCAST
over clover and other legumes, or on stub

ble fields—at any time during: the year
—and when

ready to do so plow in

Mix it with all the animal manure—preferably making the

mixture throughout the year as the manure accumulates by

sprinkling in stables and feeding lots and over manure

heaps, or pits, daily.

Too much cannot be applied, and the longer it lays the bet

ter, as all remains in the soil and only becomes available

gradually as the acids of decaying organic matter act on it.

There is no danger of its being dissolved and carried off in

the drainage. Only a wash which carrier the soil will

remove it.

Contains more phosphorus than bone meal and only costs

about one-third as much.

We have one of the most complete and "up-to-date
"

drying^and

grinding plants in the Mt. Pleasant District, and can make ship

ments immediately on receipt of orders.

We invite a comparison of our guarantees and terms with those

made by our competitors.

We are always ready to correct and make good our mistakes

and will use every endeavor to give satisfaction.

JOHN RUHM, JR.
MT. PLEASANT, TENNESSEE

Ground Rock Branch of

Ruhm Phosphate Mining Co.
MINERS AND SHIPPERS OF

Tennessee Phosphate Rock

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS of CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Issued at Ithaca, N. Y., monthly from July to November inclusive,
and semi-monthly from December to June inclusive.

(Application for entry as second-class matter at the post office at

Ithaca, N. Y., pending.)
These publications include the annual Register, for which a charge

of twenty-five cents a copy is made, and the following publications, any
one of which will be sent gratis and postfree on request:

General Circular of Information for prospective students,
Announcement of the College of Arts and Sciences,
Courses of Instruction in the College of Arts and Sciences,
Announcement of Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering and the Mechanic Arts,
Announcement of the College of Civil Engineering,
Announcement of the College of Law,
Announcement of the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Medical College,
Announcement of the New York State College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Winter-Courses in the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the New York State Veterinary College,
Announcement of the Graduate School,
Announcement of the Summer Session,
The President's Annual Report,
Pamphlet on prizes, samples of entrance and scholarship examination papers, special de

partmental announcements, etc.

Correspondence concerning the publications of the University
should be addressed to

The Registrar of Cornell University
ITHACA, N. Y.

New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University
L. H. Bailey, Director.

The College of Agriculture is one of several co-ordinate colleges comprising
Cornell University. The work of the College is of three general kinds: The

regular teaching work of undergraduate and graduate grade; the experiment
work; the extension work. The resident instruction falls in the following groups :

i. Four-year course, leading to the degree Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
(B.S. in Agr.). When desired, the last two years may be chosen in subjects per

taining to landscape architecture and out-door art, or to home economics. In

the Graduate School of the University students may secure the Master's and

Doctor's degrees (M.S. in Agr. and Ph.D.).
2. Special work, comprising one or two years: (a) Agriculture special;

(b) Nature-study special or normal course.

3. Winter-Courses of 12 weeks: (a) General Agriculture; (b) Dairy

Industry; (c) Poultry Husbandry; (d) Horticulture; (e) Home Economics.

THE INSTRUCTION IS DIVIDED AMONG TWENTY-TWO DEPARTMENTS AS FOLLOWS:

FARM PRACTICE and FARM CROPS

FARM MANAGEMENT

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY

PLANT PHYSIOLOGY

PLANT PATHOLOGY

SOIL TECHNOLOGY

PLANT-BREEDING

ENTOMOLOGY, BIOLOGY and

NATURE-STUDY

HORTICULTURE

POMOLOGY

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

POULTRY HUSBANDRY

DAIRY INDUSTRY

FARM MECHANICS

FORESTRY

RURAL ART

DRAWING

HOME ECONOMICS

METEOROLOGY

RURAL ECONOMY

RURAL EDUCATION

EXTENSION TEACHING
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THE MEANS AND NOT ]
THE METHOD

Method often takes precedence to means, but in dairy
cleaning method counts for little, the means used is the

deciding factor.

To employ the surest and safest means to produce real

sanitary dairy cleanliness no dairyman should be without

the use of

This sanitary dairy cleaner is a direct result of chemi

cal research and is so far superior to any other washing
material on the market it does not even admit of com

parisons.
Unlike soap and soap powder Wyandotte Dairyman's

Cleaner and Cleanser does not make a suds, proving it to

Indian in circle be free from grease, oil and all those

fatty organic substances which have no

place in a dairy cleaner. Unlike sal soda

or lye it contains no strong alkali to im

pair or do injury to milk or to the con

taining utensil. Unlike many others

it is free from preservatives, corrosives
or acids.

in every package When you have given Wyandotte
Dairyman's Cleaner and Cleanser a thorough trial and have

actually seen the difference between the results which it

produces with any cleaner you have used, then you will
understand why it admits of no comparisons.

Why not write your supply man for a barrel. If it

proves unsatisfactory or inconsistent, with our claims, your
money will be refunded.

THE J. B. FORD CO., Sole Manufacturer*

Wyandotte, Mich., U. S. A.

aner has been awarded the highest prize wherever exhibited.

nting to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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POULTRY APPLIANCES, FOODS

AND STANDARD SUPPLIES

■P

HaveYou Had Your Copy

of Cyphers Co. Poultry

Growers' Guide for 1912?

Its FREE !

WE
want every reader of this paper who is

really interested in poultry raising for

profit to have a free copy of the Cyphers Com

pany's
"

Poultry Growers' Guide for 19 12." The

biggest, most helpful and complete we have ever

issued. 244 pages (7^x10 inches), profusely
illustrated, and full to running over with sound,

practical, money-making ideas that point the

way to greater success.

As examples of the truly helpful character of

this book, here are the headings of eight free

chapters that answer the questions most fre

quently asked by thoughtful, progressive poultry raisers. There is no computing the

value of this new information—it is authoritative! Thousands of dollars have been

spent in developing and proving the facts presented in these chapters:

I—How to Get Twice as Many Eggs from the Same Number of Hens, n—The 200-Egg Per Year

Hen—How to Produce her. IH—Large Sized Eggs in Demand As Well As Lots of Them. IV—Mating

and Feeding of Fowls to Get Fertile Eggs. V—Selection and Care of Eggs for Successful Hatching.

VI—ProperCare of Fowls and Chicks With Least Amount of Work. VII—How to Brood Chicks Properly

at the Lowest Cost. VHI—Premium-Price Table Poultry and How to Produce It. Our Big Free Book

also pictures and describes
—

CYPHERS
INCUBATORS AND BROODERS

—and over 100 Standard articles for up-to-date poultry people.

It describes in detail Cyphers Company Service—a new development ol the

Cypers Company's cardinal principle of being a permanent help to its customers. By

means of personal letters, bulletins, leaflets, etc., etc.,
we co-operate with Cyphers own

ers—give them reliable help and advice, covering their everyday practical needs;
Our 1912 book also describes fully our great $1,000.00 Poultry Raisers Prize Con

test, for best reports from poultry people of their individual successes and experience in

taking advantage of local home conditions.
Contest is open to all, whether you use any

of our goods or not.
No matter what incubator you own or may

intend to buy, do not fail to send for the Cyphers

Company's Big Free Book. Send for it today

and be sure to get your copy before the first

edition is exhausted. Address

Cyphers Incubator

Company, Dept. 800
JDARD

CYPHERS INCUBATOR

Fire Praofed-Insurable*

Home Offices, BUFFALO, N. Y.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

BOSTON, MASS.

CHICAGO, ILL.
-

Branch Stores and Warehouses

- 23 Barclay Street KANSAS CITY, MO. - 317-319 Southwest Blvd.

12-14 Canal Street OAKLAND, CAL. - 1569 Broadway

340 North Clark Street LONDON, ENG. - 121-123 Finsbury Pavement

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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.U&L A Greenhouse Pact

That Hits the Spot

The eave is a vital spot in your house—

it is the one subjected to greatest strain—

the one member above the posts, first to

show signs if giving away. This being a fact,

proven time and time again, then why in the

name of all that is reasonable do growers

keep on trying to make wood plates do ?

At but slight
■

additional expense they

could buy our Galvanized Ice Clearing Eave

Plate with Sash Bar Clasps and by bolting

it to our Guaranteed Wrought Iron Posts,

have a side and eave construction that ex

cels in strength and endurance any other

way.

You don't' have to buy our house to get

our eave and posts
—

we sell them separately

just as we do a tub of putty or an order

for pipe fittings.

Look these things up in the Handy Hand

Book—write for prices.

\ r\w*f\ A- RiifnKam Cr\ Factories:—Des Plaines, 111. New York, St. James Bldg.LOra OL ttlirnnam V.O.
BosTQN Philadelphia Chicago

IRVINGTON, N. Y. Tremont Bldg. Franklin Bank Bldg. Rookery Bldg.

Hemingway's
is the lead arsenate of the expert fruit

grower. It is widely used in all of the

famous fruit growing districts. Made in

a factory which has specialized in arsen

ical manufactures for over thirty years,

it has the advantage of this long experi
ence in its preparation for the use of the

discriminating fruit grower.

HEMINGWAY'S

ARSENATE OF LEAD

The Perfect Product

Possesses miscibility with maximum stick

ing power and is 20 per cent stronger than the

federal law requires. Send for booklet giving
full directions for the use of Hemingway's
Lead Arsenate against all biting insects.

HEMINGWAY'S

LONDON PURPLE CO., Ltd.
64-66 Water Street, New York

ASWNWALL
PotatoMachinery
(Accuracy, Sirnp/icihf and

Dura6i/ifif efiaracferize
ffe (Aspinwa/IMpe

ASPINWALL MFG. CO.

JACKSON,MICHIGAN. USA.

Canadian Factory,Guelph.Ontario

Worlds Oldestandlargest
MakersofPotatoMacfimen/
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IRONAGE SPRAYERS

for orchard, farm and garden, including

No. 191 Vertical Barrel Pump, entirely outside, fits any [barrel,
attaches on side where barrel is strongest. Also smaller size known as

No. 194.

Nos. 192 and 195 Bucket Pumps and No. 193 Double-Acting Hand

Pump are others in this line.

Traction Sprayers in Iron Age line are well known to all potato and

truck growers, 4 and 6 row.

Ask about our new Power Sprayer for orchards.

Ask for special booklets about each line.
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SECOND TERM

SUPPLIES

THE
Co-op, being your store, you should

do all your buying there. There is no

other store working entirely for your in

terest. The Co-op sells the things you need

at fair prices. Everyone needs books. The

Simplex Cover is exclusively
"

Co-op," and you

know that it is the best cover. These are

examples.

Agricultural Book List

T71ACH YEAR we issue a list of agricultural
^

books. The list is gotten up as a result
"

of our many years' experience. The list

gives not only the books in the College, but

also other standard books.

Cornell

Co-operative Society

ITHACA, N.Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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FOREWORD

By C. S. Wilson

Professor of Pomology at Cornell University

AS
AN industry and science, fruit- Many of our varieties have devel-

growing has made rapid progress oped as seedlings from these old

in recent years. Not so long ago a orchards. Grafting was early intro-

farm devoted to fruit-growing as its duced, and whenever a promising fruit

main industry was rare, whereas today was noticed it was quickly dissemi-

there are hundreds of such farms, nated. In this manner have come to

Until very recently the work of fruit- us the Baldwin, Rhode Island, Tomp-

growing in our Experiment Stations kins King, Rome, Hubbardston, Jona-

and Colleges has been carried on in than, Yellow Newtown, Winesap, and

connection with vegetables, flowers, many others.

and landscape gardening. The work Methods of management have pro-

has gradually differentiated until at the gressed with development of the

present time fruit is considered of industry. The settlers planted the

sufficient importance to receive the fruits about their homes, where,

recognition of a separate department, naturally, the trees stood in sod. When

Although the apple has been grown the industry became commercialized

by the settlers since the early history it seemed to carry over with it the

of our country, commercial orcharding idea that the fruit tree should grow

did not begin until the first quarter of in sod, and that the ground beneath

the eighteenth century. The apple it could be utilized for other crops—

as we know it was brought to this an idea which is hard to eradi-

country by the settlers, the only native cate. It is generally recognized now

species being the wild crab. that clean culture is best for the

The settlers brought with them the fruit.

seeds of the apple which they planted The fruit farms, which are well cared

in the clearings around their primitive for, are producing excellent returns.

homes. The fruit, which of course A study of thirty-one such farms by

was inferior in quality, was eaten by the Department of Farm Practice

the members of the family or made showed an average net profit on the

into cider. As the settlers moved money invested of about twenty per

westward they carried with them the cent. It is conservative to say that

fruit of their primitive homes, and orchards well cared for are netting one

thus the apple moved westward with hundred to two hundred dollars per

the tide of emigration. Seeds of the acre in New York State. There are

fruit also fell into the hands of the many orchards which are netting even

Indians and by them were carried far more than this amount, and some in

inland in advance of the settlers. So the case of individual years, as high as

rapid was its spread that in 1 7 79, when ten to twelve hundred dollars per acre

Sullivan invaded Central New York, he Fruit-growing is one of the most

found Indian orchards regularly laid out promising industries m the bast at tne

and producing an abundance of fruit. present time.



FRUIT GROWING AS A BUSINESS

By M. C Burritt, M. S.A., 'io

Editor of The New York Tribune Farmer

HpWO factors have always operated
■*■

to deter many persons from

taking up fruit growing as a business

and probably will continue to do so

for some time to come. These are the

comparatively large investment re

quired and the necessarily long waiting

period before paying returns can be

obtained. Farmers who have not gone

into the business of fruit growing
because they could not afford this

heavy investment or to wait so long
for returns have been very wise.

Others lacking the necessary capital
who have planted heavily have learned
to their sorrow the importance of

capital in the business both for the

original investment and to carry the

enterprise.
A German writer, A. Jansen, writing

in Fiihling's Landvirtschaftliche Zeit-

ung for February, 19 10, on "Die

Geldfrage beim Obstbaum" (The Cost

of an Orchard), has so well stated the

proposition that I venture to quote
from his article somewhat at length.
"The greatest mistake made by

those starting an orchard lies in the

fact that few make a correct estimate
of the money needed. It is not only
the cost of the trees and the cost of the

tools, but above all it is the many

years of waiting that make such strong
inroads upon the capital."
"The burden begins with the setting

out of the trees and lasts from 5 to 15

years depending upon the varieties

planted. During this time the trees

are an expense without giving any

profit. In the technical sense one

reckons that the burden is relieved

from that time when regular net profit
is obtained. As I further wish to show,
the tree needs a good capital during
this waiting period on which interest

must of course be paid."

A VIEW IN AN 8-YEAR OLD ORCHARD WITH DUTCHESS OF OLDENBURG IN FOREGROUND.
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ONE OF THE BALDWIN TREES IN OUR 36-YEAR OLD ORCHARD.

NOTE THE LARGE BEARING SURFACE.

"On account of the irregular har

vests there is need of a reserve capital
which will tide over two or three bad

years. The many who have taken up
fruit culture and who have only cal

culated upon the expense of setting
out the orchard, find that after a few

years they are unable to meet the in

creasing expenses. They have to

economize and that usually begins at

the wrong end, namely, the cultivation

of the soil and the combating of

diseases and insects. The condition

of the orchard goes backward and

naturally the anticipated harvest is

prolonged."
Investigations made by the writer

in 1906 and 1907 under the direction of

ProfessorWarren,which were published
in Cornell Bulletin 271, give some

indication of the larger capitalization
necessary on fruit farms. The 31

fruit farms on which data was secured

although they probably did not have

to exceed 20 or 25 per cent of their

total area in fruit, showed an average

total capitalization of $128.95 Per acre

as compared with $84.53 Per acre f°r

general farms and $67.65 per acre on

dairy farms. The capital included

real estate, machinery and tools,

horses, other stock, etc. On fruit

farms real estate averaged 84 per cent.

of the total capital as compared with

79 per cent, on general farms and 70

per cent, on dairy farms. The average

working capital on fruit farms was $21
an acre as compared with $18 an acre

for general farms and $20 an acre for

dairy farms. On farms entirely de

voted to fruit or nearly so, the capital
is proportionately still higher.
For several years we have kept

rather careful records at "Beechwood

Farm," in Monroe County, New York,

where we have some twenty acres of

non-productive growing orchards. The

records have been made in coopera

tion with the Office of Farm Manage
ment of the U. S. Department of

Agriculture. While they are not in

any way an average, being for one

farm only and under its own special

conditions, yet they are most interest

ing because of the general light they
throw upon the whole subject.
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In a summary of the first eight years
of the life of a 6.6 acre apple orchard

on this farm, filled one way with plums
(a total of about 70 trees per acre),

Mr.

E. H. Thomson found in tabulating
the figures that we had invested in the

orchard at the end of the period

$124.27 an acre, not counting the

value of the land itself (except as we

reckoned the interest upon it) or the

income lost from other crops which

might have been grown had the

orchard not been in the way. This

involved a total outlay of $35.09 for

labor and $89.19 as a cash expense on

each acre. In another apple orchard

of five acres set 36 by 40 feet with

peach trees between the apple trees

both ways, we had invested $72.10 an

acre at the end of four years, which

amounted to nearly 72 cents per tree

and $2.86 for each apple tree, about

72 cents a year.

In both these cases only a very

small income has as yet been obtained

from the trees themselves. They have
constituted a cumulative expense
which the farm has had to carry. In

order to help meet the expense of

growing these orchards to profitable
bearing one can, of course, resort to

interplanting and intercropping. We

did both, using plums and peaches for
the "fillers" and principally beans as

the crop. Although both these means
have materially reduced the cost, they
have not as yet overcome it entirely.
It has been our experience that neither
"fillers" nor field crops yield quite as

much as can theoretically be expected
of them, with a very few exceptions.
In the eight year old orchard we were

able to produce a sufficient amount to
reduce the cost from $124.27 to $44.55
net per acre. In the four year old
orchard the net cost to date is only
$9.47 per acre, or 37^ cents a tree,
which is not a bad showing. This
orchard is likely to clear itself in its
fifth year.
The growing of tree fruits, partic

ularly apples, might be called exten

sive fruit growing as compared with

small fruit culture. The more trees or

vines one puts upon an acre the larger
will be the investment required not

only to plant it in the first place but to

develop it. It is true that the income

may also be larger but the point here is

simply that a larger investment is

essential in obtaining any income.

One must have capital. The period of

waiting for returns is, however, con

siderably reduced with small fruits.

Not only is the investment required
to develop an orchard large, but the

capital necessary to carry on the ordi

nary operations and handle the crop

likewise amounts to a considerable

sum. Our figures at Beechwood farm

show that a barrel of apples costs from

$1.00 to $1.73 according to the crop,

and averages $1.08. This amounts to

from $60 to $100 an acre or an average
of $75.60 per acre with an annual yield
of 70 barrels per acre.

As a business in which to engage

when one has plenty of capital, fruit

growing is most attractive. It re

quires constant and intelligent atten
tion for at least eight months in the

year, but leaves the other four months

open for other enterprises or a vaca

tion. The careful intensive culture

required and the constant combat with
insects and diseases, keep one alert and
active if he would succeed, and demand

energy and intelligence above the

average. The mental stimulus of this

active and exacting business supplies
something which some persons find to

be lacking in certain types of farming.
Because eternal vigilance and quick
action in emergencies are the price of

success many men will choose the

business of fruit growing, and for the

same reasons others will keep out of it.
To an active well trained young man,
with a love for outdoor life, fruit grow
ing offers opportunity not only to

gratify his taste but also to do so with

profit.



APPLES OF THE COLDER REGIONS OF THE

UNITED STATES AND CANADA

By W. T. Macoun

Dominion Horticulturist

'"pHE" apples grown in the colder
A

parts of Canada and the United

States come mainly from two sources,

namely, Russia and the colder parts of
the United States and Canada. The

varieties originated in Russia are the

survivors of many thousands of seed

lings which must have originated in

that country since its settlement and

are probably the hardiest apples of

marketable size which exist today.
The apples originated in the colder

parts of the United States and Canada

are likewise the survivors of many

seedlings which have grown up since

America was settled. The fact that a

variety of apple originates in a cold

climate does not necessarily make it

hardy. It must be able to withstand

the severe winters, spring frosts, and

summer heat to be hardy. Some of

the hardiest apples from the stand

point of winter injury are not suitable

for a hot, dry climate, nor for warm

climates subject to spring frosts. It

is the spring and summer in such cases,
not the winter, which determine the

suitability of a variety. Many a

variety which would have been an

acquisition in the North has, no

doubt, originated in the South, but

not succeeding there, it has never come

into prominence. Once a variety has

originated which is hardy in the colder

parts we may expect the seedlings
from it, or the crosses resulting from it

and some other variety, to be hardy.
If it is crossed with a Siberian crab

apple, then at least some of the progeny
are likely to be still hardier than the

more tender parent. The Russian

apples have many of them, doubtless,

some blood of the Siberian crab (Pyrus

baccata) .

The Russian apples, or apples which

have sprung from Russian varieties,

which are most grown in the colder

regions are:

Summer:—YellowTransparent,Low

land Raspberry, Red Astrachan, Mon

treal Strawberry, Oldenburg, Charla-

moff.

Autumn:—Peach of Montreal, Anto-

novka, McMahan, Dudley, Patten,

Wealthy, Alexander, Hibernal.
Winter:—Wolf River, Milwaukee,

Pewaukee.

It will be noticed that of this list

only three are winter apples, namely,
Wolf River, Milwaukee, and Pewaukee.

The former of these is a seedling of

Alexander, and the two latter are

seedlings of Oldenburg, both Russian

sorts. Of the rest, which are not pure

Russian, the Montreal Strawberry and

Peach of Montreal have marked Rus

sian characteristics. Their origin is

uncertain and they may be pure Rus

sian. McMahan is a seedling of

Alexander, a Russian variety ; Dudley
is a seedling of Oldenburg; Patten is a

seedling of Oldenburg ; Wealthy is said

to have come from the Cherry crab;
Wolf River is a seedling of Alexander,
and Milwaukee is a seedling of Olden

burg ; Pewaukee is a seedling of Olden

burg. It will thus be seen that prac

tically all of these varieties owe their

hardiness to either being pure Russian

or to being seedlings of Russian

apples.
Of the varieties evidently not from

Russian stock, at least in the first

generation, are:

Summer:—None.

Autumn:—St. Lawrence, Langford

Beauty.

Early Winter:—Mcintosh, Fameuse.

Winter:—Baxter, Roseau (Canada
Red of Ontario) ,

Blue Pearmain, Bethel,
Canada Baldwin, Bullock (American
Golden Russet), Northwestern Green

ing, Malinda, ScottWinter.

No hardy summer apples of Ameri

can ancestry have so far come to the

front, though some excellent sorts

originated at the Central Experimental
Farm, Ottawa, Canada, will soon be
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available. The Russian varieties have

been so early and such heavy bearers

that so far they have taken the lead.

The St. Lawrence andLangfordBeauty

apples are of Canadian origin, and

both have marked Fameuse character

istics and must be closely related to it.

Mcintosh is, undoubtedly, a seedling

of Fameuse, and Fameuse itself has

shown its hardiness by having existed

in the colder parts of Canada for

probably 250 years. Some of its

seedlings, the Mcintosh for instance,

are hardier than the parent. Of the

winter apples, Canada Baldwin is a

seedling of Fameuse. Baxter, Roseau,

Bethel, and Blue Pearmain are evi

dently closely related and may be

placed in one group. The three

former may be all seedlings of the last,

as they are much alike. They all

originated in the colder regions : Bax

ter in Eastern Ontario, Bethel in

Vermont, and Roseau and Blue Pear-

main of unknown origin. To this

group could be also added the Stone

apple, a Vermont seedling, not much

grown but one of the hardiest winter

sorts. Northwestern Greening origi
nated inWisconsin of unknownparents ;

Malinda in Vermont, also ScottWinter

in Vermont. The only apple of all the

varieties mentioned which has not

been originated in what might be

called a cold climate is the Bullock

(American Golden Russet), which is

thought to have originated in New

Jersey, but this is doubtful.

What conclusions must we draw,

then, from this list of varieties for the

colder regions? Is it merely that

certain varieties are adapted to certain

climates, or is it that the climate first

eliminated the unadapted? When we

have decided this question we can

select from the progeny of the adapted,
or survivors, those which come nearest

our ideal for commercial or domestic

purposes.

With the excellent material we have

to work with in hardy apples of the

Fameuse type the writer can in his

mind's eye see varieties with all the

good qualities of the Mcintosh cover

ing the season from early summer to

late winter, and it may be said that

apples much resembling Mcintosh

have already been originated at the

Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa,

covering most of that period.
The northern limit of successful

apple culture in America is not yet

known, nor is it likely to be for many

years, as severer climatic conditions

have to be met, understood, and con

quered before success is assured, and

this takes time. In the past and in

the present, apple culture has advanced

northward with civilization, and it is

likely to do so in the future. It is not

a rash statement to make, considering
how far north is the limit of apple
culture in Russia, that apples will be

grown successfully inland in America

as far north as latitude 6o°, and that

considerably before the end of the

present century. What has happened
in the past thirty years? Minnesota

and Wisconsin have demonstrated

that apple growing can be carried on

successfully and extensively in those

States. In Southern Manitoba quite
a number of the hardiest varieties are

doing well and yielding profitable

crops, and Oldenburg apples have

matured in latitude 500 in Manitoba.

The northern limit of the Wild

Siberian crab (Pyrus baccata) has

not yet been determined, and hybrids
between this fruit and the apple seem

to equal it in hardiness. Fruit of

one of these was produced on the

Dominion Experimental Station at

Fort Vermilion, Alta., latitude 58°, in

1910.

The apple growers of the North will

be greater thinkers than those of the

South, as greater difficulties will have

to be overcome, special methods of

pruning and culture adopted, and new

varieties produced which will resist the

dry and cold winds.

In the province of Quebec apples
are grown as far north as latitude 480,
and perhaps further, and in Ontario

the culture of this fruit is advancing
almost as rapidly as settlement, or as

soon as the new conditions are under

stood. The great commercial or

chards, however, do not yet extend
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much above latitudes 42
°

and 450,
from below the City of Quebec, south
ward through Vermont, and westward

to the Great Lakes there is an immense

tract of country in which there is

enough land suitable for apple growing
to produce all of this fruit that would
be required to supply the world for

many years to come. The capabilities
of Nova Scotia to produce fine apples
is well known and it has been demon

strated that Prince Edward Island and

large areas in New Brunswick can pro
duce fruit of the best quality. The

development of apple culture in British
Columbia is also working northward.
Our friends in the South and West
must look to their laurels. In the

north, the best wheat is produced and
the best cheese and butter, and when

the time comes, which in my judgment
is not far distant, when apples are as

plentiful and deemed as necessary and

as high a standard is demanded as for

flour, honey, cheese, and butter the

North will be able to supply both this

world and the old world with fruit of

the highest color and best quality.

THE RENOVATION OF NEGLECTED APPLE

TREES

By Dr. CD. Jarvis
Connecticut Agricultural College

npHE farmers in the northeastern barrels per tree. On the whole, Mr.
**

part of the country have sud- Drew adopted rational methods of

denly come to realize that the old pruning, although in some cases where

apple orchard, which in the past has the trees were especially high-headed
been regarded as a side issue, has great and where the trees had become very

possibilities and that in spite of much weakened, the treatment was

neglect it is one of the most profitable
features of the whole farm system.
There has been an attempt, therefore,

during the past few years to improve
the old orchards and the work of

quite severe. In some cases the

height of the tree was reduced by
twenty or thirty feet.

Opinions differ considerably with

regard to the details of the work, but
renovation has been an interesting and there are certain general rules that are

profitable undertaking. In the follow- usually followed. The primary object
ing paragraphs I shall not attempt to in the whole work is to form a new

outline the whole process but to head on the old stump. Some trees

merely call attention to some of the are well supplied with water-sprouts
most striking features in connection from which to develop the new head.

with the work. If no watersprouts are present their

Probably the most conspicuous ex- growth must be encouraged and this is

ample of successful renovation is that best done by severe heading-in.
of Mr. George A. Drew, of Conyers A common method consists in

Farm, Greenwich, Conn. Mr. Drew heading-in some of the branches dur-

has worked on several orchards varying ing one season and treating the

in age from twenty-five to sixty years, remainder in the same way the follow-

The orchards were very seriously ing year, or even later (see fig. 1).
infested with scale and some of the The advocates of this method claim

trees were so far gone that the work- that it lessens the "shock" to the tree

man on the place inquired of their and that the tree may continue to bear

optimistic employer whether he ex- fruit. In some cases it may be

pected "to bring the dead back to life." advisable to follow this method but

One Baldwin orchard in the fourth it is probable that trees requiring such

year after work was commenced, severe treatment will stand to have

produced an average yield of nine the whole top removed in one season.
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I. IF ONE OR MORE OF THE MAIN BRANCHES

ARE LEFT TILL THE SECOND OR THIRD

SEASON THE "SHOCK" IS NOT SO GREAT.

A second method, and probably the
most rational, consists in severely
pruning the tree in all its parts and

moderately heading-in (see fig. 2).
The heading-in occurs chiefly in the

central and upper parts of the tree, for

it is always desirable to reduce the

height of the tree and in this way
facilitate the work of spraying and

harvesting. All dead and undesirable

branches are removed, and all dead

stubs sawed off closely.
Some growers spend much time and

money in cleaning out, sterilizing,
and cementing cavities. From a

commercial standpoint it is doubt

ful whether it would pay to do

much of such work, but where only a

few trees require this kind of surgical
treatment it may be worth while for

the sake of conformity in the orchard.
The large wounds are usually pro

tected by painting with either common
lead and oil paint or coal-tar. The
latter is well-suited to the purpose, but
often contains so much creosote that it
is likely to injure the bark around the
wound. If the pruning is done in the
fall the painting is usually left till

spring when the wounds have become

dry and "checked," in which condition
they may be more completely sealed

up. For very large wounds it is cus

tomary to tack a zinc plate over the
surface immediately after painting.
The plate is cut slightly smaller than
the wound so that it will cover only
the woody portion and thus allow the

bark to heal overt; -the edge, making a
permanently tight joint. After saw

ing the shoulder off squarely around

the opening, the hollow cavities,
'

are

treated in the same way.

The second year's treatment of the

severely pruned or "dehorned" trees is

sometimes perplexing, especially when

there has been a strong growth of

watersprouts during the summer. Fbr

fairly vigorous trees it is sometimes

advisable to thin
'

out some of these

watersprouts during the growing
season. Such treatment, as is well

known, will tend to reduce the vegeta
tive development during the following
season and will further tend to en

courage the development of fruit buds.
In most cases, however, the trees will

not require pruning until they have

become dormant. The work at that

time consists mainly in the selection of

the most desirable watersprouts and

the elimination of the others. The

selected shoots are usually cut back to

about the fourth or fifth bud from the

base. The subsequent treatment is

much the same as that given young

trees. The greatest danger is in leav

ing too many sprouts, for if the in

dividual sprout has not sufficient room,
it will not assume the desirable spread
ing habit. If the parent branches are

undesirable and have not already been

removed, they may be sawed off just

beyond the selected watersprouts and

2. THE MOST RATIONAL METHOD OF RENO

VATING A NEGLECTED TREE CONSISTS IN

A SEVERE PRUNING AND HEADING IN.

OBSERVE THE OPEN CENTER OF THE

TREE SHOWN HERE.
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the latter encouraged to take their

places. After the new head is once

formed it is important to keep the tree

well opened up to prevent the branches

from assuming the long slender habit,
so characteristic of neglected trees.

Many people are of the opinion that
the pruning work is all there is to the

problem of orchard renovation. The

orchards that have not been regularly
cultivated, will need to have the sod

broken up, and for this purpose the

common practice is to use the cutaway

harrow. This tool will leave the

ground in much better condition and

will cause less injury to the roots than
the plough. Cultivation is usually
continued till about August first when
a cover-crop is sown.

The fertilizer treatment recom

mended consists in the use of about 300

pounds of muriate of potash and 600

pounds of basic slag per acre. About

400 pounds of raw ground bone may
be substituted for the slag, but where
this substitution is made it will usually
be necessary to apply lime. It will be

seen that no nitrogen is recommended,
and it is probable that with the use of

nitrogenous cover-crops none will be

necessary. Where trees have been

severely pruned and rigorously culti

vated after a long period of neglect,
there will be no further stimulation

needed for at least two years. In the

experience of the writer, trees treated
as described above will make too much

growth even without nitrogen and it

often becomes necessary to allow the

cover-crop to develop in the early
summer instead of turning it under.

When the cover-crop is allowed to

grow, however, it is not harvested but

simply cut at intervals and allowed to

remain on the ground.
The ultimate success with renovated

orchards will depend largely upon

keeping a close watch of the individual

trees. The aim should be to maintain

a uniform annual growth. The trees

that are not making sufficient growth
should be encouraged by severe winter

pruning, by increased cultivation, and

by nitrogenous fertilization. On the

other hand, the trees that are making
too much growth, and this is often

more disastrous than too little, should

be checked by summer pruning and by

withholding cultivation and nitrog
enous fertilization.

3- THE APPEARANCE OF A TREE ONE YEAR AFTER RENOVATION. OBSERVE THE

GROWTH OF WATER SPROUTS IN ALL PARTS OF THE TREE.



REQUISITES FOR SUCCESS IN ORCHARDING

By Edward VanAlstyne
Kinderhook. N. Y.

the man or in a section isolated from other

Theman of the right type will make oniards^
where

the^proper^amo^t
more of a success of an orchard on

rather uncongenial soil, climate and

location than will the man not thor

oughly orchard-minded, under most

favorable conditions. Too many are

inoculated by the bacteria of orchard

ing who have an idea that all that is

and quality of labour cannot be

secured, it may be a failure.

As a rule the naturally well drained

lands, in somewhat elevated locations,
are best. There they get a better

circulation of air and consequently,
are less liable to injury by pests and

necessary is to buy orchard land, set it fjmgus troubles. As a rule the cod-

out with a great number and variety of hn-moths are not so injurious m the

trees, say to them metaphorically at higher altitudes where the night tern-

least, "God bless you" and in five or peratures are low. No orchard should

six years, sit down under their shadows
be set on land too steep to pass over

in great delight and count up the with a sprayer, no matter how desir-

proceeds. They forget that it will

cost about $40.00 per acre for the

use of the land and care of the trees

until they come into full fruitage.
This does not take into account the

cost of the trees. It will probably be

eight or ten years before any substan

tial increase will be obtained from the

orchard. Disaster stares the man in

the face who has not the wherewithal to

maintain himself during the interval of

setting and profitable fruiting, or who
sets so many trees that his land will not

yield enough income to pay expenses

while he waits, particularly if he ex

pects to spend his time in sport and

social duties. A man who expects to

able the fieldmay be in otherways.

It is important that one should dis

tinguish between varieties of high com

mercial value and those of high quality
but not profitable as market sorts

because of weak growth or small bear

ing surface. Also that only varieties

suited to the particular soil and climate
where the orchard is should be set, as

well as known and wanted varieties in

the markets most accessible. It is

the height of folly to set, except experi
mentally, varieties having great merit

in another locality but never having
been tried out elsewhere, particularly
as there are enough climatable varie

ties which have been tried out. The

obtain a good income from his trees country is full of orchards just coming
later on,must bewilling to pay the price into bearing in which are whole blocks

of intelligent painstaking care without of trees which must be grafted to make

reward for at least a decade. He them profitable because the owner was
must be willing to labour and towait. beguiled into setting out varieties not

Given such a man in an orchard sec- suited to his location. It is always un-

tion, I know of no other industry wise for anyone coming into a com-

which promises more, as long as he munity to ignore entirely its established
does not put out more trees than he customs and varieties. Both are likely
can eventually take care of, which is "to be founded on substantial grounds.
a present day tendency. The most It is very important that the pros-
profitable orchards of the future will

be those of medium size of a few

standard varieties well cared for in

every particular.

THE LAND AND LOCATION

The land may be ever so good
but if it is located too far from market,

pective orchardist should not be

carried away by the fairy tales, too

often heard as to the enormous wealth

which will accrue to the apple grower.
Statements such as this: "a man in

Delaware sells enough net to buy an

automobile from each acre of his

orchard, annually" which recently I
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saw in what should have been a

respectable publication, and others

equally wide of the mark are deceptive.
Neither is it fair to take the income of

some successful orchardist whose trees

are in full bearing in one of the recent

years of high prices after he has spent
a decade or two in bringing the orchard

up to that point and take that as a fair
criterion. Doubtless $100.00 is a good
average annual income from an acre of

bearing orchard . Thismeans $1000.00

from ten acres. It will usually be

wiser to purchase a farm with a bearing
orchard in it at two or three times the

price rather than one in which the

orchard has to be set and grown. In

the first instance, one has an income

from the start which will warrant the

increase in price paid. When one has

to establish an orchard, the cost of

the trees and the care of them as well

as the use of the land must be added to

the purchase price. Often the latter

will bemore than the former. Then too,

"hope deferred maketh the heart sick."

REFLECTIONS ABOUT APPLES

By Dr. J. P. Stewart
Experimental Pomologist, Pennsylvania Experiment Station (From the Penn State Farmer, with Slight

Modifications by the Author)

I
T probably has not occurred, even

to the average apple enthusiast,
that he is lending encouragement to

one of America's great industries.

Not great; perhaps as compared with

our enormous corn industry, with its

billion-and-a half dollar crops annually
but, as compared with other fruits,
and in its health-giving and life-cheer

ing qualities generally, the American

apple is truly great.

Just what the annual value of the

apple crop is, it is difficult to estimate.

As indicated by the census of 1900,
—

the latest available,
—its value in 1899

was between fifty and sixty million

dollars. This is farm value of the

supply noted by the census takers.

The retail value was doubtless at least

twice as great. During that same

year, the total value assigned to all

fruits, including tree fruits, grapes,

small fruits, citrus and other sub

tropical fruits, was slightly over

$131,000,000. The value of the apple
crop, therefore, was nearly as great as

that of all other fruits combined. As

compared with the total of all other

deciduous tree fruits,
—

namely pears,

apricots, cherries, peaches, nectarines,

plums and prunes,
—there were in

1900, over a third more apple trees of

bearing age and nearly six times as

many bushels of fruit.

During the decade just past, more

over, the interest in the apple has

greatly increased. This is indicated

by the great "booms" and high values
of apple land in the far West and by
the extensive commercial develop
ments, under skilled direction, that

are now coming on in the East and

in many of the central states.

An interesting side-light upon this

development appears in the fact that

tree-planting seems to be increasing
much faster than fruit production.
Thus, between 1890 and 1900, the

census shows that there was an in

crease in the number of bearing trees

of about 67.9%, while the increase in

yield was only 22^2%, a difference of

3 to 1 in favor of the former. This

lagging behind on the part of produc
tion is also very noticeable in the

annual crop estimates of the American

Agriculturist and in those of commer

cial organizations.
The causes for this condition are

various. Increase in enemies and

diseases, poor or ill-adapted varieties,
the use of less suitable land, the

entrance into the business of people
not so well adapted to it, and probably
not infrequently, the waning fertility
of orchards formerly productive,

—

these are some of the factors that

doubtless have an influence in keeping
down the figures on production.
It is to the fertility factor, however,

that we wish to call special attention.
This is desirable, first, because we still
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have people who doubt the value of

fertilizer in any orchard, and, second,

because there are others who go to the

opposite extreme and assume its value

in all cases. Either attitude is likely

to prove costly to its possessor. _

After

five years of work and experiments

upon this point, we have come essen

tially to the following view. In some

orchards, fertilization of the soil is the

thing most needed. In them, it is

essentially the key to the situation.

In others, fertilizers may be applied
at a loss.

In support of this view, we may
cite certain orchards that we have

under experiment, in which fertilizer

applications practically uniformly re

sult in well loaded trees, while there is
little or no fruit of any consequence

upon the checks, the latter differing
only in the absence of fertilization.
In such orchards the gains from fertili

zation have run as high as 4 to 17
times the amount of fruit produced on

the checks and have resulted in net

profits of $120 to $420 per acre, even

when the fruit is estimated at the low
value of 50 cents per bushel. We have

observed similar, though less marked

results, from proper fertilization by
commercial orchardists, over a wide

range of territory. It is also reason

able to expect such responses, in view

of the fact that the total plant food

draft of a vigorous bearing orchard is

really quite heavy,
—

more per acre for

every constituent than is required by
a 25-bushel crop of wheat—and it is

only because of certain special abilities

and characteristics that trees are

frequently able to maintain themselves

for so long without some outside assist

ance in the way of fertilization. In

the light of such evidence, therefore,
it is impossible to really doubt the

value of proper fertilizers in many

orchards, and perhaps ultimately in

any orchard that is actively producing
and growing.
In other orchards, however, some

of which are apparently very similar

to those just referred to, fertilization

has thus far produced no material

response. Moreover, in a few cases,

it has apparently done distinct and

positive injury to trie trees. The

presence of such orchards makes it

THE ROW ON THE LEFT HAS RECEIVED NO FERTILIZER; THAT ON THE RIGHT

HAS RECEIVED NITROGEN AND PHOSPHATE. THE NET INCREASE ON

THE LATTER WAS $267 PER ACRE.
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inadvisable for anyone to make heavy
and extensive applications of fertilizers
in any case, until after the applications
have been made to a few typical trees
and have been proved successful.

Sufficient time should be allowed before

judging the results, and the character

ofthe fertilizer and the time of applica
tion should be right.
On these points, we would say that

results should hardly be expected
before the season following the applica
tion, owing to the fact that fruit-bud

formation occurs in the latter part of

the season preceding blossoming. In

character, the fertilizer should be a

complete one unless it is definitely
known that some one or more of the

elements are already present and

available in the soil in sufficient

amounts or can be furnished in some

other way. The fertilizer that we

are recommending for bearing orchards
is one carrying about 30 pounds of

actual nitrogen, 50 pounds of actual

P2 Os, and 25 to 50 lb. K20 per acre.

Stable manure, of course, is also

recommended, if available, at a rate

of about 8 to 10 tons per acre. When

plant food is really needed in an

orchard, we have found that it is

generally immaterial whether it be

applied in the form of manure or com
mercial fertilizers, so long as all the

necessary elements are added. The
time for application of soluble fertili

zers, like the nitrates, is probably best
somewhat after petal-fall and not later
than July 1. The phosphates and

potash can probably be safely applied
at any time, and hence it may well be

done at the same time as the nitrates.

Stable manure may be satisfactorily

applied any time, except possibly late
summer and early fall before the leaves
are off.

The reasons for the variations in

effect of fertilizers are of great interest

and importance. These we are study

ing especially at the present time. In

those cases, where the applications

merely show no important effect, we

have assumed that the activities of the

trees are being controlled or limited by
other factors than plant food. In such

cases, the obvious procedure is to

ORCHARD OF MAIDEN BLUSH APPLES, NEAR PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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determine, if possible, what the limiters

are, and to correct them before wasting

money and energy on factors already

relatively favorable. Among these

other possible limiters many may be

cited, such as frosty locations, poor

pollination, inherent sterility, insects,

diseases, too much or too little moist

ure, improper pruning or bad care in

other respects . It should be remember

ed that it is the unfavorable factors that

primarily determine the crop, and that

it is onlywith a properly balanced treat

ment of all factors or conditions that

truly successful and economic produc
tion is possible.
In the cases where actual harm has

resulted, apparently from fertilizer

applications, the reasons for it are not

entirely clear. The injury appears,

however, to be connected with a toxic

action, which is known to be exerted

by many salts of the heavier metals

when they occur alone in a nutrient

solution or are distinctly dominant in a

solution otherwise weak. This action

is, therefore, most likely to result from

heavy applications of muriate of

potash, nitrate of soda, ammonium

sulfate, and possibly from soluble

metallic salts formed in acid phos
phates. It is quite possible that the
existence of this toxic action is largely
responsible for the current preference,
in many places, for organic carriers of
the various fertilizer elements. In our

observations, the injury has been con

fined largely, though not entirely, to
muriate of potash applications, es

pecially on relatively thin soils. Two

years ago, we thought that the harmful

agent was probably the chlorine

accumulating from the applications
of muriate. At present, however, we
have quite clear evidence that the real
toxic agent is the basic potassium ion,
and that the action of the chlorine is

only indirect and consists essentially in

making the potassium more soluble.

Similar effects can be obtained with

the sulfate, only it takes more of it.

^

This point and the various observa
tions of injury are treated rather fully
in our annual report for the past year.

In the present space, it is sufficient

merely to say that the possibility of

fertilizer injury makes it distinctly in

advisable to place any considerable

amount of fertilizer in the holes at

planting time or to apply
it too closely

about young trees, even as a top

dressing, materials rich in soluble

potash being especially dangerous.

Young trees, moreover, are less likely
to profit from fertilization than old

ones, though trials should be made

even with them, as we have some

instances where relatively young trees

are responding well. In such cases, a

good mulch of stable manure, if avail

able, is probably safest and best.

It should also be stated that, if our

present toxic hypothesis is correct,

muriate of potash is just as useful in

the fertilization of apple trees or other

fruits as any other form, and its lower

price and greater solubility make it

really preferable. Instead of changing
to the sulfate or to wood ashes as the

carrier, merely less of the muriate can

be used, and if there is still danger of

injury, it can doubtless be entirely
removed by a heavy dressing of lime or

of ground limestone. This means of

neutralizing fertilizer injury is of

special importance. Physiologically,
lime is well known to be one of the

most efficient neutralizers of the toxic

action of bases, and our field experi
ments thus far clearly bear this out.

It is quite possible, too, that some of

the indifferent results that have been

obtained from orchard fertilization in

the past are connected with this toxic

action of some of the mineral elements

applied. At any rate, wherever fer

tilizers show uncertain or distinctly
unfavorable action, it will be well to

add lime to the soil before definitely

concluding that fertilization is of no

avail. If then their action is still

insufficient to show a profit, it is

probable that other factors are limiting
the crops, and attention should be

given to them until a balanced condi

tion is attained, when fertilization

may again prove satisfactory and

profitable.



THE SUCCESSFUL WOMAN IN THE COUNTRY
By Frances E. Wheeler

Chazy, N. Y.

TTERY many times has the Mistress
v of "Clovernook" thought of the
finewomenstudents of our CornellAgri
cultural College, with whom two years

ago, she had the pleasure of talking
concerning rural life for women.

Very many times has she wished that

she could know if her words were of

any help and if these women are

prospering in their work. Now,
through the pages of the Cornell

Countryman, I have the opportunity
to speak on the

problem of self-

support for

women in out

door work.

Of course, self-

support (which
certainly in

cludes some extra

pennies
—

enough
to make comfor

table the days of
folded hands) is

a very serious

matter for a wo

man to under

take. Themeas

ure of her success

must greatly de

pend on her wise choice of the kind

of work adapted to her individuality,
the amount of common sense, faithful

thoroughness, and perseverance which

she has in stock, or can develop.
My own trail was blazed for me

which in many ways was fortunate.

It saves a mistaken choice of environ

ment and leaves sufficient margin
for development. From experience
gleaned from about 17 years of self-

supporting rural life, I am convinced

that it is not so much what one does

as how one does it ; not so much where

one begins, as how one begins.
While I realize that there are women

who are successful specialists in various

agricultural lines, I still believe that

for the average woman, a small farm

and a variety of interests is in the long
run, most satisfactory.

At "Clovernook" we have only
about an acre and a half of land but
our turkeys have a grand range over

farms adjoining ours. The other fowls
have this range also although they are

kept partially yarded most of the time.
As only about a third of this land is

available for agricultural purposes it

would seem to many somewhat amus

ing to expect to obtain even a hand-to-

mouth living from so small an acreage,

yet anyone who saw the place seven

teen years ago

would realize

very keenly how

many hundred of

dollars in surplus
earnings must

have gone back

into the property
to bring it up to

itspresent thrifty
condition and

comfort.

All through
these seventeen

years "One hand

has washed the

other" to speak

figuratively. The

poultry, especi

ally ducks, have enriched the im

poverished land, enabling the pro

duction of big crops of currants and

strawberries. We have raised and

marketed in one season on less than a

quarter of an acre two thousand ducks.

We have propagated from the cuttings
of twelve currant bushes, some five

hundred plants. These, on about an

eighth of an acre, yield a crop of 1700

lbs. of fruit per season. We have

produced in a bed 30 by 40 ft. in size,
100 lbs. of strawberries and from our

200 plants have sold $30 worth and set

out a bed of 1000 plants for ourselves.

The fact that mother and I live alone

has necessitated the employment of

hired help very extensively in the

cultivation of small fruits, in keeping
the place in order, and especially during
the years of duck rearing.

WHITE HOLLAND TURKEY.
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When these fowls ceased to be profit

able, owing to several reasons, the

market branch of the business was

dropped and a limited number of stock

for first class breeders was substituted.

In fact, we have had to confine our

selves to a line of breeders producing

poultry and eggs, in all the poultry

branches, owing to inability to give
the other side the necessary personal
attention.

The "Clovernook" apiary is what

brought in our first pennies and has

always been an income and a help in

developing the other branches of use

fulness.

I trust the readers will pardon this

personal digression for I simply wish

to illustrate what can be done with a

very small farm, when the disadvan

tages of a northern climate near Mon

treal and distant markets must be met.

The special advantages to a woman

on a small place are : that she can do so

much of the work herself since it is

not of a nature which is hard for a

woman and that there is variety and

never flagging interest.
It is true when fall comes, plans

are made for warm winter housing
and the grain bill mounts up, the

egg problem grows more difficult of a

happy solution. Then it is a great
comfort to see our plants tucked

snugly beneath their winter blankets

of straw and snow and our bees con

tentedly hibernating in the cellar.

npHAT the modern gas engine is
A

superior under all conditions to

the once all important steam engine
was the purport of Professor C. F.

Hirshfield's lecture on "Gas Power"

before the Sigma Xi Society in Rocke
feller Hall.

"In efficiency, variety of application,
simplicity of structure, and portability,
themodern gas engine is superior to the
steam engine. The internal combus-

It is also a great comfort to
know that

we need have no further care for those

branches until spring. In fact^ we

can go off for a long vacation, a trip to

Europe if we like, and no harm will

come to them. But, "home for

chores," grows extremely monotonous

as time wears on and who of us would

not take such a rest if we could?

Many have asked me, "What part

of your work do you like best and

which is most profitable?"
Unquestionably, in proportion to

the time and money invested, my bees

are most profitable and are most satis

factory. For these reasons they are

most enjoyable. Next to them are

the White Holland Turkeys.
The initial outlay of an apiary is

very small and the outfit is a light
one. Itmay be enlarged very cheaply.
The fact that the food costs nothing
is a great item and that it will be

gathered freely in any locality where

man or beast can live is another.

I had 64 colonies one year and 32 of

them harvested five tons of honey.
The advantages of bee keeping are

many. Ten by fourteen feet will hold
ten colonies which will produce from

50 to 300 lbs. of honey each and

require only a couple of hours' work

once in about every ten days during
the blossoming season. They are in

tensely interesting little creatures and

are not hard to manipulate nor to

understand how tomanage.

tion gas engine also decreases the

danger from fire, always present in the
use of the steam engine with its

external combustion.

"The effect of the gas engine upon

agriculture has most interesting econ

omic aspects. Agriculture is undoubt

edly the backbone of human endeavors.
Cities, manufacturing industries and
artificial products of civilization rest

on the foundation of agriculture, and

GAS ENGINES NOW SUPPLANT STEAM

By C. F. Hirshfield
Professor of Power Engineering, Cornell University
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anything that
_

improves agriculture, square mile of land. As the period
influences civilization, and is a noble for preparation of the soil is limited,
consideration. the extent of the work that can be

"The return from one unit of agri- done is simply a matter of the number

cultural economic work is approxi- of workers employed upon the ground.
mately fixed and the only way for the Horses can work only at a limited

farmer to increase his income is to speed which varies with the weather,
handle more units. This can readily soil and other conditions. A gas

be done by power machinery but gas tractor can haul from four to twenty

has shown itself to be the only satis- plows at an even greater rate of speed
factory driving power. Steam is too than can the horse, can work 24 hours

costly, too absorbing and too danger- a day if necessary, and can be operated
ous. by one person without fatigue.
"Take for example the plowing of "Again,milking and skimming, trans-

one man's land. More power is ex- porting and churning milk can be

pended annually in plowing than in accomplished faster, and easier by
all other departments of human en- means of gas power. Possibilities also

deavor combined. It takes one man in the form of running water and

and two horses five hours to plow one sewerage systems, electric light plants,
acre of ground, and a man walks a etc., are opened to small communities

distance of 5,000 miles in plowing one by the gas engine."

FOR BETTER GRADING AND PACKING OF

EASTERN APPLES

By H. B. Knapp, '12

[Delivered before the New York State Fruit Growers' Association at Rochester on Jan.

4th, 191 2. This speech was awarded first prize in the contest in which there were five

students of the College entered.]

W/'E ALL admire the splendid
** fruit with which the western

growers have invaded our markets,
fruit which has often put the product
of our eastern orchards to shame. We

admire it for its beauty, its size, its

uniformity, and the attractiveness

with which it is packed, we also not

only admire, but envy the price which
it brings. We have heard so much

about the opportunities for the fruit

industry in the West, so many almost

marvelous reports of the remarkable

productiveness and quick maturity
attained in that western clime, that the

advantages of our own State in this

special field of agriculture seem by

comparison to sink into obscurity.
It seems to me, however, that when

we take up one by one and consider

carefully the natural factors which go

far toward making the business of

fruit-growing a success or failure that

we find that we must look further and

deeper; that we of the East cannot

put the responsibility or blame for our

secondary position in the realm of

modern orchard management upon

natural advantages, or disadvantages.
In fact, such a consideration makes

our present position seem still more

open to condemnation.

The three factors which will, other

things being equal, shape the map of

our country in which fruit can be

grown successfully on a commercial

scale are: climate, soils, and markets.

The point of greatest importance in

regard to climate, eliminating the

points of liability to frost at blossoming

time, of winter injury, and of sun-

scald, factors which certainly do not

favor the western grower, is the supply
of moisture during the growing season.

When we stop to consider that the

thing which a young and growing tree

needs above all things is water, and

when we consider that a crop of fruit
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is from 85-90 per cent, water, then we

realize that the question of moisture

supply is an all-important one.

The famous Hood River Valley^ of

Oregon has during the six growing
months seventeen inches of rain

fall, the Rogue River Valley at Med-

ford, Oregon, has six inches, the

Wenatchee Valley of Washington has

six inches, and the Yakima Valley,
in the same state has three inches.

These are, with one exception, twenty
year averages. More than this, one-

half of the amounts given fall in the

respective regions during the first two

of the growing months. After that

the dry season is on in earnest and the

rains for the next three months do not

amount to much more than our dews

in New York.

Geneva, in Ontario County, has

nineteen inches of rainfall during
the growing season, Rose, in Wayne
County, has nearly twenty inches,
and Rochester, in Monroe County, has
almost the same amount. Moreover,
the extent of the rainfall from month

to month varies barely an inch

throughout the season in any of these

sections. Then when we further con

sider that with ordinary methods of

conservation, eighteen inches of rain

fall, distributed as evenly as it is in

this state is none too much for the best

results, we begin to understand why
the westerner tills his orchard from

fifteen to twenty times a season, and

why he is such an ardent advocate of

irrigation. He is because he has to be.
Such operations cost money, and you
do not see these things dwelt upon in
the profusely illustrated prospectuses
sent out by these western sections.
It is only fair to state that the

westerner can put on his fruit an

intangible something which gives it a
little better color and higher finish
than we can obtain here. I think all
of us will concede this, but when we

have said this, we have said all there
is to say in favor of western climatic
conditions.

It is hardly necessary to take up the
factor of soils. With our present
knowledge of the types of soils best

suited to fruit production, a single

glance at the soil map of New York

State, as compared with those of her

western rivals, will convince us that we

can never more closely approximate
ideal soil conditions and on so large a

scale than we can in the Empire State.

New York leads all other states in the

variety and number of crops grown,

because of the great variety and pro

ductivity of her soils. A westerner

smiles unbelievingly when you tell

him that five towns in western New

York ship more apples than the states

of Oregon and Washington combined.

The output of theWest and Northwest

in 1 910 was from twenty to twenty-
five thousand carloads of apples, the

output of the eastern states was one

hundred fifty to one hundred sixty
thousand carloads, of which New York

produced the major portion. It is not

that western soil conditions are not

good, but that eastern soil conditions

are better—and there are a lot more of

them.

When it comes to the third factor in

fruit-growing markets, we have the

westerners at our mercy. The great
bulk of their fruit comes clear across

the continent at considerable expense
for expressage and refrigeration to be

sold in eastern markets at our very

doors. It costs fifty cents to ship a

box east. With the best of train

service fruit sent from Oregon cannot

be sold in Chicago before the morning
of the eighth day, in New York City
before the morning of the eleventh day
and in Boston before themorning of the
twelfth day. What a disadvantage we
would consider it if we had to face such

a proposition.

Clearly it is not the East that is

suffering from natural obstacles. I

should like to offer this statement of

Dean Bailey's. He says: "I have

visited the splendid Hood River Valley
of Oregon, with its remarkable produc
tiveness and wonderful possibilities; I

have traversed every great fruit

growing section of the Golden West,
and nowhere have I found one to com

pare with the Ontario Lake Region of

New York State."
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And so it seems to me that we must

look still further if we are to discover

the true cause of western success, I

might almost say supremacy, in the

realm of fruit production.
The secret of this success, in my

opinion, lies in the superior grading and

packing done by the western man.

For this he does not deserve so much

credit as might at first be supposed.
As with frequent tillage and irrigation,
he grades and packs as he does because
he simply has to. His great distance

from market and high transportation

charges force him to eliminate his poor

and undersized fruit because it does

not pay to ship it, and the type of

package which he has found most

suitable, the bushel box, does not per
mit of more than a slight variation in

size of fruit in any one package. The

westernman has graded better because
he could no nothing else and live. We

will grade just as well when we have to,
but I hope we shall begin before that

time comes. It will be more to our

credit morally and financially if we

do so.

Now, the box in eastern orchards is a

comparatively new and untried thing,
and I presume you are expecting me,

as a college man, to enthusiastically
advocate its adoption as a remedy for

the defects in eastern orchard manage
ment because one of the chief attri

butes with which a college man is

popularly endowed is a desire for

something different, something new.

I am not going to do any such thing.
I consider that there is not of necessity
any conflict between the barrel and

the box, each has its own sphere and

its own limitations, and personally, I

consider the sphere of the box much

narrower and its limitations much

greater than those of the barrel.

Moreover, under ordinary conditions,
I believe it to be folly to attempt to

compete with the westerner in a pro

ject in which he has such a lead, and in

which he is doing so well. I do think

that a comparison may well be made

between western grading and eastern

grading, and with the prospects of a

great increase in fruit supply in the

future, it seems to me that it would be

well to consider this possibility at

once.

Mr. J. A. Cohill, manager of the

seven hundred acre orchard of Tonolo-

way Orchard Company of Hancock,

Maryland says :

"The value of accurate grading of

fruit to a uniform size and appearance

is the selling factor of any package be

it a barrel or a box," and it seems to

me that this is the lesson, first of all

which we should learn from our

western friends.

But you say that the western man

obtains often from eighty-five to

ninety per cent, first class fruit while

eastern fruit will not as a rule run as

high as forty per cent, first class, or

fancy. We must then obtain the fruit

to grade before we can accomplish
much in a practical way.
The success of the western man in

this respect is not due to absence of

insect pests and plant diseases, for he

has plenty ; it may in somemeasure be

due to his more intensive methods of

spraying and cultivation, but it is in

my opinion chiefly due to thorough and

systematic thinning of his fruit. It

pays him to thin ; he knows it and we

know it; why will it not pay us?

When we leave four Baldwins in a

cluster on a heavily loaded tree, so

loaded and borne down that the under

branches do not get a ray of sunlight,
we cannot in reason expect that the

apples in that cluster will develop as

they should, or that the product of the

entire tree will be of more than indif

ferent value.

When an industry has reached such

a stage in its development as the apple

industry has reached, when everyone

knows how to grow fruit of some sort

and competition is keen, then it is as

true as with any other industry, quan

tity must give place to quality and the

article which you produce will not be

valued according to its bulk, but

according to its merits, to its points of

superiority over the article produced

by your competitor. This has always

been true and it is none the less true

to-day.
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It has already been demonstrated

that thinning is a practical operation.
Mr. T. D. Whitney, of Stanley, says
that last season he thinned eighty per

cent, of his 173 Baldwin trees and

nearly all of his 70 Rhode Island

Greening trees. He barreled 964
barrels of Greenings, 734 barrels of

which were No. 1 and fancy, 2)4 inches

or over in diameter and 230 barrels

were No. 2 grading 2% inches in

diameter. He says he thinks his first

grade Baldwins were increased twenty-
five per cent and his Greenings
around ten per cent. The wide

range in prices even at the present time

he attributes in large measure to the

difference in size of fruit. He says

large apples can be picked ten to

twenty per cent cheaper and packed
fifteen to thirty per cent cheaper.
His picking last season cost him less

than ten cents a barrel and his packing
less than nine cents per barrel, help

working by the day. He is convinced

that by thinning he gets a much larger
per cent of first grade fruit and each

succeeding year seems to add to the

premium on large fruit. He remarks

very truthfully that as one thins his

fruit he gets more interested in the

growing crop which leads to better care
in spraying and cultivation.
Mr. Lloyd S. Tenny, of Hilton, is

another ardent advocate of thinning.
He says it can be done for five cents

per barrel, a man thinning four trees

yielding six to eight barrels per tree in
a day, and that he can obtain twenty-
five cents more per barrel for his fruit

on the trees. He says further, that he

can keep his gang of men employed
through the summer and thus is

equipped with help when the picking
season opens. The danger of breaking
is also lessened and the vitality of the

tree is not so severely sapped as to

impair its future usefulness.
When practical men come out and

openly advocate such a policy, is it

not time to consider that it has passed
from the realm of theory and is worthy
of a fair trial ? Of the men I know who

have done this, I do not know of one

who has failed to keep it up.

And so, gentlemen, I believe I am

justified in saying that we should
thin

our fruit in order to obtain what we

need above all things, a better and

more uniform product.
But let us in the meantime put up

an honest pack, as good in the middle

as it is on the ends. Much has been

said about the poor apples in the center

of the eastern barrel, perhaps too much

has been said, but this you know is in

many cases true, that the smaller

apples work down through their larger

companions until they get to the

middle of the barrel, and, this is the

strangest part of all, in opposition
to whatever law they were previously
obeying, they elect to stay in the

middle of the barrel. I would elimi

nate this tendency and avoid this

temptation by doing away with the

small apples.
We, at present, have an apple law

which is good as far as it goes, but I

believe we should have one similar to

the one in force in Canada, requiring
the name of the packer on every barrel
of fruit, or if it is repacked, the name
of the person, or firm, who does it.

In this way, and in this way only, it
seems to me can we put our hand on

the evil itself and deal with it accord

ingly. I should like to see this Asso

ciation before its adjournment appoint
a committee to consider this matter

and to prepare a set of resolutions

concerning it to be presented at the

next session of our legislature.
And let us always remember that we

are in the best place in the world to

grow fruit, that if we fail here it cannot

be attributed to natural factors, but to

our own shortcomings. When we care

for our orchards as the westerners care

for theirs, thin our fruit as they thin it,

grade it as they grade it, and pack it as

carefully as they pack theirs, then the

splendors of the Hood River Valley
and other sections of the West will no

longer be enumerated as typical of the
fruit production of this country of

ours, but with pride we can point to
the orchards, dotting our own hills and
valleys, and say with entire truth
'

'these are"unsurpassed .

' '



THE CONTROL OF THE PEAR PSYLLA BY

SPRAYING FOR FLIES, EGGS AND NYMPHS

By H. E. Hodgkiss
Assistant Entomologist, New York Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y.

'T^HE pear has fewer insect enemies
-■• thanmost kinds of fruit. Among
the species that attack the pear, the

psylla has attained preeminence.
Fruit growers, generally, believe that it

rivals the San Jose scale in destructive-

ness, and that during years of its super
abundance it is a more difficult pest to

combat. Some orchards are annually
threatened with injurious numbers of

this insect, while in recent years the

period of 1909-19 11 is notable for a

widespread invasion of the pear

orchards of western New York. The

losses occasioned in 19 10 aroused the

pear growers to the importance of the

psylla, and has provoked as never

before a demand for information for

efficient methods of control.

The injuries from the pear psylla are

caused by the extraction of plant juices

by the nymphs which feed upon the

leaves and fruits. During May and

June when the trees should be making
the best growth the first brood of

psyllas is developing. The continual

sapping of the plant juices of the

leaves and from the bases of the

newly-forming buds by the insects

PSYLLA EGGS.
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PSYLLA
—

IST STAGE.

causes a marked retardation in growth ,

with a subsequent dropping of the

foliage and the arresting of the develop
ment of the fruit buds for the succeed

ing year. The trees sustaining such

injuries are very susceptible to winter

killing, to which many often suc

cumb.

The time during which control

measures can be successfully practiced

against the first brood is limited to the

period which includes the life events of

the swelling of the buds and the

dropping of the blossoms. Doubtless

failures to check the ravages of the

psylla in past years have been largely
due to the meager information which

has been available concerning the

habits of the pest. Nearly all of our

insects have one or more vulnerable

stages in their life history, and it was

believed that a study of the life cycle
of this species, especially of the first

brood, would provide a sufficient

knowledge of the habits and seasonal

history to determine the period during
which certain practices could be

profitably used to supplement present
methods of control.

The abundance of the psylla during
the past two years afforded an ample

opportunity to watch the activities of

the first brood of the insects . In 1 9 1 o
,

the adults or "flies" which pass the
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Activities of the First Brood of Psylla and Condition of Trees

During iqio and 191 i

1910 1911

Date

Mar. 26

Activities of Insects Conditions of Trees Activities of Insects Condition of Trees

Flies appearing
27 Flies appearing
28

29
■'

30 Flies under bark
'

3i

Apr. 1

2 Eggs being laid

3

4 Flies most numerous A few flies appear

5 Blossom buds

6

7 jMost eggs, ice storm

breaking

Flies most numer

driven flies under ous

bark

8 Tips of buds separ
ating

9

10

11 J
12 :

x3 i
14 First eggs
15 Blossom buds

16 Many eggs collapsing
breaking

17 '
;

l&
; Leaf buds open

19 Eggs hatching
20 Few n}^mphs
21 i

22 Blossom buds open

ing
23

24

25 Nymphs dying from
rains and cold

26 1

27
28

29
Most eggs

30 Nymphsmost
numerous

j
lay 1

2 |
First nymphs

3

4

5
6

Last flies Full bloom

7

8

| Blossom buds open

9

10

-Blossoms drop
ing

11

12 Full bloom

13

14

15
— Most nymphs Blossoms drop
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winter principally beneath the loose

bark of the trees, emerged onMarch 2 6

and the deposition of eggs commenced

on April 2. The season of 191 1 was

somewhat less advanced; the final

emergence of the flies took place on

April 6 and the first oviposition
occurred April 14. A similar although
less sharply defined period is notice

able between the egg and nymphal

stages. The nymphs were first ob

served respectively on April 19, 19 10,

and May 2, 191 1. The divergence in

the dates of appearance of the several

stages of the first brood of the psylla

during these years is attributable to

prevailing weather conditions. But

with the maturing of the blossoms the

nymphs were each year in the fourth

stage. An intermingling of the flies,

eggs and nymphs occurred to some

extent, which was thought to be incon

siderable. The accompanying table,
which is based on observations in

orchards duringi9io and 191 1, shows

the occurrence of the first brood of

psylla with respect to the conditions

of growth of the trees.

On the basis of these observations it

was deemed practicable to spray for

the psylla in one or all of the three

stages. This idea was followed in some

forty orchards throughout the pear-

growing districts of the state. The

operations were undertaken by each

orchardist with his usual equipment

and, while the applications were made
under direction, the work accomplished
is an indication of what may be

expected if the operations are con

ducted carefully.
The first stage of the operations was

directed upon the hibernating flies.

The miscible oils, oil emulsions, soap
and a nicotine preparation were used

for this purpose. One of the interest

ing results gained by this experience
was that in some orchards in which the

bark was removed the psylla was

entirely controlled by this application,
while for the most part in unscraped
orchards a sufficient number of the flies

remained to render a second spraying
advisable. It was also found neces

sary to spray each tree separately.
The usual practice of spraying all the

trees on one side and returning
through the orchard on the opposite
side was demonstrated to be impracti
cable because of the habit of the species
of seeking protection on the sheltered

portion of the tree.

The orchards in which control of the

pest had not been successfully attained

by the first spraying to kill the flies

were then sprayed with the lime-

sulphur wash at winter strength to kill

the eggs. This treatment was made

during the last week in April and the

first week of May, at which time the

buds were compact in the cluster.

The result of this application was an

ADULT PSYLLA.
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almost complete eradication of the

insect in most of the orchards.
_

Some

eggs which were subsequently laidupon
the trees hatched, but the numbers of

the nymphs were so small that spray

ing for these was deemed unnecessary ;

and in no instance did the natural in

crease of the insect cause noticeable

injuries during the remainder of the

season.

Only a few plantings required a third

treatment, but some orchardists de

sired to remove all chance of further

damage and made a third treatment

to kill the newly-hatched nymphs.
Some pear-growers were unable to

make the applications against the flies

and the eggs, so these men sprayed for

the nymphs. This gave an oppor

tunity to compare the results of the

spraying in orchards in which the entire

plan was practised with the results

obtained from a single treatment for

the larval stages. The usual contact

sprays were employed for this purpose,
and were applied soon after the blos

soms dropped. The results of this

treatment were very gratifying and,
even in those orchards which had not

been previously sprayed, the infesta

tion was destroyed. None of the trees

required further treatment, and they

/^\REGON is a state which contains
^-^

many extremes of natural con

ditions. For instance, the rainfall

varies from one hundred thirty inches

to as low as two inches. There are

regions where frost is hardly ever

known whereas some sections have

very severe winters. In some loca

tions the summer heat is never very
intense while in others it reaches a high
degree. The elevation varies from sea

level to snow line and the soil is

from heavy adobe to the lightest silt
and sand. Eventually we will prob
ably find that with these extreme condi
tions there will be very few varieties of

put forth a vigorous growth during the

balance of the season.

The chief factors for the successful

control of the psylla are: (i) an

acquaintance with the appearance of

the individual stages of the first brood,

the flies, eggs and nymphs; (2) a

familiarity with the development of

the psylla in relation to the growth of

the buds of the tree; (3) thoroughness
in making the applications.
A knowledge of the time periods in

which the condition of the trees with

respect to the growth of the buds will

indicate the stage of the insect at that

particular period, is an invaluable asset

to the orchardist. The manner in

which the sprays are applied should

receive particular attention. Many
failures attributed to the insecticide

would be avoided if more attention

were given to the manner in which the

applications were made.

Pear-growers as a rule have become

more hopeful for the control of the

psylla, andmany orchardists have gain
ed an added interest in pear-growing
since it has been demonstrated to their

satisfaction that by systematic spraying

against the first brood the pear psylla
can be relegated to a comparatively un

important place among orchard pests.

deciduous fruits but will succeed in

some parts of the state. Eastern men

in writing of the Pacific Coast condi

tions generally admit that we have the

color, size, and attractive appearance
of fruits but that we do not have the

quality. Such statements are mis

leading, and eastern horticulturists

should not preach this gospel among
their fruit growers for they are simply
chasing the rainbow. Probably no

one section in the United States can

grow all varieties superior to any other
section. Varieties to be grown at

their best must find their special
requirements fulfilled. I am collecting

FRUIT GROWING IN OREGON

By C. I. Lewis, MS.A.; '05
Chief, Division of Horticultuie, Oregon Agricultural College and Experiment Station
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each year apples from all over the

United States and find that no one

region is superior to all others for all

varieties. Experience has shown that

in some sections of the state a certain

variety will not grow ; the quality will

not develop under the climatic and soil

conditions found, but in other sections

the variety will grow to a superb

degree of quality. As a rule such

varieties as the Baldwin, Northern Spy
and Rhode Island Greening do not have
asmuch qualitywith us as in some other
sections of the country, but who ever

has seen the Wenatchee Winesap, the

Hood River Spitzenberg, the Willa

mette plums, prunes, and cherries, and

then say these fruits do not have

quality are either crazy or prejudiced.
The real elements of success in

Oregon fruit growing are due, first to

very productive soil, and second to

very favorable climatic conditions,
which taken together produce fruit of

remarkable size, high degree of color,

relatively free from blemishes, and

produce the fruit in large quantities.
Under these conditions trees come into

bearing at an early age and in many

cases are apt to bear regularly.
Nature has been kind to the Pacific

Coast in giving them ideal conditions

for producing high class fruit, and

coupled with what nature has done the

fruit growers have done their part.
The most intensive methods of cultiva

tion, pruning, thinning, spraying, etc.,
are practiced. Growers are eager to

find new methods they can use that

will improve the quality or yield of

their trees. Progressive methods are

used in handling the crop. Pruning,

packing, precooling, and shipping, are

all given careful attention. No sec

tion of the country that I have ever

visited practices such careful methods

in preparing the fruit for the market

as does our own state of Oregon.
Business methods play an enormous

part in our success in fruit growing.
First, as regards selling, our system of

organizing and finding the right mar
kets has produced most excellent

results ; not only the business methods
used in preparing and selling the fruit
but also in growing it. The cause of

the adoption of such progressive and

such good sound business meth

ods in conducting our fruit growing
is the personal element. Perhaps
there is no other line of agriculture in

which the personal element plays
such an important part as does fruit

growing. Our fruit growers as a

whole are wide awake, brainy men;

many of them are men with a great
deal of business training and execu

tive ability; men of big ideas and

optimism. They believe in their

country and are not afraid to spend

money when they can see the expendi
ture is going to bring results. The

result of such characteristics means

carefully handled orchards and splen
did type of homes. In fact, the whole

atmosphere surrounding fruit growing
is an attractive one. Each valley has

its University Club with members from

such institutions as Harvard, Yale,

Columbia, Cornell, Chicago, Wiscon

sin, etc. Above all, these men thor

oughly enjoy outdoor life. They are

enthusiastic over their business and

are men who love agriculture. Is it

anywonder then that with our soil,
our

climate, and with such a class of men

conducting our fruit industry that

success becomes our byword and

failure is not recognized in our vocabu

lary?



NEW YORK STATE FRUIT GROWERS'

CONVENTION

By Dudley Alleman, '14

THe astonishing increase of interest

shown in Horticulture was typi

fied by the eleventh annual meeting

of the New York State Fruit Growers'

Association, held in Convention Hall,

Rochester, January third, fourth, and

fifth. The exhibits, both of orchard

produce and of the necessary adjuncts
for successful fruit raising were inter

esting and instructive. In the Secre-

.

number of these did judging in the

fruit exhibit which was held in con

junction with the meeting.
A feature of the meeting was a

speaking contest open to Cornell stu

dents in the Department of Pomology.
After a keen competition, W. H. Hook,
'12, H. B. Knapp, '12, F. E. Rogers,
Sp., E. C. Auchter, '12, and E. A.

Brown, '13, were selected to address

Back row, left to right: H. B. Knapp, E. C. Auchter.

Front row: E. A. Brown, F. E. Rogers, W. H. Hook.

tary's report it was stated that the

membership of the association had

passed the one thousand mark. Much

cooperative buying of spraying ma

terials was done during the past year.
The Cornell Departments of En

tomology, Plant Pathology and Farm

Mechanics were represented with large
educational exhibits. The latter at

tracted considerable attention with

the exhibit of the "Cornell Sprayo-

graph" and the demonstrations of

spraying against the wind. Cornell

students to the number of about one

hundred and fifty from the Depart
ment of Pomology were present. A

{Continued

the meeting. Both the subject mat

ter and the delivery of the speeches
was very commendable. H. B.

Knapp, whose speech appears in this

issue, won the first prize of $35 and

F. E. Rogers won the second prize of

$15. After the contest a fruit grower

in the audience very generously gave

a prize of $10 to each of the other

three contestants.

President Clark Allis of Medina, in

his address severely censured President

Taft for his apparent attitude against

agriculture. He also discussed cold

storage.

Wednesday afternoon was devoted

on page 172)



ORCHARD DRAINAGE

By T. B. Wilson

Hall, N. Y.

o
NE of the most important things
to consider in planting an orchard

is whether or not the soil is sufficiently
dry. An orchard planted on wet or

springy ground will not thrive. Any
observing person, in traveling through
the country, can see many examples of

parts of orchards not doing well, or

some trees dying, in places where the

I have one orchard set on the dia

gonal system, where the rows north
and south are 37^ feet apart, east and
west the rows are 20 feet apart, but the
first tree in the first row is 40 feet from
the second tree in that row, and the
first tree in the second row is half-way
between the first and second tree in the
first row.
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land is low, and where water is liable

to collect, without a free outlet.

Then, too, the soil formation may be

such as to retain or hold back the

water. There may be a few sections

in New York State where orchards will

thrivewithout underdraining. In gen

eral, either before the orchard is planted
or shortly after, the surplus of water

must be removed by underdraining.
In underdraining a field for an

orchard, it is not necessary to drain

very close, but the drains ought to be

at least three feet deep, unless one has
a very sticky and retentive clay subsoil

Ordinarily a drain between every other
row of trees will drain sufficiently.

I run the lateral drains east andwest,

straight up and down the hill. The

first drain is 10 feet from the first row

of trees, or the first tree in the first

row; the second drain is 60 feet from

the first drain, or 30 feet from the

second tree in the first row. In this

system, we have two-thirds of the trees

within 10 feet of a drain, and the

remaining one-third are 30 feet .from

any drain.

In any ordinary New York condi

tion, this is sufficient drainage for an

orchard if the drains can be put 3 or 3 yi
feet deep.
Thorough drainage is the foundation

of better agriculture.
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The first meeting of

Council Plans the new "Agricultural

College Council" was

held on Saturday morning, January

6th, in the President's office, and again
that afternoon in the College of Agri

culture, with a partial attendance.

Everything at present needed for the

administration of the College was done

at this time. The duties of the

Director were defined and the general

policies of the College were formulated.

Subject to the approval of the

Board of Trustees, the Council, which

was created at the last meeting of the

Trustees, has entire control over the

administration of the College and all

of the farms belonging to it. In the

interim between its meetings the Di

rector has full charge, except in the

appointing of assistant professors and

professors. He and the Treasurer of

the University, although not members
of the Council, are expected to attend

all of itsmeetings. Fourmeetingsmust
be held and as many others as may be

deemed necessary. The next meet

ing will be before the spring meeting

of the Trustees. All future Ithaca

meetings will be held in the College of

Agriculture itself.

By statute the Council is entitled

to a member of the Committee on

Grounds, and Col. H. W. Sackett, '75,

was elected. Two members of the

Building Committee, Willard Beahan,

'jS, and Hon. F. C. Stevens, former

Superintendent of Public Works, were

elected. Two committees appointed

were: Audits and Accounts—T. B.

Wilson, '88, J. N. Carlisle, and F. C.

Stevens; Farms—W. F. Pratt (State

Grange Trustee), R. A. Pearson, '94

(President of the State Agricultural

Society), and T. B. Wilson, '88.

Those present were : State trustees,

H. W. Sackett, '75, T. B. Wilson, '88,

F. H. Miller; W. F. Pratt; two trustees

elected by the Board of Trustees,

Willard Beahan, '78, J. H. Barr, '89,

and President Schurman. Dean Bailey

and Treasurer Williams also attended.

Seldom does the

School Countryman have

of Forestry occasion to relate

such an excellent bit

of news as the recent announcement

that Professor Filbert Roth—present

head of the Michigan School of For

estry
—is to come to Cornell next fall

to take charge of our new School

of Forestry. Everyone was well

pleased last February to learn that

a Department of Forestry was to be re

established at Cornell and that Profes

sor Mulford was coming to take charge
of it. The recent appointment of

John Bentley, Jr., as Assistant Pro

fessor and now the acceptance of

Professor Roth seem to bear out the

proverb that good fortune never comes

singly. Professor Mulford was Asst.
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Professor of Forestry at Michigan
under Professor Roth and it is un

doubtedly largely due to his influence

that the appointment of Professor Roth

has been brought about. Eight years

spent on the Western frontier, eight

years of study at Michigan, seven

years in the National Forest Service,

and twelve years as university pro

fessor certainly promise a wonderful

fitness for the teaching of forestry.
As a matter of fact, Professor Roth

is considered the greatest teacher

of forestry in the United States.

It is especially fortunate that Pro

fessor Roth should come to Cornell

as he was Assistant Professor of For

estry here in the original school from

its inception ini8g8toi9oi.
Born in Wurtemburg, Germany, in

1858, Professor Roth came to the Unit

ed States in 187 1. The period be

tween 1874 and 1882 he spent on the

western frontier. From 1885 to 1839

he studied at Michigan. Then for five

years he was a special timber expert
in the Department of Agriculture.
After leaving Cornell he again went

into the Forest Service, having charge
of all the forest reserves. Since 1903

he has been at the head of the School

of Forestry at Michigan, the third

oldest of any importance in the coun

try and the second largest.
The Countryman can but express

the gratitude of the undergraduates
to the Faculty of the College of

Agriculture and to Professor Mul

ford in obtaining the services of

Professor Roth. Cornell established

the first school of forestry in the

United States—we see no reason why

Cornell should not now have the best

school of forestry in the United

States.

It is with regret that

Office Chat we announce the

resignation of Wil

fred De S. Wilson, '13, from the board,

and we extend him our sincere thanks

for the earnest work he always gave
to the paper.

•¥ *£ ^

The present issue is the second

special number which we have pub
lished this year, and we trust it will

meet your approval. So great has

the interest in fruit farming become,

that we deemed it worthy of a special

number, and have endeavored to have

it presented from all points of view

by the highest authorities.

In obtaining articles this year, we

have endeavored to select subjects

which would be of most interest to

all our readers, and authors in whom

they have the most confidence. For

the hearty good will, and ready

response of these authors, we wish to

express at this time our sincere

thanks and appreciation.

This is the first number of the

paper for the second semester, and

by this time you have had an oppor

tunity to become acquainted with

our general aims and purposes. Our

plans for the remainder of this year

are about completed, but as we start

planning for our Fall numbers, we

are open for suggestions, and would

be glad to hear an expression of

opinion from our readers. What sub

jects are you most interested in?

Do the special numbers appeal to

you? What new departments would

you like to see started? How many

student articles do you like? Would

competitions for articles or covers

appeal to you? Are we printing too

many pictures? Have you any criti-
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cism ? (Bouquets are out of order-they

require attention, and soon wither).

Let us hear from you, and do not

forget to mention who and what you

are doing
—

we may want to classify

you under "Former Students!"

The annual meeting

Students' of the Students' Asso-

Association ciation of the New

Banquet York State College of

Agriculture will con

vene on Wednesday, February 21st,

1912, at 10 a. m., the session continu

ing until 1 p. m. A strong country-

life program is being prepared to in

clude speakers of national reputation,

such as Director Bailey, James W.

Robertson of the Royal Commission on

Industrial Training and Technical

Education of Canada, and President

K. L. Butterfield of the Massachu

setts Agricultural College. The Asso

ciation is to consider some important

business in relation to the College.
Final plans have been made for

a large dinner to be held in the

evening at the Armory, the dinner

to be open to all former students of

the College and to include the annual

banquet of the under-graduates. The

dinner and program will occupy the

entire evening. The notable speakers
of the morning, Mr. Henry Wallace,
and others, are on the programme,

and will be guests of honor at the

dinner.

The Countryman is

Positions seriously considering
and Applica- publishing the vari-

tions ous offers of positions
which come to the

College. Just at this time there are

many students, mostly short course

students, available for positions as

farm managers, farm foremen, and

a few as farm hands. The College
would be glad to learn of any vacan

cies for these men. They are also

interested at any time to hear from

former students who are available

for positions.
We are extremely

Back Numbers desirous of obtaining
Desired copies of the follow

ing numbers of the

Cornell Countryman and will be

glad to pay for them. December

1903, Vol. 1, No. 1; January 1904,

Vol. 1, No. 2; January 1906, Vol. 3,

No. 4; March 1906, Vol. 3, No. 6;

April 1906, Vol. 3, No. 7; June 1907,

Vol. 4, No. 9; October 1909, Vol. 7,

No. 1; January 1910, Vol. 7, No. 4;

June 1910, Vol. 7, No. 9; January

1911, Vol. 8, No. 4.

With the rapid

High growth of the Col-

Scholarship lege and the con

sequent increase in

the number of student activities of

the College, there comes an irresistible

tendency to subordinate one's studies

to them. Realizing that a high stan

dard of scholarship is a large factor

toward future success, is it not well

to consider as we start a new term,

to what extent we can enter activities

without decreasing our standard of

scholarship, and then to limit ourselves

to that extent? It is narrow not to

enter some activity and endeavor to

make good, but remember also, that

we are under the deepest of obligations
to "make good" in a larger cause,

and to prove to the people of New York

state that their confidence in us has

not been misplaced in furnishing us

with the best of instruction and

equipment to be had ; that we are not
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wasting the talents entrusted to our

care.

In order to maintain the leadership
which we have gained among colleges
of agriculture, the standard of scholar

ship must be kept so high that the

graduates who go out into the world

will continue to reflect credit upon the

institution.

The severe hail storm

The which struck the to-

Tobacco bacco crop on the last

Crop Election Day of the

Agricultural Associa

tion, completely destroyed the crop

together with all the seed, and here

after there will be no smoking in the

Students' Room. For this, the College

may well congratulate itself. Because

the students are not all smokers was

The Teaching of Agriculture in

the High School by Garland Armor

Bricker. Published by the Mac-

Millan Company, 66 Fifth Ave.,
New York City. 184 pages. $1.00

net.

A discussion applying psycho
logical principles to the teaching of

high school agriculture and giving
illustrations of laboratory exercises.

The book reflects the knowledge and

enthusiasm of the author in the sub

ject.

The A B C of Potato Culture

by T. B. Terry and A. I. Root.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.

$.75 net.

The fourth edition of Terry and

Root's treatise on potato culture has

just been published. The book treats

of soils, manures and fertilizers adapted
to potatoes and discusses methods of

planting, the best varieties to raise,

care of seed, diseases, cultivation,

marketing, etc. There are many cuts

of efficient machinery, such as plant

ers, weeders, cultivators, sprayers, and

diggers, used in the potato industry.

a sufficient reason for voting it down.

It typified the capacity of the Agri
cultural College to stand alone in all

things as they do in athletics. Having
turned down a beginning, we may look

outside the Agricultural College for

the second step, and feel sure that a

future visit to our College will not

reveal a sign:

"Smoking Room"

Ladies Welcome

The members of the College were

grieved to learn of the bereavement of

three of the members of the faculty.

Within the short space of one week

Dean Bailey lost his father, Professor

Montgomery lost his father, and Pro

fessor Tuck his mother.

Beginnings in Agriculture, by
Professor Albert Russell Mann of

Cornell University, Rural Text Book

Series, L. H. Bailey, Editor. Pub

lished by the MacMillan Company,
66 Fifth Ave., New York City.

327 pages. Fully illustrated.

This book is founded on the sugges

tions in the Report of the Committee

on Industrial Education in Schools for

Rural Communities of the National

Educational Association and designed
for the purpose of introducing the

study of agriculture into the seventh

and eighth grades. The most notice

able qualities of the book are its clear

ness, conciseness and the presence of a

nature-study spirit.

Farm and Garden Rule Book by
L. H. Bailey. Published by the

MacMillan Company, 66 Fifth Ave.,
New York City. 567 pages. $2.00

net.

This book has long been a standard

as a Horticulturalists' Rule Book.

The name has been changed since it

covers a larger field.

BOOK REVIEWS
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CAMPUS NOTES

Calendar

February ioth—March ioth

Monday, Feb. 12 Round-Up Club.

Lazy Club.

Tuesday, Feb. 13 AssociationMeet

ing.

Saturday, Feb. 17 C.E. vs. Ag. (B.

B.)

Monday, Feb. 19 Round-Up Club.

Farmers' Week

begins.
Lazy Club.

Monday, Feb. 26 Round-Up Club.

Lazy Club.

Monday, Mar. 5 Round-Up Club.

Lazy Club.

Thursday, Mar. 7 Monthly Assem

bly.

The Governor's Message was the

subject of Dean Bailey's talk at the

January Assembly. He read the parts

concerning conservation and agricul
ture and spoke in part as follows:

''The term 'conservation' was first

applied to the forestry problem but

has now come to have a widermeaning.
Many sections of the country are now

participating in this movement. The

State of New York has a Conservation

Commission whose chairman will speak
here Farmer's Week. This college is

an instrument of conservation. The

Conservation movement has resulted

from the idea that the natural re

sources ought to be handed down

unimpaired to our descendants. The

policy that the water power of the

state shall be for the use of the people
and that hydro-electric power shall be
sent to every municipality, saving

20,000,000 tons of coal annually, is a

wise and constructive one. We make

too little use of our streams and go too

far afield for our power.

The Commission of Food Supply of

New York State, the pure food pro

visions and the increased powers of

inspection are also forward steps.

The time is coming when the farmer

can solve his own problems but there

are some problems which the govern

ments must solve. The Public Service

Commission ought to have wider

powers. We no longer deny that the

government can regulate business.

The farmer ought to be benefited by
this regulation. The parcels post is a

great necessity, for the express com

panies do not adequately serve him.

He should be a free economic agent.

Middlemen are necessary and many

of them are honest. But this is no

reason why they may not be regulated.
If they can be licensed as they some

times are, why not go a step further.

Every state ought to have some depart
ment which attends to this regulation
and we are gradually coming to it.

The high cost of living is not entirely
due to the middleman and perhaps not
at all. There are many contributing
causes. The consumer, himself, bears

an important relation to the cost of

living. We live too much from tin

cans and small boxes. Our provisions
last only from day to day and we live

literally from hand to mouth. The

result is that the consumer pays for the

increased transportation and this is no
small item. The architects could

render a great service if they would
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provide more room for storage. The

time is coming when we shall have

public storehouses.
There is no one panacea for the high

cost of living. Perhaps another con

tributing factor is that we have lost

pride in dirty hands. If we have, we

are not grasping the realities of life.

There are too many between us and

our necessities. It is to be wished that

the farmer will not want to get away
from his station."

After Dean Bailey's talk some excel

lent violin selections were given by
Miss Cooper.

*K *fc H*

The Extension Department has been

very active during the past month. It

has arranged for about fifteen exten

sion schools lasting from one to two

weeks according to arrangement and

centralizing the instruction upon sub

jects suitable to the particular locality.
The schools which have been held were

at Cherry Creek, Chautauqua County,
Alden, Erie County, Wyoming,Wyom

ing County, Ballston Centre, Sara

toga County, Falconer, Chautauqua
County, Watertown, Jefferson County,
Lowville, Lewis County, Riverhead,

Long Island.
The extension work done by the

different departments has been as

follows: Professor J. E. Rice and L.

M. Hurd addressed a meeting at

Trumansburg, Professor Rice also

addressed one at Hoosic Falls, and L.

M. Hurd addressed one at Oaks Cor

ners. A. C. King addressedmeetings at

Ensenore and Salamanca.

At the show of the Rochester

Genesee Valley Poultry Association,
the college was represented by Pro

fessor J. E. Rice and L. M. Hurd, and

at the show of the Jamestown Poultry
Association by R. P. Trask.

Prof. J. H. Comstock of the Depart
ment of Entomology addressed a

gathering in the parlors of the Uni

tarian Church during the month.

The subject of his address was

'

'Heredity in Animals.
' '

Lantern slides

were used to illustrate thruout.

This year's meeting of the Breeders'

Association held at Washington on

Dec. 28, 29, and 30, was one of the

most successful ever held by that

organization. Drs. Webber, Gilbert

and Love of the Plant Breeding Staff

and ten of the graduate students of the

College were in attendance. Dr.

Webber has beenChairman of the Plant

Section for some time but retires this

year from that position to the more

subordinate one of Secretary in order

to devote his time to the Associate

Editorship of the official organ of the

Association—The American Breeders'

Magazine. Dr. Webber's address to

the meeting was entitled "The Effect

of Research in Genetics in the Art of

Plant Breeding." There were a num

ber of papers read also and the ap

pended list gives those by the Cornell

representatives.
Dr. Webber on "The Selection of

Corn to Produce Early Maturity."
Dr. Love on "The Relation of Ear

Characteristics to Earliness in Corn;"

"Comparison of Yield between Hy
brids and Selections in Oats."

Dr. Gilbert on the "Report of the

Committee on the Teaching of Gene

tics," and in conjunctionwith Mr. C. E.

Myers, '10, on "Does Hybridization
Increase Variability ?"

Mr. C. E. Leighty, Assistant in

Plant Breeding, on "The Effect of

Crowding on the Co-relation of

Characters in Oats.
' '

Mr. R. Y. Winters, Assistant in

Plant Breeding on the "Inheritance of

the Size of Corpuscles in the Pepper

Hybrids."
Mr. H. B. Frost, "The Origin of an

Early Variety of Matthiola by Muta

tions."

Mr. H.W. Drinkard, "A Comparison
of Pure Lines of Browallia and their

left Hybrids."
Mr. R. J. Evans, "Further Studies of

the Relation of Temperature to Varia

tions in Pure lines of Stellaria."

* * *

This year during Farmers' Week the

Dairy Department intends to hold a

prize contest for scoring and judging of
butter and cheese open to anyone in

New York State.
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The Countryman announced last

month that the Department of Animal

Husbandry had just purchased two

very old English books on horse-breed

ing. Perhaps a few words from the

title page will be sufficient to induce

more persons to look them up on the

shelves of the University Library.
The first of these is on

"Horsemanship," by Blundeville

(Thomas), in old English wording and

profusely illustrated with wood-cuts.
The second is on

"Horses, the Anatomy of," by Andrew

Snape, Junior Farrier to his Majesty.
This book contains an exact and full

description of the frame, situation

and connection of all his parts (with
their action and uses.)

The Nut Growers Meeting held at

the Agricultural College, December 14

and 15 was very successful. Interest

ing and instructive papers were read

by T. P. Littlepage, a lawyer of

Washington and Prof. E. L. Lake and

C. A. Reed of the United States De

partment of Agriculture.
* * *

Prof. Livermore, of the Department
of Farm Management, was at Wash

ington, D. C, a short time ago to pre
sent the results of the Agricultural
SurveyWork of the Department to the
members of the office of Farm Manage
ment of the United States Department
of Agriculture.

* % *

Prof. Warren is scheduled for ad

dresses on Farm Atfanagement at

Farmers' Week meetings at Guelph,
Ontario; Springfield, Ohio; Morris-

ville, New York; and at Pennsylvania
State College. He will also speak
before the New York State Agricul
tural Society, and the New Jersey
State Agricultural Society.

* * *

The Department of Plant Pathology
in co-operation with the Department
of Farm Mechanics, gave an exhibit at
Rochester. The Cornell Spray Tower

developed in one of the field labora
tories of the Department of Plant

Pathology, demonstrated spraying in

the wind.
^» *r» *f*

The American Society of Agricul
tural Engineers met at St. Paul on

December 25 and held a two days'
meeting. Howard W. Riley of the

Department of Farm Mechanics, was
elected president for the coming year.

This society which has a membership
of 62, includes most of the teachers of

Farm Mechanics, Farm Engineering,
and Rural Architecture, in the United

States, and also many representatives
of firms manufacturing agricultural
machinery. During the four years the

society has been established, it has

held five meetings, conducted one or

two public competitions of machinery,
and has published its proceedings
every year

—in fact, a very promising
future is predicted for it.

^ * ^s

The Homemakers' Conference is

conducted by the Home Economics

Department during Farmers' Week.

Lectures and exhibition of work are

presented throughout the week upon

subjects pertaining to home life. This

year lectures will be given by Miss

Rose upon food and nutrition, by Miss
Van Rensselaer upon household

management and sanitation, by Mrs.

Young upon house furnishing and

decorating, by Mrs. Harrington upon

equipment and household manage
ment, by Mrs. Watson, of Alfred, upon
principles of dyeing, by Professor
Howard Riley upon sewage disposal,
household mechanical contrivances
and plumbing.
Mrs. O. S. Morgan, who was in

attendance upon Farmers' Week last

year and who furnished musical enter
tainment throughout the week, will be
present and speak upon music for rural
communities. Her work will be illus
trated by song.
The Homemakers' Conference is

officered by women of the state.
One day during Farmers' Week will

be of special interest to Winter Course
students of previous years. The ses

sion will be in charge of the Winter
Course students of 1911-12. It is
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hoped that many of the former Home

Economics Winter Course students

will be present.
* * *

The following officers of the Craig
Club have been elected. President,
Richard L. Meyers; vice-president,
Ellwood Douglass ; secretary, Miss

Beulah Dayton; treasurer, Michall

Joseph. ^.The program committee

appointed are Miss Mary M. Jones,
Walter Peterson, and Ralph Westlake.

The work of these officers and this com

mittee together with co-operation of

the members of the club make the

Craig Club, one of the most successful

clubs ever organized in the College of

Agriculture. The meetings are full of

enthusiasm, and the topics discussed

are close to the fundamentals of life

rather than of agriculture. Miss

Yates' talk on University Education

verus Home Culture will long be

remembered. At all the meetings there
is good music and refreshments. The

Craig Club basketball team defeated

the General Agricultural team by a

score of 13-10.
<^ ^ ^

The Department of Plant Breeding
has sent a large exhibit to the Lincoln

Agricultural School at Lincolndale,
N. Y., to be used as an object lesson

for the boys of this school. Most of

the 200 students of this institution

were waifs picked up on the streets of

New York. They are taught the

rudiments of agriculture and are given
actual experience in the care and

management of cattle, horses, poultry,
etc. When they are 14 to 16 years of

age, they are recommended for work

on the farm. The farmers find the

work of these trained boys of great
value and themajority of them develop
into useful citizens.

The Reunion and Dinner of the

Synapsis Club was held in conjunction
with the Association Meeting at which

fifteen old members of the Club were

present, besides guests from five or six

different states. The yells of Illinois,

Kansas and Cornell mingled. Every
one reports an extremely pleasant
affair.

During the month, Mr. A. C. King
spoke at Truxton, Little York, Preble,
and several times each in Courtland,
Tompkins and Yates counties and Mr.

Gott addressed several meetings in the
western part of the State.

The Agricultural Association elec

tions for the second term were held on

January 16. This was the first time

that the new method of election has

been used. In all, three hundred and

thirty-four votes were cast. F. E.

Rogers, Sp., was elected president;
C. W. Whitney, '13, vice-president;
Miss D. Baker, '12, secretary; and

W. R. Wilson, '12, treasurer. H.

Embleton was elected to the execu

tive committee.
H5 % >H

The Sophomore Agricultural class

held a meeting January 15th. After

a short business meeting, Professor

A. R. Mann gave a very stimulating
talk on, "Student Activities."

The following have been chosen to

compete in the annual Eastman stage,
held Farmers' Week: W. H. Hook,

'12, M. B. Goff, '13, C. W. Whitney,
'13, W. H. Bronson, '14, F. E. Rogers,

Sp., and M. C. Kilpatrick, Sp.

The Agricultural class of 19 14 gave

a dance in the Sage Gymnasium, on

the evening of January 19. It was

well attended and all present spent a

very enjoyable evening.

Professor E. G. Montgomery former

ly Professor of Field Crops at the

University of Nebraska, will fill the

vacancy in the Department of Farm

Crops. Professor Montgomery gradu
ated from the Nebraska Agricultural
College with the class of 1906, and

for the past five years has been en

gaged in experimental work in Field

Crops at that institution.
* * *

It is interesting to note, from the

last issue of the Announcer, that

at present there are between seventy-
five and one hundred experiments
being carried on in this College by the

various departments.



FORMER STUDENTS

GEORGE WENDELL BUSH.

'05, B. S. A.
—

George Wendell Bush

was born on a farm at Berkshire, N.Y.
After graduation from the Newark

Valley High School in 1901, he entered

Cornell and was graduated in June,
1905.

He then accepted a position as a

foreman on E. H. Harriman's large
estate at Arden, Orange Co., N. Y.

Soon afterwards he was made manager
of the farms. Later he also became

connected with the ArdenFarms' Dairy
Co. of which the Harrimans are the

principal owners, in conjunction with

Edwin K. Beekman, the veteran New

Jersey fruit grower. Mr. Bush is now

a director of this company and deputy
to Mrs. Harriman in the company.
Since 1906, Mr. Bush has drained

and brought into cultivation several

hundred acres of what was formerly
the most worthless swamp. This
reclaimed area is now used for both
meadow and garden land. The
meadow portion is now producing from
three to four tons per acre of the high
est quality hay. On a portion of the
black muck soil reclaimed, over 1100

barrels of onions, besides several
hundred barrels of other vegetables,
were grown during the last season!

And all this now fertile land was, five

years ago, a dense thicket of bogs and
underbrush.

Five small and old orchards have

been pruned, cultivated, sprayed and

fertilized, until, instead of a few

scattering knotty apples, they have

produced during the past three seasons
an average of 800 barrels, these selling
as high as $3.50 per bbl. for export.
Alfalfa has been brought into the

farm rotation until a considerable area

is now producing six tons per acre at

four cuttings. Clover and soy beans

have found their way into the rota

tion as cover crops, the returns from

these now reaching well up into the

hundreds of dollars.

In conjunction with the Arden

Farms' Dairy Co., there has been

developed a herd of about one hundred

head of pure bred Holstein Friesians

besides the regular grade herd of four

hundred cows, which are bred only to

pure bred sires. The Sharpless milk

ing machines have been installed and

an effort is being made to produce milk
with the maximum bacterial count as

low as 10,000 to the cu. cm., by keeping
the milk away from outside air at all

times.

One of the most important things of

interest in connection with themanage
ment of this large property is that it is

operated so as to show a good percent
age income on the capital invested.
As was reported in a recent number

of the Countryman, Mr. Bush was

married last August to Miss Meta

Elizabeth Smith, at Oseo Lodge,
Monroe, N. Y.

'91, B. S. A., '98, M. S. A.—Horace

Atwood who is assistant agriculturist
at the West Virginia Experiment Sta
tion, Morgantown, W. Va., is the

author of a recently published station

bulletin entitled "West Virginia as a

Poultry State." The bulletin points
out some of the manifest advantages
of West Virginia from the standpoint
of the poultryman, besides containing
much on the subject of poultry
raising.
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'96, B. S. A.—Joseph C. Blair was

here recently inspecting the buildings
and work of the College of Agriculture.
He was especially interested in the

development of Rural Art. Mr. Blair

is Professor of Pomology and chief in

Horticulture in the College of Agricul
ture and Experiment Station of the

University of Illinois, at Urbana, 111.

'98, M. S. A.—James E. Higgins is
Horticulturist at the Hawaii Experi
ment Station, Honolulu, H.I.

'03, B. S. A.
—Herbert A. Hopper is

managing his farm on West Hill,
Ithaca. This winter he is also em

ployed as an instructor in Extension

Teaching at the extension schools held

at various places through the state.

'04, A. B., '05, M. S. A.—R. S.

Woglum is a special agent of the

Bureau of Entomology at Washington.

'05, B. S. A.—J. M. Swain, formerly
professor of Entomology at McDonald

College, St. Anne, Canada, has accepted
a position as assistant entomologist
for the Dominion Government at

Ottawa.

'06, B. S. A.—P. L. Lyford is a

forest engineer and his address is 206

Board of Trade, Montreal, Canada.

'06, B. S. A.—Charles W. Mann,
who is with the U. S. Bureau of Plant

Industry, visited here during the

holidays. He is conducting special
investigations concerning the trans

portation and storage of grapes, apples,
and citrous fruits. Mr. Mann spent
most of last year in California.

'06, B. S. A.—Charles F. Shaw is

assistant professor of agronomy in the

Pennsylvania State College.

'07, B. S. A.—John Goldhaar is

teaching manual training in the public
schools of New York City. His

address is 1075 Kelly Street, Bronx,
New York City.

07, W. D.—C. A. Thornton is now

manager of a certified milk farm owned

by John H. Baker at East Aurora,
N. Y.

08, B. S. A.—Mr. Chester Jermain
Hunn is well known to all who came to

Ithaca prior to his graduation. They

and those who have come since that

time and have there met his worthy
father, Mr. C. E. Hunn, will know

where "Chet" first caught his inspira
tion for horticultural work. After

matriculation from the Ithaca High
School, he entered the freshman class

in the College of Agriculture and was

graduated in 1908. Before gradua
tion there came an offer of a position in
the Horticultural Department of the

Hawaii Experiment Station in Hono

lulu and having completed more than

the required number of hours for his

degree, he accepted the offer and went

to his new field of labor in the winter

of 1908. This work has given him an

excellent opportunity for studying
tropical plants and particularly the

fruits of the tropics. He has devised

very complete outlines for the syste
matic study of the varieties of some of

these fruits. In November, he made

an extended trip on Hawaii, the largest
island of the Hawaiian group, to inves

tigate the conditions of avocado grow

ing and search for rare or off-season

varieties of this fruit now springing
into so much promise.
Not only has Hunn been in horticul

tural work but he has served as the

very active and efficient Secretary-
Treasurer of the Cornell Club of

Hawaii.

Mr. Hunn was the unfortunate vic

tim of an attack of typhoid fever in

the latter part of the summer but his

friends will be gratified to know that

his robust constitution and good care

brought him safely to health and he is

now adding daily to his avoirdupois.

'08, B. S. A.
—

John Vincent Jacoby,
of Reservoir Avenue, Ithaca, visited

in Ithaca the latter part of last week.

During the past year he has been on a

fruit farm at Middleport, N. Y. He

is now to enter the employ of the

Niagara Sprayer Company at Middle-

port, and in the spring is to manage a

small farm at Lockport for one of the

officials of the Niagara Sprayer Com

pany.

'08, W. P.—W. P. Lippincott, has

resigned as assistant professor of poul-
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try, Iowa State Agricultural College to

accept a similar position at Kansas

State Agricultural College.

'08, W. P.—Allen G. Philips was

married on Saturday, April ist, at

West LaFayette, Ind., to Grace

Hooper Woodward.

'09, B. S. A.—Miller A. Travis

recently resigned his position as super

intendent of the Beechwood Dairy at

Irvington-on-the-Hudson to take a

position as Bacteriologist and Inspec
tor for the Detroit Creamery Co., at

Detroit, Michigan.

'09, B. S. A.—E. H. Thompson,
scientific assistant in the Office of Farm

Management, U. S. Dept. of Agricul- located at Vega Baja, Porto Rico, and

07-' 10, Prof.—Mr. and Mrs. Gar

rett S. Collier of Kinderhook, N. Y.,
announce the engagement of their

daughter, Maud Bain to Mr. L. B.

Judson. Mr. Judson gave up his

position here as Assistant Professor of

Horticulture to assume the manage

ment of his fruit farm near Kinder

hook.

'10, W. A.—Wm. Hotailing is

managing the Hillcrest Farms, near

Binghamton, N. Y.

'10, W. A., '11, W. H—Carl F.

Juengling is plantation manager for

the Colombo Tropical Fruit Company
of Buffalo, N. Y. Their plantation is

ture, visited on the Campus recently.

'09, B. S. A.—G. N. Wolcott, who is

with the U. S. Bureau of Entomology,
has been studying the boll-weevil at

Dallas, Texas. His work has been so

successful that Dr. L. P. DeBussy of

Summatra, Dutch East Indies, has

asked permission of the Bureau of

Entomology to allow Mr. Wolcott to

citrus fruits and pineapples are the

principal crops grown.

'ii, B. S. A.—Floyd W. Bell is tak

ing advanced work in animal hus

bandry at Ohio State University. He

visited at the college here recently.

'11, B. S. A.—F. E. Benedict is ad

vertising representative of the Ameri-

visit the West Indies to collect para- can Poultry Journal, Chicago, and is

sites and pernicious insects to be

shipped to Dr. DeBussey for use in

experimental work.

M.S.A., '10.—M. C. Burritt, editor of
the New York Tribune Farmer visited

on the Campus recently.

traveling in the middle west. He

was married on August 26 at the Court
Street Church in Columbus, 0., to

Miss Viola E. Albright, daughter of

Mrs. Minnie Albright of Ithaca.

'11. B. S. A.—John E. Dougherty
'10, Ph. D.—E. P. Humbert recently was married on Saturday, Dec. 23d, at

accepted the position of Agronomist at West New Brighton, N. Y., to Miss

the New Mexico Agricultural College Ada Richmal Heap.
and Experiment Station. >

w -n w r> id a

,
5 11, W. D.—W. R. Bardon is mana-

10, B. S. A.—Ralph E. Wadsworth ger of a certified milk plant owned by
& Co., have established a commercial the Detroit Creamery Co., just out of
florist business at Northboro, Mass

They have one greenhouse completed
and intend to have 75,000 square feet
under glass. They are going into
the wholesale growing of cut flowers.

'io, W. H.; Michigan, A. B.—Geo.
H. Sprague visited Ithaca on January
6th. He is foreman of the fruit depart
ment of the T. D. Rice estate at
Turner Hill Farm, Ipswich, Mass.
There are about 100 acres of orchards
under hismanagement.

Detroit, Mich.

'12 Ex.—Douglas G. Woolf, who is

away on a leave of absence, is occupy
ing the position of head chemist in the

Waldrich Bleachery at Delawanna,
N. J. He is also teaching Chemistry
in night school at Montclair, N. J.
He expects to return next fall to com

plete his course, and we hope, to

reassume his duties on the Country
man. His address is 150 Claremont

Ave., Montclair, N. J.

not i ThL If
™ Uke

?^ fTOm y°ur l°rmer co11^ f™nds, do you

lines sUZ Ztl 1 7 mterfSt6d, 'I heaHng fr°m y0U- WiU W» s™d ™ * f™tines so that we can let your friends know where you are and what you are doing f



GENERAL AGRICULTURAL NEWS

A GASOLINE tractor

A gasoline tractor which promises
to be of practical value to orchardists

is shown herewith. The tractor is

built low enough to work under trees

in an orchard and is designed as a one-

man machine. The motor is a 35

horsepower two cycle gasoline engine
of marine type.
The accompanying illustration

shows the tractor as it appeared in a

demonstration on the farm of the

Willard State Hospital at Willard, last

summer. The tractor was used in

pulling a three gang plow on a rather

stiff clay soil.
* * *

WESTERN FARMERS MOVING EAST

Commissioner Pearson of the State

Department of Agriculture reports a

general migration of Western farmers

to New York abandoned farms. The

New York exhibit at the American

Land and Irrigation Show justified
this migration. It has been proven

that the so-called abandoned farms

in this state can be turned into

splendid profit producers if properly
managed.

COUNTY FAIR STATISTICS

The Federal Department of Agri
culture in connection with the Farm

ers' Institutes conducted 71 instruction

trains covering over 40,000 miles

during the last year, and has also

collected and published information

respecting the organization and con

duct of county fairs. Over 12,000

fair associations are in operation
in the several states, representing

a membership of over 246,000. In

1909 the gross income was about

six and one-half millions of dollars,

and the amount paid in premiums
over two and one-half millions. The

attendance that year was between

fifteen and sixteen millions.
* * *

STANDARD OF LEGAL MILK

Dr. L. L. Van Slyke who addressed

the last Milk Problem Conference in

New York supported the retention of

the present Standard of Legal Milk,

the composition of which the law says

shall contain: 3% of fat and 12%
solids. A lower standard would be

detrimental, because it would give an

opportunity for adulteration, as by

NEW 35-HORSEPOWER GASOLINE TRACTOR AND PLOW ON WILLARD FARM

NEAR OVID, N. Y.
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the addition of water, skimmed milk

or other substances, and because milk

of a lower percentage of solids would

be of much less value to the consumer.

The time is near when milk will be

sold under a guarantee of percentage
of fats and solids. This will encourage

the sale of milk on the basis of value,

encourage production of richer milk,

and tend to promote the knowledge of

milk composition.
* * *

PARAFFINING CHEESE

Bulletin 181, of the Bureau of Ani

mal Industry, of the U. S. Depart
ment ofAgriculture, entitled "Methods

and Results of Paraffining Cheese,"
has recently been issued. Although
this practice has been in use only a

few years, nearly all cheese of the

Cheddar type made in the United

States is paraffined before it reaches

the consumer. The method employed
is to immerse the cheese in a paraffin
bath at 2 2o°F for 2 to 10 seconds. This

process improves the appearance of

the cheese, prevents, to a great extent,
loss by evaporation, and inhibits

growth of mold.
* * *

SCARCITY OF HORSES FOR ARMY USE

In late years there has been con

siderable difficulty in obtaining suit

able horses for the United States

Army, and the supply seems to

be steadily diminishing. As an aid

to supplying horses of this kind, an

appropriation was made by Congress
whereby stallions should be furnished
free to horse-owners in suitable locali

ties, in return for which the govern
ment has an option at a fair price
on the foals at a certain age. This

plan is being tried in Virginia and
is progressing successfully.

* * *

57TH MEETING OF THE WESTERN NEW

YORK HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

The annual meeting of the Western
New York Horticultural Society was

held in Convention Hall at Rochester,
Jan. 24-26. The fruit display and the
show of apparatus occupied the space

of the hall, annex and basement.

Prominent space was taken by exhibits

of the Geneva Experiment Station and

of the College of Agriculture. A large
number of students and faculty mem

bers of the college attended the meet

ing. The judging of exhibited fruit

was done b}^ students from the class in

Advanced Pomology.
There were a large number of

addresses by prominent authorities and

practical fruit-growers on all phases
of the fruit industry.

# * *

DAIRYMEN MEET AT OLEAN

The annual convention of the New

York State Dairymen's Association

was held at Olean, N. Y., December

12-13. Addresses were made by Dr.

H. J. Webber on breeding; coopera

tive tests, by Helmer Rabild; animal

nutrition, by Dr. W. H. Jordan; milk

in the diet, by Prof. Flora Rose; certi

fied milk, byW. E. Miller; andmarket
defects in butter, by C. W. Fryhofer,
dairy expert at New York. Resolu

tions were passed denouncing the

adulteration of dairy products in any

manner whatever ; recommending that
the use of the word "Butterine," as

used by oleomargarine makers, be

made unlawful; against the proposed
Canadian reciprocity act ; and endors

ing the work of cow-testing associa

tions.
"¥ ^ %

THE PROPOSED MCKINLEY BILL

Effort has taken concrete form,

looking toward enlarged appropria
tions at Washington in the interest of
the agricultural colleges. A bill was

introduced last summer by Represen
tative McKinley, and is to appear this

winter with modifications, the latter

approved by the Illinois state farmers'

institute, the state board of agriculture,
national grain dealers' association and

by other agricultural and commercial

organizations.
The McKinley bill is outlined in

brief herewith; it is proposed that

congress pass a law providing for an

annual appropriation of a sum equal
to one mill for each acre of farm land
in each state for the year ending June
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30, 1 9 13; an annual increase of one

mill each year for nine years along this
line. This will mean that at the tenth

year this increased appropriation shall

be the equivalent of one cent for every
acre of farm land in the respective
states.

The amended McKinley bill pro

vides that the sums appropriated to

the several states are to be used solely
to employ and send out successful

fanners and practical field demonstra

tors, properly instructed and qualified.
These are to travel over the state, or

the certain sections thereof, to which

they are respectively apportioned,
teaching, encouraging and helping
farmers and land owners to adopt and

put into regular practice the improved
and scientific methods of agriculture as
discovered and practiced by the various

land-grant colleges.
5|C 5}C 5f£

NATIONAL IRRIGATION CONGRESS

The scope of the 19th National Irri

gation Congress which convened in

Chicago, December 5th, continuing
four days, was much broader than ever

before. While heretofore a great many
of the congresses have devoted all of

their attentions to irrigation matters

pure and simple, this congress in ad

dition gave much consideration tomat

ters of drainage. When it is recalled

that there are millions of acres in the

so-called humid region now unproduc
tive because of the inability to get rid

of excessive moisture, the importance
of this innovation is apparent.
The eastern part of the United States

has felt that the irrigation congress has
to do only with the far west, while, as
a matter of fact, the last congress, at

least, considered the middle western

and eastern problems, as well as those
west of the Mississippi river.

* * *

Some Answers to an Examination

Given by a N. Y. State City

Board of Health for the Posi

tion of Milk Inspector.

Question.

(a) Name the constituents in milk.

(b) Give the percentage of each in

normal milk.

Answer.

(a) Fat, albumen, ash, bacteria.

(b) Fat should at least contain

from three to four per cent.

Albumen should not contain any
more than five per cent, and no less

than three per cent.

Ash will not contain any more than

five per cent, if the milk is said to be

pure and clean.

Bacteria will contain from 75 to 85
per cent.

Question
(a) Define pasteurization.
(b) Name the advantages and dis

advantages of pasteurization.
Answer.

(a) Pasteurization is a field of grass

where a cow may be turned out to

get the fresh air, its eating for the day,
and its necessary rest.

(b) The advantages derived are

that a cow getting plenty of grass, the

necessary rest and water it will produce
wholesome milk, that is it will contain

all the parts and come up to market

requirements.
The disadvantages are that a cow

while out in pasture will wander away

and probably enter a garden where

onions and the like are raised and

possibly eat some of the onions and in

that way the milk would not come up

to the standard, that is it would have

that onion taste. Another disadvan

tage is that a cow laying down in a

field is apt to lay on some stones and

hurt the udder which is dangerous.

* * *

bovine tuberculosis

Farmer's Bulletin 473, soon to be

issued by Secretary Wilson of the

United States Department of Agri

culture, contains an important and

most comprehensive statement of facts

on bovine tuberculosis. The bulletin

deals with the history, nature, symp
toms of the disease; how it spreads,
how a herd is infected, the tuberculin

test, and the prevention and suppres

sion of the diseases.
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NEW YORK STATE FRUIT GROWERS' ASSOCIATION

(Continued from page 156)

for the most part to the subject of of Illinois; Reverend T. Maxwell

spraying. Professor H. H. Whetzel Morrison, who spoke on the social

spoke on the Baldwin spot which is a environment of the farm; Professor

physiological disease and should not M. A. Blake of New Jersey, who said

be confused with the stippen which a few words on the value of fruit

can be controlled by spraying. Profes- exhibitions; Mrs. Dunlap, the sena-

sor Donald Reddick spoke on the tor's wife; Charles K. Scoon of Geneva

winter injury and told how to deter- and Commissioner Raymond A. Pear-

mine the minimum night's tempera- son, who spoke on the closer relation-

ture as early as eight o'clock. Profes- ship between the producer and the

sor G. W. Herrick and Professor P. J. consumer,_
thus closing a very enjoy-

Parrott of the Geneva Station dis- able evening.
cussed the insect pests of the past Friday morning Commissioner Pear-

season. In the evening session Pro- son spoke on what the west had taught
fessor M. A. Blake of New Jersey us regarding the successful marketing
discussed the subject of peaches very of fruit. The fruit growers should

comprehensively. let the consumers know that New

In the Thursday morning session York can produce good fruit, and then,
State senator H. M. Dunlap of Illinois having once gained a reputation, live

spoke on some of the factors in sue- up to it. Professor U. P. Hedrick of

cessful apple growing. He advocated the Geneva Station then spoke on

the use of the tractor. Lloyd S. "pedigreed" fruit trees, pro and con.

Tenney gave a very interesting and In the afternoon Dr. Frank H. Lattin

instructive address on success and of Albion spoke on his experiences in

failure in cooperation and recom- renovating old orchards in Orleans

mended that the town of Hilton and Oswego counties. Dr. Lattin

start a cooperative association. That has had great success along these lines
this address has already borne fruit under peculiarly adverse conditions.
was evidenced by the great interest Besides the regular speakers on the

expressed in cooperation throughout program, a no less instructive feature
the meeting. In the afternoon, Mrs. was the question box, and discussions

Dunlap, the senator's wife, spoke where one could hear practical fruit
on a balanced ration for man, and growers give their opinions on sub-
recommended that domestic science jects of interest to them. Everyone
be taught more widely to the girls that attended the meeting received
of the country. inspiration to give his orchard better
The banquet, held Thursday even- care, drainage and tillage, and above

ing, was one of the main events of the all to give the consumer a square deal
convention. It was also the largest and an honest pack.
banquet ever held under the auspices The officers elected for the current
of the Association, there being eight year are: President, Clark Allis of
hundred and sixty present. After a Medina, re-elected; first vice-presi-

yery satisfying menu, Dr. W. H. dent, A. C. King of Trumansburg;
Jordan, of the Geneva Station, as second vice, Luther Collamer of Hil-
toastmaster introduced the following ton; third, G. W. Miller of Byron*
speakers. Honorable Charles E. Og- fourth, George S. Clarke of Milton j
den of Rochester, who spoke on the secretary-treasurer, E. C. Gillett of
relation of that city to the surrounding Penn Yan, re-elected. The executive
country; State senator H. M. Dunlap committee was re-elected
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Why Not Get the BEST

Spray Pump ?

Why try to do good spraying
—

thorough

spraying
—the only kind worth while—with

cheap tools ? Don't waste your money and

time on a cheap spray pump
—

get a

GOULDS
Reliable SPRAYER
Goulds Sprayers are designed and built

to give the best service and to last. They

develop, with a minimum of effort, the

power needed to force the spray into every

crack and crevice. All parts are made to

resist the action of spray chemicals
—

one

reason they last. You can choose from

our line to meet every spraying re

quirement.
The entire line is

fully described and

illustrated in our

booklet,

"How to Spray,

When to Spray,

Which Sprayer
to Use"

Send for this

free booklet.

You will find its

authentic spray for

mulas an exceedingly
valuable guide to your

spray work.

The Goulds Mfg.Co.

"Largest Manufacturers of

Pumps for Every Service"

16 West Fall Street

Seneca Falls, New York

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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TO DESTROY APHIS, THRIPS, ETC. WITHOUT INJURY

TO FOLIAGE, SPRAY WITH

"BLACK LEAF 40"

Sulphate of Nicotine

Owing to the large dilution, neither foliage nor fruit is stained.

Like our "Black Leaf" Extract, "Black Leaf 40" may be applied

when trees are in full bloom and foliage, without damage to either.

Also, "Black Leaf 40" is perfectly soluble in water—no clogging
of nozzles.

PRICE:

10^-lb. can, $12.50 makes 1000 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine."

2^-lb. can, 3.25 makes 240 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine.,,

*4-lb. can. .85 makes 47 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine."
"

These prices prevail at ALL agencies in railroad towns throughout
the United States. If you cannot thus obtain

"

Black Leaf 40," send us

P. O. Money Order and we will ship you by Express, prepaid.

The Kentucky Tobacco Product Company
Incorporated LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

90 Per Cent of First Prize Winners

ARE USERS OF

CHR. HANSEN'S

DANISH BUTTER COLOR

Because it does not affect the FLAVOR or AROMA of butter

and is pronounced the Strongest, Clearest and Most Uniform

color now manufactured. ::::::

CHR. HANSEN'S LABORATORY

Box 1095, Little Falls, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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ITS UNIFORM STRENGTH

GUARANTEES RESULTS

Anyone can make lime-sulphur solution. The problem is to make it

the same every time. This is essential, otherwise results are uncertain an

the value of the spray may be lost. That's why it pays to use

ELECTRO
(CONCENTRATED)

-Sulphur
Solution

It is always of uniform strength, therefore you KNOW what you are using. We guarantee it to test 32% to

33° Baume and to contain the maximum percentage of polysulphides of calcium (soluble sulphur) . It meets all the

requirements of the National Insecticide and Fungicide Law and state laws on this subject.

V\exr\rc\ Drv Pnwdprpfl Arxpnatp nf I m c\ is the only arsenate of lead in amorphous
EJeCtro LTy rowaerea arsenate Or Leaa

(non-granular) form. Therefore STICKS

firmly even when used as a dust. It is 100% stronger than other brands (32% to 33% arsenic oxide) and

is safe for any foliage (contains less than K of 1% water-soluble arsenic) . Mixes instantly with water

without caking. Send for comparative tests by Conn, and N. J. Agri. Exper. Stations.

"

Spraying wu^ interest you. The most con-

C* l'£* J"
c*se an(^ comprehensive free book

oimpliried on spraying ever issued. Where

shall we send your copy?

The Vreeland Chemical Co., 37 Dey St., New York

(CUC^v\Ch^Y\^
fOT uou

!J
rbal *t

OUR
New Catalog of Dairymen's Supplies

should be in the hands of every owner of

a cow. It is filled from cover to cover
—contains

87 pages
— with valuable information about

modern dairy apparatus and utensils.

WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOK

It will show you the latest models in butter churns and workers,

milk testers and testing supplies, tinware, stable fittings and

supplies, engines, boilers, silos and everything in use on the

modern dairy farm at the lowest prices.

UP-TO-DATE EQUIPMENT ADDS TO DAIRY PROFITS

We can help you in many ways to bigger dairy profits. Our organization covers

the entire country and is in close touch with the latest and best methods of dairying

everywhere. Write us freely on any subject connected with dairy equipment and

methods.

We manufacture equipment for every kind or size of dairy plant and equip more

modern plants than all other concerns combined.

The catalog is free to everyone who asks for it. In writing, please state what

machines or line of dairying you are most interested in. Address

The Creamery Package Mfg. Company, g$-2ftari££-oa„0i m.
In writing to advertisers please mention

The Cornell Countryman
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Quib Doing; This~<
Get a GOOD Spreader

EVERYONE
knows that if soil

is not fertilized it will soon

wear out. The barren con

dition of thousands of farms

in this country proves this state

ment. A large percentage of this

number could be improved if ma

nure were spread judiciously. M/^J"/f'^Si^^^^^i^SS?S9S^^**mT^
Field experiments prove that

eight tons of manure evenly spreaa
are as good as twice that number

spread in a haphazard way. Hand spreading requires at least twenty loads
to cover an acre. With a manure spreader, eight loads will cover the same
amount of ground more evenly, but

—

Your problem of soil fertility is only half solved when you decide to get a

manure spreader. The other half—of equal importance
— is in deciding just

which spreader is best for you to buy.

If you investigate thoroughly and decide carefully, you will select a

spreader that thousands of other progressive farmers are having great
success with—one of the

IHC Manure Spreaders
The simple design and unusual strength of all working parts of I H C

Spreaders account for their long life and light draft.
The method of transmitting power from the wheels to the beater is

simple and direct. There are no unnecessary parts to wear. The beater is

large in diameter and the teeth are long, square, and chisel pointed. By
using this style of tooth, the manure is thoroughly pulverized and is

thrown out before it wedges against the bars. By using
a square tooth, rimming of the bars is overcome.

The apron is supported by steel rollers and the slats
are placed close together, so that manure does not sift
down and interfere with the movement of the rollers.
The steel wheels have ample strength to carry mt.ny
times the weight they will ever be called upon to bear.
The rims are flanged inwardly to prevent cutting and

rutting of meadows and accumulation of trash.

Z-shaped lugs give the wheel a practically continuous

ground-bearing surface and do not iar the machine to

pieces. There is no reach to prevent
short turning.

In the IHC line, you have choice of
these three famous styles

—

I H C

Service Bureau

The Bureau is a

clearing house of

agricultural data.

It aims to learn

the best ways of

doing things on

the farm, and then

distribute the in

formation. Your

individual experi
ence may help
others. Send your

problem to the
IHC Service Bu
reau. Cloverleaf Corn King

Kemp 20th Century
All are simple, strong, and durable—all are easily and in

stantly adjustable to spread light or heavy, as the soil re
quires, and all three are made in sizes suitable to any size
farm. See the IHC local dealer—and get catalogues from
him, or, write direct.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA

Chicago (Incorporated) USA
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More Feed PerAcre
The cost of producing meat or milk would be much

less if it required less acres to produce the feed.
Both the quantity and quality of the feed improve

when the right plant foods are used to supplement the
manure and clover. They improve enough to yield a
handsome profit on the expenditure.
The right plant food includes enough

POTASH
in available form. Supplement the manure and phosphate
with 50 to 100 pounds of Muriate of Potash, or 200 to 400

pounds of Kainit, per acre, and you will raise big corn and

fine clover after the grain and at the same time improve
the fertility of the soil.

Try Potash salts alone on the swamp land pasture and

note the clover and good grasses crowd out the wild hay.
Write us for prices of Potash, one bag up.

GERMAN KALI WORKS. Inc.
Continental Building, Baltimore Monadnock Block, Chicago

Whitney Central Bank Building, New Orleans

NO MAN is entitled to a greater

degree of comfort in his work than is

the farmer. It is to the farmer that we

must look more than to any other in

dustrial factor for the necessities of

life. If there should be a universal

destruction or failure in crops it would

put the entire world on starvation

rations.

No implement on the farm compares

with the plow in usefulness and to do

good work the plow should be the right kind
—

an Oliver.

The Oliver No. 26 Sulky Plow is at the head of its class. The entire

construction of the plow is worthy of consideration. Of all the plows
ever offered, the No. 26 affords the greatest comfort and really encourages

No. 23 SULKY PLOW

the tired man to work.

OLIVER CHILLED PLOW WORKS

General Offices at SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

Works at South Bend, Indiana, and Hamilton, Ont., Canada.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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Make your $5,000 Farm

Worth $25,000 ::::::

A farm that yields $1,000 a year is worth, say $5,000; if

it yields $5,000 a year, it is worth $25,000, and so on. It

takes good management and many acres to produce $1,000

net each year raising grain and stock. Good management on

only a few acres will produce $1,000 net a year growing
fruit.

A fruit farm of the same size as a grain farm, in the same

location, with the same amount of work, will yield and be

worth five times as much when it is offered for -sale.

ORCHARDS DO IT; THAY ARE SAFE AND PROFITABLE

With modern methods you can produce large crops of per

fect fruit every year. Market demands are such that you can

sell this fruit for at least three times the producing cost. Success

in fruit growing is only a matter of following well-known rules.

Granted that you have the ambition and energy, and sufficient

capital, you are absolutely safe in planting an orchard. If you

know how, so much the better; if not, don't let that hinder

you
—we'll tell you how.

"HOW TO GROW AND MARKET FRUIT"

Explains what is needed, why it's needed, and then

directs you how to do everything required. Nearly 150 pages,

24 pages of pictures that show how, strongly bound, will last

for years. Free to customers who buy $5 worth or more of

trees. To others the price is 50 cents, subject to rebate on

$5 order.

Our live 19 12 catalog tells you what you ought to know

when you plant trees. Ready in February and sent free.

Write for it today.

HARRISON'S NURSERIES

A. AVE., BERLIN, MARYLAND

Valuable Maryland and Delaware Farms for Sale. Write for particulars.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Genuine Thomas Phosphate Powder
(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

GROWS BIG RED APPLES AND OTHER FRUITS
Why let the fruits of Oregon and California monopolize our best markets when fruit of EQUALLY FINE

APPEARANCE AND FAR BETTER QUALITY can be RAISED RIGHT HERE if you FEED YOUR TREES

AND FEED THEM PROPERLY ?

GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER
(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

Is an Alkaline Phosphate of High Availability. The Average of Nine Analyses at the Massachusetts Experi

ment Station shows the following: TOTAL PHOSPHORIC ACID, 17.73 per cent. AVAILABLE PHOSPHORIC

ACID 15.48 per cent. (By Wagner's Standard Method) See Bulletin 127, page 16. THOMAS PHOSPHATE

POWDER ALSO CONTAINS 35 to 50 per cent, of EFFECTIVE LIME, 15 to 17 per cent, of IRON and 3 to 6

per cent, of MANGANESE. All buyers should insist on having GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER

(Basic Slag Phosphate).
BEARING ON THE TAGS

THE "KEY AND TREE" TRADE MARK

Thus you can be sure to get the Genuine Unadulterated Article

(When writing for our booklet, "Up-to-date Fruit Growing,"
pleaie be sure to mention The Cornell Countryman.)

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,
SPECIAL IMPORTERS

Manufacturers of E. Frank Coe Fertilizers

and Peruvian Brands.

(The Highest Grade Mixed Fertilizers on the

Market.)

51 Chambers Street,

NEW YORK CITY

(We distribute from New York, Boston, Mass., Belfast, Me., Philadelphia, Pa., Baltimore, Md., Norfolk,

Va., Wilmington, N. C Savannah, Ga., and Charleston, S. C.)

V*******#***#*************#+
9 "$■

4. *

* *

* *

i t
* *

Williams Brothers

ITHACA, NEW YORK

WELL DRILLING

MACHINERY AND

TOOLS

*

*

*

*

*

*.

****** *******************.•***

The A. I. Root Company
Medina - Ohio

"

Manufacturers of bee-keeper's supplies

and agricultural products for 41 years."

Our line includes bee-hives and frames,

section honey-boxes, shipping cases, honey

and wax extractors, comb foundation

fasteners, bees, queens, complete outfits

for beginners, etc.—in fact everything re

quired by the amateur or advanced bee

keeper.

We maintain branch offices and distrib

uting agencies in all parts of the United

States and in foreign countries and invite

correspondence from all interested in bee

keeping. Instructive booklets with copies

of our catalog and GLEANINGS IN

BEE CULTURE —a semi-monthly mag

azine—may be had upon request.

"

The Famous Airline Bee Products."

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Hand Laundry

Soft Laundry done

at HOME.

Positively No Chemicals Used!

MENDING FREE.

Starched Goods Equal to any done

in the City.

NORWOOD'S

ITHACA PHONE 144-C

Selling Baggage and telling tales are very similar.

Somebody can always go you one better.

Every retailer is just pop-gun certain sure that

nobody on earth has better merchandise than he.

But mighty few will like to have you match

some other fellow's goods with theirs.

Comparisons are, often, odious.

Now I am so sure of my traveling goods that I

want you to see others along side of mine. You'll

buy mine.

The baggage you want; at the price

you want to pay.

W. J. REED, 149 E. State St.

The Improved Simplex
Link Blade

Cream Separator
LIGHTEST RUNNING

LARGEST CAPACITIES

CLOSEST SKIMMING

The Only Practical Large

Capacity Separators
Has more exclusive patented features of

merit than all others—Has all the desirable

points that can be put into a cream separator.

500 lbs., $75.00 900 lbs., $90.00

700 lbs., 80.00 1100 lbs., 100.00

D. H. BURRELL & CO.
LITTLE FALLS, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Creamery, Dairy and Cheese Factory Apparatus

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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i Men who Live in the Open

* Appreciate the Best in

****************************

* ROTHSCHILD BROS. I

I

*

Nature.

Men who Wear the

Quality Shop Clothes

Appreciate the Best in

Tailoring.

t
*

*

*
*
*

| E. B. BAXTER,

150 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

ip

| "Student Supplies" !
*

*
for rooms *

Decorations and Necessaries t

*

Carpets, Rugs, Bedding, |
Sofa Pillows, Banners, J
Desk furnishings, Lamps,
Steins, Curtains, Books,
Waste Paper Baskets

Men's Wear

Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, Ho- *

siery, Underwear, Sweaters. *

ONE PRICE TO ALL

*

****************************

* Rothschild Bros, f
t *

f "The Store of the City
" *

* *
♦**********************♦****

The Palace Laundry
323 and 325 Eddy Street

F. C. Barnard, Prop.

Ithaca Phone 76x
| Ithaca Cleaning and

Dyeing Works
Where Old and Soiled Clothing is Made to

Look Like New.

No Pressing Machines Used.

Main Office, 409 West State Street

J. C. Durfey Branch, 316 1-2 College Ave.

HOME LIFE INSURANCE CO. of NEW YORK

Stevens & Morgan, General Agents
For Central and Southern New York 220 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

Students !

Come to the

Students' Inn
319 EDDY

For Everything

Good to Eat

THOMAS J. LARKIN

EAST HILL

CASH GROCER

406 Eddy St.
BELL PHONE 471-J
ITHACA PHONE 585

New students are invited to call on us be

fore deciding on a place to trade.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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The L. J. Carpenter Tailor Shop

Sanitary
Steam Presser

205 North Aurora Street

Cleaning, Pressing, Dyeing, Repairing,
Etc.

Bell
'

Phone 567 Ithaca 'Phone 420-x

Robinson's Photograph Shop
**

214 East State Street

Photographer for the Senior Class

CAMPUS GATE INN

Give us a trial

We will do the rest

NORWOOD & HULL, Props.

White & Burdick Co.
The oldest and largest
Drug Store in the City

Supplies forAgricultural Students

a Specialty

IT CLEANS CLEAN ALWAYS

NEW PROCESS DRY-CLEANING
—^^^^^^^^——IWIIIHIllll II B^^^^PCBB^M—^^^ittKIMB

Is Sanitary and Good

for the Clothes : :

Modern Dry-Cleaning and PressingWorks

103 Dryden Road W. F. FLETCHER CO., Inc.

Colored Kid Gloves Cleaned

in a Satisfactory Manner

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell CountryMAN
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Pictures Picture Framing

SMITHS. 315 EAST STATE STREET

When wanting

QUALITY, SERVICE AND CLEANLINESS

go to

WANZER & HOWELL, The Grocers

PICTURES PICTURE FRAMES

STUDENTS' FURNITURE

Manufacturers of Special Furniture for

FRATERNITIES AND CLUB ROOMS

H. J. BOOL CO.

(Opposite Tompkins County Bank)

| D. S. O'BRIEN

JMarkete
222 North Aurora Street

430 North Cayuga Street

DEALER IN

FresH, Salt and SmoKed Meats

Poultry and Game in Season

D. S. O'BRIEN

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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GRAPE VINES
OUR SPECIALTY

Also Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Vines,

Shrubs and Plants. A very large and splendid assortment.

ESTABLISHED IN 1875

Can show thousands of testimonials from every part of this country

and Canada.

Glad to show stock to anybody interested at any and all times.

Nursery within 1-6 mile of trolley.

References : R. G. Dunn & Co. and BradstreetMercantile Agencies,

also all the banks in Fredonia and Dunkirk, N. Y.

Descriptive Catalogue and Price List mailed free.

LEWIS BOESCH & SON

Box O FREDONIA, N. Y.

I^^^^^^^^IOJ^^^^^^'VJ^^ tyJ \<fl$$$&' Lvi CJ 1^3$

THE

H. C. CABLE
ART STORE

To visit the model store at the

campus gate will quickly convince you

that I have mastered the student

® taste in the Photographic and Picture

x Framing line.

BLACKMER BLOCK

{£3 405 College Ave. Ithaca Phone 180 X

&
iy

lyj

04J

t¥>

tyj

®

(yj

lyj

tyJ

t£l
tyi

lyj

tyi

tyJ

iyi

tyi

iy:

t03 "da T^IiJ t^j c^j r<^ "cia "cOj c<i£? Til^J ii^3 1^3 1^£5 ti^c; ti^'J Ti^ t^3 c^z? t^>3 t^>j i^lo t'.iT r^V > t^;^.j ti,^j li^j c^i "ci:*

Is an Apple Orchard

Worth While ?

Brand New Typewriter

FOR SALE

-BY-

The Cornell Countryman

tyj!yJ&tyjtyJlyj!#t$t&^
tyJ

Not always: it depends on many things.
In our new treatise we endeavor briefly to

co\er the whole question. Send for it, free.

RURAL LIFE CO.

KINDERHOOK, N. Y.

tyJ

tyi

iyJ

$
ty

&
$
tyi

Vi

;y

tyt

tyit

Now is the time to Order

Raw Groun

Quickly available. Will

work nicely in grain drill.

d Lime §
tyj

tyJ

F. E. CONLEY STONE CO. ®

tyj

<;tyily;t#t#tyjtyjtyjl#&^

Utica, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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BOOK BINDERY
START RIGHT—Have your Countryman bound

We bind anything.

J. WILL TREE'S 113 N. Tioga St.

BARNEY SEAMOIN
... HEADQUARTERS FOR ...

r>igb-6rade Clothes and Regal Shoes

146-148 E. STATE STREET

WE DO YOUR MENDING FREE

FOREST CITY LAUNDRY
E. M. MERRILL

PHONE
209 NORTH AURORA STREET

CUT FLOWERS, DECORATIVE

PLANTS, ETC.

THE BOOL

FLORAL CO.
215 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

PETER SCUSA

Modern Shoe Repairing
Have your old shoes made like new. <|j *|
Best oak sole and heels, sewed . .

*r X

Work Guaranteed

THE FIRST INATIOINAL BANK
Cornell Library Building

Capital, Surplus and Profits $350,000.00

Oldest National Bank Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

PIANOS, MANDOLINS, GUITARS, BANJOS and VIOLINS

Rented or sold on Easy Payments. 3Hg "Songs of Cornell." All the latest

music; Strings and supplies for all instruments at lowest prices

LENT'S MUSIC STORE - 122 N. Aurora Street

Victor Talking Machines, Records, etc.

"If you get it from us it's right"

BUTTRICK &z PRAWLEY
One Price Clothiers and Furnishers

Offer unusual advantages to students. Our Clothing is manufactured for

us to conform to the requirements of the college man by the best

makers in the country, and is sold at bottom prices. Same price
to students and town people. Suits from $10 to $30. We make^ to

measure at a saving of 30 per cent, to 50 per cent, over the exclusive tailor.

Hats, Gloves, Shirts, Sweaters, Hosiery, Underwear, Slickers

in fact everything in furnishings in keeping with our high standard of Clothing.

41

If not we make it right" 118 East^ State Street

In writing to advertisers, please mention The Cornell Countryman
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ALBERGER
The

Caterer

CATERS TO

Teas, Luncheons

Dances and Banquets

Out-of-town Entertainments a Specialty

523 E. State St. ITHACA, N. Y.

§ BATES' 1

I Tailoring Shop I
$
—

| CLEANING

411 E. State St.

DYEING and REPAIRING

PRESSING g

L. C. DEMENT |
The Toggery Shops jjg

Established 1888 X

Agents for Mark Cross
g

LEATHER GOODS |
and GLOVES |
for men and women x

x
SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER JJ

X

Hatter, Hosier, Glover |
Cravatter

Maker of Shirts that fit

Down Town

142 E. State

On the Hill g
404 Eddy St. g

X

(1) Factory X
X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXirwCXXX

(2) Shops

Student Supply Store
eddy street

We are makers of the Stone Club agr. pin and the

Cornell Dairy Club. If you wish one of these order

of us at once. Also makers of the Short Course Pen

nants and Banners.

Our prices are reasonable and quality right.
WE HELP THE STUDENT, IT IS OUR AIM

CARR & STODDARD
MERCHANT TAILORS

OP-TO-DATE STYLES AND WORK SENECA AND AURORA, NEXT LENT'S MUSIC STORE

R. A. HEOQIE <& BRO. CO

Dealers in WATCHES, AND FINE JEWELRY

136 East State Street

ITHACA, rv. V.

In writing to Advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Cor. Buffalo and Eddy

H. M. Spang & Co

jNIcrcbant
bailors ..

New Stock Prices Right
Work Guaranteed

BE ON THE

SAFE SIDE!

You
needn't fear a visit from

the Sealer of Weights and
Measures if you use ...

TRY

RICE'S SEEDS

Jerome B. Rice Seed Co.

Cambridge Valley Seed Gardens

CAMBRIDGE, N. Y.

SOLD BY MERCHANTS AND DEALERS

EVERYWHERE

THATCHER

MILK

BOTTLES

You won't give over-capacity

either, because they are accurate !

Send for our free booV. It tells

exactly why Thatcher bottles add to

your profits.

THATCHER MFG. CO.

103 Market St. ELMIRA, N. Y.

FACTS ABOUT

APPLE

GROWING

The healthier the tree, the better the fruit. The longer trees are

sprayed with "Scalecide," the more beautiful, healthful and fruitful
they become. Mr. Geo. T. Powell, President of the Agricultural Ex
perts Association, has used "Scalecide" exclusively for the past six years
on his 160-acre orchard at Ghent, N. Y. He gets twice the price for
his apples laid down at his Railroad Station than the growers do in
Hood River. Mr. J. H. Barclay, of Cranbury, the acknowledged
champion apple grower of New Jersey, has taken all the first prizes for

,
, ,

j o !
•

1

the past four vears at the New Jersev Horticultural Societv meetings
rie lias used' Scalecide' exclusively for the past six vears, Men who KNOW use "Scalecide.

"

A postai
request to Dept. A will bring you by return mail, free, our book, "Modern Methods of Harvesting Grad
ing and Packing Apples," and new booklet, "SCALECIDE, the Tree-Saver." If your dealer cannot 'supply
you with SCALECIDE" we will deliver it to anv R. R. Station in the United States east of the Missis
sippi and north of the Ohio Rivers on receipt of the price: 50-gal. bbls.. #25.00; 30-gal. bbls., S16 oo- 10-
gal. cans, $6.75; 5 -gal. cans, $3.75. Address, B. G. PRATT CO., 50 Church St., New York Citv.

Established 1887

LARKIN BROS.

RETAILING, WHOLESALING AND

JOBBING GROCERS

JOHN J. LARKIN, Proprietor and Manager

408 Eddy Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

wmF THE
VV lOHi PRINTER

Is at your Service for all Classes

of Fine Printing, Engraving, etc.

Up-Stairs, Cor. Seneca and Aurora Sts.

ITHACA, N. Y.

Tie Cornell University Brooder Gasoline Heater

TREMAN, KING k

IS MADE BY

IPANY, ^ ITHACA, NEW YORK

In Tvrjtjng to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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A postal card request will bring you a copy

of our list of some hundreds of

Practical Agricultural Books

compiled from our lists of regular and recommended

books as used at the N. Y. State Agricultural

College here at Cornell :::::::::

The Corner Bookstores

ITHACA, N. Y.

| SUN = RAY I
I THE WORLD'S PUREST WATER

x and

I GINGER ALE

X FOR SALE AT V

| THE ITHACA HOTEL AND CAFES |
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

THE TOMPKINS COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
135-137 E. State St. established 1836

Capital $100,000 Surplus and Undivided Profits $i50,000

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

The Modern Method Laundry
JOHN^REAMER, Prop.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Cwntryman~
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HA
STEAM-COOKED

-U CHECK FEED
Of Guaranteed Analysis. A steam-cooked feed of won
derful help in bringing: incubator chicks safely through the
early feeding period. If you use H-O steam-cooked chick
feed, you'll have lively, thrifty chicks right along.

A completely balanced food with all necessary elements
for bone and flesh. . H-O Chick Feed is absolutely free
from adulteration or "filling" of any kind. Positively the
most digestible, nourishing food to make big, healthy
chicks. Write for information about H-O Poultry Mash,

Scratching Feed, etc. If your dealer does not keep H-O Chick Feed, write us.

JOHN J. CAMPELL, General Sales Agent, HARTFORD, CONN.
THE HO COMPANY MILLS. BUFFALO, N. Y.

,^\^^ *sy>- \^»*-*_,

FRUIT TREES FROM TME G10WEE

WQODLAWN nurseries

Casflveff K,®ad arad Garaou Awe»

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

We Grow Apple, Peach, Pear, Plum, Cherry, Grape, Berry, Hedge

We Import Rare Ornamentals, Evergreens, Shrubs, Roses, Vines

SEND FOR OUR NEW FRUIT AND FLOWER BOOK

Available for

rental to families

having students

attending Cornell

No. 1. Farm house and garden with or without

a few acres of land, about three-fourths mile

north of campus.

No. 2. Desirable apartments in garage (4 rooms

with toilet and bath). Same locality as No. 1.

Opportunity for position as chauffeur and use

ful man.

It will be necessary that tenant of No. 1, or of

No. 2, shall furnish board for one or more

helpers at reasonable price.

No. 3. Small farm house. Large barn. Stabling
for horses and cattle. 25 acres. One and one-

fourth miles northwest of campus.

Inquire of

^/# f. McDANIEL,
107 E. State St.

Ithaca Phone 262

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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Apple Seedlings

Both American and French

Grown, Straight or Branched

Roots, all grades. Order now.

Apple Grafts

Piece or Whole Roots. Long

list of varieties. Ask for

prices.

Also a general line of nursery stock.

ADDRESS

Shenandoah Nurseries

*
$0

*

*
*

*
Cfe"

*

*
*

*

ok1

*

* *

* D. S. LAKE, Prop. *

ip ^i?

*& *

cja, Shenandoah, Page County, Iowa $?

* *

^***************************

****************************

I MILK-FERMENT
*

ip

*
*

*

*

*

*
*

*

r&+

rfc

rfc

r|j

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*
*

*
*

CULTURES
Pure cultures of Bacillus bulgaricus and

Bacillus lactis acidi, also a special mixed

culture for preparing at home as well as

in creameries and other institutions the

Bulgarian type of fermented milk now so
g

much in demand owing to its exceptional *

medicinal and nutritive qualities. *

Full particulars accompany the Culture g

for preparing Starter and manipulating
*

the milk or cream for making butter, *
*

cheese or commercial buttermilk. $,

Used and recommended by some of *

the best dairy experts in the country. *

Price so cents for two-ounce bottle, *
'

*

postpaid. Write for circular. $
*

Bulgara

Milk-Ferments Co.

515 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.

"JUL' *V*

***************************^

*

*

*

LIVE STOCK SALE
FRIDAY, FEB. 23, 1912, Farmers' Week

The Department of Animal Husbandry will offer its surplus
live stock at PUBLIC SALE. The offering will consist of a fine

lot of Cheshire swine, pigs, boars and bred sows, and Holstein

and Jersey bull calves. Catalogues ready Feb. I. Address,

H. H. WING Ithaca, N. Y.

POULTRY
Eggs from constitutionally strong stock for sale of the following

varieties: White Leghorn, Barred Plymouth Rock, Rhode Island Red,
Brown Leghorn, Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Toulouse Geese; Pekin, Rouen,
Indian Runner and domesticated Wild Mallard Ducks.

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY
New York State College of Agriculture

ITHACA, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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New York State Sewer Pipe Company

Cement, Clay, and Gypsum Products

in carload and less carload lots

Main Office, Eighth Floor, Insurance Buildinu, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Best Portland Cements

Vitrified and Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe

Fire Clay Flue Linings

Fire Brick and Chimney Pipe and Fire Clay

Vitrified Clay Building Blocks and Hollow Tile

Wall Plaster and Land Plaster also Hydrated Lime

Drain Tile-Hexagon
We particularly desire to call attention to our excellent

FARM DRAIN TILE and solicit inquiries lor prices and

samples.

Samples will be sent free with each inquiry if desired and

we prefer that each new customer receive our sample before

placing an order.

We have a pamphlet entitled "HINTS ON FARM

DRAINAGE" which will be sent free upon application.

P. O. Box 583, Rochester, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell
Country
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THE SECRET OF

EDDY SUPERIORITY
The Eddy design has been copied, but other plow-makers have never

succeeded in equalling the Eddy process of tempering. The Eddy wSteel

Plow stands in a class by itself when it comes to wearing qualities. Every

piece of steel that touches the soil is tempered with scrupulous care by

painstaking, skilled workmen after years of careful training. No other

plows resist the wear and cleaning like the Eddy. All Eddy Plows are

constructed along simple, strong lines and made right through and

through. That's why they give longer and more dependable service

under all conditions.

The Most Popular General-Purpose Plow is

THE EDDY No. 25D STEEL PLOW

1

THE NOS. 25D, 26D AND 25D-16 PLOWS

No plow equals this model for all-around work—it is popular every
where. No other plow is so easily handled. It is built on graceful lines
and is light of draft. Mouldboards are of highest grade soft-center steel,
tempered by the Eddy process. Open-hearth steel beam; steel landside
with chilled shoe.

The 25D is equipped with either soft-center or open-hearth mould-
board; the 26D with chilled mouldboard; the 25D-16 with soft center
steel mouldboard only. The 25D-16 is a large two-horse or medium
three-horse plow. These plows can be equipped with jointer and wheel
as shown in illustration, or with straight or rolling coulter if desired.
Number

_, >jL „,. . ,

2SD SteelMouldboard ^~ 1^fbs
s6D Chilled Mouldboard

7** "°

{£?•
2Sd-i6 steel Mouldboard .;;;;;;; ; ; ; ; H \$ \\°s }{£
Jn 1 HheS+ta^TlyctJ1,ree^f the big E<ldy Hlle °f P°PUlar P^WS, Which
includes the Eddy Sulky Plow. Write today for catalog. It is free and
will surely interest everyone desirous of owning the very best in plowdom.

W. EDDY PLOW CO.
GREENWICH, N. Y.

writing to advertisers please mention Thb Cornell Countryman
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CANDEE
INCREASED EARNINGS FOR SMALL PLANTS

Custom Hatching in the Incu-Brooder is the Stepping Stone

to Larger Plants and More Profits.

The Money Maker in Custom Hatching and

Baby Chick Trade.

Chicks can be placed in the Nursery Brooder while waiting delivery,

and you can keep the machine going continually. Any capacity

from 1200 eggs upward.

The Incu-Brooder is a business builder made in all

sizes for small and large poultry plants.

Our Catalogue tells how you can duplicate the success

of others and make more money.

It gives complete details concerning incubators, brood

ing system, their use and results. Catalogue upon request,.

CANDEE INCUBATOR

AND BROODER CO.

D E W I T T ,
N.Y.

^SHo^dvertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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MEN: BE

PRODUCERS !
After college, come out into the

Prosperity States of America :

Minnesota, North Dakota, Montana, Idaho,

Washington, Oregon, and engage in General

Farming, Fruit Growing, Cattle, Poultry

and Hog Raising, Dairying : grow Alfalfa

and Sugar Beets. You will be assured of a

steady market and good prices for all you can produce. Excellent land

at moderate cost—a fine, healthful climate
—

prosperous cities and towns

close at hand along the Northern Pacific Railway. Write now for

"Opportunities" book and "Through the Fertile Northwest." Address

L. J. BRICKER, General Immigration Agent, St. Paul

or A. M. CLELAND, Gen'l Passenger Agent, St. Paul

Northern Pacific Ry.

Drop into our office

Farmers' Week
AND RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

If you are not a subscriber let us put you on our list.

We are anxious to get acquainted with you.

THE CORNELL COUNTRYMAN

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countrym/



DON'T CONFUSE
the INTERLOCKING Style off

UNITED STATES

CREAM SEPARATOR
with older models.

The U. S. Interlocking Cream Sep
arator represents the highest attainment in
cream separator construction and possesses

every essential separator requirement in the

highest known degree.

Here are some of its special advantages.

1. It has about half the bowl diameter of older models.

2. It intensifies the centrifugal force and prolongs the

path the milk must travel.

3. It gives practically double the skimming
surface and does about twice the work of

older models.

4. It keeps the milk and cream entirely

apart and affords a protected path for the

cream.

5. It is operated with about half the power of older models.

6. It is easiest and quickest washed by the same centrifugal force which

skimmed the milk.

7. It skims cleanest. For clean skimming the U. S. holds theWorld's Record.

We do not ask you to accept the above statements as final.

All we ask is that you give us the opportunity to prove them.

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO.

Bellows Falls, Vt.

Distributing:Warehouses in every dairy section of the country.



MEN WHO KNOW"

USE THE

DE LAVAL

Cream Separator
Does it*not mean a great deal to YOU, the prospective buyer

of a Cream Separator, that such men as

ANDREW CARNEGIE,

the great steel magnate

F. G. BOURNE,

Pres't Singer Sewing Machine

Co.

J. OGDEN ARMOUR,

head of Armour & Co.

HENRY WILLIAMS,

Pres't Sherwin-Williams

Paint Co.

JOHN ARBUCKLE,

the great coffee merchant

J. C. HOAGLAND,

Pres't Royal Baking Powder

Co.

C. L. TIFFANY,

of the greatNewYork jewelers

C. W. SEAMANS,

Pres't Remington Typewriter
Co.

Gov. W. D. HOARD,

publisher of Hoard's Dairy
man

Hon. WM. J. GAYNOR,

Mayor of New York City

and many others like them, good dairy farmers as well as great lead

ers in every sphere of human endeavor, each of whom is possessed of

much personal experience and a thousand authoritative sources of

separator information, are among the 1,375,000 satisfied users of

DE LAVAL Cream Separators?
It's always good policy to profit by the experience of others.

The De Laval Separator Co.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

PRESS OF W. F. HUMPHREY. GENEVA, N. Y.
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Nature's Source of Phosphorus

GROUND

PHOSPHATE ROCK
The most economical and only permanent soil builder* An ap

plication of 1,000 to 2,000 lbs. per acre will furnish an abund

ant supply of Phosphorus for five or ten years.

BROADCAST
over clover and other legumes, or on stub

ble fields—at any time during the year
—and when

ready to do so plow in.

Mix it with all the animal manure—preferably making the

mixture throughout the year as the manure accumulates by
sprinkling in stables and feeding lots and over manure

heaps, or pits, daily.

Too much cannot be applied, and the longer it lays the bet
ter, as all remains in the soil and only becomes available

gradually as the acids of decaying organic matter act on it.
There is no danger of its being dissolved and carried off in
the drainage. Only a wash which carries the soil will
remove it.

Contains more phosphorus than bone meal and only costs

about one-third as much.

We have one of the most complete and "up-to-date" drying and

grinding plants In the Mt. Pleasant District, and can make ship
ments Immediately on receipt of orders.

We Invite a comparison of our guarantees and terms with those

made by our competitors.

We are always ready to correct and make good our mistakes

and will use every endeavor to give satisfaction.

JOHN RUHM, JR.
MT. PLEASANT, TENNESSEE

Ground Rock Branch of

Ruhm Phosphate Mining Co.
MINERS AND SHIPPER S'OF

Tennessee Phosphate Rock

In writing to advertisers please mention Thb Cornell Coomtktman
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS of CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Issued at Ithaca, N. Y., monthly from July to November inclusive,
and semi-monthly from December to June inclusive.

(Application for entry as second-class matter at the post office at

Ithaca, N. Y., pending.)
These publications include the annual Register, for which a charge

of twenty-five cents a copy is made, and the following publications, any
one of which will be sent gratis and postfree on request:

General Circular of Information for 'prospective students,
Announcement of the College of Arts and Sciences,
Courses of Instruction in the College c f Arts and Sciences,
Announcement of Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering' and the Mechanic Arts
Announcement of the College of Civil Engineering,
Announcement of the College of Law,
Announcement of the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Medical College,
Announcement of the New York State College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Winter-Courses in the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the New York State Veterinary College,
Announcement of the Graduate School,
Announcement of the Summer Session,
The President's Annual Report,
Pamphlet on prizes, samples of entrance and scholarship examination papers, special de

partmental announcements, etc.

Correspondence concerning the publications of the University
should be addressed to

The Registrar of Cornell University
ITHACA, N. Y.

New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University
L. H. Bailey, Director.

The College of Agriculture is one of several co-ordinate colleges comprising
Cornell University. The work of the College is of three general kinds: The

regular teaching work of undergraduate and graduate grade; the experiment
work; the extension work. The resident instruction falls in the following groups:

i. Four-year course, leading to the degree Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
(B.S. in Agr.). When desired, the last two years may be chosen in subjects per

taining to landscape architecture and out-door art, or to home economics. In

the Graduate School of the University students may secure the Master's and

Doctor's degrees (M.S. in Agr. and Ph.D.).
2. Special work, comprising one or two years: (a) Agriculture special;

(b) Nature-study special or normal course.

3. Winter-Courses of 12 weeks: (a) General Agriculture; (b) Dairy

Industry; (c) Poultry Husbandry; (d) Horticulture; (e) Home Economics.

THE INSTRUCTION IS DIVIDED AMONG TWENTY-TWO DEPARTMENTS AS FOLLOWS:

FARM PRACTICE and FARM CROPS

FARM MANAGEMENT

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY

PLANT PHYSIOLOGY

PLANT PATHOLOGY

SOIL TECHNOLOGY

PLANT-BREEDING

ENTOMOLOGY, BIOLOGY and

NATURE-STUDY

HORTICULTURE

POMOLOGY

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

POULTRY HUSBANDRY

DAIRY INDUSTRY

FARM MECHANICS

FORESTRY

RURAL ART

DRAWING

HOME ECONOMICS

METEOROLOGY

RURAL ECONOMY

RURAL EDUCATION

EXTENSION TEACHING
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Complete

Have You Had Your Copy

of Cyphers Co. Poultry

Growers' Guide for 1912?

Its FREE!

INCUBATORS, BROODERS

POULTRY APPLIANCES, FOODS

AND STANDARD SUPPLIES

y

Y^A^E want every reader of this paper who is

v v
really interested in poultry raising for

profit to have a free copy of the Cyphers Com

pany's
"

Poultry Growers' Guide for 19 12." The

biggest, most helpful and complete we have ever

issued. 244 pages (7>< x 10 inches), profusely
illustrated, and full to running ever with sound,

practical, money-making ideas that point the

way to greater success.

As examples of the truly helpful character of

this book, here are the headings of eight free

chapters that answer the questions most fre

quently asked by thoughtful, progressive poultry raisers. There is no computing the

value of this new information—it is authoritative! Thousands of dollars have been

spent in developing and proving the facts presented in these chapters:
I—How to Get Twice as Many Eggs from the Same Number of Hens, n—The 200-Egg Per Year

Hen—How to Produce her. Ill—Large Sized Eggs in Demand As Well As Lots of Them. IV—Mating
and Feeding of Fow's to Get Fertile Eggs. V—Selection and Care of Eggs for Successful Hatching.
VI—Proper Care of Fowls and Chicks With Least Amount of Work. VII—How to Brood Chicks Properly
at the Lowest Cost. VIII—Premium-Price Table Poultry and How to Produce It. Our Big Free Book

also pictures and describes
—

CYPHERS
INCUBATORS AND BROODERS

—and over 100 Standard articles for up-to-date poultry people.
It describes in deta'l Cyphers Company Service—a new development of the

Cypers Company's cardinal principle of being a permanent help to its customers. By
means of personal letters, bulletins, leaflets, etc., etc., we co-operate with Cyphers own
ers

—

give them reliable help and advice, covering their everyday practical needs.
Our 1912 book also describes fully our great $1,000.00 Poultry Raisers' Prize Con

test, for best reports from poultry people of their individual successes and experience in

taking advantage of local home conditions. Contest is open to all, whether you use any
of our goods or not.

No matter what incubator you own or may
intend to buy, do not fail to send for the Cyphers
Company's Big Free Book. Send for it today
and be sure to get your copy before the first

edition is exhausted. Address

Cyphers Incubator

Company, Dept. 800 _
.

r J 7 r CYPHERS INCUBATOR

fireProofed-lnsurable.

Home Offices, BUFFALO, N. Y.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

BOSTON, MASS.

CHICAGO, ILL. -

Branch Stores and Warehouses
" "

12314CaC!S IS2 ^T^r?1^1^0-
" 317~319 Southwest Blvd.

1^-14 Canal Street OAKLAND, CAL. -
_

_
1 cfi0 Rrna/iw^

- 340 North Clark Street LONDON, ENG. - 121-123 Finsour? P^venS

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Country
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Grain Farming

v*' *V •:

Necessity or choice makes grain
the main source of income on many

farms. The increasing cost of labor

and land demand higher yields per acre.

After the manurial resources of the farm,

including clover, have been used, a further increase per acre, at

small cost, can be made by using commercial plant foods as supple
ments. The principal mineral ingredient of grain is Potash.

A grain fertilizer should, therefore, contain enough Potash, never

less than 6 per cent., better 10 percent., to balance the other plant foods,
produce heavy grain and prevent lodging. Ask your dealer to carry goods

of this kind and Potash salts to add to brands low in Potash. Potash Pays
when you use enough.

Write us for Potash prices and for grain formulas

GERMAN KALI WORKS, Inc.

Continental Building, Baltimore Monadnock Block, Chicago

Whitney Central Bank Building, New Orleans

ma. mum uinimawi Jiiiif—rs^———

NO MAN is entitled to a greater

degree of comfort in his work than is

the farmer. It is to the farmer that we

must look more than to any other in

dustrial factor for the necessities of

life. If there should be a universal

destruction or failure in crops it would

put the entire world on starvation

rations.

No implement on the farm compares

with the plow in usefulness and to do

good work the plow should be the right kind
—

an Oliver.

The Oliver No. 26 Sulky Plow is at the head of its class. The entire

construction of the plow is worthy of consideration. Of all the plows
ever offered, the No. 26 affords the greatest comfort and really encourages
the tired man to work.

No. 23 SULKY PLOW

OLIVER CHILLED PLOW WORKS
General Offices at SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

Works at South Bend, Indiana, and Hamilton, Ont., Canada.

Jn writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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Wonderfully light and open. It's the kind that grows
the best stock.

Lord & Burnham Co.
IRVINGTON, N. Y. Factories: Des Plaines, 111.

The Logical House
for the

Logical Grower

LOGICAL
because it perfectly meets

the requirements for a house of

greatest productiveness and greatest

safety.

Its complete Sectional Iron Frame, with

the essential number of columns for its sup

port, makes it unnecessary to obstruct the

light by a network of trussings. No part is

heavier than necessary for safety, and still

it is lighter than any other house built any

other way.

It is only logical that columns relieve the

ridge and eaves from bearing the strain of

the tremendous weight of the roof, besides

safely fortifying it against wind and snow

pressure. In all its history of a quarter of

a century, it has a record of no blow-downs

or cave-ins.

And so we say again it is the logical house

for the logical grower. This one is F. R.

Pierson's at Scarboro, N. Y.

When you think of building, think of us

as the builders.

New York

St. James Bldg.
Philadelphia

Franklin Bank Bldg.

Boston

Tremont Bldg.
Chicago

Rookery Bldg.

Hemingway's
is the lead arsenate of the expert fruit

grower. It is widely used in all of the

famous fruit growing districts. Made in

a factory which has specialized in arsen

ical manufactures for over thirty years,

it has the advantage of this long experi
ence in its preparation for the use of the

discriminating fruit grower.

HEMINGWAY'S

ARSENATE OF LEAD

The Perfect Product

Possesses miscibility with maximum stick

ing power and is 20 per cent stronger than the

federal law requires. Send for booklet giving
full directions for the use of Hemingway's
Lead Arsenate against all biting insects.

HEMINGWAY'S

LONDON PURPLE CO., Ltd.
64-66 Water Street, New York

ASPINWALL
PotatoMachinery
cAccuraey, Simp/icHjf and

2)ura6ilifif characterize
ffe (Aspinwa//J]pe

ASPINWALL MFG. CO.
JACKSON.MICHIGAN, USA.
Canadian Factory,Guelph.Orvtario

Worlds OldestandXargest
MakersofPotatoMaefiinerp
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IRONAGE SPRAYERS

for orchard, farm and garden, including

9 New Combina

tions of Barrel

and Bucket

Sprayers

No. 190 Horizontal serves to

show general features.
Has outside pump.

Is shipped ready to use.

Will not tip over.

Is easily repacked.

125 pounds pressure.
Furnished with one or two leads

of hose, as wanted.

Also with 4-row attachment for

field crops and double-acting pump

if preferred that way.

No. 191 Vertical Barrel Pump, entirely outside, fits any barrel,

attaches on side where barrel is strongest. Also smaller size known as^
No. 194.

Nos. 192 and 195 Bucket Pumps and No. 193 Double-Acting Hand

Pump are others in this line.

Traction Sprayers in Iron Age line are well known to all potato and

truck growers, 4 and 6 row.

Ask about our new Power Sprayer for orchards.

Ask for special booklets about each line.
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BOOKS YOU NEED

f\F COURSE we have the text books you

mmms
must have. You have already bought
these at the Co-op. Let us call your

attention to the general agricultural books.

We sell many books out of town and these

out-of-town customers demand a good assort

ment. We probably have the books covering
your specialty.

The Place You Need

VT'OU NEED the Co-op because you can buy

_
there what you need. The Co-op sells

good quality goods. We tell you if it is
to your advantage to buy more at a time.

Your opinion guides us.

The Co-op
Morrill Hall

vertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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PLANT BREEDING

By C. H. Myers
Instructor in Plant Breeding, CornellUniversity

INURING the past ten years we have
*~* been reading and hearing much

about the conservation of our natural

resources. Both state and national

officials have joined in their efforts to

forward this great work. In the

earlier history of the movement the

resources considered were mainly

forests, minerals, water- power, etc.

In other words, a large share of the talk

about conservation, concerned only a

very small portion of the resources.

Now, however, we think of the soil as

the great national resource, for from the

soil must spring the sustenance for the

nation.

At the present rate of increase, our

population will be doubled in fifty

years. The production of crops must

keep pace with the increase in popula
tion or the development of the nation

will be seriously hindered. During
the preceding ten years the crop pro

duction of the United States has

increased 20 per cent. For the same

period the population has had an

increase of 2 1 per cent.

There are three ways of increasing
the total production of crops, viz.:

(1) Increased acreage; (2) better

methods of tillage, including culti

vation and fertilization; (3) better

breeding.

Very little land in this country

remains to be brought under cultiva

tion. True, irrigation and drainage

projects will increase the total acreage

to some extent, but this will be incon

sequential when compared to the

whole. During the past ten years the

total area of cultivated lands has

increased only four per cent, in spite
of high farm prices.
It is not the purpose of this article

to discuss methods of cultivation and

fertilization. These are highly im

portant and deserve all the emphasis
that is being laid upon them. The soil

must contain an abundant supply of

plant food and this should be kept in

an available condition by proper sys

tems of cultivation and crop rotation.

However, this process of increasing

yields by bettering the environment is

an expensive one, especially when com

pared with the increase obtained by
better breeding. At best an applica
tion of fertilizer is efficient for only a

few years. But the force of inheri

tance is much stronger. In Hunt's

Cereals in America may be found this

striking statement concerning the im

portance of plant breeding: "Her

edity, however, is a silent force, which

acts without expense. If a plant be

discovered that would produce because

of the force of inheritance only one

grain of maize more on each ear than

at present, it would be capable of

increasing the maize crop of the

United States five million bushels of

maize, not next year alone but for

years to come. This is the signifi
cance of improved seed." It would

seem that here, indeed, is a fertile

field for work in the conservation of

resources. These high yielding types

of plants should be isolated and pre

served for purposes of production.
Voltman, the eminent German agri

culturist, is of the opinion that during
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the last fifty years, the crop production
of that country has been increased 25

per cent, by the introduction of im

proved seed.
The subject of Plant-Breeding is a

comparatively new one and has under

gone great development within recent

years. The re-discovery of Mendel's

Law in 1900 gave a new impetus to

research work along the lines of her

edity. The publication of De Vries

epoch making Mutations Theorie has

also had a stimulating effect. There

are many problems that yet remain

to be solved. The old questions of the

inheritance of acquired characters, the

accumulative effect of selection, and

the origin of new species and varieties,
are still disputed. But the working of

the fundamental principles is well

understood and the practical applica
tion of them is producing a decided

improvement in many of our agricul
tural varieties.

There are two methods to be fol

lowed in the improvement of plants.
One of these is hybridization, the

other is selection. It would be hard

to state which of these two methods

has been productive of the greatest
results. It is true that their effects

cannot always be separated, for selec
tion must be practiced to preserve and

COMPARISON OF RIPE AND UNRIPE EARS PRODUCED FROM UNSELECTED SEED, CROP OF 19II.
RIPE EARS IN THE PILE TO THE LEFT.

increase new forms brought into exist

ence bv hybridization. The technique

required
"

to perform hybridization
work, to a large extent, takes it out of

the hands of the layman, except in a

verv general and more or less inac

curate manner. On the other hand,

the method of selection is open_ to

every farmer who will but train his

power of observation to discover new

and valuable forms. These forms

may be the result of natural or

accidental crosses or they may be the

mutations of DeVries, but no matter

how they have arisen they can be

made available only by selection and

isolation. Hundreds of such instances

might be mentioned in proof of this

statement. Suffice it to say that the

literature abounds with accounts of

the production of new varieties by the
selection of chance aberrant forms.

The federal and state experiment
stations are naturally the leaders in

agricultural experimental work, al

though mam7 commercial organiza
tions have done and are doing excellent
work. It should be of interest to the

readers of this magazine to know what

the Department of Plant-Breeding at

Cornell is doing along .the lines of

plant improvement.
One of the oldest and most import-
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COMPARISON OF RIPE AND UNRIPE EARS PROM SELECTED SEED, CROP OF I9II
—

AFTER

THREE YEARS OF SELECTION. RIPE EARS IN PILE TO LEFT.

ant lines of investigation is that with

timothy. These experiments were

begun in 1903, and are still in progress.

The method of selection is the one that

has been used, no pollination being

performed other than enough to insure

the purity of selected strains. The

original planting included something
like 20,000 individual plants, the seed

for which was obtained from more than

230 places in the world. In this short

account it is impossible to give the

details of the experiment. These are

to appear soon in a forthcoming bulle

tin; here the final results will be

sufficient.

From the thousands of plants grown
and studied some 200 different types
or varieties have been isolated. Some

of these are valuable types while others

are of little use. Seventeen of the

most promising ones have been in

creased, and tested for the last two

years in comparison with plats grown

from good, commercial seed. All of

the plats are of a uniform size and all

receive exactly the same care and

treatment. Every fourth plat in the

series is grown from commercial or

check seed. The summary of the

results of this year's test appears in

Table I.

This gain of 1.5 tons per acre is

larger than the present average yield

of the state. It is not unreasonable to

expect that the total production of

timothy in New York State will in

crease decidedly as soon as these

varieties may be generally distributed.

TABLE I

Comparative Yield in Tons per Acre of

17 New Varieties of Timothy and

Timothy Grown from Ordinary

Commercial Seed
Yield

Average 17 new varieties crop 191 1 . . . 3.5

Average commercial seed crop 191 1 . . . 2.0

Difference i-5

Some interesting and valuable re

sults have been obtained in the breed

ing of corn. Increased yield and

maturity are the things to be attained.

This work is carried on mainly in

cooperation with practical growers.

Only one instance will be cited to show

the result of this work, for in a general

way the same result has been obtained

in different parts of the state where

the experiments have been conducted.

A breeding plat for increased matur

ity has been conducted upon the farm

of Mr. G. R. Schauber at Ballston

Lake. The seed for the beginning of

this experiment was a western dent

known as Funk's Ninety Day. In the

first year's test only 13 ears out of

every hundred came to maturity. In
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191 1, after three years of selection

from these matured individuals, 72

ears out of every hundred ripened.
These results are shown graphically in

Plates I and II. In each of these pic
tures the pile of corn to the left is made

up of the ripe ears from five breeding
rows, while the pile to the right is

made up of the unripe ears. Plate I

represents the original unselected seed,
while Plate II represents the selected

made. In Table II will be found a

summary of a two years' test of these
new varieties in comparison with the

ordinary commercial variety.
The work in wheat breeding is being

carried on in much the same way as is

done with oats. As yet the work has

not gone far enough to draw definite

conclusions, although many of the

selections are giving substantial gains
over the commercial varieties. These

HARVESTING OAT HYBRIDS AND SELECTIONS, CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

seed for 19 1 1 or the third year's result.
In this test the two lots were grown
side by side.

TABLE II

Comparison in Yield of New Hybrids
and Selections With Ordinary Com

mercial Varieties of Oats

Two year average yield
.

bushels per acre
10 best hybrids
10 best selections .' j?g
8 best varieties c0'8

In the breeding of oats both hybridi
zation and selection have been prac
ticed. Crosses have been made to
produce new forms and selections of
already existing forms have been

gains range from three to eight bushels
per acre.

Experiments in potato breeding are

being conducted to prove the efficiency
of hill selection. Excellent results are

being obtained by the selection and

propagation of individual tubers hav

ing a large yielding capacity. The

comparative yield from the stem and
seed end has been tested. As an

average of 22 varieties for two years,
the seed end gave a yield of 180 bushels
per acre, while the corresponding yield
for the stem end was 151 bushels per
acre.

In addition to the crops mentioned

above, experiments are being started
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with buckwheat, clover, peas, and

beans. This work is only in its infancy
and no definite results are yet available.
It is believed, however, that the same

general principles which have been

effective in the improvement of other

crops will apply in the case of these.
In the above crops only the work

which is of immediate practical appli
cation has been mentioned. Many
other questions are being investigated
as, for example, the relation between

various physical characters and the

T IBERTY H. Bailey, father of Dean
^

L. H. Bailey of the New York

State College of Agriculture, died at

his home in South Haven on January
16th, at the age of ninety-two. The

history of his deep, rich, far-reaching
life would cover many pages. Some

thing of his personality, strong and

positive, may be presented briefly.
In Mr. Bailey's presence one was

always.conscious of his splendid physi
que and dominant spirit, of his fitness
for leadership. He was tall, rugged,
powerful, keen, restless—characteristics
that made possible the pioneer who

was to help transform a wilderness

into a progressive, thriving section of

the middle west.

Both friend and stranger recognized
that Mr. Bailey was a man of much

reserve; but the spontaneity that

could not always be controlled occa

sionally revealed the depth and ten

derness of his soul. He was a silent

man always, but when he spoke his

words carried weight. He terminated

many a rambling discussion in a short

decisive way. He was well able, how

ever, to give that silent companionship
which was so full of meaning to all

who understood it.

Mr. Bailey showed very marked

public spirit. He had the creative

mind and decision of character that

enabled him to promote and develop

many interests in his community.
He made contributions to the press;

took an interest in the school children,

yielding capacity of the plant; the

occurrence of natural crossings in

normally self-pollinated plants; the

effect of poor and fertile soil and differ

ent conditions of moisture, light and
heat upon the growth of plants and the
inheritance of such variations as may
be caused ; the possibility of producing
new forms by external stimulus, such
as the injection of chemicals; the

variability produced by hybridization ;

the relation between root development
and the productive power of plants.

Hatleg, Pernor

and in the young men and women of

his neighborhood; labored ceaselessly
in the interest of Masonry that others

might find the personal growth through
the organization that he had found;
and stood positively and fearlessly for

the democratic party.
Mr. Bailey did much to promote

civic pride in his home town. He

encouraged the planting of trees and

on one occasion offered to give trees

for arbor day to school childrenmaking
request for them. He expected to be

asked for a few only, but when the call

came for several hundred he made good
his offer. At this time he was past

eighty years of age. Bailey Avenue,

well known to all living in the neigh
borhood of South Haven, has two rows

of stately maples extending a quarter
of a mile, along the highway, which

were planted by Mr. Bailey when he

first established his home sixty years

ago. It is a fitting memorial of the

man, dignified and enduring.
With reverent spirit one contem

plates this man's life. Bravely start

ing out in young manhood to find life

and having found it, giving of it

generously and wisely for over half a

century; meeting responsibility to

home and family, to community and to

state; such was Mr. Bailey's contribu

tion to the world, and we who knew

him do not wonder that with cheerful

heart he was, to use his own words:
'

'Ready and waiting to cross the Great

River." A. G. McC.



COOPERATIVE MARKETING

By Lloyd S. Tenny

Formerly connected with the United States Department of Agriculture
at Washington, D. C.

[A speech delivered before the members of
the New York State Fruit Growers' Association

at their annual meeting in Rochester, January 4, 19 12.]

MAN
should be ever striving to

better his condition. A dan

gerous point has been reached in the

life of any individual, of any com

munity or of the nation itself, when

such an individual, community or

nation sits back and says "lam satis

fied."

The law applies to New York State

fruit-growers. When we think there

is nothing new for us—that we have

reached the very pinnacle of perfection
in our methods of growing fruits and in

harvesting and putting them on the

market, just so soon are we opening
wide the gates to permit someone else

to out-distance us. Wemust be awake

to the conditions, both to strengthen
still more our strong points, and to

replace our weak points with stronger
and more up-to-date ones.

Cooperative fruit marketing is an

established fact. It is no idle whim

of some theorist. It is so well es

tablished and the principles on which

it is based are so clear cut and well

understood that it is well within the

bounds to say that any community
where cooperation is not practiced is

backward to that extent. I feel safe

in saying also, and doubt if anyone will

question the statement, that any

locality now without cooperation will

be improved by the development of a
good cooperative organization. This

improvement will be along financial
lines—the farmers will make more

money
—but it will not stop there

alone. Social conditions will be im

proved. Better schools will be main
tained. Libraries, reading-rooms, etc.
will be established: in other words,
there will be better rural conditions!
The farm will be more attractive, and
the farmer boys will stay there and the
city fellows will want to come there to
live.

The purpose of this paper is first of

all to stimulate a desire on the part of

you fruit-growers of New York to

know more about cooperation. In

the second place I hope we may dis

cover some of the principles which

underlie successful cooperation. Look

ing at the reverse side we may see

some causes for failure. In the last

place we shall try to point out what

we fruit-growers here need and how

these ends may be accomplished.
Cooperative fruit handling has

reached its highest type in several of

the western states. This is not be

cause it happened so, but the growth
there has been based on certain

well defined principles. Many of the

circumstances which encouraged the

development of cooperation in the

West are not present here in the East,
so we would not expect this early
development to take place here. As

early as 1899 a western author writing
upon the subject of the farmer as a

cooperator says :

"Cooperative business is increasing
yearly from natural causes. It is well,

therefore, to understand preciselywhat
it is.

Cooperation is the union of those of

like interests for the purpose of more

effectively competing with those of

adverse interests. The simplest co

operative enterprises are those for the
sale of products of their members.

The fundamental idea of marketing
societies is the highest attainable

prices for their products."
The above quotation strongly im

plies at least that cooperation was

first developed in order to compete
with those interests which to a greater
or less degree were competitive. To a

certain extent of course this is true.

But the history of cooperation in this

country shows that in a great measure,
farmers have united in order to over

come circumstances as well as to com-
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pete with other interests. Thus, we

find the farmers of Southern California

uniting in a cooperative movement to

bring in water for irrigation purposes

long before they unite to sell their

products. Then, too, their great dis

tance from the large markets of the

country, practically compel a united

movement in marketing their fruit,
since it was almost a hopeless thing for
a grower of any small or medium

acreage to try to market his fruit when

he was 3000 miles away from his buyer!
From the very nature of events co

operation was forced upon the growers
of California and otherWestern States.

We used to have a little saying in our

office at the Department of Agricul
ture in Washington, which at first

seems rather strange and yet as you

think of it the truth of it appeals to you
more and more. I give it to you ; "In

the end a section or district is fortunate

in proportion to its natural disadvan

tages." Thus the deserts of Arizona

and California, which by nature are

waste places, come to be almost gar
dens of Eden when the irrigation
waters are turned upon them. With

the ditches full of water, the fruit

grower of that section is almost inde

pendent of the rainfall. He waters

his crops when they need it, and with
holds the waters as he wishes. So the

long distances, which lie between the

West and the East with corresponding
large freight charges, almost compel
good methods of packing, for what

shipper can afford to run the risk of

forwarding fruit poorly packed. So,

again, these very phases ; these natural

conditions, which in the beginning
were counted great discouragements,
have all united more or less to bring
about the great cooperative organiza
tions to which the Western States may
well afford to point with pride.
These things, however, do not

entirely account for this cooperative
movement. There are two other fac

tors at least which have had great

weight in developing and greatly en

couraging the movements in the West.

Fruit-growing there is a highly
specialized industry. When once

water has been brought to a locality,
and the heavy expenditure of money

made, it puts a price or valuation upon
every acre of land, irrigated by that

canal, which almost compels intensive

farming. No man can afford to allow

his ground to lie idle or produce half a

crop. The result has been certain

districts, more or less independent of
each other, have become almost en

tirely devoted to the growing of a cer

tain crop. Hence, we have the River
side District or the Redlands District,
with pretty much every farmer grow

ing citrus fruit—oranges or lemons.

Here, there is thus a community inter
est. They must stand or fall together.
Ideal conditions, as you see, for co

operation to start and thrive.

Here in the East, farming is more

general. Fruit-growing is but an inci

dent in the life of the farmer. It is

only occasionally and this but recently,
that we find a locality here where even
most of the farmers are interested in

the same crop. It is diversified farm

ing
—not good conditions to develop

cooperation.
There remains at least one other

factor which has had a great weight in
the development of cooperation in

fruit handling
—the type of man who

grows the fruit. For years back men

from the East have been going West.

For reasons which may be hard to

analyze, some in almost every locality
went and some remained behind. The

very fact that a man went West indi

cated that in some way he was different

than the fellow who stayed East.

Wasn't it the man who was attached

to the old home ways and home things
who usually stayed? Didn't the boy
who easily mixed and mingled with

the others, the boy who was progres

sive, ready to try something new

usually end up by going out west
—to

Michigan, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas and

then on across the mountains to Cali

fornia. Wouldn't this process carried

on for a couple of generations tend to

leave behind here on the eastern farms

a type of farmer with extreme conser

vative tendencies. I am not finding
fault with him. He probably was
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more of a balance wheel for the coun

try than the ones who went west. But

really can't you see how from the very

nature of events, you couldn't expect
our eastern farmers to develop co

operation ahead of the western fruit

grower ? This distinction between the

eastern and western fruit-grower be

came more marked a few years ago,

when it became a popular thing for the

rich men of the eastern cities to go

west to invest in fruit lands. The

attractive climate, the healthfulness,
that strange something about owning
an orange grove, lead many men, who

were successful in business here to

invest money there and go there to live.

These men were trained in cooperative
methods. They understood the value
of cooperation and they became the

leaders in uniting the fruit growers.
I have dwelt long on this introduc

tory part; but right here lie many of

the principles of successful cooperation.

There Must Be Some Common

Ground of Need.

If everybody is satisfied, they are

pretty willing to leave things as they
are. Let good enough alone as it

were. This isn't saying that things
might not be improved by a change.
But it is difficult to bring about any

change unless there is some discontent.
The orange growers of California

about 1890, were up against a difficult
situation. Their groves had come into

bearing, but their real markets were

here in the East. It is true that buyers
and commission men went out and

bought their fruit, but the prices were
so low or the consignments gave such

poor returns, that after paying the

charges for harvesting, packing and

shipping, little, if anything, was left.
It was not an uncommon thing even

for the shippers to have to advance

money to pay the freight. Probably
many of the buyers and handlers were
dishonest men, but even if they had not
been, it would not have been possible
to handle their crops at satisfactory
prices. There was poor distribution
by this method. Probably the city
of Rochester didn't have a buyer in

( To be concluded i;

California, and it is doubtful if any

commission house here was receiving
many carload shipments. The same

was true of hundreds of places of this

size and smaller. The same thing has

been true in Florida in much more

recent years. With thousands of buy
ers and solicitors in the state, and

practically all of them from just a few

large cities, it was impossible to get
wide distribution. Let the price of

oranges go up to 25c per box in Phila

delphia and a hundred cars might be

shipped to that point the following day,
with what success you can easily guess.
So about 1890, we find a common

ground of need in California for a co

operative organization among the

orange men. Prices were not satisfac

tory, so there was formed at a little

suburb of Riverside the Pachappa
Fruit Association. The original idea
was a compact among the growers to

hold their fruit until all sold at one

time. They found this was unsatis

factory, so afterwards they undertook

their own shipping. The attempt was
a failure. It failed largely because of

one thing, namely, the association was

not an incorporated body.

The Association Must be an

Incorporated Body

After several unsuccessful attempts
to unite the orange growers a mass

meeting was held in March, 1893, at
the village of Colton. Here was out

lined a place of a fully incorporated
organization. It was the beginning of

success. From this small beginning
there has grown an organization with

over 5000 members which distributes

from 10 to 15 million dollars worth of

fruit a year, and in five years has

handled for the farmers of southern

California the immense sum of 50 mil

lion dollars with a loss less than five

thousand dollars from uncollected

debts ; a record which probably cannot
be equalled by the Standard Oil Com

pany, the Steel Trust, or any other

organization handling that sum of

money. We may well afford to take

off our hats to such a bunch of fruit

growers.

1 April number.)



BACTERIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF

MARKET MILK

By W. A. Stocking
Professor of Dairy Industry at Cornell University

OUR knowledge of the role which
^ bacteria play in the various

fermentation changes which take place
in milk began in i860, when Pasteur

showed that certain forms of bacteria

were associated with the common

phenomenon of the souring of milk.

For some years following this discovery
but little attempt was made either in

this country or abroad to go further

into the field to which Pasteur had

opened the door. This was doubtless

chiefly due to the very unsatisfactory
methods then known for the study of

these minute forms of life, and it was

not until the discovery by Robert

Kock in 1881, of the method of plating
into solid media that the way was

really prepared for a study of the rela

tion of bacteria to the changes occur

ring in market milk. Up to this time

bacteria had been studied in liquid
media only, and it was not possible to

determine the number of organisms in

any given substance. Kock's dis

covery made it possible to determine,
at least approximately, the number of

organisms present in any lot of milk,
and also to get certain data regarding
the species, which formerly could not

be obtained. The first attempt to

study the bacteria in market milk

appears to have been in 1885 when

Von Geuns studied several lots of milk

sold in Amsterdam and reported the

number of bacteria found per cubic

centimeter. This was followed in

1888, and 1889, by Clauss who made

bacteria counts of eight samples of

milk sold in Wiirtzburg. He found

that the different lots of milk varied in

bacteria content between about 200,000

and over 3,000,000 per cubic centi

meter. Cnof in 1889, and Renk, in

1 89 1, also made counts of milk sold in

Munich and Halle. In some of the

latter samples the number of bacteria
were found to run as high as 30,000,000
per cubic centimeter.

In this country investigations in

dairy bacteriology began with the

work of Conn in 1897, and the first

effort to study the bacterial content of

city milk appears to have been in 1891 ,

when Park made bacteria counts of the

milk sold in New York City. The

next year Sedgwick made similar

studies of the Boston milk supply.
This was followed by similar work by
Frye in Buffalo in 1896, and by Goler

in Rochester in 1899. These early
examinations of the city milk revealed
the fact that the sanitary quality of

milk coming to the cities was not

always what might be desired. The

very high numbers of bacteria found

was a great surprise to these early
workers, and in view of the importance
of milk as a food, especially for young

children, it was believed high numbers

of bacteria were undesirable. It was

also believed that they indicated

unsanitary conditions and lack of

proper care in the production and

handling of the milk. Out of this

early work has grown our present

country-wide movement for a cleaner,
more sanitarymilk supply.
The methods used for the bacterio

logical analysis of milk varywidely in

different places both as to the technique

employed and the interpretation of the

results obtained. This is natural in

any new line of scientific work. In

some places the sanitary quality of the

milk is judged on the total number of

organisms present, while in others the

total count is not considered important
but the species present are regarded of

the greatest significance. In stiill

other places the milk is judged both on

the basis of the total count and the

different species or types of organisms

present. It is believed that the num

ber of bacteria present in any given lot

of milk is a fairly accurate index of the

conditions and care under which the

milk has been produced and handled,
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while the presence or absence of cer

tain groups or species indicate the

occurrence or freedom from certain

pathological conditions in the cows

producing the milk. During the past
few yearsmuch valuable work has been

done on methods for bacteriological
analysis of milk and those now in use

are rapidly becoming standardized.

In some cities a definite numerical

limit has been set (as for example,
500,000 per c. c.) and an attempt is

made to exclude from sale, milk show

ing a higher bacteria count. In other

places an effort is made to improve
the general supply
by grading up the

poorest supplies as

rapidly as existing
conditions will

permit.
There is still

some difference of

opinion among

dairy bacteriolo

gists regarding the
value of bacteria

standards formilk.

The germ content

in any given milk

is dependent chief

ly upon three fac

tors ; its initial

contamination or

the number of or

ganisms getting
into the milk at
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milk as seen under the microscope.

a, bacteria; b, fat globules; c, pus cells or

leucocytes.

While the germ content of milk may

be considered as a general index to the

sanitary care it has received, it may
not always indicate its wholesomeness
for high counts may result from the

very rapid growth of the lactic acid

bacteria, in which case the milk may be

perfectly good and wholesome while in

another sample, having a much smaller
number of organisms, there might be
certain pathogenic species which would
make the milk decidedly dangerous.
The sanitary conditions of production
and handling may be indicated by the
total bacteria count, but in interpreting

the results of such

analysis great care
should be used in

order to guard
against errors.
The b ac t eria

count has its value

but at the same

time its limita

tions.

Under somecon

ditions a direct

microscopic exam
ination of the or

ganisms found in

milk is of much

value in determin

ing its wholesome

ness, since in this

way certain types
of organisms, such
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l„V^ew^U^''i^ temPera" andmembers of the^a&foli^^ture at which the milk is kept; and the leucocytes, etc., may be recognized.
age of themilkwhen theanalysis ismade.
A high count may be the result of any
one of these conditions or a combina
tion of two or more of them. If milk
contains a large number of bacteria, it
indicates that there has either been
carelessness in its production, giving it
a high initial contamination, or the
original organisms have been allowed
to grow, either as a result of too high
temperature or of age. On the other
hand if milk contains a small num
ber of organisms, it shows that the
number getting in at the outset was
small and sanitary conditions were
therefore good; also that it has been
neld at proper temperatures to prevent
their rapid development.

The presence and relative numbers of
these different groups serves to indicate
the existence of certain forms of dis
ease in the cows whichproduce the milk.
There is a strong tendency at the

present time to combine the plating
and direct microscopic methods for

bacteriological analysis ofmarket milk,
and such results in the hands of a care
ful worker are of great practical value
in controlling the quality of a citv's
milk supply.
The practical value of this work is

well shown in the decreased sickness
and mortality, especially among the
children in the cities where the milk

supply is under careful bacteriological
control.



SOME THINGS OUTSIDE THE FARM-YARD

GATE

By Fred W. Card, '92

'"PHE American farmer is a busy
■*■

man. No man who is not a

farmer realizes the full truth of this

statement. The duties he owes to his

family and his farm leave him little

time or inclination to consider the

duties he owes to his fellow farmers and

to the community at large. But no

man has a right to shirk these duties.

They may vary with time and circum

stances but they are ever present and

ever offering their opportunity for

service and usefulness—that service

which alone measures true success in

life.

It may often be the duty of the

farmer to cooperate with his fellow

farmers in the business management of

the farm, in buying and selling, in the

ownership of improved sires or expen

sive equipment and in farmer's co

operative organizations. There always
lies before him the duty of interesting
himself in questions of public policy in

the problem of good roads, of rural

trolleys, in farm telephones and similar

matters of public welfare . His interest

in good roads should not limit itself to

urging appropriations for state roads

at great expense and unnecessary waste

of public funds. These roads as now

built cost too much money, benefit too

little farm property, and what is of

greater importance, are too short-lived

and far too expensive to maintain.

When the road is completed, the ex

pense is only begun. If the road

problem is to be solved in a way to be

of most service to the farmer, it must

be done in a way which will improve
roads at less expense with better

returns for the outlay.

This suggests the matter of more

business-like expenditures of public
funds in all lines. Unfortunately men

have grown accustomed to a different

standard of business methods and even

of morality in public affairs from that

demanded in private affairs. The

burden of taxation on farm property

grows more heavy as the years pass
and the farmer has reason to feel that
he does not receive the just equivalent
for his money. Every man should

mafce his influence felt for greater
economy of administration of public
affairs not in the niggardly sense of

refusing to spend money where it is

needed but in the way of demanding a

better return for what is used.

What shall be the future of the

American farmer? Many have asked

this question but none can answer with

authority. Future history alone can

tell. The outcome will depend on

many things. First among these will

be the financial returns which the

American farm can be made to pro
duce. Unless these returns are suffi

cient to afford the conditions needed

for a life of intelligence and usefulness

it is idle to hope for a future farmer of

high ideals and noble aims. Hence the

wisdom of all agencies which make for

better and more profitable farming.
The farmer must be able to command

all the reasonable comforts of life with

sufficient leisure to furnish normal

mental activity, if he is to take the

place he ought to take in the future of

our nation. The social and intellec

tual life of the country must be such as

to appeal to young men and women of

intelligence and character if the drain

upon the best life of the country to

supply the needs of the city is ever to

be stemmed. Economic laws will

prevail here as in other things.
It is idle to seek to keep young men

and women on the farm if other callings
offer substantially better inducements
—inducements which are genuine and
not deceptive. It is further unwise to

keep young men and women on the

farm in large numbers if the economic

balance demands their services else

where.

As the future of the American

farmer depends on financial returns,

the home life, social life and the intel-
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lectual life which the farm is able to

offer, so are these dependent in turn

upon the influence of other agencies
chief among which are the home, the

school and the church. The future of

your child and of mine is determined

far more by the atmosphere of the

home of the child than by any other

agency. Dollars are needed to make

the ideal home but they are the least

important factor in it. The attitude

of the parents and the influences at

work in that home outweigh all other

considerations. But the influence of

the school will count for much. So

long as that school disregards the

things of the home and the farm, so

long as the influence of the teacher and

the text points in other directions,
whether consciously or unconsciously
so long will the rural school fail in its

duty to rightly shape the future of the

A NY farmer visiting one of our large
*^

cities for the first time cannot

fail to be impressed with the great
number and variety of horses which he

sees on the streets. If he visits the

horse markets of New York or Buffalo,
where hundreds of horses pass under

the auctioneer's hammer daily, he will
be even more impressed. He may

wonder where all these horses came

from and where they are going. If he

inquires, he will find that they did not

come from New York. They are

shipped in by the carload from the
Central West and their production
nets those who raise them a handsome

profit. The questions naturally arise:

Why are not these horses produced in
New York State? Why cannot the
New York farmer reap some of this

profit as well as the farmer of the
Central West?

It is true that some horses are pro
duced in this state but few of them
ever reach the big city markets. The

majority remain on the farms. The
reason for this is apparent when we

American farmer. The church, too, is

learning that it has a part to play in the
solution of this great problem. It is

coming to lay more stress upon teach

ing men how to live and less upon

fitting them to die. If the American

farmer of the future is to be the man he

should be, he must be a successful

farmer, a man of intellect, and a man

of character. The country church

should give him help in trying to

become all these things. It should

interest itself in the problem of better

farming as well as in the problem of

better living. Upon the educated

farmer more than others, because of

his better training, rest the duties to

the farming community and to the

commonwealth. Likewise to him

swings wide the door of opportunity
for usefulness and service in things out

side, as well as inside the farmyard gate.

consider the type of horses which the

market demands and the type of our

home grown horses. Of 17,000 head

that passed thru one of the large
markets a few years ago, 15% weighed
less than 1200 lbs., 15% weighed more

than 1500 lbs., leaving 70% weighing
between 1200 and 1500 lbs. From

these figures we see that the market

demands horses weighing between 1200

and 1500 lbs. and containing consider

able draft blood. Of course there is

always a limited demand for coach and

driving horses but this type are used

mostly for park driving by wealthy
people, so only horses of first class

merit will find a sale. Now if we look

at the common horse stock of the state

we will be impressed with the preva
lence of trotting blood in them. To be

sure we produce some very good
horses, but the great majority are little
animals, without speed enough for race

horses, style enough for coach horses, or

weight enough for draft horses. With
the increased use of heavy machinery,
they are not large enough for the most

HORSE RAISING IN NEW YORK

By J. C. Otis, '12
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efficient use on the farms and it is

difficult to dispose of them at profitable

prices. They may do very well to

pull the grocer's wagon but it is not a

profitable enterprise to raise horses for

that purpose.
In horses as in everything else, it is

the lower grades which first suffer from

over-production. First-class horses

will always bring good prices because

they are always scarce. A few years

ago when there was a great over supply
of horses, the price of those of only

average quality fell very low but the

price of first-class horses was not

appreciably affected.
Not many years ago we were told

that we would soon be living in a

horseless age. As a matter of fact

there are now more horses in the

United States than ever before, and

the value per head is greater. Since

1909, the value per head has increased

$12.55, and the number has increased

from 19,747,000 in 1907, to 21,040,000

in 19 10. Of these 750,000 are in New

York State. On Jan. 1, 191 1, the

total value of horses in the United

States was $2,276,363,000 and in New

York State over $8 1
, 500,000. A com

parison of the total value of horses

with that of the combined value of

cattle, sheep and swine is significant.
In the United States the total value of

cat tie sheep, and swine is $2, 1 1 3,600,000
—

$162,763,000 less than the value of

horses alone. Evidently the horse is

still a factor to be reckoned with in the

wealth of the nation. It is safe to say

that in our time at least, the heavy
draft horses will never be driven from

the city streets and the farms, or the

coach and driving horses from the city

parks. No one then need fear an over

production of first-class horses.

Now is there any reason why New

York State cannot profitably produce
horses of this type? If we study the

conditions we find that New York is

particularly well adapted for horse

raising. The blue grass pastures of

Kentucky are famous the world over

for the high grade of horses which they

produce, but we are told that Kentucky
Blue Grass might just as appropriately
have been named New York Blue

Grass and that in most parts of the

state we can have as good blue grass

pastures as are found anywhere in Ken

tucky.
If we study the famous horse-

producing sections of the old world
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such as the Clydesdale region in Scot

land or La Perche, the home of the

Percheron breed in France, we will

find that they are localities with a cool,

moist climate and a stony or calcarious

soil. A cool climate with fairly high

altitude seems to be necessary for the

proper lung development, so neces

sary in the horse. We have these

conditions in New York State. The

invigorating effect of our climate is

seen in the greater hardihood of our

native horses as compared with those

shipped into the state.

The soil is no less important than the

climate in producing high quality
horses. Western horses, grown on the

soft plains are greatly troubled with

hoof ailments when brought to the

cities. On the other hand, colts which

have run all their lives over our stony
eastern pastures develop hoofs better

able to stand the wear and tear on the

hard pavements. Besides this mechan

ical effect on the hoofs of the horse,
the soil is very important in the

relation that it bears to the mineral

content of the plants which the horse

eats and the water which he drinks.

A calcarious soil is very necessary to

the proper bone development. The

soil in many parts of the state is cal

carious and in nearly all parts of the

state there is enough limestone in the

sub-soil and underlying rock to make

the well water sufficiently rich in lime.

The nearness to the great horse

markets is another great advantage to
the New York horse raiser. The cost

of transportation is less and there is

less danger of loss in shipping a short

distance. Many valuable horses are

lost or injured in making the long trips
from the West. Furthermore, all

Western horses have to become accus

tomed to our climate and are often

sick and feverish for a long time after

reaching their destination. With New

York grown horses this risk is cut out.

The cheapness of much of our land

is also an important point to be

considered. The price of land in the

Central West is much higher than in

New York. This gives us an advan

tage. If we can get the same price for

our horses, the interest on our money

invested in land will necessarily be

greater.
With all these natural advantages it

will pay the farmers of New York State

to make use of them. We have all

the requirements for a successful horse

raising country. A little effort on the

part of the farmers could make of New

York State a horse raising region
famous the world over.

I .

'

A GOOD SIX-HORSE TEAM.



FARM EFFICIENCY

By James G. Dudley
Consulting Engineer, New York City

[Editor's Note—We are glad to be able to publish from the urban viewpoint a few ideas
regarding the organization of the rural population in order that they may meet successfully the
well organized urban population.]

"I>ACK to the farm" is now a recog-
*-*

nized national slogan for Uncle

Sam and to the student of economics

it is full of vital and vitalizing signifi
cance. Undoubtedly the scientific

agriculturist long ago realized much, if
not all that is therein implied. To

reach the sentient ear of the man in the

street, however, required the sense-

compelling voice of such a one as

Theodore Roosevelt. Ably supple
menting the patriotic advice of our

ex-president we have for years heard

from the peaks of the RockyMountain

quite as trenchant words backed by
amazing statistics from an equally
typical and vigorous American, James
J. Hill.

History, ancient and modern, is full
to overflowing with unanswerable data
as to the dire results which come to the

peoples who neglect the soil from which

all wealth flows. Contrawise, but

little study is needed to disclose the

secret of vigorous and enduringnational
life for all those peoples who are closely
attached to the soil. Coincident with

this awakening of ours as to the need of

increasing crop average, there has been
blazoned forth another beacon to urge
and lure us on and that is—efficiency.
Just as a Hill or a Roosevelt was

necessary to concentrate the minds of

the multitude upon the faults, the

advantages and the potentialities of

the farm, so there was lacking for many
years, a voice and an incident of such

far reaching force as would quicken
into action the hidden or slumbering
thoughts of the nation on this very

question of efficiency in every act and

walk of life from the plow to the pulpit.
Such a voice and incident challenged
public attention when lawyer Louis D.
Brandeis of Boston appearing in behalf
of the shippers before the Interstate

Commerce Commission charged and

admittedly proved on the authority of

Harrington Emmerson and other effi

ciency engineers that the railroads of

the country by the application of

scientific- management could effect

economies in excess of a million dollars

per
^

diem. If, then, we are con

strained and adjured to turn our

economic steps again toward the farm,
no less certainly and insistently must

we efficiently proceed there, produce
there, and distribute from there the

fruits of the soil which constitute the

very bones and sinews of our country.
The fact is now pretty well recog

nized in the world of manufacture,
trade, transportation and even finance

that the day of small scale business and
even of competitive business is rapidly
passing away and it may not be amiss

for the scientific agriculturalist to at

least take a survey of the conditions

which now obtain and which within a

limited period of our national life, are

bound or at the very least are liable

to obtain upon the farm. Never in

the world's history could it be more

truly said no man lives or can live, to

himself alone. In all our doings and

dealings we are so intimately and

inextricably bound together that

speaking within reason, no longer does

one spin for himself alone but he is, as

it were, merely one of the countless

spindles in the Gargantian loom of our

national life.

The obvious function of the agricul
tural educational institution is to

transmit to the rising generation the

crystallized and selected and special
ized knowledge concerning the farm

which their elders have culled from the

centuries. To see that this "vade

mecum" for the farmer has assumed

most imposing proportions already,

one has merely to glance at the array

of departments of instruction con

ducted under the Directorship of Dean

Bailey of the New York State College
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of Agriculture at Cornell University.

The budding agriculturalist is trained

in almost every branch of agricultural
activity. Clearly it would be little

short of folly for the specialist,
however highly trained in other walks

of life to offer to the scientific

offspring of Dean Bailey, et al,

mental pabulum, however predi-

gested or technical, concerning the

esoteric Buddhism of raising hay or

chickens, for, evidently, the resultant

efficiency of the man behind the hoe is

now or must hereafter be of a very high
order.

The industrial efficiency of Har

rington Emmerson, Frederick W. Tay
lor and their followers, like charity is an

all embracing term which, when sifted

down into library parlance, might be

specified as
"

attainable perfection."
Perfection or 100% industrial efficiency,
man will never attain. Yet our Doctor

of the Farm might grow seedless

pippins which tempt all the sons of

Adam to violate hitherto unviolated

decalogues of the Doctors of Medicine,

yet fall far short of the individual and

collective efficiency which they must

attain if we of :this day and generation
are to solve the grave economic

problems which the moving picture
machine of the daily press is projecting
on the curtain of our attention.

Efficiency on the farm must not and

cannot be satisfied with mere technical

successes but the infusion into its work

of a broad patriotic spirit, will go far

toward solving the problems which are
common to the whole people.
Just as all wealth is produced solely

from the soil by the sweat of man's

brow, so its consumption or enjoyment
inevitably involves distribution and

exchange which clearly at present are
outside the agriculturalist's domain,
yet are so intimately bound up in the

warp and woof of our every day life
that the price of eggs

—without a too

great stretch of economic imagination
might yet produce a panic . In the very
nature of things, the farm and farmer
of yesterday represented the quintes
sence of individualism. The orchard
and the pomologist of the new era are

and must be frictionless cogs in the

great industrial mechanism
of America

if she is to keep step with progress, if

she is to feed efficiently and equitably
her teeming millions and if she is to

hold high her head in the court of com

merce of the world's best nations.

It will scarcely be questioned that

the work of the farm tomorrow will

chiefly be performed by mechanical

power at least
if profits and efficiency

are to be secured. The self interest of

the farmer is self preservation which

translated into work-a-day language
is the production of profits or the earn

ing of wages or salary or the main

tenance of self and family and farm.

The farm of tomorrow (to be efficient,
to be profitable) must have ample

capital to conduct it in common with

the bulk of other commercial and

manufacturing industries. The trans

portation of farm products demands

efficient highways both on the farm

and to the railroads. The agricul
turalist must jointly or severally or

through the county, state or nation

procure such highways or let bumper

crops rot on the ground while millions

clamor for them a hundred miles away.

When transported to the shipping
destination the products of the farm

must be distributed to the ultimate

consumer profitably to the shipper
and efficiently

—

quickly and economi

cally
—to the buyer. That this is

scarcely the case today can be

seen in the fact that of every dollar

paid by the ultimate consumer, the

farmer receives less than one-half.

The Grange associations, joint stock

companies, cooperative societies, com

mon markets and kindred organi
zations into which the farmermay weld

and merge his individuality without

losing it (just as do other producers),
unmistakably point the way to the

goal of high efficiency on the- farm—

and not otherwise.

Let the rising generation delve into

modern economies as deeply as he does
into soil technology and he should then
be able to adjust himself and his

interests to the tidal industrial forces

all about him which evidently he at

present ignores or fails utterly to com

prehend.



AQUATIC FARMING

By Wallace H. Hook, '12

F IMNOLOGY is the study of water
^

biology and includes all aquatic
life, animal organisms from whales to

paramoeciums and vegetative life from
the largest plant down to the smallest

algae. Let us take up briefly an

economic side of limnology which may
be termed aquatic farming and which

will deal with commercial fish raising,
not with the idea of telling how to pro

duce fish commercially with a profit,
for that has not yet been determined,
but to give an idea of what progress
has been made in regard to a coming
industry.
The hatching of fish has been

worked down to a comparatively easy
science. Most of the fish may be

stripped of their spawn and those

which do not yield their eggs to this

operation can be induced to lay the

spawn where it may be easily gathered.
The great question now to be solved is

the feeding of the fish. The method

now used is to throw into the fish pond
quantities of ground liver, not the

natural food of the fish but an artificial

substitute. This is not profitable.
Moreover, it is taking from the land to

feed the water, when in truth the water

is a great deal more productive.
Therefore, the effort which has been

and is being made is to produce the

natural food of the fish in the water in

such quantities that a great many fish

may flourish where a few now survive.

This work should have been carried

on by the Fish Commission but up to

the present they have been satisfied

with hatching fry and dumping them
in large numbers into the lakes and

streams, a proceeding as foolish as

turning 100 cows into a one acre lot

and expect them all to subsist on the

scant supply of food. It is small won

der that the fish become cannibals

and the big ones eat up the little ones.

But the credit for the advancement

made thus far is almost entirely due to
the Limnology Branch of the Entomol

ogical Department under Dr. Needham

and Mr. Embody with the aid of a few

personal workers.
The first thing that these workers

determined was the diet of the fish.

We may watch a cow eat hay, grass,
corn-fodder and a mixed grain ration

and know that these substances form

a large part of the diet of all cows but
we cannot watch a fish eat in the wild

state. It is necessary to catch the fish

and identify the contents of their

stomachs. This has been done so that

now the chief articles of diet of some of

the important varieties is known.

The species examined were found to

be almost entirely carnivorous. There

fore, the abundance of small aquatic
plants and vegetative organisms in the
shoal waters of our lakes and streams

is of little direct value as food for the

fish. However, the investigators
determined that the fish devours as

food certain aquatic animal organisms
which do use the small aquatic plants
as food. Here we have two important
discoveries. First, that the fish is a

carnivorous animal, second, that the

carnivorous fish feeds on the small

aquatic animal organisms which in

turn feed on the easily produced

supply of vegetable organisms.
The next step was to select from the

countless number of small aquatic
animal organisms those which were

most valuable as food for fish, which

reproduced in the largest numbers,

which matured rapidly, whose produc
tion was most continuous and which in

a measure could be domesticated.

After extensive searching and tireless

experimenting, from the countless

number of aquatic organisms a few

important kinds were sifted out among
which two kinds have been given

special attention as promising food for

fish. They are the freshwater shrimps
and the larvae of one of the mayflies.
Of the two the mayfly larva is the most

promising. The single adult mayfly

lays about 1000 eggs at a time and a

complete generation matures in from
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The support and ap-

The Action preciation which the

of the students and alumni of

Students' the College would give

Association to Dean Bailey in his

efforts directed toward

the betterment of country life and in

his work of reorganization of the Col

lege of i\griculture, were manifested

by a set of resolutions unanimously

adopted by the Students' Association

at its annual meeting, February 21,

191 2. The resolutions are as follows:

"Whereas, agricultural education is

growing rapidly through many agen

cies, the effectiveness of which we

think can be increased by the coopera

tion of former students of the College

ofAgriculture ;

"And whereas the development of

agricultural education in this country

has had the faithful service, impartial

counsel, and unequaled leadership of

that foremost agricultural educator,

our own Director Bailey;
"And whereas Director Bailey has

stated that he will remain without

reservation to help work out the new

administrative plans for the College

and the educational policies that

necessarily are to establish themselves

on these plans, and that he wishes that

the Agricultural Council, Faculty,

Alumni, and others might determine

when such plans are in effective opera

tion.

"Beit resolved,

"First, that we, the former students

of the New York State College of Agri

culture, individually and collectively

will aid the extension of agricultural

education by furthering the introduc

tion of agriculture into rural schools

and high schools, and by aiding in the

establishment of extension schools,

cooperative experiments, and farm

demonstrations .

"Second, that we pledge to Director

Bailey our earnest cooperation in the

solution of these educational and

administrative problems.

"Third, that this progress can be

best effected by the gradual organiza
tion of local or county units.

"Fourth, that a committee of

twenty-five, with power, representa

tive of the United States as to location

and the College as to course, and class,

be appointed by the President of this

Association with the approval of the

Executive Committee, whose duty it

shall be to cooperate with Director

Bailey in the development of the Col

lege of Agriculture and in the promo

tion of agricultural education.

"Fifth, that we commend the plan

proposed by Director Bailey for the

administration of the College of Agri

culture, and that we express to the

Trustees of Cornell Lmiversity our

gratification at their unanimous adop
tion of the plan.

"Sixth, that this action be trans-
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mitted to the President of the Univer

sity, to the Director of the College, to

the Trustees, to the former students of

the College of Agriculture, and to the

press."
This hearty response to the call for

unified action and unselfish coopera

tion in directing the dissemination of

agricultural education is most gratify

ing. It means that the members of

the Students' Association, the present

and former students of the College,

have pledged themselves to unite

under the leadership of Dean Bailey in

order that the spread of agricultural

information may be more rapid and

certain. With such a force at work,

we see bright prospects for the educa

tion of the farmer of to-morrow.

It is a strange fact,

« .. .. that, although the
Cooperation

'

.

&

American farmer as a

class represents a

larger monied interest than any other

class of the people in the United

States, yet they are, except in a few

rare instances, unable to control the

prices on either their productive or

their consumptive goods. The reason

for this, is that to a large extent the

farmer acts almost entirely as an

individual, whereas the urban popula

tion represent a high type of organiza

tion and act as a class.

It is even harder to understand why

the American Farmers have not organ

ized when we have such splendid

examples of successful cooperation

among the farmers of Europe in the

cooperative societies and the coopera

tive banks, especially in Germany and

Denmark.

The comparatively few examples of

cooperation in this country have for the

most part been successful and we hope

will start the movement going. Most

of these societies are in the West, and

we wonder how much longer the

farmer of the Eastmust ask when sell

ing his products: "What will you

give?" and with equal dependence have

to ask in buying : "How much do you

ask?"

We were specially fortunate in

securing for our readers several articles

for this number which touch on organi
zation and cooperation.

For a long time there

The has been a crying need

Student for a student lounging

Room room in the College of

Agriculture like the

ones in Goldwin Smith and Sibley.

The Student Association needed a

place to hang its athletic banners and

pictures while the men needed a place

where they could spend the time

between their classes.

This need was first supplied by the

seminar room across the hall from the

library. As this room was never large

enough a larger room was asked for.

Until the beginning of this year, there

has been no available place. This

year, however, Dean Bailey offered the

basement laboratory of the pomology

department. He also offered to fit it

out according to plans submitted by

the Association.

A committee was given the work of

forming plans and carrying them out.

Benches were placed around the walls,

two large tables and a good supply of

chairs were furnished, and the trophies

moved into the room.

At the winter election of officers for

the Association a vote was taken on

the question of smoking in the new

quarters. The students came out with

a large majority against smoking.
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Now there is abundant room for all

who wish to study, read, or rest

between classes. The room is also an

ideal place for the athletic trophies and

pictures. Class and club meetings are

being held in the room and there is

movement on foot to have some get-

together meetings there in the near

future.

B. H. Austin, '12

A record crowd of in-

Farmers' terested visitors gath-

Week ered at the College of

Agriculture to attend

the fifth annual Farmers' Week, Feb.

19 to 24, and the capacity of the

college was taxed to the utmost to

accommodate the guests. The con

gestion in the main building was

increased by the condemnation of the

Animal Husbandry Building which

was declared unsafe on account of the

condition of the roof.

The program of the week was so

arranged that a definite and connected

line of work could be followed through
out the week, such as lectures and

demonstrations on dairying, poultry

raising, fruit growing, farm crops, and

the like; or a man might devote his

attention throughout the entire week

to the economic, social and educational

questions of rural life. There were

over 300 lectures, fifteen exhibits and

fifteen conferences, allowing a wide

range of choice for visitors.

The program of conference and con

ventions held during the week was as

follows : The New York State Drain

age association (Monday, Tuesday) ;

Homemakers' conference (throughout
the week) ; Poultry institute (Tuesday-
Friday) ; Rural Church conference

(Tuesday) ; Students' association of

the New York State College of

Agriculture (Wednesday); New York

State Vegetable Growers' association

(Tuesday-Thursday) ; NewYork State

Plant Breeders' association (Wednes

day); Winter Dairy Students' asso

ciation (Tuesday); Rural Bankers

conference (Friday); Rural Editors'

conference (Wednesday); Experimen

ters' league (Thursday) ; and Rural

School Education conference (through
out the week).

Another feature of the week were

the exhibits arranged by the various

departments. Among these were The

Animal Husbandry exhibit; the exhi

bit of Dairy Industry showing bacteria

and their relation to clean milk; the

Farm Mechanics exhibit of water

systems, lighting plants, spray ma

chinery, and gasoline engines; an

exhibit of the home economics depart
ment including charts and labor-saving
devices; an extensive exhibit showing
the improvements of plants by the

plant-breeding department ; demon

strations and exhibits of plant diseases

and insect pests; demonstrations and

exhibits relating to floriculture and

vegetable culture; an educational

exhibit of poultry house appliances,
with charts and photographs showing
the results of recent investigations;
exhibits showing the forms of lime,
fertilizermaterials, drainage and irriga- -

tion systems; exhibit of students'

work of the department of Rural Art
and drawing.

Monday, March 18,
Parcels 19 12, is being broadly
P°st heralded as Farmers'

Parcels Post Letter

Day. On this date all the farmers are

requested to write to their members

of Congress stating their demand for

parcels post. Let every reader of the

Countryman write such a letter and

try to persuade your neighbor to

write also.
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CAMPUS NOTES

Calendar

Mon., Mar. 11

Tues., Mar.

Mon., Mar.

12,

18,

Mon., Mar.

Mon., April

Wed., April
Tues., April

25-

1,

3-

9,

Round-Up Club.

Lazy Club.
Association Meeting.
Round-Up Club.

Lazy Club.

Sophomore Ag. Class

Meeting.
Round-Up Club.

Lazy Club.

Round-Up Club.

Lazy Club.

SpringRecess Begins.
InstructionResumed .

The regular February Assembly was
held on Thursday evening, Feb. 15,

After the regular opening by singing
the "Alma Mater," musical selections

by the Glee Clubs were enjoyed. A

powerful and inspiring address by
Dean Bailey followed. He discussed

the relation of the individual to the

world at large, bringing out the fact

that the individual must place himself
in the right attitude with regard to his

fellow men if he is to reach the utmost

usefulness. The Dean read a portion
of Robert Louis Stevenson's "Will o'

the Mill," to illustrate the effect of

an over-segregated life. The evening
was closed with the singing of the

"Evening Song," after which all re

mained to join in the usual social hour.

* * *

At the fourteenth annual banquet

of the Cornell Club of New England at

Boston, Feb. 10, Dean Bailey, the

guest of honor, spoke of the Univer

sity's future. Byron Satterlee Hul-

burt, of Harvard, paid a high tribute

to Cornell and Dean Bailey, for the

Cambridge institution. Coach John
F. Moakley and the track squad were

also present and carried greetings from
Ithaca.

sj« % sj«

Samuel Campbell was one of the

first trustees of Cornell University, a

friend of Ezra Cornell, and together
with Mr. Walcott owned at one time

the greatest herd of Shorthorn Cattle

in the country, the New York Mills

Herd. This herd sold at auction

September 10, 1873. One cow, the

Eighth Duchess of Geneva brought
$40,600, which was a record price at

that time for an animal of any descrip
tion.

Mrs. Jane Coventry, a daughter of
Samuel Campbell, has presented to

the College of Agriculture through her

son,Mr. Sinclair Coventry, amember of
theWinter Course, two very interesting
and valuable historical pamphlets.
One is a catalogue of the New York

Mills Herd, March 1, 1873, and the

other is a sale catalogue containing the
prices and names of purchasers at the
New York Mills Auction. Besides

these, she has presented a beautifully
framed collection of medals won by the
herd at the New York State fair. The

College and especially the Department
of Animal Husbandry appreciates the
fact that the Campbell family has

placed them here.
* * *

Miss Mary A. Fitch, graduate stu

dent in plant physiology and entomol

ogy during 1909-10, has returned to
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continue her work for the doctorate.

Miss Fitch is now assistant plant

pathologist at Purdue University.
* * *

Professor Fippin of the Department
of Agronomy, on Feb. 7, lectured at

Columbia University, on "Practical

Farm Drainage." This lecture was

one of a series of sixteen lectures, given
on Wednesday afternoons by some of

the most learned men of the country.

* * *

The Juniors held a smoker in Barnes

Hall on the evening of February 16th.

This is the first time that the Ag.

Juniors have ever held such a function

and in spite of the fact that aWrestling
Meet and a Masque performance were

being held the same evening, the affair
was so successful that such a get-toge
ther bids fair to become an annual

event. The committee in charge de

serves much credit for the excellent

program which they prepared. Prof.

Mannwas the table toastmaster ; stunts

were given by Messrs. Horner, Whit

ney, Rothstein, Genung and Van

Hoesan and Profs. Mulford, Gilbert

and Whetzel entertained with talks

and stories.
* * *

The Poultry Department has been

very active in extension work during
the last month. Professors Rice,
Trask, Hurd, Krum, Rogers, and

others have given numerous stage
exhibits and speeches all over the

state. Great interest was shown in

these meetings.

Mr. H. J. Sconce, a corn breeder

from Illinois, visited the Department
of Plant Breeding during February and

gave a talk before the Synopsis Club

on the 8th of the month.

* * *

Synapsis held its one-hundredth

meeting on the evening of February 14.
The meeting was held at the home of

Dr. Webber and the occasion duly
celebrated by an appropriate program.

* * *

Professor Fippin recently wrote an

article on "The Agriculture of New

York State," whichwas printed in the

March number of the Journal oj

Geology, published at Madison, Wis.

* * *

The Department of Farm Mechanics

recently received a large amount of

new equipment, a considerable part of

which deals with different kinds of

water supply systems.

>JC 5|C 2fi

Mr. OliverWilson, of Peoria, Master

of the National Grange, addressed

local grangers and undergraduates of

the College of Agriculture, Feb. 9.

Mr. Leighty of the Department of

Plant-Breeding attended the Farmers'

Institute recently held at the Lincoln-

dale Agricultural School.

* * *

Dr. Gilbert gave several lectures in

the Institute School Series during
February.

J. K. Wilson is dividing his time

between soil technology and plant

physiology.

R. E. Deuel, '11, instructor in Ani

mal Husbandry, is in charge of the

operation of two new vacuum milking
machines which were installed recently
in the Agricultural Barns. One o

these machines will milk two cows at

the same time and in about one quarter
of the usual time required.

* * *

Professor Fippin in connection with

the Western Pennsylvania Farmers'

Week of the State College of Agricul
ture, on March 4th and 5th, lectured
on Soil Moisture and Drainage, at

Greenville, Pennsylvania.

* * *

Dr. Gilbert spent the first week of

February giving talks at Farmers'

Institutes on Long Island, speaking at

Northport, Bridgehampton, Riverhead
and Southhold. He also gave talks at

meetings of the rural teachers of

Suffolk County under the auspices of

the State Department of Education.
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The department of bacteriology of

the State Experiment Station (Geneva)
is now represented at Cornell by two

experienced investigators, registered
in the Graduate School. M. J.
Prucha, fellow in plant physiology, is

conducting important investigations
relating to the nitrogen-fixing bacteria

of legumes.

The Ag. basketball team closed the

season by defeating C. E., on Saturday,

Feb. 17. This left the team in the

third place for the inter-college basket
ball series. The line-up was as follows :

E. A. Brown, right forward; M. E.

Maxon, left forward; N. D. Steve,

centre; D. D. Ward, (capt.) right
guard; R. F. Steve, left guard; sub

stitutes, T. M. Gray, C. G. Crittenden,
J. A. Webb; manager, W. De S. Wil

son. The team met Feb. 18, and

elected the following officers for the

year, 1912-13: Captain, N. D. Steve;
manager, J. S. Clark.

BASKET BALL TEAM, 1911-12.

W. De S. Wilson, Mgr.,

R. F. Steve

M. E. Maxon

Pii'j to by Robinson

C. G. Crittenden C. S. Wright, Coach

D. D. Ward, Capt. E. E. Brown

N. D. Steve



FORMER STUDENTS

MAURICE CHASE BURRITT.

'08, B. S. A.; '10, M. S. A.

Maurice Chase Burritt was born and

reared on a farm at Hilton, Monroe

County, New York. He received his

early education at the Hilton High
School, and at Genesee Wesleyan

Seminary at Lima, graduating from

the latter institution in 1902. He

early determined to seek an agricul
tural education at Cornell, but owing
to' the death of his father when he was

quite young, the management of the

home farm devolved on him. After

his graduation from preparatory school

therefore, he spent two years re

organizing the farm, getting it into

profitable enough operation to provide
for his college education.

Entering Cornell in 1904, he grad
uated in 1908. While in college he

was connected with many student

activities, being a member of Hebs-Sa,
President of the Agricultural Associa
tion one term, and Alumni Editor of

The Cornell Countryman in his

senior year. He was also a student

assistant in "Farm Crops" during his

last term, and is the author of Cornell

Bulletin 271, "The Incomes of 178
New York Farms."

After graduation he assisted in mak

ing an*,Orchard Survey of Monroe

County.' On September, 1908, he

entered the Office of Farm Manage

ment, in the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture as a Scientific

Assistant in Farm Management. For

three years he was engaged in "dis

trict" field work mostly in New York

and the New England States, being

promoted to Assistant Agriculturalist
in 1 910. He has written several bulle

tins, two of which "Agricultural Condi

tions in Southern New York," and "A

Successful New York Farm," are

published, the others not yet being in

print.
During the winters of 1909-10 and

1910-11, Mr. Burritt taught the Short

Course in "Commercial Fruit Grow

ing" at Cornell.

In October, 191 1, Mr. Burritt re

signed from the Department to become

editor of the New York Tribune

Farmer at New York City in which

work he is now engaged.
He has just completed a book on

"The Farm Apple Orchard" which

will soon be issued by the Outing

Publishing Company.
Mr. Burritt still owns the home

farm, "Beechwood" which he operates
at long range through a manager and

in which he is very much interested.

He has always looked forward to

returning to it but so far the induce

ments of a larger field of usefulness

have not permitted this, although he

has not abandoned the hope of some

day settling down there with the

orchards he is developing.
On August 9, 191 1, he was married

to Estella May Buell of Bergen, N. Y.

'94, B. S. A.
—

Raymond A. Pearson,

who resigned the office of Commis

sioner of Agriculture of the State of

New York, last week said in his letter

to Governor Dix: "For a long time I

have wished to make a study of certain

agricultural conditions in Europe, and

I have decided to undertake this study
at an early date." In accepting the

resignation, the Governor commended
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Mr. Pearson for the service he had

rendered the State since his appoint
ment in April, 1908, and for his

determination to take up the study of

agricultural conditions abroad.

'oo, Ph.D.—Dr. Judson F. Clark

and Pery Lyford, '06, B.S.A., are now

associated in the lumber business in

Vancouver, British Columbia. They

also have an eastern office at Montreal.

'02, B.S.A.—L. H. Moulton, who

formerly has been on a farm near

Cuba, N. Y., has accepted a position
as Superintendent of the College
Farms.

'03, W.A.—Hubert D. Gage, of

South Berlin, N. Y., is in charge of

Governor Dix's farm near Albany.

'04, F.E.
—Louis Margolis who has

been in the United States Forestry

Service, is now Forest Cruiser with the

firm of Clark & Lyford. He is

located at Montreal, Canada.

'04, W.A.—C. E. Holloway has

resigned his position as superintendent
of the Pencoyd Farm, Bala, Pa., and

will start in farming for himself. His

address is R. D. No. 3, Morristown,

Pa.

'05, M.S.A.—C. I. Lewis is chief of

the division of horticulture at the

Oregon Agricultural College and Ex

perimental Station.

'05, B.S.A.—Robert Dunlop has

purchased a farm at Wyebrook, Ches

ter Co., Pa., on which he will put into

practice the up-to-date methods he

learned while in college.

'06, B.S.A.—F. E. Peck writes from

Chattanooga, Tenn., that he has been

acting as bacteriologist and chemist

for the Hill Dairy Co., located there.

After leaving college Mr. Peck taught
two years at the Mt. Hermon School,

Mass. The two years following he

had charge of the certified milk plant
of the Fairchild Dairy Co., at Mont

clair, N. J. He gave up this position
to go to Chattanooga, where he has

been working in a well-equipped com

mercial plant. Mr. Peck has recently

contributed articles on dairying to

some of the leading agricultural papers.

He is also a weekly contributor to one

of the local papers. His address is

1 1 17 E. 8th Street, Chattanooga, Tenn.

'07, B.S.A.; '08, M.S.A.—N. H.

Grubb is in the Forestry Service of the

United States Department of Agricul
ture. His address is 1939 Biltmore

Street, Washington, D. C.

'07, Sp.
—

Henry Jennings is a soil

scientist with the United States De

partment of Agriculture and at present
is located in Gwinnett County, Georgia

'08, M.S.A. ; '09, Ph.D.—J. O.

Morgan, formerly professor of agron

omy at the Mississippi Agricultural
and Mechanical College, has assumed

the duties of professor of agronomy

at the Texas Agricultural and Me

chanical College, College Station, Tex.

'09, B.S.A.
—Rolla C. Lawry, mana

ger of the Yesterlaid Egg Company,

Pacific, Mo., has recently been married

to Miss Estelle Irene Campbell of that

place.

'09, B.S.A.—S. F. Willard, Jr., is

with Vaughn's Seed Store, Western

Springs, 111.

'10, B.S.A.
—C. C. Vincent who was

Assistant in Horticulture in the Idaho

Agricultural College has accepted a

position in Clemson College, South

Carolina.

'10, B. S. A.—F. B. Kelley will go to

Clifton Springs, N. Y., on March 15th,

to manage a farm recently acquired

by his employers, the Jackson & Per

kins Company, wholesale nurserymen.

'10, W. A.—Carl J. Taber is fore

man of the Otsego County Farm at

Phoenix Mills, N. Y.

'10, W. P.—Ford W. Arnold is

building up a poultry farm in Otsego

County, at West Oneonta, N. Y.

'11, Ph.D.—George Bouyoucos is

now connected with the Soils Depart

ment at the Michigan Agricultural

College.

'11, Ph.D.—F. K. Harris is now

Professor of Agronomy at the Utah

Agricultural College.
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'ii, B.S.A.—T. E. Elder was re

cently a visitor at the college. Mr.

Elder is at the head of the agricultural
department of the Mt. Hermon Pre

paratory School, atMt. Hermon, Mass.

'ii, B.S.A.—Joseph Retick is en

gaged in fruit growing at the Royal
Ridge Farm, Front Royal, Virginia.
Roy B. Holbrook, 'io, and Lawrence

Swan, 'i i, are in partnership with him.
"All Cornellians welcome."

'ii, W.A.—Henry D. Knight is

spending the winter at Palm Beach,
Fla., where he is engaged in packing
and shipping citrus fruits.

'12, Ph.D.—John Turlington is now

Assistant Agronomist at the Georgia
Agricultural College.

'12, B.S.A.—Lester A. Polhemus

was married to Miss Jessamine War

wick at Brockport, N. Y., on February
6th. He has accepted a position as

manager of the Northfield Farm,
East Northfield, Mass.

'12, B.S.A.—S. N. Stimson recently
accepted a position as farm manager

on C. G. A. Whitney's farm, near

Albany, N. Y.

'12, Sp. Ex.
—D. E. Smith, who had

to leave college during the middle of

last term on account of poor health is

at present at Saranac Lake, N. Y.

His many friends here wish him a

speedy recovery.

'12, Sp.
—R. T. Leader is employed

by Charles T. Stout on a 300 acre farm
in Connecticut devoted to fruit and

stock raising.
'12, W. H.—Ellwood Douglass has a

position on a fruit farm owned by Geo.

C. Hubbard, at Red Hook, N. Y.

'12, W.A.—Alexander B. Borgeson
has accepted a position with the Atlas
Portland Cement Co. He will be in

charge of between 5,000 and 6,000
acres in New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania and Missouri. He is

located at North Hampton, Pa.
5j» >fi 5fC

We should like to publish a note Jor
each former student at least once each

year. We cannot do this without your

cooperation. Will YOU give it?

POSITIONS
[Below are given a jew available positions which have come to the College.

For further information address Prof. J. L. Stone at this College.}
Farm of 116 acres in Dutchess Co., sized farm in Chenango Co. Chiefly

N. Y., devoted chiefly to dairying, dairying. Cottage, fowl and milk sup-
Farm furnished with stock and ma- plies.
chinery, also a silo. Will rent

shares or pay a small salary.

on

Moderate sized farm in Connecticut
devoted to dairying, vegetable, and
flower gardening (greenhouse). Mar
ried man wanted.

Dairy farm of 130 acres, 26 miles
from Buffalo, for rent on shares. Silo,
ice-house. A married man required.

* * *

Country place of 125 acres in

Connecticut, 35 miles from New York

City. Requires a married man 25 to

40 years old experienced in poultry,
cattle, fruit, vegetables, flowers, and
lawns. Small greenhouse for starting
plants.

* * *

A working foreman for a moderate

A Pottsville, Pa., gentleman desires

a man to work a 40 acre farm and

manage a tract of mountain land of

some 1200 acres on which it is desired

to keep goats for milk for hospitals.
About 225 goats are now on the place.
Single or married. Man must have

had some experience with goats.
* * *

Farmer for Home for Children near

Philadelphia, Pa. Wife to act as

matron. Sixty-eight acres of good
land. Inmates 60 children and nine

old men. Start at $900 per year with
advance of $100 per year "for three

years. Furnished rooms and board.
* * *

Farm for rent on shares, three miles
from Canandaigua, N. Y., on trolley
line. Adapted to milk business.



GENERAL AGRICULTURAL NEWS

The Fertilizer Resources of the

United States

The United States possesses the

largest phosphate fields in the world

and not only supplies all that is re

quired for home consumption but also

exports large quantities to foreign
countries. All of the potash, however,

required for our fertilizers is imported
from Germany, the annual importation
being about $15,000,000.

Germany has shown a disposition to
limit the amount sent to this country
and as the use of fertilizers is increasing
rapidly, the need for a home supply
becomes every year more apparent.
The Department of Agriculture has

been investigating the possible sources
of potash in this country and now

reports this country should shortly not

only be able to supply its own needs of

potash salts, but even possibly export
to foreign markets. A new industry
will be established and if the by-pro
ducts are wisely used many millions

per annum should be added to the

wealth of this country.
The Department experts have

covered a wide range in their investiga
tion. Some of the desert basins were

examined ; brines and mother liquors
from salt wells were tested and experi
ments were carried on with the object
of extracting potash from silicate rocks

and. minerals, such as alunite, which

contain it. The work is still under

way and potash in limited amounts

undoubtedly will be derived from some

of these sources. Up to the present,
none of inorganic sources give promise
of satisfying the country's needs.
But in the giant kelps of the Pacific

Coast a satisfactory source of potash
has been found. The kelp groves

along less than one-fourth of the coast

line have been mapped and yet these

should yield from two to three times as

much potash as the present importa
tions. These sea weeds are able to

extract, by selective absorption, the

potash salts from the sea water and on

drying, these salts are very largely
exuded on the surface. The dried

plants contain from 25 to 35 per cent.

of their weight of potassium chloride

and the latter can very readily be

extracted. The kelps also contain

iodine andmany other by-products can
be obtained from them. It is possible
that these by-products will more than

pay the manufacturing expenses, leav

ing the potassium chloride free from

cost. The Japanese have already
shown considerable ingenuity in work

ing up these by-products. Not only
do they use some of the waste material
for cattle food but the Japanese them
selves use it as staple article of diet.

Glue, shellac, paper and other useful

by-products can also be obtained from

this source.

Some of the Pacific groves are five

miles long and two miles wide, and the

growth in these groves is exceedingly
dense. These plants reach a length of

100 feet or more and grow in strong

tideways where they are exposed to the

full force of the open sea. All of the

groves are within the three mile limit

and should be easily harvested. If

properly harvested and protected these

groves will yield an annual harvest

indefinitely; it is even possible that in

some cases two such harvests may be

obtained. On a conservative basis

upward of a million tons of potassium
chloride worth nearly $40,000,000
should be obtained each year. No

estimate can be given at the present

time of the value of the by-products.

Desiccated Potatoes

The drying of potatoes is an indus

try that has reached a high state of

development in Germany, which coun

try grows one-third of the world's

potato crop. Germany has potato

drying plants with a combined yearly

capacity of nearly twenty-five million

bushels of potatoes. The two general
methods of manufacture are known as

the roll system and the drum system.

In the roll system the potatoes are

steamed until softened, and then

passed between large revolving cylin

ders which are heated by steam. The
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potato forms on the roll in a layer,

which dries and is scraped off during

the revolution of the roll. This pro

duct has the appearance of one of our

breakfast foods known as "corn flakes"

and is used as general substitute for the

fresh potato in the household, in addi

tion to being ground to a flour and

mixed with other flours for bread

making and in the making of cereal

foods.

The drum system makes a product
at about half the manufacturing cost

of the roll system, and is used for all

purposes other than human food. It

consists essentially, of an iron shell

about two and one-half feet in diameter

and eight times this length. Through
this a heavy current of air is drawn by
means of a fan, and the fire gases from

a stove feed directly into it, the mixture

of heated and cold air being such as to

make a temperature of about 60

degrees F. at the entrance. From a

cutting machine, chipped potatoes are

conveyed to the slowly revolving drum
which is provided with an interior

construction that gives the potatoes
the maximum exposure to the drying
action of the hot air. The drying
operation must be done on rather a

large scale, as small drums are not

nearly so efficient in proportion to size.

Four tons of potatoes yield one ton of

dried product. In Germany, most of
the product is used for domestic ani

mals, having about the equivalent
value of corn for farm stock. The

product, being partially cooked, is

most suitable for the manufacture of

starch. One of the large manufact

urers of machinery, is now trying out

a process for making a material that

will be suitable for making into finish

starch .

It appears that this industry may be
applicable to the United States, es

pecially where the question of freight
is one of importance for, as, seen aboye,
the weight of product is reduced to

one-fourth. It should enable our

Western States to utilize the advan

tages they have for potato growing,
both as a money crop and as a culti

vated crop in the rotation to prepare

land for wheat and other grains.

Furthermore, the machines could be

used for drying sugar beet pulp, beet

leaves, and other similar products, as it

is in this way the German beet sugar

factories conserve their pulp, mixing it

with a small quantity of molasses for

stock feed, a part of which is exported

to the United States.
* * *

A Parcels Post

It is an established fact that a

special parcels post arrangement with

our government enables the people of

New Zealand to buy articles in the

United States and have them delivered

to their homes by mail cheaper than

we can obtain the same goods from

near-by cities by mail. New Zealand

has a parcels post ; the same is true of

several other foreign countries. In

other words, the American citizens are

supporting a governmental department
that is doing a large parcels post busi
ness benefitting only the people out

side of the United States. We have

learned, moreover, that under the

supervision of the present postmaster-

general the economical and efficient

administration of the affairs of his

department has turned an annual

deficit of $17,000,000 into a surplus of

several hundred thousand dollars. We

know, too, that the officials of the Post
Office Department are struggling over

a problem, namely, how to use to the

best advantage the extra room at the

disposal of nearly all the mail carriers

in the United States. And yet, the

people of the United States cannot

have a parcels post. Why? There

are four reasons : the Adams Express
Company, the Wells Fargo Express
Company, the American Express Com

pany, and the United States Express
Company. Surely, the criminal pro
secution of these companies about to
be begun by the Interstate Commerce

Commission because of their practice
of overcharging the public ought to

prepare the way at least for the

establishment of a parcels post in the

United States.
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IHCWAGONS HAVE STOOD THE TEST

J^~ OFAU LOADS AND ROADS FORYEARS

THE
real proof of the strength, durability, and value of I H C wagons

is what they have done and are now doing for thousands of farmers

throughout the country. Light loads and heavy loads have been carried

by I H C wagons, over good roads and bad roads, for so many years that

there is hardly a farmer who is not familiar with the high quality that these

names on wagons represent
—

Weber

New Bettendorf

Columbus

Steel King
The reputation gained by these wagons is not due to any one particular

feature, but to the all-round perfection and superiority of the principle,
the materials, and the workmanship used in their construction.

WEBER wagons have been the leaders for 66 years. All the wood is

carefully selected and straight grained. It is air-dried for at least two years
—

so that the sap is retained, giving the wood wonderful stamina. Hickory is

used for axles, singletrees, doubletrees, and neckyokes. Oak is used for

hubs, hounds, bolsters, reaches, and sandboards. Oak and hickory are

used for spokes.
COLUMBUS WAGONS are made to stand hard service. Boxes and

wheels are first-class. Boxes are equipped with the only binders which hold

the sections together and do not split the sides. The combination oak and

angle iron hound is always appreciated.

NEW BETTENDORF—A steel gear wagon of standard quality with carry

ing capacity unexcelled. The only gear having an axle with a removable

malleable sleeve which can be replaced when worn.

STEEL KING has the only perfect adjustable stake; hollow steel axles and

bolsters made to resemble the old wood type; skeins are cast and can easily be

replaced; wheels are "A" grade; wagon box of best quality and construction.

Don't buy any wagon until you see the IHC local dealer. If you prefer,

write direct for the catalogues you are most interested in.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA

CHICAGO (Incorporated) USA

IHC Service Bureau

The purpose of this Bureau is to furnish

farmers with information on better farming". If

you have any worthy questions concerning: soils,

crops, pests, fertilizer, etc., write to the IHC

Service Bureau, and learn what our experts and

others have found out concerning" those subjects.

Tn writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Coentryman
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ITS UNIFORM STRENGTH

GUARANTEES RESULTS

Anyone can make lime-sulphur solution. The problem is to make it

the same every timz. This is essential, otherwise results are uncertain and

the value of the spray may be lost. That's why it pays to use

ELECTRO Lime-Sulphur
(CONCENTRATED) SOIUXIOn

It is always of uniform strength, therefore you KNOW what you are using. We guarantee it to test 32K to
Si Baume and to contain the maximum percentage of polysulphides of calcium (soluble sulphur). It meets all the
requirements of the National Insecticide and Fungicide Law and state laws on this subject.

Electro Dry Powdered Arsenate of Lead is the only arsenate of lead in amorphous
firml u A ^ t

■

*-«;<*u

(non-granular) form. Therefore STICKS

H"ffl whe? "sed *s

\dust- ,

:t 1S 100% stronger than other brands (32K to 33% arsenic oxide; and

™-tlJ %
for any foliage (contains less than K of 1% water-soluble arsenic). Mixes instantly with waterwithout caking. Send for comparative tests by Conn, and N. J. Agri. Exper. Stations.

"

Spraying w^ interest you. The most con-

•
r« iff

°ise and comprehensive free book
ltied on spraying ever issued. Where

shall we send your copy?

Simpl

The Vreeland Chemical Co., 37 Dey St., New York

e
^

fo^uour6aiV\j
UR New Catalog of Dairymen's Supplies
should be in the hands of every owner of

a cow. ft is filled from cover to cover—contains
*>7 pages

— with valuable information about
modern dairy apparatus and utensils

Jt „ , u

WR'TE FOR THIS FREE BOOK
It w,ll show you the latest models in butter churns and workers

suppl.es, endues, boilers, silos and everything in use on the
modern dairy farm at the lowest prices.

UP-TO-DATE EQUIPMENT ADDS TO DAIRY PROFITS

theeiti^oXCd'isT^tt^^^T^ K°Ur °^--tion covers

everywhere. Write us freeiy on1n«e^cc^^

movants t»^^ -of dairy plant and equip more

macWnes'or^f nf i™e
t0 eVery°ne who asks "for itmachines or line of dairying you are most interested in

In writing, please state what
Address~, _

i\
—

-~o. o,lclraicU ,„. Address

I Be Creamery Package Mfg. Company 6l w.Kinziest
v J ' Dep't 28 Chi

In writing to advertises pLase rrention The CornellCo^k^T
ca^o, 111.
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YOU NEED THIS PLOW!

THE EDDY, No. 400

REVERSIBLE SULKY PLOW

It makes no difference what plow you now have, you need this one. In

other plows you don't get EDDY QUALITY or Eddy features. You can

not do the same excellent work with other makes. To get the greatest plow

satisfaction you have to use an Eddy. Look at the illustration. See how

simple and strong this plow is. It is heavy enough for strength and light

enough for minimum draft. It is built to work year after year.

THE EDDY REVERSIBLE PLOW

The Eddy Reversible Plow does away with "dead'' and "ridge" furrows.

With it you turn all the furrows one way. By simply pressing the foot

lever the plow is lifted from the ground and locked up automatically.
The

driver controls the plow at all times with his feet, leaving his hands free to

handle his horses. The adjustment levers are easily reached and operated

from the seat. This plow is adapted to all conditions, and is unusually

easy and safe to use on r<mgh, hilly land. Its simplicity, endurance,

convenience and thorough wfirk make it a necessity for the best farmers.

Write today for new catalog 30. It contains information on plows you

should have. Send postal today.

W. EDDY PLOW CO.

GREENWICH, N. Y.

Jn writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell
Countryman
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A REAL

SANITARY CLEANER
No imitation of a sanitary cleaner in a dairy can

take the place of a real sanitary dairy cleaner. When it

comes to protecting the milk from its dangerous enemy,

bacteria, and to warding off contamination by odors and

germs, nothing can give the same assurance as a real

sanitary dairy cleaner.

has created a place for itself in every dairy, whether large
or small, for it is the only cleaner which is both sanitary
in composition and sanitary in its cleaning.

Each particle of Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner and

Cleanser is cleansing. You can depend upon it to clean

thoroughly without a trace of injury to the surface to

which it is applied. Nor will it leave a slight film of

grease or caustic as do soaps, soap powders, sal soda and

lye. It is sanitary in every respect.

You buy Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner and Clean

ser knowing that it has no substitutes. No other cleaner

Indian in circle will satisfy you after you have once

become used to the clean, wholesome

conditions, so easily attained with its

use.

You take the initial step, ask your

dealer for a sack or write your supply
house for a barrel; we will do our part

in every package by guaranteeing complete satisfaction.

THE J. B. FORD CO., Sole Manufacturer*

Wyandotte, Mich., U. S. A.

Cleaner has been awarded the highest prize wherever exhibited.

— - J

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Renovation of Old Orchards

Practical

Tree

Surgery

Pruning

Filling Cavities

with Cement

Chaining Defective
Crotches

Spraying and

Planting

Our speciality is to

renovate old run-down

orchards and put them

into good bearing con

dition. We plant young
orchards and contract to

care for old ones. Let

us convince you of our

scientific methods of

fixing old orchards. Our

men have thorough

knowledge of the prin

ciples underlying horticulture and long exper^V^tt^
wounded and diseased trees. Send for our bookie "PRACTICAL TREE

SURGERY" explaining our work. Write us, telling how many trees

general condition of orchard and we shall arrange to inspect your
orchard

and advise work needed. Why leave your orchard to deteriorate Put

it in our care and it will become the pride of your estate. Our chaiges

are reasonable.
Address the Nearest Office

TENNY-RAYCHEFF CO.

HILTON, N. Y. CORTLAND, N. Y.

SAVE AND PRESERVE YOUR OLD FRUIT TREES

One of the many Chained Trees in Dr. C D. Vernooy's orchard,

Cortland, N. Y. Cavity cemented and limbs chained,

well protected against decay and storms.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Count
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f I
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i

Williams Brothers

ITHACA, NEW YORK

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

WELL DRILLING

MACHINERY AND

TOOLS
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H. C CABLE
ART STORE

To visit the model store at the

campus gate will quickly convince you
that I have mastered the student
taste in the Photographic and Picture

Framing line.

BLACKMER BLOCK

405 College Ave. Ithaca Phone 180 X

ivi
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The A. I. Root Company
Medina - Ohio

"

Manufacturers of bee-keeper's supplies

and agricultural products for 41 years.11

Our line includes bee-hives and frames>

section honey-boxes, shipping cases, honey

and wax extractors, comb foundation

fasteners, bees, queens, complete outfits

for beginners, etc.
—in fact everything re

quired by the amateur or advanced bee

keeper.

We maintain branch offices and distrib

uting agencies in all parts of the United

States and in foreign countries and invite

correspondence from all interested in bee

keeping. Instructive booklets with copies

of our catalog and GLEANINGS IN

BEE CULTURE —a semi-monthly mag

azine—may be had upon request.

"

The Famous Airline Bee Products.'1

$

Now is the time to Order $

Raw Ground Lime 1

tin

tin
tin

tin

tin
tin
tin

tin
tin

tin

tin

tin

$
tin

tin

tin

tin

to

Quickly available. Will g
work nicely in grain drill. $j

tin

F. E. CONLEY STONE CO. %
tin

tin

tin
CZi '^t GT'J ifc^ 1^>J1^ I<^^ li^J !i> l^J Il>;^ C<>I C^j^H^ Til: iio 'i:1^ lOj 1^3 C^>; l^J tf^J I^>J

Utica, N. Y.

LIME
for the soil. Purest in the

State of New York, as shown
by Bulletin 325. No burn

ing of Man, Beast or Soil.
Can be applied with drill
and at any time. Analysis
guaranteed. Write for

prices, testing paper, infor

mation, etc.

The Caledonia Marl Co., Ca£d°nia'
ing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Count
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Genuine Thomas Phosphate Powder

(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

GROWS BIG RED APPLES AND OTHER FRUITS
Whv let the fruits of Oregon and California monopolize our best markets when fruit of EQUALLY FINE

APPEARANCE AND FAR BETTER QUALITY can be RAISED RIGHT HERE if you FEED YOUR TREES

AND FEED THEM PROPERLY ?

GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER
(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

Is an Alkaline Phosphate of High Availability. The Average of Nine Analyses at the Massachusetts Experi

ment Station shows the following: TOTAL PHOSPHORIC ACID, 17.73 per cent. AVAILABLE PHOSPHORIC

ACID 15.48 per cent. (By Wagner's Standard Method) See Bulletin 127, page 16. THOMAS PHOSPHATE

POWDER ALSO CONTAINS 35 to 50 per cent, of EFFECTIVE LIME, 15 to 17 per cent, of IRON and 3 to 6

per cent, of MANGANESE. All buyers should insist on having GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER

(Basic Slag Phosphate).
BEARING ON THE TAGS

THE "KEY AND TREE" TRADE MARK

Thus you can be sure to get the Genuine Unadulterated Article

(When writing for our booklet, "Up to-date Fruit Growing,"

pleate be sure to mention The Cornell Countryman.)

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,

SPECIAL IMPORTERS

Manufacturers of E. Frank Coe Fertilizer*

and Peruvian Brands.

(The Highest Grade Mixed Fertilizers on the

Market.)

51 Chambers Street,

NEW YORK CITY

(We distribute from New York, Boston, Mass.. Belfast, Me., Philadelphia, Pa., Baltimore, Md., Norfolk,

Va., Wilmington, N. C., Savannah, Ga., and Charleston, S. C.)

The Improved Simplex
Link Blade

Cream Separator

LIGHTEST RUNNING

LARGEST CAPACITIES

CLOSEST SKIMMING

The Only Practical Large

Capacity Separators

Has more exclusive patented features of

merit than all others—Has all the desirable

points that can be put into a cream separator.

500 lbs., $75.00 900 lbs., $90.00

700 lbs., 80.00 1100 lbs., 100.00

D. H. BURRELL & CO.
LITTLE FALLS, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Creamery, Dairy and Cheese Factory Apparatus

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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?**********************#*###

Men who Live in the Open

Appreciate the Best in

Nature.

Men who Wear the

Quality Shop Clothes

*
*
rjfci

%
*

Appreciate the Best in $

Tailoring.

E. B. BAXTER,

150 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

*

lift?

*

ip

****************************

I ROTHSCHILD BROS.

"Student Supplies"
for rooms

Decorations and Necessaries

Carpets, Rugs, Bedding,
Sofa Pillows, Banners,
Desk furnishings, Lamps,
Steins, Curtains, Books,
Waste Paper Baskets

,
Men's Wear*

*

ONE PRICE TO ALL

*

****************************

I Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, Ho- *

* siery, Underwear, Sweaters. *
* *

* *

* *

* Rothschild Bros. |
* *

| "The Store of the City
" *

* *

#***************************

Ithaca Phone 76x

The Palace Laundry
323 and 325 Eddy Street

F. C. Barnard, Prop.

Ithaca Cleaning and

Dyeing Works
Where Old and Soiled Clothing is Made to

Look Like New.

No Pressing Machines Used.

Main Office, 409 West State Street

J. C. Durfey Branch, 316 1-2 College Ave.

HOME LIFE INSURANCE CO. of NEW YORK

Stevens & Morgan, General Agents
For Central and Southern New York 220 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

Students !

Come to the

Students' Inn
319 EDDY

For Everything

Good to Eat

THOMAS J. LARKIN

EAST HILL

CASH GROCER

406 Eddy St. BELL PHONE 471-J
ITHACA PHONE 585

New students are invited to call on us be

fore deciding on a place to trade.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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IT CLEANS CLEAN ALWAYS

NEW PROCESS DRY-CLEANING

Is Sanitary and Good

for the Clothes : :

Modern Dry-Cleaning and PressingWorks

103 Dryden Road W. F. FLETCHER CO., Inc.

Colored Kid Gloves Cleaned

in a Satisfactory Manner

The L. J. Carpenter Tailor Shop

Sanitary
Steam Presser

205 North Aurora Street

Cleaning, Pressing, Dyeing, Repairing, Etc.

Bell
'

Phone 567 Ithaca 'Phone 420-x

PoMoson's Photograph Shop
214 East State Street

Photographer for the Senior Glass

THE TOMPKINS COUNTY NATIONAL BANK

135-137 E. State St. established 1836

Capital $100,000 Surplus and Undivided Profits $150,000

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

White & Burdick Co.
The oldest and largest
Drug Store in the City

Supplies forAgricultural Students

a Specialty

In writing to advertisers please mention Thb Cornell Countryman
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Pictures Picture Framing

SMITH'S, 315 EAST STATE STREET

When wanting

QUALITY, SERVICE AND CLEANLINESS

go to

WANZER & HOWELL, The Grocers

PICTURES PICTURE FRAMES

STUDENTS', FURNITURE

Manufacturers of Special Furniture forj

FRATERNITIES AND CLUB ROOMS

H. J. BOOL CO.
(Opposite Tompkins County Bank)

r

D. S. O'BRIEN

JMarkets
222 North Aurora Street

430 North Cayuga Street

DEALER IN

I Fresh, Salt and SmoKed Meats

I Poultry and Game in Season

I D. S. O'BRIEN

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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BOOK BINDERY
START RIGHT—Have your Countryman bound

We bind anything.

J. WILL TREES 113 N. Tiorfa St

BARNEY SEAMOIN
... HEADQUARTERS FOR ...

f)igb-6rade Clothes and Regal Shoes

146-148 E. STATE STREET

WE DO YOUR MENDING FREE

FOREST CITY LAUNDRY
E. M. MERRILL

PHONE 209 NORTH AURORA STREET

CUT FLOWERS, DECORATIVE

PLANTS, ETC.

THE BOOL

FLORAL CO.

215 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

PETER SCUSA
Modern Shoe Repairing

Have your old shoes made like new. d* 1

Best oak sole and heels, sewed . .
▼ 1

Work Guaranteed

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Cornell Library Building

Capital, Surplus and Profits $350,000.00

Oldest National Bank Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

PIANOS, MANDOLINS, GUITARS, BANJOS and VIOLINS

Rented or sold on Easy Payments. §>^ "Songs of Cornell." All the latest

music; Strings and supplies for all instruments at lowest prices

LENT'S MUSIC STORE - 122 N. Aurora Street

Victor Talking Machines, Records, etc.

"If you get it from us it's right"

BUTTRICK Sz PRAWLEY
One Price Clothiers and Furnishers

Offer unusual advantages to students. Our Clothing is manufactured for

us to conform to the requirements of the college man by the best

makers in the country, and is sold at bottom prices. Same price
to students and town people. Suits from $iq to $30. We make to

measure at-a saving of 30 per cent, to 50 per cent, over the exclusive tailor.

Hats, Gloves, Shirts, Sweaters, Hosiery, Underwear, Slickers

in fact everything in furnishings in keeping with our high standard of Clothing.

"If not we make it right
"

^

118 East State Street

In writing to advertisers, please mention The Cornell Countryman
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ALBERGER
The

Caterer

CATERS TO

Teas, Luncheons

Dances and Banquets

Out-of-town Entertainments a Specialty

523 E. State St. ITHACA, N. Y.

I BATES' |
8

~< 1
tin

L- tin
tin
tin

tin

tin

tin

PRESSING jg

Tailoring Shop
411 E. State St.

tin

&
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g CLEANING

& DYEING and REPAIRING

tin
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L. C. BEMENT

The Toggery Shops
Established 1888

Agents for Mark Cross

LEATHER GOODS

and GLOVES

for men and women

SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER g
X

Hatter, Hosier, Glover %

Cravatter g

Maker of Shirts that fit H
5
x

Down Town On the Hill X

142 E. State 404 Eddy St. g
DC

5£ (2) Shops (1) Factory

j^XXXXXXXXXSCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

THE ONLY PLACE WHERE YOU CAN GET REAL

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR 5c WE DO DEVELOP

ING AND PRINTING, PICTURE FRAMING AND

WATCHMAKING. j* J> & j* ^

CARR & STODDARD
MERCHANT TAILORS

OP-TO-DATE STYLES AND WORK SENECA AND AURORA, NEXT LENT'S MUSIC STORE

R. A. HEQQIB <& BRO. CO

Dealers in WATCHES, AND* FINE JEWELRY

136 East State Street

ITHACA, IV. V.

In writing to Advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Cor. Buffalo and Eddy

H. M. Spang & Co.

JMercbant
TJailors ..

New Stock Prices Right
Work Guaranteed

TRY

RICE'S SEEDS

Jerome B. Rice Seed Co.

Cambridge Valley Seed Gardens

CAMBRIDGE, N. Y.

SOLD BY MERCHANTS AND DEALERS

EVERYWHERE

SAFE SIDE!

You
needn't fear a visit from

the Sealer of Weights and

Measures if you use ....

THATCHER

MILK

BOTTLES

You won't give over-capacity

either, because they are accurate !

Send for our free book. It tells

exactly why Thatcher bottles add to

your profits.

THATCHER MFG. CO.

103 Market St. ELMIRA, N. Y.

Circular No. 7 of the Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, March.
1010, speaking of San Jose scale, says: "The Lime-Sulfur Wash,
either home-made or commercial, and the soluble oil sprays are the

most satisfactory remedies for this pest. The soluble oil sprays, either

home-made or commercial, are probably best for treating the apple,
because the oil spreads better on the downy twigs of the apple.''
"Scalecide" is the acknowledged leader of all soluble oils—the only one

containing distinct fungicidal properties; standing the test for the

past six years on all kinds of fruit trees. "Scalecide" has no substitute

There are other reasons. A postal request to Dept. A will bring you by return mail, free, our book, "Modern

Methods of Harvesting, Grading and Packing Apples," and new booklet, "SCALECIDE, the Tree-Saver."
If your dealer cannot supply you with "SCALECIDE" we will deliver it to any R. R. Station in the United

States east of the Mississippi and north of the Ohio Rivers on receipt of the price; 50-gal. bbls., $25.00;
30-gal. bbls., $16.00; 10-gal. cans, $6.75; 5-gal. cans, $3-75- Address, B. G. PRATT CO., 50 Church

Street, New York Citv.

FUNGICIDAL

PROPERTIES

The Modern Method Laundry
JOHN REAMER, Prop.

Tie Cornell Hniversity Brooder Gasoline Heater
IS MADE BY

TREMAN, KING 8c COMPANY, # ITHACA, NEW YORK

In writing to advertisers please mention Thb Cornell Countryman.
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A postal card request will bring you a copy

of our list of some hundreds of

Practical Agricultural Books

compiled from our lists of regular and recommended

books as used at the N. Y. State Agricultural

College here at Cornell ::::•'•' : :

The Corner Bookstores

ITHACA, N. Y.

| SUN = RAY 1

£ THE WORLD'S PUREST WATER |
and x

x

X

jg GINGER ALE g
x 0

FOR SALE AT g

THE ITHACA HOTEL AND CAFES |
x

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXITvXXXXXaXXXXXXXXXX

POULTRY
Eggs from constitutionally strong stock for sale of the following

varieties: White Leghorn, Barred Plymouth Rock, Rhode Island Red,

Brown Leghorn, Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Toulouse Geese; Pekin, Rouen,

Indian Runner and domesticated Wild Mallard Ducks.

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY
New York State College of Agriculture

ITHACA, N.Y.
'

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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| Apple Seedlings
Both American and French

Grown, Straight or Branched

Roots, all grades. Order now.

Apple Grafts

Piece or Whole Roots. Long
list of varieties. Ask for

prices.

Also a general line of nursery stock.

*

*

ADDRESS

r9n

ip

*!&?

•Sip

*

*

oj?

Shenandoah Nurseries
*
rij

*•&?

D. S. LAKE, Prop. T

Shenandoah, Page County, Iowa <$

*T**^«^*»'p.^^.jp,l^jjVJ|p* jj^ j|t* jjv t^t JJt* Jj^ JJy Jjw *p* J]V Jjt, JJL JJV Jp* Jp, Jp. "Jv JJU

! MILK-FERMENT I
CULTURES

Pure cultures of Bacillus bulgaricus and

Bacillus lactis acidi, also a special mixed

culture for preparing at home as well as

in creameries and other institutions the

Bulgarian type of fermented milk now so

2 much in demand owing to its exceptional

j medicinal and nutritive qualities.

% Full particulars accompany the Culture

X for preparing Starter and manipulating
* the milk or cream for making butter,

$ cheese or commercial buttermilk.

X Used and recommended by some of

the best dairy experts in the country.

Price, 50 cents for two-ounce bottle,

postpaid. Write for circular.

*

si?

ip

r|n

Bulgara
Milk-Ferments Co.

*

*
ic

| 515 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.

**4?^^^^^^^^^^^^^?^?^?^?^?^?4?*^?^?^?*^?

J1

Get

Your Chicks

Over the

Danger Line
Feed them the latest im

proved Feed
—

the kind that's

steam-cooked; easily digested

by weak, tiny chicks. Start

them right with the

H-0
Steam-Cooked

Chick Feed
Makes bone and insures healthy

chicks; reduces mortality; a

wonderful help through those

first few weeks of feeding.

H-O Poultry Feed, Scratching

Feed, Poultry Mash—all produce
results that show a wonderful

credit to the H-O Feeds.

If your dealer does not keep
them, write us.

JOHN J. CAMPBELL

Gen. Sales Agt., Hartford, Conn.

THE H-O COMPANY, BUFFALO, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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FKUHT TREES FROM THE GROWER

WOODLAWN NURSERIES

Ctmflveir IRoawdT amid Gms©© Ave0

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

We Grow Apple, Peach, Pear, Plum, Cherry, Grape, Berry, Hedge

We Import Rare Ornamentals, Evergreens, Shrubs, Roses, Vines

SEND FOR OUR NEW FRUIT AND FLOWER BOOK

New York State College of

Agriculture at Cornell University
THE DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

Breeds Percheron Horses, Holstein, Jersey, Guernsey, Ayrshire,
Short Horn Cattle. Dorset, Shropshire, Rambouillet Sheep. Cheshire Swine.

Regular Public Sale of all Surplus Young Stock, except Swine, on

FRIDAY OF FARMERS' WEEK EACH YEAR

GRAPE VINES
OUR SPECIALTY

Also Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Vines,
Shrubs and Plants. A very large and splendid assortment.

ESTABLISHED IN 1S7S

Can show thousands of testimonials from every part of this country
and Canada.

Glad to show stock to anybody interested at any and all times.

Nursery within 1-6 mile of trolley.

References: R. G. Dunn & Co. and BradstreetMercantileAgencies,
also all the banks in Fredonia and Dunkirk, N. Y.

Descriptive Catalogue and Price List mailed free.

LEWIS BOESCH & SON
Box °

FREDONIA, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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New York State Sewer Pipe Company

Cement, Clay, and Gypsum Products

in carload and less carload lots

Main Office, Eighth Floor, Insurance Building, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Best Portland Cements

Vitrified and Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe

Fire Clay Flue Linings

Fire Brick and Chimney Pipe and Fire Clay

Vitrified Clay Building Blocks and Hollow Tile

Wall Plaster and Land Plaster also Hydrated Lime

Drain Tile-Hexagon
We particularly desire to call attention to our excellent

FARM DRAIN TILE and solicit inquiries for prices and

samples.

Samples will be sent free with each inquiry if desired and

we prefer that each new customer receive our sample before

placing an order.

We have a pamphlet entitled "HINTS ON FARM

DRAINAGE
"

which will be sent free upon application.

P. O. Box 583, Rochester, N. Y.

riting to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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TO DESTROY APHIS, THRIPS, ETC. WITHOUT INJURY

TO FOLIAGE, SPRAY WITH

"BLACK LEAF 40"

Sulphate of Nicotine

Owing to the large dilution, neither foliage nor fruit is stained.

Like our "Black Leaf" Extract, "Black Leaf 40" may be applied
when trees are in full bloom and foliage, without damage to either.

Also, "Black Leaf 40" is perfectly soluble in water—no clogging
of nozzles.

PRICE:

\oy2-\b. can, $12.50 makes 1000 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine."

2^-lb. can, 3.25 makes 240 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine."

K-lb. can. .85 makes 47 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine."

These prices prevail at ALL agencies in railroad towns throughout
the United States. If you cannot thus obtain

"

Black Leaf 40," send us

P. O. Money Order and we will ship you by Express, prepaid.

The Kentucky Tobacco Product Company
Incorporated LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

CHR. HANSEN'S

DANISH DAIRY PREPARATIONS
Rennet Extract, Cheese Color, Lactic Ferment Culture, Rennet Tablets and Cheese

Color Tablets are INDISPENSABLE TO CHEESE MAKERS

Because they are always Uniform, Superior in Strength and Quality and are unexcelled

in Reliability.

CHR. HANSEN'S

DANISH BUTTER COLOR
is the strongest and most uniform and is used by nearly all prize winners.

CHR. HANSEN'S

LACTIC FERMENT CULTURE
makes a vigorous starter for Butter, Cheese and Commercial Buttermilk.

CHR. HANSEN'S LABORATORY

Box 1095, Little Falls, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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MEN: BE

PRODUCERS !
After college, come out into the

Prosperity States of America :

Minnesota, North Dakota, Montana, Idaho,

Washington, Oregon, and engage in General

Farming, Fruit Growing, Cattle, Poultry
and Hog Raising, Dairying: grow Alfalfa

and Sugar Beets. You will be assured of a

Excellent land

at moderate cost—a fine, healthful climate
—

prosperous cities and towns

close at hand along the Northern Pacific Railway. Write now for

"Opportunities" book and "Through the Fertile Northwest." Address

L. J. BRICKER, General Immigration Agent, St. Paul

or A. M. CLELAND, Gen'l Passenger Agent, St. Paul

Northern Pacific Ry.

steady market and good prices for all you can produce

The Smallest Garden Needs a Spray Pump
but a small, light spray pump is all you need. Wc

suggest our "Bordeaux" pump
—used with a pail.

It's one of the many

vfULJuIJiJ Sprayers
all of which are made to withstand long, hard

service and to resist the chemical action of

spraying compounds.
Look for the name "Goulds."' It identifies the

best spray pumps. Write for our book,

"How to Spray
—When to Spray

—

Which Sprayer to Use"

Yon need it for the valuable spraying formulas it con

tains. It also {rives information on all types of spray

pumps, large and small.

THE GOULDS MFG. CO., 1 6 West Fall St., Seneca Falls, N. Y.

"Largest Manufacturers of Pumps for Every Service.
"

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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Make your $5,000 Farm

Worth $25,000 ::::::

\ farm that yields $1,000 a year is worth, say $5,000; if

it yields $5,000 a year, it is worth $25,000, and so on. It

takes good management and many acres to produce $1 000

net each year raising gram and stock. Good management on

only a few acres will produce $1,000 net
a year growing

fruit.

A fruit farm of the same size as a grain farm, in the same

location, with the same amount of work, will yield and be

worth five times as much when it is offered for sale.

ORCHARDS DO IT; THAY ARE SAFE AND PROFITABLE

With modern methods you can produce large crops of per

fect fruit every year. Market demands are such that you can

sell this fruit for at least three times the producing
cost. Success

in fruit growing is only amatter of following well-known
rules.

Granted that you have the ambition
and energy, and sufficient

capital, you are absolutely safe in planting an orchard. If you

know how, so much the better; if not, don't let that hinder

you
—we'll tell you how.

"HOW TO GROW AND MARKET FRUIT"

Explains what is needed, why it's needed, and then

directs you how to do everything required. Nearly 150 pages,

24 pages of pictures that show how, strongly bound, will last

for years. Free to customers who buy $5 worth or more of

trees. To others the price is 50 cents, subject to rebate on

$5 order.

Our live 19 12 catalog tells you what you ought to know

when you plant trees. Ready in February and sent free.

Write for it today.

HARRISON'S NURSERIES

A. AVE., BERLIN, MARYLAND

Valuable Maryland and Delaware Farms for Sale. Write for particulars.

When writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman



IF SUCCESS AFTER FORTY
IS GAINED

BY "WORKING LIKE SIXTY"
HOW IS SUCCESS

AFTER SIXTY WON?
For three generations the Pope family have lived on Bonnymeade Farm at

Manchester, Maine,whilepursuing their trade of blacksmiths. The grandfather,
John Pope, marketed the first tempered steel hay forks in America; but com-

?eti
tion finally compelled him to give up their manufacture. His son, Alton S.

'ope, marketed the first tempered steel wedge for granite quarries, but once
more the competition of big manufacturers made their business unprofitable.
Then it was that Chas. S. Pope, of the third generation, and already nearly six

ty years of age, gave up the 'business of his ancestors and went to dairying in

earnest, using a

United States Cream Separator
That was twelve years ago. Since then Mr.4 Pope has done more for his

family arid accumulated more wealth than he or the two preceding generations
had been able to accumulate following their trade. He has given his three sons

a college education. He has bought on several hundred acres of farm land

and erected new buildings. Last year he sold

$9,000 worth of Cream

Read Mr. Pope's letter:

Manchester, Me., Feb. 5, 1912.

We have used the U. S. Separator for
over 10 years and have no desire to make

a change. In proof of the extra quality of

cream, can say that we are furnishing cream
for the table of Mr. B of Boston, who

is the expert judge of butter cream and

Tnilk at the various dairy conventions. He

pronounces it superior to anyhe has found
for flavor, smoothness and keepingquali
ties.

We have received the rotary washer

for washing the bowl of the Interlocking
Separator and find that it cleans the sec

tions in two minutes so that it requires
very little more washing.

Chas. S. Pope & Sons.Charles S. Pope

Investigate and you will be convinced.

Vermont Farm Machine Co.,Bellows Falls,Vt
DistributingWarehouses in Every Dairy Section of the Country.



NO EXCUSE FOR ANY COW OWNER

BEING WITHOUT ONE

There is no reason why any cow owner who sells cream or makes

butter^should be without a cream separator and there is no excuse why
he should not have the best

separator.
Any creameryman or ex

perienced dairyman will tell

you that a good cream

separator will give you a

great deal more and a great
deal better butter than you
can make with any gravity
setting system, and equally,
of course, more and better

cream, if you are selling
cream.

The DE LAVAL is ac

knowledged by creamery-
men and the best posted
dairymen the world over

to be the "World's Stand-

ard " and the one and only
separator that always ac

complishes the best results

possible and alwaysVgives
satisfaction.

You cannot make the

excuse that you can't afford

to buy a De Laval, because
it will not only save its cost

over any gravity setting in six months and any other separator in a year
but is sold either for cash or on such liberal terms that it will actually
pay for itself. t j . a % :,;

A little investigation will prove to you that the truth of the matter
is that you really can't afford to make cream or butter without the use
of a DE LAVAL cream separator.

The nearest De Laval local agent will be glad to demonstrate this to
your own satisfaction, or you may write to us direct.

The De Laval Separator Cor-
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

PRESS OP W. P. HUMPHREY. GENEVA, N. Y.
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Nature's Source of Phosphorus

GROUND

PHOSPHATE ROCK
The most economical and only permanent soil builder. An ap

plication of 1,000 to a. 000 lbs. per acre will furnish an abund

ant supply of Phosphorus for five or ten years.

ROADCAST over clover and other legumes, or on stub

ble fields—at any time during the year
—and when

ready to do so plow in

Mix it with all the animal manure—preferably making the

mixture throughout the year as the manure accumulates by

sprinkling in stables and feeding lots and over manure

heaps, or pits, daily.

Too much cannot be applied, and the longer it lays the bet

ter, as all remains in tne soil and only becomes available

gradually as the acids of decaying organic matter act on it.

There is no danger of its being dissolved and carried off in

the drainage. Only a wash which carries the soil will

remove it.

Contains more phosphorus than bone meal and only costs

about one -third as much.

We have one of the roost complete and "up-to-date"* drying and

grinding plants in the Mt. Pleasant District, and can make ship

ments Immediately on receipt of orders.

We Invite a comparison of our guarantees and terms with those

made by our competitors.

We are always ready to correct and make good our mistakes

and will use every endeavor to give satisfaction.

JOHN RUHM, JR.
MT. PLEASANT, TENNESSEE

Ground Rock Branch of

Ruhm Phosphate Mining Co.
MINERS AND SHIPPERS OF

Tennessee Phosphate Rock

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS of CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Issued at Ithaca, N. Y., monthly from July to November inclusive,
and semi-monthly from December to June inclusive.

(Application for entry as second-class matter at the post office at

Ithaca, N. Y., pending.)
These publications include the annual Register, for which a charge

of twenty-five cents a copy is made, and the following publications, any
one of which will be sent gratis and postfree on request:

General Circular of Information for prospective students,
Announcement of the College of Arts and Sciences,
Courses of Instruction in the College cf Arts and Sciences,
Announcement of Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering and the Mechanic Arts,
Announcement of the College of Civil Engineering,
Announcement of the College of Law,
Announcement of the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Medical College,
Announcement of the New York State College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Winter-Courses in the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the New York State Veterinary College,
Announcement of the Graduate School,
Announcement of the Summer Session,
The President's Annual Report,
Pamphlet on prizes, samples of entrance and scholarship examination papers, special de

partmental announcements, etc.

Correspondence concerning the publications of the University
should be addressed to

The Registrar of Cornell University
ITHACA, N. Y.

New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University
L. H. Bailey, Director.

The College of Agriculture is one of several co-ordinate colleges comprising
Cornell University. The work of the College is of three general kinds: The

regular teaching work of undergraduate and graduate grade; the experiment
work; the extension work. The resident instruction falls in the following groups:

i. Four-year course, leading to the degree Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
(B.S. in Agr.). When desired, the last two years may be chosen in subjects per

taining to landscape architecture and out-door art, or to home economics. In

the Graduate School of the University students may secure the Master's and

Doctor's degrees (M.S. in Agr. and Ph.D.).
2. Special work, comprising one or two years: (a) Agriculture special;

(b) Nature-study special or normal course.

3. Winter-Courses of 12 weeks: (a) General Agriculture; (b) Dairy

Industry; (c) Poultry Husbandry; (d) Horticulture; (e) Home Economics.

THE INSTRUCTION IS DIVIDED AMONG TWENTY-TWO DEPARTMENTS AS FOLLOWS:

FARM PRACTICE and FARM CROPS ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

FARM MANAGEMENT

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY

PLANT PHYSIOLOGY

PLANT PATHOLOGY

SOIL TECHNOLOGY

PLANT-BREEDING

ENTOMOLOGY, BIOLOGY and

NATURE-STUDY

HORTICULTURE

POMOLOGY

POULTRY HUSBANDRY

DAIRY INDUSTRY

FARM MECHANICS

FORESTRY

RURAL ART

DRAWING

HOME ECONOMICS

METEOROLOGY

RURAL ECONOMY

RURAL EDUCATION

EXTENSION TEACHING



Seed is

high^
Plant it

right

Will save 1 to 2

bushels of seed

on every acre

Economical Potato Planting
If you are going to raise Potatoes, be sure you plant every seed

piece and get the full benefit of ground, seed and your labor

IT
COSTS no more to cultivate, fertilize, spray and dig a perfect stand than it does
where hills are missing. There is no possible way that you can get all the seed

into the ground correctly except with a man and boy machine or plant by hand

entirely
—

surely no one is going back to the latter way. Not less than 5% is lost by
any strictly machine planting and in most cases 10% to 20%. Figure your loss even
at 5%

—how much of it will it take to pay for the boy on the rear seat of an Iron

Age Planter? Even here, the machine does the planting and the boy simply
makes corrections.

Just look at the matter straight
—

you won't be long deciding in favor of the

man and boy machine
—the extra expense is such a trifling thing and the result so

sure
—dollars gained, better looking rows, no waste land, material or labor. Is it

economy to save your labor at the beginning and waste it all through the season?
Is it economy to waste your seed in doubles and injured pieces with a one man ma

chine? Start right—these words mean something to you as a practical man, and
an Iron Age Potato Planter will help you do it. A convenient tool to operate

—

will wear a long time—takes many attachments to meet extreme conditions and do

special work, such as corn, bean and pea planting, side dressing the growing crop
and ridging. A fair examination and a little thinking is all we ask of any prospective
purchaser. If you are '"from Missouri

"

and need to be shown, we are just the fel
lows that can do it. Will you let us try?

A MESSAGE FOR YOU IN E4CH OF THE FOLLOWING BOOKLETS:

• "„19P«pe^ cent' Potato Planting," "Saving Vines and Trees by Spraying," "Thorough Culti
vation, Gardening with Modern Tools," "Economy and Better Crops," and "Digging Potatoes."
But we cannot deliver them until we have your address.

Bateman Mfg. Co., Box 84=P, Qrenloch, IV. J.
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DoFertilizers Pay?
The Government and Educational "Authori

ties" spend considerable public money in printing
contradictory statements on this point.

Great fortunes have been made in manufactur

ing fertilizers. They evidently pay the makers.

Farmers continue to increase their fertilizer

purchases, indicating that they are profitable to

the farmer.

But are the kinds which the manufacturers pre
fer to sell the most profitable to the farmer ? Do

they give the greatest profit consistent with main

taining the productiveness of the soil ? Or do

they merely supply the element most needed at

the moment and reduce the available supply of

the other elements ?

The average fertilizer contains 4 times as much phosphoric acid as Potash. The

average crop takes from the soil 3 times as much Potash as phosphoric acid.

You can guess the answer. Use more Potash, for

Potash Pays
Send for free pamphlet on Profitable Farming, containing system of national

fertilizing and soil testing.

GERMAN KALI WORKS, Inc.

BALTIMORE, Continental Building CHICAGO, Monadnock Block NEW YORK, 93 Nassau Street

NO MAN is entitled to a greater

degree of comfort in his work than is

the farmer. It is to the farmer that we

must look more than to any other in

dustrial factor for the necessities of

life. If there should be a universal

destruction or failure in crops it would

put the entire world on starvation

rations.

No implement on the farm compares

with the plow in usefulness and to do

good work the plow should be the right kind
—

an Oliver.

The Oliver No. 26 Sulky Plow is at the head of its class. The entire

construction of the plow is worthy of consideration. Of all the plows

ever offered, the No. 26 affords the greatest comfort and really encourages
the tired man to work.

No. 23 SULKY PLOW

OLIVER CHILLED PLOW WORKS
General Offices at SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

Works at South Bend, Indiana, and Hamilton, Ont., Canada.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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New York State Sewer Pipe Company

CeinentL^ay!_^^

in carload and less carload lots

Main Office, Eighth Floor, Insurance Building, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Best Portland Cements

Vitrified and Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe

Fire Clay Flue Linings

Fire Brick and Chimney Pipe and Fire Clay

Vitrified Clay Building Blocks and Hollow Tile

Wall Plaster and Land Plaster also Hydrated Lime

Drain Tile-Hexagon
We particularly desire to call attention to our excellent

FARM DRAIN TILE and solicit inquiries for prices and

samples.

Samples will be sent free with each inquiry if desired and

we prefer that each new customer receive our sample before

placing an order.

We have a pamphlet entitled "HINTS ON FARM

DRAINAGE
"

which will be sent free upon application.

P. O. Box 583, Rochester, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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Genuine Thomas Phosphate Powder
(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

GROWS BIG RED APPLES AND OTHER FRUITS
Why let the fruits of Oregon and California monopolize our best markets when fruit of EQUALLY FINE

APPEARANCE AND FAR BETTER QUALITY can be RAISED RIGHT HERE if you FEED YOUR TREES

AND FEED THEM PROPERLY?

GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER
(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

Is an Alkaline Phosphate of High Availability. The Average of Nine Analyses at the Massachusetts Experi
ment Station shows the following: TOTAL PHOSPHORIC ACID, 17.73 per cent. AVAILABLE PHOSPHORIC

ACID, 15.48 per cent. (By Wagner's Standard Method) See Bulletin 127, page 16. THOMAS PHOSPHATE

POWDER ALSO CONTAINS 35 to 50 per cent, of EFFECTIVE LIME, 15 to 17 per cent, of IRON and 3 to 6

per cent, of MANGANESE. All buyers should insist on having GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATB POWDER

(Basic Slag Phosphate).

BEARING ON THE TAGS

THE "KEY AND TREE" TRADE MARK

Thus you can be sure to get the Genuine Unadulterated Article

(When writing for our booklet, "Up-to-date Fruit Growing,"
please be sure to mention The Cornell Countryman.)

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,

SPECIAL IMPORTERS

Manufacturers of E. Frank Coe Fertilizers

and Peruvian Brands.

(The Highest Grade Mixed Fertilizers on the

Market.)

31 Chambers Street,

NEW YORK CITY

(We distribute from New York, Boston, Mass., Belfast, Me., Philadelphia, Pa., Baltimore, Md., Norfolk,

Va., Wilmington, N. C, Savannah, Ga., and Charleston, S. C.)

The A. I. Root Company
Medina - Ohio

"

Manufacturers of bee-keeper's supplies

and agricultural products for 41 years."

Our line includes bee-hives and frames,

section honey-boxes, shipping cases, honey

and wax extractors, comb foundation

fasteners, bees, queens, complete outfits

for beginners, etc.
—in fact everything re

quired by the amateur or advanced bee

keeper.

We maintain branch offices and distrib

uting agencies in all parts of the United

States and in foreign countries and invite

correspondence from all interested in bee

keeping. Instructive booklets with copies

of our catalog and GLEANINGS IN

BEE CULTURE —a semi-monthly mag

azine—may be had upon request.

"

The Famous Airline Bee Products.1

Hemingway's
is the lead arsenate of the expert fruit

grower. It is widely used in all of the

famous fruit growing districts. Made in

a factory which has specialized in arsen

ical manufactures for over thirty years,

it has the advantage of this long experi

ence in its preparation for the use of the

discriminating fruit grower.

HEMINGWAY'S

ARSENATE OF LEAD

The Perfect Product

Possesses miscibility with maximum stick

ing power and is 20 per cent stronger than the

federal law requires. Send for booklet giving

full directions for the use of Hemingway's

Lead Arsenate against all biting insects.

HEMINGWAY'S

LONDON PURPLE CO., Ltd.

64-66 Water Street, New York

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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A CAMERA TO HELP

YOU IN YOUR WORK

Had you thought of it? It does not

matterwhether you are studying Poultry,

Animal Husbandry, Horticulture or

something else. Nothing will describe

a place or an animal as clearly as a

picture. You should look up the

cameras available for the purpose.

WHAT KIND?

If you have never owned a camera you

will not know. We have three sales

men who have made a thorough study
of cameras and lenses. Why not con

sult one of them?

The Co-op
Morrill Hall

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman



SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.00 PER YEAR
Entered as second-class matter at the

Post Office, Ithaca, N. Y.
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THE YOUNG MEN IN THE TWENTIETH

CENTURY

By "Uncle" Henry Wallace, Editor of Wallace's Farmer

[Speech delivered before the students of the College, Farmer's Week, 19 12.]

T ASSURE you, gentlemen, that it is a
*■

great pleasure to me in these open

ing years of the twentieth century to

meet with the student body of one of

our great universities. Now this is

not a compliment for you, nor is it so

intended. I will take you into my

confidence this morning by telling you
that unless we older fellows keep in

constant touch with young people, and

accustom ourselves to seeing the world

from their standpoint, and keeping
fresh and clear the ideas of our own

youth by contact with young people
whose ideals have not become clouded,

we ourselves are certain sooner or later

to go into the discard. The human

mind is subject to a strange and deadly

disease, to which no one has given a

name so far as I know, a disease which

I think, or at least hope, may be pre

vented if not cured. The evidence of

this disease is that the one affected is

incapable of thinking on any new line,

and views subjects only from some past

standpoint, and thinks clearly only on

the old lines to which he has long been

accustomed. His brain ceases to add

new cells, or if I may use an illustration

from plant life, to throw out hair roots

in new directions. With him, "Time

sanctifies, and what is hoar with age

becomes religion." Because of the

great respect which youth always shows

age, he is tolerated for a while and
even

given increasing honors, but sooner or

later the world is obliged if it progresses
at all, to either gently edge these old

fellows off the stage, or if they insist on

staying, violently eject them. Recent

political history will furnish you many

illustrations.

It is, therefore, the duty of every

man, when his hair begins to whiten,
to keep young in spirit and in brain,
and the only way yet discovered is by

keeping in close touch with younger

men, using them as range-finders to

assure him of the correctness of his

own aim. It is for this reason mainly
that it gives me pleasure to meet with

you this morning, that I may be

obliged to view matters from the

standpoint of the opening years of the

twentieth century, and through the

eyes of the young people who are pre

paring to engage in the activities of life

at a period when the greatness of

opportunity will be matched by the

difficulty of the problems requiring
solution.

I think that perhaps on the whole, I

may possibly congratulate you on

being born at the time you were, of the

stock from which you. came, and on

the place where you were first dis

covered. Whether I am justified in

this or not I will never know ; for that

depends on what you are doing here in

getting a good hold on yourselves

physically, intellectually and morally,
and also onwhat you do inmaintaining
that grip after you leave here. If you

pat yourself on the back because of

your wisdom in selecting your parents,

including your grandparents and an

cestors for several generations back, I

fear for your future. Really, when
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you come to think about it, you had

nothing to do with that ; and you will

risk failure if you take to yourself credit
for being born of good old New

England stock, or of Dutch, or even

of Scotch or Scotch-Irish. They were

really good people and did their work

well, without your help, and you are

entitled to no credit. They had also

their weaknesses and you inherit them,
some of them at any rate. With two

parents, four grandparents, eight great
grandparents, to say nothing of more

remote ancestry, you are likely to be

pretty well stocked with weaknesses.

If you are taking to yourself any credit
for being born in New York State, I
stand in fear for you. Really, you had

nothing to do with that. This is your

good fortune, but not your merit.
Your problem in life is to improve

the environment in which you are

placed by choosing the best associates
and advisors, and with their help and

the help you get in the home, in the

church and especially in this univer

sity, to suppress as far as in you lies,
the bad streaks, the weak points which

you inherit from your parents, your

grandparents and your great grand
parents. On your success in doing
this will depend the success of your life
work, whether in twenty years after

graduation you land in Congress (you
might land in better places), or at the
head of some great organization, or on
some farm with a lovely wife and a half
a dozen (more or less) fine children, or
in the governor's chair, or in the presi
dent's, or in the penitentiary (where
college graduates are quite common in
recent years) or as a tramp, in whose
ranks university graduates are not by
any means uncommon; or whether,
after finding yourself too weak to face
the difficulties, you are moved out of
the great stream into an eddy, to float

aimlessly around and finally become
moss covered, and rot like a fat weed
on Lethe's wharf.

In short, it will be a fearful mistake
to assume that an additional sheep
skin, even with a "cum laude," or

"cum summa laude" will insure your
success in this twentieth century.

You have this great advantage in

entering upon your life work in the

twentieth century; that if by making
the best of your heredity and environ

ment you become really big, your

power will be vastly multiplied by the

machinery of organization, just as the

power of the farmer and the mechanic

has been multiplied for the past half

century. For this is a century of big
things

—

big trusts, big banks, big rail

roads, big newspapers, big universities,
a vast and complicated net

.

work of

organization; and the man who is big
enough to go to the head and hold his

position has a power for good, and also

alas, for evil, hitherto unparalleled in

the history of the human race.

The only limit to the size of the

organization is the capacity of men to

conduct it. These vast organizations
present problems new in the history of

our race; and sailing, as we are, over

an uncharted sea, they will require for
their solution a breadth of vision, a

degree of wisdom, and particularly a

love for humankind, greater than has

ever been demanded in the days of our
forefathers, or in any previous period
in the history of the race.

_As university men, fortunate in

birth, environment, and in opportunity,
you owe your race a service that no
other class is so well qualified to give ;
that is, if you are genuine and sincere
in search for truth, instead of merely a
good time at your father's expense.

_

Now you must not assume that the

hitherto unknown opportunities you
have for acquiring knowledge will
make you use them more wisely than
greater men than yourselves who
have appeared in the ages of the past.
This university gives you simply the

opportunity for acquiring knowledge,
any amount of it, on any subject and
to any extent ; but it does not give you
wisdom, which is knowledge plus the
wit to use it.

The recent ages have given us no

greater man than Abraham, the ranch
man, who believed that through him
all the nations of the entire world
should be blessed; than Moses, who
combined in himself the physician, the
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statesman, the warrior, and the sage;
than David, who has voiced the joys
and sorrows, the hopes and the suffer

ings of humanity, as no man ever has

before or since. Passing by these great
names of Holy Writ, the world has

never produced a second Socrates, nor
has the widest reach of human specula
tion passed beyond Plato and Aris

totle, whose thoughts we are still

thinking today. Victorian age never

produced a Shakespeare or a Milton or

even a John Bunyan. If men were

really evolved' from the monkey, the

period of evolution must have been

suspended many thousands of years

ago.

The advantage we have in the twen
tieth century is not greater gifts of

genius, but multiplied power with

social evolution from the more simple
to the more complex; hence greater

leverage from a wider reach of the

powers we may acquire from heredity,
environment and opportunity. You

will make a great mistake if you imag
ine that by pure intellect, by pure

eloquence, by great ability as a writer,
or an organizer or an executive, you
can do anything that is really worth

while. You may acquire fortune,

fame, the power of adjustment over

the lives and fortunes of men; but as

soon as your grave is nicely rounded,
and you have furnished a text for the

penny-a-liner in the newspaper, before
there is time to rear over you a monu

ment of marble, the world will forget
you; or if it remembers you, it will be

only to throw stones and fling curses

at yourmonument, if you have been its

oppressor.

I regard it as a great mistake for any
man to be educated intellectually
beyond his moral capacity. Look

back over the past twenty years of

modern achievement in which in the

way of money getting, Pelion has been

piled upon Ossa; and see who of the

dead who were regarded mighty in

their lifetime are remembered by a

grateful people. Every passing year

verifies that saying ofwise old Solomon,
"The memory of the wicked shall rot,"
while passing decades and semi-cen-
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tennials enforce the truth of that say

ing of that same acute observer :
' '

The

righteous shall be in everlasting re

membrance." If you will study the

history of the last twenty, fifty, one

hundred, five hundred, one thousand,
two thousand, five thousand, years,

you will find that the world cherishes

the memory only of those men who

have been altruists, who, whether in

literature, science, business or the

church, have aimed to do good to their
fellowmen.

Really big men are now realizing
that abiding success can be secured

only by methods and practices that

will help the common man. Hence, if

you leave this University without a

moral education at least equal to the

intellectual, you will run counter to

enlightened public opinion ; and what

ever immediate success you may have

in preying upon your fellowmen, you
will not be regarded even by your

friends or your own children as a fine

human being worthy of imitation ; and

the world may conclude in the next

fifty years that it does not want any
more of your kind. The world suffers

more from men of great ability, highly
educated but destitute of moral charac

ter, than it does from all the hordes we

are yearly taking in from southern

Europe.
I spoke at the outset of the blessing

that comes to older men by keeping in
touch with the young, and especially
with young men and women who have

not lost the ideals and aspirations of

adolescence. Pardon me if I speak of

the benefits that may come to young

men and women by keeping in touch

with older people who through all the

conflicts and vicissitudes of life have

kept sweet, whom age has not im-

bittered nor disappointment soured,
who have perhaps been growing in

influence and power with advancing

years.

You will find them everywhere
—

on

the farm, in the shop, in the great
marts of business, in the pulpit, in the

chairs of the university. Learn the

secret of their lives and follow their

example, which you can do only by
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catching their spirit. You will find

that they have all along kept in touch

and in sympathy with the common

people, with the toilers in humble

places, whether they themselves so

toiled or not. They have stood for

human rights and toiled for human

betterment. Hence those with wider

opportunities have become tribunes of

the people, eyes to him that cannot see,

ears to him that cannot hear, voicing

unspoken thoughts of the masses, who
feel what they cannot put into words;
while those in humbler places have had
their no less real influence, but in a

more narrow sphere, of whom the

world knows not except through the

lives they inspired.
Let me close with a diction: After

you have been away from these classic

shades for twenty-five years, after you
have had your share of the ups and

downs of life, after you have found

yourselves, you may be disposed to

COUNTRY CHURCH CONFERENCE

The Third Annual New York State

Country Church Conference was held

on Tuesday, February 20. The dis

cussions centered about the general
theme : "Present-day factors in success
ful country church work." President
Stewart of Auburn Theological Semi
nary very ably presided over the
sessions. The following program was

carried out: The Country Church, a
statement of conditions, Prof. F. A.

Starratt, Hamilton; What service shall
the country church render? Rev. S. E.
Persons, Cazenovia; Modern methods
in country church work, Rev. M B

McNutt, Plainfield, 111.; The farmer's
task, President K. L. Butterfield, Am
herst, Mass. ; Factors that determine
the efficiency of the country church
Dean G. W. Fiske, Oberlin, Ohio; A
constructive program for the country
church, Rev. C. 0. Bemies, McClel-

landtown, Pa.; The country-life

analyze the education you have re

ceived here. Youmay ask yourselves :

How much of my education came from

the class room studies? How much

from literary societies and contests?

How much from the athletic field?

How much from daily association with

my fellow students ? How much from

my contact with my teachers quite

apart from their teaching?
You will find that while you have

received help from all your teachers, a

very large part
—and I think the larger

part
—has come from a very few men

who, in a way you did not understand

at the time, touched your life in a most

vital way, fired your ambition, imbued

you with their spirit; and whose per

sonality has remained with you for a

quarter of a century, and will remain

with you till you die. You will speak
of them to your children, and forever

bless the day when the influence of a

really big man came into your life.

movement, Director L. H. Bailey;
What shall the church contribute to

the country-life movement ? President
K. L. Butterfield; The Men and

Religion Forward Movement, in rela
tion to country life, Henry Wallace,
editor of Wallace's Farmer, DesMoines,
Iowa.

The addresses, which were uniformly
clear and full of suggestions based on

experience, were heard by audiences

aggregating 1200 persons for the day.
The discussions based on the various

topics were full of interest and purpose.
All through the conference the note of

larger community service was sounded.
The conference was in every way a

distinct advance over those of previous
years. Approximately one hundred

ministers, largely from rural districts,
were present, aside from a considerable
number of theological students and

lay delegates from churches. Several
states were represented in the audience.

CONFERENCES HELD IN FARMERS' WEEK

By 0. M. Smith, '13
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STUDENTS ASSOCIATION OF THE

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

The annual meeting of the students'

association was called to order at io

a.m., Wednesday, Feb. 21, 1912, by
Pres. L. C. Corbett. "Uncle Henry"
Wallace addressed the members of

the association taking as his sub

ject, "The Young Man of The

Twentieth Century." At n a.m.,

Dean Bailey spoke on "The College
Man and the State." Hon. James W.

Robertson closed the program with a

strong speech on "Conservation of Life

in Rural Communities." A report of

the Long Island branch of the Stu

dents' Association was given by R. H.

Dayton. H. H. Harriman gave a

similar report of the Chautauqua
branch. Mr. Webster's resolutions in

relation to the promotion of Agricul
tural education were adopted.

The recommendation of the faculty
of the Agricultural college, that degree
be changed from B. S. in Agr., to B. S.,
was approved.
Samuel Fraser moved that the Asso

ciation select and submit to the Gover

nor for his consideration, a list of men

whom the members of this Association

regard as desirable persons to be

appointed as State trustees of Cornell

University and request that if possible,
he make his selection from this list.

This motion was carried and a commit

tee of twenty-five was charged with

selecting these names.

The committee of twenty-five was

organized with M. C. Burritt, chair

man, and M. F. Webster of Ithaca,

secretary. The members of the com

mittee conferred with Dean Bailey and

recommended that a permanent exten

sion man be appointed to cooperate
with former students in solving their

personal or local problems.

Officers elected for the ensuing year

were: President, M. C. Burritt; first

vice-president, F. E. Rogers; second

vice-president, R. H. Dayton; third

vice-president, H. H. Harriman; fourth

vice-president, A. H. White; secretary,
A. R. Mann; member of Executive

Committee, S. Fraser.

experimenters' league

The annual meeting of the Experi
menters' League was held on Thursday
afternoon of Farmers' Week, February
2 2d. President T. E. Martin of Syra
cuse presided. A number of interesting
papers upon different experiments
conducted by members, were read and
discussed. Although the meeting was

not largely attended, yet it was the

unanimous voice of the members

present to continue the work of the

League and to endeavor to arouse

more interest in its future work. It is

planned to have experiments taken up
in every county of the state and a care

ful report of each one made at the next

annual meeting.
These experiments cover some of the

most important of the newer problems
that are just now pressing themselves

on the farmers, and it is the aim of the

league to help each man to work out

his own problems.
The officers for the ensuing year are :

President, T. E. Martin, Syracuse;
secretary and treasurer, R. H. Wheeler,
Ithaca.

Persons desiring to take up experi
ments should correspond with the

secretary at once.
* * *

homemakers' conference

The Fourth Annual Meeting of the

Homemakers' Conference was held in

connection with Farmers' Week at the

New York State College of Agriculture
with an attendance of from four to five

hundred women throughout the week.

There were demonstrations and

exhibitions of work and household

equipment upon the fourth floor of the

College in the Department of Home

Economics. A full line of household

electrical appliances including an elec

tric tireless cooker attracted much

attention. Of more interest to the

farm community were appliances to

be run by gasoline or water power.

There were tireless cookers, vacuum

cleaners and similar equipment sugges
tive of the simplification of work in the

home.

Books, bulletins and pamphlets on

simplified and more scientific house.
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keeping were on exhibition throughout
the week. The Winter Course stu

dents who were completing their three

months course of study had on exhibi

tion invalid trays. A first and second

prize were offered for the invalid trays
and were won, the first by Miss Louise

B. Crawford, the second by Miss

Louise Ward. Mrs. Olive Brown

Sarre, Napanoch, N. Y., who several

years ago attended a winter course in

poultry, offered a prize to the winter

course student who should present the

best week's menus. The cost and

nutritive value were taken into con

sideration. The prize was taken by
Mrs. Delia L. Reyna, Ithaca, N. Y.

It was a handcraft silver medal bearing
the inscription of the College of Agri
culture and the year on one side, and

on the other, the Japanese emblem of

Mrs. Sarre 's mountain home at

Napanoch. Honorable mention was

made of the menu prepared by Miss

Maria Espinola.
A new feature on the program this

year was a conference of instructors
who are interested in preparing their

students for work in rural progress.
There were representatives from Pratt

Institute, Teachers College, Simmons
College, Albany Normal School, New
York State Department of Education
and several of the public high schools.
Discussions upon methods of work,
preparation, etc., were engaged in by
instructors and farm women.

Another interesting feature of the
conference was the meetings of the

representatives of the Cornell Study
Clubs. There are forty clubs in the
state conductingmeetings upon domes
tic science programs within the Home
Economics Extension work.

* * *

dairy students' association

The annual meeting of the Cornell
Dairy Students' Association was held
during Farmers' Week, February 20,
191 2. An interesting program was

presented. The subjects discussed
were, "The Production of Clean
Milk," "TheManufacture of Butter

"

and "The Relation of the Dairv

Students' Association to the Dairy
Interests of the State." At this meet

ing the regular business meeting was

held which included the election of the

following officers for the coming year:

President, W. L. Markham, Falconer,
N. Y. ; vice-president, J. H. Kelly,
Lysander, N. Y. ; secretary, Frederick

Ballantyne, Auburn, N. Y. ; assistant

secretary, R. C. Clark, Norwood, N. Y.,
College secretary, H. E. Ross, Ithaca,
N. Y.; treasurer, R. T. Quick, Lake
Placid Club, N. Y.

The association also passed resolu
tions favoring a dairy products judging
contest to be held annually in connec

tion with the State Fair.

The Cornell Dairy Students' Asso
ciation is an association of men who
have taken the winter dairy course at

the College of Agriculture. There are
between 2200 and 2300 dairy plants in
New York State, and many of the

operators of these various plants are

men who have taken the winter course
in dairying. It is the object of the
association to keep these men in touch
with one another and with the College
of Agriculture. By so doing both the

College and the men will receive a great
deal of benefit.

* * *

NEW YORK PLANT BREEDERS'

ASSOCIATION

The fourth annual meeting of the
New York Plant Breeders' Association
was held during Farmers' Week.
An important affiliation has been

affected with the American Breeders'
Association whereby members of the
latter Association residing in New
York State may also become members
of the State Association. The regular
fee of the National Association ($2. 00)
covers the cost of membership in both

Associations.
The Association was reorganized

this year and a new constitution

adopted. The membership consists
of two sorts, active and associate.
The former are persons who are

actively engaged in the improvement
of crops by breeding, the latter com
prises persons who are interested in the
objects of the Association.
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The program, consisting mostly of

talks by the Plant-Breeding Staff, was

as follows :

Wednesday, February 21st.

9-10 Mr. C. H. Myers, Principles of
Plant Improvement as applied to

New York State Crops.
10-11 Professor U. P. Hedrick, New

York Agricultural Experiment
Station, Geneva, Pedigreed Fruit

Trees.

1 1-1 2 Dr. H. H. Love, Breeding of

Corn.

12- 1 Annual business meeting of

New York Plant Breeders' Asso

ciation.

Thursday, February 22d

9-10 Mr. C. E. Leighty, Breeding
Plants for Resistance to Disease.

10-11 Dr. A. W. Gilbert, Breeding of

Potatoes.

11-12 Dr. H. H. Love, Breeding of

Wheat and Oats.

12- 1 Dr. H. J. Webber, Breeding of

Timothy.

Other members of the Association

residing outside of Ithaca haven't their

experiments sufficiently under way to

be able to report upon them as yet.
Officers were elected for the ensuing

year as follows: President, Samuel

Fraser, Geneseo; vice-president, Her
bert P. King, Trumansburg; secretary,
Arthur W. Gilbert, Ithaca; treasurer,

Arlington Mapes, Stanley. Members

of the Executive Committee : Profes

sor U. P. Hedrick, Geneva; Professor

H. J. Webber, Ithaca; E. W. Mosher,

Aurora.
* * *

NEW YORK STATE VEGETABLE

GROWERS' ASSOCIATION

For many years the fruit interests of

the state have enjoyed the advantages
of societies of large membership and

wide influence. The vegetable grow

ers, probably because of their segrega-

CORN SHOW HELD DURING FARMERS' WEEK, 1912.
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tion in comparatively small areas, have

not come together in organizations
similar to our great horticultural

societies. A year and a half ago, the

need of a state association of vegetable

producers was expressed by several

men from different parts of the state.

After further inquiry as to the feeling

of the leading producers had been

made, a call was circulated for a meet

ing to consider the advisability of

forming such a body. A meeting was

held at Cornell during Farmers' Week

of 191 1, and the New York State

Vegetable Growers' Association was

organized with a membership which,

though small, represented widely dif

ferent sections and interests of the

state.

After a year of successful activity
in the establishment of the new

organization, the second annual meet

ing was held during Farmers' Week.

The program covered three days, and

included addresses by Prof. R. L.

Watts, head of the Department of

Horticulture of the Pennsylvania State

College, Professors Webber and Fip

pin of our own College of Agriculture,
and Messrs. C. H. Aldrich of Matti-

tuck, Long Island, R. H. Garrahan of

Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania, M. H.

Holmwood of Orchard Park, New

York, C. W. Waid of New Carlisle,

Ohio, W.L . Bonney of Batavia, New

York, and Chauncey West of Ironde-

quoit, New York.

Among the subjects discussed were

the culture of asparagus, cauliflower,

celery, early cabbage, and onions, the

reclamation of mucklands, the good
seed problem, plant breeding, green

house crops, and greenhouse construc
tion.

One of the most notable features of

the meeting was the work of the stand-

ing committees. Each chairman had

prepared his report only after careful

investigation and study. The
'

per

functory discussions that are so com

mon were notable by their absence,
and every committee presented definite
information and suggestions along lines
of the greatest interest to vegetable
producers. Two of the committees

had made use of widely circulated

special letters to secure the data re

quired. The subjects taken up were as

follows: Cooperation, M. H. Holm-

wood; Investigation, T. Greiner of

La Salle; Legislation, E. A. Tuttle of

Eastport; Marketing, H. W. Baxter of

Rochester; Transportation, W. F.

Hallauer of Irondequoit, and R. H.

Dayton of Northport.
The Association took action provid

ing for representation at a conference

on cooperation which is shortly to be

held in New York City under the

auspices of the State Agricultural

Society, recommending the establish

ment of demonstration farms and

secondary schools of agriculture, re

questing the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture to include celery,

onions, and cabbage in its system of

crop reporting, urging the passage of

an adequate parcels post law, and

favoring the passage of legislation pro

viding for the regulation of commission

sales and accounts. The Legislature
was also asked to favor the appropria
tion of $50,000 for special greenhouses
for vegetable and floricultural investi

gations at Cornell.
The officers of the Association were

re-elected as follows: President, C. R.

White, Ionia; vice-president, M. H.

Holmwood, Orchard Park; secretary,
Paul Work, Ithaca; treasurer, C. H.

Aldrich, Mattituck.

The growth of the Association has

been gratifying to its members. It is

not yet very large, but its members

are widely distributed over the state,

and are keenly interested in its activi

ties. The work of the Association is

and probably will continue to^be
primarily educational. It plansj to
hold an annual meeting in which the

producer can come in contact with the

best speakers and the best informed

men in the country, to encourage the

organization of local associations, both

educational and cooperative, to exer

cise a helpful influence over legislation,
and to secure the investigation of

vegetable problems. A line of work

that promises to be of more tangible
dollars-and-cents value has beenunder

taken. This has to do with the prob
lem of good seed. The officers are
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confident that the Association can

make itself quite useful in bringing its
members into touch with sources of

seed that are good and that can be

depended upon-.
* * *

NEW YORK STATE DRAINAGE

ASSOCIATION

The New York State Drainage
Association held its third Annual

Convention on the first and second

days of the Farmers' Week period.
Four sessions were devoted to the

discussions of drainage matters in its

many phases, as applied to New York

State conditions. There were a larger

number of papers than at any previous
Convention, and the attendance also

was markedly larger. Many points
of special interest were brought out

during the discussion. For example,
Mr. David M. Dunning, President of

the Auburn Savings Bank, a practical
farmer, and winner of the 191 1

Cup for the best report on drainage,
stated that his bank had never been

obliged to take on mortgage any farms

except those which were wet or poorly
drained; and that he would never

refuse a loan for drainage purposes if

he were assured that it would be

intelligently applied. He reported a

yield of 64 bushels of wheat on a piece

of heavy clay land on his own farm,
which is thoroughly tile drained.

Mr. Mellen, the present owner of the

Johnston farm near Geneva, which has
been underdrained for a period of

more than a half century, reported a

recent yield of 52 bushels of wheat;
and Mr. Rogers, of Rochester, reported
a yield of 48 bushels of wheat on tile

drained land. Mr. Mellen exhibited

the beautiful silver pitcher and goblets
which were presented to Mr. Johnston,
in 1859, by a group of leading agri
culturists in the state in recognition
of his leadership in drainage matters.

At the session on Monday evening,

the prizemedals for reports on drainage

experience were presented as follows:

first, to Mr. Phillip Schoenthaler, of

Lyons, Wayne Co., second to Mr.

Arthur E. Bell, of Milton, Ulster Co.,

and third prize to Mr. L. F. Allen,

Macedon, Wayne Co. Four papers

were entered in the contest. The

papers were judged by Professor

William H. Day, of the Ontario

Agricultural College. At a later meet

ing it was decided to continue
^

the

prizes for drainage, and in addition

to the medals which were offered the

past year, it was decided to add a

splendid Loving Cup, the object being
to draw out examples of successful

Photo by Troy

DRAINAGE ASSOCIATION IN SESSION.

{Continued on page 240)



THE ELEMENTS OF CLEAN MILK PRODUCTION

By Dr. C. E. North

Secretary of National Commission on Milk Standards

CO MUCH has been said and written
^ about dairy sanitation that the

sanitary measures required for clean

milk production are becoming well

known even to the general public.

Nothing has occurred in the dairy

industry of such powerful influence as

the certified milk movement in em

phasizing the importance of sanitary
measures in milk production. The

influence of certified milk is seen and

felt in all of the rules and regulations
of departments of health and in the

which are of primary importance, and

others of secondary importance. In

considering the possibility of bringing
about an improvement of the bulk of

the milk supply of any city or state, one

cannot have any hope that the

majority of dairy farmers can be

brought to such a degree of perfection
that they will be able to practice all of
those things which experience has

shown are desirable. The sensible

way to begin is to undertake to bring
about the practice of the most funda-

COVERED MILK PAILS ARE EFFICIENT FACTORS IN SANITARY MILK PRODUCTION.

sanitary precautions observed in first-

class modern dairies which are not

included in the certified system.
There is of course no monopoly of

cleanliness. In a general way ^the
necessity for sanitary measures in the

dairy industry has been understood
for centuries. Even Shakespere, who
seemed to be an expert in every line,
states as a most commendable charac
teristic of one of his heroines, "She
could milk, look you

—

a sweet virtue
in a maid with clean hands."
The general subject of clean milk

production can be divided into three

parts: (i) the sanitary measures

themselves; (2) the means for their

adoption; and (3) the quality and cost
of the product. It is obvious that in
the long list of sanitary measures

which are advocated there are some

mental things and those things of

primary importance which will give
the greatest improvement with the

least change and the least expenditure
of effort.

The list of requirements of one

medical milk commission contains over

seventy items, and another more than

sixty items. The several score cards

also contain a large number of items.

On the score card an attempt is made
to place a value on each item which

indicates its relative importance . Sixty
per cent for methods and forty per
cent for equipment indicates that

what is done by the dairy farmer is

considered to be more important than
what he has in equipment. Without

attempting to draw up a lengthy list or
to discuss the relative merits of the

numerous sanitary measures, I will
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point out that among them all there

are three which are so efficient and of

such fundamental importance to suc

cess in clean milk production that all
other measures are of comparative

insignificance. These three are the

following: (1) The sterilizing of milk

utensils by means of boiling water or

steam; (2) The use of small mouthed

covered milking pails; (3) The use of

ice water or ice for cooling milk. I can

hear the question raised at once regard
ing a clean barn and a clean cow,

washing the udder and the hands,
white overalls and the removal of

manure, and all the other things
usually recommended ; but it is never-

It is one thing to specify sanitary
measures and quite another to bring
about their adoption. This distinc
tion has not been made sufficiently
clear and for this reason emphasis has
often been laid in the wrong place. In

any community where milk improve
ment is to be brought about, the steps
taken to bring about the adoption of

sanitary dairy practice are fully as

important as is the practice itself. In

general, it has been thought that laws
and ordinances and rules and regula
tions are of the most influence. These

have been given a long and a fair trial,
but the results do not indicate that

they are efficient or ever will be. The

SIDE VIEW OF COVERED MILK PAILS.

theless true that with sterile utensils,
coveredmilking pails and ice, an attack
can be made on the dirtiest of dairy
barns, cows and milkmen, and the

experimenter can emerge from the

contest with milk which is astonish

ingly close in resemblance to the certi

fied article so far as bacteria and dirt

are concerned, even though no other

precautions whatever are practiced.
That these three sanitary measures

are capable of regularly giving such

results is exemplified in the work of the
New York Dairy Demonstration Com

pany at its plant at Homer, New York,
where there are now seventy dairy
farmers producing over ten thousand

quarts of milk daily, the larger part of
which contains less than ten thousand

bacteria per cubic centimeter, day
after day, and month after month.

voluntary endorsement furnished by
medical milk commissions represents
another kind of attempt and to a very

limited extent has been effective.

Private auspices offering commercial

advantages mark a step in the right
direction. The contracts of some of

the largemilk companies where slightly

higher prices keep pace with slightly
better conditions is another step in the

right direction. It has been easy to

forget that milk itself is a great com

modity. Like other articles of com

merce it is subject to the laws of supply
and demand. These laws it cannot

escape. Any improvement in quality
must necessarily be accompanied by an

advance in price. Law can never

bring about an improvement in quality
without such advance in price, since

this would result in driving men out of
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the business. Dairy inspection repre

sents the long arm of the law, wielded

over the head of the milk producer. It

can have only a temporary effect unless

there is an equivalent response on the

part of the milk consumer so that a

proper price is paid for further im

provement in quality.
There is no law or system of inspec

tion sufficiently comprehensive to pre

vent frequent contaminations and in

juries to milk from occurring on the

farm of the milk producer, if the pro

ducer himself is not thoroughly satis

fied that it is to his own business

interest to practice sanitary methods.

The elements which are of the

greatest influence in bringing about the

adoption of sanitary milking are in my

opinion as follows: (i) The payment
of premiums to the milk producer
which cover the cost of cleanliness and

the cost of tuberculin testing, etc. (2)
Regular and frequent laboratory ex

aminations of milk to determine its

sanitary quality. The payment of

premiums' for sanitation must be based
on the laboratory examination since

the laboratory can exercise a degree of

watchfulness which can never be

approached by the dairy inspector.
The payment of premiums for tuber
culin testing and the health of dairy
cows must be based on regular veteri

nary service. (3) Dairy inspection. In

the majority of cases, however, dairy
inspection does not contribute any

thing of importance to the production
of sanitary milk, providing the two

first mentioned steps have been taken.

Assuming, then, that milk producers
have been induced to practice the
elements of clean milk production, the
question arises as to the character and
cost of the final product. The several

preliminary experiments which have
been made are confirmed by the exten
sive experimental work which has been
conducted for more than a year at

Homer, New York, in that it has been
demonstrated that clean milk from
tuberculin tested cows can be produced

by dairy farmers at a comparatively
small advance in price. In this work

on any dairy farm, by the rank and file

the premium necessary to satisfy the

dairy farmer for the tuberculin testing
of his herd has been one-half cent per

quart. The premium necessary to

induce him to practice the elements in

sanitation has varied from a minimum

of one-fourth cent per quart to a maxi

mum of one-half cent per quart. Thus

to the producer alone experience has

shown that an advance in price of

from three-quarters to one cent will

secure milk which is clean and which

comes from healthy tuberculin tested

cows. The bacteriological examina

tions of this milk have averaged under

ten thousand bacteria per cubic cen

timeter for manymonths.

Perhaps the greatest element in

reducing the cost has been the estab

lishment of a central station where all

washing and sterilizing of utensils is

done, including milking pails and milk

cans, and where all bottling and cooling
of milk is performed. Here also has

been the bacteriological laboratory
where the milk of each producer has
been tested daily. The cost of operat

ing the central station has varied

between one-fourth cent and one-

half cent per quart in excess of the

cost of operating a shipping sta

tion which does not possess such

features. This, therefore, means that
the final cost of the product in

quart bottles has varied from a

minimum of one cent per quart to a

maximum of one and one-half cents

per quart above the cost of ordinary
milk. The entire cost of cleanliness

alone without the tuberculin testing
of cattle has varied from a mini

mum of one-half cent per quart to a

maximum of one cent per quart.
It seems clear that if the milk con

sumer can be educated to pay one cent

more per quart for milk the bulk of the

milk supplied can be transformed into

clean milk and the milk problem can

be settled on a purely economic basis.



THE FARMER'S TASK

Abstract of address delivered during Farmers' Week by L. K. Butterfield,
President of Massachusetts Agricultural College

TF we should ask those who have
*

thought about the question, what
is the task of the working farmer, there
would be many different answers.

One class of thinkers belongs to the

school of profits. This school teaches

that the aim and end of agriculture is

profits. Then there is the school of

romance which looks at the spiritual
side. But the middle ground is the

best; we need poetry as well as profits.
There are five phases of the farmer's

task. In the first place, it is the farm

er's task to make a living. This duty
he owes to his family and to society.
A man must, pull his own weight.
Every part of progress must be based

on the farmer's economic prosperity.
The practical man's point of view is all

right to start with. It is worth all the

federal and state expenditures which

have been made to help the farmer

make a good living. But some people
think that if they enable a farmer to

make a living their duty is done.

This idea is false for in the second place,
the farmer must also live his life.

What good is he if he provides for his

family and does nothing more? If

the schools and churches are not as

good as the agriculture or as good as

they were twenty-five years before, his
task is not done.

He must grow and develop and his

children must have the same chance.

Too many farmers do not contribute

an iota to the development of the

children. They must take interest in
the life of the boy and girl. This is

also true of the woman, the home

maker. What does home mean to the

home maker, drudgery or a chance to

develop? The drift to the city is

mainly due to the drudgery of the

farm.

Then, too, there is a third considera

tion, the farmer must fulfill a trust.

He thinks of himself as the owner of a

parcel of ground. He has assumed

that it is wholly his. But if the rail

roads have a trusteeship, are subject to

government regulation, and ought to

serve society, it follows that the farmer
has a trusteeship. He did not create,
nor can he take with him, that land
which must be tilled after he has gone.
The fundamental service of the

farmer is to provide food for those who
cannot get it except by buying it with
their labor. This duty involves the

obligation that he must pass it on un

impaired. The greatest problem of

conservation is the conservation of the

soil, providing for the continued fer

tility of the world's greatest agricul
tural area.

In the fourth place, the farmer must
build strong communities. The pre
sent period is one in which man can do

little as an individual. We must place
more emphasis on communities. In

this connection, a plea should be made

formore beauty in country life. There

are many farmers who think that this

idea is a fad and a frill, but the time is

coming when beauty and convenience

will be big assets.
The maintenance of churches,

schools, and farmers' organizations we
are bound to meet before we get very
far in rural progress. There can be

no hope unless the country schools are

equal to those of the city. The things
that the church stands for must be

dominant in country life. Some farm

ers' organization is necessary and it

cannot live unto itself alone. The

farmer must give service and money

to them. A community without them
must soon break down. But in co

operating we must not get the idea

that the farmers as a class are antago
nistic to other classes.

The fifth and last phase is helping
to solve problems of the wider com

munity. The farming vote has always
been decisive in politics. At the time

of the Civil War the farmers were not

unmindful of their duty. And today
we cannot leave our problems to the

city. The farmer may feel outside

these problems, but he is not ; hemust

make himself felt in the councils of the

nation.
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THE THIRD ANNUAL EASTMAN STAGE

The Eastman Stage was held in

Sibley dome on Friday evening, Febru

ary 23. As usual, the stage proved
to be one of the most interesting
features of Farmers' Week. After

opening with a few musical selections

from the Glee and Mandolin clubs,
Ex-president Andrew D. White, the

presiding officer called upon Dean

Bailey who read a letter from Mr. A. R.

Eastman, the founder of the stage.
The first speaker on the program,

C. W. Whitney, '13, gave his answer

to the question, "Why be a Farmer?"

He was followed by M. C. Kilpatrick,
Sp., who discussed, "The Rural

Church," touching upon its relation

to rural society. The third speaker,
W. H. Hook, '12, discussed the im

portance of, "Special Attention to the

Farmer of To-morrow." "The Farm

er as a Business Man" was the subject
of the fourth speech by F. E. Rogers,
Sp., in which was outlined a practical
and simple method of keeping track

of the farm business. M. B. Goff,

'13, next discussed, "Present Day
Pioneers." He compared the men

who are evolving new agricultural
practices to the men who in former

years went into new lands in the

vanguard of the march of civilization.

The last speaker, W. H. Bronson, '13,

spoke regarding, "Secondary Agricul
tural Education." He showed the im

portance of agricultural education

in^ our secondary schools and main
tained that courses should be estab
lished in rural high schools.

To Prof. E. L. Nichols, of the

Physics Department of Cornell Uni

versity, Mr. F. W. Howe, of the

Department of Education, Albany
N. Y., and Mr. I. C. H. Cook, of

South Byron, N. Y., as judges, fell the
difficult task of deciding upon the

winner of the $75 first prize and of the

$25 second prize. While the judges
were pondering, the audience was

favored with several selections by
the University Quartette and by the

Ag. Mandolin Club. Dean Bailey
was called upon and spoke of the

excellence of the stage. The subjects
treated he said, were so comprehensive
as to embrace the main phases of

country life work, practical, intel

lectual and spiritual.
After some time the judges returned

and Prof. Nichols, announced the

decision. The first prize was awarded
to M. C. Kilpatrick of Valencia, Pa.

and the second prize to F. E. Rogers
of Canandaigua, N.Y.
Dr. White congratulated the speak

ers on the excellence of their work and

assured every speaker, whether a

prize-winner or not that he had

benefitted by participating in the

stage. After Dr. White's remarks

the program was ended by all joining
in the Evening Song.



THE RURAL CHURCH

By M. C. Kilpatrick, Sp.

Editor's Note:—This speech won first prize in the Third Annual Eastman Stage, held

in Sibley Dome, during Farmers' Week, February 23, 1912.

THERE
is nothing produced upon Economists, in discussing present

the American farm comparable day conditions in the rural church, tell

in real worth to American manhood us that it is lost, that it is struggling for

and American womanhood. The real its very existence, that it has failed in

strength of a nation lies not in the the proper performance of its social

wealth and power of its great indus- mission. It has suffered great loss by

tries; not in its intellectual attain- reason of rural migration. In many

ments; not in the development of its instances a little group of weather-

natural resources; it lies in the beaten stones, rearing their solemn

character of
'

its citizenship. That heads through a tangled mass of vines

nation which has the strongest and and briars, is the only remnant of a

most capable citizenship will be the once powerful church. Existing

strongest and most prosperous nation, churches are usually weak in numbers.

If the industrial, intellectual, or agri- They do not always accomplish what

cultural development of a nation is to we expect of them. It is easy to find

be of permanent value, it must be fault with the rural church but with all

accompanied by a corresponding de- its faults, there are virtues, too.

velopment of national character. Today, realizing its economic weakness
National character is largely depend- and its social short-comings, the rural

ent upon the character of the country church is making an honest effort to

population, for the rural districts are know what it must do in order to be

the seed bed from which even the cities made efficient in the performance of

are stocked with people. Because of its duties. It is not dead. It is not

the great and constant stream of rural even as much asleep as some would

migration, the agricultural community have us believe. We can still sing
greatly influences the character of the with the poet :

whole country. Blood infused from
iiTT7 __ ,

„

n _,,

the ronntrv HktrirK k thp lifp hlnnrl
We thank Thee that Thy church unsleeping,me country districts is tne lite blood
While earth rolls onward into light,

of our professions. Since national Through all the world Thy watch is keeping
character is so dependent upon the And rests not now by day or night.
rural districts, it is imperative that Jhe voice of Prayer is never silent

high ideals and strong characters pre-
Nor dies the stram of Praise away-"

dominate there. The rural church, in its attempts to
In the development of our agricul- strengthen itself, is offered many

tural communities all rural social remedies; some good, others not in any
agencies have a part. The develop- way adapted to its needs. In order
ment of the whole community is in that any real progress be made it is
direct proportion to the development essential that the church realize that
of its social institutions and the proper its mission is two-fold—the regenera-
performance of their various functions, tion of the individual and the reforma-
The most efficient of these institutions tion and development of rural society
are the home, the school and the The gospel of Christ which the church
church The greatest of these is the is to preach is social as well as individ-
church for m all ages and m all lands it ual. It proclaims individual and social

ft Tl .i!7 1!nfluence/ ,the ™oral tone regeneration, individual and social
of both the home and the school. The salvation. The church must have a
home and the school have always been high appreciation of its real worth to
the strongest in the development of the community and a deep conscious-
character when in the closest social ness of its great responsibility. It
touch with the church. must re d the mral £{ { ^ h
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is largely responsible for its economic

weakness, not as a calamity, but as a

wonderful opportunity to influence the

moral tone of the whole nation. The

rural
'

church which properly under

stands its mission and is faithful and

efficient in the performance of its duties

is awonderful power for humanwelfare.

Present day discussions of the rural

church all center around its mission of

social service. In its efficiency here,
it is found wanting. If the rural

church expects to be a strong, sturdy

organization, it must be more efficient

as an agent of social service. Church

leaders fail very often in their under

standing of social service and have

vague ideas as to its accomplishment.
Prof. Carver of Harvard has given us

this splendid definition. "Social ser

vice is anything which builds up a

community and makes it strong,

powerful, progressive and prosperous."
The rural church, if it is to take its

proper place as a factor in the progress
and prosperity of the community,
must stand upon this broad platform.
It must teach and preach social service
in this broad constructive sense. This

does not mean that it be made a social

club. It is not the business of the

church to provide amusement for the

community. The installation of a

bowling alley or a pool table will not

make the church an efficient social

service agency. It is not often neces

sary that the church concern itself

directly with providing means of

aesthetic enjoyment for its people. It

should not attempt directly to be a

training school in agriculture. In the

performance of its social duties it is

neither necessary nor desirable that the

church attempt to organize the various

machinery of rural society. It is not

the province of the church to construct

socialmachinery nor is it often adapted
to be an effective executive of social

movements. Its mission is higher.
It is the dynamic of society for which

the church is responsible but the

dynamic which it furnishes must be a

dynamic which will create, which will

control social machinery independent
of the organization of the church.

All social movements resolve them

selves finally into the personal element
and what the church does in the way of
social reformation must be accom

plished through the power of per

sonality. The proper development
and control of this personality depends
upon the function of the church as a

place of worship. Worship is the

primal activity of the church. Take

worship out of the church and you
leave no real reason for its existence.

The church has a work which is dis

tinctively its own, and the proper

performance of this work depends upon
its being a place of worship. Through
all the centuries of its existence, the
Christian church has lived and devel

oped because it has been a centre of

worship, for there is nothing so effective

in attracting and holding men as this.

It is the greatest unifying agency in the
social world. It is inherent in the

human heart to worship. Whether it

be a god of wood or stone, the Un

known God or the Great Jehovah, no

people have yet been discovered who

did not worship something. There is a

vast sense of incompleteness in the

man who does not know its true mean

ing. He is like fruit that has ripened
in the dark and not in the sunlight,
inferior both in appearance and in

quality. Man is not normal until he

worships, and no community can be

developed without normal men. In

any attempt to reconstruct the dignity
of a community or to develop its latent

powers, the religious nature must be

reckoned with. No form of amuse

ment, no aesthetic enjoyment, not even

intellectual development can be al

lowed to take the place of worship in

the rural church without seriously im

pairing its efficiency as, an agency of

true social service.

When the church properly fulfills its

function as a centre of worship, it

becomes immediately a great inspira

tional centre. True worship is the

channel of power, the true foundation

of character. Man looks upon his

natural features in the glass but gazing

all day long will not change one iota

of his appearance. He turns away
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forgetting even what manner of man

he is. Not so with the true worshipper.

Brought into contemplation of, and

communion with, God in the solemn

atmosphere of the Holy place, gazing

upon Him with eyes of faith and holy

fear, he sees himself in all his littleness,

yet, through the influence of prayer

and of praise in the worshipping assem

bly, he is filled with high ideals, with

noble aspirations, and from the very

fullness of his emotion cries out—

"What good thing must I do?"

But you say that the development
of high ideals and noble aspirations
means merely building castles in the

air. Thoreau tells us, "If you have

built castles in the air, your work need

not be lost. That is where they ought
to be. Now, put foundations under

them." If the church leads to high
ideals, it must aid in their realization.

It must help put in the foundations.

Upon it lies the burden of an educator.

Itmust be a training school in social ser
vice. The churchmust teach men that

there is nothing of itself common or un
clean. A man's attitude towards his

world has a great deal to do with his

effectiveness and with his satisfaction

in living. As a moral educator, the
church must bring men into proper
attitudes toward their environment.

It must direct into proper channels the

emotion kindled and fanned into flame

by its worship To make impressive
its teaching of social service in thebroad
constructive sense, it must cooperate
with every institution which in any

way affects the development of the

individual.

The rural church can only be

developed to the limit of its efficiency
through the normal, intelligent actions
of those who constitute it. The mem
bers of the rural church themselves
must make it the greatest socializing
and spiritualizing agency in the com

munity. To accomplish this, it must
have leaders. From whence are to
come those who are to lead the church

along the higher way?
Long years ago, in the days when we

are told God talked directly with men,
the armies of Israel were on the eve of a

great conflict. The King came to the

Lord with this question—"Who shall

order the battle?" who shall be set in

the forefront to lead the charge—and

the answer came from God himself—

'The young men of the princes of the

provinces.
' '

The solution of the prob
lems of the rural church, yes, of the

whole country life problem, rests with

the young men, the princes of the

provinces. It depends upon young

men born in the rural districts, familiar

with rural needs, with rural conditions,
with rural customs—young men who

are filled with a love for the open

country
—

young men in particular
who have had the advantages of an

agricultural training. Young men,

the most fertile field for social service

is the rural church. If you would

serve your community, your state,

your nation, give some of your time,
some of your energy to making it what
it ought to be, faithful and efficient in

the performance of its functions as a

place of worship, a great inspirational
centre, a training schoolin social service.
Listen to the most heartrending cry

of the ages. "No man careth for my
soul!" It is the cry of the marginal
man, the man on the outskirts of

society. Having established the

church upon a strong, deep spiritual
basis, make it cooperative with every

institution, domestic, educational and

social, in reaching the marginal man
and in the development and control of

the greatest power in the social uni

verse, the power of personality.
Then will we hear with deepermean

ing the grand prophecy of the beloved

John—"And I heard a voice from

heaven saying, 'Behold, the tabernacle
of God is with men!'

"

Then will the

rural church be in truth a social service

church, then will it be efficient in

answering the cry, the world-wide cry:
"God give us men. A time like this demands

Strong minds, great hearts, true faith and

ready hands.
Men whom the lust of office will not kill.
Men whom the spoils of office cannot buy.
Men who possess opinions and a will.
Men who have honor. Men who will not lie.
Men who can stand before a demagogue
And damn his treacherous flatteries without

winking.
Tall men, sun-crowned,who live above the fog
In public duty and in private thinking."



ABSTRACTS OF FARMERS' WEEK ADDRESSES

By L. H. Bailey

THE SELF-HELP IDEA IN COUNTRY-

LIFE WORK

A LL during the centuries the farmer
**- has been a self-helper. He has

been independent, has judged situa

tions by his own experience, and to a

large extent has drawn his own con

clusions. The farmer is the owner and

the manager of a business. He is not

a cog in a wheel. He therefore needs

a very broad experience, and also the

habit of establishing his opinions and

practices on the situation just as he

sees it.

The attitude of the institutions has

been that they are to help the farmer

in all his problems even though the

farmer may be unwilling to receive aid

in particular cases. This attitude

must, of course, continue for disad

vantaged persons and disadvantaged
regions; but the institutions are now

called on to do so very much work

that they must choose what they shall

do, and they naturally will place their
work where it will have the most effect.

Localities that are not particularly
crippled should bear a part of the

responsibility and furnish a part of the

money needed for welfare or extension

work. It has long been a practice that

local expenses of farmers' institutes

shall be borne by the locality. The

agricultural work is placed in the

public schools on the condition that

the localities contribute their part.
Such organizations as the Experimen
ters' League, the cow-testing associa

tions, extension schools, and the like,
also operate on this principle. Indus

trial fellowships are now being estab

lished by Cornell University in connec
tion with farmers' organizations, these

organizations advancing money to

employ a fellow or expert, but the

college to supervise the work and to be

responsible for its scientific accuracy.

The locality will get very much more

out of an enterprise of this kind than

when the institution bears the full

responsibility and carries the entire

expense.

Much is now being said about

demonstration farms. So far as the

College of Agriculture is concerned, it
is glad to arrange demonstration or

teaching plats on farms voluntarily
with the farmer; but if permanent

plats are desired, the people in the

localities should have ownership in

them, control them at least coopera

tively and have responsibility in them.
The question of county agricultural
agents is now beginning to receive

attention. The agents should be to

the agricultural community what the

teacher is to the educational affairs and

the minister is to the religious affairs.

It may never be possible to find one

man who can give expert advice on all

the phases of agriculture in his locality,
but he can establish instruction, set

things going, act as the reporter of

agricultural problems, and guide the

people to particular sources of informa
tion. There is a bill now before the

legislature that would allow county

boards of supervisors to use county

money for the development of agricul
tural resources. These county local

agencies should be established, whether

representing counties or other groups,

largely on the initiative of the localities
themselves. Competent men will be

found gradually as time goes on; and

the communities should be allowed to

have them. Of course, these local

agents ought to have very close rela

tions with all the agricultural institu
tions of the state, otherwise they can

not be the best guides. Naturally,
some of these agents will attach them

selves to one institution and some to

another, but they nevertheless ought
to represent the application of the best

teaching in their localities wherever the

suggestions originate.

There are severalmovements now on

foot to give federal aid for agricultural
and similar education in the states.

There should be more money for such

education. It is immaterial whether

this money comes from the state

treasury or whether the people's money
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is disbursed back to them by congress ;

but it is of the very greatest import
ance how the control of such education

is to be exercised. We have developed
educational policies on state lines.

Every one of the states may be con

sidered to be a great experiment sta

tion in educational, economic and

social problems; and this is funda

mentally the great merit of the Ameri

can system of government. There is

every probability that better results

will be secured in the end by allowing
such experiments to continue rather

than to try to make any uniform or

national system of education. The

government should reimburse the

states for a certain percentage of the

money that the state expends in

developing education along agricul
tural and domestic lines. Undoubt

edly it is possible to work out a plan of
national cooperation that will produce
good results, but we must be careful

not to violate the fundamental princi
ple that persons must help themselves,
or to dilute the local application of

educational methods, or to discourage
educational experiments by states and

localities. We are yet in the experi
mental stage in education.

We are in danger of confounding
education with government. Because

we have established centralized sys
tems of police regulation, commerce

regulation, quarantine, and the like, it
does not follow that we should have

centralized federal systems of educa

tion. A system of educational admin
istration is not education itself and the
two should not be confused.

The country-life discussion is the
most important movement at the

present time for the establishing of a
real industrial democracy, and there is
no other democracy than an industrial

democracy. The reason why we have
not had permanent democracies in the
past is_ because they have not been
industrial. If we have a real indus
trial democracy all the people must

contribute to it and take part in it;
and the nearer we can approach that
result the better our civilization will be.
The country-life movement, in all its

aspects, is doing more than anything
else to contribute this spirit.

* * *

THE YORK STATE COUNTRY-BOND

The York State Country-Bond has

been much discussed since it was pro

posed a year ago, and a good many

persons have wondered what kind of an

organization was proposed. It is not

the intention to found any new society
or association for possibly we are tend

ing to over-organize our rural affairs.

Many people cannot think of asso

ciated or cooperative work without

thinking also of constitutions and by
laws and officers and annual dues. A

cooperative movement should be pro

jected that has none of these usual ele
ments of formal machinery. It was

some five years or so ago that members

of the Students' Experimenters' League
resolved to bond themselves together
for the purpose of furthering agricul
tural interests. The old students'

meeting was the beginning of what has

now come to be Farmers' Week.

Many associations have gathered
themselves around the Farmers' Week

epoch, all representing progress in the

development of country life. If it is

worth while for certain persons to bond

themselves together for the betterment
of agricultural practice, it is still more
important for all the interests repre

senting Farmers' Week to bond them
selves together for the betterment of

country life in all of its aspects. The
best association in the end is that
which resolves itself about practical
sentiment. Sentiment for country life

progress ought to be sufficient to hold

together in a loose relationship all

interests centered in Farmers' Week.
On several occasions in every Farm

ers' Week all the different organiza
tions and groups should come together
to have discussions on subjects that
are of interest to all of them. Every
participant in Farmers' Week, man,
woman and youth, should consider
himself or herself to be a member of the
York State Country-Bond, meaning
by that that the person is interested
not only in his special department of
work but also in the progress of the
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movement as a whole and that he will
be ready when he goes to his home to
take part in any or all movements for a

growing rural civilization and to lend

his active interest and support to them.

Publications, if there are any, should

be available to all such persons; and

they should all feel such a sense of

personal obligation to the whole move
ment that they will be able to make

suggestions and to inform themselves
on broad rural movements.

It was the opinion of Director Bailey
that an informal union of all these

forces might really accomplish much

more, through its general spirit of fra

ternity, than any formal organization
could accomplish even though it com

prised the very same persons. We

very much need to put ourselves whole

heartedly into these new movements

rather than to feel that we must be

personally subordinated to any regular
machinery of operation. The best

movements in the world are those that

have a spirit in common but that are in
formal ways more or less unorganic.
The Empire State needs a recognized
forwardmovement for country life, and
such a movement comes naturally out

of such forces as gather at Farmers'
Week. The York State Country-Bond
might be another name for a consoli

dated Farmers'Week ; but it would be

better to have the name used to desig
nate the exercises that bring all the

groups into one, as Country-Bond
Lectures, Country-Bond Demonstra

tions, Country-Bond Conferences, and
the like.

^ * * *

ADDRESS TO. THE NEW STATE RURAL

ENGINEERING SOCIETY

The College of Agriculture welcomes

every organization, new and old, that
has for its purpose the unselfish evolu

tion of country life. In this spirit we
welcome the New York State Rural

Engineering Society. We hope that it

may organize itself quickly and get to
work with definite problems.
The earth must be conquered and

man must learn to adapt himself to it.

The conquest is to lie very largely in

the application of human ingenuity and

skill to the surface of the planet. Man

multiplies himself and augments his

skill when he operates by means of a

machine. We have suffered much in

times past from the fact that farmers

have not been mechanics-minded.

Those who are mechanics-minded have

gone off into cities and into other occu

pations, but we now see the time when

the farm lad who has a knack for

machinery will find ample opportunity
to express himself directly on the farm

and to satisfy his desire for wheels,

pulleys, cogs and prime motors. A

rural engineering society could exer

cise a tremendous influence in develop
ing this spirit amongst the country
folk and thereby make country life

much more effective than it ever has

been before. The conquest of the

surface of the earth lies very largely
with the farmer and with the mechanic

and engineer.
We have givenmuch attention to the

study of the chemical and biological
aspects of agriculture, in soils, fertili

zers, spraying materials, feeding ani

mals, breeding, and the like; but we

have given relatively little attention to
the real principles that underlie good
farm machinery and good farm en

gineering. There has also been a wide

separation between the manufacturers

of farmmachinery on the one hand and

the farmer on the other. There has

been no means whereby the two could

come together for the discussion of

their common problems, and whereby
rational and unbiased tests could be

made in a broad way of all the tools,
contrivances and machines that are

applied on our farms.

As an administrator of an educa

tional institution, I have been much

interested in the past few years to see

the development of the taste for

mechanics and machines and engineer

ing in the minds of farm boys. The

development of machinery for the land

has really only begun, although we

have come to think of the American

farm machinery as having solved our

mechanical problems. The introduc

tion of the internal-combustion engine
has brought with it a whole new set of
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problems and of possibilities. We now

know that we can install an engine to

do the work of much of the hired help,
and at the same time accomplish more

work and more effectively. We shall

now find a whole series of minor

machines and devices for the farm and

also for the kitchen and household

arising from the gasoline engine. We

are also beginning to utilize the small

water power in our hill country, and

we shall use wind power. We shall be

able to light our buildings and to make
the farm mechanically as effective as

the city occupations and city homes.

I think that we are yet scarcely in sight
of the evolution that the application of

machinery and of engineering is going
to introduce in the rural districts; and

all this machinery will make the farm

not only more effective but very much
more attractive to inquisitive young
minds.

I hope that this society may do

something to bring about a real rural

interest in the testing of farm tools

and machines. Why should not a

good plowing-match be the center of a

local fair in a rural community ? Why
should we not again have something as
good as the Utica plow-trials of forty
or more years ago? Why should we

not encourage the inventiveness of all
the boys on the farm to improve
machinery so that it will exactly fit
rural conditions? We are breeding
animals and plants; why should we

not also teach the improvement of
tools and implements and machines
and farm roads and all the rest ? Why
should there not be some recognized
way of testing farm machinery so that
standards may be developed and
reliable publications may be produced?
The whole question of the develop
ment of the mechanics-mind and

engineering-mind on the farms is now
before us, and this society comes in
the nick of time.

* * *

THE EDUCATIONAL POSITION OF THE

MARKET-GARDENER

The men who follow the pursuit of

market-gardening usually live in
special regions, and mostly in very

close relation with some large city or

with some direct means of communica

tion. Their lines of work and direc

tion of thought have more or less iso

lated them from the large body of

agriculturists. Although living close

together in special areas, they have not

been effectively organized, undoubt

edly very largely because they are

such strong personal competitors. On

all the large questions of public policy,
however, their interests are identified

with farmers in general. All the

technical and scientific problems relat

ing to soil, fertilizer, crops and manage
ment are purely agricultural questions.
They would profit greatly by a close

association with the agricultural inter

ests; and the agricultural interests in
turn should receive very great help
from the market-gardeners in the way
of good instruction in intensive tillage
and high cropping.
The organization of the New York

State Vegetable Growers' Association

last year probablymarks the beginning
of an epoch in the vegetable-gardening
business of the state. The problems
common to the business will be dis

cussed in this Association ; and as the

Association meets at Farmers' Week

in connection with other agricultural
interests, it will find itself articulated

with the general discussion of country-
life affairs. The vegetable-gardeners
will contribute their skill to the discus

sion of
many of the questions involved

in the situation .

The vegetable-gardeners need to

organize themselves educationally.
They have not had close relation with

the agricultural educational institu

tions. One reason for this is that the

institutions themselves have not been

prepared tomeet the needs of the vege
table-gardeners ; but this situation is

now beginning rapidly to change . The

institutions will now meet the situation
as rapidly as the market-gardeners
demand that it be met. It is coming
to be a habit amongst certain groups
of farm people to send their sons and

daughters to college to receive an

education by means of agricultural
subjects. This habit should be formed
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by the market-gardening people. The their common interests in the way of

progress of the business will depend in legislation, transportation, marketing,
the long run on the special education and the like, and to have a small
that the sons and daughters of the margin that could be devoted to public
business receive. The educational out- welfare work in dairying. Such or-

look on market-gardening will in the ganizations exist elsewhere ; and there
end be of more service to it than any is a national organization that is

other outlook or movement touching established on a similar basis. The

its public relations. common commercial problems are
* * *

sufficient to call for such a plan of

the need of a union of dairy working together; but the educational
interests results that necessarily would follow

In welcoming the annual meeting of such an organization would probably
the Dairy Students' Association at in the end comprise the greatest bene-
Farmers' Week, Director Bailey urged fit. Director Baily had no suggestions
that the manufacturing and commer- to make as to the machinery of such an

cial dairy interests of the State organize organization; but he recommended

as an industry for the purpose of safe- that the dairymen come together on

guarding their common welfare and of the basis of financial contribution and

developing their business educationally, for the purpose of maintaining organi-
There are about twenty-three hundred zations that would be continuously
dairy establishments in the State, active through the year and that should

representing cheese factories, creamer- meet the practical problems that come

ies, skimming stations, and shipping before the commercial dairyman or

companies. These represent the com- associations of dairymen from day to

mercial dairy interests of the State aside day. Such an organization should not
from the personal or farm-dairy busi- attempt to control production, or to

ness. His suggestion was to the effect control prices; but it could have great
that these twenty-three hundred influence in regulating practices, in

organizations might contribute pro finding markets, in preventing waste,

rata a certain sum of money for the and in exercising wise influence on

purpose of providing a fund that legislation affecting all the people in

would employ an agent to look after the dairy business.

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES DURING

FARMERS' WEEK

department of plant breeding is very low, less than 90 bushels per

A new phase of conservation was
acre. Some years drought causes

put forth in the remarks of Dr. A. W. these low yields, but the chief reason is

Gilbert of this University in an
the lack of highly bred seed. In the

address during Farmers' Week. He course of his remarks, Professor Gil-

showed how greater yields per acre of bert pointed out how yields of 300

potatoes and such staple crops could be
bushels or more per acre might easily

producedwithout the addition of a very
be obtained if they had good care and

large amount of plant food. He told tne proper strains were used. These

how we may better feed the millions great yields may be obtained without

without an excessive drain upon our
the addition of excessive quantities of

soils. Plant Breeding can do this for fertilizer which needs to be conserved

the farmer by giving him better if our agriculture is always to flourish.

varieties with higher yielding powers. The same methods are used in breed-

The average yield of potatoes in ing plants as in the breeding of animals.
New York State for the last ten years The best individuals are sought and
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used to breed from for the production
of future races. Thus, in the course

of a few generations of pedigreed breed

ing, a strain may be produced of high

yielding capacity.
* * *

Dr. H. J. Webber, Professor of

Plfrnt-Breeding in the New York State

College of Agriculture, in his address

on the "Improvement of the Hay
Crop" before a general audience in

attendance at Farmers' Week, gave

the results of important investigations
in the breeding of timothy. As timo

thy is the most valuable crop culti

vated in the State, these results should

be of great interest to farmers.

In 19 10, seventeen new varieties

gave an average yield per acre of 7,451
pounds and seven check plats planted
with good ordinary timothy in the

same year and under the same condi

tions gave an average yield of 6,600

pounds .per acre. The. seventeen new

varieties, thus gave an average increase

per acre of 85 1. pounds.
Ordinary timothy usually begins to

deteriorate very soon after planting
and meadows run out so that fields are

rarely kept in timothy more than two

or three years. The new sorts, on the

other hand, have been selected for their

great vigor, rust resistance and length
of life. They would, therefore, be ex

pected to improve for several years

rather than run out. This factor is

shown in the second year crop. In the

season of 191 1, the seventeen new

varieties gave an average yield of 7 ,
1 53

pounds per acre, while the seven check

plats only gave an average yield of

4,091 pounds per acre. The average

increased yield of the seventeen new

sorts in 191 1 was thus 3 ,062 pounds per
acre, being an increased yield of over

one and one-half tons per acre. A

bulletin describing these experiments is
now in press and may be obtained by
writing to the College.

* * *

department of dairy industry

Butter and cheese makers should be

good judges of the products they are

making. It is hard for a man who is

tied to one place nearly every day in the

year, which is true of the butter and
cheese maker, to become a good judge.
In view of the educational value to the
manufacturer of inspecting and com

paring butter and cheese' of various

qualities, the Department of Dairy
Industry organized an amateur judging
of butter and cheese contest as a part
of Farmers

'

Week program . To inten

sify the interest the department offered
a premium to the winner, of a gold
filled Cornell University seal watch

fob, and a sterling silver fob of the

same design to the man taking second

place.
Ten 60 lb. tubs of butter from

Specials to Seconds and cheese of

different makes were secured from the

New York market.

The ten samples of cheese were

scored separately by Mr. G. A. Smith

of the Agricultural Experiment Station
at Geneva, Mr. Clayton Dutton, agent
of the N. Y. State Department of

Agriculture, and Mr. W. W. Fisk, of

the Department of Dairy Industry at

Cornell University. After all the

judges had placed their scores on all

of the packages the average of their

reports was taken as the final judg
ment. The butter was scored by
Messrs. H. L. Ayres and E. S. Guthrie

of the Department of Dairy Industry
at Cornell University. The final score

was reckoned in the same way as in the

cheese.

The contestants' papers were marked

and the winners ascertained as follows :

For instance on the butter, fifty per

cent of the consideration was on the

score and fifty percent on the criti

cisms. On flavor, if the contestant

was not further than one point from
the average of the judges' score, he was

given a perfect mark. Further than

one point he was cut one per cent, for
each one-fourth point. On body, if he
scored not further than one-half point
from the judges' he was given perfect
and then cut one per cent, for each one-

fourth point. On color, salt and

package if the score was not the same

as the judges' a cut was made at the

same rate as on flavor and body. The

criticims were read to the judges by a
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clerk and the averages of the grades
were used in placing the contestants.

The judges had no idea whose papers

they were grading until the clerk

announced that the job was done.

Mr. J. B. Rowe won first place in

butter and E. A. Beckwith second

place.
Mr. A. W. Beaupre won first place

on cheese and Mr. J. H. Kelly second

place.
* * *

An address was given on the tests

and control of moisture in butter by E.

S. Guthrie. It was stated that the

farmer and creameryman in themaking
of butter were in the field of the pure

food manufacture and that it was right
that his operations be controlled by
law. The audience was given to

understand that according to a regula
tion of the Internal Revenue Depart
ment butter containing 16% or over

of moisture was considered adul

terated. A heavy taxation was made

on such butter. Also the maker must

take out a license for making adul

terated butter. A few students

assisted the speaker in the operation of

a moisture test and the process which

is as simple as the running of a Bab

cock test for fat in dairy products was

explained. The speaker tried to make
it clear to the audience that the factor

that is most important in the con

trolling of moisture incorporation in

butter is temperature in the cream

during the churning process and in the
butter at the time of working. If the

temperature is high in the cream a high
amount of water will be incorporated
in the butter and in the working process
more moisture will be expressed when

the temperature is low.
* * *

department of forestry

Professor Walter Mulford of the

newly established Department of For
estry took up the subject of the

forestry problem in New York State.
Professor Mulford stated that about

40% of the land of New York received
no special care except the fire protec
tion given by the State Conservation
Commission and some private owners

of forests in some parts of the State,

He claimed that New York State is

neglecting the chance of raising the

best timber crops on about 12,000,000

acres. This land at present is covered

with uncared for timber or brush or is

bare. The State Conservation Com

mission and many private owners are

doing splendid work in planting forest

trees, but the area thus covered is

exceedingly small compared with the

enormous area receiving no care other

than protection. This area may be

roughly divided into three parts:
The Adirondacks and Catskills (about
6,000,000 acres); the farm woodlots

(about 4,000,000 acres) ; and the

wooded hills and extensive stretches

of sandy or rocky non-agricultural
lands (about 2,000,000 acres).
Professor Mulford said in part:
"The forestry problem of New York

State is, therefore, to aid the State

Conservation Commission in increas

ing the amount of care given to the

mountain sections; to improve the

farm woodlots; and to make possible
by proper legislation the care of the

large forest areas outside of the moun

tains by allowing them to be bought
and managed as county forests wher
ever desirable. Such county forests

would keep the non-agricultural lands
usefully busy and would go a long way
toward paying county taxes. County
forests have long been in use in Europe
and found very successful. They
form one of the central features of the

European forestry system, where they
pay almost, if not all, of the county
taxes. The city of Zurich, Switzer

land, has a city forest which has been
under management for about one

thousand years. This forest of only
about 4000 acres now pays a large part
of the city taxes. The State of Penn

sylvania has already made the estab
lishment of county and city forests

constitutional."

* * *

DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE

On Friday of Farmers' Week dele

gates from various florists' societies
and clubs assembled at the College of

Agriculture to consider the organization
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of an association of persons interested significance of floricultural operations
in floriculture. In welcoming them to as well as their importance as measured
the College of Agriculture, Director by census figures. An industry as im-

Bailey called attention to the great portant as this ought to be represented
importance of floriculture in the state an organization. Florists' clubs and

as represented by the census figures, societies in New York are now all local.

In the twelfth census, the value of It would be inadvisable to lessen the

florists' crops was ninth among the work or the importance of any one of

agricultural products of the state, being these local units, for each one has an

exceeded only by such staple things as important work to do ; but a delegate
hay and forage, potatoes, orchard society could guide florists' affairs and

fruits, corn, forest products, and the could unite the different clubs to the

like. The value of flower crops were benefit of the occupation as a whole.

nearly three million of dollars. Proba- It has been said that the florists have

bly few people realize how extensive never asked anything of the state

the floricultural business is and how that has been granted. If this is

much the output is worth. true, it shows either that they have no

Probably the florists are the most needs that the state can supply or else

skillful of all classes of farmers in pro- that they have not asked effectively.

ducing great yields from; the soil. A It may not be important for the florists

greenhouse man will grow a begonia to organize for this purpose, but this is

that is several times larger than the soil an illustration of the fact that there

and the pot in which it is grown. He has not been a solidification of effort.

gets as near the maximum result from There are great problems of transpor-
a given quantity of soil as any person tation, marketing, and other semi-

is able to secure. The educational public questions that a state organiza-

importance of this fact also cannot be tion could attack with great profit to

overlooked. The people should under- the business as a whole, as well as

stand what are the possibilities of a technical questions that might be dis-

handful of soil.
'

- cussed for the information of individual

These remarks are made for the pur- florists. State interest in floriculture

pose of emphasizing the educational should be represented in organization.

COOPERATIVE MARKETING

By Lloyd S. Tenny

Formerly connected with the United States Department of Agriculture at Washington, D. C

{Continued from the March number of the Cornell Countryman)

Would that our fruit men located we would need at home, must come

around Rochester might take notice from the growers. If we needed five

of what has been accomplished here in thousand dollars and had one hundred

California. How crude and amateur- growers, then each grower should take

like our efforts in the way ofmarketing out fifty dollars of stock. Where it is

fruit appear in comparison ! not possible to have things come out so

While it is necessary to have an evenly as this illustrates, then there

incorporated body, yet the capital should be a regulation which will pro-

stock must be put in on the non-profit, hibit any one grower taking over a

or stated profit-sharing basis. Let me certain specified sum. No one man

be very clear and specific with regard should or can predominate in the

to this point, for it is vital. Many financial part of an organization.

organizations

'

have failed because of They should share as nearly as possible

disregard for this point. The capital alike. No man should put money into

stock for a local association, such as capital stock expecting to get large
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returns. He should be satisfied with

no returns at all. It is taken for

granted that he is putting his money

into the association, not to make large
interests on this meagre investment,

but to establish, or for the purpose of

establishing an organization which will

market his fruit at satisfactory prices.
It is well to have stated in the by

laws of your constitution that no

dividend greater than five or six per

cent, annually shall ever be declared

on the capital stock. If your associa

tion finds at the close of its year's busi

ness that all expenses have been paid,
■ a six per cent, dividend declared, and

yet there remains a comparatively
large sum of money in the treasury,
then it should return this sum, or as

much of it as it wishes to the shippers
—

who will be stockholders that is true—

but the return should be made in pro

portion to the number of boxes, bar

rels, or cars of fruit each -shipper has
marketed through the organization.
The idea, therefore, of having a

manager or any officer attempting
to get his salary in whole or part, from
dividends declared from stock, is

wholly out of keeping with successful

cooperation. Stock watering is un

heard of in such an organization.
These points are vital for the success

of a united effort, and yet they are

often violated in attempting coopera
tion.

Another point which has caused

much discussion, and has been at the

root of considerable trouble is the

relation between the central organiza
tion and its individual members.
How shall these members be bound to
the organization? As an individual

wishing to join the association, must I
be compelled to ship all of my produce,
or a certain definite portion of it]
through the exchange; or may I use

my choice, shipping if I so desire, or
selling outside if that method suits me
better. It would be very nice if this
last method were possible. It appeals
especially to the one inexperienced in

"

cooperation, but a little serious

thought on the subject will convince

anyone that the only successful plan

will be the one, where the individuals

are bound by a contract to ship

through the organization. Without

such a contract, how can the manager

know what business he can expect?
He arranges an office force, makes con

tracts of various kinds, expecting to

have, let us say, two hundred cars of

peaches to ship. But fall prices may
be high. The farmers may be. entirely
satisfied with the offers -made to them

by local buyers. If there is no con

tract to hold them to the association,

they will sell, and where is our poor

manager left? His contracts are al

ready made. He has nothing with

which to work. The cooperative
efforts are a failure. Moreover, if you
are to start a cooperative association

for marketing your fruit, you are in a

way becoming a competitor of the local
fruit buyer. If, as a member of the

association, you are permitted to sell

outside, you are really selling to your

own competitor. One of the simplest
methods employed by unscrupulous
buyers to break down a cooperative
movement among farmers is to try to

buy fruit or produce from members of

the association, offering if necessary,
sums larger than the markets will

warrant. In this way, ignorant and

inexperienced farmers, become dis

satisfied and either try to withdraw

bodily from the association, or they
cast a feeling of discouragement among
their fellows or attempt to show that

the manager is not capable of getting
the prices offered by the outside buyers.
While there are some exceptions it is
the general rule that in order to be a

success your association must make a

written contract with each individual

shipper, compelling him either to ship
all or a certain portion of his produce
through the central exchange, or in

case he does not, to pay to the treasurer

of the association,, a certain specified
amount for each package sold to an

outside;7 buyer: It is pretty well es

tablished that such a contract is per

fectly lawful and will hold in court.

The courts of California have so held

and I understand that it has been

established as lawful in other states.
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Very recently a county judge in Iowa

ruled that such an agreement is

unlawful and is made in restraint of

trade. It is very doubtful, however,

if the Supreme Court of the state will

uphold this decision. .

These four principles, discussed al

ready, lie at the base of successful co

operation in my opinion.
ist. Theremust be a common need,

or at least some common ground be

tween the farmers or fruit-growers.
2d. The organization must be an

incorporated body. A loosely formed

agreement will do as long as everything

goes smoothly, but will not hold

together when trouble arises.

3d. The money for the capital
stock must be put in on a non-profit

sharing basis. The organization
should not be run in other words to

make money on the money actually
invested. The purpose of the organi
zation is primarily to sell fruit — to

reach other markets—to make more

money growing fruit. The capital
stock is necessary to bring about that

end, but is only a means to another

end.

4th. In the last place, there must

be a second contract between the cen

tral organization and the individuals

shipping through it. A simple promise
on the part of the individuals that they
will ship is not sufficient.

If these principles are thoroughly
understood at the time of organizing,
and if the members join, understanding
them, there is a pretty good chance for
the association to live and to be a suc

cess.

An objection to cooperation, at

least to a cooperative packing house,
is that a grower loses his identity.
To some extent this is certainly true.

It is possible to have cooperation
where each grower packs his own fruit
and even where the individual lots are

sold on their own merit. This method

is better than no cooperation, proba
bly; but in actual working it has not
been very successful, and one of two

things has usually followed. Either

the effort to cooperate has finally
ended in a failure, or the growers have

decided to "pool" their fruit— that is

to mix their fruit, giving the growers
credit on each load for a certain amount

of each grade. The various prices
received for any one grade during a

certain period are averaged and every

grower receives this average price for

all the fruit of that grade contributed

by him during the specified period.
This practice of pooling their fruit is

followed in the California Fruit-Grow

ers' Exchange and in the Florida Citrus

Exchange in handling oranges. While

the individual does not keep his iden

tity in selling, yet there is an additional
incentive for him to grow good fruit in

order to have his fruit grade as high as

his neighbors, who may be shipping

through some exchange.
The greatest objection in not pooling

is that it is difficult to maintain by
other methods a sufficiently high
standard of grading and packing, with

out which cooperation never attains

its best results. A fake pack, poor

apples in the middle of the barrel and

good ones at the end, peaches packed

by the stovepipe method, and all such

absolutely dishonest practices can

never be practiced in a cooperative

association, where a brand is being
established and where the pack is being

guaranteed.

CAUSES OF FAILURE IN COOPERATION

Failure in cooperation may be due

to violating any of the fundamental

principles already discussed. On the

other hand a group of men may set out

with a perfect organization and yet fail.

Farmers, in general, will over estimate

their own capacity. Many are dis

trustful, not willing to give up as large

a portion of their farming operation as

marketing their fruit to another man.

Possibly over-conservatism is a better

term to express this idea. To succeed

you must have faith in each other.

You must all stand on the common

ground of wanting to better your

marketing condition. When discour

agement comes, there must be Loy

alty, and that spelled with capital let

ters. Disloyalty ofmembers toward the

organization itself, toward the manager
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or board of control, or disloyalty even

toward other shippers is pretty sure to

disrupt the association.

Again, failure may come and very

often does through poor management.
A man who cannotmanage successfully
his own business, seldom will answer

for a manager for a cooperative asso

ciation. A broad gauged, keen business
man is needed, and such a man costs

money these days. A few thousand dol

lars spent for such a man at the head of

a large organization ismoneywell spent.
It goes without saying that asbolute

honesty is necessary. Every act must
be upright and above-board. Some

associations have failed for want of a

sufficiently large sum of money with

which to start. The capital stock

should be larger than you think at

first. There are many unexpected
expenses which must be provided for.

Even a small association should scarcely
start out with less than five thousand

dollars available. There are many
other things which may disrupt a co

operative movement, but if there is a

loyal bunch of men back of the move

ment these difficulties may easily be

overcome.

But what lessons are there in all this
for us—for the men engaged in growing
apples, and pears and peaches and
other fruits here in New York State?
To make it more definite and to bring it
homemore forcefully, would the village
of Hilton for instance, gain anything
by a cooperative association, and by
this I mean a real association, alive,
active and doing business ? Would it be
reasonable under the conditions which
exist there to expect such an organiza
tion to succeed? A body of farmers,
largely potato growers, in Monmouth
County, New Jersey, had this same

question for discussion four or five

years ago. They decided in the
affirmative and organized the Mon
mouth County, New Jersey, Farmers'
Exchange. During 1908—their first
season

—business amounted to some

thing over $450,000.00. Last sea

son, 1 910, two years after beginning,
the sum of business reached over

$900,000.00. The total business for

191 1, the figures for which have

just been issued in the Treasurer's

Report, reached the immense sum of

$1,499,500.00, lacking but $500 of

making a sum equal to one and one-

half million dollars. This certainly
can be counted a success. The follow

ing is a statement regarding this co

operative association, taken from the.

American Agriculturist which is of

interest.

"Just as in other cases, this exchange
had to fight intrenched interests which
did not wish to see the farmers succeed.

These interests adopted all the tricky
tactics that have been the ruination of

scores of exchanges all over the

country. The principal dodge is to

encourage the farmer to be disloyal to
the exchange by inducing him to accept
a few cents more than the exchange
price. This is the deadliest weapon

that the middleman can use."

The General Manager in his report

says:

At an annual meeting a year ago, our

membership was 735. It has now

reached 1049. At the close of 19 10,

our paid in capital stock was $49,370.
In the year, this increased to $74,285.
At a recent directors' meeting a divi

dend of 5% was declared.

About July 1, 1908, before we had

really done any business, standing here
in this court room, we made this state

ment: "You have started out to

establish a business of your own that

will grow to be greater than you in

your wildest fancies have conceived;
not a $1000; nor a $10,000; nor a

$100,000; nor yet a $500,000 business;
but a business that inside of five years
will reach $1,000,000 a year." This

statement was looked upon as perhaps
a possibility but not at all likely a

probability, and yet, gentlemen, we

are here today to say that this predic
tion has now become a reality.
Our total business for the year, 1 9 1 1

,

is $1,499,500. Do you fully under
stand just what an immense business
this is ? There is no reason why Hilton
and other neighboring towns cannot

organize and support such an organi
zation.



THE TWELFTH ANNUAL BANQUET
By E. C. Heinsohn, '15

^THE Twelfth Annual Banquet of the
*-

College of Agriculture, held in

the Armory, February 2 1
, proved to be

even larger and more successful than

those of former years. Fully six

hundred guests sat down at the tastily
arranged tables and partook of a most

excellent dinner. While the dinner

was being served, the banqueters were
entertained by numerous selections of

popular airs furnished by Coleman's

Orchestra.

After the dishes had been cleared

away, the toastmaster, H. B. Knapp,
'12, introduced as the first speaker of

the evening, Mr. L. C. Corbett, '90, of

the United States Department of

Agriculture, who spoke in behalf of the
Alumni. The alumni, said Mr. Cor

bett, are united and organized in the

Students' Association to aid in the

extension of agricultural information.
The next speaker, Prof. A. W.

Gilbert, representing the Faculty,
described the relations existing between
the students and teachers . Instruction

does not count for everything ; students

developmore outside the classroom than
in. The duty of the faculty, he con

tinued, is to trainmen to be leaders and

if success is to be attained, students,
alumni and faculty must cooperate.
In conclusion, he declared that there

are four things which a farmer should

do : he should be able to make a good
living on his farm ; raise and educate a

family ; be a useful citizen ; and finally
leave his farm in better condition than

he found it.

David Elder, '12, then spoke in

behalf of the students. In a plea for

unity, he stated that the students

should organize while here so' that when

they leave to go out into the world,

they can be a solid unit. With united

effort, in the future we can help to

make agriculture the stay and strength
of the nation in time of war and the

support in time of peace.
Hon. James W. Robertson, of the

Department of County Life of Canada,
was the fourth speaker. In regard to

"Education for Rural Life," he de

clared that it is the work of Cornell

students to put life, strength and

vitality into the rural community. It

is the duty of the younger generation
to check the modern tendency to seek

the easy path in life for in the accom

plishment of worthy undertakings hard
work is necessary.

"Uncle Henry" Wallace of Iowa fol

lowed with a powerful address in which
he outlined the moral and educational

forces at work for country life. The

students of Cornell, he said, are helping
to build a fine rural civilization.

"When you return to your homes, so

far as God helps you," he exclaimed,
"make the community wherein you

live a better place, better in society,
better in manners, better in farming,
better in everything, because you live in
it .

"

No civilization ever has or ever will

endure after its agriculture goes down

and there is no country that would not

be better for its further development.
Dean Bailey was next called upon

for remarks. He spoke about oppor

tunity and its importance in life.

If any successful business man be

asked when the turning point of his

life occurred, he will probably answer

that it was the result of an accident.

Therefore, we should always be alert

and ready for opportunity. If our

lives show integrity, honesty, and a

desire to do our best, and if we take

advantage of every opportunity, we

surely will make a success of life.

The last speaker of the evening was

Prof. Shearer. With stereopticon
views he described the development of

Cornell University, showing how it

began with Sage Chapel and a few

wooden buildings and grew to its

present size. His views and remarks

vividly brought to attention the won

derful advancement which Cornell has

made,
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A Recognition

The Cornell Univer

sity Club of New York

held its thirty-second
annual dinner on

March the fifth, 191 2, in honor of

Dean Bailey. The dinner was of

special significance, not only because

of the high tributes and praise paid to

the Dean for his contributions to

agricultural education, and particu

larly for his work in the Cornell College
of Agriculture; but also because the

recognition thus given by the alumni

of all the Colleges of Cornell, to Dean

Bailey in his position as director of the

College of Agriculture, marks a dis

tinct and momentous step forward in

the process of evolution of the College
of Agriculture, and even in all agricul
tural science; for by such recognition
the Agricultural College is placed on a

plane with the other colleges of the

University, and the science of agricul
ture on a plane with other sciences.

The College of Agriculture in its

early days, was looked upon somewhat

in the light of a trade school, and the

'

'Aggies" were treated
more or less as a

joke, by the cultured "Highbrows" of

the institution; and in fact, in certain

large universities, where the agricul

tural college is segregated from its

university, this condition actually

exists today to a greater or lesser

degree. Fortunately, the founder of

Cornell, with his rare foresight, and

democratic ideals, so started this insti

tution that the Agricultural College,

and the other Colleges should grow up

side by side. From the first, the

standard of the College of Agriculture

has been gradually rising till today it

is ranked at least as high as the other

Colleges of the University, and the

constant association of the students of

this college with those of the other

colleges, in all University activities,

and on an equal basis, has brought the

latter students to a realization of the

standard of the College of Agriculture,

until now all the alumni of the Univer

sity are openly recognizing this col

lege, as evidenced by the New York and

other alumni dinners, given this winter

in Dean Bailey's honor. A few details

of the New York dinner may prove of

interest.

There were more than

The New 350 diners present in

York Dinner the big ballroom of the

Waldorf. They sang

"Alma Mater" before they sat down,

and drank a toast to the President of

the United States before the speaking

began. The dinner was in honor of

Director Bailey, and all the speakers
told in what honor he was held not

only at Ithaca, but everywhere else.

Andrew D. White sent a letter express

ing his admiration of Mr. Bailey, and

so did President Schurman, who was

unable to be present on account of a

death in his family.
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The cover of the menu card was a

drawing by Andre Smith, '02, depicting
the energy and multifarious activities

of Dean Bailey. Singing was provided

by members of the University Glee

Club of New York, who were led by
Bob Burns, '07.

Louis A. Fuertes, '97, was toastmas-

ter, and with him and Dean Bailey
at the speakers' table were Ira A.

Place, '81, president of the Cornell

Club; Mirza Ali Kuli Kahn, the Per

sian Minister; W. C. Brown, president

of the New York Central Railroad;
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, Dr. L. 0.

Howard, '77, Oscar T. Crosby, J. A.

Holmes, '81, G. A. Post, J. G. White,

'85, R. J. Le Boeuf, '92, John DeWitt

Warner, '72, General Stewart L. Wood

ford, Dr. W. M. Polk, Dr. A. H.

Sharpe and others.

Mr. Place took advantage of his

position as presiding officer to hand

the first bouquet to Director Bailey.
He said that we had many men who

could teach farming, but only one

man who could idealize farming
—

raise it above the level of the earth

into the realm of the ideal. Then he

surrendered the gavel to Louis Fuertes,

who was welcomed with a short yell
and an "Ach, Louis!" Dr. Howard

was the first speaker called on. He

told some good stories and wound up

by saying that Bailey was by far

the strongest attractive force in the

faculty, and that if he ever thought of

leaving again the people up at Ithaca

must lock him up in that beautiful

new agricultural building and keep him

there by force.

Then Director Bailey
The Dean's was called to his feet

Talk with the long yell
—

Cornell's twenty-one

gun salute. So many kind things had

been said of Director Bailey that when

he had a chance to speak he said he

knew now how the pancake felt when

the molasses was poured over it. He

told about his early days as a boy on

the farm and said that even then he

wondered if the birds and the flowers—

all the environment of country life, in

which he was so much interested, could

not be made parts of a scheme of edu

cation that would quicken and enrich

the life of the people who get their

living from the soil. He said he loved

the country folk whose parents and

grandparentswere farmers before them.

He had tried to catch their point
of view and to find the education

that would benefit them. The work

of a college of agriculture was not

teaching only, he said. It was welfare

work, too. He spoke a word for' the

short-course students, saying that their

presence helped to keep the college
true to its ideals and to keep it from

getting into a rut. He showed how

undeveloped were the forests and the

streams of New York State, and how it

was one of the duties of agricultural

education to develop these resources

for future generations. But most of

all he talked of developing the resources

of country life so that the lives of the

peoplemay be fuller and richer. Dean

Bailey said that the College of Agricul

ture at Cornell was now having its turn

in growing large. He thought the

present rate of increase in the number

of students was not likely to last. He

expressed his gratitude to the Board

of Trustees, which had supported him

at times when his ideas had to be taken

on faith. He concluded by reiterating

his desire to get out of harness and

give his time to studies of which he

had dreamed all his life, and said that

when the time came for him to resign
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the work of the college to other hands

he hoped his friends would let him

go.

Then Dr. Wiley and Mr. Brown

took their turns at speaking well of

Dean Bailey, as did Mr. Oscar T.

Crosby, engineer, author and traveler,

and lastly his excellency the Persian

Minister, gave an interesting and

charming talk, in which he quoted
Persian classics of a period 3,400

years before Christ wherein the tilling
of the soil was glorified as one of the

noblest of occupations.

The spring season of

Inter-College the inter-college athle-

Athletics tic activities openswith

Agriculture five

points in the lead, but the champion-

experience with tile drainage which

are regarded as the most forceful

argument in favor of this type of

improvement.
Special emphasis in the discussion

was laid upon the desirability of

agricultural associations throughout
the state giving at least one meeting
per year to the discussion of drainage
in their community. Mr. Schoentha-
ler said in his prize paper that tile

drainage, of which he has some six
miles in all, has more than doubled
the value of his farm, and instead of

being obliged to "mud-in" his crops,
waste seed and labor and get meagre
returns, he now never gets a poor crop
on his drained land. He says it is
like putting money in the bank at
from one to two hundred percent
interest.

Resolutions were passed strongly
urging that the State establish pro
visions for loaning money to farmers
for the purpose of tile drainage under

ship is by no means secure. The other

colleges will fight hard for first place in

crew, baseball, and track, and if we

are to retain the championship this

year, we must work hard to win it.

A large number of men have reported

for rowing and the outlook for a strong

crew is encouraging.
The inter-college baseball season

will open soon after Easter. All who

are interested in baseball are urged to

come out in order that there may be

keen competition for each position on

the team. Those interested in running
are likewise urged to begin work at

once in preparation for the inter-college
Track Meet which is held in May.
There will be a big Ag. athletic

rally on Tuesday evening, April 16th.

Save the date and come.

the supervision of the conservation

commission, and with suitable facilities
for oversight. A resolution was also

passed which emphasized the im

portance of investigations into a num

ber of phases in the construction and

operation of tile drains, particularly
the rate of drainage of different soils
with different arrangements and depth
of drains, quality of tile, etc. It was

also agreed by resolution that the

matter of freight rates on tile should
be investigated, and a committee for

that purpose was appointed.
The officers elected for the ensuing

year were: President, Irving C. H.

Cook, South Byron; Secretary, Elmer
O. Fippin, Ithaca; Treasurer, C. R.

White, Ionia. Mr. James A. D. S.

Findlay, of Salisbury Mills, was ap

pointed Chairman of the Legislative
Committee; C. R. Mellen, of Geneva,
Chairman of Committee on Publicity;
T. E. Martin, ofWest Rush, Chairman
of Committee on Freight Rates.

NEW YORK STATE DRAINAGE ASSOCIATION

{Continued from page 215)
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CAMPUS NOTES

Bids for the new Auditorium of the

College of Agriculture and Veterinary
Clinic and Hospital buildings have

been opened by Treasurer E. L. Wil

liams and the contracts awarded.

Eight general contractors representing
concerns located in Lowell, Mass.,
New York City, Buffalo, and Pittsburg
figured on the buildings. August
Metz Bros., of Buffalo, bid lowest, and

as the figures came within the appro

priation for each building, were given
the contract. It is expected that they
will be completed on or before Nov. 1,

1912.

Mr. Green of the firm Green &

Weeks, architects, remained in Ithaca

with the contractors to arrange details

necessary to enable them to start work

immediately. The auditorium will be

an imposing structure of brick and

stone and will seat about 3,000 people.
The Veterinary addition will consist

of a main building with two wings.
The structures will be of brick with

limestone trimmings.
* * *

Thirty-one members of the senior

class in the College of Agriculture
availed themselves of the new privilege
of graduation in February. Many of

these have left the College in order to

take up positions but quite a number

have remained to take up graduate
work. The list of graduates is as

follows :

B . S . inAgriculture : E . C . Auchter ,

A. F. Barss, A.B., A. S. Beatty, F. H.

Clothier, Jay Coryell, H. R. Davis, A.
F. Reyes, B.A., A. M. Goodman, L.

C. L. Holby, J. L. Kraker, F. H. Lacy,
C. E. Ladd, J. W. Law, L. R. Leick,
T. J. McTarnaghan, E. L. Markell, J.
P. Mendoza, Jr., E. H. Myer, F. A.

Pearson, L. A. Polhemus, N. V. Puga,
C. D. Shimmell, E. P. Smith, B.S.,
S. H. Stevenson, S. N. Stimson, J. L.

Strahan, F. A. Tenny, Buchanan Ty
son, H. L. White, N. J. Whitney, C. G.
Wooster.

The Extension Department has been

very active among the farmers of New

York State during the past month.

Schools were conducted for a week at

Kinderhook, Mountainville, Keuka

Park, Salamanca, and Albany. The

following day's program for the school

at Keuka Park is representative:

9:00-10:00 a. m. Lesson—Corn

culture for New York State

C. H. Myers
1 o :oo-i 2:00 A.M. Lesson—Diet and

hygiene Mrs. Ida S. Harrington
10:00-11:00 a. m. Lesson—The

peach orchard
- A. C. King

1 1 :oo-i 2 :oo a. m. Lesson—Under -

drainage in the vineyard
F. E. Gladwin

1 ^0-3 :oo p. m. Lesson
—Clovers;

their relation to other crops

E. R. Minns

2 :oo-4 :oo p. m. Lesson and demon

stration—Sugar cookery
Mrs. Harrington

3 :oo-4:30 p. m. Grape diseases

and their control F. E. Gladwin

The Department has also planned
to hold meetings in 32 rural districts
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of the state during March. An ad

dress by a member of the faculty of

this college will be the feature of these

meetings.
A new scheme to be inaugurated

April ist is the traveling school. A

farm special will be run over the Dela

ware and Hudson Railroad from

Binghamton to Peru, Clinton County.
This train will include laboratory cars

for the definite study of plant diseases

and insect pests, farm crops, animal

husbandry, and domestic science.

One or two coaches will be used for

lectures on subjects of vital interest to

the communities visited. The educa

tional features of the train will be in

charge of this college. It is gratifying
to note that stops of one-half to one

day will be made at regular scheduled

places so that the farmers may have

the benefit of three to five hours of

consecutive study in this traveling
school.

During a recent visit of Professor

Roth to Ithaca arrangements were

completed for the new school of

forestry which is to be a part of the

College of Agriculture in full operation
at the beginning of the next college
year.

The faculty has approved the follow

ing plans : The course is to cover five

years leading to the degree given to the
other students in the College of Agri
culture at the end of the fourth year.
It will be arranged so that men who

wish a shorter course can obtain a

knowledge of elementary forestry in

two years. The latter course is in

tended for students who wish to pre

pare for the management of small

forest properties, to act as wood fore
men or as forest rangers.
The Department of Forestry will

also offer courses to the general agri
cultural student who is interested in
the handling of the farm woodlot.
Extension work will be conducted

by the department in order to aid in
the movement to improve the wood-
lots of this state. Altogether forty
university hours of technical forestry
courses will be given.

One hundred and twelve students

registered in the first class in farm

forestry under Professor Bentley.
* * *

The delegates from the various floral

organizationsmet here duringFarmers'

Week to organize the New York

Federation of Floral Clubs. Mr. W.

F. Kasting of Buffalo,was elected presi

dent and John Young of New York

was elected secretary. Professor Beal

of the Department of Horticulture was

appointed a member of the executive

committee.

The organization represents four

thousand florists. Floriculture has

rapidly grown in importance in this

state. Dean Bailey stated in his

address to the organization that the

total value of the flower crop was

ninth in importance in the last census.

It is hoped to federate all the florists'

organizations in the state so that they

may act together in promoting the art of

floriculture and gardening under glass.

There are a number of students who

desire summer farm work. Some of

these who have lived on farms, need

money, and others want practical ex

perience. Most of these students will

be ready to begin work about the

middle of June. Now, former stu

dents and other friends of the College
of Agriculture, take this opportunity
to help the present students. If you

have need of help during the summer,

write to the college acquainting us

with the fact.
h< ^ ^

During Block week Dr. Gilbert

gave a series of lectures at Farmers'

and Teachers' Institutes on Long
Island, speaking several times at

Northport, Bridghampton, Riverhead
and Southold.

* * *

Professor Cavanaugh addressed the

Association of Civil Engineers on the

"Destruction of Weeds by the Use of

Chemicals" on the evening of March i,

in Goldwin Smith C.
* * *

J. E. Turlington, a graduate student
in the soils laboratory, has taken his
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examination for Doctor's degree. He

has accepted a position with the

Georgia Agricultural College, and left

for that institution in February.
* * *

Professor Stocking made a trip to

Cazenovia on March 5, to talk on

Clean Milk Production.

* * *

There were fourteen men registered
in the one week course for Factory
Managers in the Dairy Department
during Farmers' Week.

* * *

Mr. G. M. Cosh, gardener of the

Horticultural Department, resigned
March ist, to become superintendent
of a range of greenhouses which is

being erected at Houston, Texas.

* * *

Mr. C. S. Wright, -assistant in

olericulture has resigned in order to

enter commercial- work. Mr. Wright
is M. S. A., 'n.

* * *

Mr. G. J. Burt, B.S., '11, assistant
in floriculture has resigned to enter

the employ of Townsend and Fleming,
Landscape Architects of Buffalo.

FARMERS' WEEK AT THE NEW YORK

STATE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE

The New York State School of Agri
culture at Morrisville held its Second

Annual Farmers' Week during the

week of January 2 2d. Many farmers

from the central part of the state were
in attendance. Besides the faculty of

the school there appeared on the pro

gram several noted out-of-state speak
ers and also representatives of other

state agricultural institutions.
Dr. H. J. Webber of Cornell ex

plained the wonderful possibility on

the farm for plant improvement. Us

ing corn and timothy hay for illustra

tions, he showed how the time re

quired for maturing in the former

could be materially shortened by
selection and breeding, and the need of

The Department of Plant Physiology
has developed a new method of grow

ing in pure cultures the nitrogen-fixing
bacteria which produce the root

nodules of the leguminousplants. These
cultures are made in sterilized soil.
The practical value of cultures of the
alfalfa and soy bean bacteria will be

tested on a large scale during the sea

son through material sent to growers
in various parts of the state.

The New York Ginseng Growers'

Association held its annual meet

ing at the College of Agriculture on

March 28-30. There was an exten

sive exhibit of ginseng diseases. A

portion of the time was devoted to a

ginseng school with regular laboratory
work in the Department of Plant

Pathology. Professor Whetzel had

charge of the arrangement of the meet

ing. Several members of . the college
staff were on the program, and Profes

sor W. A. Riley of the College of Agri
culture was present and gave a talk.

It was expected that Dr. Ernst Bensy
of the Michigan Agricultural College
would be present and take part in the

meeting.

improvement in the latter. Timothy
seed is now sold without any regard to

variety although there are just asmany
varieties as we have of corn or any of

the grains, and there is no doubt that

the yield and quality of timothy hay
would be improved if the farmer

would recognize this fact.

On Wednesday evening Dr. G. F.

Warren of Cornell gave the results of

the agricultural survey of sections of

the state and proved with the farmers'

own figures the advantages of diversi

fied farming. While a few individuals

found it hard to apply the average fig
ures to their conditions, yet it was evi

dent that the farmer who did not carry

all his eggs in one basket was the one

who was making the most money.

Another surprising thing that the fig-

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL NEWS
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ures showed was the small profits that

the average farmer receives for his

work and investments and the consid

erable number who were receiving no

more than hired man's wages. The

encouraging part of it was that
where

the farmer used the proper manage

ment and business methods the farm

paid well.
* * *

SOIL WATER

Investigation on the soil water in

certain agricultural sections of the

country show that the ground water

level is gradually sinking.
The soil water is not only of interest

as a geological agent but also as a

natural agricultural resource. In very

few sections of the United States is there

sufficient rainfall during the growing
season to promote good growth of

crops. The soil water is the reservoir

of moisture, accumulating during the

non-growing season from which plants

get water to promote growth. The

fact that the water level is sinking
serves to emphasize the importance of

the conservation of all the water

received by the soil during the year,

by drainage, cultivation, etc.

* * *

ANOTHER RECORD OF COW TESTING

ASSOCIATION

So much has been said in these

columns on the subject of cow testing
associations that anything more seems

superfluous. However, the following
is a sample of the benefits of such an

association. A farmer with a herd of

eight cows found that in the first month
of keeping records he lost $)4 cents per
cow. With the results of testing in

mind, he sold five of his poorest cows

and replaced them with as many good
producers, altering also the methods of

feeding. At the end of three months

he was making a profit of $32.00 per
month on his herd which was subse

quently increased to $50.00 per month.
>fc 4s ^

FARM STOCK CENSUS

The Bureau of Statistics of the

Department of Agriculture reports
that on January 1, 191 2, the numbers

Countryman

and values of the farm stock in the

United States was as follows:

Stock Numbers Values

Horses 20,508,000 $2,172,573,000

Mules 4,362,000 525,600,000

Milch Cows . . . 20,699,000 815,414,000

Other Cattle . . 37,260,000 790,064,000

Sheep 52,362,000 181,170,000

Swine 65,410,000 523,328,000

This is a loss in total numbers of about

3,000,000 head
and a loss in total value

of $268,000,000 over January 1, 1911.

The loss in total numbers is due

primarily to the decrease in numbers

of beef cattle and sheep, owing, proba

bly, to cutting up of the western

ranges. It might be interesting to see

the values per head of the different

kinds of stock :

1912 IOII

Horses $ 105.00 $111.00

Mules 120.00 125.00

Cows 39-39 39-97

Cattle 21.00 20.00

Sheep 3-46 3-91

Swine 8.00 9.00

It will seem from the above figures
that the decrease in value of horses and

swine make the total decrease in value

as large as it is.

THE LAFEAN AND THE COLLIN BILLS

The independent fruit -

growers

throughout the United States who

appreciate the need of better prices for
well packed fruit, should be particu
larly interested in the fate of the

Lafean bill. This bill, introduced in

the House of Representatives, Dec. 9,

1 910, and indorsed by the leading
fruit-growers' associations of the coun

try, provides for the uniform grading
and packing of fruit. If it is passed, as
a federal act it will be effective in all

the states. Lacking the support of a

strongly organized body of adherents,
this bill has never been reported from

committee for consideration. Right
here is an opportunity for the constit
uents in every fruit-growing locality
of the United States to demand of their

representative his best effort in secur

ing the passage of the Lafean bill.

Each fruit-grower should make it a

point to write his congressman a
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personal letter showing clearly the

great need of such legislation.
A similar attitude on the part of the

fruit-growers of New York State

would aid materially in the passage of

the Collin bill introduced in the State

Legislature last winter and aiming to

place commission merchants under the

supervision of the State Department of

Agriculture. In fact, the commission

merchants would be subject to the

same regulations that govern the

transactions of banks, trust companies,
and various other concerns which

handle other people's property.
* * *

PAINT ON THE FARM

Farmers' Bulletin No. 474, has been

recently issued to supply information

on the subject of paint around the

farm.

Any man can do an average job of

painting, and can thereby not only

improve the appearance of his place,
but can add greatly to the durability
of the buildings. The expenditure of a

small amount of money and time in

painting a valuable piece of machinery
or a building, will add greatly to its

length of life. In addition to this the

economic benefit of better looking

surroundings for the farm home is

inestimable. Another useful object

accomplished by painting is the im

proved sanitary conditions of buildings
and outhouses. The cost of such work

is small, the necessary equipment not

expensive, and with proper care it will

last a long time.

A NEW SYSTEM OF EGG MARKETING

The system of marketing eggs in

general use in some sections known to

the trade as the "ease-count" system,

has proven detrimental to quality.

Briefly, case-count buying consists of

the payment of the fixed price which

happens to be current at the time for

each and every dozen which may be

offered for sale, regardless of whether

the eggs themselves
are good, bad, or

indifferent. In most cases the only

requisite to consumate
a sale is for each

e££ to have an intact shell. No more

practical step can be taken in improv
ing quality than to discard this system
of buying and replace it by the one

known to the trade as "loss-off."

Where the "loss-off" system is in use

the eggs where bought are "candled"—

that. is subjected to a test which shows

quite definitely their condition and

quality. By this test, it is possible to
detect "rots," "spots," and other

deteriorated eggs, such as shrunken,
weak, watery and heated eggs. In

paying for eggs bought on this basis,
the "rots" and usually the "spots" and

"bloodrings" are thrown out entirely,
so that they become a dead loss to the

person responsible for them. Such a

classification and method of payment
is a distinct step forward and would

result ultimately in a great improve
ment in the eggs.

* * *

EFFICIENT USE OF HORSES

According to Professor W. H. Jar-
dine of the Kansas State Agricultural
College, one horse is sufficient for every
30 acres of farm land.

It is generally conceded by those

experienced in farming that the bigger
the horse the better. Draft horses

should be bred up in size as much as

possible. It costs very little more to

keep large horses than it does to keep
small ones, and they accomplish so

much more that they are very profit
able. A draft horse should weigh at

least 1700 pounds, but is of more value
if about 2000 pounds or over.
Two of the work horses should be

brood mares. They should be with

foal during the light working season

when the other two can do the work.

In a very short time the colts can take

care of themselves and the mares may
be worked with the others.

A horse loses 10 per cent of its

original value each year. Ten years is

the average period of usefulness of the

draft horse, depending, of course, on

the quality of the horse, the kind of

work done, and the care taken of it.

It is well to keep an extra driving
horse for family use, since work often

will be delayed while some member of

the family drives a work horse to town.
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BREAKING COLTS

Many good horses are spoiled when

colts, by improper training. They

may have been teased by children,

thus developing a mean disposition.
To make a colt easy to break, one

should make friends with it. Gain

its. confidence by feeding it from your

hand, 'petting, and currying. A colt -

is nearly half broken when you can

catch it anywhere.
The colt should first be halterbroke.

At first you will need the assistance

of a driver, but he should be dis

pensed with as soon as possible.
A good way to halterbreak a colt

is alongside a horse. The rider can

act as leader and driver. Some per

sons tie the colt to the harness of the

work horse or trotter. This not only
teaches the colt to lead, but also shows

it its place. When the harness is to

be put on it should be done very

gently, letting the colt become used- to

it. Then drive it, using short lines.

When the colt is old enough to do

light work give it a few lessons with

the wagon, plow, harrow or any two-

horse implement, always beside a well-

broken horse to act as teacher.
* * *

SELLING CREAM BY GRADE

According to the report of Chief

Rawl, of the U. S. Division of Dairy

ing, all possible encouragement has

been given to the grading of cream

at butter creameries, in order that a

first class cream may be separated
from an inferior one and paid for ac

cordingly. Twenty-eight creameries,
in nine different states are trying this

plan. At a creamery at Algona, la.,
a trial was made to ascertain if the

farmers could not be induced to supply
a higher grade of cream at an extra

price. The first grade contains less

than 0.2 per cent, of lactic acid, and
the second more. At first most of the

cream went into the second grade, now
more than two-thirds goes into the first

and the butter made from the latter

brings a premium of about five cents

per pound. It is a pity that some such

system cannot be applied to cleanmilk,
so that the farmer who delivers clean

marketmilk would receive an advanced

price. It is bound to come to that,

because it is only just.
* * *

FARMERS IN RUSSIA

There has been a total failure of

crops in eight provinces in Russia and

a partial failure in twelve Others. The

people are feeding oh weeds and the

bark of trees.

Before the snow fell women and

children collected acorns and ground
them up, in an effort to obtain "meal."

Seeds for sowing, worth $2,250,000,
were sent out by the home govern

ment, but under-offfcials sold it to

prosperous farmers in unaffected dis

tricts.

HINTS ON BREAD MAKING

There are several causes for "poor
luck

"

in bread -making . Itmay be due

to poor flour or yeast, to temperature
before or during baking, or to im

proper care.

Bread dough should be kept at a

temperature between 75 and 80 degrees
F., while rising, to obtain the best re

sults. When double its bulk, it should

be put in the oven. If the oven is not

hot enough, the bread rises too much.

When too hot, a crust forms on the

bread too soon. This frequently pre

vents the center of the loaf from being
well baked.

The oven should be about 280 de

grees F., when the bread is put in.

The bread should remain in the oven

when in single pans from forty-five to

sixty minutes.
* * *

SOME STATISTICS ON BEE-KEEPING

It will surprisemost people to be told
that there are 3,000,000 bee-keepers in
the United States and 30,000 in the

state of New York, and that the annual

out-put in New York state in honey is

2,000,000 pounds. St. Lawrence

County alone produces 200,000 pounds.
These facts were brought out at a

meeting of the New York State Asso

ciation of Bee-keepers, held recently
at Syracuse, N. Y., at which fully 200

attended.
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ROY P. MCPHERSON.

'09, W. A.—Roy P. McPherson of

LeRoy, Genessee County, New York,
was born on a farm in the town of

Wheatland, Monroe County. At the

age of four his father moved to the old

homestead, near Le Roy, which had

been taken up by his great-grandfather
ini8oi.

His early education was secured at a
district school, and the Le Roy High
School, from which he graduated in

1905. The fall previous to his gradua
tion, his father was stricken with

rheumatism which left him an invalid.

This threw upon Roy, as the oldest

son, the responsibility of managing the
farm as well as the support and educa
tion of the family. His mother, who

had always been a great inspiration to

him, died in 1900.

Mr. McPherson, realizing that more

education along agricultural lines was

necessary, and being unable to attend

an agricultural college at that time,
interested seven other young farmers,

who were similarly situated, and

organized a Cornell reading club. This

STUDENTS

club held weekly meetings for three

winters, secured farmers' institutes,
held summer field meetings and in

many ways aided the advancement of

agriculture in that section.
The great responsibility began to tell

upon Mr. McPherson's health and
several months were spent in traveling.
Upon his return, after an absence of

eight months spent in the eastern and

southern states, he was thoroughly
convinced that the farm still held the

greater attraction for him and he pur
chased the old homestead in 1905.
The winter of 1908 he attended the

Cornell Agricultural College taking the
Winter Course in general agriculture.
He was made president of his class.
Mr. McPherson has specialized along

horticultural lines. The neglected
apple orchards on the home farm,

comprising some two hundred trees,
have by careful management been

made to produce a yearly average for

the last five years of 498 barrels, or

gross sales of $ 1 2 89 per year. Another

smaller orchard which the owner

threatened to cut down because of its

non-productivity was purchased and

by intensive and thorough methods,
the gross sales for the first year were

$5.00 per tree and for the second year

nearly $8.00.

His experience has demonstrated to

him the importance of early and inten
sive cultivation and thorough spraying
of his orchards and the careful grading
and packing of the fruit. About thirty
acres, comprising the more uneven

fields in the farm, have already
been seeded to alfalfa. Mr. McPher

son thoroughly believes in the practical
value of alfalfa and plans to increase

his acreage of it.

Considerable wheat, clover, beans

and corn are in his rotations. He

depends upon clover and manures to

maintain the fertility of the soil. For

the last three winters he has given some
time to farmers' institute work. His

chief subjects are, "The Neglected
Apple Orchard;" "Building up the

Old Farm," and "Soil Fertility."
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BREAKING COLTS

Many good horses are spoiled when

colts, by improper training. They

may have been teased by children,

thus developing a mean disposition.
To make a colt easy to break, one

should make friends with it. . Gain

its. confidence by feeding it from your

hand, 'petting, and currying. A colt -

is nearly half broken when you can

catch it anywhere.
The colt should first be halterbroke.

At first you will need the assistance

of a driver, but he should be dis

pensed with as soon as possible.
A good way to halterbreak a colt

is alongside a horse. The rider can

act as leader and driver. Some per

sons tie the colt to the harness of the

work horse or trotter. This not only
teaches the colt to lead, but also shows

it its place. When the harness is to

be put on it should be done very

gently, letting the colt become used to
it. Then drive it, using short lines.

When the colt is old enough to do

light work give it a few lessons with

the wagon, plow, harrow or any two-

horse implement, always beside a well-
broken horse to act as teacher.

* * *

SELLING CREAM BY GRADE

According to the report of Chief

Rawl, of the U. S. Division of Dairy
ing, all possible encouragement has
been given to the grading of cream

at butter creameries, in order that a
first class cream may be separated
from an inferior one and paid for ac

cordingly. Twenty-eight creameries,
in nine different states are trying this

plan. At a creamery at Algona, la.,
a trial was made to ascertain if the
farmers could not be induced to supply
a higher grade of cream at an extra

price. The first grade contains less
than 0.2 per cent, of lactic acid, and
the second more. At first most of the
cream went into the second grade, now
more than two-thirds goes into the first
and the butter made from the latter
brings a premium of about five cents

per pound. It is a pity that some such
system cannot be applied to cleanmilk
so that the farmer who delivers clean

marketmilk would receive an advanced

price. It is bound to come to that,
because it is only just.

* * *

FARMERS IN RUSSIA

There has been a total failure of

crops in eight provinces in Russia and

a partial failure in twelve Others. The

people are feeding oh weeds and the

bark of trees.

Before the snow fell women and

children collected acorns and ground
them up, in an effort to obtain "meal."

Seeds for sowing, worth $2,250,000,
were sent out by the home govern

ment, but under-ofhcials sold it to

prosperous farmers in unaffected dis

tricts.
* * *

HINTS ON BREAD MAKING

There are several causes for "poor
luck'

'

in bread -making. Itmay be due

to poor flour or yeast, to temperature
before or during baking, or to im

proper care.

Bread dough should be kept at a

temperature between 75 and 80 degrees
F., while rising, to obtain the best re

sults. When double its bulk, it should
be put in the oven. If the oven is not

hot enough, the bread rises too much.
When too hot, a crust forms on the
bread too soon. This frequently pre
vents the center of the loaf from being
well baked.

The oven should be about 280 de

grees F., when the bread is put in.
The bread should remain in the oven

when in single pans from forty-five to
sixty minutes.

* * *

SOME STATISTICS ON BEE-KEEPING

It will surprisemost people to be told
that there are 3,000,000 bee-keepers in
the United States and 30,000 in the
state of New York, and that the annual
out-put in New York state in honey is

2,000,000 pounds. St. Lawrence

County alone produces 200,000 pounds.
These facts were brought out at a

meeting of the New York State Asso
ciation of Bee-keepers, held recently
at Syracuse, N. Y., at which fully 200

attended.
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ROY P. MCPHERSON.

'og, W. A.—Roy P. McPherson of

LeRoy, Genessee County, New York,
was born on a farm in the town of

Wheatland, Monroe County. At the

age of four his father moved to the old

homestead, near Le Roy, which had

been taken up by his great-grandfather
in 1801.

His early education was secured at a
district school, and the Le Roy High
School, from which he graduated in

1905. The fall previous to his gradua
tion, his father was stricken with

rheumatism which left him an invalid.

This threw upon Roy, as the oldest

son, the responsibility of managing the
farm as well as the support and educa
tion of the family. His mother, who

had always been a great inspiration to

him, died in 1900.

Mr. McPherson, realizing that more

education along agricultural lines was

necessary, and being unable to attend

an agricultural college at that time,

interested seven other young farmers,

who were similarly situated, and

organized a Cornell reading club. This

STUDENTS

club held weekly meetings for three

winters, secured farmers' institutes,
held summer field meetings and in

many ways aided the advancement of

agriculture in that section.
The great responsibility began to tell

upon Mr. McPherson's health and

several months were spent in traveling.
Upon his return, after an absence of

eight months spent in the eastern and

southern states, he was thoroughly
convinced that the farm still held the

greater attraction for him and he pur
chased the old homestead in 1905.
The winter of 1908 he attended the

Cornell Agricultural College taking the
Winter Course in general agriculture.
He was made president of his class.
Mr. McPherson has specialized along

horticultural lines. The neglected
apple orchards on the home farm,

comprising some two hundred trees,

have by careful management been

made to produce a yearly average for

the last five years of 498 barrels, or

gross sales of $1289 per year. Another

smaller orchard which the owner

threatened to cut down because of its

non-productivity was purchased and

by intensive and thorough methods,
the gross sales for the first year were

$5.00 per tree and for the second year

nearly $8.00.

His experience has demonstrated to

him the importance of early and inten

sive cultivation and thorough spraying
of his orchards and the careful grading
and packing of the fruit. About thirty

acres, comprising the more uneven

fields in the farm, have already

been seeded to alfalfa. Mr. McPher

son thoroughly believes in the practical
value of alfalfa and plans to increase

his acreage of it.

Considerable wheat, clover, beans

and corn are in his rotations. He

depends upon clover and manures to

maintain the fertility of the soil. For

the last three winters he has given some

time to farmers' institute work. His

chief subjects are, "The Neglected

Apple Orchard;" "Building up the

Old Farm," and "Soil Fertility."
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Mr. McPherson was married to Miss

Ethelyn Hull of Madison, Conn., in

19 10. They have one daughter, Janet.

'80, B. S —Rutherford P. Hayes, '80

son of Rutherford B. Hayes, the nine

teenth President of the United States,
is in town for several weeks taking a

special course in dairying and fruit

growing at the College of Agriculture.
Mr. Hayes owns a large farm near Ash-

ville, N. C. He is visiting the college
in order to get in touch with recent

improvements in agricultural methods.

'83, Ph.D.—Arlington Mapes was

elected treasurer of the New York

State Plant Breeders' Association at

the annual meeting during Farmers'

Week. Mr. Mapes is running a

general farm, with special attention to

fruit, at Stanley, N. Y.

'87, Sp.
—Theron S. Dean has

changed his address from 311 Church

St., Poughkeepsie, N. Y., to 401 S.

Union St., Burlington, Vt.

'90 B. S. A., '96, M. S. A.—L. C.

Corbett, president of the Students'
Association during last year, presided
at the annual meeting of the associa
tion held during Farmers' Week. Mr.
Corbett is Chief Horticulturist in the
Bureau of Plant Industry. His ad
dress is 535 Cedar St., Tacoma Park,
D. C.

'91, B. S. A., '97, M. S. A.—Jared
Van Wagenen, Jr., was elected presi
dent of the Rural Engineering Society
formed during Farmers' Week. Mr.
Van Wagenen is an Institute speaker,
and is running a very successful farm
at Lawyersville, N. Y.

'96, W. H.—Norman Pomeroy is

engaged in fruit farming at Lockport,
N. Y. He is specializing in walnut
culture, but has five acres of peaches
and several small blocks of nursery
trees.

'96, W. D.—Clarence E. Wilcox is
engaged in general farming at Bergen,

'97, B. S. A.—J. Wheaton Clark is a
traveling salesman for the firm Cox
Sons & Vining, academic rope makers
with headquarters at 262 Fourth Ave

'

New York City.

'00, Ph.D.—-Wilhelm Miller is con

nected with the editorial department of

Country Life in America, published by
Doubleday, Page & Co. He has

changed his address from Elizabeth,
N. J., to Mill Hill, Glen Cove, L. I.

'01, W. A.—Harry B. Winters is an

inspector of State Farms in the employ
of the New York State Department of

Agriculture. Mr. Winters attended

the agricultural banquet and visited

the college during Farmers' Week.

'02, Sp.
—W. E. Underdown is

managing "The Rockland Park Farm,"
a 700-acre dairy and poultry farm at

Nyack, N. Y. Mr. Underdown was a

visitor at the college during Farmers'

Week.

'04, '11, W. A.—R. R. Gould's ad

dress is R. D. 82, Jamestown, N. Y.

'05, M. S. A., '07, Ph.D.—J. Eliot
Coit, Associate Professor of Pomology
in the University of California,has been

appointed Superintendent of the

Citrus Experiment Station at River

side. Work on the two-story labora

tory and office building for which

$25,000 was appropriated by the last

Legislature will be pushed to comple
tion. This Station will be developed
as headquarters for men engaged in

scientific research and investigations in
all phases of the citrus industry.
'05, M. S. A.—W. S. Thornber is

now the chief horticulturist for two

large orchard development companies,
which have about 7000 acres planted in
fruit near Lewiston, Idaho. As part
of the community work undertaken by
the companies, the Lewiston-Clarkston
School of Horticulture has been or

ganizedwithMr. Thornber as Director.
Mr. Thornber writes that he would
be glad to see any of the college boys
who may be going west this summer.

'05, M. S. A.—Samuel Fraser was

one of the speakers here during Farm
ers' Week. Mr. Fraser was Assistant

Agronomist at the experiment station
here from 1 904 to 1 906 . Since then he
has been manager of the Wadsworth
farms at Geneseo, N. Y.

05, W. A.—N. W. Coe is running a

fruit farm at Oswego, N. Y.
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'05, W. A.—M. F. Barrus is Assist

ant Professor in Plant Pathology at

Cornell University.
'05, W. A., '06 W. P.—H. H.

Harmon is operating a truck farm at

Jamestown, N. Y.

'05, W. A.—W. G. Phillips is running
the home farm at East Bloomfield,
N. Y., and specializes in potatoes.
'05, W. A.—G. A. Prole is running

the home farm at Batavia, N. Y. He

delivered an address on "Potato Grow

ing" during Farmers' Week.

'05, W. A.—M. B. Sisson is engaged
in general farming at Almond, N.Y.

'06,W. D—J. H. Kelly, president of
the Cornell Dairy Student's Associa

tion, attended the agricultural ban

quet and visited the college during
Farmers' Week. Mr. Kelly's address

isLysander, N. Y.

'07, Sp.
—Mrs. Carrie H. Ayer, who

has been at Hampton Institute, Hamp
ton, Va., has changed her address to

Woodside Farm, Angola, N. Y.

'08, M. S. A.—N. H. Grubb is still

connected with the Forest Service,

Department of the Interior. His ad

dress is 1939 Biltmore St., Washington,
D.C.

'09, Ph.D.
—

J. H. Squires, graduate
student, is now with the Dupont
Powder Co., in charge of investigations
of the effect of dynamite explosions on

soil.

'09, B. S. A., '11, M. S. A.—Edward

H. Thomson is a scientific assistant in

the Office of Farm Management,

Washington, D. C, and is now at the

head of the work in cost accounting.

'09, Sp.
—T. M. Scoon visited college

during Farmers' Week. He is running
a fruit farm at Geneva, N. Y.

'09, W. A.—0. E. Melious is having
considerable success in raising apples
at his farm at Stanley, N. Y. The

farm, which was in rather poor condi

tion when he took it, has greatly im

proved under his management.

'09, W. A.—R. S. Spencer is mana

ger of a general farm at Malone, N.Y.

He states that the course he took here

at Cornell has proved of inestimable

value to him.

Sp.
—R. Van Dorn is running his

home farm, a hay farm, at Three Mile

Bay, Jefferson Co., N. Y.

'10, Ex.—F. A. Flocken has changed
his address to 61 East 59th Street,

Chicago, 111.

'10, W. A., '11 W. H.—H. J. Water-

bury called at our office during
Farmers' Week. He is on the home

farm, a general and fruit farm, at

Lyndonville, N.Y.

'11, B. S. A.—Harold N. Kutschbach

visited here during Farmers' Week.

Mr. Kutschbach is a very successful

farmer and is building up a fine herd of

pure-bred Holsteins, on the home farm
at Sherburne, N. Y.

'11, Sp.
—

Jay D. Sholes visited here

during Farmers' Week. He had

charge of the dairy on the Rossiter

Realty Co. estate at Shawnee-on-

Delaware, Pa., during the past year.
On March ist, Mr. Sholes assumed the

management of a dairy farm owned by

Perry R. Smith of Ridgway, Pa.

'11, Sp.
—

Johannes Nielson was a

Farmers' Week visitor. Mr. Nielson

has, during the past year, been manag

ing a farm near Little Falls, N. Y., for

Mr. J. D. Frederiksen.

'ii, W. A.—C. V. Allen is managing
a dairy farm at St. Johnsville, N. Y.

He has thirty-five pure-bred Holsteins

on the place.

'11, W. A.—Wm. R. Dewsnap, Jr.,
has been doing official milk testing
work since last October.

'it, W. A.—Lewis E. Lyon is fore

man on a fruit and vegetable farm at

Hawthorne, Westchester Co., N. Y.

'12, B. S. A.
—

Alpheus M. Goodman

has been doing official milk testing
work in the western part of the state.

As Mr. Goodman has decided not to

return to pursue graduate work this

term, he has resigned his position as

president of the Senior class.

'12, B. S. A.—Frank A. Pearson is

doing cost accounting and farm man

agement survey work with headquar
ters at the University of Illinois,

Urbana, 111.

'12, B. S. A.—George C. Schempp,

who completed his course last term,
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was married to Miss Beatrice George
of Ithaca, N. Y., in December, 191 1.

Miss George was a special student here

last year. Soon after the wedding,
Mr. andMrs. Schempp left forAlbany,

Georgia, where Mr. Schempp has a

position as manager of a 700 acre pecan

and cotton farm.

'12, W. A.—Beuno A. Huber is

working on a farm at Yorktown

Heights, N. Y., planting orchard. On

May ist, he takes a position on J. G.

Beumies' farm at Cortland, N. Y.

H. R. Cates, a graduate student, and
A. F. Barss, '12, have been appointed
assistants in the Farm Crops lobora-

tory.

The following are some of the former
students who attended the agricultural
banquet on Wednesday evening of

Farmers'Week:

'73, Sp.—Arthur S. Miller, R. D. 3,
Ithaca, N. Y.

'84, B. S. A.—Hon. Chas. F. Bos-

hart, Lowville, N. Y.

'91, B. S. A., '04, Ph.D.—Thomas L.

Lyon, Ithaca, N. Y.

'93, W. A —

Royden E. Paul, R. D.

1, Auburn, N. Y.

'94, W. A.—Arthur H. Wakeman,
Lawyersville, N. Y.

'96, W. A.—J. E. Black, R. D. 4,

Ithaca, N. Y.

'97, W. A.—C. S. Greene, West New

Brighton, N. Y.

'99. Sp.—Edgar Salinger, 552 E. 16s
St., New York City.
'00, W. D.—Emorv Osterhout,

Cobleskill, N. Y.

'01, Sp.—Scott Gillett, Homer, N.Y.
'02, Sp.—F. C. Hager, North Col

lins, N. Y.

'02, W. A.—Malcolm J. Upton,
Sandy Creek, N.Y.

'03, B. S. A.—Herbert A. Hopper,
Ithaca, N. Y.

'03, Sp.—D. E. Carley, Manlius,
N. Y.

'04, Sp.—Sanford R. Clark, 1168
Cortland Ave., Onondaga Valley, N.Y.
'05, Sp.—Henry G. Parsons,' n«

Broadway, New York City.
'07, Sp.—Charles Canby Darlington

Concordville, Pa.
'

.

'07, Sp.—LeRoy Munro, Elbridge,
N. Y.

'07, W. A.—David C. Kidd, Dans-

ville, N. Y.

'07, W. A., '09, Sp.—Wallace L.

Fitts, Moravia, N. Y.

'08, Sp.
—

Ralph H. Dayton, East

Hampton, N. Y.

'08, Sp.—Nellie S. Salton, R. D. 1,

De Lancey, N. Y.

'08, Sp.
—Thomson M. Scoon, Castle

Heights, Geneva, N. Y.

'08, Sp.—Lester J. Wilson, R. D. 1,

Castile N. Y."

08, W. A.—LeRoy H. Bushnell,

Stittville, N. Y.

'08, W. A.—Wm. S. Westlake, R. D.

2, Horseheads, N. Y.

'08, W. D—Harry L. Vinal, R. D. 5,

Syracuse, N. Y.

'09, W. E—Miss Grace Fisher, No.

Franklin, N.Y.

'09, W. A.—James S. Morse, Le-

vanna, N. Y.

'09, W. A.—W. LeGrand Williams,
New Milford, Pa.

'09, W. H., '10, W. A.—Arthur L.

Shepherd, Cazenovia, N. Y.

'09, W. P.—W. E. Hyde, Sidney,
N.Y.

'10, Sp.
—

Wing R. Smith, 37 Wieting
Block, Syracuse, N. Y.

'10, Sp.
—

Irving S. Warner, River-

head, N. Y.

'10, W. A.—Lawrence L. Davey,
Marcellus, N. Y.

'10, W. A.—Howard A. Garrett,
R. D. 2, East Syracuse, N. Y.

'10, W. A.—S. W. Place, R. D. 8,

Oswego, N. Y.

'10, W. A.—W. B. Remey, Ithaca,
N.Y.

'10, W. A.—Carl J. Taber, Edmes-

ton, N. Y.

'10, W. P.—Ford W. Arnold, W.

Oneonta, N. Y.

'10, W. P.—Arthur S. Chapin,
Honeoye Falls, N. Y.

'10, W. P.—Mrs. Mary F. Wheeler,

Deposit, N. Y.

'n, B. S. A.—Richard A. Mordoff,
Demarest, N.J.
'n, W. A.—W. G. Phillips, East

Bloomfield, N. Y.

'11, W. P.—John S. Wright, Bar

nard, N. Y.
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YOU NEED THIS PLOW!

THE EDDY, No. 400

REVERSIBLE SULKY PLOW

It makes no difference what plow you now have, you need this one. In

other plows you don't get EDDY QUALITY or Eddy features. You can

not do the same excellent work with other makes. To get the greatest plow
satisfaction you have to use an Eddy. Look at the illustration. See how

simple and strong this plow is. It is heavy enough for strength and light
enough for minimum draft. It is built to work year after year.

THE EDDY REVERSIBLE PLOW

The Eddy Reversible Plow does away with "dead" and "ridge" furrows.

With it you turn all the furrows one way. By simply pressing the foot

lever the plow is lifted from the ground and locked up automatically. The

driver controls the plow at all times with his feet, leaving his hands free to

handle his horses. The adjustment levers are easily reached and operated
from the seat. This plow is adapted to all conditions, and is unusually

easy and safe to use on rough, hilly land. Its simplicity, endurance,

convenience and thorough work make it a necessity for the best farmers.

Write today for new catalog 30. It contains information on plows you
should have. Send postal today.

W. EDDY PLOW CO.
GREENWICH, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please irention The Cornell Countryman
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Make your $5,000 Farm

Worth $25,000 ::::::

A farm that yields $i,ooo a year is worth, say $5,000; if

it yields $5,000 a year, it is worth $25,000, and so on. It

takes good management and many acres to produce $1,000

net each year raising grain and stock. Good management on

only a few acres will produce $1,000 net a year growing
fruit.

A fruit farm of the same size as a grain farm, in the same

location, with the same amount of work, will yield and be

worth five times as much when it is offered
for sale.

ORCHARDS DO IT; THAY ARE SAFE AND PROFITABLE

With modern methods you can produce large crops of per

fect fruit every year. Market demands are such that you can

sell this fruit for at least three times
the producing cost. Success

in fruit growing is only amatter of following well-known
rules.

Granted that you have the ambition
and energy, and sufficient

capital, you are absolutely safe in planting an orchard. If you

know how, so much the better; if not, don't let that hinder

you
—we'll tell you how.

"HOW TO GROW AND MARKET FRUIT"

Explains what is needed, why it's needed, and then

directs you how to do everything required. Nearly 150 pages,

24 pages of pictures that show how, strongly bound, will last

for years. Free to customers who buy $5 worth or more of

trees. To others the price is 50 cents, subject to rebate on

$5 order.

Our live 19 12 catalog tells you what you ought to know

when you plant trees. Ready in February and sent free.

Write for it today.

HARRISON'S NURSERIES

A. AVE., BERLIN, MARYLAND

Valuable Maryland and Delaware Farms for Sale. Write for particulars.

When writing to advertisers please mention TlTE Cornell Countryman
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STANDARD OF QUALITY
FOR EVERY FARM POWER NEED

For running the cream separator, churn, feed cutter, wood-

saw, fanning mill, thresher, pump, grindstone, electric lighting
plant, washing machine

—

any farm machine to which power can be

applied
—

an IHC gasoline engine is the best investment you can

make. It will work steadily and economically, it will last foryears,
and require less attention and repairing than any other enginemade.

The record of I H C engines on thousands of farms is proof pos
itive of their superiority. Their advantages in simplicity, strength,
economy, efficiency, and durability are well known.

IHC Gasoline Engines
are built right

—of the best materials obtainable
—

rby skilled workmen, in the finest equipped
engine factories in America.

When you buy an I H C you know it

must be right in order to maintain the IHC

reputation for highest quality.
In the & H C line there is an engine that

meets your special needs. They are made in

the following styles and sizes.

Vertical type
—

2, 3, 25, and35-H. P.; horizon
tal—1 to 25-H. P.; semi-portable—1 to8-H. P.;

portable—1 to 25-H. P.; traction—12 to 45-H.

P.; sawing, pumping, spraying, and grinding
outfits, etc. Built to operate on gas, gasoline,
kerosene, distillate, or alcohol—air-cooled or

water-cooled. See the IHC local dealer, or,
write us today for our new catalogue.

International Harvester Company of America
Chicago (Incorporated) USA

IHC ServiceBureau
The bureau is a

center where the

bestways of doing
things on the farm,
and data relating
to its development
are collected and

distributed free to

everyone interest

ed in agriculture.
Every available

source of informa

tion will be used in

answering ques
tions on all farm

subjects. Ques
tions sent to the
IHC Service Bu

reau will receive

prompt attention.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Coentrv tW
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THIS COUPON WORTH

35 CENTS

Return this coupon and 35 cents (cash or stamps)

and we will send you American Hen Magazine

until January i, 1013 (regular price 70 cents).

This gives vou 70 cents worth of the Best Poultry

Journal Published for only 35 cents. American

Hen Magazine has reliable writers on all subjects

pertaining to poultry, fruit, pigeons, nuts and bees.

It contains valuable information on how others

have made from |6,ooo to 520,000 a year from

the investment of only a few dollars.

Toel M. Foster, a voung man, made $19,484.83

in" one year. The Curtis boys made $100,000

from their chickens. Mr. Parrin made over

$1,300 on a village lot. The Comings (father and

son) made $12,000. One man made over $35>ooo

in two years. Ernest Kellerstrass made $18,178.53

last year. E. R. Philo made $1,500 from 60 hens

in 10 months.

Many others are making a snug fortune each

year. Are you? Remember, you can make an

independent living from chickens on
^a city lot,

right in your own backyard . Read "A Fortune

Raising Chickens on the No-Yard Plan" in Ameri

can Hen Magazine.
Return this coupon and thirty-five (35) cents

to-day. A single copy is worth more than $35-00
to the man. woman, boy or girl who wants to make

money fast. (Published each month). Address

American Hen Magazine

799 Sta. D. Chicago, Ills., U. S. A.

****************************
*

*
oft?

*
*
*
*

*

*

*
*5fe*

*

Apple Seedlings

Both American and French

Grown, Stra:ght or Branched

Roots, all grades. Order now.

Apple Grafts

Piece or Whole Roots, Long

list of varieties. Ask for

prices.

Also a general line of nursery stock.

ADDRESS

Shenandoah Nurseries

D. S. LAKE, Prop.

rife*

ijtn

*

*

*$c

f}fe*

*Dfe*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*
**

**>•
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r
■
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** *

jjc Shenandoah, Page County, Iowa

*&* *&* *Jf» rSr* rSr* r&n *3t> -St* *$c* rJi-*r^*^Htr*r(&*r^'^*^r^r4^rfl**^*^*^*^«^'^*^r&*
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DON'T
blame the Brooder and don't

quarrel with the hen if the chicks

droop and die. Give them the most

wholesome feed, the best preventive of

early mortality.

0
STEAM-COOKED

CHICK FEED
It will get them safely past the first dangerous days; makes

bone, flesh and feathers from the start; insures health and pro
motes growth; use it regularly. The H-O Scratching
Feeds; K-O Poultry Feed and H-O Poultry Mash—all pro
duce wonderful results. If your dealer does not keep H-O
steam-cooked Chick Feed, write us.

■M** JOHN J. CAMPBELL, General Sales Agent, Hartford. Conn.
THEH-O COMPANY. BUFFALO. N. Y

In writing to advertisers olease mention The Cornell Countryman*.
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ABLE TO DO WHAT NONE

OF THE OTHERS CAN DO

JDalryman %s

"^

<.

had a beginning no more illustrious than hundreds of

other cleaning materials, but it had the necessary quali
ties to be a success from the very start. These necessary

qualities stand out distinctly when Wyandotte Dairy
man's Cleaner and Cleanser is used.

That is why every non-user of Wyandotte Dairy
man's Cleaner and Cleanser is so thoroughly impressed
when he gives it a first trial. He has been accustomed to

a certain degree of cleanliness, obtained with some other

cleaner, but when he is brought face to face with perfect
sanitary cleanliness such as Wyandotte Dairyman's
Cleaner and Cleanser always produces, it is then he re

alizes that Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner and Cleanser

is able to do what none of the others can do.

Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner and Cleanser has

never been likened to any other cleaner. It does not ad

mit of comparison. And no dairyman can truthfully say

he has secured as good results with some other material

as can be obtained with Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner

and Cleanser, because Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner and
Cleanser has ingredients wholly unlike
and vastly superior to any other dairy
cleaning agent now in use.

All we ask is for you to give Wyan
dotte Dairyman's Cleaner and Cleanser

a trial. It will prove itself to be the

most economical as well as the very

best.

Ask your dealer for a sack or write

your supply man for a keg or barrel.

Indian in Circle

in every package

THE J. B. FORD CO., Sole Manufacturers

Wyandotte, Mich., U. S. A.

This Cleaner has been awarded the highest prize wherever exhibited.

In writing to advertisers dease mention The Cornell Countryman
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Williams Brothers

ITHACA, NEW YORK

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*
*
*

*
*

*

*

*
tic

WELL DRILLING

MACHINERY AND

TOOLS

Hand Laundry

Soft Laundry done

at HOME.

Positively No Chemicals Used!

MENDING FREE.

Starched Goods Equal to any done

in the City.

NORWOOD'S

ITHACA PHONE 144-C

THE H. C CABLE ART STORE
To visit the model store at the campus gate will quickly convince

you that I have mastered the student taste in the Photographic
and Picture Framing line.

BLACKMER BLOCK, 405 College Ave. Ithaca Phone 180 X

The

Caterer

Caters to Teas, Luncheons, Dances and Banquets.
Out-of-town Entertainments a Specialty.

523 E. State Street ITHACA, N. Y.

The Modern Method Laundry
JOHN REAMER, Prop.

The Cornell University Brooder Gasoline Heater
IS iVIADB BY

TREMAN, KING & COMPANY, ^ ITHACA, NEW YORK
In writinr to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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A MODEL VEGETABLE HOUSE

ET
HAS a complete iron frame and is 40 feet

wide and 100 feet long. The side ventila

tors are arranged as filling sash. The

house is divided in two compartments for

different temperatures. It was erected for F. W.

Cheney, at South Manchester, Conn.

If you want a construction having extreme

lightness and that has stood the endurance test of

over a quarter of a century, then a Sectional Iron

frame one like this cannot be be beat.

Lord & Burnham Co.

We have built this type of house for more than

25 years and improved it each year. Each

feature added has tended to increase the dura

bility and light. Yet the houses we built at the

start are good for many more years to come.

The 19 10 frame will probably outlast the original

more than two to one.

So when you think of building, think of us.

New York

St. James Bldg.
Philadelphia

Irvington, N. Y. Factories Des Plaines, 111. Franklin Bank Bldg.

Boston

Tremont Bldg.
Chicago

Rookery Bid g.

Established 1887

LARKIN BROS.

RETAILING, WHOLESALING AND

JOBBING GROCERS

JOHN J. LARKIN, Proprietor and Manager

408 Eddy Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

IF ITS CATTLE

STANCHIONS

write GREEN for circulars and

prices.

WISE
THE

PRINTER

Is at your Service for all Classes

of Fine Printing, Engraving, etc.

Up-Stairs, Cor. Seneca and Aurora Sts.

ITHACA, N. Y.

Is an Apple Orchard

Worth White?

Not always: it depends on many things.

In our new treatise we endeavor briefly to

cover the whole question. Send for it, free.

RURAL LIFE CO.

KINDERHOOK, N. Y.

ALL STANCHIONS equipped with the

NEW UNBREAKABLE PRESSED

STEEL LOCKS.

LANDON A. GREEN

E. River St. OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention
The Cornell Countryman.
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*
*

Men who Live in the Open

Appreciate the Best in

Nature.

Men who Wear the

Quality Shop Clothes

Appreciate the Best in

Tailoring.

E. B. BAXTER,

* 150 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y. J

i *

* *
*

ONE PRICE TO ALL I

***************************$

$ ROTHSCHILD BROS.

j "Student Supplies"
for rooms

Decorations and Necessaries

1
Carpets, Rugs, Bedding, x
Sofa Pillows, Banners,
Desk furnishings, Lamps,
Steins, Curtains, Books,
Waste Paper Baskets

Men's Wear

Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, Ho

siery, Underwear, Sweaters. *

i

l Rothschild Bros. 1
*

*
*

* *
$***************************

"The Store of the City
"

Ithaca Phone 76x

The Palace Laundry
323 and 325 Eddy Street

F. C. Barnard, Prop.

Ithaca Cleaning and

Dyeing Works
Where Old and Soiled Clothing is Made to

Look Like New.

No Pressing Machines Used.

Main Office, 409 West State Street

J. C. Durfey Branch, 316 1-2 College Ave.

HOME LIFE INSURANCE CO. of NEW YORK

Stevens & Morgan, General Agents
For Central and Southern New York 220 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

Students!

Come to the

Students' Inn
319 EDDY

For Everything

Good to Eat

THOMAS J. LARKIN

EAST HILL

CASH GROCER

406 Eddy St BELL PHONE 471-J
ITHACA PHONE 585

New students are invited to call on us be

fore deciding on a place to trade.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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IT CLEANS CLEAN ALWAYS

NEW PROCESS DRY-CLEANING

Is Sanitary and Good

for the Clothes : :

Modern Dry-Cleaning and PressingWorks

103 Dryden Road W. F. FLETCHER CO., Inc.

Colored Kid Gloves Cleaned

in a Satisfactory Manner

The L. J. Carpenter Tailor Shop

Sanitary
Steam Presser

205 North Aurora Street

Cleaning, Pressing, Dyeing, Repairing, Etc.

Bell
'

Phone 567 Ithaca
'

Phone 420-x

Robinson's Photograph Shop
214 East State Street

Photographer for the Senior Class

White & Burdick Co.
The oldest and largest
Drug 5 tore in the City

Supplies forAgricultural Students

a Specialty

THE TOMPKINS COUNTY NATIONAL BANK

135-137 E. State St. established i836

Capital $100 000 Surplus and Undivided Profits $150,000

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Pictures Picture Framing

SMITH'S ^easTstateItreet

When wanting

QUALITY, SERVICE AND CLEANLINESS

go to

WANZER & HOWELL, The Grocers

PICTURES PICTURE FRAMES

STUDENTS' FURNITURE

Manufacturers of Special Furniture for

FRATERNITIES AND CLUB ROOMS

H. J. BOOL CO.

(Opposite Tompkins County Bank)

D. S. O'BRIEN

JMarfcete
222 North Aurora Street

430 North Cayuga Street

DEALtR IN

Fresh, Salt and Smohed Meats

Poultry and Game in Season

D. S. O'BRIEN

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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BOOK BINDERY
START RIGHT—Have your Countryman bound

We bind anything.

J. WILL TREE'S 113 N. Tiorfa St.

BARNEY SEAMON
... HEADQUARTERS FOR ...

f)igb-6rade Clothes and Regal Shoes

146-148 E. STATE STREET

WE DO YOUR MENDING FREE

FOREST CITY LAUNDRY
E. M. MERRILL

PHONE 209 NORTH AURORA STREET

CUT FLOWERS, DECORATIVE

PLANTS, ETC.

THE BOOL

FLORAL CO.
215 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

PETER SCUSA

Modern Shoe Repairing
Have your old shoes made like new. <fc 1

Best oak sole and heels, sewed . .
*P L

Work Guaranteed

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Cornell Library Building

Capital, Surplus and Profits $350,000.00

Oldest National Bank Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

PIANOS, MANDOLINS, GUITARS, BANJOS and VIOLINS

Rented or sold on Easy Payments. mm
"

Songs of Cornell." All the latest

music; Strings and supplies for all instruments at lowest prices

LENT'S MUSIC STORE - 122 N. Aurora Street

Victor Talking Machines, Records, etc.

"If you get it from us it's right"

BUTTRICK <& FRAWLEY

One Price Clothiers and Furnishers

Offer unusual advantages to students. Our Clothing is manufactured for

us to conform to the requirements of the college man by the best

makers in the country, and is sold at bottom prices. Same price

to students and town people. Suits from $10 to $30. We make to

measure at a saving of 30 per cent, to 50 per cent, over
the exclusive tailor.

Hats, Gloves, Shirts, Sweaters, Hosiery, Underwear, Slickers

in fact everything in furnishings in keeping with our high standard of Clothing.

"

If not we make it right
" 118 East State Street

In writing to advertisers, please mention Thb Cornell Countryman
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Cor. Buffalo and Eddy

H. M. Spang & Co.

(Merchant
bailors ♦♦

New Stock Prices Right
Work Guaranteed

% BATES' 1

| Tailoring Shop I

411 E. State St.

g CLEANING

& DYEING and REPAIRING &

$
■

$

tQ3 c^>? rC>3 tQ^ c03 cC>3 c<^r rQ:^ T<>J I^>J C<^3 H^J t<^3 1^>3 tC>3 C<^I C<^t l^>3 H^3 t<^J t<^J l^>3 d^J cC>3 r03 t^>J C<^7 t^Vj

PRESSING jg

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxraxxx^
X

L. C. BEMENT

The Toggery Shops
Established 1888

Agents for Mark Cross

LEATHER GOODS

and GLOVES

for men and women

SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Hatter, Hosier, Glover |
Cravatter

Maker of Shirts that fit

Down Town

142 E. State

On the Hill

404 Eddy St.

}* (2) Shops (1) Factory

^KXXXXXXXXSXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

THE ONLY PLACE WHERE YOU CAN GET REAL

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR 5c. WE DO DEVELOP

ING AND PRINTING, PICTURE FRAMING AND

WATCHMAKING. j* j* j* ^ J>

CARR & STODDARD
MERCHANT TAILORS

UP-TO-DATE STYLES AND WORK SENECA AND AURORA, NEXT LENT'S MUSIC STORE

R. A. HEOOIE <& BRO. CO

Dealers in WATCHESi AND FINE JEWELRY

136 East State Street

ITHACA, N. V.

In writing to Advertisers please mention he Cornell Countryman
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A postal card request will bring you a copy

of our list of some hundreds of

Practical Agricultural Books

compiled from our lists of regular and recommended

books as used at the N. Y. State Agricultural

College here at Cornell :::::::::

The Corner Bookstores

ITHACA, N. Y.

BBMai >g.r.uwrr-iiTBi ■—!■■!■ [■■mi r-jTrrr r acc-rrftrm

SUN = RAY

KXXiJwwViOiiXaonoSaXXaXX?vX!?v?Si3?Vio«?S«>?s<JvX JvXXJrWWSlrfVirv A^^KXXiX<?vi?vvvavX?C?s!?s<X vXXjXIXXXXX
X
X
X
X
X

THE WORLD'S PUREST WATER £
x
x
X
X

GINGER ALE * g
x
X
X

j« THE ITHACA HOTEL AND CAFES |
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

and

FOR SALE AT

POULTRY
Eggs from constitutionally strong stock for sale of the following

varieties: White Leghorn, Barred Plymouth Rock, Rhode Island Red,

Brown Leghorn, Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Toulouse Geese; Pekin. Rouen,

Indian Runner and domesticated Wild Mallard Ducks.

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY

New York State College of Agriculture

ITHACA, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Renovation of Old Orchards

Practical

Tree

Surgery

Pruning

Filling Cavities

with Cement

Chaining Defective
Crotches

Spraying and

Planting

Our speciality is to

renovate old run-down

orchards and put them
into good bearing con

dition. We plant young
orchards and contract to

care for old ones. Let

us convince you of our

scientific methods of

fixing old orchards. Our

men have thorough
knowledge of the prin

ciples underlying horticulture and long experience in treatment of
wounded and diseased trees. Send for our booklet "PRACTICAL TREE
SURGERY" explaining our work. Write us, telling how many trees,
general condition of orchard and we shall arrange to inspect your orchard
and advise work needed. Why leave your orchard to deteriorate? Put
it m our care and it will become the pride of your estate. Our charges
are reasonable.

TENNY-RAYCHEFF CO.
P. O. Box 221. CORTLAND, N. Y.

SAVE AND PRESERVE YOUR OLD FRUIT TREES

One of the many Chained Trees in Dr. C D. Vernooy's orchard,
Cortland, N. Y. Cavity cemented and limbs chained;

well protected against decay and storms.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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% Now is the time to Order %

| Raw Ground Lime |
g Quickly available. Will jg
g work nicely in grain drill. g

g F. E. CONLEY STONE CO. %
$ Utica NY &

C^>3 1^>3 T^^J V<^J C<^J C^J t^>3 1^>5 r^>J T^>J T^VJ T^>J T^>3 Tl^t I<^I irQj C^3 C<^T T^>J l^^J C<^>3 1^Q3 t<^r rQ^ t<^3 t^>J cQj C^>3

RICE'S* SEEDS
Jerome B. Rice Seed Co.

Cambridge Valley Seed Gardens

CAMBRIDGE, N. Y.

SOLD BY MERCHANTS AND DEALERS

EVERYWHERE

BE ON THE

SAFE SIDE!

"VT-^ needn't fear a visit from
* V** the Sealer of Weights and

Measures if you use ....

THATCHER

MILK

BOTTLES

You won't give over-capacity

either, because they are accurate !

Send for our free book. It tells

exactly why Thatcher bottles add to

your profits.

THATCHER MFG. CO.

103 Market St. ELMIRA, N. Y.

UP-TO-DATE

FRUIT

GROWERS

Many good apple growers are using Lime-Sulfur, but the most up-to-
date growers in the United States, Australia and Africa use "Scalecide"
—not because somebody else is using it, but their own judgment and

experience tells them that the greatest perfection in fruit and foliage
is produced by the continued use of "Scalecide," with less labor and

less expense. "Scalecide" has no substitute. It is the onlv oil con

taining distinct fungicidal properties. Write for proofs. One barrel

of "Scalecide" will spray as many trees as 33^ barrels of the best com

mercial Lime-Sulfur, and do the work much better. A postal request
to Dept. "A" will bring you by return mail, free, our book, "Modern Methods of Harvesting, Grading and

Packing Apples," and new booklet, "Scalecide—the Tree-Saver." If your dealer cannot supply you with

"Scalecide," we will deliver it to any railroad station in the United States east of the Mississippi and north

of the Ohio rivers on receipt of price. 50 gals., $25.00; 30 gals., $16.00; 10 gal. cans, 16.75; 5-gal. cans,

$3.75. Address, B. G. Pratt Company, 50 Church Street, New York City.

for the soil only. Our Agri

cultural Lime can be applied
at the time of seeding and

will not burn anything. Will

drill, broadcast or scatter.

We guarantee immediate

shipment, analysis, mechani
cal condition, fineness, quick
results and no burning.
Litmus paper free. Write us

CALEDONIA MARL CO., Caledonia, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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ALUMNI

Have you become a life subscriber of THE CORNELL

COUNTRYMAN ?

Does it mean much to you to always have:

THE LATEST NEWS OF YOUR FELLOW STUDENTS

THE LATEST NEWS OF YOUR COLLEGE CAMPUS

THE LATEST LITERATURE ON AGRICULTURAL

TOPICS

If you have not already become a life subscriber, may we

enter your name on our books as such ? Otherwise we both lose.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

In writing to Advertisers pleasemention The Cornell Countryman
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FRUIT TREES FROM THE GROWER

WOODLAWN NURSERIES
Culver Road and Garson Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

We Grow Apple, Peach, Pear, Plum, Cherry, Grape, Berry, Hedge

We Import Rare Ornamentals, Evergreens, Shrubs, Roses, Vines

SEND FOR OUR NEW FRUIT AND FLOWER BOOK

New York State College of

Agriculture at Cornell University
THE DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL HUSBANDRY_==

Breeds Percheron Horses, Holstein, Jersey, Guernsey, Ayrshire,

Short Horn Cattle. Dorset, Shropshire, Rambouillet Sheep. Cheshire Swine-

Regular Public Sale of all Surplus Young Stock, except Swine, on

FRIDAY OF FARMERS' WEEK EACH YEAR

GRAPE VINES
OUR SPECIALTY

Also Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Vines,

Shrubs and Plants. A very large and splendid assortment.

ESTABLISHED IIN 1S75

Can show thousands of testimonials from every part of this country

and Canada.

Glad to show stock to anybody interested at any and all times.

Nursery within 1-6 mile of trolley.

References: R. G. Dunn & Co. and Bradstreet MercantileAgencies,

also all the banks in Fredonia and Dunkirk, N. Y.

Descriptive Catalogue and Price List mailed free.

LEWIS BOESCH & SON

RftX o FREDONIA, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please
mention The Cornell Countryman
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CHR. HANSEN'S

DANISH DAIRY PREPARATIONS
Rennet Extract, Cheese Color, Lactic Ferment Culture, Rennet Tablets and Cheese

Color Tablets are INDISPENSABLE TO CHEESE MAKERS

Because they are always Uniform, Superior in Strength and Quality and are unexcelled

in Reliability.

CHR. HANSEN'S

DANISH BUTTER COLOR
is the strongest and most uniform and is used by nearly all prize winners.

CHR. HANSEN'S

LACTIC FERMENT CULTURE
makes a vigorous starter for Butter, Cheese and Commercial Buttermilk.

CHR. HANSEN'S LABORATORY

Box 1095, Little Falls, N. Y.

c
for Hour 6a!

O

U

3

UR New Catalog of Dairymen's Supplies
should be in the hands of every owner of

a cow. It is filled from cover to cover—contains

87 pages
— with valuable information about

modern dairy apparatus and utensils.

WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOK
It will show you the latest models in butter churns and workers,

milk testers and testing supplies, tinware, stable fittings and
supplies, engines, boilers, silos and everything in use on the

modern dairy farm at the lowest prices.

UP-TO-DATE EQUIPMENT ADDS TO DAIRY PROFITS
We can help you in many ways to bigger dairy profits. Our organization covers

the entire country and is in close touch with the latest and best methods of dairying
everywhere. Write us freely on any subject connected with dairy equipment and
methods.

We manufacture equipment for every kind or size of dairy plant and equip more
modern plants than all other concerns combined.

The catalog is free to everyone who asks for it.
machines or line of dairying you are most interested in.

In writing, please state what

Address

The Creamery Package Mfg. Company, g^-aftoI^,t0^0t „,.
In writing to advertisers please ment'on The Cornell Countryman
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MEN: BE

PRODUCERS !
After college, come out into the

Prosperity States of America :

Minnesota, North Dakota, Montana, Idaho,

Washington, Oregon, and engage in General

Farming, Fruit Growing, Cattle, Poultry

_,

and Hog Raising, Dairying: grow Alfalfa

^^FERnuf^^" and Sugar Beets. You will be assured of a

steady market and good prices for all you can produce. Excellent land

at moderate cost—a fine, healthful climate—prosperous cities and towns

close at hand along the Northern Pacific Railway. Write now for

"Opportunities" book and "Through the Fertile Northwest." Address

L. J. BRICKER, General Immigration Agent, St. Paul

or A. M. CLELAND, Gen'l Passenger Agent, St. Paul

Northern Pacific Ry.

The Improved Simplex
Link Blade

Cream Separator

LIGHTEST RUNNING

LARGEST CAPACITIES

CLOSEST SKIMMING

The Only Practical Large

Capacity Separators

Has more exclusive patented features of

merit than all others—Has all the desirable

points that can be put into a cream separator.

500 lbs., $75.00 900 lbs., $90.00

700 lbs., 80.00 1100 lbs., 100.00

D. H. BURRELL & CO.
LITTLE FALLS, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Creamery, Dairy and Cheese Factory Apparatus

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Its Strength and Sticking

Quality Give Greatest

Protection

When spraying is done thoroughly and with care, it is then up to the

material. Better strength, suspension, distribution and adhesion have made

ELECTRO arsenate

(THE POWDERED FORM)
^^ ■ ^mmrmm^

the standard. It is 50% to 100% stronger than other makes (guaranteed 33% arsenic

oxide) yet safe (less than }4 of 1% water-soluble arsenic). It is the only lead arsenate

in amorphous (non-crystalline) form; its physical form gives advantages not found in

any other.

Electro Lime-Sulphur Solution (Concentrated) gives results because it is always
of uniform strength and free from sludge and sediment. Guaranteed to test 33%
Baume and to contain the maximum percentage of polysulphides of calcium. Meets

the requirements of all Federal and State laws.

Send for our proofs and a copy of

<i Q
• a comprehensive and concise booklet on

Spraying' spraying, compiled from the experience

Sim111 if if*A
" °^ Practical growers and recommenda-

JIlIipiil ICU tions of well-known authorities.

The Vreeland Chemical Co., 37 Dey St., New York

TO DESTROY APHIS, THRIPS, ETC. WITHOUT INJURY

TO FOLIAGE, SPRAY WITH

"BLACK LEAF 40"

Sulphate of Nicotine

Owing to the large dilution, neither foliage nor fruit is stained.

Like our "Black Leaf" Extract, "Black Leaf 40" may be applied
when trees are in full bloom and foliage, without damage to either.

Also, "Black Leaf 40" is perfectly soluble in water—no clogging
of nozzles.

PRICE:

10K-lb. can, $12.50 makes 1000 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine."

2K-lb. can, 3.25 makes 240 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine."

>^-lb. can. .85 makes 47 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine."

These prices prevail at ALL agencies in railroad towns throughout
the United States. If you cannot thus obtain

"

Black Leaf 40," send us

P. O. Money Order and we will ship you by Express, prepaid.

The Kentucky Tobacco Product Company
Incorporated LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman



Here's the Record of the

United States Cream Separator

First Prize in the greatest cream separator contest of 1911. Over

six competitors, including the De Laval, Sharpies, International,

Simplex, Empire and Automatic, the U. S. Interlocking won the

highest award. Read the State Fair Manager's letter:

Sacramento, Cal., Dec. i, 191 1.

"Replying to yours of the 29th, ult., will say that the

Vermont Farm Machine Company was awarded the first
prize on best cream separator at the recent State Fair,
the second prize being awarded to the De Laval Dairy
supply Company.

C. Allison Telfer, Manager.

The $500 Cup offered by the Northern Paci

fic R. R. This cup was the most valuable

butter prize of 1911 and was awarded to

A. G. Scholes, Townsend, Mont., on butter

made from United States Separator cream.

The Grand Prize in the greatest cream sepa

rator contest since the Pan-American

Exposition. Read the Director of Ex

hibit's letter:

ALASKA-YUKON-PACIFIC EXPOSITION

Seattle, Wash., Oct. 6, 1909.

"Answering your letter of the 4th, inst., beg to say

that the Vermont Farm Machine Company received the

Grand Prize and the Sharpies and De Laval people

gold medals on cream separators.

Henry E. Dosch,

Director of Exhibits and Privileges.

World's Record. If you care to go back to the Pan-American Ex

position you will find that in the greatest skimming contest ever

held in this country, or any other, the United States Cream

Separator won the world's record over all other separators. The

remarkable average of .0138 of one per cent, was made in fifty

consecutive runs with milk from ten breeds of cows.

Prize contests sift the best from the ordinary. The U. S. proved

itself best ten years ago. It has proved itself best today.

Our local agent will be glad to give you a free, practical demon

stration right on your farm.

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO.

BELLOWS FALLS, VT.

Distributing warehouses in every dairy section of the country.



NEW AUTOMATIC OILING
The most important Cream Separator im

provement since the introduction of

the present type of De Laval

machines.

The new automatically oiled De Laval
Cream Separators are now being supplied
in all sizes, and this improvement consti
tutes another great step forward in cream

separator construction—the one thing pos
sible in betterment of the

previous De Laval ma

chines of the present type.
The new system of De

Laval automatic oiling is

distinctively different
from any other splash or

spray system in that there
is a constant regulated
feed of fresh oil and dis

charge of used oil. Other

splash systems use the

same oil over and over,
until it soon does more

harm than good.
In the new automatically oiled De

hearings orarhVallv flnnt in o

•

+ n ^al machines all gears, shafts and
otto"SSpSon

miSUlke ^^ °f Gl1 and Htera11^ never touch each

working rf^e^LSn^-^-10^^ "K*™ machines and demonstrate the

sToerSfitv invpr!W ? °llmg System' whlch more than enhances De Laval
superiority m every feature of cream separator_practicability.

The De Laval Separator Co.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

PRESS OP W. F. HUMPHREY, GENEVA, N. Y.
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Natures Source of Phosphorus

GROUND

PHOSPHATE ROCK
The most economical and only permanent soil builder. An application of

1,000 to 2,000 lbs. per acre will furnish an abundant supply of Phosphorus

for five or ten years.

BROADCAST
over clover and other legumes, or on 'stub

ble fields—at any time during the year—and when ready

to do so, plow in.

Mix it with all the animal manure
—preferably making the mix

ture throughout the year as the manure accumulates by sprmk-

ing in stables and feeding lots and over manure heaps, or pits,

daily.

Too much cannot be applied, and the longer it lays the better,

as all remains in the soil and only becomes available gradually
as the acids of decaying organic matter act upon it. There is

no danger of its being dissolved and carried off in the drainage.

Only a wash which carries the soil will remove it.

Contains more phosphorus than bone meal and only costs about

one-third as much.

We have one of the most complete and "up-to-date" drying and grinding

plants in the Mt. Pleasant District and can make shipments immediately

on receipt of orders.

We invite a comparasion of our guarantee and terms with those made

by our competitors.

We are always ready to correct and make good our mistakes and will

use every endeavor to give satisfaction.

JOHN RUHM, JR.
MT. PLEASANT, TENNESSEE

Ground Rock Branch of

Ruhm Phosphate Mining Co.
MINERS AND SHIPPERS OF

Tennessee Phosphate Rock

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman

2
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS of CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Issued at Ithaca, N. Y., monthly from July to November inclusive,
and semi-monthly from December to June inclusive.

(Application for entry as second-class matter at the post office at

Ithaca, N. Y., pending.)

These publications include the annual Register, for which a charge
of twenty-five cents a copy is made, and the following publications, any
one of which will be sent gratis and postfree on request:

General Circular of Information for prospective students,
Announcement of the College of Arts and Sciences,
Courses of Instruction in the College of Arts and Sciences,
Announcement of Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering and the Mechanic Arts,
Announcement of the College of Civil Engineering,
Announcement of the College of Law,
Announcement of the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Medical College,
Announcement of the New York State College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Winter-Courses in the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the New York State Veterinary College,
Announcement of the Graduate School,
Announcement of the Summer Session,
The President's Annual Report,

Pamphlet on prizes, samples of entrance and scholarship examination papers, special de

partmental announcements, etc.

Correspondence concerning the publications of the University

should be addressed to

The Registrar of Cornell University
ITHACA, N. Y.

New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University
L. H. Bailey, Director.

The College of Agriculture is one of several co-ordinate colleges comprising

Cornell University. The work of the College is of three general kinds : The

regular teaching work of undergraduate and graduate grade; the experiment

work- the extension work. The resident instruction falls mthe following groups :

'i Four-year course, leading to the degree
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture

(B S in Agr ) When desired, the last two years may be chosen in subjects per

taining to landscape architecture and out-door art, or to home economics. In

the Graduate School of the University students may secure the Masters and

Doctor's degrees (M.S. in Agr. and Ph.D.). .

2. Special work, comprising one or two years: (a) Agriculture special,

(b) Nature-study special or normal course. >
.

7 Winter-Courses of 12 weeks: (a) General Agriculture; (b) Dairy

Industry; (c) Poultry Husbandry; (d) Horticulture; (e) Home Economics.

THE INSTRUCTION IS DIVIDED AMONG TWENTY-TWO DEPARTMENTS AS FOLLOWS:

FARM PRACTICE and FARM CROPS ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

FARM MANAGEMENT nA^Y INDUSTRY

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
FARM MECHANICS

PLANT PHYSIOLOGY FORESTRY

PLANT PATHOLOGY RURAL ART

SOIL TECHNOLOGY DRAWING

PLANT-BREEDING HOME ECONOMICS

ENTOMOLOGY. BIOLOGY and ™I??^^2SLY
NATURE-STUDY

RURAL ECONOMY

nrfcRTiriTITITRE RURAL tUlLAHUW

POMOLOGY
EXTENSION TEACHING
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Its Strength and Sticking

Quality Give Greatest

Protection

When spraying is done thoroughly and with care, it is then up to the

material. Better strength, suspension, distribution and adhesion have made

ELECTRO J?«nate
(THE POWDERED FORM)

^^ ■ ^fcB*"»B^

the standard. It is 50% to 100% stronger than other makes (guaranteed 33% arsenic

oxide) yet safe (less than yi of 1% water-soluble arsenic). It is the only lead arsenate

in amorphous (non-crystalline) form ; its physical form gives advantages not found in

any other.

Electro Lime-Sulphur Solution (Concentrated) gives results because it is always
of uniform strength and free from sludge and sediment. Guaranteed to test 33%
Baume and to contain the maximum percentage of polysulphides of calcium. Meets

the requirements of all Federal and State laws.

Send for our proofs and a copy of

ad __• a comprehensive and concise booklet on

Spraying spraying, compiled from the experience

QliYinl if lf*f\
" °^ Practical growers and recommenda-

t-MIIipill 1CU tions of well-known authorities.

The Vreeland Chemical Co., 37 Dey St., New York

TO DESTROY APHIS, THRIPS, ETC., WITHOUT INJURY

TO FOLIAGE, SPRAY WITH

"BLACK LEAF 40"

Sulphate of Nicotine

Owing to the large dilution, neither foliage nor fruit is stained.

Like our
"

Black Leaf
"

Extract, "Black Leaf 40
"

may be applied
when trees are in full bloom and foliage, without damage to either.

Also, "Black Leaf 40" is perfectly soluble in water—no clogging
of nozzles.

PRICE:

10^-lb. can, $12.50 makes 1000 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine.,,

2>^-lb. can, 3.25 makes 240 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine.,,

J^-lb. can. .85 makes 47 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine.,,

These prices prevail at ALL agencies in railroad towns throughout
the United States. If you cannot thus obtain

"

Black Leaf 40," send us

P. 0. Money Order and we will ship you by Express, prepaid.

The Kentucky Tobacco Product Company
Incorporated LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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BUYERS' GUIDE

Always consult this list of well-known business houses for whatever you want.

Phone or postal will bring prompt service.

BANKS Page
First National 24

Tompkins County National 20

BEE KEEPERS SUPPLIES

The A. I. Root Co 17

BOOKS
The Corner Book Stores

,
12

BOOK BINDING

J. Will Tree 24

CAMERAS
The Co-op 8

CATERER

Alberger 22

CLEANING AND PRESSING

Bates Tailoring Shop 25

L. J. Carpenter Tailoring Shop 20

J. C Durfey 23

DAIRY SUPPLIES

D. H. Burrell & Co 13

Creamery Package Mfg. Co 6

DeLaval Separator Co. (back cover) 28

The J. B. Ford Co 7

Chr. Hansen's Laboratory 6

International Harvester Co. of America 9

Thatcher Mfg. Co • 17

Vermont Farm Machine Co . . . 27

DRUGS

White and Burdick 30

FERTILIZERS

Caledonia Marl Co 14

The Coe-Mortimer Co 1 1

F. E. Conley Stone Co 14

German Kali Works, Inc 1 1

John Ruhm, Jr
2

FLORIST

The Bool Floral Co 24

FURNITURE

H. J. Bool Co
2I

GREENHOUSES

Lord and Burnham Co I2

GROCERIES AND MEATS

Larkin Bros 2S

T. J. Larkin 23

D. S. O'Brien
2I

Wanzer & Howell 2I

HOTEL

Ithaca Hotel and Cafes r5

IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINERY

Bateman Mfg. Co
I0

Oliver Chilled Plow Works *3

Williams Bros
22

INSURANCE

Stevens & Morgan 23

JEWELRY
R. A. Higgie & Bro. Co 25

LAUNDRIES Page
Forest City Laundry 24

The Palace Laundry k 23
The Modern Method Laundry 22

Norwood's Laundry 22

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

E. B. Baxter 23

L. C. Bement 25

Buttrick & Frawley 24

Barney Seamon 24

MUSIC STORE

Lent's Music Store 24

NURSERIES

Woodlawn Nurseries 14

PHOTOGRAPHS

Robinson's 20

PICTURE FRAMING, ETC.
The H. C. Cable Art Store 22

Smith's Art Store 21

Student Supply Store 25

POULTRY AND SUPPLIES

American Hen Magazine 15

C. U. Dept. of Poultry Husbandry 19

The H-0 Company 19

Treman, King & Co 22

PRINTER

Wise 25

RESTAURANTS

Student Inn 23

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

Cornell University 3

Eastman School IS

New York State College of Agriculture 3

SEEDS

Jerome B. Rice Seed Co I4

Peter Henderson & Co J8

SHOE REPAIRING

Peter Scusa 24

SPRAY MATERIALS

Hemingway's London Purple Co., Ltd 17

Kentucky Tobacco Products Co 4

B. G. Pratt Co x4

The Vreeland Chemical Co 4

STANCHIONS
Landon A. Green *7

STOCK

C. U. Dept. of Animal Husbandry 19

STUDENT SUPPLIES

Rothschilds Bros . . .
23

TAILORS

Carr & Stoddard 25

W. F. Fletcher Co., Inc
20

TILE
„

.

N. Y. State Sewer Pipe Co 20

TREE SURGERY

Tenny-Raycheff Co
l6
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CHR. HANSEN'S

DANISH DAIRY PREPARATIONS
Rennet Extract, Cheese Color, Lactic Ferment Culture, Rennet Tablets and Cheese

Color Tablets are INDISPENSABLE TO CHEESE MAKERS

Because they are always Uniform, Superior in Strength and Quality and are unexcelled

in Reliability.

CHR. HANSEN'S

DANISH BUTTER COLOR
is the strongest and most uniform and is used by nearly all prize winners.

CHR. HANSEN'S

LACTIC FERMENT CULTURE
makes a vigorous starter for Butter, Cheese and Commercial Buttermilk.

CHR. HANSEN'S LABORATORY

Box 1095, Little Falls, N. Y.

c
for Uourbair

O

J

UR New Catalog of Dairymen's Supplies
should be in the hands of every owner of

a cow. It is rilled from cover to cover—contains

87 pages
— with valuable information about

modern dairy apparatus and utensils.

WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOK
It will show you the latest models in butter churns and workers,

milk testers and testing supplies, tinware, stable fittings and
supplies, engines, boilers, silos and everything in use on the

modern dairy farm at the lowest prices.

UP-TO-DATE EQUIPMENT ADDS TO DAIRY PROFITS
We can help you in many ways to bigger dairy profits. Our organization covers

the entire country and is in close touch with the latest and best methods of dairying
everywhere. Write us freely on any subject connected with dairy equipment and
methods.

We manufacture equipment for every kind or size of dairy plant and equip more
modern plants than all other concerns combined.

The catalog is free to everyone who asks for it. In writing, please state what
machines or line of dairying you are most interested in. Address

The Creamery Package Mfg. Company, Dep^f^chLio. m.
In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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AN AID TO DO BETTER WORK

Accessories or supplies tending to promote the Dairy

Industry are quickly appreciated by those interested.

They may be either time savers, means to economy or

aids to better work.

A

Dairyman s

K.

is just such an accessory. Its peculiar properties make

it such.

The cleansing ingredients of Wyandotte Dairyman s

Cleaner and Cleanser do more than merely remove the

common surface accumulations, it does the exceptional

by removing the unseen bacteria which are the most

dangerous enemies to pure, clean milk. Furthermore,

it adds the distinct, fresh odor of cleanliness wherever it

No other dairy cleaning material approaches Wyan

dotte Dairyman's Cleaner and Cleanser either in the

quality of its cleaning or in the idealness of its compo

sition . These facts are confirmed in the recommendations

given Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner and Cleanser by

men no less prominent than State Dairy Inspectors and

Agricultural Authorities.
If you wish to spend Uess time

cleaning your dairy and still do your

work better, or if you want to keep

milk in the freshest, cleanest condition

just ask your dealer for a sack of

Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner and

Cleanser, or write your supply man for

a keg or barrel.

, „ Satisfaction is guaranteed.
in every package

wt*v o

Indian in Circle

THE J. B. FORD CO., Sole Manufacturers

Wyandotte, Mich., U. S. A.

This Cleaner has been
awarded the highest prize wherever

exhibited.

In writing to advertisers please mention
The Cornell Countryman
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A Camera Will Double the

Pleasure of Your Vacation

Nearly everyone has the hunting instinct in

some form. It used to be that one had to have

a gun or a fishing rod. These have not lost

their savor by any means. But think what a

difference there would be if you could show

how you caught the fish or if the game could

not be shot, what a large deer you saw. The

pleasure is yours with a camera. A Kodak is

the most compact kind.

May We Advise You?

In selecting, your main trouble would be in

selecting the size. This would be determined

by the use which you have for it. It is quite
easy to operate the shutter. There is a com

bination for good days which you can remem

ber. If the weather is not the best make a

little longer exposure. It's very simple.

The Co-op
Morrill Hall

writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Count
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THE AGRICULTURAL SPECIAL AS A

TRAVELING EXTENSION SCHOOL

By C. H. Tuck

Professor of Extension Teaching in Cornell University

THE
educational farm train idea is seats were sent to Ithaca where they

not new either in this or other were equipped with necessary teaching

States. A modern College of Agri- apparatus.

culture has many ways of reaching the One coach was fitted with an exhibit

'last person on the land." Bulletins, of insect pests and fungous diseases

extension schools, reading-courses, ex- of the various farm and orchard crops.

hibits at fairs, cooperative experiments, Specimens of diseased plants and in-

farmers'weeks, lectures, lecture courses, jurious insects besides spraying rods,

surveys, visiting and inspecting farms, nozzles of various types and samples

are among the ways most often used, of standard insecticides and fungi-

But occasionally the country needs cides used in combatting these pests

the physical power of a farm train to were on exhibition. Brief lectures

awaken the people to ways of self- were given on the cause and control of

help. The five educational trains fungous and insect troubles. These

run by the New York State College of lectures were illustrated with actual

Agriculture in the State achieved this specimens, many of which could be

result. But the work was nearly all observed through the twelve micro-

in the form of lectures in the cars scopes on the car. An opportunity for

during stops of thirty minutes to one questions and discussions was provided

hour It was felt that this was too Specimens of diseased plants and ot

superficial to be of lasting value, plants affected by scale and other
insect

Despite the feeling on the part of pests concerning which information
was

many that farm trains had outlived desired were brought to the train

their usefulness, and that they were not One of the cars of the .barm Iram

adaptable to the much needed contact was of special interest to women. It

and direct teaching of extension ser- was furnished with an equipment deal-

vice, a thoroughly up-to-date train or ing with Domestic Science .Portions

travelling extension school was equip- of the car were used to illustrate nouse-

ped to run from April 2d to 1 2th over hold decoration and furnishing showing

the entire line of the D. & H. under the the use of fabrics and colors, borne

personal supervision of Mr. Ira H. household equipment was on exnibi-

Shoemaker, the Industrial Agent of the tion showing how house-work could

Railroad be simplified. The principles of food
'

The train was extensively advertised nutrition were taught by means of

by posters, hand bills, press notices, charts and demonstrations. Visitors

and personal work through agents of found an exhibit of literature on
house-

the road, masters of granges, school hold economics showing the means ot

superintendents and principals, post- taking up the study outside ot tne

masters and ministers schools. Members of the staff of the

Four passenger coaches stripped of Home Economics Department accom-
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panied by a senior student were present
to explain the exhibits.

A third demonstration car contained

an exhibit of special interest to poultry-

keepers. Devices for the testing of

eggs, a killing and picking box, a model

of the gasoline colony brooder house

recommended by the College, charts

showingmethods of grading eggs, plans
of buildings and photographs were

exhibited to illustratemodern methods.

In this car a regular laboratory exercise

in which visitors actually learned by

doing, was tried with great success.

Eggs were supplied visitors who actu

ally graded and tested them under per
sonal instruction. Demonstrations of

killing poultry always attracted large
crowds. The different feeds in propor
tionate amounts, composing the Cor

nell poultry rations were exhibited.

Three dairy cows from the College
herd were the centre of interest in the

fourth demonstration car which taught
up-to-date dairymethods . These cows

demonstrated the development of good
grades from common stock. The lec

turers on dairy subjects discussed the

keeping of records, purchase of feeds,
breeding to improve milk production,
cow-testing associations, balanced

rations, and other subjects of vital im

portance in the profitable management
of dairy herds.

The train was assembled at Bing-
hamton with two passenger coaches

as lecture halls, a diner and a sleeper
for the staff. In a drizzling rain, with
its staff of fourteen, the train of eight
cars pulled out of Binghamton for its

eleven day trip according to the follow

ing schedule :

April 2d

2d

3d
3d
4th
4th
4th
5th
5th
6th

6th

8th

8th

8th

9th
9th
ioth

ioth

ioth

nth

nth

nth

1 2 th

Harpursville 2

Afton 7

Bainbridge 9
Oneonta 1

Cooperstown 8

Worcester 2

Cherry Valley 8

Cherry Valley 9
Cobleskill

. . .2

Altamont o

Albany 2

Saratoga g
Glens Falls T

Whitehall '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.\'.\'.'.'.'.'.\\\'.'.'.Y.'.\-y
Granville g
Greenwich

2

Port Henry .... Q

Willsboro '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.WW x

Plattsburg
Plattsburg
Chazy
West Chazy
Peru

00 P.M.

OO P.M.

00 A.M.

30 P.M.

30 A.M.

00 P.M.

OO P.M.

00 A.M.

OO P.M.

00 A.M.

OO P.M.

30 A.M.

30 P.M.

OO P.M.

30 A.M.

OO P.M.

OO A.M.

30 P.M.

00 P.M.

OO A.M.

30 P.M.

30 P.M.

OO A.M.

to 5
10

12

10

12

6

10

12

10

12

5
12

5

10

12

10

12

5
10

1

5
11

6

30 P.M.

00 P.M.

30 P.M.

30 P.M.

30 P.M.

00 P.M.

00 P.M.

00 M.

00 P.M.

30 P.M.

30 P.M.

30 P.M.

30 P.M.

00 P.M.

30 P.M.

30 P.M.

00 M.

30 P.M.

00 P.M.

00 P.M.

00 P.M.

00 P.M.

00 P.M.

It was predicted that three to five
thousand people might visit the train
and through them as manymore would
be reached. To the surprise of every
one, approximately 20,000 people visit
ed the train, a large part of whom
remained for the full day or half day
stop as scheduled.
One of the marked features was the

fact that eight to ten of the Cornell
staff were continuously in close touch
with individuals or small groups so
that not only were lectures and demon
strations given, but there was time and

opportunity for the last question from

the last man. The nearness to real

things, brought forth real questions.
The last hour of the stop was used for

personal consultation with experts.
In Cherry Valley, Otsego County,

the coming of the train changed a

community doubtful as to a new school

building and a course in agriculture
to one enthusiastic for both. In the

Champlain Valley the fruit growers
for the first time came together at the
train to organize for self help in caring
for and marketing fruit.
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For arousing interest in the country
side and giving answers to specific
questions, this train marks the most

effective to date and the beginning of

new train or travelling schools that
will help much in carrying the neces

sary teachers and teaching material
to the people.

DISCUSSIONS WERE CONTINUED AFTER LEAVING THE TRAIN.

OPPORTUNITIES IN VEGETABLE GROWING

By R. L. Watts

Professor of Horticulture at Pennsylvania State College

p\URING the past decade there has

been tremendous development in
the vegetable growing interests of the

United States. The completed census

report will show that in many of the

states commercial gardening is by far

the most important horticultural in

dustry. Southern truck patches have

expanded into broad fields. Northern

gardens have been increased to large
areas. Small ranges of greenhouses
devoted to vegetable forcing have been
extended to cover acres. Large de

mands and good prices have encouraged
and been directly responsible for this

growth.
The present decade, however, will

see far greater advancement in vegeta
ble gardening than the past. The

agricultural colleges are giving olericul
ture more attention than ever before.

The experiment stations are beginning
to appreciate the importance of the

vegetable interests and to include them
in their experimental projects. Mar

kets are growing and population in

creasing. Food articles, especially
flour and meats are becoming higher in

price, thus encouraging the consump

tion of garden products.
Attention might be called to some

special opportunities. There are hun

dreds of splendid local markets in the

United States which are poorly sup

plied with home grown vegetables. I

could name scores of towns which are

supplied mainly with vegetables

shipped from distant points. Clean,

fresh vegetables from nearby gardens
are always preferred. Why should a

farmer devote all of his land to general
farm crops when he might produce for

his home market, vegetables which are

far more profitable ?

Growing vegetables in general farm

rotations offers exceptional opportuni-
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ties. Heavy clover sods provide ideal

conditions for many of the most

important vegetables, such as cabbage,

tomatoes, sweet corn, peas, beans,

cucumbers, peppers, asparagus, sweet

potatoes and both classes of melons.

This type of vegetable growing is often

called farm gardening and it offers

splendid possibilities in many sections.

If remote from market, cooperative

organization will help to market the

crop to the best advantage. The

growers should unite in the production
of a sufficient quantity to attract buy
ers so that it will be possible to sell

everything at the railroad station for

spot cash, rather than through city
houses on commission.

The muck soils of New York and

other states are especially well adapted
to celery, onions, and lettuce. These

areas are very expensive to clear and

reclaim but when properly managed
return large profits. Muck farming is

an attractive type of gardening and it

offers possibilities for expansion.
Vegetable forcing in the United

States is just in its infancy. Modern

methods of greenhouse construction,

heating and management and the

increasing demand for the tender,
delicious products of these miniature,

glass covered farms, make this highly
specialized industry peculiarly attrac

tive. The outdoor products of the

South have not interfered as seriously
with the greenhouse industry of the

North as was feared several years ago.
Prices for greenhouse vegetables are

not as high as ten years ago but the

decreased expense of operation and the

opportunity for more extensive pro
duction have given business a special
impetus. Men now speak of green
house extension by the acre rather than

by the number of square feet of glass.
For example, a statement appeared
lately in the Market Growers' Journal
that Cleveland growers would increase
their area of glass this year to the
extent of six acres. A Toledo,Ohio,
firm recently built a single house, ridge
and furrow plan, which covers eleven
acres of land. Numerous towns in

nearly all of the states would consume

more frame and greenhouse products.
Lettuce is by far themost important

forcing crop. It is grown and sold at a

price which can be paid by nearly all

classes of consumers. The tomato is

next in importance. Special American

varieties of high yielding qualities will

be developed, making it possible to sell

at lower prices and thus increasing

consumption. The cucumber is

largely grown in some sections, es

pecially around Boston, but it should

be produced much more extensively in

the vicinity of other large cities.

Radishes, cauliflower, and rhubarb are

also excellent crops for greenhouse
culture but the demand for them is

very small compared with that for

lettuce, tomatoes, and cucumbers.

The overhead system of irrigation
makes vegetable gardening much more

certain. Drouth often curtails yields
but with a never failing supply ofwater

which may be distributed almost as

evenly and uniformly as rain there is

absolute insurance against loss from

dry weather. This system of watering
has been the means of doubling profits
in some market gardens. It enables

the grower to intensify his operations,
to improve the quality of his vegetables
and it relieves him of much worry and

anxiety. Irrigation in the East is no

longer an experiment. Hundreds of

the most successful growers have

installed the overhead system of water

ing in growing vegetables in the open

ground as well as under glass.
Profits in vegetable growing have

never been better than in recent years.
A Cleveland, Ohio, market gardener
and vegetable forcer realized a profit of
over $10,000 from 12 acres of land. A

New Jersey trucker with 7 5 acres has a

net profit of $9 a day, Sundays in

cluded, for every day of the year. A

Pennsylvania grower, who served

several years in an agricultural experi
ment station says, "There is not a

college position in the country that

would tempt me." New York has a

great number of men who are making
handsome incomes growing vegetables.
Norfolk and Chicago boast of their

millionaire gardeners.



CROP PRODUCTION IN NEW YORK STATE

By E. G. Montgomery
Professor of Farm Crops at Cornell University

DEOPLE living west of the Missis-
*■

sippi River hear very little about

the crops produced in New York

State, although they hear a great deal

about the apples and grapes produced
here. The impression gained from

this among western people is that New

York State is not a very large crop-

producing state, especially when at

the same time tales are also heard

about the number of abandoned farms

within her borders.

The following table, taken from the

Census of 1899, shows the compara

tive value of the principal agricultural

crops raised in New York State:

Hay and Forage $55,237,446
Cereals :

Oats 12,929,092

Corn 9,181,782

Wheat 7,332,597

Buckwheat ... : 2,045,737

Barley 1,402,184

Rye 1,393,313

Potatoes 15,019,135

Drv Beans 2,476,668

Tobacco 1,402,184

Miscellaneous 1,964,643

Total Farm Crops $110,384,781

Orchard Crops 10,542,272

Grapes 2,763,711

However, New York is a great crop-

producing state and has probably as

great potential possibilities for future

development as any of the Western

States.

The hay crop is the most valuable

single crop, being valued at about

$55,000,000, but the total cereal crops
are valued at $34,000,000. The total

value of all crops produced in the State
are estimated at $110,000,000. This

total value has been increased to

$143,000,000 during the last ten years,

due mostly to the increase in prices.

Already there is a movement of

farmers from the central west, princi

pally from Ohio and Indiana, toward

New York State where lands of equal

crop-producing power aremuch cheaper
than in that region. It is said that in

some counties as many as forty or fifty

families have moved in during the past

year.

If it were generally known through

out the grain-growing states that New

York had great possibilities as a crop-

producing state, it is probable that a

fair share of the vast stream of money

that is now being poured out from the

BUCKWHEAT Courtesy of the Farm Management Dept.

For fifty years New York has ranked first or second in buckwheat production.
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corn belt states for land in Canada
and

the Northwest would be turned
in this

direction. These farmers are all grain

and general-crop farmers and while

they are interested in fruit growing as

a garden crop, they are not necessarily

looking for fruit farms, but for crop

farms, and this is the reason why they

are going into the Northwest and pay

ing from $30 to $40 an acre for land

which grows principally wheat, flax,

and hay, and that with very uncertain

climatic conditions. How much bet

ter is a crop-producing farm in New

York state, where not only crops can

be produced but, in addition, fruits of

all kinds raised near at hand, and in

addition to that a well-developed

market, good schools, and desirable

social conditions?' Probably the best

opportunity for buying land that will

pay a fair return on the investment as

well as to furnish a desirable place of

residence, is to be found in the Eastern

States and particularly on the better

lands of New York State.

The land values in New York State

have shown a rapid appreciation in the

last ten years, and it is evident that

prices here must further advance or

else prices in the Westmust come down,
as there is too great a difference in

prices when productivity of the land

and the market or products are con

sidered. It is not likely that the

Western farmers will readily agree to

take less for their land than the present

price, which chey consider fixed at

least.' It, therefore, seems very prob

able that New York State land must

make a rapid advance in the next ten

years.
I have been making a rather careful

study of land values, both east and

west, for the past four years and am

convinced that a young man can start

easier in buying a farm and paying for

it in New York State than in any of

the western states with their very

high-priced land and local markets not

as good as they are here. New York

State has not begun to develop her own

possibilities in crop-producing lines.

The hay crop averages about 1.2 tons

per acre; corn and oats, 30 bushels and

3 1 bushels respectively per acre. It is

not more than one-half what is being
secured by the best farmers in the

State. If all the farmers as a class

could be induced to do as good farming
as the best farmers in each community,
we could easily double the annual crop

production of the state.

New York agriculture has suffered

because her best young men have been

for two or three generations going into

the newly opened-up country of the

West, or been attracted by the high

Courtesy of the Farm Management Dept.

A GOOD CROP OF CORNjCAN BE GROWN IN NEW YORK STATE.
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prices paid in industrial lines. The

agricultural opportunities have now

changed in the West since all free land
is taken up and the price is very high,
and as to opportunities in industrial

lines, they do not offer the advantages
they did a generation ago when wages
were high and agricultural products
were low.

rPHE interest which has everywhere
A

been awakened during recent

years in behalf of our shade trees, has

generated a new set of professional
men, practicing a new profession, tree

surgery. Examples of their work may
be seen in any large park. They fill

cavities, amputate limbs, brace weak

ened and strained joints and do other

useful work for the trees.

In reviewing the progress made in

this new field, it is interesting to note

that some very substantial strides have

already been made. On the other

hand as is to be expected, no definite

standard has yet been established and

some of the work is quite indifferent,
indeed in many cases the treatment

accorded a tree is anything but bene

ficial. Tree doctors disagree as is

shown by a most astonishing lack of

uniformity in their methods of pro

cedure and technique. This lack of

thoroughness and scientific accuracy

has been detrimental to a healthy up

building of this new profession, namely
the science and art of tree pathology.
These considerations have led me to

think that some few simple statements
based upon established principles may
lead to a better popular understanding
of this important work.

Primarily any treatment of a

diseased tree which does not acknowl

edge the organic nature of both the tree
and the parasite, or which fails to

comprehend the functions, interde

pendence and vital nature of the tis-

Let us all turn our attention to

developing New York State agricul
ture. The opportunity is great : our

own resources are not half developed
and there is no better outlook for a

young man interested in farming than
to take part in the great development
which is sure to come in the next

generation.

sues concerned, is more apt to result in

harm than in good.
Well directed, effective work de

mands a right understanding of the

essential principles immediately in

volved. It also demands a most

intimate acquaintance with the several
other branches of science not inti

mately concerned. Superficial knowl

edge and inadequate experience can

only lead to erroneous procedure.
Now what we actually know about tree

disease is surprisingly meagre. It is

true we may know all about the sys

tematic position and morphology of

the disease producing parasites and at

the same time know little of the true

nature of the diseases they induce.

The disease may be described as the

abnormal physiological conditions of

the tissues and may be studied only

through patiently and carefully con

ducted infection experiments. Fur

thermore, innumerable circumstances

combine to modify the work of the

fungus, and its work is hastened or

retarded by innumerable agencies.

Again, anomalous symptoms resulting
from unfavorable environment appear,

frequently so closely resembling a

diseased condition as to be most con

fusing.
Thus it will be seen that in our

present knowledge we can not diagnose
or prescribe with anything like accur

acy.

Fortunately we have the most exact

knowledge of the anatomy of trees and

TREE PRESERVATION

By G. W. Hendry, '14
Michigan Agricultural College, '09
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a long series of painstaking investiga
tions in plant physiology have given us

a clear insight into the life processes of

plants. Plant pathology, however,

which deals with the abnormal condi

tions of plant tissues is a much more

recent science and has not yet been

developed with anything like the

minutiae of plant physiology.
Both science and experience have

revealed certain basic therapeutic prin

ciples which give us the key to an

intelligent treatment of diseased trees.

Among these perhaps the most primal
is a knowledge that certain conditions

are prerequisite to the existence within

the host plant, of the disease producing

organisms, and if any or all of these

conditions are eliminated, the organ

isms must perish and decay cease.

For example, a fungus requires air,

moisture, and organic food. So to

seal a cavity air and water tight must
result in practically making it immune
from further destruction.

This forms the nucleus about which

practically all dendropathological treat
ments are centered and must be well

understood and kept constantly in

mind.

What actually causes a living tree to

decay and become hollow? It does

not just rot of its own accord; it is

attacked by a low form of parasitic
plant called a fungus. Occasionally a

fungus is associated with bacteria with
interaction and chemical decomposi
tion, and in nearly every instance the

larvae of wood-boring insects follow,
completing the work of destruction.

Fungi propagate chiefly by spores,
which areminute single cells, analagous
to the seeds of the higher plants and are
produced by countless billions. They
are so small that a single house-flymay
carry a sufficient number lodged in his
feet to infect every tree in a small

grove. In the first instance these

fungus spores gain access to the tree

through a wound in the bark, a broken
limb, a frost crack, sun-scald, or any
injury which exposes the wood beneath

the protective covering of bark. This

explains the philosophy of painting
wounds when pruning. Having gained
access to the tree the spore germinates,

developing into a filamentous ramify

ing fungus body. It grows and

develops at the expense of the wood

tissues with which it comes in contact,

deriving its nourishment from the

wood cells by piercing them with

minute processes which destroy their

structure and leave behind a decom

posed wood residue and cavity.
The first work of the tree doctor is to

cut out every part of the diseased

wood, then cleanse and disinfect

thoroughly with a strong fungicide.
The cavity should then be coated with

a thick application of creosote which,

penetrating the wood cells, coats over

the albuminous matter upon which

the fungi subsist and protects the cells

from further injury. The cavity
should be completely and solidly filled,
and above all, should be sealed as

nearly water tight as possible.
Lying just beneath the bark is a

peripheral layer of tissue called the

cambium. All growth has its origin in
the division of the cambium cells, i. e.,
increase in diameter and all healing
tissues are merely outgrowths of the

cambium. Since the cambium is all in

the outer part of the trunk, just be
neath the bark, no internal cavities are
healed and there is no internal growth
in the tree trunk.

The cambium is a comparatively
thin layer of tissue being about the

thickness of an ordinary pen line. It

is composed of minute thin-walled

cells which are entirely incapable of

growing over the jagged fracture of a

broken limb, or the rough surface of a

concrete filling. Hence, in good prun
ing, limbs are cut off flush with the

trunk and are cut smooth and even.

A concrete filling should be smooth

along the edges where it meets the tree
and should articulate accurately with

the cambium layer, otherwise, it makes
the healing over process a slow one.



THE FARMER AS A BUSINESS MAN

[This speech was awarded second prize in

23d, 1912.]

E\c\RM accounting is a subject with
which all of us are more or less

familiar, but how many of us actuallv

practice it? Professor Warren in his

farm survey work in Tompkins, Jeffer
son and Livingston Counties finds that

only two farmers in every hundred

keep an accurate record of their busi

ness. These figures are indicative of

conditions one hundred years ago. At

that time farmers were engrossed
mainly with problems of production.
The farm must supply all the wants of

the family directly. Today other

problems are in the foreground; often

few of the needs of the farmer's family
are satisfied directly from the farm,

they are supplied by exchange. The

great questions which confront ustoday
are those of buying and selling, which

crops possess the greatest exchange
value, and how our business fares from

year to year. The farmer is first of all

a business man and he must employ
business methods if he is to keep in the

van during these days of keen competi
tion. He cannot plan wisely and well

for the future until he knows exactly
where he stands at the end of each year.

In the first place, a farmer should

know how his investment as a whole is

paying. If he finds that the farm is a

loosing proposition and that profits do
not appear after a change in manage

ment and a reasonable lapse of time,
then perhaps the farm is at fault, or

maybe the man himself is not cut out

for a farmer. At any rate, the sooner

the proprietor knows the true state of

affairs, the better.

Not only should the farmer know his

net income, he should also be able to

tell which of his crops and animals are

paying a profit and which are kept at
a loss. He should know exactly what

each enterprise contributes or deducts
from his income. With this knowledge
in his possession he has the keys to the

whole situation ; he is now in a position
to drop the unprofitable crops from his

By F. E. Rogers, Sp.

the Third Annual Eastman Stage held February

rotation; or, if this is undesirable he

can change his methods ofmanagement
to secure better results, at the same

time giving his first and best attention
to the most profitable ventures. How

is a farmer to secure this information

to distinguish the profitable from the

robber crops ? One can tell very little

about the profits of a season by the

amount of cash on hand at the end of a

year. In. the same way, appearances,

opinions, or specific instances are un

reliable in determining the best paying
ventures. The desired information

can be secured in no way so easily and

accurately as by a simple system of

farm accounting. Rightly used, the

account books are profit indicators, if

you please, of the crops to which they
are applied.
Mr. L. A. Toan, of Western New

York, wishing to grow the tilled crop

in his young orchard, which would

return the greatest profit, kept an

account with each crop during the

year. At the end of the year, he found

the net income for potatoes was $3 7 .00,

for beans $30.00, and for corn $3.65.
Now if accounts kept with these crops

in later years verified these results, it is

pretty certain that corn was dropped
from the cropping scheme of that

orchard.

Someone asked B. J. Case why he

was a fruit-grower. Mr. Case an

swered: "Because the ledger made

me one," meaning that he became a

specialist in fruit because he found

from his account books that he derived

the greater profit from this source.

In other words, accounting enables one

to follow up success, and after all that

is the secret of every prosperous career.

How many of the failures in farming
are due to the fact that farmers don't

really know which of their branches is a

success financially, or rather which is

the greatest success. Being ignorant
of these facts, they simply go on the

wrong track. If one had known that
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he made money on sheep or horses;

another that he was better adapted to

fruit-growing, successful careers would

be more frequent. Expressing it in

other words, the ledger when rightly

interpreted is a mighty force in ad

justing round pegs to round holes and

square pegs to square holes.

One of the most successful fruit

growers of the state told me recently
that he was tearing out his vineyard at

the rate oi four acres per year and

planting the same land to peaches:
not because the grapes did not pay,

but because the account books showed

that a greater profit was derived from

peaches. This illustrates what A. C.

King of Trumansburg means when he

says that from one-half to three-

fourths of the problems which a fruit

grower must solve are purely business

in nature, and that account books give
the only reliable results by which to

guide or dictate the business policy.
We should adopt this practice for the

purpose of spurring us on to better

work. Along this line, we have the

testimony of Mr. King, who says that

one is constantly alert to cut expenses

and to increase his profits after his

books show him what he is really
making. Does it not stand to reason

that one-third of the farmers in

Tompkins County, who earn less than

hired men'swages, would be stimulated

to greater efforts if they saw from their

books how little they were making?
If farmers actually knew how much it

cost to grow an orchard until it began
to bear, would they not take better

care of so expensive a venture, with
the result that there would be fewer

neglected orchards through the coun

try? The ledger presents the bare

facts. It tells in plain language the

degree of our success. The message is
often of such a character that we strive
hard to secure a more favorable record
in the future.

Now, one may rightly ask, if farm

accounting possesses such merits, why
has it not been more generally adopted
by the farmers? When you ask a

farmer why he does not keep accounts,

he will say that the system is too com

plicated and requires too much time

for the practical man. These objec
tions can be best overcome by putting
forth a simple method of doing this

work. Let the farmer take an inven

tory of all his possessions once each

year to determine what he is actually
worth. Then by comparing the

amount of inventory taken January,
1 9 1 1

,
with the one taken January, 1 9 1 2

,

he can tell whether he is worth more

or less at the end of the year, or in

other words whether or not the year

has been a successful one. In the next

place, he should keep an account with

the more important crops. Note

down all the expenses of production
and deduct them from the proceeds.
This is all any farmer needs to do, in

order to know how the farm is paying
and from which crops he gets the

greatest profits. Of the complexity of

this method I will leave you to judge.
Any school boy who is proficient in

arithmetic could perform all the opera
tions involved. A fruit-grower who

has a farm of one hundred and forty
acres, ninety acres of which are in fruit
told me that it took him only ten

minutes a day and only three or four

days at the end of each year to keep
such accounts. Certainly this outlay
of time is amply justified by the results.

Recognizing as we do the value of

business ability on the farm, is this

subject of farm accounting not worthy
of a trial ? Can we, who are masters in

the production of good fruit, con

sistently omit the most up-to-date
business methods from our scheme of

management? As well might we at

tempt to sail without a rudder. Today
the most intelligent direction of our

business policy is possible only through
the use of farm accounts. They have
a message for the man on the farm

which can be secured through no other
channel. They answer the all im

portant questions: What am I good
for, and what branch or branches of

agriculture will give me the greatest
profits? To most of us, such an

answer is the assurance of success.



GRAVEL ROAD, BRANCH CO., MICHIGAN

MICHIGAN'S STATE REWARD ROAD LAW

By Frank F. Rogers

Deputy State Highway Commissioner, Lansing, Mich.

\/IICHIGAN'S state reward road The least width of turnpike or road
^

law is unique. No other state grade allowed is 20 feet. The least

has tried anything like it and many width of metal track allowed is 9 feet,

people are still looking upon it as an making a single track road. Greater

experiment, doubting whether it will widths of roadway and metal track are

really result in a large mileage of well recommended by the State Highway
built continuous roads. Its promoters
are more than satisfied with the results

thus far obtained.

The state reward is a fixed amount

per mile paid to the township or coun

ty building a road, based on minimum

requirements. The amount varies

with the class of road that is built.

Per

mile.

Class A, sand-clay, or its equivalent
draws $250

Class B, gravel draws 5°°

Class C, stone bottom-gravel top draws 750

Class D, gravel bottom-stone top draws 750

Class E, macadam 1,000

Class F, concrete 1 ,000

Commissioner for the more heavily
traveled roads but they cannot draw

any greater rewards.

The Michigan State Highway De

partment was organized July ist, 1905,
since which time about 1,150 miles of

road have been constructed. The

steady growth will be seen from the

following :

Miles.

Roads built in 1905 (6 months) 20

Roads built in 1906 4°

Roads built in 1907
80

Roads built in 1908 160

Roads built in 1909
- 14

Roads built in 1910 276

Roads built in 191 1 36°
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GRAVEL ROAD, JACKSON CO., MICHIGAN.

The roads are divided among the

different classes roughly, as follows:

70% gravel, 25% macadam, the re

maining 5% covering all other classes.

The roads are built by both town

ships and counties. The local officials

employ an engineer, who makes the

survey and prepares a plan which is

sent to the State Highway Commis

sioner for approval, together with an

application for the amount of reward

the class of road to be built is entitled

MACADAM ROAD, MARQUETTE CO., MICHIGAN.
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tWsT. f^lPPTal °f the Pkns by insPect°r is sent to fully explain the
the state, full directions are sent to the State's requirements
commissioner for building his road. When completed, the road is again
11, tor any reason, the directions are inspected and, if found to comply with
not understood, or the material to be the directions given, it is accepted and
used is questionable, an engineer- the state reward paid.

AGRICULTURE IN HAWAII

By Vaughan MacCaughey, '08
Assistant Professor of Botany and Horticulture in the College of Hawaii

HTHE territory of Hawaii consists of plains of coral origin; but aside from
an archipelago two thousand these there is no other soil but that

miles long, in the North Pacific Ocean, derived from lava. In many places
It is 2,100 miles west of San Francisco one can observe with striking clearness
and 4,7°° miles east of Manila, the various stages in the decay of the
These islands were discovered by original lava-flows. As a rule the

Captain Cook in 1778. The land sur- soils are very deep, this resulting from
face of the eight inhabited islands either decomposition in situ, or long-
aggregates about 6,500 square miles, continued washing from higher levels.
being a little less than the State of Hawaiian soils respond quickly to

New Jersey. The largest island, the application of fertilizers, and like

Hawaii, has an area about the same all other new soils improve rapidly
as Connecticut. under rational cultivation. Many of

To the northwest of the larger the soils are deficient in lime, but this
island lies a series of tiny coral atolls is easily supplied in the form of coral

and barren rocks, scarcely rising above sand, an excellent form for soil im-

the surface of the sea. These have a provement. Dr. Wilcox, special agent
combined area of less than six square in the Federal Experiment Station in

miles, and are of no agricultural signifi- Honolulu, says: "When plowed deep-
cance, save as sources of guano. Iy our soils are exceedingly retentive of

This chain of islands is of recent moisture, as evidenced by the fact that
volcanic origin. Volcanic activity has cotton and various other plants thrive

evidently moved southeastward along in a wild condition where no rain falls

well-defined fissures. The smaller, except once or twice per year, and then

most deeply eroded islands, having only to the extent of one or two inches.

fewest traces of recent volcanic action, Moreover, good crops of alfalfa and

are to the northwest, while to the forty bushels of corn per acre have

southeast they are larger, less eroded, been produced with two inches of rain-

with fresh lava flows and other indica- fall without irrigation. One of the

tions of late eruptions. Indeed, on most important points in soil cultiva-

Hawaii itself, the largest and most tion, which has been demonstrated by

southerly of the islands, are the two the sugar planters, is the great value of

great active volcanoes, Kilauea and deep plowing. Some of our soils are

Mauna Loa. On this island lava flows commonly plowed to a depth of two

and other volcanic phenomena occur or three feet, and are thus put in condi-

at relatively frequent intervals. tion to hold and store the rainfall, for

The soils of Hawaii are composed the benefit of the crop. The soils are

almost wholly of disintegrated lava easily kept in good tilth and great

rock, and are of recent geologic origin, fertility by deep plowing, suitable crop
In the valleys and wooded regions rotation, and the application of fertili-

there is a small amount of humus; zers to replace special elements of

along certain shores there are lowland plant-food removed by the crops."
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The Hawaiian Islands are just within

the tropics and the climate, in general,
is distinctly sub-tropical. Cool trade-

winds and ocean currents reduce the

temperature about ten degrees below

that of any other part of the world in

the same latitude. The prevailing
wind is the Northwest Trade, which

blows on an average 260 days in the

year.

In general there are no sudden

changes of temperature, and very

slight and gradual seasonal changes.

The climate is a warm, bright mono

tone, without frost, "northers," thun

derstorms, hurricanes, or cyclones.
The contrast is striking between this

equable condition and the bizarre

vagaries of the eastern states' weather.

At ordinary elevations the inhabitants

of the territory live practically in the

open air the year round, since it is

almost never necessary to close win

dows or seek protection against the

weather, except for occasional showers.

Considering the small area of the

territory the variation in rainfall is

remarkable. Each island has a wind

ward, cooler, rainy side, where the

annual rainfall may amount to 250

inches or over ; and a leeward, warmer,
arid side, where the annual rainfall

may not exceed two or three inches.

These figures indicate the extremes,

however, and frequent light, local

showers are typical of the Hawaiian

climate. The average relative humid

ity is 72%, which is low for the tropics.
The four million acres that comprise

the land area of Hawaii are of the fol

lowing types, waste land 32%; forest

land 25%; grazing land 33%; arable

land 6%; reclaimable land 4%. Alti

tude and exposure to the winds are the

chief factors in the productivity of the

agricultural lands. Of the arable land

the most valuable is that now utilized

by the sugar plantations. This aggre

gates about 213,000 acres, on the allu

vial flats and lower slopes. Above or

adjacent to these areas is a belt,
aggregating 1,500,000 acres, too high
or too dry for sugar-cane, and so used

for grazing. Higher up on the moun

tain slopes, in many places extending

well up towards the summits are the

forests, which constitute invaluable

water-reserves for the lower lands.

The profound importance of this

forest-cover is generally recognized,
and nearly all of the forest land is now

in territorial or private reservations.

The lands of Hawaii are owned as

follows: public lands, 40%; cor-

porately owned, (chiefly sugar planta

tions), 39%; individual Americans,

10%; individual Hawaiians and part-

Hawaiians, 9%; individual Asiatics,

2%. The land was owned, of course,
at one time, entirely by the Hawaiian

people, who were preeminently farmers
and who developed a highly intensive

system of cultivation. Arable land

and available water was utilized to a

maximum degree. The food supply of

the early Hawaiians came almost

wholly from the fertile lowlands that

engirdle the islands, and from the

bounteous ocean. Taro, cocoanuts,

bread-fruit, bananas, sweet potatoes,
and a few wild fruits of minor impor
tance constituted their vegetable food.

Fish, fowl, swine, and dog supplied
the remainder of their diet. The

pounded corm of the taro, forming a

starchy and acetic paste called "poi,"
was their "staff-of-life," and "fish and

poi" is still a by-word for a meal.

The limited area of the islands

restricted nomadism; the entire lack

of big game cut off hunting; and the

absence of grazing domestic animals

prevented pastoral life. Thus this

peaceful, kindly people, became by,
force of circumstance, skillful farmers.
Their ancient practices are unfor

tunately decadent, and little survives

but deserted taro-patches, neglected
groves of bananas, and slow-dying
cocoanut plantations, to tell of the

minute system that once drew tribute

from every foot of good land, and was

so marvellously adapted to local condi
tions.

During the middle of the last century
there were about 11,000 native land

owners, each occupying and tilling
"kuleanas" of from two to three acres

in extent. "This division of the land

illustrates the fact that the needs of
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the common people were filled and a

relatively high state of culture devel

oped by individual work on very small
tracts ;_

in fact, the native under best
conditions can rarely make use of a

larger area."

The agricultural industries of Hawaii
may be classed as follows :

I. Field crops. Sugar cane; rice; sisal;
cotton; coffee; rubber; tobacco; vanilla;
corn; cassava; castor-bean; alfalfa; sorg
hum; Para grass; gigeon pea; Jack bean;
bamboo; matting plants.

II. Vegetables. All the usual vegetables
of the temperate zone, most of them being in

the market continuously throughout the year ;

many Asiatic vegetables.
III. Commercial fruits. Pineapple;

banana; papaia; mango; orange, lemon;

lime, pomelo; grape; roselle; avocado; cocoa-

nut; guava; bread-fruit.

IV. Flowers and ornamentals. Great

variety of tropic and temperate-zone species;
many commercial gardens near Honolulu.

V. Live Stock. Dairying; beef-cattle;

sheep and goats; swine; horses and mules;

poultry; pigeons; honey-bees.

With reference to Hawaiian crops,

Jared G. Smith, formerly Special

Agent in Charge of the Federal

Experiment Station, writes: "Tropi

cal agriculture differs from that of the

temperate zone in one important par
ticular, which is that most of the tropi
cal crops are perennials and that most

tropical products require manufacture
before being salable. Tobacco is not

salable until it has been fermented;
sugar must be extracted from the cane

by expensive and intricate milling
processes; vanilla, coffee, sisal, and

almost every other paying crop re

quires a larger investment of capital
than would be necessary for an equal

acreage of any temperate zone crop,

because of the manipulation required
to transform the raw material into a

finished marketable article. Further

more, the time limit adds to the neces

sity for larger investment, in that most

tropical crops cannot be harvested in a

short season. One must wait three

years for vanilla, two or three years

for sugar, two years for pineapples, and
four or five for coffee, rubber, and

sisal."

The status of the various branches

of agriculture in Hawaii is indicated by
the following table of the chief agricul
tural exports and imports for the year

ending June ,
1 9 1 o :

AN EXHIBIT IN THE COLLEGE OF HAWAII.
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Exported
Value To

Agnc. implements $ ^ s>
Animals

*

.'^a
Bread-stuffs

4'55°

Cocoa and chocolate
2g8

(,

Coffee, raw ti7t8

Cotton, raw and mfgrd M,/AO

Cotton wares

Eggs ...... • • ■

7Q0
Fibers and textiles, raw ricX
Fish

x'257

<<

Fruits and nuts ">775»°50

Hay <<

Hides and skins J39, 105
i(

Honey
50,412(09)

„

India-rubber, mfgrs 7,938

Malt

Meat, etc.

Beef products )
u

Hog and other meat products Y 5 ,276

Dairy products )
lt

Leather II^021

Nursery stock

Rice

Rice and flour

Sauce (soy)
Seeds

ti

Spirits, liquor, etc 3>°78

Saki and wines

Starch
u

Straw and palm-leaf mfgrs 6,798

Sugar, molasses, syrup

Sugar, brown 35,487,912

Sugar, refined . 2,144,830
Tea

Tobacco 22,583

Vegetables 9,207

Wood and manufacturers 203,649
Wool and manufacturers 66,509

Imported
Value From

$ 30,816 U.S.

190,502

1,904,793

39,622 Japan

19,271 U. S.

mfgr 18,553

1,766,363
98,519 JaPan
25,170 U. S.

mfgr 95,866
349,901

145,046 Japan
240,861 U. S.

191,118

227,795

13,988

70,H3

374,642
403,833
467,525
2,190

2,600

709,673
116,605
9,784

565,038

137,667
15,712

30,994

40,658

15,698
18,702
659,661

233,506
129,111

1,418,628

265,279

Japan

U.S.

Japan
U. S.

Foreign
Japan
U. S.

Japan
U. S.

There are numerous institutions in

the territory whose work, in whole or

part, is of a distinctly agricultural
nature. The College of Hawaii, which
is a college of agriculture and mechanic

arts, corresponds to the state universi
ties of the mainland. This college was
established in 1907, and now has a

faculty of eighteen; 135 enrolled

students ; a farm of ninety acres ; five

buildings; well equipped laboratories;
a library of 8,000 volumes; and an

annual income at present of about

$60,000. The college has held several

short courses; conducted movable

schools in the other islands ; organized
correspondence courses; and thru its

Extension Department has fostered the

diffusion of agricultural information

throughout the territory.
Considering its limited area, Hawaii

is an unusually rich agricultural coun

try. Its farm problems have been

solved on a corporate, rather than an

individual basis. The land is worked

by employees, not by independent
farmers. The Oriental does the

manual labor; the white man is a

supervisor. There is a conspicuous
absence of "country life," as that term
is used on the mainland. In spite of

the unique difficulties of its problems,
the outlook towards the future of

Hawaii's agriculture is indeed bright.
The materials are here for a splendid
development of farm lands and farm
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institutions. Her past record of agri
cultural achievement has been one of

remarkable successes; Hawaii's future

will be a continuance of progress up

ward, and into higher fields.

(Note
—In the preparation of the above

article the following excellent sources were

freely drawn upon
—

Agriculture in Hawaii,
Smith; Hawaii, Its Agricultural Possibilities,
Wilcox; Hawaii, Its Natural Resources,

Newell.)

STATISTICS OF THE 1912 WINTER COURSE

STUDENTS

HPHE Secretary of the College has
-*-

compiled some statistics concern

ing the Short-Course Students which

are of interest. A similar record of all

students who matriculated in October

was published in the March number of

The Cornell Countryman.

These figures show that the Short-

Course instruction reaches, mainly,

residents of New York State and that a

large number of the students come

from the rural districts. Most of them

had attended at least a high school and
over eighty per cent, of them have had

practical farm experience. Another

noteworthy fact is that over eighty per
cent, were desirous of securing posi
tions. The statistics follow:

WINTER COURSE STUDENTS, I912 <

o w P-,

3

13

No. of men 191 91
" "

women 2 l

" "

students from New York State 176 85
" " " "

other States 15
" " " "

Foreign Countries 2

" " " "

places in New York State of over 10,000

inhabitants 43
" " " "

places in New York State of over 5,000

inhabitants 7
" " " "

places in New York State of over 1 ,000

inhabitants 39
" " " "

places in New York State below 1,000

inhabitants 87 63

Average age
22 22

Nationality :

Americans x56 7°

Armenians

Austrians
l

Canadians I

Dutch
2

English
° 4

Germans

Irish

Japanese
'

Jews ■

Norwegians
Russians

Scotch

South Americans

Swedes *

Swiss

Welch

No nationality given

(Continued on page 272)

56 48
12 9

52

14
2

27

4

19

26

51

1

56
1

14

14

26

32

26

3

3

28 19

1

6

27

48 25

386
56

395

39

124

13

69

189

24

35B
1

1

5

4

18

15

7

1

6

1

2

4

4

3

1

2

9
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May, 19 i 2

According to the cus-

The Old torn of the Country-

and man the present

The New board as a unit severs

its connections with

the paper with this issue that the new

board may start with the June issue to

direct the destinies of the paper

through another year.

It is hard to describe the mingled

feelings of pleasure and regret which

are felt at this time ; pleasure because

we feel that the new board is well

capable of shouldering the responsi

bilities, regret because in reviewing the

the past we see the undeveloped plans,
the lost opportunities and the errors,

and would endeavor to make use of

the experience which the years' work

has taught us, by trying to improve
the paper another year.

It has been our policy to endeavor to

reflect as far as possible the ideas and

sentiments of the students of this

College, to give them the news of their

College, and in all cases to stand for

and uphold the best interests and

ideals for which the College stands.

We wish to take this opportunity to

thank the students and others who have

helped us in carrying out our policies

and hope that the undergraduates of

this College will continue to feel that

the Countryman is in every sense, of

them, by them, and for them, and that

they will continue to make it so both

by verbal and written communications

embodying their ideas and suggestions.

It is our hope that the Countryman

may some day have a building of its

own where it can serve the students to

the fullest extent and to the best

advantage.
In all sincerity do we congratulate

the undergraduates of the College on

the board elected to office for 191 2-13,

and our best wishes go with them as

they take up their duties. The board

as elected for 191 2-13 is: Editor-in-

chief, Orrin M. Smith, '13; Alumni

Notes Editor, Jesse S. Brown, '13;
Artistic Editor, H. Errol Coffin, '13;
Associate Editors, DudleyAlleman,

'

14 ;

Hadley C. Stephenson, '14, Frank W.

Lathrop, '14; BusinessManager, Bruce

P. Jones, '13; Assistant Managers,

George R. Attride, '14, J. J. Swift, '14,
and A. S. Walker, '15.
We wish to express our sincere

thanks to the following men for work

done this year: H. F. Wortham, '14;
A. M. Grimes, '15; T. G. Stitts, '15;
E. C. Heinsohn, '15; H. M. Stanley/15
and A. Montague, '15.

The college year,

A Review 1911-12, has been an

eventful one in the

College of Agriculture and as it draws

to a close it is interesting to pause for

a few moments and reflect on it.

The year opened in October with a

very unsettled condition of the admin-
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istrative situation, and the College
may well congratulate itself that this

situation is now in a much more satis

factory form. It was recommended

by the Dean that, briefly, all state work

at Cornell should comprise one ad

ministrative unit. In following out

this suggestion a plan was worked out,
which resulted in the creation of an

Agricultural College Council of eleven

members and with certain specific

powers, whereby the running of the

College has been placed on a much

more efficient basis.

As a result of the extensive building

operations which have been carried on

thruout the year, three large buildings
have been added to the Agricultural

Campus, and will be ready for occu

pancy next fall. These buildings are

the Home Economics Building, the

Poultry Husbandry Building, and the

Horse Barn. Work on the new

Auditorium is now well under way

also.

The re-establishment of the Depart

ment of Forestry last fall was hailed

with delight and may be counted as

one of the really big events of the year.

Nothing will be left undone to make

the new Department the best in the

country.

The dissemination of knowledge

throughout the state by means of

Farm Trains and Extension Schools

may be counted as a very important

part of the work of the College this

year. This work is vital for it takes

the work directly to the farmers them

selves which is one of the first duties

of the college.

Another means of bringing the Col

lege in direct contact with the farmers

themselves is thru Farmers' Week,

and this year witnessed the most

successful Farmers' Week which has

ever been held, not only in the number

of visitors which greatly exceeded that

of former years, but in the increased

number of lectures, demonstrations,

conferences, etc., and in the growing
interest shown in all these things. The

programme was so arranged that a

visitor could follow a regular course for

the week along any certain line.

The Students' Association has been

very active this year, and two phases
of their work deserve special mention.

The first is the effort to organize the

former students of the College into

county branches or chapters in such a

way that Cornell men in a given sec

tion will be mutually helpful and that

they may, by thus organizing afford a

means for the College to deal directly
with a considerable number of former

students. It is hoped that the seniors

who go out this year will do their

utmost to further this work in order

to promote the mutual advancement

of their community and the College.
The second phase of their work

consisted of the adopting of a set of

resolutions at their annual meeting in

Farmers' Week, which were aimed to

show the support and appreciation

which the students and alumni of the

College would give to Dean Bailey in

his efforts directed toward the better

ment of country life and in his work

of reorganization of the College of

Agriculture.
The commendable change in the

manner of elections of the Agricultural

Association to a polled vote in order to

secure a more representative vote is

worthy of mention at this itme.

From this brief summary then, it

can be seen that the year has been as

successful as it has been eventful.

With a new start due to the reor

ganization; with the increased facili

ties offered by the new buildings, and

with the many other advantages
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already enumerated prospects for next

year and for many years to follow look

bright indeed.

We are very glad to

Prof, and learn that Professor

Mrs. Craig Craig, who has been

obliged to give up his

University work for some time on

account of illness, is steadily regaining

his health and will be able to resume

his duties in the near future. Mrs.

Craig, who has also been ill, is now we

are pleased to announce, on the road

to recovery.

STATISTICS OF THE 191 2 WINTER COURSE STUDENTS

(Continued from page 260)

winter course students, 1912
—Continued

T3

3
0

a
m

<

Si 3
0
0

1-.

1—1 3
S-,

13
c 3 +j

a; a 0 0
0 0

O P ffi PL, K H
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No. of students who are married io

" " " "

unmarried 183
"

College graduates 11

"

students who attended College but did not graduate . . 12

"

in Winter-Courses in Agricultural Colleges . . 11
"

Normal School students 1
"

Theological Seminary students
"

Military Academy students 3
"

High School students (all or part of course) 120
"

Commercial School students 10
"

Grammar School students 5
"

Union School students 2
"

Public School students 7
"

Private School students
"

Graded School students 1
"

District School students 8

No school given 2

College Degrees:
A.B 10

Ph.B

B.S

Phar. G 1

No. of students who have had practical general farm ex

perience 167
who have had no practical general farm ex

perience 23
who did not state their practical general farm

experience 3
who have had practical experience in the field
of work for which they are registered. ... 167 69

who have had no practical experience in the

field of work for which they are registered 23
who did not state their practical experience . . 3
who want positions 108

who will return to their home farms 51
who did not state the position desired 34
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CAMPUS NOTES

CALENDAR

Thurs.,May 2

Fri., May 3

Mon., May 6

Fri., May 10

Mon., May 13

Wed., May 15

Mon., May 20

Tues., May 21

Mon., May 27

Sat., June 1

Monthly Assembly.
Intercollege Baseball,
Ag. vs. Architecture.

Lazy Club Meeting.
Round-Up Club

Meeting.
Intercollege Baseball,
Ag. vs. Arts.

Intercollege Baseball,

Ag. vs. C. E.

Lazy Club Meeting.
Round-Up Meeting.
Intercollege Baseball,

Ag. vs. M. E.

Intercollege Track

Meet

Ag. Soph. Class

Meeting—Election

of Officers.

Lazy Club Meeting.
Round-Up Club

Meeting.

Ag. Assoc. Meeting.

Lazy Club Meeting.

Round-Up Club

Meeting.

Intercollege Regatta

The April Assembly as usual was

well attended. The program con

sisted of selections by the Girls' Glee

Club and theMen's Glee Club. Dean

Bailey was introduced by Acting
President Whitney of the Agricultural
Association. He first welcomed the

Faculty of the Veterinary College who

were the guests of the evening and

made an announcement concerning the

Summer School of Agriculture. Con

cerning the proposed change from a

B.S.A. degree to a B.S. degree he stated
as reasons: first; that a technical

degree is not applicable since this col

lege is not strictly a professional
school, second that the agricultural
course is a science course; third, that

the B.S.A. degree does not fit the home

economics, the forestry or the rural

arts courses; fourth, that we cannot

dignify a profession by calling it names,
fifth, that the B.S.A. degree does not

make one eligible to certain teaching

positions in New York State. He

then continued in part as follows : "I

have often spoken of man's responsi

bility to the state and tonight I wish

to take an opposite point of view, the

responsibility of a state to its citizens.

A bill has recently been passed remit

ting taxes on forest lands which are not

productive. This bill encourages the

planting of forests on land which is

suitable for nothing else. The state is

beginning to see its responsibility for

the betterment of rural conditions.

Another good sign is the bill passed to

enable county boards of supervisors to

raise money for the improvement of

the county especially referring to its

agriculture. Society is responsible for

the keeping of the earth's surface.

"One phase of this responsibility con

cerns parks. According to the old

idea, parks are a condescension to the

people. The chief purpose of these

parks is to remove blemishes. As a

blemish I prefer the old fashioned tin

can to the modern advertizing bill

board. I believe that no private
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enterprise has a right to advertise its

business in a public place. In so far

as the parks are to remove blemishes

they are negative; the positive results

are" incidental. The modern idea is

that large reservations shall be set

aside so that all the people may enjoy
them.

"The economic vigor of a people

depends on what they produce from

the soil. It is essential that we should

not forget to keep in touch with the

soil. We are getting too high above

the earth. Antaeus was invincible only
when his feet were on the ground.
Civilization cannot be carried in a fly

ing machine. I question whether the

development of the cities indicates per
manent civilization. Is it not rather

the civilization of the Roman Empire
which the Vandals and the Goths

destroyed because they were the

stronger? It is more important that

we remember to keep in touch with

nature than that we revise the tariff

or carry on other political reforms.

The tangible must come before the

intangible, fact must come before

theory. If it were practical I would

have every student work productively
for one year before coming to college.
I do not care where he works as long
as he learns to articulate his college
atmosphere with real life. The edu

cated man is now the antithesis of the

working man because we have not

learned to organize labor educationally.
It is the duty of the state to promote
the features which will preserve its

background.
'

At first the state was only ameans
of protection. Then its chief function

became diplomacy and dealings with

other states. The modern idea is that
the function of the state is to develop
its internal resources. The conserva

tion movement and the foundation of

the agricultural colleges could not have
resulted if the state thought only of its

dealings with other states. A military
establishment is coming to be an

anachronism. The fighting strength
is in the soil.

"Internal development is more im

portant than the maintenance of an

Countryman

army and navy. One per cent, of the

total federal appropriations goes to

agriculture. We can call it large only

as a sum and in comparison with

former appropriations. A proposal
has been recentlymade that we protect

the Isthmus of Panama by letting the

jungle grow up. I believe it is the

obligation of the American people to

show other nations what can be done

with this land in the way of develop

ment.

"We must preserve our farmsmerely
as farms. Wemust have them as open

country. It is important that we

should preserve our waterfalls and

natural phenomena. The time is com

ing when the state will own such prop

erty for the benefit of all the people.
'

'The parkswhich I spoke ofmust not

be too refined. Human nature de

mands a certain amount of the raw

and rough. This is one reason for the

growth of the Boy Scouts and the

willingness with which men go to war.

The nature background never becomes

a part of a man in silk socks and patent
leathers.

"In the future the salvation of the

state will be in-so-far as it relates itself

to nature. The recognition of this fact

will be the next great step forward and

not socialism. For this principle is

much deeper than socialism. And in

this step the farmer will have an im

portant and honorable part."
* * *

The outlook for the present season in

intercollege series appears very bright
for Agriculture. At present they lead

C. E., their nearest rivals, by five

points. In the three events still to

come off, baseball, crew and track, Ag.
will show up well. The track team

which won second place last year should
win first place or at least repeat its

previous performance. Eight veter

ans of last year's champion baseball

team are out this year, and there is

some promising new material. The

chances for the crew to repeat appear

very good. At present there are three

combinations practicing. As was the

case last year, Ag. hasmore men out for

crew than has any other college.
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On the afternoon of March 16, the
team of the College of Agriculture
again won the intercollege carnival
with 31 points as against 17 of the
Civil Engineers, their nearest rivals.
The following Ag. men won points:
S. S. Burdge, '14, second in the Rope
Climb; Edward Brailove, '14, third in

the backward race; B. H. Frary, '13,
and H. L. Page, Sp., first and A. s!
Kenerson, '15, and E. C. Viner, Sp.,
third in the wheel-barrow race; H. H.

Knight, '14, first and E. C. Viner, Sp.,
fourth in the Sack race; T. E. Milli-

man, Sp., second and B. H. Frary, '13,
third in the potato race; and H. H.

Knight, '14, and H. L. Page, Sp., first
and L. J. Benson, '14, and G. W.

Crosier, Sp., second in the elephant
race. In the rooster fight, which was

not counted in the final score, H. H.

Knight, '14, and M. J. Wilkinson, '14,
tied with the Arts team, both going to
the floor together. The Carnival only
counted one-half the number of points
usually allotted to an event in the inter

college championship.
* * *

Mr. Ayers is now spending his time

in extension work.

* * *

Mr. L. J. Cross, Department of

Agricultural Chemistry, attended

Farmers' Institutes at Greenwich and

Schenectady, during the week, March

On Monday evening, March 18th,
the Sophomore class in Agriculture
held one of the best attended and most

enjoyablemeetings of the year. Dr. J.
G. Needham gave a very interesting
talk on organization, which was fol

lowed by a stunt by Mr. W. B. Hare

of the Department of Meteorology.
After the class quartette had rendered

a few selections, a small "feed" was

served.
* * *

The annual banquet of the Junior
class in Agriculture was held Friday,
March 29, in the rooms of the Home

Economics Department. Among the

speakers were Professor E. G. Mont

gomery of the Department of Farm

Crops; Prof. John Bently, Jr., of the

Forestry Department, and Mrs. H. B.

Young of the Home Economics Depart
ment. Miss Gertrude Marvin, Albert

Horner, '13, M. D. Leonard, '13, and
E. G. Eldridge, '13, gave stunts. The

banquet was prepared by the women

of the class. All those present agreed
that this was the most successful func

tion ever held by the class.

* ^ *

The students in the course of

market milk and milk inspection
visited a number of farms around

Elmira just before the Easter vacation.

They visited Atwater Bros. Creamery,
Mrs. Susan Crane's Farm, Mrs. Lis-

cun's Willowbroke Farm, and four of

Dr. Zimmerman's Farms.

Mr. E. S. Guthrie now has super

vision of the creamery laboratory
besides the instruction of the regular
students.

* * *

Mr. A. C. King, a well-known fruit

grower of Trumansburg, N. Y., was at

the college on March 22 for consulta

tion with students. On April ist, Mr.

M. S. Nye, a cattle breeder of Preble,
N. Y., addressed the Round-Up Club

and on the following day had short

talks with a number of students. This

is a new custom in the college; it is

intended to give students the oppor

tunity of meeting successful farmers

and discussing their problems with

them.
;jc % ^

The annual Ag. Athletic Rally held

on April 16 was for the first time really

representative of the college. The

programme for the evening which in

cluded talks by Lieutenant Twesten,

Captains Hook and Ward of crew and

baseball, clever "stunts" by T. M.

Hunt and M. Rothstein, and music by
the Mandolin Club and C. W. Whitney

was completed by the most important
feature of the evening, the presentation
of medals by Dean Bailey to the mem

bers of the various Ag teams. At the

social hour after the meeting, the stu-
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dents enjoyed the apples won at the

Indoor Carnival.

Immediately following the rally, the

track, baseball and soccer teams held

elections at which these men were

chosen :

Baseball—Captain, D. D. Ward;

manager, E. W. Peterson.

Soccer—Captain, W.Creifelds; man

ager, L. B. Smith.

Track—Captain, J. R. Van Kleek;
manager, E. G. Misner.

* * *

The annual meeting of the New

York State Ginseng Growers' Associa

tion was held at the College of Agricul
ture on March 28-29. Professor H. H.

Whetzel, in charge, arranged a very

interesting and instructive programme.
About 3 o growers attended. A regular

laboratory study of the ginseng plant
and its diseases was conducted during
the forenoon of each day, and those

who attended were certainly benefited

by new observations and ideas. A

part of each session was devoted to a

discussion of questions of general
interest to growers. Also an extensive

exhibit of specimens, showing the

diseases of ginseng and golden-seal, was
carried on.

At the election of officers for the

ensuing year, the following were

chosen: President, Dr. J. A. Thomas
of Moravia; vice-president, A. P.

Storrs of Owego; secretary-treasurer,
CM. Goodspeed of Skaneateles.

IGottfril SgrttB Jhtbann

The death of Professor Lowell Byrns
Judson occurred Thursday, March

7th, at the Albany Hospital, following
an operation for appendicitis. The
funeral was held at his late home in

Kinderhook, Sunday afternoon, March

ioth, at 2:30 o'clock.

Professor Judson was born in

Lansing, Michigan, December 30th,
1877. He attended Northwestern

University, 1896-1898. In 1898 he
entered Harvard University and took
his A.B. degree in 1900 at Harvard.
In 1903 he took the degree B.S.A. at
the Michigan Agricultural College,
East Lansing, Michigan. From 1903
to 1906 he was Professor of Horticul
ture at the Idaho Agricultural College,
Moscow, Idaho; 1906 to 19 11 Assistant
Professor of Horticulture at the New

York| State College of Agriculture,
Ithaca, New York. Since leaving
Cornell Professor Judson has been

associated with his brother inmanaging
their fruit farm at Kinderhook, N. Y.

LOWELL BYRNS JUDSON
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ERNEST KELLY.

Sp., '06
—Ernest Kelly was born in

Washington, D. C, Nov. 28th, 1883,

and was educated in the public schools

of this city. After two years of high

school, he went to work on a farm in

the State of Maine where he stayed

until the spring of 1902, entering col

lege as a special student in Agriculture
in the fall of that year. He spent four

years as a special student, leaving col

lege in June, 1906. While at Cornell

he was vice-president of the Ag. Asso

ciation, chairman of the Ag. banquet

committee one year, on the
Country

man editorial staff two years, and

manager of the first uniformed
baseball

team to represent the College of Agri

culture. He also assisted in teaching

bacteriology and milk-testing in the

Winter-Course for two seasons.

Mr. Kelly worked for a year with

the Fairfield Dairy Co., at Caldwell,

N. J., where about 650 cows are kept

for the production of "certified" and

"nursery" milk.

He then equipped and operated a

bacteriological laboratory for the

Alderney Dairy Co., of Newark, N. J.,
also having charge of the pasteurizing,
bottling, etc. From there he went to

Seattle, Wash., where he was Deputy
State Dairy and Food Commissioner

for a year, accepting a position with

the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture in the

Spring of 1910. On Jan. ist, 1912, he

was appointed to take charge of the

market milk investigations of the

department. Mr. Kelly is married

and says he has one husky boy that he

expects to send to Cornell some day.
'94 W.A.—Irving C. H. Cook is

living on the farm where his father was

born in 1829 and still resides, at 8t,

years of age, not only on the same farm

but also in the same house at South

Byron. Mr. Cook has always been

deeply interested in Horticulture par

ticularly, and last year was one of five

who engaged with Prof. Whetzel to

maintain a field laboratory in his home

town in Genesee County. Mr. Cook

was honored during the recent Farmers'

Week with being elected president of

the State Drainage Association, and is

a great enthusiast over the importance

of, and benefits derived from, the prac
tice of drainage.

'97, W.A.—C. S. Greene is in charge
of the $500,000 farm at the "Sailors

Sung Harbor" home at Staten Island,

N.Y.

'00, B.S.A.—Mr. G. M. Bently is

now State Entomologist in Tennessee

and is teaching in the University of

Tennessee. He has recently been

active in the organization of the State

Bee Keepers' Association and is also

secretary and treasurer of the State

Horticultural Society.

02, W.D.—J. M. Risley is superin
tendent of the Monhabie Farm at

Bridgeport, Conn.

'04, A.B.—Mr. C. W. Howard who

after his graduation entered the field

of Economic Entomology has been

appointed to a position under the State

Entomology Department of Minne-
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sota. His work for the summer will be

largely in the fight against the grass

hopper plague. He had much ex

perience along this line during his five

years of entomology work in South

Africa.

'05, M.S.A.—W. S. Thornber of

Brookings, S. D., has given up College
work to take up community develop
ment work in the Lewiston Clarkston

Valley. He is now the Chief Horticul

turist for two large orchard develop
ment companies and has about seven

thousand acres planted. As a part of

this community work Mr. Thornber 's

Company has organized a practical
school of Horticulture which has

become very popular in that section.

'05, M.S.A.—Mr. R. S. Woglum has

returned from India, after a successful

search for a parasite to kill the White

Fly, a pest that has cost southern fruit

growers millions of dollars and which

the government has been trying to eli

minate for thirty years. As a result of

Mr. Woglum's hunt it is quite probable
that the control of theWhite Fly is now
in sight and that it may be completely
annihilated in this country. Mr. Wog
lum is now in Orlando, Fla., carrying
on experiments with White Flies and

some of the trees infected with the

parasites which he brought to the

United States from India.

'06, Sp.
—A. D. Hoose has changed

his address from Duane, N. Y., to

"Orchard Farm," Peekskill, N. Y.

This is a large fruit farm andMr. Hoose

has taken the position of superin
tendent.

'06, B.S.A.—F. E. Peck whom we

recently reported as having taken a

position as bacteriologist for the Hill

Dairy Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., is now
with the Clover Farm Dairy of Mem

phis, Tenn., the Hill Co. having dis

continued business. Mr. Peck now

has charge of the fermented milk

department and the output of the

plant is 1500 quarts of cultured butter
milk daily.

06, W.D.—H. W. Middhaugh,
formerly butter maker in the depart
ment has been promoted to superin
tendent of milk supply.

'07, B.S.A.—Edward W. Cleeves is

manager of a large Holstein farm

owned byW. D. Sargent. His address

is Somerset, Pa.

'07, Sp.
—H. C. Atwater has changed

his address from Collinsville, Conn., to

Agawam, Mass. He is with hisfather

in the nursery business and it was

owing to the very rapid growth of this

business that the change of address was

made necessary. Mr. Atwater will

make his first shipments from the new

location this spring.

'09, B.S.A.—Geo. H. Miller, is now

connected with the Office of Farm

Management, U. S. Department of

Agriculture. He will have charge of

Special Farm Cost Accounting inves

tigations inWestern New York.

'09, B.S.A.
—R. L. Rossman is mov

ing from Hillsdale, N. Y., to Bancroft,

Iowa, where he and his brother have a

large tract of land.

'09,W.A.—G. S. Manrow has accept
ed a position with Mr. R. E. Herd on

the latter's 150 acre small fruit farm

at Northeast, Pa.

'10, B.S.A.—Mr. G. T. Scoville gave

up his position as teacher in a school in

Fresno, Cal., to accept a position with

the office of Farm Management, U. S.

Department of Agriculture. After

April ist, he will be located at Elmira.
N. Y.

'11, B.S.A.
—Miss Grace L. Bennett

is connected with the Binghamton Tea

Rooms, Binghamton, N. Y.

'n, B.S.A.
—L. R. Simons is teach

ing agriculture in the high school at

Gowanda, N. Y.

'11, W.D.—I. C. Carpenter has

accepted a position with the Sharpless
Separator Co. ofWestchester, Pa. His

work will be in connection with the

sale and operation of the Sharpless
Milking Machine. He will have

general supervision of a given territory
and his work will be largely educa

tional.

'12, W.A.—H. S. Halstead has a

position as herdsman on the farm of

Artemas Ward at Orangeburg, N. Y.

'12, W.A.—John Telfer is superin
tendent of a farm owned by Francis

Newton at Easthampton, Long Island,
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THE NATIONAL DRAINAGE CONGRESS

The National Drainage Congress
which assembled in New Orleans,
April 10-13 helped to bring the day of

the 10 acre intensively cultivated farm
near at hand throughout the wet land
areas of the United States. In these

areas, drainage will open up some

75,000,000 acres of highly productive
land to purchase by thrifty farmers.

The lowlands, because of thenitrogen
bearing humus are so fertile that a

single farmer can cultivate only a very
small area. This will mean a dense

rural population and consequently
many advantages in the way of good
roads, rapid transit, nearby schools and
churches. The canals necessary

for drainage will result in cheap
transportation. Drainage will put an

end to malaria. It will also aid in

lowering the cost of living.
The National Drainage Congress

besides demonstrating these advan

tages is asking the federal government
to provide the ways and means neces

sary for complete surveys, for creation
of a comprehensive plan of reclamation

by drainage of all the wet land states

and for the opening up of navigable
drainage canals into which local

drainage canals can empty. The

government is asked to solve all the

interstate problems involved.
Louisiana has solved all the local

problems incident to the drainage of

her 10,000,000 acres of alluvial prairies,
and hundreds of dredges and road

building machines are now at work.

The money for this work amounting to

some $200,000,000 ultimately, is being

supplied through the sale of state pro

tected district drainage bonds. The

bond plan will be given particular
attention. It has just been approved
by the Louisiana Supreme Court.

THE POULTRY CENSUS

The latest government report of

poultry on the farms of the United

States show 295,880,190 fowls reported
from 5,585,032 farms, with a valuation

of $154,663,307. These figures must

not be taken as the sum total poultry
business of the country, however, as

there are many special poultry farms

with large incomes, besides town poul
try plants which total largely. All of

these according to the estimate of the

Secretary of Agriculture, would bring
the whole number up to 700,000,000.

THE VALUE OF SOIL SURVEYS

In a report to Secretary Wilson,
Prof. Milton Whitney, Chief of the

Bureau of Soils says in part, "The

soils surveys are of value to the

railroads in giving reliable informa

tion with regard to the agricultural

possibilities of the territories through
which they run, and which they wish

to develop. They are of benefit to

real estate companies because they
give an impartial and authoritative

basis for dealing in land. Thus, they

prevent speculation and fraud. They
are of especial value to the Immigra
tion Service in placing foreigners in

sections, the soil conditions of which

are similar to those with which the

immigrant is already familiar. This is

an essential condition to the success of

most immigrants in agriculture.
"To the farmer, soils surveys are of

great value. They give him a means

of comparison with soils of other

localities; they show which crops are

fitted to his land; they give him an

advantage in the sale and purchase of

land and the securing of loans."

GASOLINE VS. HORSES

Dr. C. W. McCampbell, assistant in

animal husbandry at Kansas State

Agricultural College, states that many
firms in cities are forced to use motor

trucks simply because they cannot get

good, heavy, sound draft horses. The

expense of running these auto trucks is

considerable and these companies are

ready to exchange them for draft

horses as fast as they get desirable ones.

High class draft horses are selling

for $225 to $500 each, the majority

selling for about $300. The demand

is for first-class animals weighing over
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1700 lbs., and less than $% of all the

horses received in Chicago during the

past year were of this type. The

demand for big horses has caused

many local buyers to ship common,

inferior horses to market. Men who

are looking for draft horses will not bid

on these horses and therefore many

people think the horse market is dull.

Farmers are also looking for heavy
draft horses. They realize that the

heavy draft horse is the cheapestmotive

power to be found for the average farm.

THE OLEOMARGARINE SITUATION

The Congressional Committee on

Agriculture gave hearings on March 1 5

to the dairymen of the country in

opposition to the Lever Bill (H. R.

20,281). The Lever bill repeals the

provision of the present law, Section I,
which makes oleomargarine subject to

the laws of the states into which it is

shipped and also permits its coloring in
imitation of butter. The hearings
were arranged by the National Dairy
Union, President George L. Flanders

having charge of the presentation of

the case.

Ex-Governor Hoard of Wisconsin

Position as a teacher of agriculture
and manual training in a Minnesota

high school. Salary $1200 for nine

months. Applicant should be between

25 and 30. Address Mr. C. W. Bar-

deen, 311 E. Washington St., Syracuse,
N. Y.

% 4: >H

Position as a General Field Manager
of one of the largest and most progres
sive sugar plantations in Louisiana,
comprising several thousand acres

under cultivation, is now open. The

applicant should be familiar with up-
to-date agricultural methods and be

competent to manage men. Position

open till July ist. For particulars
write Cinclare Central Factory, Cin-

clare, La., or Mr. H. L. Laws, 1405
First National Bank Building, Cin

cinnati, 0.

said at the oleomargarine hearing of

1900:

"There is no credible evidence to

show that oleomargarine is innocuous;
no evidence to show that when eaten

continuously in place of butter it is

not harmful. But there are reports in

great abundance to the effect that

oleomargarine is harmful.

"There is abundant reason for this.

The normal heat of the human stomach

is 98 degrees. Butter melts at 92

degrees, 6 degrees below the heat of the

stomach (passes into pancreatic emul

sion and digestion). Nature designed
this fat in its raw state for food.

"Oleomargarine melts at the varying
temperatures of 102 and 108 degrees, a

temperature no healthful stomach ever

attains. As a consequence, this un

natural foreign fat must be expelled by
sheer gastric action and force.
"Butter fat is found in the milk of

all mammals. Because of this most

evident purpose and provision of

nature, butter forms a healthful and

important article of food in milk,
cream and in its separated state.

"No matter what paid chemists may
say, no counterfeit, even in its purest
state, is wholesome or healthful."

Position as a teacher of agriculture
and mechanical drawing in the High
land High School, Ulster Co., N. Y.

Salary $8oo-$iooo. Address Mr. H.

D. Merritt, Highland, N. Y.

Position as Specialist in Agricultural
Education. Salary $2500. The can

didatesmust have an educational train

ing equivalent to that obtained in an

approved Agricultural college, must

have an intimate knowledge of the

common and high school system and

must be able to command the respect
of those who attend the grange meet

ings and farmers' institutes, by his

personal qualities and his knowledge of

agricultural subjects . For further par
ticulars address, Civil Service Commis

sion, Albany, N. Y.

POSITIONS
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The Right Price

To Pay For a

Cream Separator

WHAT
is the right price

to pay for a cream

separator? The price
of the best, of course. The

first cost of the best sepa
rator is so small, compared

to the profits it makes— that you ought not to hesitate about paying
for it. And the difference between an I H C and the next best is
so marked, that you ought not to hesitate in deciding.

IHC Cream Separators
Dairymaid and Bluebell

have made records on thousands of farms. They are famous

everywhere for durability, close skimming, light running and easy-
to-clean advantages. They are built for hard, twice-a-day service

and many years of it. They have milk and dust-proof gears which
are easily accessible ; a patented dirt-arrester which removes the

finest particles of dirt before the milk is separated; frame and

moving parts protected from wear by phosphor bronze bushings;
large shafts, bushings and bearings; also many other features

which you will be interested to know about.

Call on the IHC Dealer

IHC Cream Harvesters are made in two styles—

Dairymaid, chain drive, and Bluebell, gear drive— each

in four sizes. Let the IHC local dealer give you cata

logue and tell you all the facts, or, write for catalogues
and any special information you desire.

International Harvester Company of America
(Incorporated)

Chicago USA

IHC Service Bureau

The purpose of this Bureau is to furnish, free of charge to all,
the best information obtainable on better farming. If you have

any worthy questions concerning soils, crops, land drainage,

irrigation, fertilizer, etc,, make your inquiries specific and send

them to IHC Service Bureau, Harvester Building, Chicago,
U.S.A.

@i»iiuii@iuii0i»iHUi@unuiiii@iiii©mii©

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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IROHME Potato Machines
Used for All Crops Grown in Rows

RIDING AND TWO-HORSE WALKING

CULTIVATORS

The best line for potatoes

because of the many simple but convenient

adjustments of gangs and standards, for varying
width rows, any depth and any angle

—

because of the variety of styles and combina

tions to choose from so that you can have what

your conditions need
—

because of the pivot wheel style for easy guiding
on hilly or rolling land.

Being best for potatoes, it follows naturally
that they will do the 1: est kind of work in every
row crop.

Riding Cultivators are made both one and two

row.

We also make a complete line of One-Horse

Hoes, Cultivators, Harrows, Ridgers, etc.

TRACTION SPRAYERS.

The fact that we are sending them Scuth by express is an object lesson that you
cannot afford to pass-you cannot tell when blight will strike your potatoes or
other row crcps and when it does come, there is no help.
Spraying makes a bigger yield in every case so that it means not only protectionbut greater profit.

v

Furnished in four, six or seven row machines, single or double acting pumps,55 ga. steel or 55 or .00 gal. wood tanks, all with nozzle strainers and wind shif
attachment, for one or two horses. Cover rows 28, 30, 33 or 36 inches apart.
Bateman M'f'«- Co., Box 84=C, Qrenloch, IV. J.

Ask for booklets

"Thorough Cul

tivation" and

"Saving Vines

and Trees by

Spraying".

m
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Ask about

Combination
Potato and

Grain Sprayer

Best Pump on Any Sprayer
Has Least Slippage
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Feed Your Crops Available Potash
Inso uble plant foods are cheap in the beginning but may be dear in the end.

We feel good when we hear that the soil contains enough Potash to raise 5000
crops but we feel tired when we discover that it will take 1000 years or so to make
it available.

•

We will be converted into plant food ourselves long before that.

The acids derived from green manure may
make insoluble phosphate of lime more avail
able. But the feldspathic Potash in the soil
is less soluble in these acids than in the

,.,., i tj t u u •, , ,
slightly alkaline waters of the best soils. A

little soil Potash becomes available yearly, but not enough to provide for profitable crops.
Crops have two periods of Potash hunger. One just after germination and the other

when starch formation is most rapid —

when the grain is filling. Rational fertilization
requires ample available Potash at these periods and if you provide it you will find that
rotasb rays, bend for our pamphlet on making fertilizers.

German Kali Works, Inc.
Continental Building, Baltimore Monadnock Block, Chicago 93 Nassau Street, New York

POTASH

Genuine Thomas Phosphate Powder
(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

~

GROWS BIG RED APPLES AND OTHER FRUITS
Why let the fruits of Oregon and California monopolize our best markets when fruit of EQUALLY FINE

APPEARANCE AND FAR BETTER QUALITY can be RAISED RIGHT HERE if you FEED YOUR TREES

AND FEED THEM PROPERLY?

GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER
(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

Is an Alkaline Phosphate of High Availability. The Average of Nine Analyses at the Massachusetts Experi
ment Station shows the following: TOTAL PHOSPHORIC ACID, 17.73 per cent. AVAILABLE PHOSPHORIC

ACID, 15.48 per cent. (By Wagner's Standard Method) See Bulletin 127, page 16. THOMAS PHOSPHATE

POWDER ALSO CONTAINS 35 to 50 per cent, of EFFECTIVE LIME, 15 to 17 per cent, of IRON and 3 to 6

per cent, of MANGANESE. All buyers should insist on having GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER

(Basic Slag Phosphate).
BEARING ON THE TAGS

THE •'KEY AND TREE" TRADE MARK

Thus you can be sure to get the Genuine Unadulterated Article

(When writing for our booklet, "Up to-date Fruit Growing,"
pleate be sure to mention The Cornell Countryman.)

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,

SPECIAL IMPORTERS

Manufacturers

and

of E. Frank Coe Fertilizers

Peruvian Brands-

(The Highest Grade Mixed Fertilizers on the

Market.)

51 Chambers Street,

NEW YORK CITY

(We distribute from New York, Boston, Mass., Belfast, Me., Philadelphia, Pa., Baltimore, Md., Norfolk,

Va., Wilmington, N. C, Savannah, Ga., and Charleston, S. C.)

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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The shaded part "C" shows the amount
of shade cast by ridge and furrow"

houses running east and west.

The Shade Figures Out Like This.
With a ridge and furrow house you have two

ridges and a wide center gutter to cast the shade,

as against only one ridge in the wide house.

takes exactly the same roof to cover one as the

other The same sides, glass, benches, heating

go into both. Once heated it takes less to keep

up the temperature in a single wide house. You

have better ventilation conditions. The wide

house is the logical house. Wide houses when

built with the "L. & B." Improved Sectional Iron

Frame construction are economical in every way.

You get the lightest house possible, and one that

has the endoisement of hundreds of growers. It

has stood the test of years
—not months Inves

ting your good money in a house is a serious

matter, so give it the careful consideration it

deserves. It will be greatly to your advantage
to talk it over with us.

Lord & Burnham Company ***

SALES ( New York

OFFICES: 1 St. James Bldg.

Boston

Tremont Bldg.

FACTORIES:

on, N. Y. Des Plaines, 111.

Philadelphia Chicago

Franklin Bank Bldg. Rookery Bldg.

A postal card request will bring you a copy

of our list of some hundreds of

Practical Agricultural Books

compiled from our lists of regular and recommended

books as used at the N. Y. State Agricultural

College here at Cornell :::::::::

The Corner Bookstores

ITHACA, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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The Improved Simplex
Link Blade

Cream Separator
LIGHTEST RUNNING

LARGEST CAPACITIES

CLOSEST SKIMMING

The Only Practical Large

Capacity Separators
Has more exclusive patented features of

merit than all others—Has all the desirable

points that can be put into a cream separator.

500 lbs., $75.00 900 lbs., $90.00

700 lbs., 80.00 1100 lbs., 100.00

D. H. BURRELL & CO.
LITTLE FALLS, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Creamery, Dairy and Cheese Factory Apparatus

NO MAN is entitled to a greater

degree of comfort in his work than is

the farmer. It is to the farmer that we

must look more than to any other in

dustrial factor for the necessities of

life. If there should be a universal

destruction or failure in crops it would

put the entire world on starvation

rations.

No implement on the farm compares

with the plow in usefulness and to do

good work the plow should be the right kind
—

an Oliver.

The Oliver No. 26 Sulky Plow is at the head of its class. The entire

construction of the plow is worthy of consideration. Of all the plows

ever offered, the No. 26 affords the greatest comfort and really encourages

the tired man to work.

No. 23 SULKY PLOW

OLIVER CHILLED PLOW WORKS

General Offices at SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

Works at South Bend, Indiana, and Hamilton, Ont., Canada.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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FRUIT TREES FROM THE GROWER

WOODLAWN NURSERIES

Culver Road and Garson Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

We Grow Apple, Peach, Pear, Plum, Cherry, Grape, Berry, Hedge

We Import Rare Ornamentals, Evergreens, Shrubs, Roses, Vines

SEND FOR OUR NEW FRUIT AND FLOWER BOOK

"Modern Methods of Harvesting, Grading and Packing Apples"

is a book that should be in the hands of every orchardist who is desir

ous of getting the highest possible price for his apples.
_

It illus

trates and describes the Western methods of fruit packing. The

fruit grower of the East is greatly indebted to his Western brother

for showing him the great possibilities that lie in the fruit business,

and if, with the great natural advantages of soil, rainfall and close

proximity of market, he does not profit by this example, he has no one

-

to blame but himself. A postal request to Dept "A" will bring you

by return mail, free, the above book and new booklet, "Scalecide—the Tree Saver
"

If your dealer

cannot supply you with "Scalecide" we will deliver it to any railroad station in the United States east

of the Mississippi and north of the Ohio rivers on receipt of the price 50-gallon barrels, $2 5. 00; 30-

gallon barrels, $16.00; 10-gallon cans, $6.75; 5-gallon cans, $3.75- Address, B. G. Pratt Company

50 Church Street, New York City.

MODERN

FRUIT

METHODS

for the soil only. Our Agri

cultural Lime can be applied
at the time of seeding and

will not burn anything. Will

drill, broadcast or scatter.

We guarantee immediate

shipment, analysis, mechani
cal condition, fineness, quick
results and no burning.
Litmus paper free. Write us.

CALEDONIA MARL CO., Caledonia, N. Y.

$$$$$&$$$$$$&$i#t#$^

Now is the time to Order

Raw Ground Lime

Quickly available. Will

work nicely in grain drill.

TRY

F. E. CONLEY STONE CO.
®

Utica, N. Y.

RICE'S SEEDS

Jerome B. Rice Seed Co.

Cambridge Valley Seed Gardens

CAMBRIDGE, N. Y.

SOLD BY MERCHANTS AND DEALERS

EVERYWHERE

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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THIS COUPON WORTH

35 CENTS

Return this coupon and 35 cents (cash or stamps)

and we will send you American Hen Magazine

until January 1, 1913 (regular price 70 cents).

This gives you 70 cents worth of the Best Poultry

Journal Published for only 35 cents. American

Hen Magazine has reliable writers on all subjects

pertaining to poultry, fruit, pigeons,
nuts and bees.

It contains valuable information on how others

have made from $6,000 to $20,000 a year from

the investment of only a few dollars.

Joel M. Foster, a young man, made $19,484.83

in one year. The Curtis boys made $100,000

from their chickens. Mr. Parrin made over

$1,300 on a village lot. The Comings (father and

son) made $12,000. One man made over $35,000

in two years. Ernest Kellerstrass made $18,178.53

last year. E. R. Philo made $1,500 from 60 hens

in 10 months.

Many others are making a snug fortune each

year. Are you? Remember, you can make an

independent living from chickens on a city lot,

right in your own backyard. Read "A Fortune

Raising Chickens on the No-Yard Plan" in Ameri

can Hen Magazine.

Return this coupon and thirty-five (35) cents

to-day. A single copy is worth more than $35-00

to the man, woman, boy or girl who wants to make

money fast. (Published each month). Address

American Hen Magazine

799 Sta. D. Chicago, Ills., U. S. A.

CAN

HELP YOU

if you want employment and can af-

ford to prepare for a paying position

li you are leaving College or High School

with no other preparation for work than is

given in purely academic advantages
If you have to make your living and wish

to be able to earn good pay with merchants

and business men, bankers and financiers,

railways and other great corporations

EASTMAN CAN HELP YOU.

A course in this widely known commercial

school will give you a thorough training for

business and qualify you to earn

A HIGHER SALARY

than will ever be paid you until you are able

to render more efficient service.

A national reputation based on more than

half a century of successful experience at

tracts students from every State in the Union

and many foreign countries. All commercial

branches practically taught. Delightful re

creative environment. No vacations. It

will pay you to attend our

Summer Session.

LOOK

Write for our prospectus
—now while you

are thinking about it. It will convince you

that we can fit you for business and find busi

ness for you as more than 5°,000 graduates

testify. Address

CLEMENT C. GAINES, M.A., L.L.D.,

Box C. C, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

On page 5.

It tells you

where to get that thing you
want .

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxra^

I SUN = RAY I
I THE WORLD'S PUREST WATER

| and

I GINGER ALE
x

g FOR SALE AT X

1 THE ITHACA HOTEL AND CAFES |
Lxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx*

In writing to advertisers please mention
The Cornell Countryman
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Renovation of Old Orchards

Practical

Tree

Surgery

Pruning

Filling Cavities

with Cement

Chaining Defective
Crotches

Spraying and

Planting

Our speciality is to

renovate old run-down

orchards and put them

into good bearing con

dition. We plant young
orchards and contract to

care for old ones. Let

us convince you of our

scientific methods of

fixing old orchards. Our

men have thorough
knowledge of the prin

ciples underlying horticulture and long experience in treatment of
wounded and diseased trees. Send for our booklet "PRACTICAL TREE
SURGERY" explaining our work. Write us, telling how many trees,
general condition of orchard and we shall arrange to inspect your orchard
and advise work needed. Why leave your orchard to deteriorate? Put
it m our care and it will become the pride of your estate. Our charges
are reasonable.

TENNY-RAYCHEFF CO.
P. O. Box 221. CORTLAND, N. Y.

SAVE AND PRESERVE YOUR OLD FRUIT TREES

One of the many Chained Trees in Dr. C D. Vernooy's orchard,
Cortland, N. Y. Cavity cemented and limbs chained;

well protected against decay and storms.

In writing to advertise pleasers mention The Cornell Countryman
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The A. I. Root Company
Medina - Ohio

"

Manufacturers of bee-keeper's supplies

and agricultural products for 41 years."

Our line includes bee-hives and frames,

section honey-boxes, shipping cases, honey
and wax extractors, comb foundation

fasteners, bees, queens, complete outfits

for beginners, etc.—in fact everything re

quired by the amateur or advanced bee

keeper.

We maintain branch offices and distrib

uting agencies in all parts of the United

States and in foreign countries and invite

correspondence from all interested in bee

keeping. Instructive booklets with copies

of our catalog and GLEANINGS IN

BEE CULTURE —a semi-monthly mag

azine—may be had upon request.

"

The Famous Airline Bee Products.
"

Hemingway's
is the lead arsenate of the expert fruit

grower. It is widely used in all of the

famous fruit growing districts. Made in

a factory which has specialized in arsen

ical manufactures for over thirty years,

it has the advantage of this long experi
ence in its preparation for the use of the

discriminating fruit grower.

HEMINGWAY'S

ARSENATE OF LEAD

The Perfect Product

Possesses miscibility with maximum stick

ing power and is 20 per cent stronger than the

federal law requires. Send for booklet giving
full directions for the use of Hemingway's
Lead Arsenate against all biting insects.

HEMINGWAY'S

LONDON PURPLE CO., Ltd.
64-66 Water Street, New York

BE ON THE

SAFE SIDE!

\T^__ needn't fear a visit from

I OU the Sealer of Weights and

Measures if you use . . . .

THATCHER

MILK

BOTTLES

You won't give over-capacity

either, because they are accurate !

Send for our free book. It tells

exactly why Thatcher bottles add to

your profits.

THATCHER MFG. CO.

103 Market St. ELMIRA, N. Y.

IF IT'S CATTLE

STANCHIONS

write GREEN for circulars and

prices.

ALL STANCHIONS equipped with the

NEW UNBREAKABLE PRESSED

STEEL LOCKS.

LANDON A. GREEN

E. River St. OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman.
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GRASS SEEDS

The careful trials conducted by the Agricultural Experi

mental Stations in various parts of the country have fully

demonstrated that good hay crops can best be secured

by sowing grass seeds in mixtures. Pastures seeded natur

ally are always found to contain many varieties of grasses

growing and flourishing side by side without detriment with

each other and attaining their maximum of growth at

different periods of the year. This is the reason that such

pastures furnish a continual and abundant bite when

meadows and pastures composed of but a few varieties are

brown and bare. In addition full use is made of the land.

The various grasses use various depths of soil, some being

shallow rooted in habit and some deep rooted, and a far

larger number of plants grow and flourish in a given space.

The sixty five years of practical ex

perience that is behind every bushel of

Henderson Grass mixtures should and

does make them the best that can be

obtained.

Our Farmer's Manual for 1912, a

50 page book of Grasses, Farm Seeds,

Etc., Etc., will be mailed free to all

mentioning The Cornell Countryman.

Peter Henderson & Co.
35-37 Cortlandt Street

New York

writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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POULTRY
Eggs from constitutionally strong stock for sale of the following

varieties: White Leghorn, Barred Plymouth Rock, Rhode Island Red,
Brown Leghorn, Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Toulouse Geese; Pekin, Rouen,
Indian Runner and domesticated Wild Mallard Ducks.

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY
New York State College of Agriculture

ITHACA, N. Y.

New York State College of

Agriculture at Cornell University
THE DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

Breeds Percheron Horses, Holstein, Jersey, Guernsey, Ayrshire,

Short Horn Cattle. Dorset, Shropshire, Rambouillet Sheep. Cheshire Swine.

Regular Public Sale of all Surplus Young Stock, except Swine, on

FRIDAY OF FARMERS' WEEK EACH YEAR

Make A Good Beginning
That's the secret of poultry success ! That's why so many leading poultry-

men are using this fine new ration—the wholesome, clean, super-digestible

Hg%
STEAM- COOKED

-U CHICK FEED
Successful with tiny chicks from the start; tides them oyer

the danger

period. Economical, and safe. The H-O Poultry Feed Poultry Mash

Scratching Feed, as well as Steam-Cooked Chick Feed, make poultry

profits sure. If your dealer can't supply you, write us.

JOHN J. CAMPBELL, General Sales Agt., HARTFORD, CONN.

THE H-O COMPANY MILLS, BUFFALO, N. Y.

A.^V^Vk^ *§QC \^

A
t;
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In writing to advertisers please
mention The Cornell
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Just Like GettingMoney From Home

Every time you buy one of our

SPECIAL. TAILORED SUITS

Made and sold under Modern Methods—No Fit, No Pay

$17.50 up

There's a saving of from $5 to $10 over other's prices.

We extend to you a cordial invitation to inspect our showing for SPRING and SUMMER

W. F. FLETCHER CO. Inc.

103 DRYDEN ROAD

The Home of Ithaca's Modern Machine Equipped Cleaners

The L. J. Carpenter Tailor Shop

Sanitary
Steam Presser

205 North Aurora Street

Cleaning, Pressing, Dyeing, Repairing, Etc.

Bell
'

Phone 567 Ithaca 'Phone 420-x

Dobinson's Photograph Shop
214 East State Street

Photographer for the Senior Class

White & Burdick Co.
The oldest and largest
Drug Store in the City

Supplies forAgricultural Students

a Specialty

THE TOMPKINS COUNTY NATIONAL BANK

135-137 E. State St. established 1836

Capital $100,000 Surplus and Undivided Profits $150,000

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

In writing to advertisers please mention Tee Cornell Countryman
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Pictures Picture Framing

SMITH'S, 315 EAST STATE STREET

When wanting

QUALITY, SERVICE AND CLEANLINESS

go to

WANZER & HOWELL, The Grocers

PICTURES PICTURE FRAMES

STUDENTS' FURNITURE

Manufacturers of Special Furniture for

FRATERNITIES AND CLUB ROOMS

H. J. BOOL CO.

(Opposite Tompkins County Bank)

r

D. S. O'BRIEN

jMarkcts
222 North Aurora Street

430 North Cayuga Street

DEALER IN

FresH, Salt and Smohed Meats

Poultry and Game in Season

D. S. O'BRIEN

J
In writing to advertisers please

mention The Cornell Countryman
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Williams Brothers

ITHACA, NEW YORK

*
*
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WELL DRILLING

MACHINERY AND

TOOLS

*

*
*

*
*

*

*
*

*
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*

*

* *

* *
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Hand Laundry

Soft Laundry done

at HOME.

Positively No Chemicals Used!

MENDING FREE.

Starched Goods Equal to any done

in the City.

NORWOOD'S

ITHACA PHONE 144-C

THE H. C. CABLE ART STORE
To visit the model store at the campus gate will quickly convince

you that I have mastered the student taste in the Photographic
and Picture Framing line.

BLACKMER BLOCK, 405 College Ave. Ithaca Phone 180 X

The

Caterer

Caters to Teas, Luncheons, Dances and Banquets.
Out-of-town Entertainments a Specialty.

523 E. State Street ITHACA, N. Y.

The Modern Method Laundry
JOHN REAMER, Prop.

The Cornell University Brooder Gasoline Heater
IS MAD^ BY

TREMAN, KING & COMPANY, ^ ITHACA, NEW YORK

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Men who Live in the Open

Appreciate the Best in

Nature.

Men who Wear the t
*

Quality Shop Clothes *

Appreciate the Best in

Tailoring.
*

E. B. BAXTER,

150 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y. J

i. *

rjjrt

ONE PRICE TO ALL

****************************

| ROTHSCHILD BROS. *

I "Student Supplies" I
* for rooms

x Decorations and Necessaries

* *

| Carpets, Rugs, Bedding, J
| Sofa Pillows, Banners, J

| Desk furnishings, Lamps,
J Steins, Curtains, Books,
j Waste Paper Baskets

J Men's Wear

*

Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, Ho

siery, Underwear, Sweaters. *

* Rothschild Bros.

"The Store of the City
"

I

*

*
*
*

1***************************

Ithaca Phone 76x

The Palace Laundry
323 and 325 Eddy Street

F. C. Barnard, Prop.

Ithaca Cleaning and

Dyeing Works
Where Old and Soiled Clothing is Made to

Look Like New.

No Pressing Machines Used.

Main Office, 409 West State Street

J. C. Durfey Branch, 316 1-2 College Ave.

HOME LIFE INSURANCE CO. of NEW YORK

Stevens & Morgan, General Agents
For Central and Southern New York 220 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

Students !

Come to the

Students' Inn
319 EDDY

For Everything

Good to Eat

THOMAS J. LARKIN

EAST HILL

CASH GROCER

406 Eddy St.
BELL PHONE 471 -J
ITHACA PHONE 585

New students are invited to call on us be

fore deciding on a place to trade.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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BOOK BINDERY
START RIGHT—Have your Countryman bound

We bind anything.

J. WILL TREE'S 113 IN. Tioga St,

BARNEY SEAMOIN
... HEADQUARTERS FOR ...

f)igb-6rade Clothes and Regal Shoes

146-148 E. STATE STREET

WE DO YOUR MENDING FREE

FOREST CITY LAUNDRY
E. M. MERRILL

PHONE 209 NORTH AURORA STREET

CUT FLOWERS, DECORATIVE

PLANTS, ETC.

THE BOOL

FLORAL CO.

215 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

PETER SCUSA

Modern Shoe Repairing
Have your old shoes made like new. 0 "I

Best oak sole and heels, sewed . .
*P 1

Work Guaranteed

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Cornell Library Building

Capital, Surplus and Profits $350,000.00

Oldest National Bank Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

PIANOS, MANDOLINS, GUITARS, BANJOS and VIOLINS

Rented or sold on Easy Payments. m% "Songs of Cornell." All the latest

music; Strings and supplies for all instruments at lowest prices

LENT'S MUSIC STORE - 122 N. Aurora Street
Victor Talking Machines, Records, etc.

"If you get it from us it's right"

BUTTRICK <& FRAWLEY
One Price Clothiers and Furnishers

Offer unusual advantages to students. Our Clothing is manufactured for
us to conform to the requirements of the college man by the best
makers in the country, and is sold at bottom prices. Same price
to students and town people. Suits from $10 to $30. We make to

measure at a saving of 30 per cent, to 50 per cent, over the exclusive tailor.

Hats, Gloves, Shirts, Sweaters, Hosiery, Underwear, Slickers

in fact everything in furnishings in keeping with our high standard of Clothing.

If not we make it right" 118 East State Street
<<

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Established 1887

LARKIN BROS.

RETAILING, WHOLESALING AND

JOBBING GROCERS

JOHN J. LARKIN, Proprietor and Manager
408 Eddy Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

WISE
THE

PRINTER
Is at your Service for all Classes
of Fine Printing, Engraving, etc.

Buffalo Street, Next to Post Office

ITHACA, N. Y.

t BATES' %

| Tailoring Shop I
® t£j

$ 411 E. State St. $

1 L. C. BEMENT |
g The Toggery Shops *

CLEANING PRESSING |
DYEING and REPAIRING

Established 1888

Agents for Mark Cross

LEATHER GOODS

and GLOVES

for men and women

SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

Hatter, Hosier, Glover x

Cravatter *

x

Maker of Shirts that fit $
X
X

X

Down Town On the Hill JJ
142 E. State 404 Eddy St. g

(2) Shops (1) Factory X
X

«?CXXXXAX?vXXXXXXXXXXXXir>XXXXX

THE ONLY PLACE WHERE YOU CAN GET REAL

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR 5c. WE DO DEVELOP

ING AND PRINTING, PICTURE FRAMING AND

WATCHMAKING. <* J> * J <*

CARR & STODDARD
MERCHANT TAILORS

UP-TO-DATE STYLES AlfD WORK SENECA AND AURORA, NEXT LENT'S MUSIC STORE

R. A. HEOOIE & BRO. CO.

Dealers in WATCHES, AND FINE JEWELRY

136 East State Street

ITHACA, IN. V.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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New York State Sewer Pipe Company

Cement^J3^

in carload and less carload lots

Main Office, Eighth Floor, Insurance Building, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Best Portland Cements

Vitrified and Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe

Fire Clay Flue Linings

Fire Brick and Chimney Pipe and Fire Clay

Vitrified Clay Building Blocks and Hollow Tile

Wall Plaster and Land Plaster also Hydrated Lime

Drain Tile-Hexagon
We particularly desire to call attention to our excellent

FARM DRAIN TILE and solicit inquiries for prices and

samples.

Samples will be sent free with each inquiry if desired and

we prefer that each new customer receive our sample before

placing an order.

We have a pamphlet entitled "HINTS ON FARM

DRAINAGE
"

which will be sent free upon application.

P. O. Box 583, Rochester, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman



MILK RECEIVING CAM

Our Competitors Recognize the Superiority of the

INTERLOCKING

UnitedStatesCreamSeparator
by their recent attempted imitation of its long used oiling system.

The automatic lubricating system of the Interlocking U. S. Cream Separator
represents the most advanced ideas in separator lubrication. Its gears and

spindle bearings are constantly bathed in a spray of fresh, clean oil, automati

cally supplied; while the worn out, dirty oil in turn is drained off through
the overflow tube. There is no danger of the

bearings running dry. There is no necessity
of using the dirty oil over and over after its

lubricating qualities are all used up. All

the possible oil value is automatically
secured in the most thorough yet eco

nomical manner.

This extraordinary oiling system which

is superior to all others—plus strong accur

ately made gears of the very best material

and design
—explains why the U. S. Inter

locking Cream Separator runs easier and

has longer wearing qualities than any

other cream separator made.

If these are the qualities you would like

to have in your cream separator ask us to

give you a free, practical demonstration ^

so

that you can see for yourself that our claims

are fulfilled in every particular.

To investigate is to be convinced.

Vermont Farm Machine Co., BellowsFalls,Vt.
Distributing Warehouses in every dairy section of the country.

Non-Rusting
The Skimming Sections of the

Interlocking

U. S. CREAM SEPARATORS
are now made of Nickel Silver and cannot

rust.

Nickel silver is made

especially for us by a cele

brated metallurgist and is

perfect in its sanitary qual

ities. Milk and casein do

not adhere so tightly to it as

to other metals. Non-rusting

nickel silver makes the Inter

locking Skimmer more dur

able and easier cleaned than

any other skimming device.

The Interlocking style

U.S. Cream Separator runs

with

Half the Power

and does twice the work of

older models and should not

be confused with them. Its

gears are enclosed, dust-

proof and automatically

lubricated by an oil spray.

It's to your own advantage
to investigate. See for yourself Ask our

local agent to give you a
free demonstration on your farm,

orwrite us.

Prices for Farm sizes $25 and up, according
to guaranteed capacity^

'

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO.

Bellows Falls, Vt.

Distributing warehouses

everywhere

In writing to advertisers please
mention The Cornell Countryman
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ARE THE MOST SANITARY
The up-to-date De Laval Cream Separators excel other separators

not only in thoroughness of separation, ease of running, simplicity
and durability

—but as well in the important feature of being the

easiest cleaned of all cream separators and the only cream separator
which is thoroughly cleanable under ordinary every day use conditions.

The modern DeLaval separator bowl is completely unassembled in

cleaning and every part is smooth, visible and easily reachable, with
out hinge, tube, pocket or crevice anywhere. The whole bowl is
washed thoroughly in a couple of minutes.

The frame is smooth and free from recesses and every part is as

accessible and thoroughly cleanable as the bowl itself. The gears and

bushings are protected from milk or water reaching them, and there is
no slop under or around the machine.

QUALITY OF CREAM AND BUTTER

DEPENDENT UPON SEPARATOR CLEANLINESS

|An unclean separator bowl or filthy separator frame necessarily
means a bacteria infected and inferior quality of cream. Buyers of
farm separator cream and buttermaking authorities generally are con

stantly emphasizing this point.
One of the prize winning creamery buttermakers at the last National

Dairy Show recently wrote use :

"We are sorry for the use of so many 'mail order' and
other inferior separators in our territory. It seems to
be almost impossible to clean them, even though the
farmers do try—and a good many of them don't even

try. We wish you could do moremissionary work to get
these rotten separators out of the country. It is im
possible for any buttermaker to make good butter from
spoiled or tainted cream."

Any DeLaval agent will be glad to take a modern DeLaval machine
apart lor you so that you can see for yourself its simplicity and sani-
tanness of construction and how much more easily and perfectlv it
can be cleaned than any other separator.

*

The De Laval Separator Co.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

PRESS OF W. F. HUMPHREY, GENEVA, N. Y.
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Nature's Source of Phosphorus

GROUND

PHOSPHATE ROCK
The most economical and only permanent soil builder. An application of

1,000 to 2,000 lbs. per acre will furnish an abundant supply of Phosphorus

for five or ten years.

BROADCAST
over clover and other legumes, or on stub

ble fields—at any time during the year—and when ready

to do so, plow in.

Mix it with all the animal manure—preferably making the mix

ture throughout the year as the manure accumulates by spnnk-

ing in stables and feeding lots and over manure heaps, or pits,

daily.

Too much cannot be applied, and the longer it lays the better,

as all remains in the soil and only becomes available gradually
as the acids of decaying organic matter act upon it. There is

no danger of its being dissolved and carried off in the drainage.

Only a wash which carries the soil will remove it.

Contains more phosphorus than bone meal and only costs about

one-third as much.

We have one of the most complete and "up-to-date" drying and grinding

plants in the Mt. Pleasant District; and can make shipments immediately

on receipt of orders.

We invite a comparasion of our guarantee and terms with those made

by our competitors.

We are always ready to correct and make good our mistakes and will

use every endeavor to give satisfaction.

JOHN RUHM, JR.
MT. PLEASANT, TENNESSEE

Ground Rock Branch of

Ruhm Phosphate Mining Co.
MINERS AND SHIPPERS OF

Tennessee Phosphate Rock

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS of CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Issued at Ithaca, N. Y., monthly from JuJy to November inclusive

and semi-monthly from December to June inclusive.

(Application for entry as second-class matter at the post office at

Ithaca, N. Y., pending.)
These publications include the annual Register, for which a charge

of twenty-five cents a copy is made, and the following publications, any
one of which will be sent gratis and postfree on request:

General Circular of Information for prospective students
Announcement of the College of Arts and Sciences,
Courses of Instruction in the College of Arts and Sciences,
Announcement of Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering' and the Mechanic Arts
Announcement of the College of Civil Engineering,
Announcement of the College of Law,
Announcement of the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Medical College,
Announcement of the New York State College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the Winter-Courses in the College of Agriculture,
Announcement of the New York State Veterinary College,
Announcement of the Graduate School,
Announcement of the Summer Session,
The President's Annual Report,
Pamphlet on prizes, samples of entrance and scholarship examination papers, special de

partmental announcements, etc.

Correspondence concerning the publications of the University
should be addressed to

The Registrar of Cornell University
ITHACA, N. Y.

New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University
L. H. Bailey, Director.

The College of Agriculture is one of several co-ordinate colleges comprising
Cornell University. The work of the College is of three general kinds :

_

The

regular teaching work of undergraduate and graduate grade; the experiment
work; the extension work. The resident instruction falls in the following groups:

i. Four-year course, leading to the degree Bachelor of Science in Agriculture

(B.S. in Agr.). When desired, the last two years may be chosen in subjects per

taining to landscape architecture and out-door art, or to home economics. In

the Graduate School of the University students may secure the Master's and

Doctor's degrees (M.S. in Agr. and Ph.D.).
2. Special work, comprising one or two years: (a) Agriculture special;

(b) Nature-study special or normal course.

3. Winter-Courses of 12 weeks: (a) General Agriculture; (b) Dairy

Industry; (c) Poultry Husbandry; (d) Horticulture; (e) Home Economics.

THE INSTRUCTION IS DIVIDED AMONG TWENTY-TWO DEPARTMENTS AS FOLLOWS:

FARM PRACTICE and FARM CROPS ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

FARM MANAGEMENT ^^^1X^1^^°^
t?^^l^

CHEMISTRY ^^HAMCS
PLANT PHYSIOLOGY FORESTRY
PLANT PATHOLOGY RURAL ART

SOIL TECHNOLOGY DRAWING

PLANT-BREEDING HOME ECONOMICS

ENTOMOLOGY. BIOLOGY and METEOROLOGY

NATURE-STUDY RURAL ECONOMY

HORTICULTURE RURAL EDUCATION

POMOLOGY EXTENSION TEACHING
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There Are Melons and Melons—

but the rich, sweet, juicy ones are

those that had plenty of available

TASH
to insure normal ripening with rapid sugar formation.

The right kind of fertilizer is a good investment. The vines will continue

to bear melonsiof first quality instead of yielding only one or two pickings and

then a lot of unmarketable culls.

Supplement the compost with iooo to 1500

pounds of 5-8-10 goods, the ammonia to be

derived mainly from organic substances like

blood, tankage, fish or cottonseed meal.

This is equally good for cucumbers, pump

kins and squashes.

Write us for Potash prices
and free books with formu

las and directions.
Potash Pays

GERMAN KALI WORKS, Inc.

Baltimore: Continental Building Chicago: Monadnock Block

New Orleans: Whitney Central Bank Building

■■■■■■■■■■IHHilH

Genuine Thomas Phosphate Powder

rBASIC SLAG MEAL)

GROWS BIG RED APPLES AND OTHER FRUITS
Why let the fruits of Oregon and California monopolize our best markets when fruit of EQUALLY FINE

APPEARANCE AND FAR BETTER QUALITY can be RAISED RIGHT HERE if you FEED YOUR TREES

AND FEED THEM PROPERLY?

GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER
(BASIC SLAG MEAL)

Is an Alkaline Phosphate of High Availability. The Average of Nine Analyses at the Massachusetts Experi
ment Station shows the following: TOTAL PHOSPHORIC ACID, 17.73 per cent. AVAILABLE PHOSPHORIC

ACID, 15.48 percent. (By Wagner's Standard Method) See Bulletin 127, page 16. THOMAS PHOSPHATE
POWDER ALSO CONTAINS 35 to 50 per cent, of EFFECTIVE LIME, 15 to 17 per cent, of IRON and 3 to 6

per cent, of MANGANESE. All buyers should insist on having GENUINE THOMAS PHOSPHATE POWDER

(Basic Slag Phosphate).

BEARING ON THE TAGS

THE "KEY AND TREE" TRADE MARK

Thus you can be sure to get the Genuine Unadulterated Article

(When writing for our booklet, "Up-to-date Fruit Growine,'"
pleaee be sure to mention The Cornell Countryman.)

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,

SPECIAL IMPORTERS

Manufacturers of E. Frank Coe Fertilizers

and Peruvian Brands.

(The Highest Grade Mixed Fertilizers on the

Market.)

51 Chambers Street,

NEW YORK CITT

Va.. ffiKT^^Vt^^^g*® Me" Phi^elphia( Pa., Baltimore, Md., Norfolk.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Our Business is Greenhouse Building
Building and equipping them from start to finish. Their cost is only such as

you would expect to pay for any article of its superior kind.
For over half a century we have been building greenhouses. Our factories

cover many acres. Our houses are shipped from Maine to California.
Send for catalog. It illustrates and describes over ioo subjects—some of them

printed in five colors.

Lord & Burnham Co.

New York

St. James Bldg.

SALES OFFICES FACTORIES

Boston Philadelphia Chicago Irvington, N. Y.
Des Plaines, 111.

Tremont Bldg. Franklin Bank Bldg. Rookery Bldg.

A postal card request will bring you a copy

of our list of some hundreds of

Practical Agricultural Books
M^^BI^M^^—^^—H—^—^^^^^——B^H^^^^HM—«^^^^^—

compiled from our lists of regular and recommended

books as used at the N. Y. State Agricultural

College here at Cornell :::::::::

The Corner Bookstores

ITHACA, N. Y.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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The Improved Simplex
Link Blade

Cream Separator

LIGHTEST RUNNING

LARGEST CAPACITIES

CLOSEST SKIMMING

The Only Practical Large

Capacity Separators

Has more exclusive patented features of

merit than all others—Has all the desirable

points that can be put into a cream separator.

500 lbs., $75.00

700 lbs., 80.00

900 lbs., $90.00

1100 lbs., 100.00

D. H. BURRELL & CO.
LITTLE FALLS, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Creamery, Dairy and Cheese Factory Apparatus

Also "B-L-K" COW MILKERS

NO MAIN is entitled to a greater

degree of comfort in his work than is

the farmer. It is to the farmer that we

must look more than to any other in

dustrial factor for the necessities of

life. If there should be a universal

destruction or failure in crops it would

put the entire world on starvation

rations.

No implement on the farm compares

with the plow in usefulness and to do

good work the plow should be the right kind—an Oliver.

The Oliver No. 26 Sulky Plow is at the head of its class. The entire

construction of the plow is worthy of consideration. Of all the plows
ever offered, the No. 26 affords the greatest comfort and really encourages
the tired man to work.

No. 23 SULKY PLOW

OLIVER CHILLED PLOW WORKS
General Offices at SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.
Works at South Bend, Indiana, and Hamilton, Ont., Canada.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Hemingway's
is the lead arsenate of the expert fruit

grower. It is widely used in all of the

famous fruit growing districts. Made in

a factory which has specialized in arsen

ical manufactures for over thirty years,

it has the advantage of this long experi
ence in its preparation for the use of the

discriminating fruit grower.

HEMINGWAY'S

ARSENATE OF LEAD

The Perfect Product

Possesses miscibility with maximum stick

ing power and is 20 per cent stronger than the

federal law requires. Send for booklet giving
full directions for the use of Hemingway's

Lead Arsenate against all biting insects.

HEMINGWAY'S

LONDON PURPLE CO., Ltd.
64-66 Water Street, New York

IF IT'S CATTLE

STANCHIONS
mm

write GREEN for circulars and

prices.

ALL STANCHIONS equipped with the

NEW UNBREAKABLE PRESSED

STEEL LOCKS.

LANDON A. GREEN

E. River St. OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

A Dollar Profit From

Every Hen

If you aren't getting this, something

is wrong. Many poultry raisers who

use H-O Poultry Feeds, of guaranteed

analysis, are making more than this.

You can figure up profits that you never

hoped for by the use of

H-0

POULTRY FEEDS
Proper feeding insures healthy

fowls. And a healthy hen—generally—

is a, good layer. Keep the hens strong

and well with a perfectly balanced ra

tion. It will furnish bone, promote

growth and insure high egg production.
H-O Poultry Feed, Scratching Feed,

Poultry Mash and Chick Feed—all pro

duce results that show a wonderful

credit to the H-O Feeds. You should

know also about H-O steam cooked

chick feed. Write for name of nearest

dealer.

JOHN J. CAMPBELL,

General Sales Agent Hartford, Conn.

The H-O Company, Buffalo, New York.

In writing to adveitisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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—LEARN TO FLY—
Aviation is here to stay. From a freak invention the aeroplane has become a

safe and practical vehicle of transportation.
You men of Cornell have a rare opportunity to become birdmen

DURING YOUR VACATION
■■-jEwij—am«i wmwtTW-tiim-

The world never offered young men a

safer or surer way of winning fame and

fortune than by aeronautics.

Thomas Aeroplanes
Since 1910 the distance of Thomas

Aeroplane flights would extend three-

quarters around the globe. There has

never been a broken bone as a result of a

Thomas Aeroplane accident.

Thomas exhibition flights have prompted
an unrivalled number of unsolicited testi

monials from the press.

Thomas School

of Aviation
This year between January 15th and

March 15th over 1000 passenger flights
were made by students of this school in

Thomas Aeroplanes
—and not one serious

accident.

Thomas' methods coupled with Mr.

Johnson's personal instruction enable our

aviators to become proficient within a very

short time. All tuition paid will apply
toward the cost of a machine. Summer

classes are filling rapidly.

rite for Free

Aeroplane Literature

Whether or not you are planning upon becoming a birdman you should take

advantage of this chance to familiarize yourself with aeronautics.

Just drop a card and we will be glad to send you one of our illustrated booklets,
folders and other literature. You will find them mighty interesting reading.
Better do it now before you forget.

Shannon Bldg.

BATH, N. Y.Thomas Bros,
In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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BUYERS GUIDE

Always consult this list of well-known business houses for whatever you want.

Phone or postal will bring prompt service.

BANKS Page
First National 26

Tompkins County National 22

BEE KEEPERS SUPPLIES

The A. I. Root Co 21

BOOKS

The Corner Book Stores 5

BOOK BINDING

J. Will Tree 26

CAMERAS

The Co-op 10

CATERER

Alberger 24

CLEANING AND PRESSING

Bates Tailoring Shop 27

L. J. Carpenter Tailoring Shop 22

J. C. Durfey 25

DAIRY SUPPLIES

D. H. Burrell & Co. . . 0

Creamery Package Mfg. Co 14

DeLaval Separator Co. (back cover) 30

The J. B. Ford Co 19

Chr. Hansen's Laboratory 14

Thatcher Mfg. Co 2 1

Vermont Farm Machine Co 29

DRUGS

White and Burdick 22

FERTILIZERS

Caledonia Marl Co 16

The Coe-Mortimer Co 4

F. E. Conley Stone Co 16

German Kali Works, Inc 4

John Ruhm, Jr 2

FLORIST

The Bool Floral Co 26

FURNITURE

H. J. Bool Co 23

GREENHOUSES

Lord and Burnham Co 5

GROCERIES AND MEATS

Larkin Bros 27

D. S. O'Brien 23

Wanzer & Howell 2 3

HOTEL

Ithaca Hotel and Cafes 20

IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINERY

Bateman Mfg. Co 1 1

International Harvester Co. of America 19

Oliver Chilled Plow Works 6

Williams Bros 24

INSURANCE

Stevens & Morgan 25

JEWELRY
R. A. Higgie & Bro. Co 27

LAUNDRIES Page
Forest City Laundry 26

The Palace Laundry 25

The Modern Method Laundry 24

Norwood's Laundry 24

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

E. B. Baxter 25

L. C. Bement 27

Buttrick & Frawley 26

Barney Seamon 26

MUSIC STORE

Lent's Music Store 26

NURSERIES

Woodlawn Nurseries 16

PHOTOGRAPHS

Robinson's 22

PICTURE FRAMING, ETC.

The H. C Cable Art Store 24

Smith's Art Store 23

Student Supply Store 27

POSITIONS IS

POULTRY AND SUPPLIES

American Hen Magazine 20

C. U. Dept. of Poultry Husbandry 21

The H-0 Company 7

Treman, King & Co 24

PRINTER

Wise 21

REAL ESTATE

Rural Life Co ^

RESTAURANTS

Student Inn -5

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

Cornell University 3

Eastman School 20

New York State College of Agriculture 3

The U. S. School of Secretaries 15

Thomas School of Aviation
8

SEEDS

Jerome B. Rice Seed Co l0

Peter Henderson & Co T 2

SHOE REPAIRING

Peter Scusa

SPRAY MATERIALS
^

Hemingway's London Purple Co., Ltd 7

Kentucky Tobacco Products Co T3

B. G. Pratt Co
Ib

The Vreeland Chemical Co x3

STANCHIONS
Landon A. Green '

STOCK
tt

C. U. Dept. of Animal Husbandry 21

STUDENT SUPPLIES

Rothschilds Bros 25

TAILORS

Carr & Stoddard
- '

W. F. Fletcher Co., Inc - 2

TTLE

N. Y. State Sewer Pipe Co 28

TREE SURGERY

Tenny-Raycheff Co
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Mow Y©h N 'SX©

Suppose you go to see a farm or lot of prize stock,

a Camera will be needed. If you should make a

report of what you saw, a few pictures would mean

a lot. A camera is easy to operate. Let us show

you the different kinds. You should get a camera

suited to your needs.

kemi Y@m G® H®m

Perhaps you will need a Cornell Song Book.

The red edition is for mixed voices. There are the

view books and pottery. In a class by itself is the

jewelry. We have the best dies made for Cornell

jewelry. Take your choice between the old and the

new seal.

Tlhi® (D®°®p
Morrill Hall

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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THE NEW AUDITORIUM

By L. H. Bailey

RESERVOIR
avenue is now com- stage will be set off from the Audi-

pletely shut off by the excava- torium by heavy curtains so that it

tions for the new auditorium. The may be used for class-room and similar

building backs up toward the eastern- purposes. Looking from the stage to

most house on ReservoirAvenue, being the auditorium floor, one sees the gal-

just in front of the Tailby cottage and leries, in the rear of which is a semi-

comingwithin about forty feet of it. It circle of 30 columns against the rear

faces to the south toward the Veteri- walls. Outside the auditorium proper

nary College and the playground, look- and next the ambulatory is a corridor

ing down the direction of Garden extending around the complete semi-

Avenue, and occupying the northern circle with openings by eleven glass

end of the school-gardens. It is an doors into the seating room.

immense building, being more than one A complete ventilating system is

hundred and fifty feet in each direction provided, with the fresh air supply

over all, or a space each way equivalent underneath the seats, thereby ehmmat-

to about two and one-half times across ing draughts.

a four-rod public highway. This will The building is not an auditiorum

be one of the largest auditoriums in alone. It is to be used also for class-

western New York and will seat 2500 room and laboratory purposes, liie

people and probably more. It will have basement is well lighted being mostly

more than twice the seating capacity above ground. Under the stage is a

of the Armory or of Sibley Dome. laboratory-room 66 x 20 ieet. M-

The general shape of the building is tending completely around under-

something like a horse-shoe, the curved
neath the ambulatory and corridor is^

part being to the south and the plain room measuring^V^L^l!?^
part facing north toward the reservoir,

and about two hundred andfifty fee in

The entrance from the south is up length all of which, except the=part

flights of stone steps and between six under the front entrance, ;s w^l
hghted

imposing stone columns. This en- and is available for laboratory and
simi-

trance is flanked on either side by lar purposes. ^^q^^£
eight columns extending back along ^entund^h^
the curved part; and back of these a plenum inwhich istb v

^»^
columns is an ambulatory or loggia other apparatus. There ;are entrances

to which exits are provided from the to the auditorium at either

^ ome^
auditorium in case of necessity. Part the rear, so ^^ed^f^^me^
of the floor of the auditorium is sloping, have access by means of these en

with an orchestra pit at the front end
trances both to the stage and to the

and below the stage. The stage is main corridors above

very large, with capacity to accom- In each of the
^ ^^^^

modate two hundred persons. This first floor are two laboratory or ottice
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rooms as well as lavatories to serve the most imposing structure on the Cornell

stage. There are men's and women's Campus and it will serve as the con-

general lavatories also underneath the necting architectural link between the

front entrance. On the second floor agricultural compound and the main

there are four similar laboratories or Campus. The contract calls for the

offices in the rear corners. completion of the building November 1
,

The building will probably be the 191 2.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN AUDITORIUM AND LABORATORY BUILDING.

Green & Wicks, Architects, Buffalo, N. Y.



THE NEW YORK HIGH SCHOOL COURSE IN

FARM MECHANICS AND DRAWING

By F. W. Howe

Specialist in Agricultural Education, Albany, N. Y.

IXTITH the beginning of the school
^*

year 1911-12, a course requir

ing one year's work in Farm Mechanics

and Drawing went into effect in fifteen

of the seventeen New York high
schools that had adopted the four-

year vocational course in Agriculture.
For special local reasons the mechani

cal work in two schools (Gowanda and

Albion) were postponed one year but

will be given in the school year 191 2-

13. Upwards of a dozen additional

schools are likely to adopt the four-

year agricultural course before Septem
ber 191 2. The total number of New

York high schools teaching Farm

Mechanics and Drawing as a part of

this course in 19 12-13 will, therefore,

approximate thirty.
The subject of Farm Mechanics is

comparatively new even in the state

agricultural colleges. The popular

understanding of what is embraced in

it is not yet nearly as definite as it is in

the case of Manual Training. There is

a strong tendency even among teachers

and school principals, to confuse the

new subject with the older one. For

the sake of making the distinction

more definite and giving some guidance
to the preparation of those who are

looking forward to securing a New

York State certificate as agricultural
teachers, it is deemed advisable to set

forth a rather fundamental characteri

zation of the high school course in

Farm Mechanics.

Perhaps this may best be approached

negatively. Farm Mechanics is not

Manual Training, except incidentally.

As usuallv understood and practiced
in the schools, Manual Training has a

general rather than a specific purpose.
Its advocates have always taken care

that it should stop short of developing

in the pupil a greater interest in any

one sort of hand occupation than in

others. It is supposed to develop a

general dexterity of hand that may

later be turned with equal case in the

direction of any one of several trades,

but having its chief value in mental

culture and discipline. The typical
instruction in the earlier manual

training courses was set forth in a care

fully graded series of formal exercises,
of which certain standard types of

mortices and joints are familiar exam

ples. The work had no objective

beyond the attainment of accuracy,

of execution, and the tool-using skill,

mental development, and moral train

ing thus incidentally acquired.
The "culture" concept of manual

training proceeds upon the same as

sumption as that which supported the

old alphabet method of teaching

reading
—that no progress can be logi

cally made in doing the real thing until

the mechanical elements of it have been

abstractly learned in carefully graded
"exercises." It is the adherence still

given to such notions, and the practice

resulting from them, that leads Profes

sor Chamberlain to say: "I know

school men of broad education, open-

minded and scholarly, who still refuse

to believe that the manual training of

today has a place of importance in the

school."

However, Manual Training is con

tinually improving; but the improve

ment is coming through a rejection of

the limitations of its earlier ideals and

adopting instead, some of those that

are suggested by the practice of the

most progressive industrial and
trades

schools. The only point here made

is that Manual Training, as popularly

understood, is not identical with what

is meant by the term Farm Mechanics.

And the real purpose of the latter is

largely defeated if the range of prac

tical work done in the course is limited

by the older Manual Training ideals.

On the other hand, Farm Mechanics

is not specific trades instruction,
unless

a new trade, that of the farm mechanic,
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is to be recognized. Farm Mechanics

does not attempt to teach the student

the fundamental principles underlying
all trades nor any special degree of

skill in any of them. But it does

attempt to teach him how to do in a

practical way, a large range of specific

things that, separately considered,

logically belong to one of these distinct

trades, and yet belong also to the work

of an all-round modern farmer.

Because of its novelty and the

general lack of precise information on

the subject, the year's work in Farm

Mechanics included in approved New

York high school courses in agriculture
has been definitely outlined in a special
syllabus issued by the State Education

Department (Bulletin 500). This is

the first syllabus published on the

subject for high school use. It covers

a range or work broader than is yet
offered in some college courses in Farm
Mechanics. It is used as a guide in

at least one of the New York State

Schools of Agriculture. Every pros

pective teacher of agriculture in New

York high schools maintaining an

approved vocational course is expected
to become familiar with this syllabus.
If his own training or practical
experience has been limited in this line

of work, it may be necessary that he

shall supplement it by special study
before a state certificate can be secured.

The caution is usually needed

against spending too much time in

execution after a piece of work has

been carefully planned. (The plan
ning is mostly done in the mechanical

drawing class.) Time is the one thing
which the practical farmer must learn
to economize. Nobody stands ready
to pay him forty to sixty cents an hour
for achieving perfection of workman

ship on a quick repair or construction

job. Neither can he afford to pay at

that rate for work that can be made
efficient and serviceable at a lesser
cost. One of the chief reasons why
needed improvements in buildings and
equipment are not made more rapidly
on the average farm is the prohibitive
cost of labor that is skilled—more or

less. The Farm Mechanics student

must, therefore, learn how to get

things done and as many things as

possible during his year of special

training in this line.

It is recognized that this sounds

much like an excuse or justification
for slovenly work. The high school

principal is sometimes alarmed at the

quantitative suggestion. It is true

that some work must be done "over"

until it comes up to a reasonable

standard of good execution. But a

piece of work in Farm Mechanics

must be judged by its purpose and its

efficiency. It is made to be used rather

than to be admired for the excellence

of its workmanship. Comparatively
little of the real mechanical work

done on the farm is to be varnished—

much of it may not even be painted;
but it should be correct in principle
and economically adapted to its pur

pose. The more of such work that

can be done in the year's course in the

high school, the better. Space will

not permit here an enumeration of the

topics that should be studied; the

syllabus referred to affords full in

formation to those who wish it.

As distinguished, then, from Manual

Training, the course in Farm Me

chanics is not closely graded, it aims
not so much at personal skill of hand
as at the understanding and applica
tion of mechanical principles in farm

work, and its products are designed
to be put to the test of practical use
rather than to satisfy mere esthetic

standards. It prefers, for example,
to produce a mechanically correct

"evener," rather than an artistically
correct dove-tailed joint on an inlaid

collar box. It builds a concrete walk
rather than a china closet. It designs
the model of a farm gate or a gasoline
engine rather than a hand loom. It

constructs a set of farmers' bulletin
cases rather than an ornamental pen
tray.

^

It makes a serviceable grafting
tool in preference to a carved paper
knife. It does not discourage skill
and good workmanship, but it saves

time to develop the "know how" to

attack all sorts of problems that the
handy man on the farm is expected to
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solve. It does not teach the "use of

tools" but it uses tools in the construc
tion of things that are themselves to be
used.

Parallel with this course in Farm

Mechanics is the related course in

Mechanical Drawing. It may seem

hard to say here that care should be

taken not to over-emphasize technical
skill and exactness. Mechanical Draw

ing is generally conceived as having
its chief value in this sort of discipline.
And repeated exercises for the sake of

greater skill may not, in this course,

constitute the positive hindrance that

they sometimes do under a wrong

conception of the course in Farm

Mechanics. But here again it must

be remembered that the time element

is not unlimited and that the purpose

of the work is not to develop profes
sional draftsmen. A penciled memo

randum sketch may often be more

serviceable to a busy farmer than an

elaborately executed mechanical draw

ing; but the better he learns how to

draw, the more serviceable his hasty
sketchesmay be. The principal caution
to be suggested relates rather to suitable

subject-matter in the drawing course.

It is not the purpose of the course in

Farm Mechanics and Drawing to train
students away from the farm. If some

of them learn through it to believe

that they are better fitted to become

carpenters, draftsmen, or machinists,
than practical farmers, the course will

still have had great value for them in

having enabled them to discover them

selves, and on its culture side, in

developing a better appreciation of

the modern farmer's problems.
As to the relative value of the Farm

Mechanics course in a four-year scheme

of high school agricultural instruction,
the State Education Department is

entirely willing to submit its judgment
to the test of time, provided only that

the right conception of the real purpose

and plan of the course is understood

by teachers, students and school

patrons. Already it has proved the

most popular feature of the entire

vocational course in agriculture. Set

at the beginning of the four years'

work, its attractiveness exerts a strong
pull upon the farm boy who is debating
whether, if he is to be "only a farmer,"
it is really worth while to take a high
school course at all. Preceded as this
work is by an elementary agricultural
course in the eighth year, the boy has a
proper background for his study of the
mechanics of farm work ; and with this

year's work outlined and covered in
the ninth grade, he may draw upon it
or extend it in any of the three years
that follow wherever he has need of

using his mechanical knowledge. Such

opportunities come naturally in con

nection with the study of tillage imple
ments, the construction of poultry
appliances, and in the use of potato

planters and diggers, spraying ma

chinery, cream separators, and other

devices that belong to the special
courses taught. Furthermore, if he is

not held too strictly to mere drill

exercises, he can acquire in the first

year the fundamentals of this entire

range of farm-mechanic interests, at a
time when they appeal to him strongly,
and when he is not yet adequately
prepared to take up the more theoretic
and scientific phases of agriculture that

properly come later in the high school

course.

Finally, the agricultural teacher who

is prepared to give correct and efficient

instruction in Farm Mechanics there

by proves his value to the community
more conclusively than he could by

any amount of advanced scientific

information that has not yet been

"reduced" to local practice. The

patron of the rural high school appre

ciates the teacher who can "do things"
with his hands, who can milk a cow,

harness a horse, and handle a plow.
And he especially appreciates and

expects this ability in the teacher of

agriculture. When the Farm Me

chanics class makes real things at

school that actually "work" when put

to practical application on the home

farm, the teacher has established in

the farmer'smind a hospitable attitude

toward the newer ideas of scientific

agriculture, which otherwise are often

met with a somewhat doubtful eye.
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THE TEN-YEAR PLAN FOR THE COLLEGE
OF AGRICULTURE

By Dudley Alleman, '14

AGRICULTURE has never at- laboratory work altogether The clc-

the world at w'as\^f^ *T ^^ °f^'^ * the^^the world at large as to-day, nor has course expected about ico students
it ever needed so much attention, but it has1 registered 306 and"edIn the past, little thought has been admission to 85. Plant-breedWlast
given to the future of the food supply year had 34 students and now has ^of the country, but of late it is be- with no more laboratory available
ginning to be seen that with the ex- These are but a few of the manv such
haustion of available lands m the examples of the crowded conditions of
west, and with our increased consump- the majority of classes
tion we will soon face new and grave The increased registration of regular
problems. Typical of this greatly four year students in some of the
increased interest m agriculture is the' principal departments is shown in the
growth of our college, and the general following table*
financial support it is receiving from

I9o8_09 T„

the state shows that our legislators Pomology .... 87 3Si

recognize the important role agri- Plant Pathology 51 I0S
culture will play in the future of our Farm Mechanics 107 14-

country. Farm Crops 40 146
In 1904 the College of Agriculture Entomology and Biology 281 658

at Cornell University became a state Animal Husbandry 105 427
college by an act of the legislature, Plant Breeding 34 168

appropriating a quarter of amillion dol- Home Economics 14 125
lars for new buildings and general ex- Plant Physiology 69 200

penses. The establishment of the col

lege as a state institution gave great In January 19 10, the "ten year
impetus to the work and set in motion plan" of the College of Agriculture
many additional kinds of effort. The was first proposed. The "ten year
number of students in attendance at plan" is the general scheme that was
the college is a true indicator of the first outlined for the purpose of putting
interest felt in the institution through- into graphic form the probable needs
out the state. The registration has of the College of Agriculture and the

greatly increased since the first appro- Veterinary College in the way of

priation. In 1904 it was 296; it has buildings, for the succeeding decade.

kept increasing year by year until in The outline of this plan was submitted

1908 it was 655. During the past year to the state legislature.
the total registration was 1,556. The legislature, realizing the need

This large registration has pro- of the greater facilities for teaching
duced a serious and critical condition, and experimental work, has broken all

In the Departments of Poultry Hus- records for the amount of appropria-
bandry, Plant Physiology, Plant Path- tion. The legislature authorized the

ology, Entomology, and Biology, many College of Agriculture to expend
have been denied admission. In many $917,000, of which $788,000 is im-

laboratories a number of students have mediately available. The Veterinary
been turned away for lack of room, College received $105,000, bringing the
and in agriculture, as in no other study, total up to $1,022,000. Of this

laboratory practice is essential. All amount, $329,000 is for the erection of

the laboratory space in the college is new buildings for the use of the De-

fully and continuously used, and yet partments of Forestry, Agronomy,
certain courses have had to discontinue and Animal Husbandry; $129,000 of
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this amount is not appropriated, but
the College is authorized to lay con

tracts for it. The following is the

distribution of the appropriation :

Est'd App'd

Heating plant $ 50,000 $ 50,000

Auditorium 113,000 138,000

Poultry Husbandry .... 90,000 90,000

Plant Industry 245,000 100,000

Home Economics 154,000 154,000

Greenhouses 50,000 30,000

Animal Husbandry .... 252,000 129,000

Chemistry 146,000
Horticulture 211,000

Entomology, Zoology . . 234,000

Dairy Industry 144,000

Agronomy 100,000 100,000

Rural Art 48,000
Farm Mechanics 133,000

Barns 19,000 20,000

$1,989,000 $811,000

In the case of the Poultry Hus

bandry building, the plan calls for

small buildings and appurtenances to

cost $19,000 which has not yet been
secured. With the appropriation of

this year, nine buildings will probably
be in course of construction at the

same time. In the future as one

passes through the Campus of the

College of Agriculture from west to

east, he will pass in succession the

following new buildings: the Audi
torium with class rooms, the Agronomy
extension, the Home Economics build
ing, the forestry section of the Plant

Industry building, the Poultry Hus

bandry building, the heating plant,
the headquarters building for Animal

Husbandry, the stock judging pavilion
and finally, the barns.
The Department of Forestry is to

have a section of the proposed Plant

Industry building. This building and
its wings will eventually house the

Departments of Plant Breeding, Plant
Physiology, Plant Pathology, Forestry,
and others. The forestry section will
be the first part of the building con

structed. It will be west of the

Poultry building near the Carnegie
Filtration

_

plant. The Forestry De
partment is now occupying a few rooms

in the basement of the main building.
In the fall this department will be

moved to the east end of the third floor

of the new Home Economics building.
For the construction of the Forestry
section the sum of $100,000 is ap

propriated.
A like amount is given by the state

for the building of an extension on the

Agronomy extension of the main col

lege group. The present Agronomy
building will form the stem of a "T,"
of which the addition will be the top, if

tentative plans are followed. As the

Dairy building already has an "L,"
the addition on the Agronomy building
will balance the group. A large lecture
room and several laboratories and

recitation rooms will probably be

provided by the addition.

The Department of Animal Hus

bandry receives the largest of these

appropriations. Its share of the total

contract is $129,000, of which $91,000
is for a laboratory pavillion and

$38,000 is for a judging pavillion.
These buildings will form the eastern

end of the agricultural quadrangle, now
bounded on the north by the Home

Economics building and on the south

by the main buildings of the college.
Besides the appropriations for build

ings, $265,000 is appropriated for the

current expenses of the college, and

$141,000 in what is known as the

supply bill. Of this, $50,000 is for

extension work on farms and with the

farmers of the state; $30,000 is for

equipping the Home Economics build

ing; $15,000 is for equipping the

Poultry Husbandry building; $10,000
is for additions, etc.; $10,000 is for

grading and walks; $4,000 is for
Summer School; $20,000 is for provid
ing extra instruction in physics and

chemistry; and $2,000 for investigat
ing the diseases of gladioli and other
bulbous plants.
The home economics and poultry

buildings and the central heating
plant will be completed next fall, and
will relieve the congestion in the main
college buildings. If the auditorium
is ready for occupancy by the opening
of the short course in December, most
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of the departments will have enough
room during the winter. The crowded
condition of the dairy building will be
relieved by the poultry department
moving into its own building and the

department of rural art moving into
the home economics building. In the
main building the room vacated by the
departments of home economics and

forestry can be occupied at once.

When the heating plant is moved and
the auditorium completed, the present
auditorium of the main building will

be used as a library. The book
stacks will be in the present boiler

room.

The new horse barn will be com

pleted early in the summer. The

architects are now at work on the plans
for the Agronomy extension, the

Forestry section, and the two Animal

Husbandry buildings.
The new buildings are of fireproof

construction, being among the best

buildings on the Campus. The

grounds of the college will necessarily
be in a very unfinished condition for
several years; but it is hoped that the
western end of the compound will be

put into complete condition next year

and the year after. The western "end
of the road running east and west

from the University Library, in front
of the buildings, will be put in condi

tion this summer, and some of the

tree planting has already been done.

WESTERN TILLAGE METHODS IN HUMID

AGRICULTURE

By Alfred Atkinson

Agronomist at Montana State College, Bozeman, Mont.

V17TTHIN the temperate zone, agri- arid west, and the methods which

cultural land areas are com- have led to these successes are of

monly classified on the amount of the interest.

precipitation. Various divisions have The semi-arid or dry farming west

been suggested, but the custom of extends over a wide range of territory
considering localities as humid, with and includes a variety of conditions.

over 20 inches precipitation; as semi- The annual precipitation varies from

arid with less than 20 and over 12; 12 to 20 inches. The distribution of

and as arid with less than 12, is now this, which is an important factor, is

pretty generally followed. Previous different in different localities. In

to a rather recent period, semi-arid some of the sections west of the Rocky
and arid areas were considered as of Mountains, a large percentage of the

value for grazing purposes only. The moisture falls during the winter

sad experience of some pioneer western months. In other sections 60 percent

crop raisers had seemed to prove that of the precipitation comes during
the country was too dry to make crop April, May, June and July. The dis-

raising profitable. tribution of moisture supply influences

During the past twenty years, the the cropping system and tillage
increase in population, the back to the methods.

land movement, and the human tend- The average annual precipitation in

ency to go west, have resulted in the the humid central and eastern states is

settlement for farming purposes of from 28 to 50 inches. Some years

much of the western grazing land. A when rather general drought losses are

certain percentage of the settlers have reported, the records show a moisture

failed. A large number have met with supply amounting to 30 inches. The

a fair degree of success. A few have fact that thrifty agricultural communi-

been highly successful. The returns ties are established and comfortable

on these successful farms indicate homes maintained in localities of

agricultural possibilities in the semi- uniformly less than 18 inches sug-
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early as a seed bed can properly be

made, the land is double disked and in

some cases rolled or packed. When

packing is done harrowing follows

immediately. The cultivation is de

signed to prevent unnecessary
moisture

loss by maintaining a surface mulch,

and the seed bed is packed to bring

the upper seed bed layer in close

contact with the moist lower soil layers.

Throughout the corn belt and small

grain states of the humid area, the

practice, all too common, is to leave

the corn ground or fall plowed fields

several days or even several weeks after

the soil is in condition for cultivation

before any tillage is given. During
this time moisture is being rapidly
lost. The soil which contained a

high moisture content to a depth of

8 to 10 feet loses the moisture until

only the upper 3 or 4 feet contain

available water for growing plants.
When the dry period comes, and the

water necessary for growth is not sup

plied from above, it is not present to be

suppli ed from below . The result is ser

ious reduction in yield and drought
losses are reported. Had the unneces

sary loss in April been prevented the

equally unnecessary loss in July and

August would not have been recorded.

A second feature of semi-arid soil

cultivation which would bear more

general imitation is the tillage im

mediately following the plow in spring

MONTANA-GROWN MACARONI WHEAT GROWN WITHOUT IRRIGATION.

FLAX GROWN IN 6>2 INCHES OF PRECIPITA

TION DURING GROWING SEASON

gests the possibility of preventing these

drought losses.

For the dry land farmer, prompt
and thorough spring tillage is of the

highest importance. The moisture

which the soil contains when spring

opens up must be held if a paying crop
is to mature. As soon as the soil is

dry enough, all fall plowed land is

given thorough surface tillage. To

get over the fields quickly and stop the

loss of moisture the land is harrowed.

In case of rain a second harrowing is

given.
Before planting, which is usually as
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plowing. The practice in many humid
sections is to plow all of the field and

then go back to "work it down."

When moisture conservation is ac

cepted as the governing essential,
tillage is completed as the plowing
proceeds. The land is harrowed or in

the case of sod is disked as soon as the

furrows are turned. This retains the

moisture, prevents baking and sets

aside the possibility of a condition

where the land needs "working down."
In practice two methods are gener

ally followed to give prompt cultiva

tion after plowing. One of these is to

attach a small rotary disk to the plow.
This cultivates the two furrows last

turned. Another plan is to hitch a

horse to one section of a harrow and

have this horse walk on the plowed
land beside the plow team. When the

plowing is finished a surface mulch

has been established.

For theman who is raising live-stock

one of the perplexing problems is the

question of pasture supply. It is not

difficult to arrange for sufficient pasture
if there is enough rainfall. By provid

ing green crops to be fed when pastures
are short, it is not difficult to provide in

case of a dry season. The uncertainty
makes it a problem to know how to

arrange any particular year.

Observations in irrigated regions
lead to the conclusion that an irriga-
gation system in the pasture field is the

only absolutely satisfactory method of

solving the pasture tillage problem.
Water cannot be accumulated in the

pasture to provide against a dry
period. The only method is to ac

cumulate in streams or in reservoirs

and turn on the supply when rainfall

becomes inadequate. In many sec

tions watermay be supplied from wells.

In other cases reservoirs in narrow

ravines, will make possible the holding
of spring flood waters. Where creeks

maintain a supply through the season

it is frequently possible to convey

water to the fields by means of gravity
ditches.

Where dams have to be built and

pumping plants provided the initial

outlay may be considerable. How

ever, to be able to maintain the pastures
at their maximum carrying capacity
makes for certainty in the organization
and much higher average returns

from the live stock. During the

season of ample rainfall the irrigation

plant costs nothing for operation.
For the season of drought a full supply
of grass is assured and losses from the

reduced condition of the live stock are

prevented.

POTATOES, 7>^ INCHES RAINFALL DURING GROWING SEASON.



THE NEW LAZY CLUB BUILDING

By A. C. Beal

Assistant Professor of Horticulture, Cornell University

TN a large, rapidly growing institu- attendants at its meetings. It has
1

tion, it is impossible to develop a warm place in the hearts of scores of

the social side of college life as it horticulturists now making name and

exists in the small college. It is the fame throughout the United States,

influence of helpful, inspiring instruc- her dependencies and Canada. When

tors and the friendship formed that the old greenhouse range was torn

are prized by all college men long after down, it was felt that the homely
the subjects taught have been for- little building in which the Club met

gotten. The class spirit which serves should be preserved as an historic

to strengthen the fraternal bond be- landmark of the old College of Agri-
tween members of the various classes culture, as well as a center of senti-

in the small college is not found in the mental interest. The building was

large institution except as it is fostered preserved intact and will be moved to

by athletics. That this influence may the new site assigned by Director

not be wholly lost the group or club Bailey. This will be associated with

system has developed. the new range of glass and near the

The greatest hindrance to the attain- main group of agricultural buildings.
ment of this ideal on the part of the It is proposed to enlarge the Lazy
clubs is that these organizations usu- Club headquarters, incorporating the

ally meet in classrooms hedged about old building into a structure of larger
by certain official restrictions and in size and more pleasing design. In

the class room atmosphere. The or- cooperation with the Department of

ganization has no opportunity to LandscapeArt, plans have been worked
provide the proper setting for its out. The old club room, preserved in

meetings, consequently there is not its original form, will be used as a

that informality which is so necessary library and reading room. The new

to place every one at ease. club room will accommodate our pres-
If the clubs could have small build- ent attendance, although no attempt

ings, of such design as is expressive has been made to popularize the Lazy
of their work and purpose, in which Club. It will continue, as always, for
they could hold their meetings, no theman of broad horticultural instincts.
doubt they would be more effective It is fitting that the Lazy Club, the
than they now are. Each club could pioneer of all the agricultural organiza-
so furnish its quarters as to give the tions in the College of Agriculture,
distinctive atmosphere so much needed should lead the new movement. The
m all these organizations. Then the Director has agreed to find half the
student and instructor could meet on a money necessary to establish the club
common footing in friendly discussion house on the new site. Unquestion-
of topics of common interest and there- ably a large majority of the former

by strengthen the bonds of friendship members would like to express their
that would be an abiding memory good will toward the famous Club by
throughout the life of each. contributing something toward its
This plan may soon be realized, re-establishment. That the members

The Lazy Club, the oldest organization may have an idea of the situation,
m the College of Agriculture, long en- circular letters have been prepared
joyed the distinction of having its own and mailed to all those whose address
club room which was the center of is known. The contributions already
interest to all persons who were lovers received from the very few who have

?lP i u /or more than fifteen years been aware of the plans being made
this club has dispensed information, have been most gratifying to the
good cheer, and friendship among the committee.

"



THE COUNTRY CHURCH IN RELATION TO
THE RURAL COMMUNITY

By Stanley A. McKay, D.D.
Gasport, N. Y.

^pHE
recent wide discussion of the principles. The need of exercisingrelation of the church to the these principles is felt by many who

community indicates a deep convic- would differ widely as to their source
tion that the church is a potent factor Yet so thoroughly are the purest
m our modern life, and that so far moral principles intertwined with the
from the age outgrowing it, there may christian religion that men at once
now be opening before the church judge the one by its incorporation
wider ranges of activity and greater with the other, i.e., a religion without
opportunities for service than it has morality is false and morality without
heretofore entered upon. This view, religion has no sufficient nor adequate
shared by nearly all writers, may well standard. It has thus come to pass
be considered by students interested in that men look to the church for the
the forces which hereafter are to affect best interpretation of morality and
the rural life of this country. What demand from it such interpretation as

conditions then, in a rural community, shall stand the severest test of human

may the country church, if true to it- experience.
self, be expected to meet and minister An imperative need today is a

to? strong setting forth, by the church in
First: The deepest needs, the the rural districts, of principles of

noblest aspirations, and the most morality. The old time idea that the

powerful motives of men are religious, morality of the country is greatly
The very essence of Christianity is superior to that of the city is forever

religion. The primal and necessary past. The advent of the rural mail

activity of the church, both in service delivery has brought the great city
to men and in truth to its foundation daily newspaper into almost every

elements, is the proclamation and home. Its stories of vice and evil

propagation of religious truth. Its are discussed and thought over every-
domain of transcendant benefaction is where.

of things religious, spiritual, and During the next year those who

eternal. study the moral conditions of rural

In this propagation of religious life will be awakened to find that the

truth—the carrying of it into the gambling habit, expressed in terms of

hearts and lives of men—the church ante-election bets, is strongly in-

not only best fulfills the purpose of trenched in country districts. The

its existence, but supplies a need met morals of these communities cannot be

by no other agency known to men. said to be improving in any satis-

Anything that promotes this service factory way, and the actual deteriora-

of the church adds to its efficiency tion of much of our rural population,
and should be encouraged, while any- along these lines, is amatter of serious

thing that detracts from its spiritual and portentious import for the future.

influence or religious activity is to be We are told that the hired man who

dreaded and avoided. once cooperated faithfully and intelli-

Second : The next great need ofmen gently with his employer is no longer
is to transmute religious truth into to be found, while in far toomany cases

terms of every day life, that is, to live the son of the employer because of evil
it in our relations to other men. It habits and lowering tendencies will

has been found that the best, the only never be able to fill his father's place.
practical way to do this is to put into To check all this, to turn the ten-

effect certain precepts known as moral dencies of rural life upward as they
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ought to be, and can be, we need a

clearer, stronger inculcation of mor

ality by our country churches. The

church must stand four square to every

moral principle, and must make its

influence for good felt in active and

unrelenting opposition to all forms of

evil, both public and individual. We

are told that this may be done in the

school. Not so in rural districts.

The young and inexperienced person

usually employed as teacher is not

fitted for the task. The presentation
of moral principles by a church is best

accomplished through a congregation
of mature people supposedly led by a

pastor of strong intelligent convictions,
and it is the province of such a country
church to serve the community by a

strong and aggressive setting forth of

high moral ideals, and such a conserv

ing of moral principles as shall promote
the highest type of private life and of

public citizenship.
Third: The question yet remains

as to what activities the church may

enter upon to best realize its influence

upon the community. For the most

part and happily there is no large
class of the "submerged tenth" in the

rural districts calling for such activity
as is indicated by the term slum work.

There are, however, individual cases

where the hand of charity may find

helpful service and it may be said that

generally these needs are reasonably
well met. Abundant avenues for ser

vice are open, in the case of the sick,
and in cases of personal affliction.

That church is not wise which leaves

this form of helpfulness entirely in the

hands of fraternal orders. The church

has its duty, which done will not lessen

good will nor the spirit of cooperation
anywhere.
No hard and fast rule for any special

activity, applicable at all times and

places, can be laid down. In one

field a reading room may meet public
needs with great benefit and success,
while in other fields the public needs

may lie in entirely different direc

tions.

One great opportunity for good in a

rural community is the educative

value of an organization conducted

on a high plane of strict business

principles. The church in its financial

management ought to be as clear cut

and as well conducted as the best of our

banking houses. A sad lack of busi

ness management has brought many a

church into public disfavor and has

wrecked not a few. Such churches

have not only suffered themselves but

have lost the opportunity for inculcat

ing such business principles into the

minds of the young under their

influence. This real fact of experience
is rarely taken into account when

business men ask that business princi

ples be incorporated into the financial

activities of the church.

It may be said, then, that the activi

ties of the church should be marked

by an alert regard for the present needs
of the community and by real effort

to supply such needs. Along social

lines it should minister freely and wise

ly, never forgetting that humanity
has real, social needs that somehow

will be met as long as men and women

are social beings. Happy is that church
which will so serve the people that

cordial good will and fraternity shall

characterize the life of that com

munity.
The spirit and influence of the activi

ties of the church should be such as to

leave upon the minds of those to

whom it ministers an abiding impres
sion that in these things the church is

moved not alone nor primarily to seek

its own welfare but theirs; that it is

not a sponge to absorb but a fountain

to give forth. The church that seeks

thus to serve the public will soon find

enough to engage all its activities of

helpfulness and will not lack those who
will fly as doves to its windows for

such help as shall make for betterment

of life here and hope for a life hereafter.



KERRY AND DEXTER CATTLE

By C. S. Plumb

Professor of Animal Husbandry, Ohio State University

1?0R many years there has existed in
"

Ireland two breeds of small cattle.

One of them, the Kerry, is black of

color, and is purely a dairy breed.

The Kerry has been bred in Ireland

for a very long time, and nothing
definite is known of its origin. It has

occupied an important place in the

farm economy of south-west Ireland,

where it is found in largest numbers

today. Probably no breed of cattle

has been bred under such conditions

of poverty as this, and it is doubtful if

any other can thrive on such meagre

rations as this one of Irish production.
The other, known as the Dexter,

frequently called Dexter-Kerry, is

usually black, though red is not un

common. This is one of the smallest

breeds of cattle known. This breed

is said, to have originated in Ireland

through the efforts of a Mr. Dexter,

who developed it through selection.

Claims have also been made that the

Dexter is the result of a cross of

Kerry bulls on Shorthorn cows, but

there is no good authority for this

statement.

While the Kerry is essentially a dairy
breed, the Dexter is adapted to both

milk and beef production. The Kerry
bull should not weigh over one thou

sand pounds and nine hundred is the

limit on standard size of mature cows.

The Dexter averages about one hun

dred pounds lighter in weight for both

bulls and cows. The tendency is to

produce a small class of Dexters, and

some very beautiful females weigh

right around five hundred pounds.
At the shows, one may see many

Dexters that do not stand higher than

forty inches.

The usual question of a man inquir

ing about a little known breed is one

of profit. Does this or that breed pay ?

These Irish breeds are but little

known in America, yet specimens
reached our shores many years ago.

In 1859 five two year old Kerry heifers

and a bull were imported for Arthur

W. Austin at West Roxbury, Mass.

These, it is claimed were the first to

be exhibited in America, and at the

time they attracted much attention in

Massachusetts. They were excellent

A PRIZE WINNING KERRY COW.
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producers of milk and very hardy.
At intervals since then, both Kerry
and Dexter cattle have been brought
to this country in a very small way.

Recently, however, there has been a

great increase in interest, and quite a

number of cattle have been imported.
This resulted in the organization in

191 1 of the American Kerry and

Dexter Cattle Club, with headquarters
at Columbus, Ohio. There are also

associations representing these breeds

in both England and Ireland.
The milk producing capacity of the

Kerry is very good, when one considers
the size of the cows and cost of keep.
There are various records of cows

producing 5000 pounds or more a year,
the best record within my knowledge
being made by Babraham Belle, in

England at the famous Babraham

Farm of Mr. C. R. W. Adeane. This

cow produced 1220 gallons of milk, or

about 10,000 pounds. Kerry milk

tests about 4.25 per cent fat, an excel

lent grade. Professor James Long, a

noted English agricultural authority,

has called attention to the producing

capacity of the breed, and has espec

ially emphasized the improvement
made in this respect.
The Dexter is an interesting little

breed, and many of the cows have

remarkable udders. At the last Na

tional Dairy Show, Mr. Marsh, the

noted Guernsey breeder of Iowa, spent
some time with the writer, looking
over the Dexter cows exhibited there by
Howard Vanderbilt and the Elmendorf

Farm, and was much impressed with

the udder and milk vein development.
Mr. Gould has had very interesting
records made in his herd, one Dexter

cow yielding in 19 10 a total of 8268

pounds of milk. Mr. Robertson of

Ireland recently sent me a photograph
of a Dexter cow that was making
22 quarts of milk daily, which is a

good size yield for a cow of 1200

pounds. This little Dexter cow stood

just about 36 inches high, estimating
by the height of a man alongside. I

think such a producer must yield
milk and butter fat at a minimum cost.

DEXTER COW, GORT SUNBEAM, 2ND—24 (2285E) IMP.
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A SUMMER IN THE WEST

By H. G. Honeywell, '1j

T AST spring, five Cornell students wheat but by hunting work while
conceived the idea of "doing" others waited for work to hunt them

the great wheat belt of the United all had places before night at $2.50
States. They sent letters to state per day. This was the last time

employment bureaus and commission all the five men were together
bureaus in the effort to line up a full until they returned to college in the
summer's work in the wheat as it fall.

ripened
_

from Kansas to Canada. Wheat harvest in the west is quite
They laid and carried out plans to be different from that in the east. The
in the wheat belt of western Kansas outfit consists of a header, a machine

ready for work on June 20th. Four pushed by six or eight horses having a

days were spent on the journey, one at fourteen foot cut, a table carrier and a

Buffalo, one at Chicago, chiefly in the reel; two two-horse barges or wagons
stock yards and the great packing having long boxes six feet high on

houses of Swift & Co., and Armour & one side and two feet on the other;
Co. From the Kansas State em- and six men with forks, one to ride the

ployment Bureau they learned that header, one to stack the heads and two

the Southwest had had three weeks of men for each barge. One barge is

very dry, hot weather which had loaded under the carrier of the header

burned the wheat crop so that much while the heads are being pitched out of
of it would never be harvested. All the other onto the stack. Two oblong
the men who had come to help in the stacks containing the heads from

two states where work was ordinarily about 25 acres are built side by
plentiful had thronged into this belt side so that the thrashing separator

looking for work. Harvest was well can be placed between them and both

under way. stacks thrashed at the same time.

Against the advice of the employ- Thirty acres is considered a fair day's
ment bureaus the intrepid students harvesting. The weather last year in

took their chances and went to Belpre. Kansas during harvesting was excel-

There they found more men than lent. The temperature averaged about
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no° in the shade but where the work

was going on it was above 1200.

By Saturday two of the students

were "burned' out" and started for

Kansas City. The other three all on

different ranches stayed a little more

than a week longer, then thinking

they would like a thrasher's job, took

observation lessons for a few days
after which they willingly left the

country for the North.

First they came to Kansas City but

stopped only to get an outside view of

the block outside the Union Depot
notorious as having a greater number

of saloons than any other one block in

America, every saloon has its street

crier. From Kansas City they went

up the Missouri River Valley to

Omaha, then to Sioux City. This

strip of country three hundred miles

long and about five miles wide is for

the most part a continuous field of

gigantic corn, broken into by an

occasional wheat field, or pasture

triple in size to what we Easterners

are used to seeing. Not being early
enough for harvest in the vicinity of

Sioux City, for the drought had affect

ed all of the middle west as far north

as Fargo, North Dakota, they went on
to Sioux Falls, Granite Falls and then

to Hazel Run where they worked

six days. To make sure of being
in wheat at the next stop they
headed for Grand Forks, N. D. There

was grain to be sure but it was not

ripe. Here a former instructor in the

Cornell Farm Mechanics Department,
then attending the fair at Grand Forks
came to their aid, obtaining for them

jobs of leading Galloway cattle at the
fair from a stockman to whom they
afterward hired for a month. Part of
the month was spent in harvesting
and threshing and the remainder in

waiting for it to stop raining. On

September third they started east by
way of Duluth and by boat through
the Great Lakes landing in Buffalo
with tougher feet and fifty cents gain
as their summer wages.
In the meanwhile, to the two stu

dents who had come to Kansas City

first, the western adventure looked

rather gloomy. They spent two days
hunting any kind of work, then one

worked in a city dairy and the other

weeded garden, but neither job lasted

long. From the dairy the writer

went to Swift & Company's packing
house yards starting as cart driver

collecting meat racks, and in three

weeks he had a sample of nearly all

the duties a driver is called upon to

perform in the plant.
Soon the three remaining members

of the party, being unable to find work,
started for St. Louis. But work in St.

Louis was scarce and pay day was al

ways a week away. Turning to the

East their next problem was to reach

home. Now having become expert

travelers, four days' time and the

expenditure of a very small sum of

money brought them to Indianapolis.
Here they were met by eastern capital
and soon reached home none the

richer but truly wiser.

On the 13th day of July the writer

started north alone through the Mis

souri Valley bound for Minneapolis,
but in no hurry, traveling only in the

day time and but few hours a day.
Stopping for a day each, at Omaha,
Sioux City and Sioux Falls, and looking
for work, but a job could scarcely
be bought. Then after a week's travel

ing he stopped at Minneapolis with

only 23 cents in his pockets. Here

the sky was clear and work plenty.
Since vacation was growing short it

was necessary to move homeward.

Accordingly in themiddle of September
this trip was completed and a net

profit of ten dollars realized for the

summer.

Anyone contemplating a trip
through the United States wheat belt
will see by the preceding that it is

best to have a well established cor

respondence with a base of finance,
as things do not at all times work for
the apparent good of man. Yet if you
will ask any of these fellows whether

they consider such a trip worth the
while you will get a decided answer

in the affirmative.



EXPERIENCE ON THE FARM

By E. S. Guthrie

Instructor in Dairy Industry, Cornell University

T^HERE are certain essentials neces- The advantages that a farm trained
■■■

sary for the success of a manager ; boy has over the one who has not

among which are character, knowledge worked and lived on the farm are

of the business, and ability to manage many. It is unfortunate in our College
men. of Agriculture that our farm boys
The second named essential natur- cannot use their training to count

ally must be mentioned as a requisite toward entrance. In this our city
of the leader in any business. This is boys who have had access to good
the one to which the writer shall schools have had the advantage. But

confine his attention. there is one thing which the writer

It cannot be expected that a farm fully believes should be done which

manager, who has never harnessed nor would not be an injustice to the boy
cared for a horse in any way could who has not been on the farm, and

command the respect and confidence which would help to make our teaching
of his teamster. The herdsman ex- better and the results far more satis-

pects his superior to know cattle, factory, i.e.; demand for entrance to

This leader of the work on the farm our College of Agriculture to the

should have had sufficient work with courses leading to work on the farm

a team to know when it is being care- that a man be farm born and raised

fully cared for and when it is doing a or have the experience of two full

full day's work. Likewise he should year's work on a farm after the age of

appreciate careful work on the part of sixteen. If the city boy has difficulty

the herdsman. Similar knowledge re- in finding a desirable farmer with

garding other details of the business whom to work let him pay that farmer

must be known by experience. tuition for a short time until he learns

The question may well be asked, how to labor on the farm. It is no

when should a man get experience on more than the farm boy is doing when

the farm and the necessary acquaint- he goes to school, for at present he

ance with farm methods? It would is often compelled to stand the expense

seem that the proper time for obtaining of one to three years and often more
in

such knowledge should be before a training himself in the city tor our

student has entered college or at least entrance requirements.

not later than the first summer after Some of the readersmay wonder why

entrance. It is very necessary in most
the writer is not advising students

of the courses that have relation in dairying to work in creameries,

directly to work on the farm that the cheese factories, etc., before becoming

student know the difference between a students of agriculture in the Depart
brow band and a ham string, a reach ment of Dairy Industry If such is the

and a neck-yoke, an end-gate and a case the reader does
^appreciate

side-board. It is to say the least that the largest V^nt^e oijhe
embarrassing, for a graduate of a difficulties of '^^^^^^
College of Apiculture to have to learn manufacturing^™<*J^£
from the farm laborer things that are farms. It is absol^p^c!ffL r°I
being taught to boys in knee breeches, the successful management of a da ry

But whether a graduate or a freshman plant that depends
on

ttefera^te
or a youngster in short trousers the the raw product that a man

^become
common things on the farm and in acquainted with farm

™^s ^
farm life must be learned before a per- getting actually in touch with

son can properly manage a farm.
them.
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The state legislature,
The at its last session,

Appropriations passed appropriation
bills for the College

of Agriculture amounting to $917,000
of which $788,000 is immediately
available. This appropriation is near

ly double that of any previous year and

provides for additional buildings and

equipment which will greatly relieve

present crowded conditions.

The general public thruout the

country recognizes an awakening
among the agricultural people to a

realization of the fact that the success

ful farmer of the future must have the

best of chances for a broad, scientific
and efficient education. In increasing
the appropriations to the college, the

legislators of the state give a substan

tial testimonial that they approve the

work of the college, and that they
believe the state should aid in increas

ing the scope of the work which the

college is doing.

The University Trus-

Degrees tees, at a recent meet

ing, approved the

recommendation of the Faculty of

Agriculture and of the University

Faculty to grant hereafter the degree

of Bachelor of Science instead of

Bachelor of Science in Agriculture for

the completion of the agricultural

course. Graduates of the college this

year were allowed to choose either the

degree of Bachelor of Science in Agri

culture or that of Bachelor of Science.

The popularity of the change of degrees

is indicated by the fact that 77 of the

85 graduates favored the shorter

degree. For some time it has been felt

that this change would be desirable.

The agricultural course is primarily a

scientific course rather than a pro

fessional or technical course. More

over, the degree of Bachelor of Science

in Agriculture does not fit landscape

art, forestry, home economics and

certain other of our courses.

The Trustees also established the

degree of Master in Forestry. This

degree will be conferred upon students

who have completed five years of

forestry study in the College of

Agriculture and the Graduate School.

In addition to the establishment of

these degrees, it was decided that a

Master's degree, the exact title of

which is not yet settled, should be

given for the completion of five years

of work in the department of landscape
art.

Dean Bailey sailed

Dean Bailey for Europe on May

21, where he will en

joy two months of much needed rest.

While abroad he expects to make a-

study of European agriculture and

of country-life movements. He car

ries with him the best wishes of The
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Countryman and the student body
for a pleasant and*prosperous sojourn.

One of the greatest,

Students' if not the greatest

Responsibility problem that con

fronts the College of

Agriculture today, is how to make the

agricultural public place confidence in

its graduates. The average farmer has

little faith in the college man; as an

example of this, one of the depart
ments of the college sent out a circular

letter to farmers thruout the state,

regarding student help for the summer.

Of the few that took the trouble to

answer, the great majority showed

only too plainly that they had

little regard for the ability of college
students on the farm. The students

themselves are to a considerable extent

responsible for this condition. A large
Qumber have taken positions where

they have been unable or unwilling to

do the work expected of them. They

have lacked the sense of responsibility
to their employers, . the college, and

themselves.

On the other hand, several fruit

growers in the central part of the state,

who employed students during the

winter and spring vacations, were more

than pleased with both the quantity

and quality of the work they did.

Indeed, this has been the experience of

a great number of farmers thruout the

state. Those students who are work

ing this summer to gain agricultural

experience, will have an opportunity to

greatly influence the opinion of far

mers in regard to the value of student

services on the farm. No one should

ao anything that will reflect discredit

to the Alma Mater, and everyone

should work for others as hard, if not

harder, than he would for himself. In

this way only, can he ever hope to be of
fullest service to the community.

In order to afford

A New Type those persons wishing
of Farm further opportunity
Train to study given farm

problems adequate
instruction with necessary teaching
material at hand, the traveling school

of agriculture has been introduced as

an outgrowth of the farm train idea.

As will be recalled, the typical farm

train of former years made a hurried

tour through a given section of the

country, stopping only a half hour or

an hour in a place. In this brief time

a few short talks or lectures were given

to arouse the interests of the people to

ways of self-help. The farm train has

served its purpose admirably; it has

called the attention of farmers through

out the state and other states to the

work which is being done along agri

cultural lines in the colleges and in

experimental stations.

The traveling extension school is a

distinct step in advance of the farm

train in that the effort is made to carry

actual teaching direct to the people on

the farms. With this end in view,

railroad passenger cars are equipped

with tables, chairs, microscopes and

laboratory materials so that a short

course of study may be carried on in

the school. Instead of stops of an

hour or less in a town, classes of

twenty-five to fifty persons in each
car

are instructed for a course extending

over a day or several days as arranged.

This gives an opportunity for instruc

tion in subjects which require special

demonstration material and a con

siderable period of time for proper

presentation. Thus far the College of

Agriculture has conducted two such
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schools and has found them eminently
successful. The establishment of

these traveling schools marks the

beginning of a newer and broader field

of agricultural extension work.

At the last Assembly,
Our Dean Bailey express-

Assemblies ed the sentiment that

the Assembly was no

longer filling a real need in the col

lege, and that its abolishment might
be advisable. However, we feel that

the sentiment of the student body
will strongly oppose the discontinuance

of these monthly gatherings of stu

dents and faculty which have come

to be traditional in the College of

Agriculture. These Assemblies are in

the first place instructive and inspir

ing, and in this they fulfill a direct

need. We come here not only to

acquire technical knowledge but also

to obtain a broad university education

along agricultural lines. Where is there

a better opportunity to learn of the

movements being put forward for the

betterment of country life than in

these monthly meetings ? Further

more, an evening spent at an Assem

bly is highly refreshing to the student

and carries his mind from the prob
lems of the class-room to the broader

aspects of agriculture. But the great

est argument in favor of the assembly
is that it affords an informal meeting

place where all the students may

mingle on common grounds. We sin

cerely believe that the Assemblies in

filling these needs are of direct and

definite service to both students and

faculty.

Seniors—The Senior Class pictures
are now ready for you at the photo

graphers.

KEY TO FRONTISPIECE

Seniors in the College of Agriculture

70 Aherne, Marg. W.

5 Auchter, E. C.

44 Austin, B. H.

65 Baker, Miss Dee

46 Barnes, Hattie

52 Barss, A. F.

13 Bell, C. A.

35 Bentley, G. E.
69 Bernays, E. L.
47 Boice, Myrtle B.

31 Brew, J. D.

59 Browning, Clara
48 Burdick, R. T.
84 Butler, G. M.
28 Carpenter, D. C.
81 Cavert, W. L.

19 Clothier, F. H.
33 Cornue, C. C.
1 1 Coryell, J.
3 Crofoot, H. K.
12 Crounse, S. H. Jr.
99 Dalrymnle, C. O.
79 Dibble, H. E.
66 Dudley, Mildred

54 Dunn, Ada
86 Elder, David

4 Emblelon, H.

77 Emmons, C. E.
58 Faure, J. C.
82 Fors, A.
88 Fugett, J. R.

14 Gecrgeson, V. L.
95 Goodman, A. M.

75 Grenier, T. J. H.
73 Guldin, P. R.
7 Hamilton, G. H.

15 Hampton, R. H.
91 Hardenburg, E. V.
89 Haselton,Wm. D.

87 Hausle, J. P.
50 Hook, W. H.

67 Hunn, Anna E.
90 Hunt, Theo. M.
22 Ihde, W. C.

96 Knapp, H. B.
23 Knibloe, W. E.

39 Kraker, J. L.
25 Lacy, F.'H.
101 Ladd, C. E.

1 Lattin, J. D. B.
78 Law, J.

60 Leffeits, R. S.
26 Lewis, E. T.

71 Markell, E. L.

42 Maxon, E. T.

9 McCloskev, J. B.
41 McTarnaghan, T.
98 Mendoza, J. P. Jr.
29 Mitchell, C. E.
38 Munger, H. B.
6 Nanz, R. S.
80 Newlander, C. E.
2 Otis, J. C.

62 Pearson, F. A.
] 00 Peck, Gilbert W.

93 Peterson, E. W.

56 Polhemus, L. H.
57 Pritchard, L. C.
85 Rappleye, W. S.

32 Rockefeller, V. H.
10 Rockwell, K. D.
63 Rogers, F. E.
30 Rogers, H. B. Jr.
68 Sands, H. C.
74 Selecter. I.

40 Smith, E. P.

43 Smith, F. A. C.

64 Smith, O. W.

51 Snodgrass, L. I.
16 Sprague, Theo.

45 Stark, P. C.

92 Stevenson, S. H.
8 Stimson, S. N.

34 Strahan, J. L.

97 Stow, W. K.

37 Switzer, H. B.

24 Temple, C. R.

27 Tenny, F. A.

55 Tilbury, M. Ruth

49 Tsou, Y. H.
61 Tyson, B.

17 VanBuren,H. L.

36 VanKleek, J. R.
18 Ward, D. D.

76 Washburn, R. S.

83 White, A. H.
20 White, H. L.

72 White, S. H.
21 Whitney, N. J.
94 Wilson, W. R.

53 Wooster, C. G.
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CAMPUS NOTES

The last assembly of the year was

held onMay 1 6th. After selections by
the Glee Club and Albert Horner, Jr.,
Dean Bailey spoke in part as follows:

"When you who are Seniors leave col

lege, you must not stop growing. The

world is full of dead people who are still

living. Have an enthusiasm for life,

not a fidgety enthusiasm but a quiet
enthusiasm which accomplishes results.

Do not be too impatient for worldly

goods. The great end of education is

to produce scholars and to improve
the human species.
"Materially our college has pros

pered during the past year. The regis
tration has been 1,556 and we will

probably register 250 in the summer

school. There are now 34 or 35 full

professorships. The college has now

nine buildings in the course of con

struction. I do not mean that we

ought to be satisfied with material

development.
"Everything people do can be put

in

an educational form and this form

should always be subject to change.

I am wondering whether agricultural
education when it is solidified will

not be challenged. Learning counts

for little unless it is adapted to life.

Religion and education have always

been conservative. The man who

advocates the new is called a heretic

lacking in faith and culture. Culture

coversmany sins. Can we not develop

culture in agricultural education if

the subjects are taught as they should

be?

"Success in agricultural education

depends on motive and motion. It

depends on the spirit which comes out

of the organization, the subjectmatter,
the executive control and the labora

tory effectiveness. But unless agricul
tural education is threaded with the

spirit of service it cannot be the means

of great benefit to the human race."
* * *

The following appointments have

been made in the College of Agri
culture :

L. J. Cross, Assistant Professor in

the Department of Agricultural Chem

istry; W. A. Riley, Professor of Insect

Morphology and Parasitology; G. W.

Herrick, Professor of Economic En

tomology; Robert Matheson, Assist

ant Professor of Biology; G. C. Em

body, Assistant Professor of Aquicul-

ture; M. J. Prucha, Instructor in

Plant Physiology; G. R. Hill, Jr.,

Instructor in Plant Physiology; Chas.

Gregory, Instructor in Plant Pathol

ogy; C. P. Smith, Instructor in Plant

Pathology; I. T. Francis, Assistant in

Plant Pathology; Charles Chupp,

Assistant in Plant Pathology; R. Y.

Winters, Instructor in Plant Breeding;

J. A. Bizzell, Professor
in Soil Technol

ogy H. O. Buckman, Instructor in

Soil' Technology; L. H. Moulton,

Superintendent of Farms; K. C.

Livermore, Assistant Professor
of Farm

Management; A. L. Thompson, In

structor and Investigator in Farm

Management; C. E. Ladd, Instructor

in Farm Management; T. E. Schrem-

er, Assistant in Poultry; H. E. Ross,

Professor in Dairy Industry; H. C.

Troy, Professor in Dairy Industry.

H M. Pickerill, Instructor in Dairy
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Industry; T. J. Mclnerney, Instructor
in Dairy Industry; Clara Browning,
Instructor in Home Economics; Mrs.

Bessie E. Austin, Clerk and Assistant;
H. W. Riley, Professor of Farm Me

chanics; E. D. Montillon, Assistant in

Rural Art; E. M. Tuttle, Instructor

in Rural Education; R. H. Wheeler,
Assistant Professor in Extension

Teaching; Royal Gilkey, Instructor

and Supervisor in Extension Teaching.
Student Assistants in Entomology,

Biology, and Nature-Study:
J. C. Faure, Dorothy Curtis, A. R.

Cahn, 0. F. Curtis, A. Crawford, A. F.

Coutant, Mary Lyon, Blanche E.

Stafford.

The Summer School of 19 12, will

begin July 8 and close August 16. Its

purpose is to train persons who desire

to teach agriculture, including nature-

study and home economics, in the

public schools. Last summer instruc

tion was given in three distinct groups
of subjects, in any one of which the

student could spend all of his time:

(1) Agriculture, including instruction
in soils, agricultural chemistry, farm

crops, animal husbandry, dairy in

dustry, poultry husbandry, pomology,
farm management, entomology, plant
pathology, and meteorology. (2)
Nature-Study and Elementary Agri
culture, embracing a study of the his

tory, development, and pedagogics of
the nature-study idea; school gardens;
field trips; collection, preparation,'
and preservation of materials; rural

education; nature literature; and

specific lessons in elementary agri
culture and nature-study as outlined
in the syllabus issued by the NewYork
State Education Department for 191 1-
12. (3) Home Economics, covering
the general subject of foods, human
nutrition, principles of household econ
omy, and household sanitation.
This summer the courses will be

extended in scope and a number of
classes will be offered, which carry
university credit. They will be equi
valent to introductory courses given
by the regular departments during the
year. Professor V. MacCaughey of

the Botany Department of the Uni

versity of Hawaii, located at Honolulu,
will be here to assist in the Rural

Education course.

* * *

Professor Stocking addressed the

Bedford Farmers' Club, Bedford Sta

tion, May 22, on "The Production of

Milk from the Standpoint of the

Producer and Consumer.
' '

* * *

Dean Bailey is rewriting and revising
his "Cyclopedia of American Horti

culture." The new Cyclopedia will

be out in 19 14.

Professor CO. DuBois, in charge of
Field Crops and Farm Management
at the State School of Agriculture, at
Alfred University, is taking special
work in the university for the rest of

the term.
* * #

There will be a number of changes
in the required schedules of freshmen

work for next year. Four high school

units in Agriculture will be accepted
for entrance. Solid Geometry and

Plane Trigonometry will be required at
entrance of students entering for

Forestry and Rural Art. Botany will

be a sophomore subject to be taught
in the College of Agriculture. Zoology
will be an alternate choice withBotany.
Only one term of Geology I, three

hours, will be required. Physics 5
and 10 will be electives for students

entering next fall. A new course, en

titled "The Farm" is to be required of

freshmen. It will be given the first
term and count two hours.

* * *

The Frigga Fylge have enjoyed a

number of social activities during
the past two months. On April 16th,
a reception was given to the freshmen
girls of the College of Agriculture
by this Club. Mrs. H. B. Young
spoke of the duties of the girls to their
college, and ways in which they might
be useful in and through their organiza
tion. This was followed by a social

programme, efficiently carried out by
Miss Jean Rundio, after which re

freshments were served up by the
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committee. The "feed" included a

box of apples reserved from the

Athletic Rally.
* * *

On May 7, an entertainment was

given in Sibley Dome by Miss Jean-
nette T. Broomell, reader and imper
sonator, assisted by Miss Gertrude

Nye, of Ithaca Conservatory of Music,
for the benefit of the Frigga Fylge
Scholarship Fund. This scholarship
of $50 was started in 191 1 and is

given on the same basis as other

scholarships in the College of Agricul
ture. One of the active members of

the Frigga Fylge earned the scholar

ship this year. The fund was first

A new division is to be created in

the Department of Pomology, with

the appointment of a professor of

Research Pomology, who will have

charge of investigations and research,
along the lines of interest to this de

partment. Part of this work will be

the collection of fruits and varieties

for a practical experimental plot.

The Department of Pomology is

carrying on an extensive investigation
on a peach farm near Brockport.
Effort will be made to determine the

effect irrigation has on yield, flavor and

keeping quality.

I9II-I9I2 COUNTRYMAN BOARD.

H. A. Thompson
H. Errol Coffin

Dudley Alleman

Hadley C. Stephenson

Bruce P. Jones
Albeit H. White

Jesse S. Brown

George M. Butler

On in M. Smith

Edwin P. Smith

started by an e ntertainment given by
Seumas McManus last year. The

profits of last years' entertainment

amounted to $90, and was increased

to $125 by donations.

Professor C. G. Woodberry, head of

the Department of Horticulture at

Purdue University, spoke last month

before the students in Pomology,

comparing the possibilities for fruit

growing in the east and west.
* * *

The Pomology Department has just
concluded planting about 20 acres of

land to peaches, plums, cherries and

grapes.
* * *

H. B. Knapp, '12, has recently been

appointed Instructor in Pomology
for the corning year.

As usual in the Intercollege Baseball

League, Ag has been doing good work.

The following games have been played :

Ag. 4-Vet. o, Ag. 6-Law 3, Architec

ture forfeited to Ag., Ag. 5-Arts o,

Ag. 3-C. E. 2, Ag. 6-M. E. 5. This

unbroken series of victories gives Ag.

the championship.
H= * *

Mr. A. F. Coutant is to be assistant

in Zoology in the summer school of

the University of Illinois.
* * *

The regular monthly meeting of the

Ag. sophomore class was
held April 22.

The class voted $20 toward cancelling

the debt for the Ag. gig. Professor

Rice of the Poultry Department gave a

very interesting and instructive talk

on the past history of the Agricultural

College, illustrating its development
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with lantern slides. A violin solo and

a social hour consisting of music and

an ice cream "feed" concluded the

evening's program.
yfi yfi 2fi

Prof. Riley, as president, is perfect

ing plans for the annual Standardiza

tion Congress of the American Society
of Agricultural Engineers, to be held

next December. This society is com

posed of about sixty members, two-

thirds of whom are professors in agri
cultural colleges and one-third manu

facturers. An attempt will be made

to get manufacturers together to start
a work of standardizing agricultural
machinery. Such topics will be dis

cussed as the standardizing of types of

farm wagons, sizes of wheels, etc., so as

to eliminate the number of wagon

specifications which the manufacturers
must carry. At this Congress, the

constitution will be revised and a

campaign for increased membership
will be begun.

* * *

An exhibition of paintings and

bronzes was held under the auspices of
the Rural Art Department. Works of

Antonio Barone, of New York, Miss

Alice Piatt, of New York, and Miss

Beals and Miss Sackett of Buffalo

were among those on exhibition.
There were also several old English
and Spanish paintings.

* * *

The following men have been elected
to Hebs-Sa, an honorary society of
the College of Agriculture :

Lewis Clark Armstrong, Edward

Strong Bates, Earl Ayers Brown,
Jesse Seeley Brown, Elewyn Dole,
Charles Henry Elliott, Albert Benja
min Genung, Herbert Griswold Honey
well, Bruce Palmer Jones, Olney
Brown Kent, Maurice Rothstein, Or-
rin Munn Smith, Frederick Clifford
Shaw, Norman Damon Steve, John
Euloe Whinery, Cass Ward Whitney,
Wilfred deSignia Wilson.

* * *

A very interesting collection of
knives from all parts of the world has
been placed in the hall of the main

building by Dean Bailey.

Dr. Dugger has been elected Re

search Professor of Plant Physiology
of the Shaw Botanical Gardens, St.

Louis, Mo. He will take with him

Instructor Hill and Mr. Bobbins, a

graduate student in that Department.
* * *

Prof. J. H. Comstock has been ap

pointed by the trustees to represent
the University at the celebration of

the two hundred and fiftieth anniver

sary of the founding of the Royal

Society of England, this summer.

He is also a delegate of the Entomo

logical Society of America to the

meetings of the International Congress
of Entomology, to be held at Oxford.

% * *

The Department of Soils has entered

into arrangements for two industrial

experiments. One with the Du Pont

Powder Company for the study of

dynamite and its relations to agri
culture, another with the Wyoming
Valley Truck Farm Company for the

development of a 200 acre muck farm

for truck gardening purposes.
* * *

T. M. Morrison, '11, assistant in the

Soils Department is preparing a soil

map of the University Farms.
Soil survey work during the present

season will be carried on in two

counties; in Orange County under

G. A. Crabb assisted by T. M. Morri

son, and in Oneida County under

M. E. Carr assisted by E. T. Maxon,
'12. Mr. Morrison, who passed the

civil service examinations for soil

survey work, has received an appoint
ment from the bureau of soils, which
has been deferred until Nov. 1, in

order that he may give the summer to
work in New York state.

* * *

The last year's legislature made a

special appropriation of $1000 for the

investigation of gladiolus diseases.

The past legislature has just made an

additional appropriation of $2000 for

the investigations during the coming
year. This work is to be conducted

by the Department of Plant Pathology.
L. M. Massey, a graduate student of

Wabash College, Indiana, has been
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appointed as special assistant to con

duct this investigation and began
work on April 1 . The work during the
growing season will be conducted in a

field laboratory at Berlin, New York,
on the farm of A. E. Cowee, the largest
gladiolus grower in the United States.
At this place extensive experiments
will be carried on.

* * *

Mr. J. T. Francis, '12, has been ap

pointed assistant in Forest Pathology
and next year the Department will

offer special courses in Dendro-

pathology. This course will be in

charge of Mr. W. H. Rankine who has

been recently appointed Forest Path

ologist for the State Conservation

commission with headquarters at the

College of Agriculture.
* * *

The Ag. Mandolin and Glee Clubs

have just completed an unusually
successful year. Under the director

ship of F. A. C. Smith, the Mandolin

Club has progressed very rapidly,
performing exceptionally well on many
occasions. The Glee Club, with G. W.

Peck directing the first term, and

C. W. Whitney the second, also are to

be congratulated for the excellent

work they have accomplished.
In March, their annual smoker was

held in the students' lounging room.

Besides clever "stunts" by several of

the members, the programme included

very interesting talks by Prof. Bentley
and by Mr. E. S. Guthrie. At the

election held during the meeting,
C. W. Barker was chosen president,
E. J. Hoffman, vice-president, L. C.

Treman, manager, and R. C. Shoe

maker, assistant manager.
* * *

Helios, an honorary society of the

College of Agriculture organized last

fall, has announced the following elec
tions from the junior class: C. W.

Bame, of Auburn; L. K. Chapman, of

Auburn; A. C. Fraser, of Buffalo;
M. B. Goff, Sturgeon Bay, Wis.;
G. W. Lamb, of Hubbardsville ; E. G.

Lawson, of Buffalo.

* * *

Professor A. H. Gilbert will be at the

head of the Chautauqua School of

Practical Agriculture, which will be

held from June 21st to August 30th.
He will be assisted by Mr. R. E. Deuel

of the Animal Husbandry Department
and H. B. Rogers, '12. The school is

designed for men who desire practical
farming experience. The farm has 115
acres which are devoted to live stock,
orchards, field crops and flowers.

Themen will live in tents. An arrange
ment has been made with the Farm

Practice Department so that they can

secure credit toward the farm practice
requirements.

At the lastmeeting of the year of the

Agricultural Association, the officers for
the first term of 19 12-13 were elected:

President, C. W. Whitney; vice-

president, E. A. Brown; secretary,
Miss G. C. Bristol; treasurer, B. P.

Jones; member at large of Executive

Committee, H. G. Honeywell; athletic

director and member of Athletic

Council, N. D. Steve.

The following officers of the Agricul
tural Sophomore class were elected for

the first term of 191 2-19 13: Presi

dent, J. Judson vSwift; vice-president,
Miss L. C. Fish; secretary, F. H.

Branch; treasurer, H. C. Stephenson;
member at large of executive commit

tee, R. H. Cross.
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he became well known to country boys

and girls throughout the state, through

his letters in the Rural School Leaflet.

It was on July 17, i9°9> wnen repre

senting the college in the summer

schoof at Chautauqua that he was

stricken. In May, 1910, he went to

Saranac Lake accompanied by his

mother, who there spent her life for

her son in his unsuccessful struggle

to regain health.

To an unusual degree Mr. Jones'

frank honesty, enthusiasm, and un

tiring devotion to the things in which

he was engaged, endeared him to his

associates. The Countryman pays

tribute to his name for his personal
worth and for his faithful and in

valuable service.

MILTON PRATT JONES.

Milton Pratt Jones, son of Milton

Trafton and Mary Smith Jones of

Deerfield, N. Y., died at Saranac

Lake, May 2, 1912, thirty-six hours

after his mother, who had been at

tending him, had passed away. The

double funeral was held at Forest Hill

Cemetery, Utica, on May 4th.
Mr. Jones was born on the old

family farm at Deerfield July 25, 1886.

Graduating from Utica Free Academy
in 1904 as an honor pupil, he entered

the College of Agriculture with the

class of 1908. From his freshman

year he took an active part in student

affairs, serving on many committees

and leading in many student move

ments. As a recognition of his leader

ship he was elected to the senior

honorary societies of the University
and of the College of Agriculture. In

his senior year he was president of the

Agricultural Association, vice-presi
dent of the University Christian Asso

ciation, and business manager of the

Cornell Countryman. He was a

member of Alpha Zeta fraternity.

During his last year as an under

graduate Mr. Jones served as an

assistant in the extension department,
and on graduation was appointed to

an instructorship. In this capacity

'94, B. S. A.
—R. A. Pearson has

been elected to the presidency of the

Iowa State College of Agriculture at

Ames, Iowa. He has been granted
leave of absence for the summer and

will visit several agricultural colleges
in Europe.

'98, Sp.
—Theron S. Dean is General

agent for Vermont of the Mutual

Benefit Life Insurance Company of

Newark, New Jersey. His present
address is 401 South Union St., Burl

ington, Vermont.

'01, W.A.—Harry B. Winters has

been appointed first assistant of agri
culture in the New York State Depart
ment of Agriculture, to succeed C. S.

Flanders who is now counsel for the

Department of Agriculture. Mr. Win

ters is a native of Tioga County and,
was educated at Phillips and at

Andover. For thirteen years he was

manager of the Winters Farm at

Smithboro and later became general
manager of the largest certified milk

farm in the world. He came to the

Department of Agriculture in Febru

ary, 191 1, as inspector of farms con

nected with state institutions. He

is president of the New York State

Breeders Association, treasurer of the

N. Y. Agricultural Society, and director
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of the Certified Milk Producers Asso
ciation of America. Mr. Winters was
at the College on May 1 1

,
as one of the

regular visitors invited here by the
Extension Department.
'02, Sp.

—C. C. Cole is now an

assistant agent connected with the

New York State Agricultural. Depart
ment. Mr. Cole was formerly mana

ger of the J. B. Taylor Greystone
Farms at Watertown, N. Y., but has

managed his own farm for several

years previous to the accepting of his

present position.
'04, Ph.D.—Dr. F. W. Foxworthy

has been transferred from the Philip
pine Bureau of Science to the Bureau

of Forestry, and is stationed at the

University of the Philippines at Los

Banos. Half of his time is given to

instruction in Forestry and one-half

to research.

'04, B. S. A.—Norwood R. Shields

recently Director of Agriculture at

St. Paul's Normal School, Lawrence-

ville, Va., has bought a farm and

settled down at Hagaman, N. Y.

'04, B. S. A.—P. J. Van Toben Sels

is manager of a 4500 acre ranch in

Sacramento County, Cal., consisting
of reclaimed bottom land. Mr. Sels

is also trustee and secretary of the

entire reclaimed district. He writes

of very interesting work in connection

with this tract which is at times

twenty-five to thirty feet below the

water level, resulting in some excel

lent agricultural lands.

'05, M. S. A.—R. S. Woglum—An

nouncement has been made of Mr.

Woglum's marriage to Miss Mabel

Clayton, April 10, at Washington,
D. C.

'05, B. S. A.—E. G. McCloskey is

visiting with his wife in Ithaca for a

few days. Mr. McCloskey is shortly
to go to Philopolis, Maryland, where

he will take a position as instructor in

Agriculture in the Philopolis High
School.

'05, Sp.
—F. H. Cardozo is Director

of Agriculture and Horticulture at the

Florida Agricultural and Mechanical

College for Negroes at Tallahassee,

Florida.

06, Sp.—H. O. Tiffany has been ap
pointed Manager of the State Institute
Farms at Dayton, Ohio.
'07, B. S. A., '08, M. S.—Norman

Grubb. A mistake occurred in the

April issue in which it was stated that
Mr. Grubb was still connected with
the Forest Service, Department of the
Interior. In correction we would say
that Mr. Grubb has been engaged as

horticulturist in work under Dr. W. W.

Tracy, Sr. in the Bureau of Plant

Breeding Industry for some time.
'07, B. S. A.—F. S. Hayden is look

ing after the orchard end of his home
farm. He is making a specialty of

box packed fruit. Mr. Hayden spent
several years in the study of the fruit

business in the western states.

'07, Sp.
—Solomon Rosenbaum is

manager of the Threear Farm, Amenia,
Dutchess County, N. Y.

'08, B. S. A.—Eroy II. Anderson is

secretary of the Bedford Farmer's

Cooperative Association of Bedford

Hills, N. Y. His address is Katonah,
N.Y.

'08, B. S. A.—L. A. Toan is teaching
Agriculture in the Perry High School

and is supervising the work of his

farms in his spare time.

'08, Sp.
—L. F. Strickland is with the

New York State Department of Agri
culture, Bureau of Horticulture. Mr.

Strickland is in charge of the nursery

and orchard work in Niagara, Erie,

Wyoming, and Genesee counties. Co

operation experiments in conjunction
with the New York Agricultural Ex

periment Station were conducted dur

ing the season of 191 1 against the Pear

Psylla. Aside from the regular work

these are expected to be continued

during the season of 19 12 and will be

extended against several other fruit

pests also. Mr. Strickland is secre

tary of the Lockport Grange No. 1262.

His address is Lockport, N.Y.

'09, A. B.
—

J. S. Lloyd, assistant in

Biology is now in South America with

a collecting party from the American

Museum of Natural History of N. Y.

When last heard from he and Arthur

Allen of the Zoology Department,were

planning to follow the Amazon River
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from source to mouth; a part of the

journey will be through unexplored

territory.

'09, B. S. A.—Chester C. Neal, who

has been successfully conducting a

laboratory at 3038 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, was recently appointed
chemist and bacteriologist to the

Independent Milk Dealers' Association

of that city.

'09, W. D.—John P. Porteous is in

charge of the laboratory testing and

commercial dairy work at the State

School of Agriculture, Canton, N.Y.

'10, B.S. A.—Mr. H. C. Wheaton

has been appointed manager of the

farms of the Commonwealth Water

and Light Company of Passaic, N. J.
There are about 100 acres in the farms

and of these one-half is a tidal swamp.
Mr. Wheaton's foremost problem will

be the drainage and development of the
wet land along the Passaic River.

An extensive system of levees, canals
and under-drainage will be undertaken.
Mr. Wheaton was formerly Assistant

Agriculturist of the Lehigh Valley
Railroad.

'10, W. D.—Robert T. Quick is in

charge of a certified milk plant of the
Lake Placid Club, Lake Placid, N. Y.

'10, W. D.—James B. Rowe is

managing a butter and cheese factory
in Vernon, N. Y. Mr. Rowe won both

gold and silver medals at the State
Fair last fall.

'11, B. S. A.—Isaac Birkhahn Lip-
man, was married on Saturday, April
6th to Miss Helen Phillips of New York

City.

'11, W. D.—Melvin Streeter is with
the Chemung Dairy Company, Elmira,

'11, Sp.
—

J. G. Cochrane of Ripley,
N. Y., spent a few days in Ithaca
recently. Since leaving the Univer
sity he has assisted in the work at the
home farm. On May 15 he took a

position as manager of a 50 acre apple
and pear orchard at Kisco, N. Y.

^

'11, Sp.—Samuel Huffron is sta
tioned at New London, Ohio, as

Government agent in the timothy

breeding nursery. Some 16,000-20,000

plants are being transplanted. Many
of these have been already set out.
Ex '11.—Lee J. Talbott, Jr., the

former wrestling and hammer throw

ing champion, writes that he has

charge of the Silo Department of the
Columbian Steel Tank Co., Kansas

City, Mo. His address is 1605 West

12th St., Kansas City. He is as

enthusiastic about steel tanks as he

used to be about iron hammers.

'12, B. S. A.
—The present address of

Edward L. Bernays is 120 Produce

Exchange, New York City.
'12, B. S. A.

—

J. S. Briwa has been

appointed assistant bacteriologist at

the Geneva Experiment Station.

'12, B. S. A.—Wm. D. Haselton is

managing a young orchard farm at

Stevensville, Montana.

'12, B. S. A.—Lewis Kraker is

managing a farm at Hempstead, L. I.

Market gardening, squab raising and

fruit growing are receiving special
attention.

'12, Sp.
—Frank F. Black is leaving

now to take charge of the Belvidere

Farms, Belvidere, N. Y.

'12, Sp.
—F. E. Rogers has accepted

a position with the Oswego Fruit

Growers Association as Horticultural

Advisor to the Fruit Growers of the

county.

'12, W. A.—James Rothenberger
died May ist. Mr. Rothenberger was
severely kicked by a horse on April
24th. A leg was broken and blood

poisoning set in which resulted in his
death.

'13, Sp.—J. M. Steitz of Ghent, N Y.
has returned from a 10 months' trip in
the west where he has been working
in different localities.

'13 Ex.—Rowland Calkins is now

staying at Saranac Lake for his health.
'14, Sp.

—Paul Smith is now manag
ing a 400 acre dairy farm near New
York City.
'14, Ex.—Daniel E. Smith, who went

to Saranac Lake for his health early
last fall has now recovered and has
taken a position with the Newark Sign
Works, of Newark, New Jersey.
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COMMUNITY BREEDING

The benefits to a large number of

men in one locality, where they can

work and plan in unison, of adopting
the plan whereby a community breeds

one breed of stock, and as nearly as

possible one family of that breed, and
so secures not only uniformity of stock,
but also prepotency, is well shown by
the success of the Geauga County,
Ohio, Holstein Breeders' Association.

This association numbers about 150

members, every one of which is breed

ing
—

very nearly
—the De Kol family,

and along, as nearly as possible, close
lines of similarity. Bi-monthly these

men meet for conference and discus

sion, formulate sales, and possibly ap

proach something like a "gentleman's
agreement," as to numbers to be sold,

prices, and the like. This association

hasmade a great reputation formerito
rious animals, and buyers come from

all parts of the country and literally
"clean up" the market, buying every

animal that can be purchased.
A milking temperment is always

having its upward pull, and it is not

strange that when men by this plan
come to have dairies where none fall

below 10,000 pounds of milk in 12

months, such men can sell ten days
old heifer calves at $100 and better

each. What these men are doing
others can do. This plan is not likely
to be overdone, as long as there are

20 million cows outside of purebred

dairy breeding, and the population
that is asking for finer dairy produce is

fast outstripping the cow population
that is to supply this demand. The

prices of butter and cheese have been

continually advancing during the last

ten years and probably they will be

still higher. Then the men who are

owning these fine producing cows will

have a great advantage. The man

with the common cow may then take

time to sum up some of the advantages
of community breeding, and lament

that once upon a time he, too, might
have taken his place in the advance

ranks and now owned $500 cows.

COOPERATION OF PRODUCERS AND

CONSUMERS

On April 19-20, there met in the

Board of Trade and Transportation
rooms, in New York City, the repre
sentatives ofmore than twenty associa
tions of producers and consumers.

The object of this conference was to

formulate plans for bringing the pro

ducer and consumer into closer relation

and thereby eliminate, if possible, some
of the middlemen, through whose

hands all products must now go to the

consumer. After considerable discus

sion, in which several points of view

of the problem were presented, a com
mittee of five producers and five

consumers was appointed to prepare a

definite plan for cooperation and to

make recommendations. Several rec

ommendations and resolutions were

left in the hands of a permanent
committee.

*v *£ *^

CONDEMNATION CLAIMS ACT

Several hundred farmers and others

scattered all through the state were

pleased to learn that Governor Dix

has approved of the bill appropriating

$200,000 for the payment of claims

incurred by the state by reason of the

condemnation and slaughter of gland-
ered horses and tuberculous cows.

Commissioner Huson reported to the

Legislature on March 7 that there

were then claims on file in his depart

ment aggregating $194,000, with no

funds to satisfy them. Many of these

claims were more than six months old.

Commissioner Huson, in anticipation

of the signing of the bill, had a number

of clerks at work preparing schedules

for the payment of these claims, and

all properly authenticated claims were

satisfied within thirty days.

# * *

PRACTICAL EXTENSION WORK

The excellent results which the

business farm management instruc

tion under the direction of the Missouri

College of Agriculture has accom

plished inMissouri, have been responsi-
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ble for the great number of requests

for the services of men of that college.

Consequently this plan has been

adopted as a possible way to reach as

large a number of farmers as possible
with the instruction that has proved
so profitable. The college will place
a limited number of trained agricul
tural men in the counties or localities

during the present year. The men

who will carry on this work will be

known as county administration men,

and will be entirely under the direc

tion of the college. They will devote

their entire time to giving instruction

and advice to the farmers in the

communities in which they are em

ployed. The college will pay 25 per

cent of each man's salary, the county
or community receiving his services

75 per cent. The location of the few

men who will be started this coming

year will be determined by the interest

shown and support promised by the

citizens of the community concerned.

Each section of the state will be given
an opportunity to ask for the services

of one of these men. It is hoped that

ultimately every community will em

ploy a county administrationman.
* * *

AMERICAN DAIRY PRODUCTS

Statistics gathered at Washington
show that the price of butter in this

country averages about 50 per cent

more to-day than it did ten years ago.
The price of milk increased in the

same period from 11 cents to 13 cents

per gallon. The output of butter only
increased 18 per cent, however, from

1904 to 1909 while there was an actual

decrease in the output of cheese.
It is estimated that the total butter

output of the country in 1909 was

about 2 ,000,000,000 pounds. The out

put of the creameries was 625,000,000
pounds. The remainder came from
the churns on the farms. A great
transformation has taken place in the
butter in thirty years. At that time
less than four per cent of the supply
was creamery product. By 1900 the

percentage had risen to nearly 30.
The value of the products of such
concerns has increased from $25,750,

000 to $2 74,5°°>ooo. The student of

the increase in the cost of living finds

butter one of the important factors.

* * *

NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL PROSPECTS

The state of New York is in the real

estate business to some extent. It will

soon have farms for sale. Through
the Agricultural Department it has

listed and helped to sell over 2,000

unoccupied farms already. A large

proportion has gone to western farmers.

Since January ist there have been

2,023 calls for the bulletin describing
these farms and of these the Central

West sent 574. Canada sent 34 and

10 foreign countries were interested.

A western farmer whose land has

increased in value to the extent of

$150 per acre may sell out, buy twice

as much land in New York, buy stock

and tools and have a comfortable sum

left as a reserve. In New York he can

raise, on good land, as much grain or

grass as he raised before and get one-

third more per unit for it. The

thousands who are to locate in New

York will need new outfits of tools

and supplies and will have the capital
to buy them. The country lying from

the Ohio river east to the Atlantic is to

see in the next 20 years the greatest
agricultural development of any sec

tion in the country.

BOOK REVIEW

Plant Animals. A Study in Sym
biosis by F. Keeble, Professor of

Botany in University College,
Reading, England. Published by
the Cambridge University Press,
represented by G. P. Putnam's

Sons, 2, 4 and 6 West 45th Street,
New York City. 157 pages. $.40
net.

A very scholarly and interesting
little book, which enters an important
field. Professor Keeble believes that

biological principles can be best studied
in simpler organisms and his book

proves that there is much truth in this

theory.
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ISONASE Potato Machines
Used for All Crops Grown in Rows

RIDING AND TWO-HORSE WALKING

CULTIVATORS

The best line for potatoes

because of the many simple but convenient

adjustments of gangs and standards, for varying
width rows, any depth and any angle

—

because of the variety of styles and combina

tions to choose from so that you can have what

your conditions need
—

because of the pivot wheel style for easy guiding
on hilly or rolling land.

Being best for potatoes, it follows naturally
that they will do the best kind of work in every

row crop.

Riding Cultivators are made both one and two

row.

We also make a complete line of One-Horse

Hoes, Cultivators, Harrows, Ridgers, etc.

TRACTION SPRAYERS.

The fact that we are sending them South by express is an object lesson that you

cannot afford to pass
—

you^cannot tell when blight will strike your potatoes or

other row crops and when it does come, there is no help.

Spraying makes a^bigger yield in every case so that it means not only protection

but greater profit.

Furnished in four, six or seven row machines, single or double acting pumps,

55 gal. steel, or 55 or 100 gal. wood tanks, all with nozzle strainers and wind shift

attachment, for one or two horses. Covers rows 28, 30, 33 or 36 inches apart.

Bateman M'f'g Co., Box 84=C, Grenloch, IN. J.

Ask for booklets

"ThoroughCul-

tivation'Vand

"Saving Vines

and ^Trees by

Spraying".

Ask for

Booklet

showing

three

styles

Potato

Diggers

Ask about

Combination

Potato and

Grain Sprayer

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Since 1847

Henderson's tested farm seeds have been standard

and there is real reason for this. There is 65 years

of accumulated experience in growing, breeding,

selecting, harvesting, cleaning and testing back of

our seeds. Many of the best methods of testing

seeds originated in our house. We not only test the

germination in the ground, which is the most

natural way, but in addition have these checked

by sending samples of our stocks to the leading

seed-testing stations in the United States and

Europe. By this means we secure nothing but

the best, which are by far the cheapest in the end.

Cheap seeds should be viewed with suspicion and

are usually the most expensive

things the farmer can buy. Hen

derson's Seeds are tested Seeds.

Our Farmers' Manual for 19 12,

a 50-page book of Grasses, Farm

Seeds, etc., etc., will be mailed free

to all mentioning The Cornell

Countryman.

Peter Henderson & Co.
35-37 Cortlandt Street

New York

writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Its Strength and Sticking
Quality Give Greatest
Protection

When spraying is done thoroughly and with care, it is then up to the
material. Better strength, suspension, distribution and adhesion have made

ELECTRO £?s,ErNAAnTE
(THE POWDERED FORM) Wl LtAVLJ

the standard It is 50% to 100% stronger than other makes (guaranteed 33% arsenic

oxide) yet safe (less than ]4 of 1% water-soluble arsenic). It is the only lead arsenate

in amorphous (non-crystalline) form; its physical form gives advantages not found in

any other.

Electro Lime-Sulphur Solution (Concentrated) gives results because it is always
of uniform strength and free from sludge and sediment. Guaranteed to test 33%
Baume and to contain the maximum percentage of polysulphides of calcium. Meets
the requirements of all Federal and State laws.

Send for our proofs and a copy of

U q
• a comprehensive and concise booklet on

OprRyillg' spraying, compiled from the experience

SilYinll'f1#*H
" °^ Practical growers and recommenda

tions of well-known authorities.

The Vreeland Chemical Co., 37 Dey St., New York

TO DESTROY APHIS, THRIPS, ETC., WITHOUT INJURY

TO FOLIAGE, SPRAY WITH

"BLACK LEAF 40"

Sulphate of Nicotine

Owing to the large dilution, neither foliage nor fruit is stained.

Like our "Black Leaf" Extract, "Black Leaf 40" may be applied
when trees are in full bloom and foliage, without damage to either.

Also, "Black Leaf 40" is perfectly soluble in water—no clogging
of nozzles.

PRICE:

10>^-lb. can, $12.50 makes 1000 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine."

2>£-lb. can, 3.25 makes 240 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine."

^-lb. can. .85 makes 47 gallons, "5-100 of 1 Pet. Nicotine."

These prices prevail at ALL agencies in railroad towns throughout
the United States. If you cannot thus obtain

"

Black Leaf 40," send us

P. O. Money Order and we will ship you by Express, prepaid.

The Kentucky Tobacco Product Company
Incorporated LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countrytvian
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CHR. HANSEN'S

DANISH DAIRY PREPARATIONS
Rennet Extract, Cheese Color, Lactic Ferment Culture, Rennet Tablets and Cheese

Color Tablets are INDISPENSABLE TO CHEESE MAKERS

Because they are always Uniform, Superior in Strength and Quality and are unexcelled

in Reliability.

CHR. HANSEN'S

DANISH BUTTER COLOR
is the strongest and most uniform and is used by nearly all prize winners.

CHR. HANSEN'S

LACTIC FERMENT CULTURE
makes a vigorous starter for Butter, Cheese and Commercial Buttermilk.

CHR. HANSEN'S LABORATORY

Box 1095, Little Falls, N. Y.

€
for liourfoairvj9

,UR New Catalog of Dairymen's Supplies
should be in the hands of

every owner of
a cow. It is filled from cover to cover-contains
87 pages

— with valuable information about
modern dairy apparatus and utensils.

WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOK
It will show yo the latest models in butter churns and workersmilk testers and testing supplies, tinware, stable fitttnds andsuppbes, engines, boilers, silos and everything in "eon Themodern dairy farm at the lowest prices.
UP-TO-DATE EQUIPMENT ADDS TO DAIRY PROFITS

^^^T?Ztin^™y£&^tofrv^k Our organization covers

r^*£^$$%?£&^?*°< -e of dairyplant and equip more
The catalog is free to everyone who ask* fnr n t

machines
or line of dairying yo/are m"st interested In. AddTess^' *""*

State what
Tl0 r r. .

**•""■">•■ interested in. Address
1 ne Creamery Package Mfg. Company 6l w- Ki*™ st.

r J ' Dep't 28 Chl<
In writing to advertisers please mention The CoRNELLT^t^7

cago. 111.
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WANTED

Gardener and Horticulturist

DR WALTER B. CHASE

1050 Park Place BROOKLYN, N. Y'

Is An

Apple Orchard

Worth While

Not always : it depends on

many things. In our new

treatise we endeavor briefly

to cover the whole question.

- Send for it, free.

RURAL LIFE CO.

KINDERHOOK, N. Y.

Tfe® Uni&ed

509 Fifth Avenue

NEW YORK

Summer Session
The School devotes special atten

tion to the training of Students

for responsible positions as private
secretaries to men and women of

large affairs, in social, professional,
and commercial spheres. Such pri
vate secretaries must necessarily be

on a far higher plane than the

ordinary stenographer, for besides a

thorough practical acquaintance with
shorthand and typewriting, addition

al qualifications are necessary.

The United States School of

Secretaries is founded upon this

basic idea, namely, that secretarial

training is as necessary as college

training; indeed, that courses such

as are given at this school, are

equivalent to a college course. It

insists upon a good English educa

tion and supplements that by special
curricula with the aim of turning
out a private secretary, well-equipp

ed, capable of handling the affairs

of an employer who must to a large
extent depend for details upon the

man or woman he places in that

confidential position.
The whole theory of shorthand im

parted in four weeks. Private instruc

tion and mail tuition in Shorthand,

Typewriting, Secretary's accounts,

General Secretarial duties, English

Literature and Article Writing.

Lectures on Social Amenities

Lectures on Expert Shorthand Writing

Prospectuses mailed free on

application

The Cornell Countryman.In writing to advertisers please ment

. A capable, energetic, reliable man; having
had experience in farm management and with
some theoretical training; familiar with in

tensive vegetable culture and fruit growing.
Work to begin in the autumn. Will pay a

fair salary, or make the compensation"'part
cash if the party were disposed, after investi

gation, to develop 20 or 40 acres on a co

operative basis, thereby insuring to the em

ployee an interest in the products. Under

intensive methods of gardening, two or three

crops could be raised within the year. The

fertility of the soil is such that the possibilities
of large returns per acre are attractive. Lo

cated in one of the healthiest and most

attractive communities in Florida. The ele

vation is said to be the highest in the state,

being from 250 to 300 feet above tide water.

The climate is so moderate that Northern

people remain there during the entire year.

During the past two years there have been

extensive sales of fertile Hammock Land to

northern settlers. In the town, a county

seat, is located a U. S. Agricultural Experi
ment Farm where reliable information con

cerning agricultural matters is accessible.

Two railroads enter the town, which also

contains three Protestant churches and two

banks.

Applicant must be ready to furnish satis

factory references. Address the owner,
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FRUIT TREES FROM THE GROWER

WOODLAWN NURSERIES
Culver Road and Garson Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

We Grow Apple, Peach, Pear, Plum, Cherry, Grape, Berry, Hedge

We Import Rare Ornamentals, Evergreens, Shrubs, Roses, Vines

SEND FOR OUR NEW FRUIT AND FLOWER BOOK

A few years ago the N. Y. Experiment Station started out to prove that

"Scalecide" was too expensive, but they found that in orchard work 9 gals .

of "Scalecide" went as far as 17 gals, of Lime-Sulfur. This being the case, a

barrel of "Scalecide" which makes 800 gals, of spray at the strongest strength,

will go as far and do better work than 1500 gals, of Lime-Sulfur spray,

which will require zYz barrels of Lime-Sulfur. The Missouri Experiment

Station reports that "Scalecide" killed 100% of scale in 5 out of 7 tests.

Lime-Sulfur did not do it once in 10 tests in the same orchard. Scale-

-

cide" has greater fungicidal properties than Lime-Sulfur as a Winter wash.

A postal request to Dept. "A" will bring by return mail, free, our book, "Modern Methods of Harvesting

Grading and Packing Apples," and new booklet, "Scalecide—the Tree-Saver If your dealer cannot

supply you with "Scalecide," we will deliver it to any R. R. Station in the U. S. east of the Mississippi

and north of the Ohio Rivers on receipt of price. 50-gal. bbls., S25.00; 30-gal. bbls . S16.00; 10-gal.

cans $6 75- 5-gal. cans, S3. 75. Address B. G. Pratt Company, 50 Church Street, New York City.

800 GALLONS

OR

1500 GALLONS

for the soil only. Our Agri

cultural Lime can be applied
at the time of seeding and

will not burn anything. Will

drill, broadcast or scatter.

We guarantee immediate

shipment, analysis, mechani
cal condition, fineness, quick
results and no burning.
Litmus paper free. Write us.

CALEDONIA MARL CO., Caledonia, N. Y.

$ Now is the time to Order &

g Kaw Liround Lime g

g Quickly available. Will g
g work nicely in grain drill. g

g F. E. CONLEY STONE CO. g

% Utica, N. Y. %
& tOj

TRY

RICE'S SEEDS

Jerome B. Rice Seed Co.

Cambridge Valley Seed Gardens

CAMBRIDGE, N. Y.

SOLD BY MERCHANTS AND DEALERS

EVERYWHERE

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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STANDARD OF QUALITY
FOR EVERY FARM POWER NEED

For running the cream separator, churn, feed cutter, wood-

saw, farming mill, thresher, pump, grindstone, electric lighting

plant, washing machine
—

any farm machine to which power can be

applied
—

an IHC gasoline engine is the best investment you can

make. It will work steadily and economically, it will last for years,
and require less attention and repairing than any other enginemade.

The record of I H C engines on thousands of farms is proof pos
itive of their superiority. Their advantages in simplicity, strength,
economy, efficiency, and durability are well known.

IHC Gasoline Engines
are built right

—of the best materials obtainable
—

by skilled workmen, in the finest equipped
engine factories in America.

When you buy an I H C you know it

must be right in order to maintain the IHC

reputation for highest quality.
In the IHC line there is an engine that

meets your special needs. They are made in

the following styles and sizes.

Vertical type—2, 3,25, and 35-H. P.; horizon

tal— 1 to 25-H. P.; semi-portable—1 to 8-H. P.;

portable—1 to 25-H. P.; traction—12 to 45-H.

P.; sawing, pumping, spraying, and grinding

outfits, etc. Built to operate on gas, gasoline,

kerosene, distillate, or alcohol—air-cooled or

water-cooled. See the IHC local dealer, or,

write us today for our new catalogue.

International Harvester Company of America
Chicago (Incorporated) USA

IHC ServiceBureau
The bureau is a

center where the

best ways of doing'
things on the farm,
and data relating
to its development
are collected and

distributed free to

everyone interest

ed in agriculture.
Every available

source of informa

tion will be used in

answering ques

tions on all farm

subjects. Ques
tions sent to the

IHC Service Bu

reau will receive

prompt attention.

iting to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Renovation of Old Orchards

Practical

Tree

Surgery

Pruning

Filling Cavities

with Cement

Chaining Defective
Crotches

Spraying and

Planting

Our speciality is to

renovate old run-down

orchards and put them

into good bearing con

dition. We plant young
orchards and contract to

care for old ones. Let

us convince you of our

scientific methods of

fixing old orchards. Our

men have thorough
knowledge of the prin

ciples underlying horticulture and long experience in treatment of

wounded and diseased trees. Send for our booklet "PRACTICAL TREE

SURGERY" explaining our work. Write us, telling how many trees,

general condition of orchard and we shall arrange to inspect your orchard
and advise work needed. Why leave your orchard to deteriorate? Put

it in our care and it will become the pride of your estate. Our charges
are reasonable.

TENNY-RAYCHEFF CO.
P. O. Box 221. CORTLAND, N. Y.

SAVE AND PRESERVE YOUR OLD FRUIT TREES

One of the many Chained Trees in Dr. C D. Vernooy's orchard,
Cortland, N. Y. Cavity cemented and limbs chained ;

well protected against decay and storms.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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r
THE CALL IS TO "INTENSIFY"

Eliminate waste, conserve energy, grow two blades
of grass where one grew before—"intensify" in other

words is the call today.
Intensified dairy cleaning yields its percentage of

profit the same as intensified farming.
And how easy it is for dairymen to make their work

of cleaning "intensive."

>v

,anr/6
.Dairyman °s

altho it requires less work, does dairy cleaning so

thoroughly that dairymen do not hesitate to pronounce

it the only dairy cleaning agent which really makes the

cleaning
' '

intensive .

' '

"Intensive" because Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner

and Cleanser cleans away every particle of dirt, old milk,
and everything a bacteria could possibly thrive upon,

thereby reducing the number of bacteria to practically
nothing. And "intensive" because it leaves the dairy in

a fresh, clean-smelling and wholesome condition.

Every Dairy Inspector in the United States and

Canada recommends you to use Wyandotte Dairyman's
Cleaner and Cleanser because it "intensifies" your dairy

cleaning. This means better cleaning, less work, and

higher quality milk, cream and

butter.

Why not then let Wyandotte

Dairyman's Cleaner and Cleanser prove

these facts. It costs you nothing if

every claim is not met satisfactorily.

Ask your dealer for a sack or write

»n every package
to your supply dealer.

Indian in Circle

THE J. B. FORD CO., Sole Manufacturers

Wyandotte, Mich., U. S. A.

This Cleaner has been
awarded the highest prize wherever exhibited,

j
In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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THIS COUPON WORTH

35 CENTS

Return this coupon and 35 cents (cash or stamps)

and we will send you American Hen Magazine

until January 1, 1913 (regular price 70 cents).

This gives you 70 cents worth of the Best Poultry

Journal Published for only 35 cents. American

Hen Magazine has reliable writers on all subjects

pertaining to poultry, fruit, pigeons, nuts and bees.

It contains valuable information on how others

have made from $6,000 to $20,000 a year from

the investment of only a few dollars.

Joel M. Foster, a young man, made $19,484.83
in one year. The Curtis boys made $100,000

from their chickens. Mr. Parrin made over

$1,300 on a village lot. The Comings (father and

son) made $12,000. One man made over $35,000
in two years. Ernest Kellerstrass made $18,178.53
last year. E. R. Philo made $1,500 from 60 hens

in 10 months.

Many others are making a snug fortune each

year. Are you? Remember, you can make an

independent living from chickens on a city lot,

right in your own backyard. Read "A Fortune

Raising Chickens on the No-Yard Plan" in Ameri

can Hen Magazine.

Return this coupon and thirty-five (35) cents

to-day. A single copy is worth more than $35.00
to the man, woman, boy or girl who wants to make

money fast. (Published each month). Address

CAN

HELP YOU

if you want employment and can af

ford to prepare for a paying position

GOING INTO BUSINESS?

Then investigate EASTMAN before you
decide on your college. Consider what it
will mean to you to begin business "full

panoplied" as Minerva sprang from the head
of Jove—equipped BEFOREHAND with
what most college men and women have to

learn after graduating through a long, pain
ful, poorly paid or costly apprenticeship.

EASTMAN teaches all that is essential to

training for business—during college life, a

wholesome, energizing experience, affording,
time and money considered, just as much of
all the cultural activities—physical, intellect
ual, and social—while ycu are in college, and
very much more after you are through.

For EASTMAN graduates are ready for
work and are not obliged to hunt aimlessly
for "something to do." Positions are offered
them promptly, and they earn higher salaries
at the start, and advance faster and farther up
because they KNOW BUSINESS before they
begin. The prospectus of the school will tell

you what is taught
—and how.

Write to-day for interesting and inspiring
publications. "There are many business
schools but only one EASTMAN." Address

CLEMENT C. GAINES, M.A., LL.D.,

Box C. C, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

THE CORNELL COUNTRYMAN

I SUN=RAY

| THE WORLD'S PUREST WATER

| and

| GINGER ALE
x
X FOR SALE AT

| THE ITHACA HOTEL AND CAFES

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl
In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman

American Hen Magazine

799 Sta. D. Chicago, Ills., U. S

TYPEWRITERS
We have two more machines to sell. One

of them is a new Oliver, the other a used

Underwood. Both are bargains. Address
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POULTRY
Eggs from constitutionally strong stock for sale of the following

varieties: White Leghorn, Barred Plymouth Rock, Rhode Island Red,
Brown Leghorn, Silver Spangled Hamburgs, Toulouse Geese; Pekin, Rouen,
Indian Runner and domesticated Wild Mallard Ducks.

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY HUSBANDRY
New York State College of Agriculture

ITHACA, N. Y.

New York State College of

Agriculture at Cornell University
THE DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

Breeds Percheron Horses, Holstein, Jersey, Guernsey, Ayrshire,
Short Horn Cattle. Dorset, Shropshire, Rambouillet Sheep. Cheshire Swine.

Regular Public Sale of all Surplus Young Stock, except Swine, on

FRIDAY OF FARMERS' WEEK EACH YEAR

BE ON THE

SAFE SIDE!

"V-U- needn't fear a visit from
1 **U the Sealer of Weights and

Measures if you use ....

THATCHER

MILK

BOTTLES

You won't give over-capacity

either, because they are accurate !

Send for our free book. It tells

exactly why Thatcher bottles add to

your profits.

THATCHER MFG. CO.

103 Market St. ELMIRA, N. Y.

The A. I. Root Company
Medina - Ohio

"

Manufacturers of bee-keeper's supplies

and agricultural products for 41 years."

Our line includes bee-hives and frames,

section honey-boxes, shipping cases, honey
and wax extractors, comb foundation

fasteners, bees, queens, complete outfits

for beginners, etc.—in fact everything re

quired by the amateur or advanced bee

keeper.

We maintain branch offices and distrib

uting agencies in all parts of the United

States and in foreign countries and invite

correspondence from all interested in bee

keeping. Instructive booklets with copies

of our catalog and GLEANINGS IN

BEE CULTURE —a semi-monthly mag

azine—may be had upon request.

"

The Famous Airline Bee Products.
"

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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5fr

Going to Stay for Summer School ? j
[Get one of our Combination

j

SEMI AND NEW PROCESS j
CLEANING CONTRACTS j

It is a Hummer—Cleans Clean' Always j

Costs no more than old style cleaning— 100 per cent, better
-

^Done only by the j

Modern Dry-Cleaning and Pressing Works j
W. F. FLETCHER CO. Inc. |

103 DRYDEN ROAD j

Home of Ithaca's Modern Machine Equipped Cleaners j

X—"

The L. J. Carpenter Tailor Shop

Sanitary
Steam Presser

205 North Aurora Street

Cleaning, Pressing, Dyeing, Repairing, Etc.

Bell
'

Phone 567 Ithaca 'Phone 420-x

jjobinson's Photograph Shop
214 East State Street

Photographer for the Senior Class

White & Burdick Co.
The oldest and largest
Drug Store in the City

Supplies forAgricultural Students

a Specialty

THE TOMPKINS COUNTY NATIONAL BANK

135-137 E. State St.

Capital $100,000

ESTABLISHED 1836

Surplus and Undivided Profits $150,000

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

In writing to advertisers please mention Tee Cornell Countryman
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Pictures Picture Framing

SMITH'S, 315 EAST STATE STREET

When wanting

QUALITY, SERVICE AND CLEANLINESS

go to

WANZER" & HOWELL, The Grocers

PICTURES PICTURE FRAMES

STUDENTS' FURNITURE

Manufacturers of Special Furniture for

FRATERNITIES AND CLUB ROOMS

H. J. BOOL CO.
i.

(Opposite Tompkins County Bank)

r
D. S. O'BRIEN

jMarkcts
222 North Aurora Street

430 North Cayuga Street

DEALER IN

FresH, Salt and SmoKed Meats

Poultry and Game in Season

D. S. O'BRIEN

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Williams Brothers

ITHACA, NEW YORK

i !

WELL DRILLING J
MACHINERY AND %

TOOLS *

Hand Laundry

Soft Laundry done

at HOME.

Positively No Chemicals Used!

MENDING FREE.

Starched Goods Equal to any done

in the City.

NORWOOD'S

ITHACA PHONE 144-C

THE H. C. CABLE ART STORE
To visit the model store at the campus gate will quickly convince

you that I have mastered the student taste in the Photographic
and Picture Framing line.

BLACKMER BLOCK, 405 College Ave. Ithaca Phone 180 X

The

Caterer

Caters to Teas, Luncheons, Dances and Banquets.
Out-of-town Entertainments a Specialty.

523 E. State Street ITHACA, N. Y.

The Modern Method Laundry
JOHN REAMER, Prop.

The Cornell University Brooder Gasoline Heater
IS MADE BY

TREMAN, KING & COMPANY, * ITHACA, NEW YORK
In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Students !

Come to the

Students' Inn
319 EDDY

For Everything

Good to Eat

NOTICE
TO SUBSCRIBERS

A good many subscriptions will expire with

this issue, being the last one of Volume 9.

Is your subscription one of these ? If so,

you better renew right now and make sure of

receiving the October number next fall. The

price is only One Dollar.

Ithaca Phone 76x

The Palace Laundry
323 and 325 Eddy Street

F. C. Barnard, Prop.

Ithaca Cleaning and

Dyeing Works
Where Old and Soiled Clothing is Made to

Look Like New.

No Pressing Machines Used.

Main Office, 409 West State Street

J. C. Durfey Branch, 316 1-2 College Ave.

HOME LIFE INSURANCE CO. of NEW YORK

Stevens & Morgan, General Agents
For Central and Southern New York 220 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

flip f|(» rig*ejnrjrt r$n rSn r9n rj|f* rfa r9r% *A» e$f> r$e*r$nr$f> rjr>r$n rjf* r$t* r$f* r9n*^fl!**JWrJi?fln3i!i?
«^» Jgb Jp* JJy JJU JJV JJw JJ" -JJV -v" JJ* tjw JJt» wjw JJ> JJv *-Jv* JJV iJJv JJV JJw "Jp- -^JV *7Jw «T* vjv *J* ***

S*
Men who Live in the Open J
Appreciate the Best in *

Nature. *

*
* Men who Wear the

Quality Shop Clothes

Appreciate the Best in

Tailoring.

*

dp

dp

*

dp
*

E. B. BAXTER,

150 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

| ROTHSCHILD BROS.
*

I "Student Supplies" 1
* for rooms
I
i
X Decorations and Necessaries

I Carpets, Rugs, Bedding, |
| Sofa Pillows, Banners, J

| Desk furnishings, Lamps,
J Steins, Curtains, Books,

| Waste Paper Baskets

J Men's Wear

Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, Ho- f
siery, Underwear, Sweaters, f

ONE PRICE TO ALL

*

*

dp

| Rothschild Bros.

J "The Store of the City
"

t

*
*

* *

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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BOOK BINDERY

START RIGHT—Have your Countryman bound

We bind anything.

J. WILL TREE'S 113 IN. Tio^a St

BARNEY SEAMOIN
... HEADQUARTERS FOR ...

f)igb-6rade Clothes and Regal Shoes

146-148 E. STATE STREET

WE DO YOUR MENDING FREE

FOREST CITY LAUNDRY
E. M. MERRILL

PHONE 209 NORTH AURORA STREET

CUT FLOWERS, DECORATIVE

PLANTS, ETC.

THE BOOL

FLORAL CO.
215 East State St., Ithaca, N. Y.

PETER SCUSA

Modern Shoe Repairing

Have your old shoes made like new. <fe *|
Best oak sole and heels, sewed . .

*P X

Work Guaranteed

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Cornell Library Building

Capital, Surplus and Profits $350,000.00

Oldest National Bank Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

PIANOS, MANDOLINS, GUITARS, BANJOS and VIOLINS

Rented or sold on Easy Payments. mm "Songs of Cornell.'
' All the latest

music; Strings and supplies for all instruments at lowest prices

LENT'S MUSIC STORE - 122 N. Aurora Street

Victor Talking Machines, Records, etc.

"If you get it from us it's right"

BUTTRICK & FRAWLEY
One Price Clothiers and Furnishers

Offer unusual advantages to students. Our Clothing is manufactured for
us to conform to the requirements of the college man by the best
makers in the country, and is sold at bottom prices. Same price
to students and town people. Suits from $10 to $30. We make to
measure at a saving of 30 per cent, to 50 per cent, over the exclusive tailor.

Hats, Gloves, Shirts, Sweaters, Hosiery, Underwear, Slickers
in fact everything in furnishings in keeping with our high standard of Clothing.

*Mf
no^we^ make^it right

"

118 East State Street

e Cornell Countryman
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Established 1887

LARKIN BROS,

RETAILING, WHOLESALING AND

JOBBING GROCERS

JOHN J. LARKIN, Proprietor and Manager
408 Eddy Street, Ithaca, N. Y.

27

WISE
THF

PRINTER
Is at your Service for all Classes
of Fine Printing, Engraving, etc.

Buffalo Street, Next to Post Office

ITHACA, N. Y.

BATES'

Tailoring Shop
411 E. State St.

CLEANING

DYEING and REPAIRING

'VI

tVJ

PRESSING |

^*^x*sraxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

x
x
x
x

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

L. C. BEMENT !
The Toggery Shops

Established 1888

Agents for Mark Cross

LEATHER GOODS

and GLOVES

for men and women

x

X
X

SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER

Hatter, Hosier, Glover |
Cravatter

X

&$$tV,$$$$$$$$$tVJtV3$^

S Maker of Shirts that fit
x

X Down Town On the Hill

0 142 E. State 404 Eddy St. g
X x
V (2) Shops ( I ) Factory X

xxxxsxxxxxxsxsxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

STUDENT SUPPLY STORE I
THE ONLY PLACE WHERE YOU CAN GET REAL

*

PHOTOGRAPHS LFOR 5c. .WE DO DEVELOP

ING AND PRINTING, PICTURE FRAMING AND

WATCHMAKING. J> J> J> * <*

CARR & STODDARD
MERCHANT TAILORS

UP-TO-DATE STYLES AND WORK SENECA AND AURORA, NEXT LENT'S MUSIC STORE

R. A. HEOOIE <& BRO. CO

Dealers in WATCHES AND FINE JEWELRY

136 East State Street

ITHACA, IV. V.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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New York State Sewer Pipe Company

Cement, Clay, and Gypsum Products

in carload and less carload lots

Main Office, Eighth Floor, Insurance Building, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Best Portland Cements

Vitrified and Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe

Fire Clay Flue Linings

Fire Brick and Chimney Pipe and Fire Clay

Vitrified Clay Building Blocks and Hollow Tile

Wall Plaster and Land Plaster also Hydrated Lime

Drain Tile-Hexagon
We particularly desire to call attention to our excellent

FARM DRAIN TILE and solicit inquiries for prices and

samples.

Samples will be sent free with each inquiry if desired and

we prefer that each new customer receive our sample before

placing an order.

We have a pamphlet entitled "

HINTS ON FARM
DRAINAGE

"

which will be sent free upon application.

P. O. Box 583, Rochester, N. Y.

iting to advertisers please mention The Cornell C



Nickel Silver Skimming Sections—Absolutely Non-Rusting.

Rotary Section Washer—Bowl Cleaned with 1-4 the Work.

1-2 the Bowl Diameter—Double the Capacity
—50 per cent.

Decrease in Required Power.

These are three exclusive features of the

INTERLOCKING

United States Cream Separator
Nickel silver is made especially for us by one of the most

celebrated metallurgists in the country and is ideal in its

sanitary qualities. It's non-corrosive. Milk and casein do

not adhere so tenaciously to it as to other metals and alloys.

Our Rotary Section Washer makes the Interlocking Bowl

easier to clean than ever. Its skimming device catches

hold of the rinsing water and drives it forcibly through the

channels, cleaning every part of the skimmer.

The Interlocking U. S. Separator is operated with about

half the power of older models. Because its skimmer has

practically double the skimming area and does about twice

the work of older models. Because its bowl diameter has

accordingly been reduced to about one half that of older

models.

There is every reason why YOU should use the Inter

locking United States Cream Separator. None why you

should not.

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO.

Bellows Falls, Vt.

Distributing Warehouses in Every Dairy Section of the Country

In writing to advertisers please mention The Cornell Countryman
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Are in a Class By Themselves

They cost but a little more than the

, cheapest, while they save twice as much and

last five times as long as other separators.

They save their cost every six months over

gravity setting systems and

every year over other separ

ators, while they may be

bought for cash or on such

liberal terms that they will

actually pay for themselves.

Every assertion thus

briefly made is subject to

demonstrative proof to your

own satisfaction by the near

est DE LAVAL local agent,

or by your writing to the

Company direct.

Why then, in the name of simple common sense, should any one

who has use for a Cream Separator go without one, buy other than a

DE LAVAL, or continue the use of an inferior separator?

The De Laval Separator Co.

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

PRESS OF W. F. HUMPHREY, GENEVA, N. Y.
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